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EDITOR'S PREFACE

my much loved teacher and paterwas devolved the task of preparing for the press the
last greater work of the lamented Neander, the sixth volume of
Having discharged this no less honorable
his church history.
Ojm me, after the death ol

nal friend,

than arduous duty, I now think it due to the respected reader
that I should give some brief account of the method according

which

to

I

have proceeded.

two possible w-ays indeed presented themvolume might be prepared for the public

In the abstract,
selves in

eye

:

which

this

either to follow out the subject, in

—

accordance with the

down to the point
the commencement

plan and preparatory labors of Neander,

of

of
time he originally proposed to himself
or to publish it in the fragmentary shape in
the Reformation
which it was left. Pious regard to the style of a work peculiarly
original in its kind, and the design of Neander, expressed shortly

—

before his death, of publishing a part of the materials here pre-

sented as the

first

division of the sixth volume, equally forbade

the former of these methods.
liberty

was

different

still

ways.

left

He

And

yet in adopting the latter plan,

to the editor of executing his task in very

might, perhaps, consider himself justified,

sort, in giving them a finer polby applying the last finishing hand. But the undersigned
has felt bound to abstain even from this. It has been his endeavor to present the work of Neander with the least possible
curtailment, and with the least possible additions of his own
and it has been his wish rather to be found too faithfully exact,
or if you please slavish, than arbitrary, in the labors he has be-

in the case of

fragments of this

ish

stowed.

Nevertheless, in hundreds of places he has altered the

editor's

iv

preface.

and in a stil] greater number of instances corrected the
But in so doing he has only taken the same liberty which
the lamented author, while living, had already allowed him to
use in the publication of his more recent works, the new ediwith
tions of St. Bernard, of Chrysostom, and of Tertullian
text,

notes.

;

with regard to these latter, he could
in all difficult cases refer to the author himself, while in the present case, he had to decide according to his own best judgment.
Unhappily the editor, who by long exercise had become tolerably familiar with Neander's method of composing, did not have
it in his power to lend the beloved man of God a helping hand,
and various circumexcept in a small portion of this work
stances, such as a growing infirmity of sight, and occasional
sudden interruptions closely connected with this calamity, the ilthis difference, indeed, that

;

legibility of his excerpts

m

hi« last assistants,

made

in earlier years,

want

of practice

and various other causes, conspired togeth-

er to render his labors

more

difficult,

nay,

if possible, distaste-

Once and again he had
even entertained the thought of bringing his work to a close in
the form of a brief compendium; but strong attachment to the
ful to the restlessly active investigator.

life, ever breaking forth afresh, and the hope that he
might perhaps yet recover the use of his eye-sight, constantly
brought him back again to the extremely painful and yet dearly
How natural,
beloved continuation of the task he had begun.
that the manuscripts he left behind him should also, in various
ways, bear upon them the marks of their origin. The editor,

labor of his

therefore, has not hesitated to correct all manifest errors of fact,

came to his knowledge, whether arising from some
misunderstanding of the assistants, or, as the case often was,
from the illegibility of Neander's excerpts, or from any other
cause.
Or ought he to have hesitated to do this when, for example, the Mss. p. 371, spoke of a Marshal of the empire by th-e
name of Von Pappenheim, or when, p. 340, the Easter festival
so far as they

said to fall on the 31st of May, or when the text read " That
one Cardinal John would bring disgrace upon the pope and cardinals;" or when, as was not seldom the case in the section
concerning Matthias of Janow, the translation conveyed an almost directly contrary meaning to the correct reading of the original ?
On the other hand, in all cases where the matter was at
all doubtful to me, I have allowed the text to be printed without
alteration, or at most (compare, e. g., p. 317, and 344,) simply
intimated my doubts in the shape of notes.
The style more-

was

*
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over has been, in here and there an instance, slightly altered b^
me, and repetitions of longer or shorter extent, such as were
almost unavoidable in a work which sprang purely out of the

Among

recollection of Neander, expunged.

the papers, further-

more, were found a series of sheets which Neander had marked,
partly with a conjectural indication of their being designed, on
a

in their appropriate places.
These
have carefully inserted wherever it could be done, either at
once, or only with some slight alteration of form, and have
final revision, for insertion

I

never laid them aside except in those cases where their insertion
would have required an entire recasting of the text. But additions and the completion of defective parts, in the strict and

have never allowed myself to make, except on
and that in perfect accordance with Neander'a
wishes.
Unhappily the more recent works on church history are
often, in this respect, in the highest degree unreliable, as one author is found to copy the false citations of another.
Lewis's
History of the Life and Sufferings of John Wicklif, for example,
is a work which seems actually to have been in the hands of very
few of our church historians.
In proceeding to make a few brief remarks on single portions
of the present volume, let me begin by observing that the first
portion, which relates to the history of the papacy and of the
proper sense,

I

points,

literary

church constitution
it

was

down

to the time of

the earliest in the time of

its

tlie

council of Basle, as

composition,

is

manifestly

most complete as to form. As regards the continuation
section, Neander left behind only a series of preparatory

also the

of this

papers, but no proper sketch of the whole, nor even elaboration

This latter labor had been bestowed indeed
upon passages belonging to the second section,treating of the
Reformation of England yet these single passages, attached
for the most part to the unfinished exposition of Wicklif s doctrines, were so unconnected, that the editor felt himself compelled, in following out his principle, to leave them aside.
And
he considered himself the more justified in so doing, because
of single passages.

;

they contained little else than translations of single passages
from the work of Vaughan. The third principal section, relating
to the

parts
tion.

history of the

Bohemian

reformers, belongs

rers of the great departed, to find that it

him

among

those

which Neander constantly treated with especial predilecIt will assuredly afford no small satisfaction to the admi-

to bring to

its

close the

history of

was

at least permitted

John Huss

;

and

if *his,

editor's preface.

vi

too,

is

here presented to us, as the well informed reader will be

it is, only in its first rough sketch, yet
circumstance enables us to see more profoundly into
the intellectual power and vigor of the departed historian, which
can only wish that
was preserved unimpaired to the end.

at

no

loss to discern that

this very

We

Neander on the great Bohemian reformers might serve as a stimulus to some competent hand
the

new

light

thrown

by.

soon to furnish us with an edition of the hitherto unpublished
writings of Militz, of Conrad of Waldhausen, and particularly
A.lso a new ediwork of Matthias of Janow
works of John Huss, or at least the preparation of a

of the pioneer
tion of the

!

chronologically arranged edition of his letters, belongs
the pits desideriis in the department of church history.

among
Many

of the preliminary labors to such a performance are to be found
Neander has repeatedly alin the excellent work of Palacky.

luded to the incorrectness .rand inexactitude of the Nurenberg
edition of 1558, and the passages adduced by him might easily
be multiplied to tenfold the number. Such a monument is due
from us Protestants to the memory of John Huss, of whom our
Luther, in his lectures on Isaiah, so strikingly remarks " Existimo Johannem Huss suo sanguine peperisse Evangelion, quod
:

nunc habemus." A man of learning so enthusiastic in his admiration of Huss as M. Ferdinand B. Mikowec,who has already
favored us with a

new

corrected translation of the letters that

had been already published by Luther, would be just the person
The Bohemian work conto engage in such an undertaking.
taining the letters of Huss should be published in Bohemian,
with a German or Latin translation on the opposite columns.
Such an enterprise would certainly be crowned with success.
Finally, on the section relating to the German Friends of God,
Neander was still occupied during the last days of his life in
truth, the habitual occupation of his mind with the work of
;

his life intermingled

among

the pleasing fancies that floated be-

God.
compliance with the urgent wishes of Neander's admirers, have hurried to a speedier conclusion the pubbut this could not be done in
lication of the present volume
connection with my professional duties. Besides, there were
The library of Neander, unhappily, did not
other hindrances.
Several works and editions which Nestand at my command.
ander had cited, such as Lewis's History of Wicklif, and the first
edition of Vaughan's work, were not to be found, even in the

mind of
Gladly would

fore the

this departing friend of
I,

in

;
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Royal Library in this place, and they could not otherwise be
obtained than by ordering them from England.
I may doubt
less rely, therefore, on the kind indulgence of my readers.
But

and this would be my best reward, that
never to be forgotten master, and to his woik,
will not be found wanting.
I confidently hope, too,

faithfulness to

my

K. F.

Berlin, Oct. 31st, 1851.

TH. SCHNEIDER.
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Character of
history
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of the papacy
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°.
and subsequent flight to France
.
.

Boniface VIII.
year 1296.

minded

More

and Philip

The counter

the Fair.

The

bull

Clericis

laicos

declaration of the king, evincing a

.

.

more

free-

6

de Pamiers, papal legate.
Laconic reply
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of the king.
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only in
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Against the sophistical proposition that man's original
a certain sense.
Against the arbitrary absolstate is restored in the unity of the papacy.
The papal plenitudo poving of subjects from their oath of allegiance.
testatis a limited one.
More correct view of the historical facts relating
;

5

of the

spirit

violent outbreak

3

of the quarrel,

isaiset

;

15

to these matters

Treatise by John of Paris on royal

IS

and papal

authority.

Secular lordship
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Supreme authority
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distinction

oi"

the ideas of church

and

state.

Purely spiritual authority of the church.
The
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clergy in the

cat>e

;

;
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Opposite reports
Originally one priestly office.

tem.

and perhaps was never

in

Rome.

.

.

3fi

.

88

:

:

40

,

(Bibamus papaliter)
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Stephen of Prague and of the arch-bishop of Genoa. Fierce resistance
Death of the archComplaints against the Germans.
of the cardinals.
Protest of the German nation on the 14th
bishop Hallam of Salisbury.
124
They finally yield
of September, 1417.
Resolution of the council respecting the frequent appointment of general
Peace restored by the mediation of the bishop of Winchester.
councils.
Choice of Martin V. 126
Controversies about the form of the papal election.

Complaints of the French deputies before the emperor on the procrastinaand his answer. Plan of the reformation drawn up by
tion of reform
the Germans, also respecting the possibility of deposing a pope and on
Plan of reform drawn up by the pope
the limitation of indulgences.
Concordats of the pope with the several
with reference to the above.
;

127

nations
Difficulties between
Last session of the council on the 22d of April, 1518.
Their appeal fnom the pope to the next
the Poles and the Lithuanians.
Constitution of Martin V. in contradiction with the
general council.

Gerson's Tractatus
principles proclaimed at Constance.
liceat in causis fidei a summo pontifice appellare

quomodo

an

et

128

Letters missive
Transfer of the same to Siena.
Council of Paviain 1423.
Apfor the next general council to meet in Basle in the year 1431.

pointment of Cesarini as legate.
liis

successor.

Death of Martin V.

Eugene IV.

Disinclination of Cesarini to act as legate to this council.

His journey through Germany to Basle.
His journey to Bohemia.
Cesarini's opposition to the
Designed transfer of the council to Bologna.
Hints at the disgrace that threatened the papal see
design of Eugene.
refutation
of the reasons assigned
and
a
measure,
in consequence of such
by the pope for the transfer
.

.

.

129

133

SECTION SECOND.
RELATING TO THE HISTORY OF THEOLOGY AND DOCTRINE.
I.

Way

The Reformatory movements

in

England.

P. 134-412.

P. 134-173.

prepared for greater freedom in the development of religious convicby the usurpations of the hierarchy since the time- of Innocent III. by

tions
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Robert Grosshead, Roger Bacon, by the quarrel with the mendicant
monks, by Richard of Armagh.
The English parliament under Edward
III

135
Studied at Oxford.
Zeal for science and
religion.
The speculative element in him. His realism. His work
"on the last times of the church." 1363 appointed a tutor in Canterbury Hall by Islep.
1366 deposed by Simon Lanchani.
Wicklifs appeal to Rome.
His approval of the measure forbidding to pay Peter's
pence to the pope.
The chancery decides against him. Appointed
chaplain to tlie king.
Connected with the duke of Lancaster.
1372
made Doctor of Theology. Wicklif as king's envoy to Bruges. Finds
the paj)acy not founded in divine right
137
Wicklifs principles of reform his opposition to the worldliness of the clerand
what
he
required
of
them.
His
exposition
of
the Ten Comgy,

John Wicklif.

Born 1324.

:

1^

mandments
Wicklif as an opponent of the mendicant monks
Wicklif as teacher of Theology and Philosophy at Oxford, and at the
same time parish priest at Lutterworth from the year 13 75. The prominence he gave to preaching.
His idea of itinerant preachers
Society of " poor priests," afterwards called Lollards.
Perhaps too literal
imitation

Yet

of the apostolic church.

141

143

at all times

a seminaiy for doWicklifs work Why poor priests have no benefices ?
mestic missions.
Wicklifs enemies, particularly among the mendicant monks.
Their complaint of the year 1376, on the ground of nineteen propositions taken
from his lectures
The three condemnatory bulls of Gregory XI. of the year 1377. Unfavorable reception they met with in England
Wicklif protected by the civil power.
The first court for the trial of Wicklif held by archbishop Sudbury at Lambeth
its dissolution.
Second
Wicklifs declaration
court in the year 1378.
WickUfs severe illness in the year 1379 visit paid to him by the mendicant monks
Wicklifs translation of the Bible in the year 1380 (John of Trevisa).
Knighton's opinion of it.
Wicklifs defence of it.
The New Testament
:

145

146

147

:

148

:

intelligible to all

149

151

His twelve arguments against the doctrine of transubstantiation of the year
1381..

152

.

Wicklifs doctrine of the Lord's supper attacks the accidentia sine subject©
on rational and exegetlcal grounds. Contends against every mode of a
bodily presence of Christ, even against the impanatio of John of Paris.
:

Yet bread and wine not barely representative but eflicacious signs. Distinction of a threefold mode of being of the body of Christ.
Want of
uniformity in his mode of expressing himself on this subject (explanation
His zeal against the doctrine of the acciof the words of institution).
His opinion respecting the adoration of the host 157
dentibus sine subjecto.
Condemnation of the twelve arguments by the University of Oxford.

Wicklifs appeal to the king
167
movements, and their relation to Wicklif Insurrection of the
peasantry headed by John Balle
160
Wicklifs quite too political memorial to parliament. Courtney created archWicklifs more violent attacks against the menbishop of Canterbury.
Admonition of the Duke of Lancaster.
dicant monks in the year 1382.
His ordinance directed against the
Courtney's earthquake-council.
the king's warrant against the propagators of
Wicklifite doctrines

Political
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XVI
the same.

Wicklif's confession of faith respecting the Lord's supper and

defence of himself against the earthquake council
His judgment
respecting tlie schism which had broken out in the meanwhile.
New attacks upon the popes occasioned by the bulls of crusade and indulgence
Urban
His
bold
his
VL
reply to
citation to Rome.
issued by
His death
on the 31st of December, 1384
connection of his philosophy and theology.
Wicklif's doctrines
NominalAgainst considering philosophical and theologism something heretical.
Harmony of tliought and being.
ical truths as opposed to one another.
His view of Almighty power
Everything possible, actual.
His doctrine of predestination. Rejection of the meritum de congruo. On
Sin as well as its punishment recjuisite in order to
the causality of evil.
Rejection of the idle questions of scholastithe beauty of the universe.
his tract in

163

Wicklif, from the year 1382 in retirement at Lutterworth.

165

:

cism about empty possibilities
Hence his
His genuinely protestant principle of sole reference to Chi-ist.
opposition to the worship of saints
WickUf opposed to the multiplication of sacraments. Confinnation a blasphemy against God. Bishop and presbyter the same in the time of St.
Against the secular goods of the church.
Church confession not
Paul.
unconditionally necessary, only inward penitence.
Contends against the
doctrine of the Thesaurus meritorum supererogatlonis
On the degeneracy of the church in the second century. Necessity of abolHis remarkable prediction of Luther's reishing the monastic orders.
His old scholastic view of the doctrine of justification comformation.
His more spiritual
bined with his reduction of everything to grace.
Contends against the necessity of a visible
conception of the church.
as
also,
of manifold gradations among the clergy.
head of the church,

—

2.

Movemmts of Reform
A.

in

ILiss.

168
169

171

1

73

1

75

P. 173-380.

Bohemia.

Tke Forerunners of Johi

167

V. 173-235.

Archdeacon at Prague and secretary of Charles lY.
13()3 assistant of the parish
His pious zeal tinctured with asceticism.

Militz of Kremsia.

priest at Bischofteinitz

•

His active labors as a preacher

at

Prague, at

first

with

little

success

;

at a

His influence on perlater period, crowned with the happiest results.
Transformation of " Little Venice."
sons of the female sex.
His design of becoming a monk. Temporary suspension of preaching. His
work on Antichrist.
His notification posted up at St.
His journey to Rome in the year 1367.
Peter's Church. His arrest. Composition of his tract on Antichrist. His
liberation ami return to Prague
Renewed activity at Prague. Education of young men. His beneficence.
His meekness
The bulls of
Complaint lodged against Militz by the Maglster Klonkot.
Gregory XL Militz dies at Avignon in 1374
Conrad of Waldhausen, an Austrian. Augustinian and priest at Vienna
The jubilee of Clement VL His journey to Rome. 1360
from 1345.
Then preacher at Prague. His sermons
parish priest at Leitmeritz.
.

.

against antichrlstian corruption

.

.

His influence upon the Jews. Contends against the mendicant monks. AtThe degeneracy of monachism
tacks their simony and mock-holiness.

177
180

181

182
183

1

8i
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(Christ never begged).
Quackery with pretended relics. Accusations
brought against Conrad by the mendicants and his defence of himself.
Complaint lodged against Conrad in the year 1364 and his tract in de-

fence of himself

191

Declines a call to Vienna.

Dies at Prague, 1369
19]
Disciple
of Janow. His relation to Huss. Magister Paiisiensis.
of Militz.
His journeys. His conversion. In 1381 master of the cathedral at Prague.
Dies 1394
194
Janow's Work, De regulis Veteris et Novi Testament!.
The exegetlcal
matter in it of little importance. Contains contemplations on the history of
his time, and intimations with regard to the future.
Made up of single
Chronological characteristics.
essays.
Occasion
upon which it was
written.
Complaints of the worldliness of the clergy.
Defence against
the objection that the vileness of the clergy and monks wg,s e-xposed to
the people by works in the vernacular tongue.
Antichrist has long since
made his appearance. His definition of Antichrist (type of the secularMatthia,'!

ized

hierarchy.)

Christ's

and

the angels,

i.

On

the

Antichrist's
e.

miracles

false

kingdom, side by

of Antichrist.

side.

On

Progress

of

the sending forth of

the true heralds of the faith, for the sifting of the nations.

Argues against the expectation

would reappear in person.
202
Incipient germs of reform
in his work.
Opposed to the rending asunder of the orderly-disposed
union of parts in the church.
The haughty self-exaltation of the pope,
the bishops, the priests.
Traces the disobedience of the people towards
His
their clergy to the licentiousness and carnal sense of the latter.
view of the nature of church government lying at the ground of these
remarks
204
Against overloading the church with human ordinances and the multiplicaOn burdening the conscience by the same.
tion of ecclesiastical laws.
On the contempt thence resulting for these laws ajid at the same time
Men led away from Christ by these ordinanfor the divine commands.
The law is not for a righteous man. Defends himself against the
ces.
Predicts the cessation of ordireproach of despising all human laws.
Christ the sole rule for all things.
His remarkable ex])Osition
nances.
Necessity
of the apostolical ordinances of the assembly at Jerusalem.
Monastic
of bringing back the church to the simple apostolical laws.
210
orders might be dispensed with
Foundation of the true unity of the church in the immediate reference of
that Elias

Attacks the corruptions of the church in

the reUgious consciousness to Christ.

posed

to the differences

stitutes the

worship of

between

God

.

.

detail.

The

nations,

unity thence proceeding as opgrowing out of sin. What con-

in Christian times.

Against the Phariseeism

and self-righteousness of his time. The idea of the church as the comGives prominence to the universal priesthood of
munity of the elect.
Vigorously disputes the supposed opposition betwen spiritthe faithful.
How
uals and seculars (on the right relation of priests and laymen.
far the predicate " holy" belongs to all Christians.

hoUness.

On

the distinction

the pride of the clergy

made between

On

and monks.)

the degrees of

Contends against

the concilia and the praecepta

2\t

The question respecting the frequent and daily conmiunion of the laity.
Janow's zeal for this, and by implication for the Lord's Supper under
Janow's special essay on this subject on the motives
both the forms.
On the pious
and arguments of the opponents of dally communion.
;

tendencies of the female sex.

The

spiritual participation of Christ

daily peruiitted, so also should the bodily be granted.

None

being

but openly
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known

Comparison
sinners should be debarred from the communion.
of the communication of Christ in the holy supper with the milk furnished to the child.
The laity often more worthy of the communion
He who considers himself unworthy of the communion
than the clergy.
The holy supper the highest act of
is really worthy, and vice versa.
worship.

On

the slavish fear felt by nominal Christians with regard to

the communion.

His complaints respecting the neglect of the holy supAgainst the perve.rted application of the 1st Corinth. 11 23.
Against the notion that orce partaking of the communion is sufficient.
His view of the mutual relation of baptism and the Lord's supper. The
Lord's supper is food for weak men and not reserved for the angels.
Against the mock-penance preparatory to communing once at the Easter
festival.
His answer to the objection drawn from the example of the
ancient hermits. Against the necessity of a distinct and special preparaDefends those laymen who longed after the
tion for the communion.
daily communion against the charge of presumption.
Mode in which the
Lord's supper was observed in the time of the apostles and one thousand
years after them. Against the objection that the spiritual communion
sufficient.
Against the objection that the Lord's supper would become an*
every day affair by two frequent enjoyment of it.
The spiritual enjoyment a sufficient substitute for the bodily, only in case the longing aftei
The vindicathe latterisdisappointed without any fault of the Christian.
tion of the right of laymen to partake under both forms everywhere presupposed
2y
The schism in the church traced to the self-seeking spirit of the cardinals
The church in its essence exalted above this schism. The unity of the
church to be restored only by subduing the self-seeking spirit.
Partyspirit in the church a fore-token of the last times.
Still, Janow considerj
the right to be chiefly on the side of Urban VI
28?
Opposition between the party in favor of and the party opposed to reform
Synod of Prague of the year 1389. Pretended recantation of Janow a*
this synod.
His later attack upon it, particularly in reference to the worship of images and the forbidding of daily communion
23o
per.

:

i:

B.

John Huss.
rents.

John Huss,

the

Bohemian Reformer.

P. 235-371.

Husinetz on the 6th of July, 1369.
Of poor paHis teacher Stanislaus of Znaim. In 1369,
Influence of Militz and Janow upon his character. In 1401,

Born

in

Studies at Prague.

Magister.

(Spirit of the foundation-charter of this
preacher to Bethlehem chapel.
Character of
His activity as a preacher and curer cf souls.
chapel.)
the archbishop Zbynek of Prague.
The high estimation in which he
held Huss at the beginning.
Places him on the committee of examinaTract of
tion into the subject of the miraculous blood at Wilsnack.
239
Huss, De omni sanguine Christi glorifieato
Inward opix)sition between Huss and Zbynek. Reformatory tendency of
Huss pointing back rather to Janow than to Wicklif His connection
with Wicklifitism of importance simply on account of the consequences at
241
first outwardly resulting from it
Wicklif s influence, especially
Connection between Oxford and Prague.
Early acquaintance of Huss with Wicklif 's
in a philosophical respect.

Wicklif's atHis religious and philosophical interest in them.
upon the doctrine of transubstantiation without influence upon
Huss.
(Argument against the opposite view of Palacky.) The inter-

writings.

tack
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polated Oxford documents in testimony of Wicklif's orthodoxy.
[The
Antithesis Christi et Antichnsti.]
The opposition between ReaHsm and

Nominalism as a matter of national interest between Bohemians and Germans.
Merits of Huss in promoting the cultnre of the Bohemian language.
The Bohemian theological party Peter of Znaim, Stanislaus of
Znaim, (early judgment of the latter respecting VVicldif and his doctrine
of transubstantiation.)
Paletz and Huss
24J
Influence of Jerome of Pnujue.
[Jerome confounded with Nicholas of
Faulfisch.]
On the Wicklifite movements in Prague. His zeal for science.
[Thomas of Stitny.] Relations of Huss >vith Jerome. Enthu:

siasm of the latter for the writings of Wickl-if
Convocation of the University on the 28th of May, 1403.

246

Dispute on the
Condemnation of these propositions by
forty-five
the preponderating votes of the Germans.
Slight influence exerted by
this condemnation. BuUof Innocent VH, A.D. 1405, and synodal ordinance
of Zbynec, A D. 1406 against the Wicklifite doctrines. Law of the latter
to secure the maintenance of the doctrine of transubstantiation. Assembling of the Bohemian members of the University in the year 1408, and
their merely conditional condemnation of the forty-five propositions.
Lectures on Wicklif's Dialogus, Trialogus and De Eucharistia forWicUifite propositiom^.

bidden

248

Good understanding preserved thus

between Zbynek and Huss. The
Examination before the
archbishop's court of several clergymen accused of Wicklifitism, particularly Nicholas of Welenowitz.
Huss interposes in their behalf and addresses a letter full of reproaches to the archbishop.
Stephen of Dola's
far

latter's diocesan discourse in the year 1407.

Antiwikleffus of the year 1408, evidencing the high state of excitement

between the Wicklifite and the hierarchical party
252
His declaration at the diocesan synod at
Milder procedure of Zbynek.
Prague, in July,1408 that Bohemia was free from Wicklifite heresy.
252
Royal decree respecting the relation of votes of the different nations at the
Prague University. Emigration of the Germans from Prague in Sep.

.

.

tember, 1408
253
Important influence of this emigration on the progress of the struggle for
reform appearance of the hitherto concealed differences among the Bohemians. Spreading abroad of injurious reports concerning the heresies
Injury to the city of Prague. Huss and Jerome
of the party of Huss.
considered as the authors of the expulsion of the Germans
255
King Wenceslaus goes over from the party of Gregory XII, to that of the
:

council of Pisa.
king.

Huss

in

The clergy attacked by the
His sermons against the
of Pisa.
Reproaches cast upon him for this reason and

Opposition of the clergy.

favor of

corruption of the clergy.

the council

his defence of himself

258

Complaints of the clergy of Prague, against Huss, before the archbishop, in
The Magister Mauritius commissioned to inquire into
the year 1409.
Complaints of Huss against Zbynek and citation of the latter to
them.

Rome
Zbynek espouses

255
the cause of Alexander V.

Alexander's bull of December, 1409 against the Wicklifite heresies and preaching in private chapels.
Wenceslaus's anger excited
Publication of the same in March, 1410.
Appeal of Huss ad Papum melius informandum.
against Zbynek.
in
private
preacldng
chapels,
and resistance of Huss.
Zbynek forbids
Demands the delivering up of Wicklifs writings, which are burned. VioNew appeal of Huss to
lent commotions occasioned thereby in Prague.

XX
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John XXin. Writings of Huss in justification cf his disobedience to
Zbynek, and in defence of several doctrines of Wicklif (De Trinitate,
De decimis. Defensio articulorum quorundam Joannis WiclefF
26?
Huss prepared to suffer martyrdom, and his foreboding of it
268
Misapprehended doctrine of Huss respecting property
270
His tract De corpore Christi gives prominence to the practical religious
element, holds fast the doctrine of transubstantiation, but disapproves
the too crass mode of expressing it
Citation of Huss to Bologna by Cardinal Colonna.
Interposition of Wenceslaus with the Pope in behalf of Huss.
Huss excommunicated. Trans:

fer of the process to Cardinal Zabarella.

271

StiU later to Cardinal Brancas.

Prague put under interdict. AVenzel's zeal for Huss and against the
Zbynek makes advances towards a compromise
273
Appointment of a commission for setding terms of peace In July, 1411.
Conditions of agreement proposed. Confession of faith set forth by Huss
in September, 1411.
Necessary failure of this merely outward compact. 274
Zbynek's letter of exculpation addressed to the king. His flight and his
clergy.

death

275

The new archbishop

XXin.
and

Bull of crusade and Indulgence issued by John
Huss consulted with regard to it,
Indignation at the beginning professed against the

Albic.

against Ladislaus of Naples.

his declaration.

by Paletz.
Change of opinion by him and Stanislaus of Znaim.
Proposal of Paletz in the name of the theological faculty
Separation of Huss from Paletz.
Disputation of Huss on the matter of
indulgences, 7th of June, 1411, and his Quaestio de indulgentlls thence
bull

originating.

(The three motives which induced him

to

278

write this

Return to the authority of the saca-ed Scriptures. Disapprobation
of the bull as not proceeding from love. On the import and extent of
tract.

priestly absolution.

contend

That

it is

not permitted to the pope and clergy to

Even

the laity ought not to comply with the
Against the plenitude of power claimed by the
pope to bestow Indulgences. On the hurtful influence of the latter. On
the supreme authority of Scripture.) Fiery discourse of Jerome on the
occasion of this disputation.
Burning of the papal buU. Dissatisfaction
of Huss with the passionate heat of individuals among his adherents.
287
Royal edict against all public resistance to the papal bulls.
Persevering
activity of Huss and Increasing number of his adherents
288
Sentence passed on the three artisans at Prague.
Interposition of Huss in
for secular tilings.

requisitions of the bull.

.

and the promise given him. Their execution. Solemn conveyance of the dead bodies to Bethlehem chapel.
Part taken by Huss
their behalf,

in these transactions

290

Paletz at the head of the eight doctors.
Formal condemnation of the fortyfive propositions by these persons, with the addition of six other propositions.

Succeed

in procuring a royal

command

forbidding the preaching

Reproof of the faculty by the king. Their justification of themselves.
Readiness of Huss to answer before the king's privy
council on condition that each party should agree, in case of conviction,
to suffer the penalty of the stake.
This proposal declined by the
of these doctrines.

faculty.
Futile admonition of the prlvy-oouncll
291
Michael de Causis at Rome.
Transfer of the cause of Huss to Cardinal
Peter de St. Angelo.
Ban and interdict imposed on Huss under the
most fearful formulas.
Huss to be delivered up, and Bethlehem chapel
to be destroyed root and branch.
Unsuccessful nleasures of violence
resorted to by the opponents of Huss at the consecration-festival of
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the church of Prague.

pope's proceedings.
at

Prague

in

XXI

Jesenic's demonstration of the illegality of the

Huss appeals

consequence of the

resignation of his office

at the

to

Dangerous distnrbancea
Huss leaves Prague. Albic's
of 1412.
Conrad of Vechta his
Christ.

interdict.

close

successM"

29v

Resolution by the college of the elders of the country to hold a countrysynod (at BiJhmisch-B rod) before Christmas of 1412.
Projwsitions pre-

sented by the two parties, and their entire opposition in principle.
Syat Prague on the 6th of Fob'y, 1413, resulting in nothing. (Huss re-

nod

presented by Jensenic.
Declaration of Jacobellus of Mies.)
Royal
peace-commission. Defeat of the hierarchical party. The king once more

Huss
297
Composes his work De ecclesia contrast drawn betwixt the clerus Christi and the clerus Antichristi.
Reasons for his nonappearance at Rome.
Proof of the unchristian character of the interdict.
His more spiritual conception of the church.
The church, the
universitas praedestinatorum.
Distinction of the church vere, et nuncufavors the party of

Huss

at Kozi-hradek.

:

On the dispersion of
all the world, in opposition to Paletz.
Christ
alone the all-sufficient head of the church.
On the dignity of the pope
pative.

Uncertainty respecting predestination.

the church throughout

and

cardinals.

Papacy

first

began

to exist after the time of Constantine.

Against the holding of worldly property by the church. Rejects unconditional obedience to the pope and prelates with regard to matters indifferent.
On the Christian people who Avere beginni^ig to be enlightened.
Huss pained in contemplating the secularization of the church. Traces
the schism to this as the cause.
Adopts the theory of different tQanoig
nai^tiitg.
Reverts to the authority of scripture.
Erudition of Huss.

The

four principles of reformation of the later Hussite party expressed

in this

work

307

Similar opinions contained in his book against
in his

letters

to Prachatic

:

against

Stanislaus of

Znaim and

the misconstruction of

his

lan-

guage as tending to a revolutionary spirit.
Against the necessity of a
visible head of the church.
On the tendency of the externalization of
the church to promote heresies.
Against confounding theology and philosophy.
On the continuous agency of the Holy Spirit in the church as
the sole tiling necessary.
His firm determination to keep steadfast by
the truth.
On the comparatively small importance of being called a
810

heretic

Letters written by Huss from his place of exile, particularly to Prachatic

:

His exhortation to steadfastness.
His pain
and scruples of conscience at being separated from his church. His letters to the same. His confident expectation that the truth would triumph.
On the fruitless assaults of Antichrist Warning against fickle-mindedSympathy with the cause of Huss also in other cities of Bohemia.
ness.
his consolation in trouble.

His letter of exhortation to the parish-priest at Prachatic
816
His frequent secret visits to Prague. Transfer of his residence to Cracowec. 316
Time draws near for holding the council of Constance. Huss invited to at[Refutatend with the assurance of a safe conduct from the emperor.
Huss
tion of the sophistical interpretations of the letter of safe conduct.]
resides at
inquisitor,

Prague
and the

in

the August of 1414.

latter's testimonial

letter of thanks to the

emperor Sigismund.

community.

before the pope's

Warned by

Huss writes a
his friends not

Farewell letter of Huss to
Leaves Prague on the 11th of October under the e»

to put confidence in the emperor's promises.
his

Examined

of this examination.
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cort of the knights Chlum and Wenzel of Duba, of Mladenowio and
John Cardinah's of Reinstein
The ParHis favorable reception.
Journey of Huss through Germany.
ish priest of

Pernau.

Conversation at

Nurenberg.

The

i52C

doctoj- of Bi-

Transcript of the ten commandments.
brach.
Arrives at Constance on the 3d of November. The first four weeks. AgiHatetations excited by Michael de Causis, Paletz, and Wenzel Tiem.
Attempt to
Suspension of the interdict.
ful proposition of Michael.
Huss demands
separate the cause of Huss from all public transactions.
.

321

323
an open trial before the council
Huss proceeds to prepare himself to appear before the council. De fidei
suae elucidatione, (the agreement of his views with the faith of the
church.
Defends himself against the charge of contending against saintworship),

neighbor.)

De pace (peace with God the foundation of peace with one's
De sufficientia legis Christi ad regendam ecclesiam. (Protest

On the validity even of human laws,
326
and particularly of the jus canonicum)
imprisonment
of Huss on the 28th of NovemOccasion of the seizure and
ber, 1414. [On the report that Huss attempted flight.] Chlum's repeated
Reproaches uttered by him before the
protest against this procedure.
Huss committed to prison
pope, and the latter's exculpation of himself
328
in the cells of a Dominican convent on the 6th of December
Chlum's declaration in the name of the emperor on the 24th of December.
against the charge of obstinacy.

Deputation of the council on the
January, 1415, protesting against his interference in matters re-

Sigismund's behavior in this matter.
1st of

lating to faith.

Sigismund's later vindication of himself to the Bohemian
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estates

Committee appointed to examine Huss, 1st December, 1414. He is not alSickness of Huss.
Kind treatment expelowed to have an attorney.
Paletz's conduct
His letters intercepted.
rienced from his keepers.
Temper exhibited by Huss Avhile in prison. His
towards the prisoner.
dream about the pictures of Christ in Bethlehem chapel. Huss declines
a private arrangement of his case, and demands to be heard publicly beHopes at the beginning to be aided by the emperor.
fore the council.
His minor doctrinal and ethical
His anxious regard for his friends.
(On the citations contained in them. His
tracts composed in prison.
Spiritual conception of blessviews respecting the law of the Sabbath.
The four principal mysteries of Christian faith. Express conedness.
His view of John vi
337
fession of the doctrine of transubstantiation.
Fable
Jacobellus of Prague comes out against the withdrawal of the cup.
Huss consulted with regard
about the Waldsnsian Peter of Dresden.)
339
His frank declaration
to this matter.
Embarrassments
Flight of John XXHI, and view^taken of it by Huss.
Huss conveyed to Gottleben. His situation worse than
thence arising.
His fortitude in suffering. Appointment
before, and he falls sick again.
of a new committee of investigation on the 6th of April, 1415. Stronger
Interposition
of the Bohemian Knights in beHuss.
complaints against
half of Huss, united with indirect complaints against bishop John of
The latter's defence of himself. Promise given of transferLeitomysl.
ring Huss to another prison in Constance, and of a public hearing on the
343
Little confidence placed by Huss in these promises
5th of June.
Huss conveyed to the Franciscan convent, in Constance, at the beginning
His Jirst hearing on the 5th of June. Interposition of the
of June.
emperor to prevent his condemnation instanter on the ground of extracts
,
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Chlum puts in a
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article, relating

his
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The

relating to intentio.

could not be
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propositions of Wickllf.

head of the church.

article,
article,

person in the condition of mortal
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On the fortyDisputation with Paletz.)

article that a

pope, king,

D'Ailly's political suspicions.
five

The twelfth
The twenty-second

doctrine of predestination.

relating to the derivation of the papal dignity.

etc.

The

article

on the necessity of a

Gerson's articles against Huss.

[Whence

visible

the pecu-

D'Ailly's exhortation adindignation of Huss towards Gerson ?]
Readiness of Huss to
vising him to submit to the opinion of the council.
liar

The emperor admonishes him to abjure. ZaThe emperor's repeated
a mild form of abjuration.
Fanatical opinions exadmonition that he should submit to the council.
pressed by some of the prelates. Wonderful presence of mind and power
Shameless asseverations of Paof fiiith exhibited by Huss in this trial.
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Expectation of Huss to suffer martyrdom.
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360
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against putting confidence in princes
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His
Remarkable interviews of Huss with an unknown individual proposing terms
Who and what he was. [Earlier erroneous opinions on
of recantation.
this point.]

Huss
the

The form

of recantation proposed by this unknown person.
Persevering pains of

replies with thanks, declining the proposal.

unknown

to

convince Huss, and his answers to the

latter's reasons.
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Huss again declines
Various attempts made to induce Huss

to recant.

Visit

made

to

him by
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Paletz

Impression produced on Huss by the imprisonment and deposition of John
XXIII sentiments uttered by him on this subject. His resolution not
His prophetic dreams.
to allow himself to be frightened by the council.
Huss a genuine Christian martyr : his noble letter of the 23d of June.
:

His grief at the divisions among the BoHis confession of himself
His apology to Paletz
His joy at the
Delicate concern shown by Huss tor his surviving friends.
determination expressed by Chlum and Wenzel of Duba to retire from
the world.
His letters of exhortation addressed to Christann of Pracha-

hemian people.
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380

—412.
Germany ever

by spiritual
Profound feeling characteristic of the German
and bodily distress.
Connected mystical societies, particularly in south-west Gerpeople.
many. The name Friends of God. Their relation to the scholastic
The spiritual leaders of the laity from the number of the
theology.
Letter of
Friends of God compared with the common ecclesiastics.
the Friends of God in Strassburg to the collective body of the clergy by
since the

-

The Friends of God

379
His con-

end of the 13th century,
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The Friends of God hold fast to the
occasion of the pope's interdict.
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standing ecclesiastical order.
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externalization of religion

and

all
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good
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396
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401
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His writings
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writings
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Spirit.

of vain glory.

He

He

in his writings to pantheism.
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God
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externalization of the church-tendency.
Opposed to excessive indulgence of the
as a lever to the higher life.
Mental trials as an exercise of self-denial
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... 407
John Tauler.
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407
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On

experience.
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CHURCH HISTORY,
6IXTH PERIOD. FROM BONIFACE VIII. TO THE COMMENCEMENT
OF THE REFORMATION IN 1517.

SECTION FIRST.
HISTORY OF THE PAPACY, AND OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH.

The period of Church History which we now propose to consider
one where an old creation of Christianity, showing signs of decay
and an ever increasing tendency to corruption, is passing over to the
new one which was destined to succeed it. The pecuharity of such
a period of transition, conducting from the dissolution of an old, to
the dawning life of a new world, is, that on the* one hand, we see all
the corruptions that had so long been preparing finally reach their
highest point, and on the other, occasioned and urged forward by those
very corruptions, the reaction of new tendencies of the Christian spirit,
betokening new and better times.
The stirrings of a new spirit, manifesting itself with fresh and ever increasing vigor in its struggles with
the old, and the multiform combinations in which new and old appear
comuiingled, form the significant feature of this period.
Such periods
of transition are of peculiar interest, because we see in them the first
unfolding of those germs in which the future lies hidden.
These remarks apply in a particular manner to that portion of the history of
the papacy which we propose, first of all, to consider.
The power of
the papacy, having its seat in the affections of men, and resting on
their most profound convictions, could not be overthrown by any force
coming from without. Every struggle, as we have seen, in which it
was aimed to effect this overthrow, i-esulted eventually in a failure, so
long as this power in the mind of the nations was a necessary one in
the historical progress of the church.
But this power must prepare
is

the

way for

its

own

destruction by

cration to subserve selfish ends

iucreasing force, the

;

its

increasing worldliness, and desecalled forth, in ever

and thus were

reactions of the Christian spirit struggling for

freedom, and attempts at reform constantly growing more violent. Such
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a state of things we shall see developing itself more and more distinctly
This pope, a man
from the time of Boniface VIII. and onwai'd.
without any pretensions to spiritual character, or even moral worth,
carried papal absolutism to the highest pitch it ever reached
and he
;

was forced to see himself reduced to the most severe humiliations nor
can we fail to recognize the guiding hand of a higher wisdom, when
we observe how the humiliations to which he was reduced contributed,
by the consequences that followed, to bring on that whole train of succeeding contests which made the existing church-system of the medi;

We

shall here be able to trace
eval theocracy totter to its foundation.
the connection of one link with another in the chain of these great
events, down to the time of the general councils.

Cardinal Benedict Cajetan, a

man supremely governed by

consider-

by crafty management, procured the abdication of his predecessor Celestin, whose temper
presented the strongest contrast to his own, succeeded next, by the
same arts, in reaching the consummation of all his wishes and designs,
and his whole administration was of a piece with
the papal chair
His suspicions compelled him to keep his predesuch a beginning.
for he was afraid that Celestin might be pei-cessor closely confined
suaded to reassert his claims to the papal dignity and was certain
that if he did so, he would be backed up by a party of malcontents
who had always denied the lawfulness of his abdication, since they
ations of worldly interest,

after having,

;

;

;

maintained that he who held the highest station on earth, the pope,
could never, either by his own act or that of others, be discharged
from the responsibility which God had laid on him. Constant additions
would naturally be made to this party, in consequence of the manner
in which Boniface administered the papacy, and they would welcome
any opportunity of securing for themselves such a rallying point. The
anxiety of Boniface was assuredly, therefore, not without foundation.
Celestin, however, bore his confinement and the dishonorable treatment
to which he was subjected, with calm resignation ; and in this confinereport,
ment he met his end in a manner worthy of his pious life.
which, if not true, shows at least in what light Boniface was regarded
by his contemporaries, charges him with the crime of taking off Celes-

A

tin

by

poison.

Boniface manifested from the beginning, that the motives by which
he was supremely governed were ambition, avarice and revenge. Conscientious scruples never deterred him from resorting to any means
whereby something more could be added to his treasures.^ The pope's

A

contemporary, John Villani, the
him that he
to maintain and promote the
interests of the church. (Seppe bene mantenere e avanzare le ragioni dolla chiesa.)
But what interests'; He explains by sayjng the pope accumulated a vast amount
of money for the purpose of aggrandizing
tiie church, and ennobling his family, having no scruples about the means (non facendo conscienza di guadagno), for he said,
'

Florentine historian, says of

knew how

it was allowable to do anything to advance the interests of the church. The
same writer remarks that he was a man
of lofty spirit, (molto magnanimo,) and
understood well how to play the lord (e
and he says that
signorile, lib. 8, cap. 6)
he was much given to worldly pomp, which
became his high station (vago fu molto
della pompamohdana secondosuo stato—
lib. 8, cap. 64; cfr. Muratori script, rer
italic, tom. XIII.)
;
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plenitude of power, the interest of the church, must serve to palliate
the worst oppressions.
He sowed the seeds of a great deal of corrufjtion, too, ill the next succeeding times, by elevating, Avithout the least
regard to the good of the church, his own kinsmen to the rank of
the higher spiritual dignities.
One bad means to
to replenish his treasury, was taking advantage of
the great festival connected with the ushering in of the fourteenth
cardinals, or to

which he resorted

century
whether the fact Avas, that the pope's cupidity merely availed itself of an occurrence which would have taken place without his
seeking, or whether the whole thing was purely a contrivance of his
own.
As the beginning of the new century drew near, a report was
circulated through Rome, that all persons visiting the churcli of St.
Peter in that city on the first day of January, should obtain an extraordinary indulgence.
Moved by this report, multitudes flocked to
the church towards evening, filling it to overflowing, so that it was
nearly impossible to press through the crowd to the altar. This movement on the part of the people was regarded as something divine ; or,
if it took place naturally, still inasmuch as it had occurred, it was determmed to make the best of it. The stories of a man over a hundred
years old, who related what had been done at the beginning of the preceding century, added to the impression. Thereupon the pope put forth
a bull, granting the fullest indulgence to all Romans who for thirty
days, and to all strangers who for fifteen days, in this year, reckoning
from the Easter festival, should devoutly visit the churches of St.
Peter and of St. Paul in Rome ; on the condition, however, carefully"
specified, that they truly repented and confessed their sins.^
The expression used in the bull was, " the fullest forgiveness of sins," a
promise which, thus vaguely expressed, was directly calculated to inspire many with a greater feeling of security in sin, as well as to
encourage the abuse of indulgences.
Attracted by this bull, vast
multitudes of men and women, of all ages, from districts far and near,'
In addition to the rest, the exhibition of
flocked together in Rome.
the pretended handkerchief of St. Veronica was employed as a powTwo hundred thousand pilgrims a day
erful means of excitement.
a source of great
are said to have assembled together in Rome
gain to the church, as well as of wealth to the Romans.
The unspiritual temper of this pope showed itself in the implacable
Thus he could not fail
hatred with which he persecuted his enemies.
to place himself in the most unfavorable light to his contemporaries
while by other acts into which he allowed his passions to hurry him,
he contributed to provoke the storms by which his reign was disturbWhen a cardinal, he was zealously devoted to the Ghibelline
ed.
party ; but no sooner had he become pope, than he turned into a
and the wrath which he harbored
fierce partisan of the Guelphs
The following instance
against the former party exceeded all bounds.
may be cited in illustration of his passionate spirit, which could pro:

—

:

*

The words

plenam

Non solum rum concedimus veniam peccatorum.
bull
imo plenissiraam suo-

of the

et largiorera,

;
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AND THE COLONNAS.

fanely dreak forth on the most sacred occasions.

We

are told that
on one occasion when sprinkhng ashes, according to the usage on AshWednesday, over the head of an archbishop of Genoa, belonging
" Meto the Ghibellines, instead of reciting the words of the Psalm
mento quia cinis es et in cinerem reverteris," he travestied them, and
" Quia Ghibellinus es, cum Ghibellinis in cinerem reverteris."
said
Of a pope who could descend to such trifling, it is not difficult to
account for the report which got abroad, and which was afterwards
used against him, that his professions of reverence for the things of
:

:

were wholly without sincerity.
the head of his enemies stood the widely-branched and powerful
These had
family of the Colonnas, to which two cardinals belonged.
He gladly
opposed Boniface's election, and he therefore hated them.
seized upon an opportunity that soon offered itself, to strike a blow at
knight connected with it had attacked and
the whole family.
He
plundered a convoy of the papal treasure on its way to Rome.
took this occasion to put forth, in the year 1297, against the entire
family, a terrible bull, recounting all their sins, from distant generations to the -present, deposing them from all their spiritual and secular
Their castles in Rome
offices, and pronouncing them under the ban.
were demolished their estates confiscated. This step was attended
The two cardinals of the family,
with very important consequences.
who did not recognize the validity of the act by which they were
deposed, published a protest ^ against Boniface and his proceedings.
In this they endeavored to prove that he was not to be considered as
for the pope, being a vicar of Christ, could not be
the lawful pope
Celestin was still, theredeprived of his office by any one but God.
fore, the only lawful pope, whose place could not rightly be filled by
But even supposing an abdicathe substitution of another individual.
tion of this sort, made by a pope, were ever valid
it was not
so
in the case of Celestin, because it had been brought about by cunning
and fraudulent management on the part of Boniface.^ They appealed
to a general council, to be convened for the purpose of setthng this
dispute, which so nearly concerned the well-being of the whole church.
Thus we see, first called forth by the wicked acts of this pope, an
appeal to the higher tribunal of a general council, assembled to pass
judgment on the pope
an appeal, which, for the present indeed,
met with no response,
but is still worthy of notice, as the first
impulse towards calling into action a power in the church, which
afterwards obtained an ascendency so great, and so dangerous to
faith

At

A

;

;

;

—
—

;

At this time, the regularity of Boniface's election
papal absolutism.
was defended against the objections of the Colonnas, by other persons
in the service of the Roman court.
Controversy with the pen was
The pope
followed up by a bloody contest between the two parties.
Printed in the Appendix to RaynalAnnales, year 1297, No. 34.

'

di

The

noticeable words are: quod in
renuntiatione ipsiusmultaefraudes et doli,
couditiones et intendimenta ct machina'

menta

et tales et talia intervcnisse multiquod esto, quod posset
renuntiatio, de quo merito dubitatur
ipsam vitiarent et redderent illeyitiuiaui.
ineflScacem et nuUani.
pliciter asseruntur,
fieri
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used his spiritual power to gratify his personal animosities.
He proclaimed a crusade against the Colonnas
and to take part in a war of
revenge was made a condition of the pardon of sins.
The Colonnas
were compelled to yield to superior force.
In the year 1298, they
threw themselves at the pope's feet.
He promised them forgiveness,
and bestowed upon them absolution.
But they found afterwards that
they had been deceived by him.
They again rebelled and the pope
renewed his sentence of excommunication. To secure safety to their
persons, they fled from Italy.
Several of their number betook themBelves to France, where the pride of the pope soon gave them ample
opportunity for revenge.^
In King Philip the Fair of France, the pope found an antagonist
quite his equal in avarice and ambition, and in that unflinching policy
which never blushed at a crime, though in pursuit of opposite interests.
When this king demanded that the spiritual order should in
common with all other classes, contribute money towards defraying
the expenses of his wars, Boniface, who looked upon this as an encroachment on the liberties of the church, was induced, in the year
1296, to put forth a bull, known from its commencing words by the
title, "• Clericis laicos," and aimed against King Philip, though his
name is not mentioned. In this bull, all princes and nobles were
pronounced under ban, who demanded tribute, under any form, from
the church and the clergy
and all who paid such tribute were involved in the same condemnation and penalty.
Against this bull the
king put forth a declaration, remarkable as containing the evidence of
a more liberal spirit, in opposition to the Medieval Theocracy, a spirit
which had never, indeed, ceased to propagate itself in opposition to
papal absolutism in France, and which was constantly emerging to the
light whenever a favorable occasion presented -itself; but the language
we now hear employed partakes of a bold freedom, such as had not been
heard for a long time. The church, it was said, does not consist of the
clergy alone, but also of laymen. The liberty which Christ achieved for
the faithful, freedom from the dominion of sin and of Satan, and frOm
the yoke of the law, belongs not to the clergy alone, but also to the laity.
;

;

;

Has

God forbid.
Christ died and risen again solely for the clergy ?
God, as that the clergy alone

Is there such respect for persons with

No.
are to obtain grace in this hfe and glory in the life to come ?
To all alike who by faith and love bring forth the fruits of goodness
has he promised the reward of eternal felicity ; and the clergy, therefore, have no title to appropriate exclusively to themselves the ecclesiastical freedom that belongs to all, understanding thereby the freedom
But from this universal freeobtained for us by the grace of Christ.
dom, are to be distinguished the special liberties which by the ordinances of the popes, tiie favor, or at least the suS'e ranee of princes,
Yet, by
have been bestowed on the ministers of public worship.

these liberties, kings ought not to be hindered in the government and
even as Christ said to the priests of the temdefence of their realms
ple, that they should render to God the things that are God's, and to
Have not those persons rendered
'Jaesar the things that are Caesar's.
;

1

See Villain

8, 23.
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a perverted sense to God, who have sought to alter and distort the
and natural law according to their own caprice ? What reasonable man must not be filled with astonishment at hearing that the
and with the
vicar of Christ forbids the emperor to institute tribute
threat of excommunication fulminates an order, that the clergy should
not rally in support of the king, of the realm, nay, in defence of themNext,
selves against unjust attacks, according to their ability ?
allusion is made to the worldly lives of the clergy ; and it is objected
to the pope, that he connived at this evil, while he prohibited ecclesiin

old

;

To squander
duties to the civil powers.
on theatrical exhibitions and worldly pleasures
at the expense of the poor ; to make extravagant expenditures for
all this is permitted
dress, for horses, for feasts and entertainments,
But it was alike conthem, as an example for corrupt imitation.
trary to nature and to reason, to divine law and to human, to be lavish
in granting that which is not permitted, and eager to hinder that
The king avowed
which is not only permitted, but even necessary.
but at the same time
his respect for the church and its ministers
declared, that he did not fear the unreasonable and unrighteous threats
of men.
This first quarrel was, it is true, soon afterwards hushed up, when
the king accepted the mediation of the pope in settling his political
strifes.
In no long time, however, it broke out again with an increase
Boniface complained of the manifold oppressions suffered
of violence.
by the church in France ; and in the year 1301 set forth his grievances through a legate, who had already on a previous occasion made
himself odious to the French government, and who by his character
and his principles which he avowed without reserve, was the very man
to bring about a rupture which could not be healed.
This was the
bishop iSaiset de Pamiers. He told the king, that although the seat of
his bishopric came under French jurisdiction, yet, as a bishop he was
not the king's subject, but amenable, in secular things as well as ecclesiastical, to the pope.
He threatened the king with the ban, and his
whole realm with the interdict.
Unanswered and with contempt, the
bishop was sent out of the kingdom.
Soon, however, he ventured to
appear again in his diocese.
The consequence of his rebellious conduct was his arrest.
It so happened, that the irascible pope, perhaps
in the first outburst of wrath, sent a letter to the king, composed with
" Thou art to know, that
dictatorial brevity, and commencing thus
in things spiritual and temporal, thou art subject to us."
He told him,
that the power of bestowing royal benefices depended solely on the
"
pope and he ended with these words
Those who think otherwise,
we hold to be heretics." This curt letter, instead of the usual apos
" Deum time et mandatu
tolic salutation, bore for a superscription
from

astics

fulfilling their

away money,

it

is

said,

—

;

:

'-

:

;

:

ejus observa."

with regard to
fidence

is

'

The
its

might indeed suggest doubts
but then
again how much
conthe passionate temper of a pope, wh^^

style of this epistle

authenticity

there to be placed

Scire te voluiiius,

quod

;

in

.

in spiritualibus et teinporalibus iiobis subes.
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no
his arbitrary will, and was not always mindful of decency.
If it was attempted afterwards to deny the official character
of such a document, still it does not follow, that such a letter was
not actually sent by the pope.
There seems to have been no doubt on
the subject in the very time of these events.
To this letter the king returned as laconic an answer with the address, " PhiUp, by the grace of God king of the French, to Boniface,
who claims to be the Pope little greeting, or rather none at all.a "
The letter began thus " Let thy most consummate folly know, that
in temporal things, we are subject to wo maw." ^ What Boniface had
set

limits to

;

;

:

was here as stoutly denied and then to the card which Bohad added, was thrown down another, quite its match.
"•
Those who think otherwise we hold to be foolish or mad."^
Already were the boldest voices heard remonstrating against papal
usurpations.
In an opinion written upon this letter of the pope, in
which it was designed to prove that the pope had, by making such as
affirmed,

;

niface

sertions, fallen into a heresy, the king's advocate,

Peter de Bosco, ex
pressed himself as follows
The popes before the gift of Constantine,
had lived in a condition of the greatest poverty.
This gift was, at the
beginning, not legally binding and it might be revoked were it not for
the many years that have since elapsed.
But the most righteous
:

;

punishment which a man can

is to ruin himself by his own ac" They who take
"
the sword shall perish by the sword
and perhaps it would be of advantage to the popes to become as poor as they once were, that they
might be as holy. It would be better for them to enter the kingdom
of heaven with the poor, than by pride, luxury and rapine, to join
company with those who show by the fruits of their daily living, that
they do not belong to the kingdom of heaven. • If the pope be a servant of God, as he calls himself a servant of the servants of God, he
should shun the mortal sins, robbery, luxury and pride ; for Christ

tions

;

as Christ intimated

suffer

when he

said to Peter

—

;

came not to destroy the law but to fulfil.*
The same day on which that shorter letter is said to have been despatched, on the 5th of December, 1301, the pope sent a very long
letter to the king.®
In this he set forth in detail all the complaints
against him and his government.
He exhorts him to reform, threatening him, if he does not, with the worst ; a step which he should take
only with the greatest reluctance.
Next he informs the king, that he

The language employed in vindication
of the pope to be found among the transactions of the papal consistory in the year
1302 testifies in favor of the statement in
the text. The document, after distinguishing this letter from the longer one hereafter to be mentioned, goes on to observe
Dicitur quod una aHa litera fuit niissa
Domino regi, nescio unde venerit ilia lit'

:

sed scio quod per fratres sacri collegii
non fuit is s a, et excuso Dominum
nostrum, quia credo finniter, quod illam
literam non misit, nee ab co emanavit.
era,

m

— Histoire

du ditferend

d'entre

le

pape

Boniface VIII. et Philippe le Bel, roi de
France. Paris 1655, p. 75.
Bonifacio se gerenti pro summo pontifice salutem modicam seu nullam.
^ Sciat Tua maxima fatuitas, in temporalibus nos alieui non subesse.
* Sccus autem crcdentes fatuos et dementes putamus.
* In the above cited collection, p. 46.
" Complete in the abo\e cited collection
of documents, p. 48 and witli tlie omission of the passages e.xpunged by ordei
of Clement V, in Raynaldi 1301, No. 28.
''
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intended to cite the most eminent men of the French church to Rome,
to appear there by the first of November of the following year, for the
purpose of advising with them as to the best method of removing the
grievances above referred to, and of improving the admmistration of
The king might either appear personally at Rome, or he
the realm.
might send agents invested with full powers but at all events, he himself would not be induced, even should the king omit to do this, to
" But thou wilt observe "
alter his own conduct on that account.
" what the Lord our God speaks forth in us."
says he
Thus the pope set himself up as judge not only in ecclesiastical
for he would have himaffairs, but also over the king's government
self regarded, little as it suited with his character and his habits of
and
life, a sort of theocratic umpire over all the affairs of the world
so he says, following in this the example of other popes, that God had
He
set him above kings and kingdoms, to pull down and build up.
warns the king against allowing himself to be persuaded by any one,
that he had no superiors, that he was not subject to the head of the
and whoever obfor whoever thought so was a fool
whole hierarchy
stinately maintained it, showed that he was an infidel.
The validity of such a bull, the king could not, of course, acknowledge without denying the sovereignty of his government, and making
The bull was publicly
himself wholly dependant on the hierarchy.
burnt, and that it had been so disposed of, was everywhere announced
by public proclamation.
The disputed principles according to which Boniface here acted,
were also theoretically expounded by him, in a bull, constituting an
;

—

—

•

;

:

;

;

epoch

"

in

church history, which from

Unam Sanctam;"and

its

commencing words

is

called

papal absolutism therein asserted was
To be sure, this bull
thus erected into a necessary article of faith.
contains nothing more 2 than the logically consequent development of the
principles on w-hich the entire churchly theocratic system had rested
since the time of Gregory VII., that Christ had committed to Peter
two swords,
symbols of the spiritual, and of the secular authority.
The one was
Both swords were dependant therefore on the church.
the one by the
to be drawn by the church, the other for the church
hand of the priest, the other by the hands of kings and soldiers, but
The secular power must needs, therefore, be
at the priests' behest.
in correspondence to that law of divine order
subject to the spiritual
in the world, by which the lower is connected with that which is highin proof of which the
est through various intermediate gradations
Whenever, therefore, the
pope appeals to Dionysius the Areopagite.
earthly power deviates from right, it must be corrected by the spiritual.
Whenever an inferior spiritual power violates its duty, it can be corrected only hysisaperior, but the supreme authority can be corrected only by God.
To supply a ground for this position, the words of
Paul must be perverted "• He that is spiritual judgeth all things, yet
The assertion that there are twc
he himself is judged of no man.''
the

—

;

;

;

;

'

111 tlie

al)Ove cited collection, p. 48.

*

Vid.Rayualdi 1302. No.
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powers subsisting independently of each other, is dechired to be Manicheism.^
That all men must obey the pope, is set forth as an article
of faith necessary to salvation.
This bull was considered in France an encroachment on the king's
authority
a contrivance to make that authority dependant on the pope.
The most emphatic protests Avere issued against it. The grievances
which the church had to suffer from the capricious exercise of papal
authority were thereby brought into discussion.
In the letter which
the nobles of the realm and the bishops sent to the cardinals, complaints were made of the pope's bad government of the church, of the
arbitrary methods of procedure in the distribution of benefices, whereby the churches were prostrated. It was said that foreigners, that
boys, obtained the high offices of the church
that as such persons
lived at a distance from the communities over which they were placed,
and could not administer the office in person, the church service fell
into neglect
the wishes of those Avho had founded the churches, were
disregarded the prelates were hindered from bestowing the benefices
on well-informed clergymen of good standing.3 The Cardinals endeavored to defend the pope against these complaints.
Injustice enough,
there doubtless may have been on both sides
and the two parties
may have had sufficient ground for mutual crimination. The pope
could appeal to the fact, that a bishop also had instated two boys, his
nephews.
He had never heard, he says, when vindicating himself
before the consistory of cardinals, that the king or a prelate had instated, as it behooved them to do, a master in theology
but he Jiad
heard of their instating their nephews, or other unqualified persons.
From the reproach also of having encroached upon the royal authority and its independent prerogatives, Rome endeavored to clear herself.
This conclusion could only have been arrived at, by a falsification or
" For forty years," says
false interpretation of the pope's letter.
and well know that two powers
Boniface, ^ I have studied the law
Who then ought to believe, or can believe me
are ordained of God.
guilty of such folly ? "^
And so too affirmed the cardinals. Never
had the pope written to the king, that the latter had received from
him the secular power, and that therein the king was subject to the
But how is this to be reconciled with the principles expressed
pope.^
in the bull Unam Sanctam ?
To understand this we need only to see
It was very true
clearly into certain distinctions of the papal law.
that the spiritual and secular powers should subsist, each distinct and
and yet, from the moral oversight of the
separate from the other
pope nothing should be withdrawn; to his moral tribunal every thing
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Niisi duo sicut Manidiaeuslingat prinquod falsuin et haereticum esse jiidicamus and against this Dualism, the
beautiful reason that Moses did not say
In principiis, but In principio coelum Deus

^ See the
letter^ of tlie barons in the
above cited CoUect'ion, p. 61 the letter of
the French church assembly to the pope,

ireavit et terram.

quod tanta

'

L-ipia,

;

*

Porro sul)esse

Romano

pontifici

omnihu-

maiia; creaturae declaramus, dicimus et diflininius omnino esse de necessitate salutis.

;

p

69.
*

Quis

erj^o

debet credere vel potest,

fatuitas tanta insipientia sit veJ

fucrit in capite nostro
*

?

In the above cited Collection,

p. 63.
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what was conceded

to

the

seculai

By virtue of hia
taken back by the other.
moral tribunal the pope could still make every other power, which he
acknowledged to be, in a certain respect, an independent one, dependThus, while he acknowledged this sort of relative inant on himself.
dependence, he might at the same time declai-e, that the king could
no more than any other believer, deny, that he was still subject to the
And accordingly, in that very consistory
pope in respect of sins.'
which was held for the purpose of vindicating the pope, the cardinalbishop of Porto affirmed, " There is a ruler, a chief at the head of
This ruler was lord
the church, whose commands all must obey."
It was a thing not to be doubted
over all, spiritual things and secular.
by any man, that in reference to sins, the pope had judicial authority
As God had created two luminaries, one to
over all things temporal.
rule the day, the other the night, so had he conferred on the pope
spiritual jurisdiction in the highest sense ; on the emperor and princes,
jurisdiction in temporal things ; which is always to be understood
however, in its connection with the distinction above alluded to the
distinction between right and practice^ as it is here called.
It is asserted, that as certainly as Christ is to be judge over quick and dead,
just so certainly this prerogative must also belong to his vicar, the
pope.
This was a part of the idea of the community of saints.
Although the secular power, therefore, is not the pope's, as to practice,
for Christ commanded Peter to return his sword into its sheath, still it
should remain dependant on him, as to right.^
According to these
principles Boniface acted, when he told the king, that if he did not
reform, if he refused to let his prelates come to Rome, the pope would
depose him, as his predecessors had already deposed three French
kings.
His arrogant language was, " The king who has done
wickedness we will depose as if he was a boy." 3
What means the
pope resorted to for extending his dominion over all, we may gather
from a boast of his, that he knew all the secrets of the French kingis

;

dom.

had straitly charged the French prelates not to
The goods of those who obeyed the pope's citation were sequestrated
still Boniface required it of them that they
should not be hindered by any fear of man from doing their duty.
It

is

true, the king

leave the kingdom.

;

And

on the 13th of April, 1303, he issued a bull, pronouncing the
king under ban, because he had hindered the prelates from coming to
the council at Rome, and oppressed in various ways those who did attend it, on their return home.
When it had come to this, the king in
the same year convoked an assembly of the estates, for the purpose
of consulting with them as to what was to be done to counteract the
plots of the pope, and secure against them the safety of the realm.
On this occasion charges were brought against the pope in order to
furnish ground for a protest against the legality of his government.
'

Non

potest negare rex, seu quicunque
quin sit nobis subjectus ra-

alter fidclis,

tioiie pecciui.

'^

•*

L.

c. p.

76.

Nos deponeremus I'egem

garcionem.

sicuii

mium
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These charges did not relate

to simony alone, and to profane and
worldly pursuits, but also to unnatural licentiousness, and to the grossest infidehtj.
It was said, for example, that Boniface denied the immortality of the soul, and often, before those with whom he was inti" You fools sillily believe a
mate, uttered such language as this
foolish thing
Who ever came back from the other world, to tell us
anything about it ?
Happy they who know how to enjoy life and pitiable creatures are those who lose the present life in hopes of gaining a
future one, like the dog that stands over a pool of water with a bit of
:

!

;

meat

in his mouth, and seeing the reflected image of it, lets go the
substance to chase after the shadow,"^
He would often quote, it was
said, the words of Solomon, " All is vanity
All will ever continue
If we could credit these accusations, we
to be as it has been."
should have to set down Boniface as the most abominable of hypoone who, believing nothing, used spiritual things merely as a
crites
means to promote his selfish ends ; a man without any religion whatever, who, finding papal absolutism ready prepared for his purpose,
wielded it for the gratification of his unhallowed passions
and hence
was never restrained by any religious or moral scruples from abusing
that power.
It would be a remarkable sign of the times, if it were
possible to find in his case an infidelity expressed with so much con
sciousness,
an infidelity using superstition merely as a means and a
pretext.
As to what is said against the moral character of this pope,
we certainly have no reason to question the truth of the testimony on
that point
and in a man of so reckless a spirit, in a man so ready to
use spiritual weapons to secure his own ends, the transition, it must be
allowed, was a very easy one from superstition to absolute infidelity.
But the accusations against the pope in relation to the matter of religion, proceeding from his most violent enemies, are not sustained by
sufficient evidence.
From the contradiction, which was so apparent,
between the fife and conduct of Boniface and his spiritual vocation
and religious professions, men might easily be led to conclude that the
pope did not himself put faith in anything he said and did with a
Still, however, it is a remarkable
view to promote his own designs.
sign, that such rumors should get into circulation respecting the religious opinion of a pope however incredible many of the things may
seem to be, of which this pope is accused. With regard to his moral
character, the voice of his times is one and the same
not so with reEven those who speak most unfavorgard to the matter of religion.
The faably of Boniface take no part in accusing him on this point.
mous poet Dante, who certainly stood far enough removed from the
papal party, also portrays Boniflice as an altogether worldly minded
Yet he does not place him
man, one who profaned holy things.
among the unbelievers, the deniers of immortality, in hell ; as he does
Frederic II., towards whom he must in other respects have been
more favorably inclined, by virtue of his party interest, as a Ghibelhne.
J'his surely may be regarded as of some weight in estimating the
ii^dibility of those charges against the religious views of Boniface.
!

;

;

—

;

^

;

>

L.

c. p.
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was now proposed
which they
The
The proposition was adopted.
could be duly investigated.
assembly appealed to a general council, and to a future lawful pope.
Many spiritual and secular bodies united in this appeal, with the proviso that the pope should be allowed an opportunity of defending him-

These charges having been formally set

that appeal should be

made

forth,

it

to a general council, before

such charges. Thus, for the second time, we are presented
with the case of an appeal to a general council for the purpose of
passing judgment on a pope.
The pope, of course, pronounced all these transactions disorderly,
and unlawful. In opposition to these resolutions and appeals he put
self against

In this, he did not enter
forth a bull, on the loth of August, 1303.
minutely into any refutation of the charges brought against his religious views, but simply says: " Where before had it ever been heard,
Of what individual of his whole
that he was infected with heresies ?
Whence
family, or of his province of Campania, could this be said ?
then this so sudden change, that he who, but a short time ago, had been
regarded by the king as lawful pope, should at once be accused as a
heretic ?
No other reason could be assigned but this, that the pope
had considered it his duty to call the king to account for wrongs he
precedent then, was now to be given, that whenever the
had done.
successor of Peter should propose to correct a prince or powerful noble,
and so reformahe might be accused as a heretic, or a transgressor
tion would be eluded, and the highest authority completely prostrated.
" Far be it from me," he said, " without whom no council can be conThe pope provoked, to permit any such precedent to be given."
He affirms that
nounces every appeal from him to be null and void.
none superior or equal to him exists among mortals, to whom an appeal
and
could be made; that without him, no council could be convoked
he reserves it to himself to choose the fit time and place for proceeding against the king and his adherents and punishing such guilty excesses, unless they should previously reform, and give due satisfaction,
" so that their blood," says the pope, " may not be required at our
hands."
The pope, with his cardinals, had retired to his native city Anagni
and already, on the 8th of September, 1303, had drawn up a new
bull of excommunication against Philip, discharging all his subjects
from their oath of allegiance and forbidding them any longer to obey
him, when, before he could deal the bloAv, he fell himself a victim to
the vengeance of his fiercest enemy. William cf Nogaret, the French
keeper of the seals, having been commissioned by the king to announce
those resolutions to the cardinals and the pope, and to see them
carried into execution, pushed forward, at the head of a troop of
armed men, got together with the assistance of several of the banished Colonnas, and entered at early dawn into Anagni. The cry was
"
raised, " Death to Pope Boniface
long live the king of France

A

;

;

—

!

!

The people

took sides with the

soldiers.

The

cardinals fled.

The

pope, forsaken by all, was surrendered as a victim into the hands of
his enemies.
He showed himself to be firm and co-ura^eous in misfor*
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and we see plainly how much he might have accomplished, had
been inspired by a single spark of religious or
" Since " said he " I am a prisoner by betrayal, like
moral feeling.
Christ, it becomes me to die at least Hke a pope."
On the papal
throne, clad with all the papal insignia, he awaited his enemies.
Nogaret took possession of the pope's person, and of his whole retinue.
He descended to low abuse, and indulged himself in scandalous jokes
on his prisoner.
Boniface, who thought he had good cause to look out
for poison, found himself reduced to the most deplorable condition.
But three days had scarcely elapsed before a change took place in the
fickle populace.
They were seized with pity towards the forsaken
Boniface, and indignation against those who had reduced him to
tune

;

his bold, energetic will

The multitude ran together, shouting, " Long live Bonideath to his betrayers "
Thus the French were driven from
the city, and Boniface, set at liberty, was enabled to return to Rome.
But he did not escape the fate which he had drawn down on his own
head. Mortified ambition and pride, as it would seem, threw him into
a mental distemper, which terminated in insanity.
He never got up
from it, and died in this state on the 12th of October, 1303.
On this
imhappy end of Boniface, the Florentine historian, Villani,' judging
according to the prevailing opinion of his age, makes the following com" We ought not to be surprised at the judgments of God in
ment
first punishing, after this manner, Pope Boniface, a man more worldly
than became his station, and one who did much that was displeasing to
and then punishing him also who was employed as the instruGod,
ment of the pope's punishment ; not so much on account of his treatment of Boniface personally, as on account of his trespass against the
Divine Majesty, of which the pope is the representative on earth."
This issue, in which a defence so conducte'd of papal absolutism
pushed to the farthest extreme resulted, was important not only in itself, but also on account of the grave consequences to which it immediately led
the contest between the papal-court system of the Middle
Ages and a more liberal tendency which gathered strength and boldAs the first representatives of the latter appear,
ness every day.
the Augustinian
amidst these controversies, two distinguished writers,
Aeyidiua of Home, afterwards archbishop of Bourges, and the
Parisian Theologian John of Paris, a Dominican, of whom we
have already spoken in the section relating to the doctrine of the
The former composed, in
Lord's Supper, in the preceding period.
the usual scholastic form, a controversial tract, in opposition to the
[»ope's absolute authority, as asserted by Boniface in the above-menanother evidence of the authenticity of that
tioned shorter bull,
bull which ought not to be overlooked.
From the fact, that the pope was the vicar of Christ, it had been

this state.

face

!

!

:

—

;

—

—

attempted to prove his universal authority ; but in this tract the idea
We
of such a vicarship was used for a directly contrary purpose.
•

Lib.

8. 63.

* Quaestio disputata in utramque partem pro et contra potificiam potestatem.
2
VOL. V.

In Goldasti raonarchia sacri imperii, torn
II.
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here see the way already preparing for a tendency, which from this
time forward appeared under various forms, and preceded the Reforthe tendency which aimed to set forth prominently the conmation,
trast between the pope as he was, and that which he ought to be as
Christ might have been Lord
it is said,
vicar of Christ. Although,

—

—

—

over all, yet he did not vase this power, In fact, he declined the royal
When the multiauthority whenever it Avas offered to him, John vi.
tude would have made him king, he escaped from their hands, thereby
teaching his followers to shun an insatiable covetousness, and restless
Thus he spiritually gave example to his representatives on
ambition.
earth, that they should not covet imperial or royal honors, still less
It was also to be reckoned
take upon themselves any such dignity.
as a part of the same lesson, that he refused to interfere in settling
disputes about inheritance, Luke xii. " The Son of God ever disdained
acting as a judge over temporal possessions, though ordained of God
Neither should his representato be the judge of quick and dead."
tives, therefore, intermeddle with matters of temporal jurisdiction.
Christ permitted neither Peter nor the other apostles to exercise secuon the contrary, he constantly enjoined on them hular dominion
mility, and instead of secular power, recommended to them great
'

;

poverty.
They were to have neither gold nor silver. Aegidius appeals to the words of Peter in the Acts, " Silver and gold have I

The apostles were to be spiritually minded ; to withdraw
none."
to
themselves from earthly things, as far as human frailty per-mitted
to watch over the welfare
be absorbed in things spiritual and eternal
For Christ knew that temporal things ruffle the temper,
of souls.
distract the spirit, and sink it wholly in the world.
As to the question regarding the relation of the two powers to each
In matother, Aegidius distinguishes the different classes of affairs.
ters purely spiritual, such as questions of matrimony, the secular
power was undoubtedly subordinate to the spiritual. But with matters
purely secular, such as feudal and criminal causes, the case stood
otherwise. These things God had committed especially and directly to
and with such, neither the popes nor any other prelates
secular rulers
of the most ancient church had ever intermeddled.
The defenders of papal absolutism maintained, that, the church,
being one body, can have but one head that a body with two heads
Properly speaking, the
To this he replied
would be a monster.
church has assuredly but one head, which is Christ and from him are
yet, in a certain rederived the two powers, spiritual and temporal
spect, the pope may be called head of the church, inasmuch as he is
the one on whom the
the first among the servants of the church
This ccaiception of the papal power,
whole spiritual order depends.
as referring solely to that which is necessary or profitable to salvation,
to ends purely spiritual, is ever kept distinctly in view by this writer.
The sophistical defenders of papal absolutism were disposed to find
in the comprehension of all things in one unity under the pope as head
over all, a restoration of tlaat original state, in which Adam was the
universal head.
To this Aegidius answered that the comparison did
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

:
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for in man's original condition, there could not have been
and then again, all must have been spiritually-minded. There
may have been, indeed, a certain rule of subordination, as there are
different grades among the angels
yet no such relation of rulers and

not apply

states

;

;

;

subjects, as belongs to the idea of a state.

It had been a governing principle ever since the time of Gregory
VII., that the pope could absolve subjects from their oath of allegiance ; and from this it was inferred that his authority must extend
also to temporal things.
But Aegidius would concede the principle
" The pope," says he,
thus assumed, only under certain limitations.
" can absolve subjects from their oath of allegiance, or rather declare
that they are so absolved."
By this latter clause, he doubtless meant
to have it understood, that the pope cannot here express an arbitrary
judgment, but only testify to a fact, or state that it had its real ground
in the very nature of law itself.
But this could be done only in those
cases in which he was warranted also to take steps against a ruler
as
;

cases of heresy, of schism, or of

in

Roman

obstinate rebellion

against the

church.

The "plenitude of power" ascribed to. the pope, a prerogative
which the popes so often appealed to, as one Avhich enabled them to
carry through all their measures, Aegidius would allow to be valid only
under certain limitations. It was valid only in reference to the souls
of men
only in reference to the bindhig and loosing, and only on the
presupposition that the pope's decision was not an erroneous one.
He
could not bestow renewing grace on souls
he could neither save nor
condemn them he could not forgive sins, except so far as he was the
instrument of a higher power.
Even in spiritual things, no such un
conditional fulness of power was to be attributed to him
but only a
fulness of power as compared with that of subordinate church authorities.
It was an argument, indeed, often used, that as the spiritual is
BO far exalted above the temporal, therefore he who has supreme power over the spiritual must a fortiori exercise that power over the
temporal.
Aegidius exposes the sophistry of this argument, by remarking that this mode of reasoning a majori ad minus was valid only
as applied to matters the same in kind, and not to those differing in
kind
else we might argue that he who can beget a man, can much
more beget a fly he who is a curer of souls, can much more cure the
;

;

;

;

;

:

body.

Moreover, to the historical
papacy construed so as

which the defenders of an unlimaccord with their own interests, this
writer assigned their legitimate place
as, for example, to the depos-

ited

facts,

to

;

III. by

Pope Zacharias.

'/ It
is nowhere read,"
says Aegidius, " that the pope deposed him, but only that he advised
io that step.
It Avas by the estates of the realm that Childeric was
deposed, and Pepin proclaimed in his place ; but they could have done
the same thing without the pope's advice."
The second of the above mentioned individuals, John of Paris, in

ition of Childeric

his treatise of

'

De

Royal and Papal authority,' speaks of two

errors, which

potestate regia et papali, in the above cited Collection of Goldast. torn. II.
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he represents as running into opposite extremes ; the opinion of the
Waldenses, that the pope and prelates ought not to exercise secular
dominion of any kind ; and the opinion of those who considered Christ's
Of these latter, he points to Herod I.
kingdom an earthly one.
for when he heard that Messiah the King was
as the representative
" Just so,"
born, he could conceive of nothing but an earthly king.
he says, " in modern times, many in trying to avoid the error of the
Waldenses, fall into the opposite extreme of considering the pope to
be vicar of Christ in having dominion over the earthly goods of
This doctrine,
princes, and of ascribing to him such a jurisdiction."
he thinks, would lead to the error of Vigilantius for it Avould fallow
from it, that renunciation of earthly power and earthly rule contrawhence, again, it
dicted the vocation of the pope as vicar of Christ
would follow, that such renunciation was no part of evangelical perfection.
This opinion seems to him to savor somewhat of the pride of
the Pharisees, who taught that if the people paid tythes and offerings
He
to God, they were under no obligation to pay tribute to Caesar.
describes it as dangerous, because it removes the right of property
which they previously possessed from such as are converted to Christianity, and transfers it to the pope.
It would reflect discredit on the
Christian faith, which would thus seem to stand in conflict with social
order and it was to be feared that when traffic thus found entrance
into the house of God, Christ would lay hold of the scourge to purify
the temple.
The truth, however, was represented as lying in the
middle between these two errors.
It was this, that secular rule and
worldly possessions were in no wise inconsistent with the calling of the
pope or the prelates ; but still they were in no respect necessarily implied in that vocation
but were only permissible, and might be used,
when bestowed either by the devotion of Christians or from any other
;

;

:

;

;

quarter.

In separating the two powers, the author makes use of that distincbetween the natural and supernatural destination of man, of which

tion

we spoke

in giving the history of scholastic

theology in the preceding

Answering to the one, is the realization of the end which the
State proposes, by means of the natural virtues
for this object civil
government is instituted. Answering to the other, is the destination
to life eternal
and for this the spiritual power has been established.
Both powers are derived immediately from the supreme, divine power.
And he, like Aegidius, refutes the argument, that because one is a
superior, the other an inferior province, the latter must therefore be
subject to the former.
The priest, in spiritual things, was greater than
the prince
but in temporal things, the prince was greater than the
priest
though absolutely considered, the priest was the greater of the
\two. It is maintained that the pope has no power of control even over
the goods of the church.
These were bestowed by certain individuals, who gave them to the church in behalf of the ecclesiastical commonwealth, for the furtherance of its ends ; to this commonwealth alone
period.'

;

;

;

;

1

See

vol. iv. p. 487.

JOHN OF PARIS.
they belonged.

The administration
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of this trust devoived solely on the

and the pope had the general direction of tliis administration.
Hence he concludes that the pope could in no wise dispose of the gooda
of the church at will, so that whatever he should ordain about them must
be obligatory but the power conferi'ed on him related simply to the
wants or to the advantage of the universal church.
As a monastery
could deprive its abbot, a particular church its bishop, if it was proved
that the former squandered the goods of the monastery, the latter the
property of the church, so too the pope, if found guilty of any guch
unfaithful administration, and if after being admonished he did not
whereupon he adds, " But, according to the
reform, might be deposed
prelates,

;

:

by a general couna doctrine held forth by the advocates of
papal absolutism, that even though one rightfully opposed the arbitrary
will of the pope in the administration of church property, still the latHe says, on the other hand,
ter might remove him from his office.
'"
They hft their mouths against heaven, and do foul wrong to the pope,
who thus make his will a disorderly, arbitrary will, when it is to be
presumed that the Avill of so great a father can never be so in conflict
with justice, as that he should, without good and sufficient reasons,
take away his own from any one
for God never takes from any one
that which he has given him, except for his own fault.
As the government of Christ is not a worldly one, so he maintained the vicarship of
the pope could not relate to the things of the world.
Christ rules in
the faithful, only through that which is highest in them, through the
spirit which has submitted to the obedience of faith.
His kingdom is
a spiritual one, having its foundation in the hearts of men, not in their
opinion of others, this could onlif be done, perhaps,
cil."

John of Paris

cites

;

possessions.

We

have seen, that by the advocates of papal absolutism, a distincwas made between the secular power in itself, and in its exercise
so that the former was held to pi'oceed immediately from the pope, but
the latter to depend wholly upon the sovereigns, to have been conferred
by God on them alone. This distinction John of Paris declares to be
absurd and inconsistent.
It would follow from it, says he, that the
princes were also called upon to judge how the pope exercised his
power, and that they might deprive him of it which, however, is denied by these men when they assert that the pope can be judged by
no jQan. And how is the pope to receive from princes what does not
belong to him by the ordinance of God ? and how is he to give them
what he himself receives from them ? The princes, according to this
loctrine, would be servants of the pope, as the pope is the servant of
orod, which contradicts what is said in Rom. xiii, about magistrates
Moreover, the power of rulers was, as a
being ordained of God.
matter of fact, both in itself and in its exercise, prior in tiuje to the
power of the pope.
He also stood up in defence of the independent power of the bishops and priests, and denied that this was derived from God only
through the mediation of the pope, maintaining, that it springs directly
tion

;

;

Foi
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it was not Peter, whose successsor
is the pope, that sent forth the
other apostles, Avhose successors are the bishops ; or who sent forth the
seventy disciples, whose successors are the parish
riests ; but Christ
]

was not Peter who detained the apostles
in order to impart to them the Holy Ghost
it was noi; he who gave
them power to forgive sins but Christ. Nor did Paul say, that he
received from Peter his apostolical office
but he said that it came to
him directly from Christ or from
that three years had
God
elapsed after he receive<;l his commission to preach the gospel, before
he had an interview with Peter.
himself did this directly.

It

;

;

;

;

He

maintains again, that ecclesiastical jurisdiction has

reference

The most extreme penalty which

solely to things spiritual.

the pope
could threaten was excommunication
all else was but a consequence
accidentally connected with that penalty.
Thus he could only ope;

rate indirectly, so that a prince on whom he pronounced sentence
of excommunication for some offence coming under his jurisdiction,
might be deposed, in case he threatened to put under ban all who

should obey him as sovereign, and thus brought about his removal by
means of the people. But similar to this, was the relation of rulers
also to the pope, considered with reference to the particular provinces

If the pope gave scandal to the church, and showed
himself incorrigible, it was in the power of secular rulers to bring
about his abdication or his deposition by means of their influence on
of their power.

him or on

And

if the pope would not yield, the empecompel him to yield. He might command
the people, under severe penalties, to refuse obedience to him as pope.
Thus both pope and emperor could proceed one against the other for
both had a general jurisdiction, the emperor in temporal, the pope in
spiritual things.
At the same time he expressly declares, that all he
had said respecting this power of the pope over princes could relate
only to such things as came under spiritual jurisdiction
such as matters relating to the marriage-covenant, and matters of faith. But when
a king violated his obligations, as a ruler, it was not in the pope's
power to correct this evil directly. All that he could do was to apply
to the estates of the realm
but if these could not or dared not correct
their sovereign, they were authorized to invoke the assistance of the
church.
So on the other hand, if the pope transgressed in temporal
things, the investigation of which belonged to the civil jurisdiction, the
emperor had a right first to correct him by admonition, and then to
punish him, by virtue of his authority as a minister of God to execute
wrath on evil-doers Bom. xiii.
But if the pope did wrong in spiritual things, if he committed simony, encroached on the rights of the
church, taught false doctrines, he ought first to be set right by the cardinals, standing, as they did, at the head of the clerus.
But if he
proved incorrigible, and they had not the power to rid the church of
the scandal, they were bound to invoke the assistance of the secular
arm, and the emperor might employ against the pope the powers which
God had put into his hands. He refers, for an example, to the deposition of Pope John XII by the emperor Otho J.
When the de«

his cardinals.

ror might so

manage

as to

;

;

;

:
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XI.

fenders of papal absolutism took the passage in the first epistle to the
Corinthians, and perverted it to their purpose, " He that is spiritual

judgeth all things, but he himself is judged of no man," he rei)lied
" The passage has no such application, for the apostle is only sj)eaking
of persons spiritually minded ; but the possessor of the spiritual power
Furthermore, he asserts that the unity of
is not always such a person.
the church, as one spiritual body, is not founded on Peter or on Linus,
but on Christ, Avho alone is in the proper and highest sense the head
from whom are derived the two powers, in a certain
of the church
yet the pope might, in reference to the outward
series of gradations
service of the church, be called head of the church ; inasmuch as he
is the first among her servants, the one on whom, as the first vicar of
Christ in spiritual things, the whole regular series of church ministers
depends.
He disputes the binding force of- the pretended gift of ConHe declares this gift a preposterous one ;
stantino to Pope Silvester.
and cites a legend, frequently alluded to by the opponents of the papacy, that at the time of this gift the voice of an angel was heard
saying, To-day a vial of poison has been poured upon the church.
John of Paris finally enters into a particular investigation of the
question whether the pope can be deposed, or can abdicate.
What
conclusions he must have arrived at on this point, may be gathered
He distinctly affirmed, that as the pafrom the preceding remarks.
pacy existed only for the benefit of the church, the pope ought to lay
down his office whenever it obstructed this end, the highest end of
:

:

;

christian love.

Such were the most noticeable of the immediate consequences resultup for the papal power by Boniface

ing from the high pretensions set

VIII.
the

We

see expressed here for the

first

arbitrary will of the pope, principles, by

in the midst of the events with

ing could not

fail

to

which

this

time, in opposition to

operation of which,
century closed, a new shapth'e

be given to the laws and constitutions of the

church.

The successor of Boniface, a very difierent man from himself, was
Benedict XI., a Dominican, who, up to this time, had lived strictly
As a pope, too, he showed a beaccording to the rule of his order.
coming zeal for the welfare of the church, and sought to correct the
evils occasioned by the arbitrary will of his predecessor.
He did everything he could honorably do, to restore a good understanding with
But it was only for the short period of eight
the French government.
months that he was permitted to rule. He died in 1304 ; and a report prevailed that he was poisoned by the cardinals ;
a noticeable
sign of the times, when reports like these
a similar one prevailed
Celestin V.
were so repeatedly noised
about the death of
abroad.
great fermentation would necessarily ensue at the election
of a new pope.
It was known that the exasperated king of France
VIII., and
still cherished sentiments of revenge against Boniface
was determined to have him convicted and condemned, as a heretic,

—

—

A

'

See Villani,

lib. 8, cajj.

80.

^
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The party of Boniface had to strain every
even after his death.
Thus the election of a pope was retardnerve to vindicate his honor.
ed by the contest between an Itahan party, devoted to the interests
Nine months had this schism lastof Boniface, and a French party.
ed, when the cunning and sagacious cardinal da Prato (du Prat), who
led the French party, proposed a plan by which they might come toThe other party, the Italians, should
gether and unite in a choice.
nominate three candidates from their own number, and out of these
The Italian
one should be chosen by the French within forty days.
for they
party doubtless thought themselves secure of the victory
;

selected three men,

who had been elevated

to

the rank of cardinals

by Boniface VIII., to whom they were thoroughly devoted, and at
But the carthe same time, fiercely inimical to the king of France.
He knew his men. He knew how to
dinal du Prat outwitted them.
find among the selected three, one who was ready to pay any price
This was
that might be asked for the gratification of his ambition.
Bertrand d'Agoust, bishop of Bordeaux, who was reckoned among the
most zealous adherents of Boniface, and the most violent enemies of
With the latter he had had a personal quari-el. The
king PhiUp.
cardinal du Prat reported to the king of France, as speedily as possible, all that had transpired, and explained to him how it now stood in his
own power to create the pope. He might offer the papal dignity to
the archbishop of Bordeaux on whatever terms he thought proper. The
He showed
king sought an interview with the much surprised bishop.
him what he could do. He offered him the papal dignity on condition
Among them were the followof his compliance with six conditions.
That he should reconcile the king and his friends to the church
ing
pardon everything that had taken place give up to him for five years
the tenths in his Avhole kingdom to defray the expenses of war restore
:

;

;

;

Colonnas their cardinal dignities

moreover, that he should promote several of the king's friends to the same rank, and institute an
investigation into the heresies of Boniface.
There Avas still a sixth
condition which, for the present, was to be kept a profound secret.
Perilous as several of these conditions must have been to the papal
and christian conscience of the pope, yet he was ready to sell his soul
for the papal dignity, and he accepted them all.
This was done in
the year 1305.
He called himself pope Clement V. To the great
vexation of the Italian cardinals he did not come to Rome, but remained at home in France, and had the ceremony of his coronation
performed in Lyons.
The way in which he administered the papal
government corresponded entirely to the way in which he had obtained it.
What the Italians had predicted, when the pope, in despite of
every invitation, refused to leave France, actually took place.
Rome
did not very soon again become the seat of the papacy.
From the
year 1309 and onward this seat was transferred to Avignon ; and hei-e
begins a new important epoch in the history of the papacy, the seventy
yearn residence of the j^opes in Avignon.
Let us in the first place
take a general view of the consequences of these exceedingly influento the

tial

events.

;
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m

As the independence of the seat of the papal government
the
ancient capital of the world had largely contributed towards promoting
the triumph of the papacy

when removed

;

so the

dependence, into which the popes

fell

at a distance from the ancient seat of their spiritual

With Clement
V. began this disgraceful servihty of popes dependant on the interests
of France
a situation for which Clement had prepared the way by
the manner in which he obtained the papal dignity.
The popes at
Avignon were often httle better than tools of the French kings, who
used their spiritual power to promote the ends of French policy.
sovereignty, led to consequences of an opposite kind.

;

They served

those kings in matters which stood in most direct contra-

They could not fail to make themand contemptible by the manner in which they acted in
these relations.
The papal court at Avignon became the scat of a
still greater corruption than had disgraced the papal court in Rome.
The popes at Avignon took the liberty to elevate to the highest spiritual dignities, to the rank of cardinals, persons the least fitted, by age,
by character, or by education, for such stations,
the most worthless
of men, either their own nephews, or persons recommended to them by
and these Avignonese cardinals were in the habit
the French court
of abandoning themselves to every species of luxury and debauchery.
The extortions which, to the ruin of the church, were practised by the
Koman court, rose to a continually higher pitch and extended over a
greater compass, from the time of Clement V., who already provoked
thereby many complaints in France.
The example of a wasteful expenditure of church property, of simony and cupidity, here given bv
the popes, found ready imitation in other churches, and the corruption of the church in all parts grew^ more atrocious every day.
The
popes at Avignon would abate nothing from tKe old system of the
papal hierarchy, but rather pushed its pretensions to still greater
Eut the want which they betrayed of spiritual dignity, the
lengths.
bad use they made of their power, the merely secular interest by which
they were so manifestly governed, stood in direct contradiction with
The quarrels in which they involved
the tone in which they spoke.
themselves by their exercise of the papal power, brought it about, that
all the wickedness which reigned in the papal court at Avignon, and
which spread from that spot into the rest of the church, became
These quarrels served to call fortli
matter of common conversation.
many more of those voices of freedom, such as had first been heard
and still bolder opinions
during the contests with Boniface VIII.
were expressed. A powerful reaction gradually forced a way for itself against the papal monarchy.
Add to this, that the freer churclily spn-it, which from the earliest times we perceive in the Gallic
church, and which was never in want for means of expressing itself,
obtained at this particular crisis a mighty organ in the university of
Pans. At this university, which in the period before us formed so
Important a corporation, there was gradually developing itself an indeBy the men of this univerpendent and liberal theological tendency.
sity, the conduct of the popes and their relations at Avignon were
diction

their spiritual vocation.

'to

selves odious

—

;

;

-
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The popes found severe judges in them. While
French cardinals could not tear themselves away from their pleasures at Avignon, and from the territory of France, nothing was more
hateful to the Italian cardinals than what appeared to their eyes, a
most lamentable exile of the Roman court. Nothing appeared to
them a greater scandal, than that dependance on French interests.
This opposition between the two parties prepared the way for a schism,
which was soon to break out, and which drew after it the most imporkeenly watched.
the

tant consequences.

Clement had soon

to

experience

some of the deplorable

effects

resulting from the relation, in which he had voluntarily placed himself
After the death of the emperor Albert I., in the
to King Philip.

year 1308, King Philip conceived the plan of elevating his brother,
Prince Charles de Valois, to the imperial throne ; and the pope was to
This, it was
serve as the instrument for carrying it into execution.
The
said, was the condition that had been kept so profound a secret.
king intended to take the pope by surprise, to come upon him sud

But the plan was
denly, with a numerous train of armed followers.
As the Italian historian in this period, Villani,
divulged to the pope.

—

"It pleased God, so to order it, that the Roman
expresses himself
church should not thus be wholly subjected to the court of France ; "
for, had this project been carried out, the servitude of the pope would
have been doubled.
Now, as the pope had not courage enough to
take an open stand against the king, he resorted, by the advice of the
crafty du Prat, to trick and deception, for the purpose of defeating
;

'

the king's object.
secretly invited the

While he ostensible granted the king's request, he

German

princes to hasten the emperor's election^

Count Henry of Luxemburg. The latter, Henry
VII., Avas elected emperor; and Philip saw his favorite plan defeated.
He now pressed the more uigently to have the process begun against
Boniface.
The weak pope was obliged to permit that, in the year
1310, the matter should be brou;jht before the ])apal consistory. By
the enemies of Boniface the most atrocious things were charged against
This, under the existing circumstances, could not fail to give
him.
From several quarters, particularly from Ar
great scandal to many.
ragon and Spain, complaints were uttered against so scandalous a
and the pope was called upon to put a stop to it. Under
spectacle
the pretext that a general council was to be convoked at Vienne, and

and gave

his vote for

;

that there these afiairs could be transacted with far greater publicity

and solemnity, he induced King Phihp, finally, to consent that the
should be put off to the above-mentioned council.
At this council in Vienne, which met in the year 1311, the memory of Boniface
was at length solemnly vindicated. But the pope, moreover, put forth
a declaration, placing the king in security against all the consequencea
which might flow from his acts against Boniface, and from the bulls
put forth by Boniface all those clauses were expunged or altered
which were hostile to French interests.
affair

Come piiicque ;i Dio, per non volere
che la Chiesa di Jloiua fosse al tutto sot'

toposta alia casa di Francia.
8, c. 101, fol. 437-

Villani, lib.

POPES AT AVIGNON
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At the council of Vierine was terminated also another affair in Avhich
Clement had, in the most shameful manner, submitted to be used as a
The order of the Knights Templar had, by
tool of the French king.
the power and wealth of their establishments, excited the jealousy of
many. Various rumors were afloat respecting this order,
rumora
which are the less to be trusted, because we find in times the most
widely remote from each other similar reports concerning societies veiled from the popular eye, and which in some way or other have incurred
the popular odium
whispers of unnatural abominations, supposed to
be practised in their secret conclaves.
Persons of that order guilty

—

—

of criminal offences, had, while in prison, preferred charges against it,
with a view to procure their own release. King Philip the Fair would,
no doubt, be glad to believe anything which would put it in his power
to lay hold of the property of the order.
In the year 1307, he caused
all the Knights Templar in France to be arrested.
The trials were conducted in the most arbitrary manner.
At first, the pope complained that
the king should bring before a civil tribunal a suit against a spiritual order, accusations relating to heresy and infidelity. He entered a protest
against the procedure of the king
but had not courage to follow
up the step he had taken. At length, in the year 1308, he joined the
king in carrying on a common process.
There has been much dispute
respecting this affair.
But even though individuals of the order may
have been guilty of various excesses, may by reason of their residence
in the East have fallen into infidelity, yet no sufficient reason appears
to have existed for condemning the order at large.
Exprovssions, for
the most part extorted by the rack, and which were often taken back
in the extremity of death, ought not, surely, to pass for good evidence.
Indeed, when justice is so arbitrarily administered, what evidence of
guilt can be deemed satisfactory ?
Now, when many of the Knights
Templar had already fallen victims to mere tyrannical will, Clement, at
a council in the year 1311, declared the order abohshed.
Clement
died in 1314, leaving behind him a bad reputation, not merely among
the Italians, who could not pardon in him the transportation of the
papal court to Avignon, but also among the French.
The judgment
passed upon him we may doubtless regard as an unanimous one.' The
Italian historian, Villani, says of him, that he was very greedy of
money, given to simony, and to luxury. Respecting his morals, unfavorable rumors were afloat.
All benefices were said to be disposed of
;

for

money .8
When, owing

to the division

among

the cardinals, the papal chair

had remained vacant during a period of two years, the French party
once more triumphed, and John XXII., another Frenchman, succeeded
in mounting the papal throne.
Like his predecessor, this pope was
bent on indemnifying himself for his dependance on France, by maintaining the papal absolutism in relation to Germany.
On the occasion
Df a contest for the election of an emperor
betweea the Archduke

—

Comijare the two accounts of his life
which Jialuz has published in the vit. pap.
'

Avign.
*

torn.

I,

nml what ViUaiii

Villaui. lib 9. c 58.

says,
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Frederic of Austria on the one side, and Duke Louis of Eavaria or.
the pope was desirous of securing the decision to hiuiseh".
the other
He wanted that everything should d(;pend on Ids vote. He would not
pardon it in Duke Louis (Louis IV.) that he should be so confident
of his power as to act as emperor without waiting for the pope's dethat he should form an alliance with the pope's enemies,
termination
The matter
Negotiations were of no avail.
the Ghibellines in Italy.
proceeded onward till it came to a war of ever increasing animosity
The former pronounced the
between the pope and the emperor.

—

:

.

emperor under ban, in denunciations growing continually more violent
and laid all those portions of Germany where he was recognized as
The emperor appealed from the pope
empei-or, under the interdict.
to a general council, before which he might be allowed to prove the
Fierce
justice of his cause to holy church and the apostolical see.
and amid these
struggles in Germany followed as the consequence
By some,
contests many freer voices caused themselves to be heard.
by others, not. In many districts, ecclethe interdict was observed
The
siastics, who were for observing the interdict, were banished.^
emperor, in the year 1327, followed the invitation of his friends in
Italy and Rome, the Ghibellines, who invited him into that country.
This expedition of the emperor was attended with consequences of
Pope John had
great moment to the general progress of religion.
provoked dissatisfaction in many, and these took the side of the em
;

;

peror.

Under his protection, free-minded men could express them
way which elsewhere would not have been suffered to go

selves in a

Various matters of dispute were here brought together,
unpunished.
and placed in connection with the contest which was now waging between the papacy and the empire, the church and the secular power, the
We have, in the preceding period,
spiritual and the secular interest.
spoken of the controversies between the more rigid and the laxer party
We saw how the more rigid Franciscans, in their
of the Franciscans.
contests with the popes, had been led into a course of reaction against
Pope John XXII., who, with his
the secularization of the church.
obstinate temper, was bent on deciding all uncertain matters, had stirred up these controversies anew, by taking part against the more rigid
He refused to recognize a distinction set forth by some,
Franciscans.
that while Christ and the apostles made use of earthly goods, they did
the distinction between a bare
not in any proper sense otvn anything
usufruct, and an earthly possession in the strict and proper sense. The
more rigid Franciscans rebelled against his decisions, and even had
There were among them at
the boldness to accuse him of heresy.

—

See the Clironicle of the Franciscan
Et interim clerus
gravitur fuit angariatus et compulsus ad
divina resumenda, et plures annuerunt,
non verentes latam sententiam, nee ultionem divinam. Multi etiam erant inobedi'

John of Wintertiiur

entes, et

tandem

ob hoc de

:

iocis suis expulsi, et sic

facta fuit lamentabilis difformitas
ecclesiarum. And of the churches that

mutually accused each other of heresy on
account of their different modes of pro
cedure lUae mutuo sesinistre judicabanl
mutuo sibi non communicabant, sed frequenter se exclude bant, unaquaeque suo
sensu secundum verbum apostoli quasi dicam abundabat. TK.'N.iur. hist. lieU it. Ti
:

guri, 1735, p. 29.
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that time

men

of courage
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and sagacity, such as Michael of Chesena,

AVilliam Occam
general of the order, who was deposed by the pope
of England, distinguished among the philosophers and theologians of
Occam said
All these embraced the party of the emperor.
his time.
" Defend me with the sword, and I will defend you with the
to him
The inquiries respecting evangelical perfection, respecting the
pen."
following after Christ, the different modes of the possession of property, were easily connected with the inquiries respecting the relation of
;

:

Especially worthy of notice ia
spiritual things to secular in general.
a work which was called forth by these disputes, the title of which inDefensor Pacis. Its^ obj.ect was to show that,
dicates its contents
inasmuch as church and state had their natural limits severally assigned to them, the peace between the two should thereby be definIts author was the emperor's physician and theologian,
itively settled.

—

Marsilius of Padua, earlier rector of the
true,

John of Janduno,

in

University of Paris.

Champagne, a Franciscan,

is

also

It

is

mentioned

and doubtless he may have had some share
as co-author of this book
but, at all events, the work itself indicates plainly
in its composition
;

;

enough that it is the product of one mind, and of an individual who
It is in truth a work
speaks of what he had seen and heard himself.
Not merely the excesses of the later papacy
that made an epoch.
are attacked in it, but the very foundations of the hitherto existing
fabric of the church are assailed.
new position is here taken
an entirely new method and way of
looking at Christian truth.
The whole Old Testament theocratical
This important appearance, the fore-token, of
element is discarded.
a new, protestant spirit, such as we could hardly expect to meet with
in the times we are speaking of, deserves, therefore, to be somewhat
more minutely considered by us.
The rock on which the Church reposes he holds to be Christ alone,
its author and founder.'
The words of Christ, " Upon this rock I
will build my church," he refers to Christ himself.
In I'eply to those
who supposed, that the church destitute of a visible head would be ia
want of something essential to its organization, just as if it were a body
" Christ ever continues to be the head of
without a head, he says
all apostles and ministers of the church are but his memthe church
bers;" and he appeals in proof to Ephesians iv. And accordingly
Christ himself plainly said, that he would be with her to the end of
the world.2
The highest source of knowledge of the doctrines of
"•
faith was, in his view, the holy Scriptures.3
By the apostles" says
"
he,
as organs immediately actuated and guided by divine power, the

—

A

:

;

'
Qui caput est et petra, super quam
t'undata est ecclesia catholica.
He refers
for proof to the fourth chapter of tlie Epistie to the Ephesians, and 1 Cor. x.
See
|). 246, cap. 17, in Goldasti monarchia llo-

man. imp. Francofurt. 16GS, torn. II.
Et cum inducebatur, ecclesiam acephahim esse, neque fuisse ordinatam a
-'

Cliri-;to

secundum optirnam

VOL. V.

si

earn absque capite in sui absentia

reli-

possumus dicore, quod Cliristua
semper caput remansit ecdesiae, omnesquo apostoli et ecclesiastiei ministri meiD
quisset,

bra.

L.

dispositionera,

3

L.

1.

p.

A sacro

^

tatis
1.

301.

canone tanquam a fonte verifacientes exordium caet

quaesitte
pag. 252.
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precepts and counsels guiding to eternal salvation have been committed to writing, that in the absence of Christ and the apostles we might
The author takes his point of departure from
know what they are."
a more sharply defined distinction of the ideas of church and state.
The idea of the state he takes from an Ante-Christian point of view,
^

Politics of Aristotle, the standard authority
The state is a
determination of such ideas.
2
society of men having reference to the earthly life and its interests
where we
the church, a society having reference to the eternal life
find expressed the relation of the natural to the supernatural, answering to a distinction already noticed between the dona naturalia and
The state became necessary in order to counteract sin.
super-addita.
Had man continued loyal to the divine will, no such institution would
have been required.^ He finds the difference between the Old and
the New Testament dispensation to consist in this, that under the former, civil laws as well as religious were made known and sanctioned
by divine authority. But Christ had kept all these matters in abeyHe had left them to be settled by human laws, which all the
ance.

inasmuch as he adopts the
time

at that

for

the

;

;

faithful

should obey.

" Give

to Caesar the

He

proof to the words of Christ,

refers for

things that are Caesar's," and to

Romans

xiii.'*

the assertion that the gospel would be an imperfect dispensation if
civil relations could not also be ordered and settled by means of it
The
he replies, the two provinces ought clearly to be distinguished.

To

evangeHcal law
actions of

men

sufficient for its specific

present

life

is to

life

order the

eteryial.

It

for the

Hence the necessity
human conduct by their relation to

of distinguishing different rules
One is a divine

into the world.

of

end, which

so as to secure the

end of determining law in reference to the relaIt was for no such end that Christ came
earthly life.

was not given
tions of this

is

in this

different ends.

rule which gives no instruction whatever about conducting suits in civil
And for
law, and actions for recovery ; nor yet, does it forbid this.

no particular precepts with regard to such
He refers for
This belongs to the province of human law.
illustration to the conduct of Christ in declining to act as an arbitraIf any were disposed
tor in the dispute concerning an inheritance.^
this reason the gospel gives

matters.

Per ipsorum dictamina conscripta sunt
velut per organa quaedara ad hoc mota
et directa immediate divina virtute, per
quam siquidem legem, prajcepta et consilia
salutis aeternae in ipsius Christi atque apo'

stolorum absentia, comprehendere valeremus L. 1. p. 168.
^ "Vivere et bene vivere mundanum, ac
quae propter ipsura necessaria sunt. L. 1.
p.

158.

In reference to man's primitive state
quo siquidem permansisset, nee sibi aut

•*

in

suae postcritati necessaria fuisset officiorum civilium institutio vel distinctio. P.
161.
*

rum

Mosi legem Deus
in

tioues'

statu

tradidit observandovitae praesentis, ad conten-

hominum

dirimendas, praecepta

talium specialiter continentem, et in hoc
proportionaliter se habentem humanae legi
quantum ad aliquara sui partem. Verum
iiujusmodi praecepta in evangelica lege
non tradidit Christus, sed tradita vel trahumanis legibus
denda supposuit in
quas observariet principantibus secundum
eas omnem aniniam humanam obedire
praecepit, in his saltem, quae non adversarentur legi salutis. P. 215.
*

Quod

per

legem evangelicam

suffi-

cicnter dirigimur in agendis aut declinandis in vita praesenti, pro statu tamen venturi saeculi seu aeternae salutis consequendae, aut supplicii declinaiidi propter
quae lata est, non quidem pro contentiosis
aetibus hominum civilitcr reducendis ad

aequalitatem aut commensurationem de
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law an imperfect one, because no rules were to
they miglit, with
equal propriety, call it imperfect, because the principles of the healing
art, the doctrines of mathematics, or the rules of navigation were not
to be derived from it.^
We have already remarked that Marsilius looked upon the Holy
Scriptures as constituting alone the ultimate source of all our knowto them alone as contradistinguished
ledge of the Christian faith
from all human Avritings, he ascribes infallibility.^ Yet it was \m
opinion that the holy Scriptures would have been given in vain, nay
would have proved an injury to mankind, if the doctrines necessary to
salvation could not be derived from them with certainty.
Hence it
followed that Christ would clearly reveal these doctrines to the majority of the faithful, when they searched after the true sense of the
holy Scriptures and invoked his assistance ; so that the doctrine drawn
from the holy Scriptures by the majority of believers in all times,
ought to be the rule for all. And hence he concluded that the highest
respect was due to the decisions of general councils.^
For proof of
this he appealed to Christ's promise, that he would be with his church
to the end of the world, and to the fact that the first apostolic assembly, Acts XV, ascribed their decisions to the illumination of the Holy
Ghost.
But he dissented from the well-known maxim of St. Augustine, Ego vero evangelio non crederem, nisi me cathohcae ecclesiae
to call the evan;;elical

drawn from

be

it

for the regulation of these matters,

;

by this expression the authority of the
be ultimately based on human authority.
But his interpretation of these words evidences the freer christian
striving of his mind, although the position reached by the theological
culture of that period did not permit him as yet to arrive at clearer
and more comprehensive views on this subject. These words were

commoveret auctoritas

;

sacred Scriptures seemed

since
to

represented as simply having reference either to the fact, that it is by
the testimony of the church we come to know that these Scriptures
are apostolical, or also, and at the

same time,

to the

fact,

that

we

adopt the doctrines therein contained as the doctrines of salvation first
The
of all upon the testimony of the collective body of believers.
former view, however, he thought to be the one which accorded best
for the words
with St. Paul's teachings in the epistle to the Galatians
of Christ were not true on the ground that the church gave witness to
;

bitam pro statu seu sufficientia vitae praesemis, eo quod Christus in mundum non
veuit ad liujusmodi regulandos pro vita
Et
praesenti, sed futura tanturaniodo.
propterea diversa est teniporalium et humanoruiu actuura regula, diversiniode dirigens ad hos tines. P. 216.
Si ex hoc diceretur imperfecta, aeque
convenieuter imperfecta dici posset, quoiiiani per ipsam medicare corporales aegritudiiies, aut mensurare maguitudines, vol
oceauum navigare nescimus. L. c.
Qiiud nullam scripturam irrevocabiliter vcram crelere vel fateri tenemur tie
iicce.<"'itate salutis aeternae, nisi eas, quae
'

''

canonicae appellantur.
^

F. 254,

c.

19.

Quoniani frustra dedisset Christus

le-

gem

salutis aeternae, si ejus veruin Intellectuin, et qucm credere fidelibus est neces-

ad salutem, non aperiret eisdem
liune quaerentibus. et pro ipso invocantisiinul,
sed circa ipsum tidelium pluralbus
itatem errare sincret. Quinimo talis lex
sariuni

non solum ad salutem foret inutilis, sed in
hominum aeternam perniciem tradita viderctur.
Et ideo pie tenendum, determinationes conciliorum generalium in sensibus scripturae dubiis a spiritu sancto suae
veritatis originem sumere. Cap. 19, fol
254.
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them, but the testimony of the church was true, because it harmonized
with the words of Christ
for the apostle Paul says, not even an angel
from heaven could preach any other gospel so that although the
entire church should preach another gospel, it could not be a true
;

;

one.*

He objected to the arbitrary extension of the predicate spiritual to
everything that appertained to, or proceeded from the clergy.
Whatever served for the maintenance of the clergy was not on that account,
according to Holy Scripture, to be called spiritual, since it related
simply to the earthly life
but it should be called secular.
In truth,
many things were done by the clergy, which could not, with any
propriety, be called spiritual.^
As might easily be inferred from the
exposition we have jusi? given of his ideas of the church and the state,
he ascribed to the church a purely spiritual authority only ; and denied that she possessed any authority whatever of a secular character,
or which had reference to things secular.
He disclaimed for her the
;

any species of coercive authority. According to the
New Testament, (2 Timothy, ii,) bishops should rather
hold themselves aloof from all secular affairs.
All believers without
distinction should own subjection to the civil magistrate, and obey him
in all things not standing in conflict with eternal salvation.
With what
sort of conscience, then, could a priest, of whatever rank or station,
presume to absolve subjects from their oath of allegiance binding
them to the government that is over them ? To do this he pronounces
a heresy .3
The principles of ecclesiastical law that had prevailed down to this
time respecting the method to be pursued with heretics, should, acpossession of

doctrine of the

cording to the ideas set forth in this work, be altered throughout. To
the church should belong no sort of coercive or primitive power. This
should belong exclusively to the state, and be applied exclusively to
things commanded or forbidden by the laws of the state
as, in fact,
immoralities could not be punished by the state, as such, but only so
far as they were a violation of the laws of the state.
Many things
contrary to the laws of God, must needs be tolerated by the state.4
Civil and divme punishments belong to entirely different provinces.
It might happen, that one who ought to be punished according to the
laws of the state, would not be found punishable before the divine
tribunal.^
What is a heresy, and what is not a heresy, are questions
;

Non enim dicta Christi vera sunt causaliter, eo quod eisdem testificetur ecclesia
catholica,sed testimonium ecclesiae causaliter verura est propter veritatem dictorum
Christi. r. 255.
* Non
omncs eorum actus spirituales
sunt, nee dici debent, quinimo ipsorum
sunt multi civiles actus contentiosi et caraales seu temporales. Fol. 192
'

*

I'ol.

203.

»

Non

i)ropterea,

quod

in

legem divinam

tantummodo peccat quis, a principante
punitur.
Sunt enim multa j)eccata mor-

talia et in legem divinam, ut fornicationis,
quae permittit etiam scienter legislator
humanus, nee coactiva potentia prohibet,

nee prohibere potest aut debet episcopus
L. c. f. 218.
* Peccans in legem humanam peccato
aliquo, punietur in alio saeculo non in
quantum peccans in legem humanam
multa enim sunt humana lege probibita,
quae sunt divina lege pcrmissa. ut si non
vel sacerdos.

:

restituerit

quis

mutuum

statuto tempore

propter impotentiam, casu fortuito, oblivione, aegritudine vel alio quodam impe-

"defensor pacis."
the priest to decide.

for

He may
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correct the person found guilty,

but no otlier
warn him, and threaten him with eternal punishment
just as in all other departments of
penalties come within his power
:

—

;

in the art of healing, in trade, he who understands may
decide as to what is right and wrong in his science, but not with the
Heresy, however, may be punished by the
sanction of a penalty.
the
state
yet only so far as it is in violation of the laws of the state
state having the power to ordain, that no heretic, no unbeliever shall
But, if this be permitted to a heretic by the
dwell within its domain.
laws of the state, as it has been permitted even among Christian naJust as a man may transtions, no one has a right to punish him.^
gress the rules of some science or trade, and yet will not be punished,
on that account, except so far as he transgresses the laws of the state.
man may drink, make shoes, practise the art of healing, as he
pleases, or as he can
but he is never punished for this, unless by so
doing he transgresses the laws of the state.
Having drawn this strict line of demarcation between the provinces
of the state and of the church, the author pronounces that ecclesiastics
committing actions punishable according to the civil laws become subInasmuch
says he
aa
ject to the coercive power of the state.
those who are designated by the common name of clergy, may somewould
times, by omission or commission, be guilty of sin, and son^
are actualto God they did not sometimes constitute the majority ^
it follows, that they
ly so guilty to the injury and wrong of others
also fall under the jurisdiction of those judges who have coercive authorand he cites in
ity, power to punish the transgressors of human laws
In contending against the exemption of the
proof, Romans xiii.'*
clergy from civil jurisdiction, he says, " nothing spiritual belongs to
the crimes of ecclesiastics ; they are fleshly actions, and the more fleshly, in the same proportion as it is more ditiicult and shameful for a
priest to sin, since by sinning he gives occasion for sin, and makes it
easy to those whom he is bound to restrain from it." ^

knowledge,

;

;

A

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

non punietur ex hoc in alio saeculo per judicem coactivum secundum ledivinam, qui tamen per judicem coactivum secundum legem huraanani juste
punitur. Ibid.
Quodsi humana lege prohibitum fuerit,
haereticum aut aliter intidelem in regionc
manere, qui talis in ipsa repertus fuerit,
tanquam legis humanae transgressor poena
vel suppliciohuictransgressionieadem lege
statutis in hoc saeculo debet arceri.
Si
vero haereticum aut aliter intidelem commorari lidelibus eadem provincia non fuediraento,

gem

'

rit

prohibitum

dum

humana

quemadmoscmini Judaeorum jam
lege,

hacreticis ac
hiimanis legibus permissum exstitit, etiara
temporibus
Christianorum
populorum,
principum atque poutiticum, dico cuipiara
non licere haereticum aut aliter intidelem
qucmquam judicare vel arcere poena vel
«upplicio reali aut personali pro statu vilae praeseniis. Eol. 217.

3*

^

Causa

ejus generalis est,

mo quantumcunque

quoniam

peccans contra

ne-

disci-

aut operativas quascumque punitur vel aixetur in hoc saeculo
praecise in quantum liujusiuodi, sed in
quantum peccat contra ijiaoccptuni hunianae legis.
Sed enini incl)ri;ui aut calceos

plinas

speculativas

cujuscunque modi,
vel vendere
prout possit aut vclil ^uilibet, niedicari et
docere ac similia reliqua officiorum opera
exercere pro libito si prohibitum non esset

facere

humano lege, nequaquara areeretur ebriosus aut aliter perverse agens in operibus
reliquis.
•"

Ibid.

Et agant ipsorum

aliqui, utinara

non

plurimi quandoque de facto,
*

Fol. 211.

' Eo etiam carnaliorcs atque temporaliores judicandae magis, quanto secundum
ipsa presbyter aut episcopus gravius et turplus peccat, his, quos a talibus revocare
debet, delinquendi praebcns occasionem et
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So, again, he distinguishes between what God does by himself, and
Adoptthat which he does through the instrumentahty of the priest.

ing the view held by Peter Lombard, he asserts, that it is God alone
who bestows forgiveness of sins where its conditions are present in
true penitence, and God alone who can purify the soul from the stams
He distinguishes from this the declaration of the priest, which
of sin.
To the
has reference to a man's relation to the outward church.
it belongs to change a greater punishment which is really
Accordingly he
due into some minor one voluntarily undertaken.
declares strongly against the power arrogated by the pope of absolving
men from their obligation to observe the laAvs of God, with allusion to
He accuses the pope
the pope's conduct towards the emperor Louis.
The pope,
of heresy in his proceedings towards that emperor.^

priest also

'

says he, excites his own subjects to rebel against that catholic prince
by certain devilish writings and discourses, which he calls, however,
apostolical, pronouncing them absolved from the oath of allegiance, by

which, in good truth, they were and stili are bound to that prince.
Such absolutions he proclaims through certain ministers of his wickedness, who are hoping to be promoted by that bishop to ecclesiastical
It is plain that this is not an apostolical, but a
offices and benefices.
for it thus comes about, that this bishop and his
devilish transaction
companions in wickedness, blinded by avarice, pride and ambition, and
full of all malice, as any one may perceive, so lead all that follow
them, as that they fall into mortal sin.^ They are betrayed by this
most holy father and his servants, hurried into treason, robbery, murder and every species of crime ; and unless they die in penitence, and
find mercy with God on account of their gross ignorance, must be
])lunged into everlasting destruction.
For to every creature endowed
Avith reason it must be certain, that neither the Roman bishop nor any
other priest has power to absolve any man whatever from such, or from
any other lawful oath, without reasonable cause.
He pronounces it
an abominable transaction, that the pope, through certain false brethren who were agape for church dignities, should direct the preaching
of a crusade against the subjects of the emperor, as a thing well
pleasing to God.^
He pronounces the forgiveness of sins promised by
the pope^ (indulgences) a delusive thing
for, according to the Catho;

;

facilitatem sui exeraplo perverse.
Fol.
242.
Fol. 206 sq.
Fol. 283: Novum genu? exercet ne'

'•'

quitiae,

quod manifeste videtur haereticam

sapere labein.
'

Fol. 284

:

Secundum hoc

et

ex hoc

episcopus iste cum omnibus sibi coniplicibus ordinatoribus, consensoribus et executoribus sermone, scriptura vel opere coeci
existentes cupiditate, avaritia, superbia
cum ambitione summaque, ut omnibus

ducatum praebent sibi credentibus et assequentibus ad
et praecipitationcm in foveam mortalium peecatorum.
Et quod liorret auditus, id praedicat,

constat, iniquitate repleti,

casum
''

et per

quosclam et falsos fratres sitientes

Deo

ecclesiasticas dignitates taiiquam

sit

quemadmodum iu transmarinis
partibus oxpugnare paganos, praedicari facit ubique.
Fol. 285.
* Promised even to those who were unablo
from bodily weakness to take part tliemselves in the expedition, but yet aided it
by their pecuniary contributions as the
words stand non potentibus propter corporis debilitatem id scelus explere, si ad
proprios ipsorum sumtus id per alios usque in idem tempus procuraverint perpe
trari, aut summam illam ad hoc sufficien
tem exhibuerint nefariis exactoribus suis
acceptum,

;

:

Ibid.
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lie faith, it could be doubtful to no one, that to those who took part in
3uch a war, this ridiculous and groundless absolution, could be of no
use, but must rather prove an injui-y.'
Yet, for the gratification of
his ungodly desires, he so deceives the simple,
granting them in
words, what lies beyond his power, thus betraying souls to everlasting

—

perdition.

The author of

this work perceived already the baseless, unsubstancharacter of the whole hierarchical system
and with a boldness
and freedom from all bias, truly worthy of admiration, showed his
tial

;

from later impositions. He discovered alread^^ that originally there was but one priestly office, and
no distinction of the office of bishops from that of presbyters.^ " How
is it," says he, " that some unscrupulous flatterers dare affirm that
every bishop has received from Christ a plenitude of power even over
his own clergy, to say nothing of the laity ; while neither Peter nor
any other apostle ever presumed, by word or deed, to arrogate to
themselves any such authority ?
They who affirm this, should be
laughed at.
They should not be believed still less should they be
feared
for the Holy Scriptures, in their literal and manifest sense,
tell us quite the contrary. "3 So, too, he utterly denies the precedence
of rank ascribed to Peter over the rest of the apostles
and he understands very well how to prove, from the New Testament, the groundlessness of this assumption.'*
But even supposing that a certain
authority may have been conceded to Peter by the other apostles, yet
it would by no means follow from it, he remarks, that this authority
was transmitted to the Roman churcli ; for there is no reason why the
same thing might not be said, just as well, of the church at Jerusalem
or at Autioch, or of any other church.
It was true of the Apostles,
generally, that to no one of them was a distinTit and separate church
assigned
but they were commissioned to preach the Gospel to all
people,^
It could not be proved from the law of God, nor by any
Scripture which it .is necessary to salvation to believe, that it was ever
determined by Christ, or by an apostle, or by the collective body of
tiie apostles, that a bishop of some one particular province, should be
called particularly the successor of Peter or of any other apostle, or
that he should be accounted more than the others, however unequal
tne apostles may have been among themselves
but he rather was, in
a certain sense, successor of Peter and of the rest of the apostles,
ability to distinguish the original truth

;

;

;

;

;

'

Hanc

tioiiem
286.
*

derisibilem et

inanem absolu-

nihil proticere, sed nocere.

Pol.

We

have an illustration of his free
of inquiry in his method of proving
from Acts xx. Fol. 239: Ecce quod in

spirit
tiii.--

quam episcopum

habere a Christo plenipotestatis, etiara in clericos, ncin iaicos, cum beatus Petrus aut alter
apostolus nunquam talera sibi potestatem
adscribere praesumserit opere vel sermone 1 Hoc enira asserentes deridendi sunt,

tudinem

dum

est apostolus

credendi minusqne timendi, cum
scripturae oppositum clament in literali et

fuit nisi

manifesto sensu ipsarum.

,)opuiu.

determinatus fuit oninino ad populum
quern vel locum. Fol. 244.

Lcclcsia unius municipii

plures allocutus

tanquam episcopus, quod non
propter saccrdotum pluralitatem,
qui onmes episcopi diccbantur, propter
'loc, quod superintendentes esse debebant
Cur ergo et unde assumunt
adulatores sacrilegi quidam dicere, quern•'

i'"ol.

243

:

nihil

241, et sq.

*

J"oI.

*

Quia nuUus ajjostolorum lege divina
ali
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who came nearest to them in copying their Hves and their holy manners ;i according to the saying of Christ, that they were his mother,
his brothers and his sisters, who did the will of his Father in heaven:
Matthew xii. The bishop of Rome ought rather to be called successor
of the Apostle Paul who for two years preached the Gospel at Rome,
It could not even be shown from the
than the successor of Peter.
Testament, that Peter had ever been at Rome.^ The free, inspirit, and the sharp discernment of this man, are evidenced in
the skill with which he shows up the idle character of those tales, so
long time believed, about the labors of Peter in Rome, and his there
It must certainly be regarded, he says, as very
meeting with Paul.
singular and surprising that Luke, the author of the Acts of the
How
Apostles, and Paul, should no where make mention of Peter.
can this fact be reconciled with the statement, that Peter had labored
in Rome before Paul, when it appears from the last chapter of the
Acts, that to the Jews in Rome the Christians were a wholly unknown
How can this supposition be reconciled with the fact that,
sect ?
when Paul reproached the Jews for their unbelief, he did not appeal
that Paul, during his two years'
to the earher preaching of Peter
or that
residence in Rome, should never come in contact with Peter
the history of the apostles should have taken no notice of the fact ? 3
He asserts the original equality of all bishops, and their independence
of each other, and traces the origin of a certain primacy of the Roman church to the times of the emperor Constantino.'* Though he
did not look upon the primacy of the Roman church as anything originally inherent in that church, yet he supposes that such a primacy

New

quiring

;

;

sprang gradually, of its own accord, out of existing relations. The
high consideration in which the great capital of the world universally
stood, and the eminently flourishing condition of the sciences at that
centre of learning, were the occasions that led men to seek counsel
and advice especially from that church, and to look to that quarter for

As an example, he compares the relation of the UniverHe himself had been witness how
Orleans to that of Paris.
the University of Paris had been consulted for advice by the former.^

their clergy.
sity of

magis sunt aliquo moreliquorum apostolorum
ipsorum Sanctis
moribus amplius conformantur. Fol. 245.
^ Dico per scripturum sacram convinci
'

Sed

ille

vel

do beati Petri

.

illi

et

Buccessores, qui

vitae et

non posse, ipsum fuisse Romanum episcopmn, et quod amplius est, ipsum unquam
liomae fuisse. Fol. 245.
f Admirandissimum dico, quod b. Lucas,
qui actus apostolorum scripsit, et Paulus
apostolus de beato Petro nullam prorsus
imentionem fecerunt. Then, after a quota23
Dicat ergo mi'tion from Acts 28: 19
hi veritatis inquisitor, non quaerens con-

—

:

probabile sit alicui, bea
tum Petrum Romam praevenisse Paulum
et nihil nuntiasse de Christi fide, quam Judaei loquentes ad Paulum sectam vocabant
Amj)lius Paulus in reprehendendo
ipsos de incredulitate, si novisset Cepham
lendere solum,

'.

si

ibidem fuisse et praedicasse, quomodo non
dixissct aut ipsum hujus testem induxisset
negotii, qui resurrectionis Christi testis ex-

Quis opinabitur, quod biennio
existens ibidem Paulus nunquam conversationem, coUationem aut contuberniura
Et si habuisset,
habuerit cum b. Fetro
quod de ipso nuUam penitus mentionem
fecessit, qui actuum scripsit historiam
* Qui quandam praeeminentiam et potestatem tribuit episcopis et ecclcsiae Ro
manorum super caeteras mundi ecclesias
seu presbyteros omnes. Fol. 243.
* Sic et qui librum hune in lucem deduxit, studiosorum universitatem Aurelianis degentem vidit, audivit et scivit pei
suos nuntios et epistolas requirentem el
supplicantem Pariensi universitati tan
quara famosiori et veneratiori caet. Fol
252.
stiterat.

'f

"?
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oi:

He

held to a certain priority of one church, whicli, however, was not
connected with any right of jurisdiction over the others
and to thispriority, not indeed as anything necessai-y, or founded on divine right,
but yet as a thing salutary and conducive to the preservation of church
unity.i
Did any one ask, to what bishop should such a place of eminence be conceded ? It ought, in good truth, to be said, to the one
;

who

excelled

all

the others in

life

and doctrine

;

and the chief

stress

here was to be laid on the life.
Did any one ask, to what ecclesiastical diocese should such a distinction be conceded ? that one should be
designated, in which Avere to be found a clerical body most distinguished for life and doctrine. Yet, provided only the other requisites were
present, it was very proper that such consideration might still continue
to be conceded, according to ancient custom, to the church of Rome.
But Marsilius takes strong ground against the authority ascribed to the
pope and the cardinals to decide anything about matters of faith.
'*
How, in case," says he, " that a heretic should be elevated to the
papal dignity
or that one after having attained to that dignity should
from ignorance or from wickedness fall into some heresy ought the
heretical decisions of such a pope to pass for valid ? "
He adduces,
for example, the decision contrary to the gospel given by Pope John
XXII, on the matter of evangelical poverty a decision which he put
forth to the end that he might not appear to have fallen from Christian
perfection, and that he might assert his secular dominion.^ He appeals
again to the bull Unam sanctam issued by pope Boniface VIII, which
he calls a thing false to the very core.3
The supreme authority to determine in all disputed matters pertaining to faith he ascribes to a general council, assembled with the consent
;

;

;

and participation of
the

guidance

considered

it

clergy, that

all

of the

the faithful

Holy

;

and

such a council he thinks
'been promised.4
He

to

may have

Spirit

desirable, especially in the then existing condition of the
" In
also be allowed a seat in the councils.

laymen should

the present corrupt state of the church," says he, " the great majority

of the priests and bishops are but
qiiite insufficiently

experienced

little,

in the

and

if

we may speak

sacred Scriptures

freely,

because they
hanker after the benefices, to which ambitious, covetous aspirants,
skilled in canonical law, attain, by services rendered, by petition, by
money or the aid of the secular power.^ I call God and the multitude of believers to witness," says he, " that I have seen and heard
'

Quamvis non

tum, quoniara

non

sit lege divina praecephoe fidei unitas, licet
salvaretur, expedire dico

et sine

sic faciliter

alissimara

omnium

;

excogitabilium falso-

rum. Ibid,
''

Fol. 253.

et decentius ob-

* Nunc vero propter
ecclesiastici regiminis corruptionem plurima pars sacerdo-

Christi paupertatem et
perfcctionis statum deserere videretur, cum

turn et episcoporum in sacra scriptura periti sunt parum, et si dicere liceat insuffi-

ad lianc unitatem facilius
servandam: Fol. 265.
^

Ne summam

hoc volens temporalia etiam imraobilia in
suo venditandi rctinere dominio et seculariter principari. Fol. 257.

Nunc autem earn ab initio nunc et
constat esse falsara, erroneam
cunctisquc civiliter viventibus praejudici^

semper

eienter, eo

quod temporalia beneficiorum,

quae assequuntur offieiosis ambitiosi. cupi
di et causidici quidam, obtinere voluut el
obtinent obsequio, prece vel pretio vel sa&
culari potentia. Fol. 258.
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many priests and abbots and some prelates, incapable even of
He menpreaching a sermon according to the rules of grammar."
tions it as a fact, that he had known a young man not twenty yeara
old, absolutely ignorant of the doctrines of religion, to whom the office
of a bishop, in a respectable and populous city, had been granted,
though he had not as yet passed through the inferior grades of cleriAnd this thing, the pope, who as vicar of Christ,
cal consecration.
of very

to possess the " plenitude of power" in the distribution of
had often done, with a view to secure the favor of the powNow for what purpose should a parcel of such bishops and

pretended
benefices,
erful.

How

should such persons be able to disfalse sense of the Scriptures ?
Owing, then, to the deficiencies of such persons, it was necessary to
call in the assistance of discreet laymen, sufficiently versed in the
priests assemble together

tinguish between

the

?

and the

true

sacred Scriptures, men distinguished also by their lives and manners
He describes in general the great
above such bishops and priests.'
mischief that grew out of the arbitrary power conceded to the popes
Supposing the Roman
in making appointments to ecclesiastical offices.
bishop to be a proud man, sunk also in other vices, a man disposed to exercise secular powers, such as several had been known to be in modern
times
a person of this character, to gratify his insatiable avarice, or
his other passions, to gain the favor of the powerful, would put up
;

and, to please the same class, would conAnd that this not only
such offices on their relatives and friends.
might be done, but had actually long been done and was still done,
was a fact testified by an experience not hidden from any of the faithful .2
He speaks as an eye witness himself of the corruption of the
Roman court. " They," says he, " who have trod the threshhold of
the Roman court, or to speak more strictly according to truth, that
house of traffic, that abominable den of robbers, will have seen, and
they who have not themselves visited it, will have heard from the reports
of numerous credible eye witnesses, that it is the resort of all the vicious
ci-ew who push a trade with spiritual as they would with secular
things.3
For what else do you find there, but a confluence from all
quarters of those who exercise the trade of simony ?
What else than
ecclesiastical offices for sale

;

fer

the bustling of attorneys, the intrigues of caballers, and persecutions

men ? There the just cause of the innocent runs an
awful hazard of being defeated
or if they cannot redeem it with
money, of being so long retarded, that, exhausted, wearied out by
countless vexations, they are finally compelled to abandon their just
and pitiable cause for these human laws are loud and noisy, while
divine doctrines are silent, or let themselves be heard but seldom.
There it is deliberated how the countries of Christian men may be
forcibly wrested from the hands of those to whom the guardianship of

of righteous

;

;

'

^

Fol. 258.
Fol. 262.

horribilioris

aut qui ab hac abstinuerunt, numerosae
dignorum multitudinis relationt; dispaene sceleratorum oniniuni et
negotiatorum tam spiritualium quam tcmporalium receptaculuin esse factara. Fol.
fide

Cernent se ipsislimpide, qui Romanae
curiae, imo verius cum veritate dicam, domus negotiationis, et ea quae iatronurn
•*

speluncae

liraitia

visitarunt,

cent, earn

274.
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them has been lawfully committed.

There no pains are taken, no
there no order, but only everlasthave been there and have seen it fan-

counsels held to win souls to Christ
ing confusion dwells.

I

who

;

'

cied to myself that I beheld the frightful image which

saw

in his

dream (Daniel

ii.)

Roman

the condition of the

;

for

court,

what else is this
which once was

Nebuchadnezzar
great image than

fearful to the per-

and wicked, but is now, to all who study it near at hand, awful
to contemplate?The upper part of the image, to which the eyes
and the affections of the mind are attracted, gold and silver the belly
and hifis, the bustle of worldly strife and the trade of simony not to
mention the thunder of the ban against the faithful of Christ, who, in
secular things, refuse to submit to the pope and his church, and refuse,
though rightly, to commit temporal things to him. What are the thighs
of brass but the sumptuous apparatus for all pleasures and all vanities,
which even to laymen, seem indecent, but which those persons who
ought to present to all others an example of purity and honor, parade
He complains that the popes supposed
forth to the senses of men ?
vei'se

;

;

"^

people of the lowest order, altogether without experience, wealth
or
secular dominion, capable, if they attained suddenly and at once
to so great wealth and power, of holding rule over princes and nations.''
He points at the popes as the destroyers of the church.
" The modern popes," says he, " do not defend the Catholic faith and
the multitude of believers, who are in the true sense the bride of
Christ, but prostrate them to the ground
they do not preserve her
beauty, which consists in unity, but they disgrace it, by sowing tares
:

and contentions they sever her members, and separate them one from
another
and allowing no place to the poverty and humility that tru:

;

ly

belong to the following after Christ, but rather banishing

it

from

their presence, they prove themselves to be not servants, but enemies

of the bridegroom."

The author

5

of this remarkable book must assuredly have atoned

such freedom of thought, if the contest between thepope and the emperor had not secured his safety in spite of the sentence of condemnation passed upon him by the former.
It is true,
the principles expressed in his book met as yet with no response ; but
it was still an important sign of the
times, that such principles were
with his

'

"

life

for

Qui vidi et affui. Fol. 274.
Quid nerape aliud ingens haec

discreti

statua,

quam status personarum curiae Romanae
seu summi pontificis, qui olim perversis
hominum terribilis, nunc vero cunctis studiosis horribrlis est aspectu. lb.

Voluptatuni, luxus et vanitatum quasi
laicis indecentium, appapomposus, quern sensibus hominum
imprimunt. qui caeteris esse dcbent casti^

omnium, etiam
ratus

honestatis exemplum. Fol. 274.
* Eorum plurimi ex humili plebe trarentes natalia, dum ad statum pontiiicatalis et

lem sumuntur, praesidatum saeculi nesciquemadmodum neque divitias, in-

entes,

nuper

ditati, fidelibus

omnibus im-

portabiles Hunt. Fol. 279.
^ Sic igitur propter temporalia contendendo non vere defcTiditur sponsa Christi.
Earn etenim, quae vere Christi sponsa est,
catholicam ficlem et fidelium multitudinem, non defendunt raoderni Komanorum
pontifices, sed offendunt, illiusque pulchritudincm, unitatem videlicet, non servant,
sed foedant, dum zizanias et schismata
seminando, ipsius membra lacerant et ab
invicem separant, Christi quoque veraa

comites, paupertatem et humilitatem, dura
non admittunt, sed excludunt penitus, sa
sponsi ministros non ostendunt, sed potiua
inimicos. Fol. 281.
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As
back

the pope did not comply Avith the invitation from Rome to return
party triumphed there, and the em-

to that place, the Ghibelline

In connection with the party
peror was received with acclamation.
to the pope, the rigid Franciscans in particular, he repeated
the old trick which had been tried against the popes, by earlier empeopposed

but which never was found to produce the slightest moral effect.
caused a solemn assembly to be held in the year 1328, on the
Here John XXII. was accused
place in front of St. Peter's church.
The erroneous doctrines charged against him
•of being a heretic.
were the assertion that Christ with his disciples held property in common, when in truth he ever loved poverty that the pope was for arrogating to himself secular rule, contrary to Christ's words, '* Give to
Caesar the things that are Caesar's," and " My kingdom is not of this
Sentence of deposition was pronounced against him.
world."
contemporary^ who entertained a sufficiently bad opinion of this pope,
describes the impression produced by this step, and probably according to the truth, when he says, " The wise men in Rome were much
disturbed at this sentence, and the rest of the simple people did not
Next, to win the favor of the Romans, a
greatly exult over it." 3
law was enacted,3 that every pope should reside in Rome, and not
leave the city, except during three months in the year ; and not remain out of' it more than two days, and for that time only with the
If, on absenting himself from
permission of the Roman people.
Rome, he did not, when invited by the Roman people to return, comply, he should, after the invitation had been thrice repeated, be deposed.
After this preparatory step, the emperor* caused a second
great assembly to be held on Ascension Day, the 12th of May, 1328,
in the place before St. Peter's church.
Louis appeared in all his imperial insignia, surrounded by nobles and a vast multitude of men
Then Pietro Corvaro, a
and women filled the space around him.
Franciscan, who by his strict life had won the reverence of the people,
was borne in procession under a baldochin. The emperor rose from
bishop stepped forward and delivered a scurrilous dishis seat.
course, applying the words in Acts 12
8, to the emperor Louis, comNext, a
paring Louis with the angel, and pope John with Hei'od.
bishop selected for the purpose thrice put the question to the assembled
Promptpeople whether they would have Peter of Corvaro for pope.
ed by fear, they said yes ; though they would have preferred a RoCorvaro was now regarded as lawful pope, and called himself,
man.
This certainly was a hasty and ill-judged transas such, Nicholas V.
rors,

He

;

A

A

:

-

'

The

Florentine Giovanni Villani, in

his History of Florence.
c. 20,

rice,

This writer,

1.

11,

speaks of his extortions and his avasays tiiat he used a great deal of

money, partly to carry on his war with the
emperor in Lombardy, partly to maintain
his nephew, or rather son, in state and
splendor,
mantenere grande il suo ninote, overo tigliuolo,
who was legate at
Lombardy. The good man did not call to
mind that Christ in the gospel says to his

—

—

Your treasure is in heaven, and
Lay not up for yourselves treasures on
disciples,

Ma

non si ricordava il buono huearth.
omo del vangelo di Christo, dicendo a suoi
discipoli, etc.
Delia detta sentenzia i savi huomini di
Romamolto si turbarono, el'altroseniplice
"•*

popolo ne fcce grande
^

L.

c.

c.

70.

*

L.

c.

c.

71.

festa.

L. 10.

c.

68

JOHN

XXII.
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by which the emperor could only injure his own cause.' lie
no condition to follow up the step he had taken.
He was
and Nicholas was finally compelled to beg
obliged to flee from Italy
absolution of Pope John at Avignon, and to submit to his authority.
The papal ban had made
Louis saw that his power was on the wane.
and his own unfaan impression on the secular and spiritual estates
vorable relations induced the emperor, who longed for quiet, to seek
action,

was

in

;

;

reconcihation with the pope

;

but the latter repelled

all his

advances,

and required unconditional submission. Already was Louis prej)ared
to purchase quiet at any price for himself and for Germany
but the
;

estates of the empire were unwilling to expose the empire to such hu-

and took sides with the emperor against the pope.
The lathad by his arbitrary proceedings in appointments to church offices,
aroused the displeasure of many.
The archbishop of Trier, indignant
at a process lost at the Roman court in Avignon, had appealed to a
genei-al council.
In addition to this Pope John had stirred up a theological controversy, by which he lost much of his authority, and exposed himself to severe humihation.
He had expressed an opinion,
contrary to the common persuasion, and hardly to be reconciled with
the prevailing mode of regarding the condition of the saints, namely
that the pious were not to attain to the intuition of God,. until after
the final judgment.
Two preachers of the Franciscan order were
said to have embraced this doctrine at i>he University of Paris.
It
became the occasion of disputes and violent commotions in that Unimiliation,

ter

versity.

The king

interfered.

He

convoked, on the fourth Sunday

of Advent, 1333, an assembly of prelates

and theologians at the castle
of Vincennes, and laid before this council two questions whether the
holy souls in heaven would be enabled to beholcj God's essence before
the resurrection and before the general judgment ; and whether the
same intuition of the divine essence which they now enjoyed would
be renewed at the day of judgment, or a different one would follow.^
The king himself explained, for the purpose of quieting all apprehension, that he was far from wishing to detract in any way whatever
To save the honor and respect due to
from the honor of the pope.
;

the pope in this investigation

had thrown oat

tiff

all

it

was remarked, that the supreme pon-

that he had said

on

berations

it

this matter, not as his

own

As

opinion, but as something problematical.^

the result of these delisouls which, on departing this

was estabhshed, that the

such a condition as not to need purgation, and those which
had already passed through the fires of pargatory, were raised to the
immediate intuition of the divine essence
this was one and the same
thing with the eternal life itself, and at the resurrection therefore,

were

life,

in

;

'

Villain describes

tlie

bad impression

was made thereby on tiie minds of
Romans. La buona yente di lioma

whicli

the

molto si turbo, parendo loro, che facesse
contro a fede e santa Chiesa, e sapemo noi
vero dalla sua gente medesima, che
quelli, ch'erano savi, parve loro cire>,di non
.icosse lieiie, e molti pur la delta cagione

di

VOL. V.

4

mai

li furono fedeli come prima.
Ibid.
Bulaei hist. Univ. Paris, torn, iv, f. 237.
Parisians say, in excuse of theraselves
Quod multorum fide digiiorum relatione audivimus, ([uod cjuidquid in hac
materia sanctitas sua (li.\it, non asserendo
seu opinando protalerit, scd sohuumodo

noii

^
^

The
:

recitando.
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nothing different would follow.
What the theological faculty here
orally, they were afterwards required by the king to state
in writing.
He transmitted this letter to the pope, admonishing him
to recant, and threatening him, as it is reported, in case of refusal, with the faggot.'
John thus became still more dependant on the
king to whom henceforth, as Villani relates, he no longer dared refuse anything.
Shortly before his death, in the year 1334, he put
forth a bull, in which he. declared, that purified departed souls found
themselves in heaven or in paradise.
In all he had said or written to
the contrary, he had only intended to present the matter as a fair
subject for disputation.
All that he had said and written should be
considered valid only so far as it harmonized with the catholic faith,
the church and the Holy Scriptures.
He submitted everything to the
better judgment of the church and of his successors.
We thus observe from the reign of Boniface VIIL and onwards to this point of
time, a series of new and freer investigations called forth by the despotism of the popes.
After Marsilius of Padua, deserves to be especially noticed here William Occam, who by the invitation of the emperor wrote upon the points in dispute .2
In perfect agreement with
his whole sceptical method, he is cautious indeed about expressing any
decided opinion, and takes a safe position for himself by simply stating

pronounced

;

the arguments

first on the one side and then on the other.3
But at
same time, he leaves us at no loss to understand for which opinion
he is both able and wiUing to adduce the strongest arguments.

the

Against the opinion that the pope possesses the " plenitude of

power "

tarn in sjnritualibus quam in temporalibus, it is established
that in such case the gospel in its relation to the law of Moses would not
be a law of liberty, but the law of an intolerable servitude ; a servi-

tude still more grievous than under the earUer dispensation.
For, according to this view, all would be servants of the pope, so that he might,
at pleasure, appoint kings and dispose of their realms so that he might
even impose rites and ceremonies upon the church hke those in the
Old Testament; a position which to many appeared heretical. When
the Jews accused Christ of calling himself king, Pilate declared, that
he found no fault in him, since he well understood that Christ did not
;

'
According to the statement of D'Ailly,
at the Council of Paris, in the year 1406.
Boulay, 1. c. s. 238.
As he says himself, in the Octo Questiones, near to the end, Goldasti mon.

riculosum sensum trahere molirentur, tali
in eo conabor procedere, ut ex modo loquendi non quis dicit, sed quid dicitur coacti attendere, mei ob odium, nisi ipsos malitia vexaverit, inauditam nequa-

ii,fol. 391: Ilium autem dominum miquam plurimum venerandum, qui hoc
opus componere suis precibus me induxit,
rogo et obsecro, ut mihi indulgeat, si praescriptas quaestiones ad intcntionem suam
sim minime prosecutus, quare eas discutiendas voluit et mihi tradidit et porrexit.
As he says himself, in the beginning,
f. 314
Quia sequens opusculum, ut desidero, ad manus forte perveniet aemulorum,
qui odio stimulante etiam quae ipsis vera
vidcntur (si dicerem) damnare, vel ad jie-

quam nequiter lanient veritatem personam enim biviam recitabo et saepius opin-

Du

^

tom.

hi

•*

:

modo

:

iones
eas,

contrarias pertractabo, non solum
quibus adverser, sed etiam quibus

mente adhaereo,

hoc tamen

nullatenus

exprimendo, interdum scienter pro eis tentative siye sophistice allegando in persona
confirmatium aliorum, ut pro utraquc parte allegationibus intellectis veritatis sincerus amator purae orationis verum a fals«
habeat disceruendi occasionem.

WILLIAM OCCAM.

3i/

mean to

call himself a king in temporal things, but in quite another sense,
not seeming to him to stand in any contradiction with the authority of
Ctesar.
It was only his fear of the threat of the Jews, to accuse him

before Ciesar, that induced him, against his better convictions, to consent to pass sentence upon Christ.
Hence many wonder, how it should

man of the world, like the heathen Pilate, should gather
from Christ's words, whilst many christians who would be regarded
even as teachers of the law, do not understand it.
There seems to
be no other reason for it, but that they are blinded by wrong inclibe that a
this

nations.

With regard

to the

power

to bind

the opinion of certain persons

is

and

cited,

to loose

who held

bestowed on Peter,

that this relates only

and even in this relation, only to the power of bestowing the
;
sacrament of penance ; not that he was to have power to expunge
guilt, or impart grace, for this Hes within the power of God alone
but only to declare men discharged in the view of the chui'ch, and to
impose on them some act of satisfaction in this world not to exercise
any coercive jurisdiction. It is clearly seen and affirmed, that although under the Old Testament economy the priestly power was
placed above the royal, yet this was not the case under the New Testament because under this, a spiritual authority only is bestowed on
to sins

;

;

;

the clergy.'

We

perceive already, in this distinguishing of the

diflfer-

ence between Old and New Testament points of view, the preparatory
step to a position which would involve the overthrow of the churchly
theocratical system of the middle ages.
Could we, it is said, be justified in applying all the Old Testament relations to the New Testament
evolution, we should in that case be led to the heretical doctrine of
the permanent validity of the Mosaic law.^
AIJ that the pope holds in
possession beyond what is necessary for his temporal support, all that
belongs to the worldly pomp and magnificence with which he is at present environed,^ he either obtained from the liberality of emperors,
kings and other believers, or has tyranically arrogated to himself in. a
way contrary to God's will, to reason and to good manners. In relation, therefore, to that which he lawfully possessed, he was not successor of Peter, but of Constantine and other emperors, of kings and
but in no
other believers, who bestowed these things on the pope
such way as conferred on him an unlimited right of property in all
this ; for he was obligated, on peril of his salvation, to administer all
that had been bestowed over and above what was necessary for his
own support, according to the will and purpose of the donors. And
if he administered it otherwise, he was guilty of a breach of trust,
;

Fol. 327 : Esto, quod in veteri lege
pontificalis auctoritas praelata fuissct etiin temporalibus diguitati regali, non

am

tameu esset praeferenda in nova lege :
quia au-ctoritas pontiticalis in nova lege
spiritualior est et magis a terronis negotiis
elongata, quam fuerit auctoritas pontificain veteri lege,

lis

quemadmodum

lex

nova

magis est spiritnalis, quam lex vetus.
Kespoudctur, quod ista allegatio hae'•'

quia sequitur ex ipsa, quod
circumcisionein, discretionem ciborum et

reticalis est,

alia caeriraonalia et judicialia vetcris leIbid,
gis dcberet etiain imitari.
^ Omnia, quae ultra ilia, quae sibi necessaria sunt, possidet, so. civitates, castra,

amplas posscssioneset superabuiidantes,

et

jurisdictionem tcmporaleni (juamcunque,
omnem gloriam raundanam, qua

sicut ct

papa nunc

rutilat.
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and was bound to make restitution.' The sentences passed bj the
pope on the emperor Louis were represented as null and void, because
and here it is remarked,
the pope was to be regarded as a heretic
" When the power or will of the pope becomes matter of debate,
christians in these days take no trouble to ascertain for themselves
what Christ taught, or what the Apostles or the fathers have thought
But whaton this subject, though it be ever so plain and manifest.
ever may happen to please the pope, that they adopt, prompted by
fear, or favor, or fleshly desires
and try to wrest those passages of
Scripture which assert the contrary into some agreement with the
fables which they have dreamed.^
They transfer to the pope the
honor which is due to God alone
and, in contradiction with the
Apostle Paul, make christian faith to consist in the wisdom, or rather
in the will of the pope, not in that which holy Scripture teacheth."3
Then it was shown that the excuses commonly offered with a view to
exculpate the pope from the charge of heresy were of no force.
The
pope was said to have held forth dogmas, declared to be heretical,
;

;

'

;

only historically or in the

way

of disputation.

On

the contrary,

it

was maintained, that were the matter rightly inquired into, it might
be clearly estabhshed, that he had beyond all doubt set these things
forth as positive assertions.
Neither could he be exculpated on the
ground that he had at the end of his life recanted whatever he had
wrongly asserted for this recantation was a conditional one, such as
any heretic, however obstinate, might offer.
And even supposing this
might suffice to excuse him, then he should still be regarded as having
been a heretic in the time preceding this recantation."* The maxim
of Augustine, " Ego vero evangelio non crederem, nisi me catholicae
ecclesiae commoveret auctoritas," is in his Dialogue,^ thus explained:
By the ecclesia we are here to understand the collective multitude
of all the faithful from the times of the prophets and apostles down
to the present
to which collective body belongs also the founder of
the gospel dispensation
and the whole is greater than the part.^ In
the second book, the proofs are arrayed in defence of the position that
no doctrine incapable of being proved from holy Scripture, was to be
neither the
acknowledged as catholic and necessary to salvation
church nor the pope could make new articles of faith.
The pope who came after John XXII., Benedict XII., is said to have
He was decidedly
been a quite different man from his i»redecessor.
He
opposed to nepotism.
His relatives could get nothing from him.
;

;

;

;

'

^

Fol. 385.
Ubi lie potestate vcl etiani de volun-

sermo, non curant Cliristiani
scire his dicbus. quid Cliristu.s docuit, nee
quod apostoli senserunt et sancti patres,
quamvLs ratione nuinit'esta hoc doceretur
sed quod placet papae, timore vel amore
aut cupiditate carnis amplectuntur, ct ad
fabulas, quas somniaverunt, scripturas et
prophetias .student trahere repugnantes, et
sic ad Fapani transferre videntur honorititate

papae

tit

^

non voluntate scripturae ponentes.
*

Fol. 390.

^

Between Scholar and Teacher.

®

Non

;

centiani creatons.

Ful. 39U.

Fidem Christianam contra apostolum
sapientia vel potiu.s voluntate

in

quia de evangelio

sit

papae,
ibid,

aliqualiter

dubitandum, sed quia totuni majus est sua
Ecclesia ergo, quae majoris auctoparte.

quam evangelista, est ilia ecclecujus auctor evangelii pars esse agnoLib. 1, c. 4, Goldast. I. 1^ fol. 402

ritatis est,
sia,

scitur.
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the vacant sees with pious and able men
he
vacancies remain for a long time unoccupied,
them with worthless incumbents. He was a rigid censor

took great pains to
preferred rather to

than to

XII.

fill

;

let

monks besought in particular to reforix
But there are also other reports about him, diflfer-

of the degenerate clergy and
the monastic orders.

:

ing widely from all this.
He is described as a harsh, covetous man,
given to immoderate drinking, the author of the saying Bibamus papaliter.
Yet it may be questioned, whether the severity of this pope
as a reformer so detrimental to the interests of many may not have
been the occasion of reports so injurious to his reputation.^
The
emperor Louis offered his hand again to this pope, for peace and the
latter would gladly have accepted it
but he found it impossible to
break loose from his dependance on the French interest.
Benedict again was succeeded, in the year 1343, by a man of
quite opposite character
a Frenchman, of an altogether worldly temper, devoid of all interest in religion, having a bad reputation as to his
morals, more devoted to worldly politics than to the aft'airs of religion,
and in his politics wholly dependant on the French court. This was
Clement VI. ^ To the Romans he gave an indemnification for what
they had lost by the long absence of the popes, by reducing to fifty
years the centennial jubilee which had proved a source of so much
profit to them under Boniface VIII.
This was done by the famous
constitution Unigenitus, which he pubUshed in the year 1349.3
The
pope assigned as a reason for it the sacredness of the number fifty
according to the Old Testament, a number according to which also
followed the outpouring of the Holy Ghost.
The doctrine of indulgence was here expounded conformably to the determinations already
given to it, that Christ had gained for his church a treasure, and had
committed it to her keeping, and more particfllarly to the successors
of the Apostle Peter, to whom he had entrusted the guidance of the
church. To this had been added the merits of Mary and of all the elect.
There was no fear that sucli a treasure could ever be diminished because the merits of Christ were infinite, and because the greater the
number who should be incited by the appropriation of this treasure to
strive after righteousness, the more would be added to it.
The emperor Louis renewed his negotiations with this pope, and he was ready
:

;

;

;

;

'

Thus John of Winterthur puts both
fol. 39, describing him as a re-

together,

former of monachism and

vini
permaximus. The same thing appears in
the 8 vita in Baluz pap. Aven. t. I, Paris,
1693, f. '2-iO, where we plainly see that it
was just thi* severity of the pope as a reformer which provoked and occasioned the
accusation's laid against him. The censures
are sucii as might possibly have been called
forth by qualities which really deserved
praise.
Hie papa avarus, durus et tenax,
in conferendis gratiis remissus, tardus et
negligens in providendo statum ecclesia-

rum supra modum

jjota'or

excusatione
duritiae suae paucos ad haec dignos et sufticientes dicebat.

fuit, et

in

Onines dominos eardi-

4*

Ordines mendicantium supra modum exosos
habebat.
Huic maxime insitum cordi fuit,
clericos et religiosorum ordinum professoreset status reformare et, ut dicatur verius,
nales fore deceptores sui credebat.

—

intirraare.

The same

writer also cites the

by-word which proceeded from him.
In the Chronicle of Albert of Strasburg, it is said of him
Hie ab antecesso^

:

moribus multura distans, mulierum,
et potentiae cupidus, curiam de
siuionia diffamans, ipse Francus France
ris sui

honorum

ferventer adhaesit. Urstis. German, historic. post Henric. IV. pars alt. Francof
lot<o, fol. 133.
'
Trinted in Raynaldi, Annales, at the
vear 1349. § 11.
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But
to do anything that might be required of him to purchase peace.
the pope who cared nothing for the distracted condition of the German
people, who looked at nothing but his own worldly interests, to which
everything else was sacrificed, contrived purposely to have the matter
put off without coming to any agreement for the imperial dignity was
;

be transferred to another person, related to the royal family of
France, and educated to principles of dependance on the papacy.
This was Prince Charles of Bohemia, afterwards the emperor Charles
IV. In Germany, the pope's measures called fo"rth violent reactions
in favor of freedom, movements of the city communities devoted to
to

the emperor, who were unwilling to have an emperor imposed upon
them by the arbitrary will of the pope against those ecclesiastics and
monks, who strictly observed the papal interdict. Thus, for example,
the clergy of Constance were twice banished, because they refused to
Many monks in different districts of Germany
hold divine service. i

—

were for the same reason driven away, and the people shouted after
them as they left, that it would be a long time before they came back
When four years afterwards they showed an inclination to
again.
obey the emperor, and to recommence the public worship of God, they

were not permitted to return.
distractions which grew out of these divisions, added to the devastations occasioned by that desolating scourge, the black plague, had
The more sea great influence upon the religious tone of feeling.
riously disposed were recalled from the conflict of the passions and
the schisms of the world without, were led to enter into the depths of
their own being, to collect their thoughts to God and before Him
the inward self-collection of mysticism among a class of monks and
laymen who united to form pious communities, calling themselves
Friends of God in South Germany, the countries on the Rhine, France,
Suabia and Alsace. John of Winterthur laments that the emperor
and pope should sacrifice the general weal to their private passions
and personal interests ;2 that they should have God and the welfare of
the church and state so little before their eyes, and seek only their
He ascribes all this to the secularization of the church and
own.
On the betaking up the ancient legend already alluded to, he says
stowment of that gift of the emperor Constantine to the Roman
bishop Silvester, rightly was the voice heard from heaven, saying,
To-day a cup of poison is poured upon the church. In the events
of the time he beholds the most striking evidence of the truth of
The confounding together of things spiritual and secuthese words.
lar, the love of earthly things reigning supreme in the church, appear to him the true source of all the then existing schisms and
What the apostle Paul said of the perils of the last times,
wars.3
Beems to him to be already passing into fulfilment.
^till

The

—

;

:

'

John of Winterthur,

at the year 1343,

i 60.
^
Fol. 69.
•*

After the citation

.^iiod

oculis mentis quam carnis, imo experimur malis quotidianis graviter et iinporjacturam et dispendia bonorum,
corporum, animarum et rerum propter hoc
sustinendo. Froprie venenuin ecclesiae in-

tam

tabiliter,

words
cernimus

of those

liutlierna die hice clarius

:

CLEMENT

The emperor ordered

fasts

and
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penitential

processions, in which he

cealously took part himself to implore the Almighty, that

by the outpourhe would bring peace to the church.
But the
pope, having once made up his mind, that another man should be emperor,
prescribed to Louis conditions so severe, that the princes would not
consent to an humiliation of the emperor, so derogatory to the honor
The quarrels about the observance of the interdict
of the empire.
still went on in Germany, as well as the schism that grew out of it.
Many ecclesiastics who were sincerely desirous of holding divine worship again in places that had been laid under the interdict took advantage of the pope's avarice, and purchased absolution at the price
of a florin.'
John of Winterthur complains bitterly of the corruption
of the church in relating this "
what a deplorable and abominable
schism and disgrace has fallen upon the church in these times
The
words of the gospel
Freely ye have received, and freely give,
seem to have been spoken in vain."
This state of things lasted
until the emperor's death in the year 1347.
It was now required that homage should be paid throughout Germany to Charles IV. as the emperor acknowledged by the pope. Yet
the manner in which it was attempted to carry this out provoked vioing of his

Holy

Spirit,

:

!

—

The German spirit revolted more
and more against the Roman yoke. A more general consciousness
was awakened of the corruption of the church, and longing for its purification.
The hard conditions which the pope saw fit to require in
bestowing absolution on those who had been placed under the ban on
account of their connection with the emperor Louis, contributed still
more to excite the minds of numbers who still cherished an affectionate remembrance of the unfortunate emperor, a,nd who were disgusted
with the yoke of Homan bondage.
Men were required to swear, that
they would renounce their old errors, consider the emperor Louis as
excommunicated, never attribute to an emperor the power of deposing
the pope, never acknowledge any man to be emperor, save the one
nominated or confirmed by the pope.
These demands were in several
districts violently resisted, and called forth the most decided reactions of
a spirit in favor of freedom.
In many places, in Basle for example, it
was found necessary to yield to the fierce clamors of the people, and
to suspend the interdict without farther ado.
Here, too, the clergy
had an opportunity presented to them for gratifying their avarice.
The consecration of burial places, supposed to have been profaned,
might now be converted into a means of gain. From forty to sixty
florins were demanded as the price for this service.
The consciousness of the corruption of the church now generally awakened, and the
temper of the people who earnestly longed for its regeneration, expressed themselves in a legend which started up afresh and spread
lent opposition of various kinds.

fusum a voce meinorata

dicitur, quia ilia
Constantinifomes etoccasio,
quaniquain bono zelo fecerit, schismatis
pracliliati, contentionum, praeliorum, homocidioruni, sL-andalorum innumerabilium
a capitibus sacerdotum proiuotorum, pro
liberalis datio

regnis et terrenis bonis seu possessionil)U3
teraporalibus capiendis exstitit.
Jolin of Winterthur, at the year 1345,
Hujiismodi autcm absolutio pro
fol. 78
uno floreno facillime obtinebatur.
'

:
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and wide, importing that the emperor Frederic II. was soon to
from the dead to execute with his mighty arm a sentence of retributive justice on the corrupt clergy, and to restore the church in
renovated splendor.
John of Winterthur, who relates the story, compares this expectation with that of the Jews who were looking for the
Messiah to restore their place and nation. The ten years' reign of
Innocent VI. extending to 1362, passed away in tranquillity.
He
again was favorably distinguished among the popes of Avignon, for
the disposition he manifested to promote the welfare of the church,
and to frown on growing abuses.
He died in the year 1362, and
was succeeded by Urban V. Urban received more and more pressing invitations to come up to the help of the deeply depressed Roman
church in Italy.
Petrarch, who had always borne emphatic testimony against the corruption of the papal court at Avignon, addressed
far

arise

to this pope' a letter, invalidating

veyance of the papacy

to

all

Rome, and

est language, to return to the ancient

the scruples
calling

against the re-con-

upon him

in the strong-

seat of the pontiffs.

He

tried

convince the cardinals, men devoted to their pleasures, that in Italy
too, a land so highly blessed by nature, nothing would be found wanting
and that they who felt it impossible to give up the wines of Southern France, needed not after all, to be much afraid of the exchange. He
asked the cardinals, whether they had rather be buried in Avignon
among the worst sinners in the world, than in Rome, among saints and
martyrs. At length, in the year 1367, Urban made an attempt to return
and he was received in Rome with great demonstrations of joy. But the
French cardinals soon pined again after the old seat of their pleasures,
to

and Urban was prevailed upon to yield to their wishes. He repaired once
more, in 1370, to Avignon, where he died on the very year of his return.
His successor was cardinal Roger, a celebrated Jurist and Canonist,
called Q-regory XL
Before he became pope, he had expressed himself
strongly in favor of transporting the papal court back to Rome.
Both
Catharine of Siena, then held in high veneration as a saint, and Brigitta of Sweden, called upon him in the most urgent manner to accomplish this object. A bishop, whom he reprimanded for living away from
his see, retorted upon him, by asking why he did not do better then himself:
In the year 1376, he returned back with a part of the cardinals to Rome.
He shortly after died in the year 1378.
We might predict beforehand that the death of this pope would be
followed by the most violent commotions.
The Roman people, notorious for their turbulent spirit, were thoroughly determined that another Frenchman should not be pope, that no one should be chosen but
an 'Italian, and an Italian of whom it might reasonably be expected
that he would take up his residence in Rome.
Among the cardinals
themselves, too, a great schism could not fail to arise between those
of Italian and those of French descent.
The latter longed to get
back to Avignon, or if they were still there, were not inclined to leave
France, and it Avas not to be expected that they would consent to
ehoose an Italian.
'

But
Epp.

neither could

senil.

1.

7, 1.

the Italian cardinals be easily

Opcr. ed. Basil,

p. 811.

ELECTION OF URBAN
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consent to the choice of a Frenchman.
As it was not
disturbances which would be likely to interrupt the election of a new pope, Gregory XI. had, previous to his
death, issued a bull suspending the ordinances then in force relating
to the form of the papal election, and decreeing that the cardinals
should be at liberty, in case of need, to meet for this election in
some place without the walls of Rome, and to proceed directly without waiting for their absent colleagues, to the choice of a pope, and
that he who had the majority of votes should immediately enter upon
his office.
But it was not so easy to carry this bull into effect. For
what could induce the turbulent Roman people to permit the cardinals
to leave Rome for the express purpose of proceeding to the election
in another place less exposed to the influences Avhich the Romans
would be very glad to exercise.
As it regards the events that followed, to determine the course
which they actually took, belongs among the most difficult problems
of historical criticism.
The reports bear on their very face the stamp
of opposite party-interests
on the one side an interest to magnify the
dangers which the cardinals imagined they had reason to apprehend from
the menacing posture of the Roman people, with a view to represent the
election that had taken place under such influences as forced, and
therefore null and void
on the other side, an interest to keep out of
sight everything that implied constraint, with a view to establish the
validity of the election as one altogether regular.
We have good
cause, no doubt, to look upon both these classes of reports as lia-

induced

to

difficult

to foresee the

;

;

and to be on our guard against
exaggerations on one side as well as on the other.
By abstracting
a little from both sides, we shall be most likely to succeed in making some approximation towards the truth,
ft may readily be conceived that the uneasy Romans would not be disposed to remain
quiet, and patiently await the issue of the election ; that desperately
opposed as they were to the choice of a Frenchman, they would do
all they could by playing upon the fears of the cardinals, to prevent them
from making such a choice nor would it probably have required a
very great effort, to produce the necessai'y degree of terror in the
enervated and effeminate body of men of whom we are speaking, to
excite in them that fear of death, which in the customary phraseology
of those times was called a Metus qui eadit etiam in constantem viriiin.
But from this it does not follow, that the pope's election was a forced
one, a sham election, even though it may have been true that the cardinals under different influences, would have made a different choice.
We should endeavor to present distinctly before us the relations then
existing among the cardinals in order to understand the reasons which
really led to the choice that was made.
There were twenty-three cardinals, of whom seventeen were French.
Six of these had remained
behind in Avignon.
Now the clamor of the Romans, demanding that
a Roman, or at least an Italian should u^ pope,' produced, doubtless,
ble, for different reasons, to suspicion,

;

'

10,

Romano lo volemo o almanco Italiaaccording to the report of the French

party, Bou.^ay hist, univers.
f. 470.

Paris

t.
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a not unimportant impression on the

But

majority.

in addition

to

this,

French cardinals constituting ths
a coalition party had been form-

ed'; a circumstance which, as often happens, brought about a result
that under other circumstances was not to be expected ; but a result
too, which, for the very reason that it had proceeded from nothing but
Among the French
such a coalition, might easily excite discontent.

themselves, there were two parties, one which was determined to have
a pope from the province of Limoisin, another which protested against
Now the latter, merely from opposition to the former,
such a choice.
might prefer to go with the Itahans in electing an Itahan pope. The
individual on whom they united was a man to whom no great impora man who until this time had been
tance was attached by any body
;

known only

for his rigid ascetic

bent,

who had occupied himself with

—

a man from
nothing but the administration of his episcopal office
whom no party felt that it had anything to fear. This was archbishop
Prignano of Bari, a Neapolitan, who took the name of Urban VI.
The cardinals, in their circular letters, announced this choice as an unand they gave notice of it to their absent coldoubtedly regular one
But no great stress, we must allow, is to be
leagues at Avignon.
laid on the declarations of a college composed of so many heartless
While they thus expressed themselves puband utterly corrupt men.
licly, one of the French cardinals wrote secretly to the French king
that no declaration which they might make, whilst they remained in
Rome, was to be relied upon for they were governed by the fear of
Yet Urban VI. would probably, by a wise and
the Roman people.^
prudent course of conduct, have been able to secure peace and unaniBut he ruined everything, by the haughty bearing which he
mity.
The cardiassumed, and by his indiscreet and passionate behavior.
nals found him to be an entirely different man from what they had
expected.
They were the more exasperated against him on this account and many, who for other reasons had been unwilling to recognize an Italian, now only looked about for an opportunity to get rid
The disaffected complained of the hot season of the year,
of him.
They betook themselves to Anagas a pretext for leaving Rome.
ni.
There, before the archbishop of Aries, chamberlain of the Roman church, they solemnly protested against the validity of Urban's
;

;

;

have been made under constraint.
In a
have been their expectation that Urban
himself, knowing the invahdity of his election, would never think of callelection.

They declared

to

it

circular letter they declared

it

to

They declared him, therefore, to be a disturber of the
peace of the church, a perjured man, a destroyer of Christendom ;
and they forbade obedience to him as pope, under penalty of the ban.
Next, they repaired to a place of security, to Fondi, for the purpose
of proceeding to a new election, wV .a three Italians joined themselves
to the French cardinals.
At thi- election they assuredly did not di-

ing himself pope.

rect their attention to

any of

che qualifications, spiritual or clerical,

Thus relates the then Vice-Ch vncellor
of the University of Paris, Mast
Henry,
of Langenstein in Hessia, calkj Henricus
'

•

de Hessia, in his Dialogue de Schismate,
as

Boulay reports

ris,

t.

IV.

f.

463.

in his hist. Univers. P.i-
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for such an office
but they looked about onlv for a man
could best serve their purposes, and made choice of one whose
chief title to importance was his relationship to
princely families
and the large stretch of his conscience. i This was the Cardinal bisliop Robert of Cambray, who named himself pope Clement VII.
This was the beginning of the forty years' schism in the Western
church, one of the most important of the links in the chain of events
which contributed to the overthrow of the papal absolutism of the middle age, and to prepare for the great reaction of the christian mind
which took place in the sixteenth century.
We have, indeed, seen
already in earher times schisms occasioned by the election of a pope
these, however, were of no long duration
nor did they lead to any
such deeply cut division in the church.
The way in which this schism
arose is evidence in itself of the great corruption of the cardinals ;
and as the corruption of a part is ever closely connected with some
defect of the whole, and presents a good reason for inferring a comSQon guilt ; so it was in the present case with regard to the general condition of the church.
If, already, during the residence of the
popes at Avignon, the abuses in the church had spread so widely,

requisite

;

v:\\n

;

and risen

to so enormous a pitch, yet all became still worse during
schism and by means of it.
As the dominion of each of the
two popes was circumscribed in its province, and as each must maintain his state in contending with the other, so they were forced to resort
to still greater extortions than had ever been practised, to the complete prostration of the church.
Simony, and the mischief of indulgences, arbitrary will in selecting candidates for ecclesiastical
offices, got more and more the upper hand.
But it seems to have
been necessary that the corruption of the church should reach its
highest point, in order to make ev^ry one sensible of it, and to
awaken a more general attention to the causes of so great an evil.
An examination free from all bias would undoubtedly have led to the
conclusion that Urban's election was regularly conducted ; and in the
reasons brought forward to prove the contrary it is impossible not to
see a great deal that is sophistical.
But as national party interest
soon mixed itself in with this inquiry, while Urban VI. did everything
on his pai't, to excite the prejudices of men against him, so there
might be much sharp fighting on both sides, with the weapons of that
sort of polemical warfare which is waged in behalf of opposite inclinations
and as important men were to be seen on both sides, it would
be found so much the more difficult for those who were governed only
by the authority of names, to decide who was true pope. And when
men had continued for a long time to be in doubt as to who was the
true pope, the faith in the necessity of one visible head would necessarily
become unsettled. It was impossible to put an end to the mischievous
schism so long as the traditional forms and principles of ecclesiastical
laws were tenaciously adhered to.
It was necessary to recognize a
tri junal still higher even than the pope, in order at length to bring the
this

;

L ii^;ie
Nicui,

c'onsci(;ntiiU', as

Theodoric of

then the jjope's chamberlain

in

Rome,
lib. 1,

calls

it,

cap. 10.

in

his

work de schismate
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contests between the conflicting parties to a decision.
Accordingly it
was necessary to turn away from papal absolutism to the principles of
the ancient and freer ecclesiastical law.
But it was necessary also
that it should be clearly understood, that the schism was not the only,
It was necessary in fine to
nor yet the principal evil of the church.
recognize in all this only a symptom of a still more deeply lying corruption.
It was necessary to come to this, to be conscious that the
schism itself was an admonition from God calling upon men to examine
into the causes of the corruption of the church, and to begin to
prepare the way for its regeneration.
The question was, whether by

the united efforts of the most important forces so deep-rooted an evil
or whether all these efforts would

of the church could be healed,

prove fruitless, and thus serve only to fix deeper the conviction that
the church needed a far different and more radical cure.
Under
these more favorable circumstances, it became possible for that party
so long suppressed, which in contending for the liberties of the national churches, and the independence of the episcopal system, had
first stood forth to oppose the growth and formation of papal absolutism, once more to stand up in the struggle with that absolutism
which now formed the nucleus for all the corruptions of the church.
This freer tendency had its seat more particularly in France, and in this
country it had continued to maintain the struggle for the longest time.
It was from this country more particularly, therefore, that a reaction
of this sort against the mediaeval papacy now proceeded again.
The
theologians of the University of Paris, a body of men whose v*oice
had the most important influence in all affairs of general moment, were
the most prominent representatives and organs of the same.
Whilst,
however, this party confined itself simply to the reform of the church
constitution, holding fast to the; foundation of the churchly theocratical system, and seeking only to clear away from it the rubbish of
later additions, another was gradually developing itself, inchned to a
more thorough and radical species of reform, hostile to this conservative element, a party which attacked the reigning system at its very
foundation, demanding a regeneration of the church on the basis of
the original christian principles, foretokening the renovated and christian spirit, which afterwards broke triumphantly forth in the German
Reformation.
Of this the great movements began in England and
Boliemia VVicklif and Huss were the representatives of it and had it
not been for that schism within the church, that enfeeblement of the papal power brought about by its partition, neither could these movements
have arisen, and developed themselves to the extent which they did.i
The new pope Clement repaired once more to Avignon, and sought
Not till after a careful
to gain over to his side the voice of France.
examination of the claims of the two popes before an assembly of the
Gallic church held at Vincennes, did king Charles, with the whole
The University of Paris was inchurch, declare in favor of Clement.
;

;

Henry of Hessia in his epistola pacis
Ric orbera divisum, ut sapientia fulgeat
ajiud Galiicos, aurum abundet apud Itali'

;

cos et fortitudo militum
Boulaeus IV. f. 576.

apud Germanos
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clined at first to acknowledge neither of the two individuals who had
been elected, but declaring itself neutral to propose a general council
which should investigate the whole affair and bring it to a decision.
It was predicted that unless this were done, the seeds of schism
would every day become more widely disseminated.
It is true, the
University yielded on the whole to the decisions of the council of
Vincennes, and to tlie invitation of the king, who was desirous of
having the concurrence of the university in those decisions ; yet a
minority still held fast to their previous opinions.
The whole church
^vas divided into three parties, the Urbanists, Clementines, and neutrals
or indiflferents.
At Paris, Henry of Hessia stood at the head of the
latter party.
He composed, under the title of Epistola pacis, a work
in the form of a dialogue, between an Urbanist and Clementist, each
of whom presents the arguments of his own party. After having placed
the arguments of these parties one against the other, he sums up with
" There is no other means of restoring on
the following declaration
a solid basis the peace of the church but the meeting of all the prelates in a general council.
Without this, the minds of men, even
though one of the two popes should obtain the ascendancy, could not
be set at rest for any great length of time.
The same doubts would
arise again about the succession of one or the other of them.i
In the year 1381, the assembled heads of the University of Paris
came to the resolution that it was best to insist upon the calling of a
general council for the purpose of healing the schism, and that
they would use their utmost endeavors to prevail upon the princes and
prelates to resort to this method.2
The first to lift up his voice for the
calling of a general council, as the only sure means of restoring peace
to the church, was the above-mentioned Henry of Langenstein in Hessia, professor of theology at Paris, in his " Coufisel of Peace," a work
composed by him in the year 1381.3
He looks upon the evils that had sprung out of this schism as an
admonition from God, designed to bring men to a consciousness of the
corruption of the church, and to lead them to seek earnestly after the
necessary reform.'*
He thus addresses the princes and prelates
" Humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God, repent and do
works meet for repentance for the evils and sins which have been the
cause of this schism."
He notices the objections, which, on the position held by the advocates of the old papal absolutism, were raised
against the assembling of a general council, and endeavors to invalidate
them, first by assuming the position itself from which these objections
proceeded, as his point of departure, and then by opposing to it a higher
christian position.
We see in France the same principles employed in
reference to civil and to ecclesiastical law.
As the civilians proceeded
:

'

'

Exti-act

The end

f.

credo vix
quietari

from the work

578

:

in

Bulaeus.

Absque cujus conventu
posse ad plenum corda

unquam

omnium.

* This, Henry of Hessia cites in his Consilium pacis c." 13, in Hermann Von der
Hardt Cone. Const, t. II, i. 33.

VOL. V.

' Consilium pacis.
* C. 3. Hanc tribulationem a Deo r.on
gratis pernwssam, sed in necessariam opportunamque ecclesiae reformationem fiaa

liter

5

convertendam.
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on the assumption, that the weal of the state at large was the highest
law, to which the kingly power itself must be subservient, and attributed to the collective body the right to revolt against and depose a
ruler

who, by the abuse of

well-being of

the whole,

so

his

power, should act contrary to the

the opponents of papal absolutism as-

same power to .the church at large in relation to bad
this power was to be exercised precisely by a geneSuch a council,
ral council, which represented the whole church.
which might be convoked even by the collective body of cardinals,
must derive its authority directly from Christ himself, the eternal and
immutable Head of the church, and pass its resolutions in Jiis name.
cribed

popes."^

the

And

Christ, the author regards as the supreme, the only unconditionally ne-

Head of the church, standing with it in indissoluble union ;
the head from which the church, his mystical body, derives incessantly
Hence she cannot err, nor as a
the movement and spirit of life.
cessary

To the complete organism of
whole be stained with any mortal sin.
the church, should also belong, it is true, the papacy, as a caput seoundarium. Yet in case of a vacancy in the papal chair, or of doubt as to
what person was true pope, the absence of that " secondary head
must admit of being supplied by Christ as the Head inseparable from
the church.
To the gift of Constantine the author traces, in great
though he acknowledges that it
part, the corruption of the church
may have been a necessary or salutary thing for the church at a
;

certain stage of its progress.
For by means of it she became ovei'and hence it came about that so
laden with honor, power and wealth
many, without distinction, foolish and wise, boys and old men, bad and
good, by right and by wrong, eagerly sought after the fat benefices of
the church. He suggests many single projects of reform, which should be
discussed by the general council.
Among these belongs the renewal of
the provincial synods, to be biennially convened
the doing away with
the s\iperfluous pomp of the prelates and cardinals, which was so great,
as to lead them sometimes to forget they were men
some provision
against the bad management of patronage and appointments to ecclesiastical offices.
He felt it necessary to complain that many but moderately educated persons held five, six or eight benefices, though not
" See to it," says he, " whether horses,
worthy of holding even one.
;

:

;

hounds, falcons and the superfluous domestics of the clergy may not
at the present time, far more than the christian poor, be eating up the
heritage of the church."
Urban VI. was, at the beginning, the pope recognized in the majoi'ity of the kingdoms.
The places of those cardinals who had abandoned him, he supplied by new appointments. But he ruined his
cause by his own passionate wilfulness and extreme imprudence.
He
had brought it about, that Duke Charles of Durazzo should be made
king of Naples.
But after this he fell into a quarrel with that prince,
because he refused to comply with the pope's wishes in promoting one
'

Henry's

own words

:

Ac

si

in

nuUo

casu liceret populo vel alicui sine auctoritate principis contra statutacommunia pro
ilefensione sui et paternarum legum mill-

tare, seu principi volenti

rempublicam

et

civium universitatem destruere, ad cujud
conservationem est constitutus, tamquaw
hosti

non

regi resistere. C. 15

f.

42.
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He himself with the cardinals repaired to
liis worthless nephews.
Naples, for the purpose of working upon that prince by his personal influence.
In this, however, he did not succeed, but was drawn into a
He Avas closely
quarrel with Charles which daily grew more bitter.
besieged in a castle
and here all he could do Avas to go through the
idle farce of stepping twice every day to a window, and pronouncing
At length he was set free by a Genoese
the ban on the whole army.
Several cardinals, who had grown
fleet and transported to Genoa.
tired of the worthless conduct of their pope, and of the humiliations
which he thus drew down upon himself, consulted with one another as
to the best method of placing the pope under surveillance, and so circumscribing his power as to keep him from such indiscreet steps.
Urban having been informed of this, caused the suspected cardinals to
He employed the rack
His vengeance knew no bounds.
be arrested.
Thus he made himself more hateto lay bare the whole conspiracy.
Urban, who
ful every day, and promoted the cause of his opponent.
died in the year 1389, was succeeded by Boniface IX., a man destitute of every moral quality, as well as the knowledge requisite for an
ecclesiastical office.
His ruling passion was the love of money. All
means were right to him which could minister to this passion. The
As Theodoric
well-being of the church went with him for nothing.
of Niem reports, he was ignorant of all business in the Roman chancery, and hence approved of everything that happened to be laid be" In secular things
he was not
fore him.'
says the same writer
but weak in spiritual things. "^
When mass was
a little fortunate
celebrated before him in the midst of many assembled prelates, this or
that secretary would ever and anon be coming^ to him, to make some
report about pecuniary matters, which to him were the most momentof

;

—

—

;

ous of

all.

happened at a time which might bring large
who did nothing but make traffic of spiritual
Pope Clement VI. had, as we have
things to the ruin of the church.
It
remarked, already reduced the time of the jubilee to fifty years.
was probably the hope of gain that induced Urban VI. to shorten the
His accession

to office

accessions of gain to one

time to thirty-three years.

He

died on the very year

when

this pe-

and left the fruits to his successor.
An innumerable
multitude from Germany, Hungary, Poland, Bohemia, England, and
other kingdoms where Urban was acknowledged, came together in
Rome, and large oblations were presented in the churches. Some
portion was used for the reconstruction of ruined church edifices.
But the major part came into the hands of Boniface and many others.
Not contented with this, Boniface sent^ letters of indulgence and
riod returned,

'

L. 2 de schismate

c.

6

:

Ignoravit gra-

vitatera pontilicalis officii, et adeo supplisib) propositas indiscrete signavit,

cationes

ac

si

nunquam

constitutus, nee

fuisset in

Romana

quae petebantur in

intellexit, et propositiones factas

curia

tempore suo.
L. 2 c. 13 In temporalibus non medidespiritualibus
in
sed
ocriter fortunatus,
fere vernalis facta fuit in curia
^

ipsis

•*

coram eo

*

per advocatos in ejus consistorio toto tempore sui pontificatus non intelligens ad peita nimis confuse respondit, unde inscitia

:

bilis.

this

L.

rago
c.

c. c.

11.

Theodoric of Niem says of him, in
connection Erat enim insatiabilis vo

68.

:

et in avaritia nullus ei simili.i.

Lib.

I
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preachers of indulgence into all countries. These agents sold the indulgence to all who gave the same sum as by computation the journey to
Rome Avould have cost them. Thus the sellers of indulgences were
enabled to bring back from many countries more than a hundred thousand florins
and inasmuch as they bargained off their indulgences,
which to the people appeared the same as forgiveness of sins, without
requiring penitence, they laid the foundation of immense mischief.'
For money one might obtain from them, by virtue of the power to
bind and loose, which tliey claimed for themselves, all sorts of dispensation. Enriched, they returned back in great state to Rome.
Many
of them, Boniface caused to be arrested, on the charge of embezzlement.
Theodoric of Niem remarks, that several of these people came
to a bad end, either falling victims to the fury of the people, or com" It was befitting
mitting suicide.
that they who so desays he
ceived the christian people, when they were only serving their own
cupidity, should perish miserably .2
Simony and extortion from the
churches reached, under this pope, their highest pitch." In the first
seven years 3 he was still somew^hat restrained by respect to the better disposed among the cardinals, and pursued the traffic more clanNo sooner, however, had these better persons died than
destinely.
he cast off all further shame.
With a view to cover Simony under
some show of law, he made it a rule, that none should obtain the
more important ecclesiastical offices, without first advancing a sum of
money, which, by the estimate of the Roman chancery, should equal
the income of the first year, the so called annates.
But now the
same amount was required even for the expectancy and thus many
paid the money, who never came into actual possession of the office.
All sorts of usury became common to meet the expenses of such a
purchase.
Many vagabond monks roved idly about Rome, seeking
promotion, v/hich by bad arts might easily be obtained at that time at
The most worthless of men could get promoted to
the Roman court.
the highest posts. The Bonifacian plantation, as it was called, a phrase
to denote the most corrupt members of the clergy, became a by-word
in every man's mouth.
Meantime the university of Paris did not cease to carry on its
work according to the principles, which, in this affair, they had expressed from the beginning
and they lent all their energies to bring
about the restoration of peace to the church, and the reformation of
They kept an incessant and attentive watch over the
its abuses.
But the political relations of the kingdom
conduct of the two popes.
were unfavorable to them
the regency during the minority of King
Charles VI. of France, and afterwards his mental derangement. Clement found in Cardinal Peter de Luna of Arragon, a very skilful and
able negotiator, by whose means he endeavored to form a party among
;

—

—

;

;

—

French princes, and without sticking at bribery, to set influences
work against the university. Finally, the latter contrived in spite

the
at

Theodoric of Niem Ibid Quia omnia peccata etiam sine poenitentia ipsis
conlitentibus relaxaveruut.
* Justum erat, ut hi, qui taliter Christia'

:

num populum

deceperint,

eorum

consulentes male perderentur.
^

2, 7.

avaritiae
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jf all difficulties to carry out their object
and in the year 1394
obtained license to set forth publicly before the king their opinion
respecting the most appropriate method of restoriag tranipiillity to the
;

From their own number was chosen a distinguished man, to
draw up the judgment, Nicholas of Clemangis, so named from his
native place, Clamanges in Champagne, belonging to the diocese of
He was educated at the Paris university, beChalons sur Marne.
came a member of the collegium of Navarre, was master of the liberal
arts, then Baccalaureus of Theology, and a disciple of the Chancellor
Gerson.
He was even more distinguished than that great man for
enlarged views and classical culture.
In his theological tendency he
was not cramped and confined within the common limits of the university of Paris, as we shall hereafter perceive.
In the judgment drawn
up by his pen and which he presented to the king at the head of a
deputation from the university, we recognize his own spirit and style.
There were three methods, among which the university left freedom
church.

for choice

sign

;

that both popes should, for the good of the church, re-

that they should submit their respective claims to the investi-

;

gation of chosen and approved

men

;

or the meeting of a general coun-

cil."

This council should, according to the then current legal form, conof prelates exclusively ; or else inas^nuch as these, to their shame
and reproach, were for the most part ignorant,^ and several of them
too partial 3 to one or the other side, there must be joined with the
prelates, in equal number, masters and doctors of theology and of
law from the universities ; or, if these were not enough, delegates
should be added from the cathedral churches, the chapters, and the
monastic orders.
Next, the right to the meeting of a general council
is defended against the arguments alleged to* the contrary by the
Although this method had
advocates of the old church doctrine.
been objected to as an unsuitable one, by some flatterers and promoters of this monstrous schism, from its beginning down to the present
time, rather to nourish the disorder than to act according to the judgment of truth ; yet whoever would examine into the matter without
sist

method was by no means so objectionthe more need of a general council, at a time when discipline, manners, and good order had, by the
operation of this mischief-bringing schism, sunk to the lowest ebb, and
80 many abuses had crept abroad, that if the church were not soon
"Too late he
helped, she must be plunged in irremediable ruin.
will you repent not having looked
exclaims, addressing the popes,
If now, when it stands in your power,
about after any remedies.
you do not see the near-impending dangers, who do you suppose will
prejudice, must see that this

able.

There was, indeed,

so

much

—

—

Who to
be willing to endure such goveraaiLiut of the church ?
who, these cheap
bear these extortions and wrongs of the church

still

'

The

—

aut
via cessionis, coinproraissi
The judgment in Eulae.

coucilii generalis.
l.«l.

i'ag.

*

Quia plures eomni prohjjudor! hodia
Fag. 690.
Pluresque ad alterutram partem moi-

satis illitcrati sunt.
^

687 sq.

diuate affecti

5*
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the worthless and the most ignorant to all the highest
deceive yourselves, assuredly you deceive yourselves,
If men will not
if you suppose that this will long be tolerated in you.
Bee it, or seeing it, will be silent, the very stones shall cry out against

promotions of
dignities

all

You

?

you."

To

whence comes the authority of a council, he anThe consent and agreement of all the faithful will confer
in the gospel confers it, when he says, " Where two or three

the question,

swers,

—

"

Christ
are gathered in

it,

my name, I am in the midst of them."
explanation of the above-mentioned three methods for
Whichever of the two popes
the restoration of unity, it is declared
refuses to adopt one of these three methods, or to propose some other,
After a

full

:

be regarded as an obstinate schismatic, and therefore a heretic.
no shepherd of the church, but a tyrant, and must no longer be
obeyed.
The king is most earnestly called upon to do all in his power for
the restoration of peace to the church ; to make all secular affairs give
way to this. To this end, the evils that had resulted from the schism
In connection with this, to be sure, we find
are minutely portrayed.
for it is an error according to the history
it erroneously assumed,
that the church down to the time of this
as we have presented it
But this statement is
schism had been in a flourishing condition.
somewhat modified for the existing evils are not imputed directly and
solely to the schism itself, but in part also to the preceding state of
things so that a time of corruption may accordingly be marked which
Worthless and wicked men had
existed previous to the schism.^
been promoted to the government of the church, and were still promoted to the same ; men to whom nothing was sacred by whose disgraceful acts and in ministration to whose pleasures, the churches
The priests were seen
were drained, the monasteries plundered.
begging, or they were employed on the most menial and degrading

is to

He

is

—
—

;

;

;

The church utensils of gold and silver were in many places
How many churches had been
eke out those extortions.
brought to ruin
He complains of the simony which had occasioned
It was not the learned
the worst appointments to spiritual offices.
who received promotion but the more learned men were, the more
were they detested, because by such simony was more boldly castigatAs the most wicked abuse of all, to describe
ed than by others.
which language scarcely strong enough could be found, he signalizes
services.

sold

to

!

;

the abuse in the administration of the sacraments, especially of ordinaNothing was to be said about the curtailment
tion and of penance. 2

and the loss of its goods, for they were
only temporals ; although, in these times, temporals were regarded as
of the greater importance.^

of the liberties of the church,

Quid ante hoc schisma schismatisque
praeambula ecclesia tloreutius ? Pag. 693.
Et quod iniquissimum est, nee satis
exaggerari verbis potest, haec est, quae
lamuatissima eorruptela sacramentorum
'

omnium

injustas collationes et praecipue

ordinum ac poenitentiae turpi detestabili
que quaestu vendit. Pag. 694.
^ Quamquam. majora isti haec tempora
liajudicant.
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reproach that it
ohose to inveigh against the pope, (for whose honor the university
should be more zealous than all others), from its ambition to govern
itself

against the

things, especially in the church, according to

all

upon the university

—

its will.

—

They who

reproach
it was said
were endeavoring to maintain the schism in the church, for their own emolument
for, in any well-ordered condition of the church, they would find it
impossible to secure so many and fat benefices.^
They say, it is true,
they do not want to govern the church
they prefer to let themselves be governed
but they do want on the other hand to practise extortions, to destroy and rend the churches.
And because,
constrained by our own conscience and the truth, we cannot remain
silent at this, because we are neither willing nor able to bear it with
equanimity, it is for this reason that they, in so great danger of the
church, have fabricated such charges against us.
Does it become us
to keep silence, where the very stones ought to cry out?
When the university presented this writing, they received at first
an evasive answer.
But when they pressed for a more decided declaration, they received for answer, It was the king's pleasure that
they should neither treat nor consider this matter any farther, that
they should not receive nor open any letters relating to it, until they
cast

this

;

;

had

first

been shown

to the

king.

Upon

this

the university carried

into eifect the resolution previously passed, that

sermons and lectures
was given
to their demands.^
Next, the university addressed to the pope a
very frank and bold letter, in which they strongly protested against
the intriguing conduct of the Cardinal Peter de Luna, without mentioning his name, and urgently besought him to^do all in his power to
put a speedy end to the schism ; so that this schism
which God
avert
might not become an everlasting one, for the thing had already come to that pass, that men were heard openly to say, it made
no sort of difference how many popes there were.
There might be
not two or three only, but even twelve.
Each realm might have its
own ecclesiastical superior ; and each of these might be independent
should be suspended by

all

their

members

until satisfaction

—

—

of the others.^
is clear from this, how the being accustomed to have no generalacknowledged pope had already had the effect of leading men to
think, that perhaps one universal visible head of the church was a

It

ly

The pope, it is said, manifested great indignareading this letter
calling it, as was reported to the university, a malignant and venomous letter.*
The university thereupon
issued a second letter to the pope, vindicating itself from this reproach, and showing that they had acted out of pure zeal for the
thing not necessary.

tion in

—

'
Magnas quijipe dignitatcs et crassa
beneficia in hac turbata ecclesia assequunquas Integra ac unita se nunquam adioisci posse et nierito conriderent. Pag. 695.
* Bulac'us, 1. c. pag. 696.

tur,

^

Ut plerumque passim et publice non
omnino curandum,

rereantur dicere, Nihil

quot Papae
aut

tres,

sint, et

non solummodo duo

sed decern aut duodecim, imo

et

singulis regnis singulos praefici posse, nulla sibi invicem potestatis aut jurisdictionis
auctoritate praelatos. L. 1. pag. 700.
*

701.

Malae sunt

et venenosae.

'

L.

1.

pag
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welfare of the church,

still

expressing themselves, however, with great

But Clement was already dead. Now, if it had been posthis juncture to prevent a new papal election on this side, the

freedom.
sible at

removal of the schism would thereby have been greatly facilitated.
The university of Paris endeavored to bring this about by letters and
delegates sent to the king, and directly afterwards to the college of
The cardinals at Avignon
but they could effect nothing.
cardinals
only made more haste to complete their election, so as to frustrate
:

They thought themselves bound to maintain their rights
this design.
Yet before proceeding lo the election, they
against the other party.
pledged themselves' to use every effort to bring about the restoration
and agreed that whichever one of them should
be chosen pope, he would not hesitate, if it should be necessary to
The already named Cardinal
effect that end, to resign his dignity.
Peter de Luna of Aragon, a man far superior to his predecessors, at
least in clerical dignity, plausible manners, and the art of managing
men, was chosen pope. He called himself Benedict XIII. He had
been, earlier, professor of the canon law at Montpellier, and had enof peace to the church,

joyed a good reputation. 2 Gregory XI. made him cardinal .3 He
had, thus far, as Theodoric of Niem says, manifested great zeal for
When employed by Pope
the restoration of the unity of the church.
Clement on embassies, he had found fault, because the pope did noBut his administhing for the restoration of concord to the church.
tration of the papacy did not answer the expectations which his preHe utterly ignored the pledge,
vious conduct may have inspired.
He did
which he had given before he assumed the papal dignity.
not recognize the form of that oath, when sent to him, as genuine, and
asserted that a pope could not be bound."*
In the year 1401,5 Nicholas of Clemangis composed his remarkable
book on the corruptions of the CVmrch, in which he sets forth these
corruptions, affecting all portions of the church, in the darkest colHe too,
ors, and yet most assuredly in accordance with the truth.
not only considers the schism as a consequence of the corruptions in
the church, but also as a means designed to bring men to the con"Who does not know says he that this
sciousness of them.
frightful pest of schism was first introduced into the church by the

—

'

f.

The form

is

to be

found

in Buliie.

1.

c.

Theodoric of

Niem

writes coneeniin<,f

him, from an acquaintance with him

thir-

Homo

ty-six years before at Montpellier
ingeniosus et ad inveniendum res novas
valde sulnilis. Cf 1. 2, c. 33.
:

Qui
Theodoric of Niem says of him
diligebatur a multis, eo quod
peritus et virtuosus existeret, a pluribus
•*

:

tunc satis

laudabatur.
* I)u Boulay, p. 729, cites the letter of
the pope to the king of France: Respondemus, quod qui tii)i vei aliis ista scripse-

quomodolibet retulerunt, minus
voridice id egcrunt, et propterea dictam

runt, vel

ropiam,

(luaiii confictam esse coiistanter
It bids the
tibi remittimus.
cardinals pag. 731, ne in dicta schedula
vos sul)scribatis, nee etiam consentiatis
aliqualiter aliis, quae non licent seu non
decent, seu ex quibus occasio forte posset
deprehendi, quod contra rcverentiam, obedientiam aut honorem nobis et ecdesiae
liomanae per vos debitas, seu laudabiles

assuriinu-!,

730.
*

—

mores inter nos et vos, praedecessores
nostros et vestros observari consueto.? ali-

qua
*

fierent.

As he himself

na ccclesiae

e.

16.

says in the book de rui-

— H.

v. d.

Hardt tom.

I,

pars III. pag. 18, when tlie division had
already lasted nearly twenty-tlnvc years.
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wickedness of the cardinals, that by them it has been promoted, prosays he
all
pagated, and enabled to strike its roots so deep."i " If
kingdoms however mighty, great and exalted, have been prostrated
so he addresses
to the dust by injustice and pride, how knowest thou
when thou hast cast far from thee the firm rock of huthe church
mility thou Avast founded on, and which feared no storm of invasion,
and liast lifted thy horn on high, that such a fabric of pride, erected
by thyself, will not be overthrown ? Already has thy pride, which
could not sustain itself, begun slowly and gradually to fall, and on
But now thou
this account its fall was not perceived by the majority.
art wholly plunged in the gulf, and especiallj^ since the breaking out
Most surely has the divine anger permitof this abominable schism.
ted this to come upon thee as a check to thy intolerable wickedness,

—
—

—

—

that thy domination so displeasing to God, so odious to the nations,
may, by being divided within itself, come to nought." Not that the
true faith would run any hazard in this conflict of contending churches
this being founded upon the firm rock would remain
but it was otherwise with all that temporal power,
glory and pleasure wherewith the church was overladen even to loathAs the cessation of the synaing and the forgetfulness of herself.2
upon the destruction of Jerusalem, so the fall of
sosue followed close upo
fc"o"
Rome as seat and head of the church, seemed to indicate that the destruction of the church herself and her dominion might be near at
hand.
For how could she long subsist, who, deprived of her original
seat and head, was obliged to roam about fugitive and inconstant,
and like a stranger in the world wander from one place to another.
She must have foreseen her impending fall, since the time that, detested for her fornication, she fled from Rome to Avignon where in proportion to her greater freedom, she more openly and shamelessly exposed to view the ways of her simony and profanation, bringing foreign
and perverted manners, the source of infinite mischief, into France.
Where good manners and severe discipline once reigned, immoderate

the world

in

\nishaken

;

;

;

Holding up the
luxury had, by her means, now begun to spread.
synagogue as an antetype of the church, he bids the latter take warnThen he addresses the church
ing by the fate of the former.
wretched sister of the syna*'Awake, for once, from thy long sleep,
Awake, I say, at last, for once and set a Umit to thy intoxgogue
ication, which it might take thee long enough, so to speak, to sleep out
If one spark of a sound understanding still remains in thee, search
diligently into the writings of the prophets, and know from them, that
Thou
the hour of thy shame is no longer at a distance, but close by.
wilt see what an end awaits thee ; and how evil and dangerous it is
He describes^ into what ignominious
for thee to lie long in this filth. "^
:

!

dependance on the French court Clement VII. had cast himself how
he w:as compelled to sacrifice the good of the church to the interests
He speaks of the scandalous bargaining away
of the French princes.
;

1

C. 16.

Lo'iuor de teraporali potentatu, de
gloria et deliciis, quibus usque ad nauseam
'^

oblivioncm sui ipsa ecclcsia obruta
Cap. 42.
* Cap. 42.
^ Cap. 41.

et

est.
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—

—

was there than
says he
"What poorer creature
our Clement as long as he lived, who had so debased himself to the
condition of a servant of servants to the princes of France, that such
threats and scornful language were daily heaped upon him by the people of the court, as ought not to be borne by the most miserable slave !
of benefices.

He gave way to their rage, he gave way to the time, he gave way to
clamorous demands.
He used falsehoods, disguises gave splendid
To some
promises ; put ofi' with fair hopes from one day to another.
he gave benefices, other's he held at bay with words. All who by the
art of flattery or of playing the buffoon, had made themselves agreeable to the court, he took every pains to please, and to secure their favor
by benefices, in order that by the good offices of such he might make
sure of the favor of their master."
On the handsome and welldressed young men, in whose companionship he most delighted, he
had bestowed nearly all the vacant bishoprics and other most honorable posts.
The more easily to secure and preserve the goodwill of the
princes, he had himself 'and without sohcitation sent them presents,
allowed them to practise any extortions they chose on the clergy,
nay even invited them to do so at their pleasure. In this most deplorable servitude, which could not be called a government of the church,
he had spent more than fifteen years, inflicting an injury on the church,
surpassing all belief.
He goes through the several orders and offices of the church for the
purpose of pointing out the corruption in them all.
He describes
the worldly pride and state of the cardinals, who when they had been
raised from the lowest rank and from the humblest offices to that
highest dignity, as for example, from the condition of grave-diggers,
wholly forgot what they once were, and looked down upon all the other
spiritual offices of the church with disdain.
He reproached them with
their luxurious habits of living ^ accused them of grasping at all the
benefices, of practising simony.
He speaks 3 of the bad appointments
to benefices proceeding from the Roman court, which had usurped
everything to itself.
Not from studious pursuits and the school alone,
but from the plough, and from menial employments, individuals were
here and there called to the guidance of parishes and to the other benefices
men who understood little more of Latin than they did of the
Arabic language ; nay, men who could not even read, and shame to
say, hardly knew the alphabet. But may they not perhaps have made
amends for this ignorance by the excellence of their manners ? Not
in the least.
Brought up without learning in idleness, they busied
themselves only with looking out for their pleasures, feasting and sporting.
Hence in all places, so many bad, wretched, ignorant priests,
whose scandalous lives made them both offensive and sources of
corruption to the communities.
Hence the expressions of contempt
for priests on the lips of all the people.
While it was formerly the
case, that with people of the world the priesthood stood in the
;

;

;

'

Cap.

'

Immensa

3

13.

'"upiscentiae.

et

inexcusabilis vorago con-

Cap.

7.
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highest honor, and nothing was considered more worthy of respect
than this order, now nothing was considered more deserving of conHe complains that the study of the scriptures, and every
tempt.
and especially
man who engaged in that study, were ridiculed
which was most to be wondered at
by the bishops, who looked
'

—

—

;

as of vastly more importance than the divine
That glorious office of preaching, the fairest of
all offices, and which once belonged solely to the pastors, had sunk
among them to so low esteem, that there was nothing they held to be
more worthless, or less becoming their dignity. He points out ^ the
mendicants as being almost the only persons that occupied themselves

upon

their

own decrees

precepts.

with the study of the scriptures, that supplied the office of preaching,
who alone, as they affirmed, administered the ftuictions of all the church
offices which were neglected by all others, alone represented that which
by the vices, the ignorance and remissness of all the rest had fallen
But next he attacks these also, representing them as
into desuetude.
the genuine successors of the Pharisees described in the gospels, who,
their show of holiness, concealed all manner of wickedness.

under

in sheep's clothing, who pui on for outshow, severity of life, chastity, humility, holy simplici:/, but in
secret abandoned themselves to the choicest pleasures, to a dainty variety
He acknowledges 3 that in the midst of the
of luxurious enjoyments.
great mass of the bad members of the church there was doubtless also
a good seed ; since Christ had promised of the church at large, that
her faith should not become utterly extinct but in the midst of so
many that were bad, the small number of the good vanished to a point.
The proportion was scarcely one to a thousand. And whenever an
individual in a community distinguished himself by his pious living, he
was made a butt of ridicule for the rest, was pointed out as a proud
man, a singular fellow, an insane person or a hypocrite hence numbers from whom some good might come, had they been associated with
the good, were in the society of the bad swept along into wickedness.

They were ravening wolves
side

;

;

Clemangis saw more profoundly than others into the corruptions of
and hence he placed but Uttle confidence in
its causes
He was penetrated with a thothe means employed for its removal.
rough conviction that the thing needed here was a deep-going process
of purification, to be accomplished only by the wisdom and almighty
power of God ; and he saw that the evils which men vainly sought to
heal by lighter remedies, must in spite of all human expedients continually go on increasing to their fullest measure before that help could
the church, though torn and
says he''
come from God. "• Because
rent by so many calamities, refused to humble herself, she justly therefore must first be humbled by Him, who humbles whatever exalteth
the lowly, to the end that she may return back to
itself, and exalts
She must first be still
the state of grace from which she has fallen.
more afflicted, still more smitten not till then can she be healed."
as regards the restoration of the church, rent
•'For
says he
asunder by this unhappy schism, it is vain to hope that any thing of
the church, and

;

—

—

'

Cap. 19.

—

—

;

'^

Cap. 33.

'Cap.

39, 40.

^

Cap. 43
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This can never be accomplishthis sort will be brought about by us.
This thing
ed by man's work, never by any human art whatsoever.
And if ever a union of the
requires of a certainty another hand.
church shall take place, the physician that effects it must be He who
gave the wound for the wound is so grave and incurable as to be ingreat deal has been done
capable of healing by any other pains,
a great deal said ; many embason this subject, a great deal written
But the more we have
sies have been undertaken on account of it.
met and deliberated and proposed, the more complicated and obscure
the matter has grown ; for God mocks our pains, because we fancy
ourselves able by our own prudence and skill, without Jus help, to acAdd to this, that we are unworthy
complish what is his work alone.
for God the Lord
of receiving peace from him and of having peace
He looks forward in
has said, " There is no peace to the wicked."
expectation of a persecution of the church, sent as a divine judgment,
and growing out of the schism. By this persecution coming from the
secular powrr, the church would be deprived of the rights and possessions not her own which she had brought within her grasp, and re
says he
will come
duced back to poverty. " This persecution
upon us sooner perhaps than many are aware. We might see the
foundation already laid for it in various ways, were we not so blinded
;

A

;

;

—

and any man possessed of

his senses,

may

—

certainly see

how

this

per-

Scansecution threatens to break out more and more every day."
ning with a prophetic eye the remote future as if it were near at hand,

Clemangis predicts such a process of purification and such a revolution
the church, as subsequently proceeded from the Reformation.
" What methods
still remain in thy hands,
Christ,
he concludes
if thou wilt purify thy church from such dross as that into which its
gold and silver have been converted ? what other method, than that
thou wilt finally purge away from the refining even this dross itself,
which can by no refining fire be again transmuted into gold and silver,
"
and prepare in it a new metal of untarnished purity ?
In order clearly to understand how this distinguished man judges
concerning the corruption of the church of his time, and concerning
the means requisite for its cure, we should compare with this book a
treatise which he addressed to a friend of his, who was candidate for
a theological degree, and proposed to hold lectures on the Sentences
This was his treatise on the Study of Tlieology}
at some university.
He represents the chief end of theological study to be education for
In the neglect of this, he finds the principal
the office of preaching.
In the exercise of this ofiice,
cause of the corruption of the church.
we ought chiefly to imitate Christ ; for his whole activity had consisted
Christ taught his discisays he
"For sometimes
in teaching.
occasionally
ples, sometimes the multitude, sometimes the Pharisees
he taught in the synagogue, often in the temple, sometimes on the land,
sometimes on the water, sometimes on mountains, sometimes on the
oftentimes he taught many together ; then again, hidividuals.
plains
of

—

—

—

—

;

;

'

De

studio theologico in d'Achery's Spicilcgiuin, vol.

I,

p.

473

sq.
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Who

should not say, then, that the best method is the one -which Christ,
all that is good, practised unceasingly while livBut what is meant by being a teacher ? ^Vhat else
ing in the flesh ?
than this ; with the right art, with experience, and zeal for the cure of
For it is not the square cap, not the highei
souls, to teach others ?
To the theologian or to the preachei
pulpit that makes the doctor."
it belongs, in
for I look upon both as one and the same
savs he
the perfect pattern of

—

—

—

uprightly according to the will of God, that in the
practice of his commandments, and in all life and conversation, he
may furnish a pattern to all." He accordingly regards the practical
element as the end and aim of theological study, and disputes a theoparticular, to live

who had asserted that to teach and dispute
was something of higher note than to preach.
" Since
the end of theological study is to instruct in the
says he
right manner one's self and others in that which pertains to eternal
life, so we may see which we should consider as most pi-ofitable and
salutai-y, whether actively to discharge the predicatorial office in zeal
logian of some eminence,
at

the University,

—

—

for the salvation of souls, or after one has obtained the academical degree, to remain always at the University, teaching and disputing.

—

What

—

Certainly this puris all this to serve ?
purpose
says he
to form others that they may be capable of leading the rest to
salvation.
Now if the means must correspond to the end, is it not
better, by one's own preaching to lead others to salvation, than to educate such as are destined thus to operate on others, but will perhaps
that it is better to banhe says
never do so ?i Who must not see

pose

;

—

ish errors out of the hearts of

—

men, than out of books

?

In many things,

present time stand at a very great distance in their
ways of thinking from that which the true faith requires. They use
they are closely WTapt in various superstitions ; they
magical arts
seek advice from fortune-tellers ; they are in error as to the majority
the people at the

;

of the articles

of faith.

If there

is

much acute

disputation against

who, remote
from such places, hear nothing of all this, those whom no theologians
ever come to instruct ?
Is not the physician who, after having learned the art, visits and heals the sick, more useful than he who neveiThe cause,
exercises the art, but only disputes in the schools ?" ^
however, of the neglect of preaching, and the cause of the bad
preaching in his own time, he finds in the false treatment of theology, as merely a matter of the understanding and not a matter of the
all

in

this

the

schools,

of what

avail

is

it

to

those,

the bible, in the one-sided scholas; in the dislike of the study of
tendency, in the fact that such a theology was pursued as could
neither fill the heart with zeal for the preacher's office, nor render one
most school-theHe says
'' We see
qualified for its performance.
ologians at the present time attributing so little weight to proofs drawn
from the scriptures, that they deride a proof grounded on such authority, as indicating a sluggish intellect, or want of acuteness ; as if tliat
were of more weight, which is excogitated by human invention, than

heart
tic

—

'

*

Pag. 478.
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what God had revealed from heaven. After citing the words in 2 Tim.
16, he sajs " Of little profit to that end, are the things in which
the majority exercise themselves at the present day ; things which may
indeed in some way or other serve to sharpen the intellect, but can
neither warm the heart, kindle emotion in the soul, nor supply it with
any nourishment, but leave it cold, hard and withered. "^ Hence it is,
3

:

that they are so indolent in discharging the preacher's office.
They
have never learned the science which ministers thereto.
This is the
true knowledge after which every theologian should strive, knowledge
which not only informs the understanding, but at the same time takes
hold on the affections. "^
He compares the theology of his time to the
apples of Sodom, which, seen from without, appeared fair, but within
were only dust and ashes. Accordingly such a theology could never
still the cravings of the spirit, however acute and ingenious it might
appear.
He calls upon his friend, to study in particular the church
fathers ; but to regard these as only the rivulets, leading back to the
fountain-head of the Holy Scriptures themselves.
He already lays
down the principle, that in matters of religion, nothing should be asserted which could not be proved out of the sacred scriptures, where,
by rightly searching, one would find everything necessary to be known
in

order to salvation.^

The

predictions uttered by Clemangis, in his book De ruina eccleabout the fruitless character of the means by which it was attempted to do away the schism, were more and more verified every
day.
The university of Paris issued a letter to Pope Benedict soon
after his accession to office, calling upon him in the most pressing
manner to set forward the cause of the union without any procrastination.
He ought not to delay even for a moment. If he waited but
a day, another would soon be added, and so the whole thing would
pass into forgetfulness.
Flatterers would come
men who, under the
guise of friendship, instilled the deadliest poison
men, ambitious for
dignities ; eager aspirants for promotions and benefices ; all the
siae,

:

;

courtiers who did homage to the power of the moment
and if to such
he opened his ears, they would be ever drawing him farther and
farther from this matter.
United with all this would be the sweet
custom of honor, best fitted of all things to entice and deceive him, as
:

it had done with many, especially in these times.
He had the latest
example of this in his predecessor, who had by it alone been led to
adhere so obstinately to the opinion he had once adopted.
But if
Benedict should advert to the fact, that all did not depend on him,
that there was something incumbent also on the other pope, it was main-

Ad quae ilia sunt parum utilia, in quibus hodie plurimi exercentur, quae licet
intellectum utcumque acuant, nullo tamen
igne suceendunt aifectum, nullo motu excitant, nullo alimento pascunt, sed frigidum, torpentem, aridum relinquunt. Pag.
'

t76.
^

Ilia est vera scientia,

decet,

quae theologum

quamque omnis debet theologus

feterb, quae

non modo intellectum

ex-

instru-

at,

sed infundat simul atque imbuat affec-

turn. Ibid.

Quoniam in his quae divina sunt, nihil
debemus temere detinire, nisi ex coelestibus possit oraculis approbari quae divinitus enuntiata de his, quae scitu de deosunt
necessaria, aut ad salutem opportuna, si
diligentur investigarentur. nos sufficienter
^

:

instruunt. Ibid.'
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doubt evervthiu_'

and the other mi;fht be left to
he did not do it, he must inevitably make the

his doing his

duty^

;

do the same, or, if
The pope returned to this
wickedness of his course evident to all.
letter of the university an answer couched in the most general terms,
expressing his earnest desire of promoting the unity of the church,
but at the same time excusing himself on the plea that all did not
depend on him alone, and that he felt himself pledged to nothing.
To explain the fact, how the popes could for so long a time disa|>
point the earnest desires of all the well-disposed for the restoration of
church-unity, and for a renovation of the church, now so deeply depressed, and to understand rightly the fluctuating, uncertain character
of the negotiations entered into with them, we should have distinctly
before our minds the relation of the parties by which they were in
fluenced.
As usually happens in passing from an old state of things

one, which was utterly unable
a new, three parties had sprung up
itself of the principles of the medieval ecclesiastical law, and of
papal absolutism, and which ever eyed with suspicion all attempts to
set another authority as judge over the pope
a second, which was
disposed to carry out against the pope with reckless violence, and
without sparing, the principles of the new ecclesiastical law now in the
process of formation, according to which the popes should be subject to the control of general councils,
a party inclined to radical
revolution
and the more prudent and moderate advocates of the new
system, of the new liberty of the church, at whose head stood men
like D'Ailly and Gerson.
The French church itself, which labored
most zealously for the removal of the schism, and the reform of the
church, was divided into these three parties, and their own contentions with each other promoted the interests of Pope Benedict, who
possessed far more self-reliance and craft than his predecessors, and
the popes of the other party, and who seems to have understood how
to exercise a certain power over the minds of others.
Opposed to the
free spirit of the university of Paris was the tendency and bent of the
university at Toulouse, which was still fast entangled in the old system.
But in the university of Paris itself, those two parties,
the
party inclined to radical measures, and the more moderate one, could
not come to any agreement.
The one wanted from the first to put an
end to the crafty intrigues of Benedict, and with the aid of the secular
power to break up his rule. They would go the length of renouncing
ecclesiastical obedience to him, thus compeUing him to resign.
A
welcome thing to them it would be if the French church should one
day subsist without a pope and govern itself.
It might doubtless be
the case also that, with many, worldly interests mixed in.
The more
prudent party dreaded a movement which, once set agoing, might lead
farther than was at first proposed.
With the theological faculty the
considerations of mildness and forbearance had the most weight
but
they easily yielded to the preponderance of the other faculties.
Gerson, by his character and his principles, was no less violent in hid
apposition to all that appeared to him revolutionary in the evolution
to

:

to rid

;

—

;

—

;
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of the church, than he was to all slavish dependance of the churcL
upon the popes, and the mean course, which appeared to him the
only right one between the two extremes, he was for thrusting upon
all.
It might appear surprising, that the already mentioned Nicholas

of Clemangis, the organ through

whom

the Paris university expressed

its

earlier free-spoken declarations against the pope,

of

mind stood

far

above

all

the Parisian theologians,

who, for freedom
and had ventured

break through the common hmits of the Parisian theology, should
not in this case, however, be at all satisfied with the bolder party
which stood forth against Pope Benedict. But for the very reason
to

that he saw so deeply into the corruption of the church and its causes,
he could not indulge the hopes by which others allowed themselves to
be deceived.
He was convinced from the beginning, that something
else must be relied on than human wisdom ; that help was to be
expected for the church from God alone.
He feared that by all the
attempts to cure, the evil might only be made worse.
He was perfectly satisfied with neither one of the parties.
In those who stood
forth with the most freedom and boldness, he missed a pure and single
interest for the well-being of the church
he behoved that he saw
selfish motives.
He beheld little else but the contest of passions he
did not find the wisdom and calm collectedness that grew out of cool
persuasion, by which alone the rightful cause could be ascertained.
The conduct of Benedict's enemies appeared to him indelicate, passionate and unforbearing.
He failed of seeing in it the respect which was
due to the head of the church. Although in his theological tendency
he was otherwise more free than the rest of the Parisian thelogians,
and not trammelled by the fetters of scholasticism, yet he could not so
easily as many others set himself beyond all respect for the papal
office.
He feared an indevout tendency, striving to break loose from
the head of the church.
He saw arbitrary will and a licentious freedom already spreading far and wide, in lieu of discipline and good
order.
He feared that in place of dependance on the popes, in whom
he would by no means approve of the abuse of power, would be substituted a still more corrupting dependance on princes and courts.
In view of such dangers as these which seemed to him to threaten the
course of the party which proposed to break loose from Pope Benedict, he was from conviction an opponent of those violent steps against
him.
Add to this, that Clemangis could not in particular place the
least confidence in those hopes which were built on the declaration of
neutrality by France.
He believed that by this divisions only would
arise in their own party, and that the opposite elements instead of
being enfeebled would gain strength.
Neither would the abdication
of Pope Benedict be of any use unless the other pope should resolve
Thus he
to do likewise, or his party were disposed to force him to it.
feared that by division among themselves and consequent weakness,
the other party would only become more confirmed and more haughty,
while no issue would be reached.
These considerations made him
from the beginning and ever after an opponent of the proposed renunciation of Pope Benedict, and he held his position to the last, when
;

;
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no longer be heard against so many others, and what
The
he would have prevented if he could, was still carried through.
consequences that ensued justified the views which had been expressAdd to this, that Benedict, personally, had made a
ed by him.
He was inclined to excuse the steps he
favorable impression on him.
had taken he gave him credit for more interest in the welfare of the
He always carefully abstained from flatterchurch than others did.
ing the pope he reminded him in the strongest language of his duty to
When the pope entered upon his office, Clemangis wrote
the church.
him a letter upon that occasion, in 1394, explaining to him the point
of view, such as we have already described it, under which he himself
regarded the relations of the church at that time, " Far be from
" any wish to flatter the pope, as from my early
he wrote
me "
youth, this worst of pests, which commits such frightful ravages on all
commoninterests.haseverbeen tome an abomination. Plenty of those
will appear before you, who, unused to speak the truth, and inflamed
by a bhnd desire of benefices, will endeavor to flatter your ears with
Would to God there were even but a few still left,
deceitful words.
fair and friendly enough, to tell you the truth which engenders hatred,
which is unwelcome to the multitude, though welcome, as I hope, to
your heart. I confess, that at the present moment, so far as in me
lies, I am of this number, and so shall remain, should I address you
any other letter in the future. I come not to petition you for benefices, not to speak to you about any interests of my own, but of yours.
And with good truth may I call that your interest, which is the interest of the whole church, the guidance and administration of which
God has now set before you." After reminding the pope of the compass and extent of his duties growing out of this relation of his to the
church, he adds-: "It will, however, be required of you from the
Lord, whose vicar you are, to give an account of so much the more,
as you and your predecessors have taken on your shoulders of your
own will additional burdens besides what were long ago imposed on
you by the Lord and the church as you by setting aside the custom
of election to the bishoprics and other church dignities, and by taking
away from all patrons the right of collation, have made the distribution of ecclesiastical offices, in all the grades, dependant on your will.
Whether this was for your happiness, you must judge for yourself
but whether it serve for the well being of the church, is a question
the discussion of which would occupy too much space for a letter."
From these words it is easy to see
what accords with other declarathat he, like the other men of the Paris univertions of Clemangis
fiity who favored reform, considered some hmitation of the papal power,
which had brought everything within its vortex,
a limitation of this
power in the guidance of the church,
as a thing calculated to promote
the interest of the pope, by freeing him from responsibilities which he
was in no condition to meet, as well as the good of the church itself.
How important an object it seemed in his own mind, that the pope
should be placed in contact with noble and free-hearted men, appears
from the fact that he particularly recommended to him in this letter
Ids voice could

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—
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Pierre d'Ailly, then chancellor of the university of Paris.
He cle
him as a man greatly distinguished by his knowledge, hi,
character, and his zeal for the unity of the chureli
a man whose
scribes

;

had drawn upon him the hatred of many.i We will here
mention, by the way, an incident characteristic of Clemangis and his
relations to Avignon.
He had sent this letter to his friends at the
court in Avignon, requesting them to place it in the hands of the
pope
but these friends had found it necessary to expunge many
parts of it.
The letter appeared to them too bold they interpreted
it as a want of respect, that he should address the pope in the singular
number the encomiums on Peter d'Ailly, whose free and noble spirit
would not be likely to make him a favorite at the court of Avignon,
they thought overdrawn, so they had taken the liberty to alter the
letter according to their own will
for example, to leave out the whole
passage where Clemangis warns the pope against flattery, since even
this seemed to them hardly consistent with the respect due to the
pope.
As a matter of course, the letter, as Clemangis complains, was
robbed by these arbitrary omissions and alterations, of its true meaning.
Now, had they presented the letter in this mutilated form, they
might thus at least have shown their good intentions towards their
but by putting, as they did, the mutilated letter into the
friend
pope's hands along with the original, they may only have intended
by such a course to shield themselves from any charge of disrespect
towards the pope in transmitting to him so bold a letter, or they
may, as Clemangis suspected, have intended to make the writer
himself appear in an unfavorable light. At any rate they must have
been much more intent on their own interest than on that of their
friend. Clemangis bitterly blames this proceeding of his friends. " It
virtues

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

and particuhe says
Avignon, to suppose that truth cannot
please unless it appears decked out in ornaments and concealed by
flattery
that if it be presented naked and with freedom, it must offend
everybody and stir up against it anger or ridicule. No wonder then
that you have contracted a taint from the customs of the place and
the time." 2
At all events, that solicitude of theirs was unfounded
and if they proposed to themselves any such object as those just mentioned, they were disappointed.
Benedict could not have been displeased with Clemangis for speaking so freely.
This honest freedom
probably led him to entertain a still greater liking for the writer.
Benedict succeeded in persuading Clemangis to enter into his own
service, thereby gaining the double advantage of depriving the alliance of the more liberal parties at Paris of the talents of so good a
man, and of turning these talents to the benefit of his own cause.
Through the mediation of the friends of Clemangis at Avignon, the
latter was induced to accept the office of papal secretary.
Doubtless the pope, who was observant of the change taking place
in the culture of the times, wished to secure the better style of Clethe pernicious distemper of these times,

is

larly of the place

you

live in,

;

;
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more refined taste now beginning to
and public declarations and the consideration which Clemangis offers as a reason why he could not be fitted
for such an office, namely, that he could not alter his habit of writing
into a common chancery style, may have been, in the view of the
pope, an additional reason for wishing him to become his secretary.
Hence, when Clemangis mentioned this difficulty, the pope simply
Clerequested him to retain the style to which he was accustomed.
mangis, by personal inclination, had no particular fondness for the
He had already dechned many
curial service, or the life at court.
offers of the same kind, which had been held out to him by princes.
He could not but have many objections therefore to make, at first, to
mangls,'s\'hich

corresponded

to the

prevail, for his correspondence

new

;

—

:
his habits of freedom, his disinclination to the
physical weakness, and incapacity to endure any great
But the pope bade his friends reply that he should
degree of labor.

this

proposal

court-life, his

lose none of his freedom, but rather obtain more than have less than
he enjoyed before ; that in the labors imposed on him due regard should
So Clemangis deterever be had to his ability and his inchnation.
mined to accept the place, and his further acquaintance with the
court at Avignon, instead of producing any change in his feelings
towards Benedict, seems rather to have confirmed him in his first good
opinion of the pope, and in the friendly regards which he had for
him.^
He says of the court at Avignon " While I would not say
that it is free from all vices, I must still own that there was greater
decency of behavior, more dignity and self-respect in outward manners, than I have ever witnessed in the courts of secular princes.'Certainly, we must regard this as a singular statement, if we compare
it with the picture which Petrarch in his letters has drawn of the
court at Avignon ; yet from the language of Clemangis himself, it
may be gathered that the court at Avignon was not of the character
which might be expected from the attendants on a pope. He speaks
only by way of comparison ; and thus much at least may be true, that
Benedict was favorably distinguished in this respect from several of
his predecessors, and endeavored to give a corresponding dignity of
manners to his court."^ In the next place, it is clear, from what Clemangis himself says respecting his relations at Avignon, that the pope
by the indulgence with which he treated him, took a strong hold on
his affections and bound him to gratitude.^
No labor was imposed on
him, until he was first consulted, whether it was agreeable to him ;
and if he had scruples about engaging in a matter of business, because
it stood in some collision with his French interests, regard was had to
these scruples."*
Thus, with Clemangis, his personal regard for Bene:

Ep. 14, p. 57.
Also Theodoric of Niem, papal chamRoman court, says of Benediet Praeterea hcet dictus Petrus de Luna gravitatem pontificalis officii et quid
'

*

berlain at the
:

ageret ipso Bonifacio longe melius intelligeret.
De schism. 2. c. 33.
Epist. 14.
lie boasts particularly of
•*

the care with which he was treated during
a sickness at Avignon.
* In the 42d letter he cites a case, where
two cardinals had proposed to him in the
name of the pope to draw up a writing in
favor of a man wiio had been condemned
by the ])arliument of Favi^. He liad u^
gently entreated that he might be let olf
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diet went with the opinion he had formed respecting the condition of
the church, to determine his course of action under these circumstan
ces.
Let us hsten to his own language. How profoundly he under-

we see from some
supposed that he witnessed in his times a greater depravation of manners than had existed in
any pagan period, and that this could not be so, if even but a dead
faith, a j^c^es injWmis, stiU. existed.
"Not love alone"
says he,
" but the mere fides informis among us has become so withered, that
the words of our Lord would fitly apply to our times
Shall I when
I come, find faith on the earth ? "
He thinks that vice could not so
unblushingly stalk abroad, if the doctrines of an eternal life, of future
happiness and misery, of a divine judgment, really found faith among
" The articles of faith"
" are accounted but
men.
says he
fables."
He thought too, that in this dead faith might already be
discerned a turning over to conscious infidelity. ^ What he says of the
general state of things in France,^ that the depravation of morals in
that country was the fountain of all other evils, and that reconciliation
with God must prepare the way for the restoration of civil peace, all
this is, without doubt, to be apphed also, as he means it, to the evils
" What
of the church of his time, and to the means for their cure.
stood the corruption of the church in
remarks of his in a letter to a friend.

his times,

He

—

:

—

—

—

—

" can we hope for, if we remain separatgood"
says he
ed from the true source of all good.
Out of what inferior stream can
a blessing flow to us, if we are cut off from the fountain-head of all
blessing ? "
Accordingly he declares that the great thing needed
sort of

was

God. And because this was the great need,
which was undertaken with passionate party-zeal for
the restoration of peace to the church, appeared to him vain.
In a
" Not
letter of later date addressed to Pope Benedict,^ he says
without some peril to myself have I written a great deal to you and
others about the adjustment of this hateful schism ; for I was careful
to exhort all who engaged in this holy work, according to the measure
of my knowledge, to see to it, that they set themselves about so great
a matter, than which a greater has not been undertaken within the
memory of man, in the right manner, with a pure heart, with disinterested zeal, with true charity, and with becoming modesty ; not with
arrogant pride, not with an overhasty confidence in the truth of their
own opinions, not with selfish longings after temporal honor, or temporal advantage, not with zeal merely to accomplish their own objects,
not with hatred or ill-will towards any person whatever, not with
reconciliation to

everything

else,

:

suspicious jealousy, or persecution of those who think differently."
thought the contrary of all this, then, might be seen in the
" All
doings of the several parties of his time, as he himself says
this, or most of what has mingled in the proceedings in the course

He

:

from

pope's service.

the

word more was ever heard on

One

P. 130.

this, because he could do nothing to
prejudice of his Iting and country,
of tlie cardinals consented, but the
otiier
threatened
him by saying, the
pope would command it. '• Well," said
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has taken, disturbs it frightfully and ruins it altothese means, the situation of things is not only rendered
wholly unsuitable for the restoration of peace ; but commotions scill
more violent, wounds stil-l more severe, and the germs of now divisions
are brought upon the church, which suffers grievously enough already

which

this

affair

By

gether.

and unless the grace of the heavenly bridegroom
must plunge into the gulf of destruction." With this
agrees also what he wrote to the king of France, when the renunciation of Pope Benedict had now lasted four yearsJ "-'You see what the

from

this

wound

;

interfere, she

much

eagerness, has availed.
pope was the chief obstacle
and if this were rein the way of restoring unity to the church
moved, peace would speedily ensue. This the whole body of the
Behold, this obstacle
clergy asserted with the greatest vociferation.
has now been for four years removed, by subtraction of obedience to
the pope
and still we perceive no signs of church union. Nay, the
hopes formerly cherished have either wholly vanished, or at least their
It was promised, as
fulfilment is put off to an incalculable distance.
refusal of obedience, sought after with so

was

It

said, respect

and obedience

to the

,

;

;

a thing which would most certainly take place, that as soon as men
heard of the subtraction by this kingdom, other states would immediately follow her example." " When this most inauspicious subtrac"had been extorted from you by these intrigues,
tion "2
says he
messengers were sent out in all directions, either those who had themsubtraction,3 or those
selves been concerned in bringing about the
whom they pleased to select for this purpose." Every thing was
done to spread the report of this proceeding far and wide, and to stir
" who fol" Behold "
he then adds
up others to imitation."
All hold back, and not^ without good reason,
lows your example ?
from subtracting obedience to him whom they reverenced as Christ's
It appears to him a great inconsistency, to
vicegerent upon earth."
refuse the obedience due to him who has been recognized as the legitimate pope.
He notices it, again, as a remarkable fact, that the
other princes, instead of being induced to follow the example of
France, had rather attached themselves with a more persevering deHe says, in particular of the other
votion to the acknowledged pope.
" They are excessively elated against us, ever since they
party
heard that we are so divided amongst ourselves about our own pope
and they are expecting no other result from these quarrels among
ourselves, than that after we have deserted our pope, theirs will ob-

—

—

—

—

:

He complains in this letter of the harsh treatment
tain the victory."
of the pope in keeping him closely shut up in his castle. He complains
that nothing more was now done for the restoration of unity, but men
were only on the anxious look out to defeat any attempt to effect a
reconciliation with the pope ; that no one was allowed to visit him,
without first undergoing a thorough search to see that he carried no
letters.
Now, since it was manifest that the renunciation of the pope
did not in the least contribute to the restoration of peace to the
'

*

Ep. 17, p. 63.
lufaustissiiiia obedientiac subtractio.

^
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church, Avhile they still persisted, however, in venting their rage ob
him, it might be seen, that under the pretext of seeking the peace of
the church, their real object had been, from the beginning, enmity
He defended the pope's conduct, and mainto the pope's person.
tained that from the first he had declared himself ready to enter into
conference with his antagonist, the first step necessary to any agreement and to adopt any other means, which could lead to the resthat he had in fact three years before detoration of church unity
" Of what use was it," he said,
clared himself willing to abdicate. i
" to think of forcing the pope to abdicate, when it meant nothing
It was presupposed, therefore, that the pope
except as a free act."
He held that the most necessary
should first be restored to liberty.
thing, after restoring the pope to liberty, was the restoration of unity
;

.;

then they should endeavor to unite on some
It was not by
be taken in common with the other party.
strife, by revilings, and the turmoil of the passions, that a restoration
but a negotiation for
of church unity in any form was to be expected
peace should be conducted in a peaceful and quiet way, and in a spirit
All pains should be taken to pursue the object with a
of gentleness.
humble, sober distrust, each man of his own judgment, and not with
" For the
proud contempt of what others might think on the subject.
Lord often reveals his mysteries and his counsels, among which seem
to belong also the restoration of unity to his church, to babes and
sucklings, while he hides them from the wise and prudent, that no
In his letter to Pope Benedict
flesh may glory in his presence."
XIII.,2 where too he complains of the impure motives of men anxious
only to have their own opinion prevail with regard to the best way of
restoring the peace of the church, he expresses his surprise that
learned theologians, men of the church, could consent to abandon
he foresees the
everything to the arbitrary will of the secular power
mischievous consequences which must result from such a course.
The experiences to which Clemangis adverts had influence also on
others who had expected more than he had ever done from that
and now, when Benedict, set at large from
renunciation of the pope
Aragonese nobleman,
his closely invested castle by the aid of an
re- opened on a more free footing the negotiations with France, it was
more easy to come to an agreement and, in the year 1404, a partial
return took place of the Gallic Church to the obedience of the pope,
the latter having pledged himself to resign the papal dignity under
the three following contingencies, that the other pope died, that he
voluntarily resigned, or that he was deposed.
When in the year 1406, pope Innocent VII. died at Rome, the cardinals of that party were full of zeal to bring the church back to unity.
Among the people there was but one wish, which could not longer be
They were weary of the long-continued artful tricks, by
resisted.
which the popes of the two parties had contrived to keep up the
The question now arose among the cardinals whether tbey
schism.

in

own party

their

measures

;

to

;

;

;

;

'
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ought not to abstain from a new election, and unite with the other
party at Avignon, for the purpose of choosing a pope who should be
universally acknowledged, inasmuch as Benedict had been compelled
to agree that in case of the death of his antagonist in Rome, he also
would immediately abdicate. Thus an end would be put to the schism
at once.
It could not but be very evident to all, that it was only by
declining to investigate the claims of the two parties, that any union
was possible. Thus wrote the well-known Leonardo Bruno of Arezzo,
(Aretin) famous as one of the restorers of ancient literature, and at
this time secretary to the papal court at Rome, in a report which he
drew up relating to the events at that time in Rome. " We can expect no end to the division, as long as men are disposed to quarrel
about their rights, especially as this matter has no judge but God himself."^
Among the cardinals there was much contention on the point;

and they would have resolved to abstain from the new election, had
they not been afraid that they should give up something to the claims
of the other party, or had they not felt a certain mistrust, not altoAccordingly the
gether unfounded, in the sincerity of Pope Benedict.
resolution prevailed that they should proceed to a new election, but
that each of the cardinals should bind himself by oath, in a more solemn manner than before, that in case of his election to the papal dignity, he would employ it singly for the purpose of healing the schism
that he would use every effort to effect a union for the promotion
of this object with the other pope, and abdicate as soon as the latter
would do Hkewise.
Each cardinal pledged himself moreover that
in case he should be elected pope, he would undertake to do nothing except what was required for that end, would nominate no new
cardinals except when this Avas necessary in order that the number of
the cardinals belonging to this party might be equal to that of the
other
Since the cardinals then regarded the present election as only
a provisional one, only a means to prepare the way for electing a pope
who should be recognized as such by all, and for the utter extirpation
of the schism, they directed their attention in choosing a candidate,
not so much to any question about his other gifts and qualifications, as
to the point of gaining in him a man free from ambition and the love
of power, and full of zeal for the welfare and concord of the church,
orreat zeal for these objects had been manifested thus far by Cardinal Angelo Corario of Venice, a man celebrated for his habits of austere devotion ; and as he was eighty years old, it was the less to be expected
that standing on the verge of the grave he would sacrifice the good of
the church to the gratification of his ambition for a few brief moments.
He called himself Gregory XII. After his accession to ofiice he repeated the same assurances, which he had already expressed as a cardinal.
What expectations were formed of him, may be seen from the
following words of Aretin written about this time, who describes him as
'" He
a man of antique severity and holiness.
talks of the unity of
'
Neque enim finem ullum inveterati
schismatis sperare licebat, si de jure disceptaietur praesertim cum praeter deum
;

ea causa judicera

huUum
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—

—

the church
after this style ; that if there were no
says Aretin
other way, he would go on foot, staff in hand, to bring it about.
must look to his actionfi ; and certainly there is good hope, on acMore than this, we find
count of the singular integrity of the man.

We

on the question of union, such an agreement of feeling among all, and
the expectations of all so intensely raised, that if he were disposed to
It is plain from these words
delay, they would in no wise permit it."^
of Aretin, that however strong the reasons might seem to be for trusting Gregory, still the disappointments which had been so often experienced created a feeling of uncertainty.
According to another eye-witness, the pontifiical chamberlain, Theodoric of Niem, a German, the pope professed to his confidential friends,
it should be no fault of his, if the union were not brought about,
some place or other, even though it should be far from Rome. If
he could not have galleys, he was ready to set sail in a small skiff or
if the way were better by land, and he had no carriage and horses, he
would not be kept back by that, but plod his way on foot, staff in
hand.2
When Gregory held the first assembly of his cardinals, he
still expressed openly the same zeal for the restoration of peace to the
church.
Some months after, on being requested to bestow certain
benefices, he declined, observing that he had not been chosen pope for
that, but simply to put an end to the schism
and so great was the
longing after this, that the people of the Roman court, whose interests
were touched by such a repulsive answer, still rejoiced at it, because
they regarded it as a sure pledge that the pope was in earnest about
that which was so often on his hps.^ In making known his resolution
by embassies to all the princes, he entered with great zeal into negoti
ations also with Pope Benedict, who was bound by his solemn promise
and still had to fear a powerful party of free-spirited men in France,
particularly at the university of Paris.
The envoys of Gregory conferred with Benedict at Marseilles, where they mutually agreed that the
city of Savona was the most eligible place,on account of its situation, foi
a meeting and conference between the two popes
and that they should
both repair thither
on Michaelmas or all Saints' day, 1407, for the
purpose of abdicating in common. At Paris the delegates of Gregory,
on returning with this agreement, were received with great demonstrations of joy.
It seemed now that the long-desired end of the schisn
could not be far off.
Gregory was extolled as an angel of peace.
Only Benedict could not be trusted.
When the contract, overladen
with provisos, and drawn up by Benedict, was placed before Gregory,

that

in

;

;

;

;

a smile on his lips, he expressed surprise that so many stipulahad been thought necessary, of which not one was needed here,
since everything was so honorably meant.4
Perhaps Gregory, at the
beginning, was really of the temper which he expressed
but of a
truth that temper was soon changed, and what may at first have been
vvith

tions

;

honorably meant, was afterwards but the language of disguise and
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Gregory's numerous relations came togethei in Rome
hypocrisy.
and there they endeavored to turn his papal dignity to their own priThey worked upon Gregory, till they made him
vate advantage.
alter his mind, and consent to sacrifice the good of the church to the
Already in
interests of the nephews whom he ought to provide for.
" Some friends and kinsmen of the pope,
April, 1407, Aretin wrote
who flocked around him upon his coming to the throne, have begotten
in many the suspicion, that they are endeavoring to bend his hitherto
In addition to this came the pohtical movements of
upright will."
king Ladislaus of Naples, who, in opposition to French interests, was
endeavoring to obtain for himself the crown of Sicily, against the pre
tensions of Prince Louis of Angers, and wished to secure Gregory as
an ally, having reason to fear a pope favorable to the interests of
He must do everything, therefore, to prevent Gregory from
France.
;

:

'

In June, the pope appeared before the cardinals
and openly avowed his purpose, hitherto only to
for, although he had agreed
be conjectured from occasional signs
with his rival, that they should both join in a common abdication at
resigning his post.

and other

dignitaries,

:

Savona, yet he was now only looking round for some way of escape.
He declared that he had no means for making the journey by land,
and that he could not venture to go by sea on board the ships of the
Genoese, on account of the hostiUties between the Genoese and the
Venetians that he must by all means have Venetian galleys, but he
The cardinals
could not obtain them to proceed so far as that port.
being very much dissatisfied with the pope, and proceeding to urge
upon him the fulfilment of his agreement, he caused his difficulties to
be laid before twenty-four eminent jurists, in the expectation that his
known wishes would determine them to pronounce him free from the
But he found himself mistaken. Still he could not even
obligation.
He pretended that those
then be induced to alter his intentions.
jurists had been influenced by their regard for the cardinals, to decide
;

contrary to the truth.2

During these transactions, an event took place, which seemed calculated to deliver the pope from his embarrassment, and furnish him with
a good reason for not keeping his word. King Ladislaus of Naples, in
combination with the Colonna party in Rome, accompanied by the malAretin
contents from the city, was approaching with a hostile force.
says, that the pope declared at first that all reports about this had
been got up by malicious persons but the opponents of the pope perceived when the truth turned out to be like the report, that what he
had said was a mere pretence, and accused him of a secret underThe unexpected attack made by these troops
standing with that ally.
The
at midnight, excited in Rome the utmost alarm and confusion.
The stratagem, howpope took refuge in the castle of St. Angelo.
;

ever,

The Romans succeeded in expelling the enemy
" Many believe
After this incident, Aretin wrote
thing was purposely arranged by the pope, in order that the

was defeated.
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have been the
beheve this of
men.''''

1

Niem,

also

fOUgt
^
_
had the khig been successful. We by no means
pope, but we have no doubt of the guilt of his kins-

issue,

the

honest, free-spirited German historian, Theodoric of
an eye-witness, looks upon the whole as a plot of Gregory,

The

hatched up

to defeat the negotiations for peace.
Speaking of the
" This he did from
pope's flight to the castle of St. Angelo, he says
design, and with the intent that if the enemy got the upper hand,
:

and proceeded

to besiege

him

in that castle,

he might have it to plead
and second terms that

as an excuse for his non-appearance at the first

he was deprived of his liberty."
And he concludes his account of the results brought about by the
understanding which, as he supposes, existed between the two alhes,
who were bound together by a common political interest, with the
beautiful words so often verified in history with regard to events by
which great and important changes are supposed to be prepared
" Bat man's craft avails nothing in opposition to the divine counsels. "a
In proportion as the crafty pope Benedict found that his rival had
no serious intention of fulfilling the agreement, in the same proportion
he manifested the utmost readiness to fulfil it faithfully on his part, ai
he could plainly foresee, that nothing would come of it, and he now
had it in his power to throw the whole blame on Gregory. At the
first-appointed time he came to Savona.
But Gregory travelled
slowly ; first to Viterbo.
Then, in September, he came to Siena ;
but instead of getting to Savona, either at the first or the second
term, he remained at Siena from September to January.
He had
great skill in inventing reasons for not complying with the invitations
of the cardinals, and of the envoys coming to him from all directions
for the purpose of urging him to end the schism.
There was no route
which for him would be a safe one.
He got up processions to implore
divine grace for the promotion of the peace of the church ; granted indulgences to such as took part in them ; sent letters of indulgence
to those m all the countries that acknowledged him, who by their intercessions helped on the restoration of peace to the church, hoping
thus to de-ceive the multitude.
The Franciscans who were his fiiends,
found it necessary at mass to justify the procrastination of the pope in
their sermons, and to tell the people that he could not make the journey to Savona without exposing himself and the cardinals to danger.
Finally the pope arrived at Lucca.
From this place Aretin wrote a
letter relating to the negotiations for peace
"After we had arrived at
Lucca, numerous messengers passed to and fro but nothing is as yet
accomphshed, nor has a single step been taken which seems to me calculated to inspire the least hope.
In the other pope there is no honesty of purpose whatsoever ; though he disguises his motives with wonderful adroitness, so as to deceive the unwary.
But beheve me, there
is nothing sound about him ; for if there were, what is there to prevent
:

;

'
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?
For if either one of the two were
do what he has sworn to do, the other would be obliged
For what excuse or
to fulfil his part whether willing or not willing.
evasion could he have ?
But now when both delay, one furnishes the
Our pope is of a straightother with means of evasion and excuse.
forward, simple nature ; but a good and simple man is easily deceived
by dishonest knaves. For some who are hoping to obtain honorable

the object from being accomplished

really willing to

him have contrived to get hold of him by flattery. These
mind with idle fears, and often bring him round again when
he intends to do what is right. As the present tone of feeling is, I
apprehend trouble for more acrimony of hatred, more violent indignation could not exitit."^
We see from these words, dictated by the immediate impression of the moment, the high state of excitement produced among the attendants on the pope at Lucca by these underhanded arts, and the fears that were entertained that some violent outposts from
fill

his

;

break would give vent to the suppressed feehngs of indignation. And
so it happened, that in the middle of the fasts a Carmelite, preachmg
before the pope, the cardinals and the foreign envoys assembled here
on the business of the union, felt impelled, turning round to the pope,
to exhort him urgently that he would spare no effort to hasten the
union, reminding him of the assurances which he had so repeatedly
given.
Two nephews of the pope, who had great influence with him,
were so exasperated at this, that they caused the preacher to be
dragged out of the church and cast into prison, where he languished
for many days, and a worse fate would have befallen him had not powHe was forbidden to preach
erful friends interposed in his behalf.
any more ; and Gregory, to secure himself for the future against being
disturbed by such honest admonitions, ordered that no person should
before him, unless his discourse had
been examined by some one of his immediate attendants.^ The
pope was in no want of men, such as his nephews, whose selfish interests would naturally prompt them to confirm him in his designs against
the union.
Among these belonged in particular one of those individuals whose lives afford the most striking testimony to the monstrous
a Franciscan who, sunk in
corruption of the church of this time,
crime, had been led by some outward occasion or other, in the later
years of his manhood, to become a monk, and whom king Ladislaus
employed on his political errands, and called his father confessor.
Through him, the king had carried on his negotiations with pope GreTheodoric of
gory, and the latter always kept him near his person.
Niem relates, that a citizen of Lucca with whom this Franciscan resided while -the pope was stopping at that city, told him he never met
thereafter be allowed to preach
first

—

anywhere with so bad a man, nor would he suffer him to remam in his
house, were he not compelled to do so by fear of the governing authorities in Lucca.3
The two popes approached a few steps nearer together
for when Gregory arrived at Lucca, Benedict advanced to Porto
;

'

Aretin. epp. 1, 2, 10.
Tlieod. a Niem de schism,

*

lib. 3. c. 25.

Theod. a Niem de schism,

lib. 3. c. 1.^
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And

Veriere.

yet

it

seemed

as if they

were never

to

In vain

meet.

negotiations were entered into respecting a place of interview with
which both parties could be satisfied.
None was to be found safe

enough for both. Gregory feared the hostile power at sea; and dared
not approach too near the coast.
Benedict could not venture too ftir
from the coast, as he stood in fear of ambuscades by land.^
Aretin,
an eye-witness of these evasive tricks, writes " Thus, one of the
popes, like a marine animal, was afraid to trust himself on dry land,
the other, Hke a land animal, shuddered at sight of the waves. "i
But
what added to the vexation was this, that according to the common belief there was no danger, either to the one if he ventured on dry land,
nor to the other if he visited the coast.
And it was the general opinion, that they both clearly understood the same thing, but hypocriti
cally pretended fear, for the purpose of cheating men out of their earnest expectations.
Hence there were loud complaints, and men began already to speak openly against these proceedings. All were filled with indignation, that persons of their age, for both were past seventy, for the sake of sitting a few years in the papal chair, should
put themselves beyond all fear of God and the judgment of mankind.
Aretin takes notice of the impression which this conduct of the two
popes produced on the general mind.
"What
says he
could
happen to us more shameful and more dishonorable than that the two
parties, after having shortly before voluntarily fixed upon a place for the
restoration of union among christians; should immediately thereupon,
when the expectations of all were intensely raised, show an unwilling:

—

—

ness to come to the spot ? Some one may say, dost thou venture to write
this, when thou belongest among the pope's confidants?
Yes.
The
case is so for why should I now flatter him, and feign as if I thought
otherwise
for I am one of the Christians and one of the Italians. It
grieves me that the former should be defrauded of the union and of
peace, and the latter accused of being faithless, and promise-breakers. "2
;

:

Gregory at length gave it to be understood, that he no longer
had any thoughts of joining with his rival in a common abdication.
He made trial of other arts. He put forth on the sixth of July
the proclamation for a general council, whose place of assembling he
would more distinctly announce.
As a reason for this he alleged
the experience which had been gained, that a common abdication was
a thing impracticable
the council, however, included in itself all
other means of restoring church concord. At the same time he assert;

ed, in

defiance

of the

freer

tendencies

now springing

up, that

it

belonged to the pope alone to convoke a general council ; that one
assembled without his permission was but a conciliabulum. and should
be considered as altogether destitute of authority.3
This council was
at a later period actually assembled at Aquileia, but could do nothing
more than play an insignificant farce. The cardinals were not in
Itca alter quasi aquaticum animal in
sicciim exire, alter quasi terrestre undas
perhorrebat. Aretini epp. lib. 2,
'

asi)icere

"

L.

^

Theodoric a Niem de schism,

36.

c.

lib. 3,

c

GREGORY

XII.

AND BENEDICT

XIII.

7

let
tlieinselves be mocked anj longer by the pope
tc
share the disgrace and the exasperated feeling which he must neMatters were coming to an open contest becessarily encounter.
tween them and the pope.
Gregory, unmindful of the oath which

clined to

;

he had taken, was desirous of appointing four new cardinals, partly
for the purpose of promoting his

nephews and

favorites, partly that

he might procure for himself, in these creatures, some support against
but the latter manifested violent opposition and
the older cardinals
declined to acknowledge, as their colleagues, the persons who, in spite
of them, were nominated by the pope.
As they had the worst to fear
from the obstinate pope, and wished to act with more freedom in some
other place, where they could be safer, they fled to Pisa.'
As to Pope Benedict, he was made more haughty by the weakness
But he could meet with as httle success as the latter in
of his rival.
He had to sustain a still severer contest
carrying out his designs.
with the more liberal spirit in France.
The king sent him a letter,
threatening, that unless the pope came to some agreement with his opponent to restore concord to the church by the festival of Ascension
of the following year, France would again renounce him and declare
Benedict replied to this by a series of violent steps.
herself neutral.
He issued a bull threatening the ban and the interdict. This was
publicly torn in pieces, and the pope, at an assembly of the university of Paris, was declared a schismatic and heretic.
Proceedings
were set on foot against those who had taken part in the drawing up
and pubhcation of that bull and suspected individuals were violently
Among these was Clemangis, who continued, it is true,
persecuted.
to be a friend of Benedict and dissatisfied with violent measures, as
also Gerson was, but who could appeal to the :Qict, that he knew nothing at all about the steps of Benedict, and also that the bull bore internal evidence of being contrary to his style .2
The Gallic church
separated itself entirely from the pope.
Orders were given to the
French governor at Genoa to take possession of Benedict's person
but he succeeded in making his escape to his native country, Aragon
where he played off a similar farce with Gregory, in the convocation
of a pretended general council.
Eight cardinals of his party repaired
and all who ":ere there assembled now joined in putting
to Pisa
forth a proclamation for a general council in the year 1409, which
should put an end to the schism and bring about a reformation of the
church in its head and members, and whose place of meeting should be
;

;

;

at Pisa.

Upon this council the eyes of all who had at heart the well being of
the church in western Christendom, were directed.
Two great problems were to be worked out by that council, of which one could not be
worked out without the other ; the long and earnestly desired restoration
of concord, and the long and earnestly desired reform of a church corrupted and stained with sin in all its parts, and deeply sunk in worldliness.
'

Everything depended at

See the account of

:in's report,

epp.

this affair in

Are-

lib. 2, 13.

7*

first
'

on the question, whether the
Clemang.

ep. 42, p.

1

29.
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would proceed with clear consciousness, on the principles
of a freer system of ecclesiastical law.
It should be conscious that
itself constituted the highest representation of the church, since it
council

was called

judgment even upon popes otherwise it must sucand fail as all previous attempts to do away
the schism had failed.
But then it was very difficult for the cardinals

cmnb

to pass

;

to their policy,

emancipate themselves at once from a system of church governfor a long series of centuries, which was interwoven into all parts of the church administration, and which upheld itself by its own consistency.
It was a contest between an old
period and a new one which must break path-way for itself.
The
men who, with the full consciousness of knowledge, expressed and
defended the spirit of the new period, thus exerting an influence
on the formation of a new public opinion, had the great merit of
preparing the way for a happy issue of the council of Pisa.
In this,
the university of Paris took the most important place ; and the
principal leader of the movement in this university was chancellor Gerson ; a man whose influence, both as a writer and a speaker,
was preeminently great. Let us first cast a glance, then, at the
principles of reform diffused abroad by this writer prior to the comto

ment which had obtained

mencement of the council of Pisa.
The system of the church Theocracy, such

as we have seen evolving itself from the times of the third century, was here by no means
abandoned but it was to be purified from the heterogeneous elements
which in the course of the middle ages had become mixed up with it,
or which had proceeded from the development of the principle once
expressed and steadily carried out to its extreme consequences, and to be
;

reduced back again

The

to its original foundation before the

middle ages.

externalized conception of the church, as of an organic whole, to

be traced up through the succession of bishops and the representation
of church unity in the Roman church as cathedra Petri to a divine origin, was held fast as one and identical with the essence of Christianity
But the conception of this one universal church was placed
itself.
foremost, as the original and highest idea ; and the authority of a single head of the church governance was made subordinate to this highPapal absolutism was to
est spiritual power, and very much lowered.
be overturned ; the universal church to recover her rights, the author-

and the independence of single national churches
Its independent authority was to be secured to the
be restored.
The state was to be emancipated from the
sovereignty of the state.
tutelage of church Theocracy, which had swallowed up all authority of single bishops,
to

They were essentially the same principles as those
ity into itself.
which had already, when the Pseudo-Isidorean decretals first began
to claim validity, sent forth from France an influence to counteract the
Gerson took his departure from a conceprising power of the popes.
tion of the church and of its unity, which might have conducted him
to a more profound and spiritual mode of apprehending the matter.
The relation of the church to Christ, as its sole unconditionally necessary, iuvisible head, was that to which at first he gave the chief pro
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The essential unity of the church, as Christ's spiritual
minence.
body, the corpus mi/stieum, reposed solely on union with him, the inviBui
sible Head, diifusing his life-giving influence through the whole.
he presently assumed, that the diffusion of this influence was conditioned on the organism of the external church governance founded by
Christ himself, whereby the form was prescribed under which alone this
spirit could at any time be active. Hence he considered the hierarchy
in all its gradations, as a thing immutable, necessary for all times, and
so the presence of a visible, ministerial and accidental chief at the
head of the church government, appeared to him to be also necessary.
Still he supposes that, inasmuch as the church when the papacy is vacant again produces such a head from herself, and inasmuch as she can
in certain moments subsist under the guidance of the one invisible head,
without that visible head, so also she has power to pass judgment on popes,
to displace them, and may continue to subsist for a time under the
guidance of a general council of bishops, which represents her, without such a visible head, although the latter as a general thing is necessary to her organism and she must ever reproduce such a head from
herself. In the case of the exercise of that supreme guidance of the church
by the popes, we should distinguish what is essential from what is unessential, what is mutable from what is immutable, what is founded in divine
right from what is founded in the letter of a positive law.
As the good
of the whole is the highest law, and it is only for that the power of the
pope subsists, that power may be modified and hmited by a general
touncil, as the general good may require at any time.
Hence the assembling of a general council is not a thing necessarily dependant on
In a tract composed at some time prior to the counthe pope alone.
" It is from
cil of Pisa,' in which he unfolds these principles,, he says
Christ, the Head and bridegroom of the church, the mystical body
which is the church has her origin and directly from him she has
her power and her authority, so that she may, for the purpose of preserving her unity, cause the assembling, in a regular manner, of a general council, which represents her.
This is evident from the words
Where two or three are met together in my name, there
uf Christ
am I in the midst of them where, it is to be carefully observed,
that he does not say in the name of Peter or of Paul, but in mi/ name,
thus intimating that wherever the faithful do but assemble, if this be
done in his name, i. e. in faith on Christ and for the weal of his church,
he himself stands by them as an infallible guide." ^
He proves this,
again, from the universal law of nature for every natural body exerts
a natural reaction against whatever threatens to destroy or dissolve it,
and if it is an animated body, it combines by a natural necessity all
its members and powers for the preservation of its unity and to repel
whatever threatens to disintegrate it ; and the same holds good of
;

:

;

:

;

;

Propositiones, utiles ad exterminationein praesentis schismatis per viam coulo. Gersonis opp. ed. Du
cilii generalis.
'

Tin.
'^

Antw.

1706, torn. II, p. 112, 113.
Propositiones, p. 112: Uans intellip;e-

re,

quod ubicunque congrcgantur
fiat in nomine suo, lioc

cum hoc
Cliristi

fide, et

ipse assistit eis
libilis rector.

fideles,

est

in

pro ecclesiae suae salute,

tanquam

director et infal
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body

Accordingly the spiritual body of the church,
use a similar right for the preservation of ita
unity and the working oflf of every schismatic division, as a thing
whereby the original order is disturbed. At a later period, for justievery

civil

politic.

as the best ordered,

may

power of the church was so limited, that no councould be assembled without the authority of the pope.
This was
done for the purpose of doing honor to the apostolical chair, and of
counteracting those heretics and schismatics, who sometimes endeavfiable reasons, this
cil

ored, according to their

own caprice, and by the power of secular
who would countenance and uphold their

princes, to convoke councils

errors.
But by this modification in conformity to the necessities of
the times, the fact was not altered, that this power, in itself considered,

ever resides in the church

;

be annulled by the letter

for that cannot

of any positive law, which has

foundation in a natural and divine

its

and the church therefore may,

in certain cases, convoke a
pope
for a custom which has
been introduced for the good of the church ought not to be observed
to the prejudice or great peril of the same.
He instances the
three following cases in particular 1, if during a vacancy of the apostolic
chair, a heresy or another persecutmi of the church breaks out, which
must be counteracted by a council 2, if in such a case of necessity, or
Avhere the manifest interest of the church demands a council, the
pope should become insane or fall into heresy, or in any other way
should be unfitted for his duty, or should neglect it when invited to do

right

;

council without the

authority of the

:

:

:

;
or, thirdly, if several individuals present rival claims to the
papal dignity, so that the whole church obeys neither of them, and
each separately refuses to appear at the summons of one or of both
Gerson, in
together, as the case seemed to be at the present time.
maintaining the necessity only of that one organism in the church
which was to be traced to a divine origin, recognized the changes resulting from the necessities of each period in all other relations of the
church ; as for example, in its relations to the state and to worldly
goods and he moreover ascribed to the church of his own time, in its
collective capacity, the right and the duty of undertaking such changes
Here
as the well being of the church might peremptorily require.
but the letter of every law must be
there ought to be no binding law
human right
subservient to the highest law, the weal of the church
must be subordinated to the divine. On these principles, Gerson proceeded from the first amid all the negotiations relating to the doing
away of the schism, only leaning to different sides according as he
thought he saw danger coming either from positivism pushed to an
extreme, or from what appeared to him to be a revolutionary tendency
plunging headlong into violent and radical measures.
Again, the merit of Gerson consisted in this, that he directed attention 10 the fact that the inward corruption of the church being the

it

;

;

;

source of

all

other evil and also of the schism, no thorough and last-

ing cure of the church could take place without reformation ; and that
to be a main business of the council to eft'ect this.
it ought therefore
And he himself points out, in his writings and discourses on reform,
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several particular branches of ecclesiastical corruption in this period,
for correction.
From what he says on this subject, we
are enabled to understand the very low condition to which the church
had fallen. He invites the bishops to a more exact performance of

which called

church visitations.
In making these, they should inform themselves
of the character of the parish priests, find out whether they were
familiar with the liturgical form of baptism, of the consecration of the

Holy Supper,

etc.

these things

and

many who did not understand
what great scandal and what danger
grew out of it for unless God mercifully completed what was defective,
they could neither baptize nor bestow absolution and if they were familiar
with these forms, yet they pronounced them in so hasty and inappropriate
a manner, that the whole rite was violated thereby.
Then they should
inquire, whether those priests could repeat the sins, and the articles
of faith, and whatever else they ought to know in order to impart, at
least, the most general instruction to the communities.
It was so little
;

because there were

;

it

was

plain,

;

;

i'hought possible to preserve strictness in the observance of the laws of

Gerson seriously proposed it as a question worwhether priests living in concubinage
must not be tolerated, as were the public prostitutes, to avoid a worse
evil, which might arise if they were compelled to separate from their
concubines
now that the number of those living in concubinage had
become so great. Against such, the penalty of excommunication was
not to be employed, because it could not be carried into effect.
If
the holy men of ancient times observed an opposite course, yet they
had never seen the evil so deep-rooted as it had now become and howimpossible was it to apply at the present time the ancient severity of
church discipline.
He asks for the abrogation gf ecclesiastical laws
of excommunication
which could no longer be enforced and which, so
priestly celibacy, that

thy

of mature consideration

;

;

;

long as they continued to exist

served only to disquiet the conscience.
He objects to the too light use of excommunication, whereby
incredible injury was done to souls, and at length contempt of all di-,
vine laws supei'induced.
It should be attempted to find out to what use
penance money could be applied to ascertain where other ecclesiastical
jjenalties would be more salutary according to the kind and magnitude
of the sins committed, and whether the turning of those fines, not to
pious objects, but to private emolument, did not give occasion for murnmring.
When all this and the like had been inquired into, the theologian who accompanied the bishop in his visitations should preach a
sermon adapted to the general intelligence of the laity, avoiding curious questions, and touching only upon such matters as might serve for
moreover the sermon
the improvement of manners and for edification
should remind the hearers of ^he general ground- work of the faith.
How ridicule of the saints might keep company with superstition, was
shown in that festum fatuorum, a service set up for sport by the
clergy themselves, on the festival of the innocents, the festival of the
circumcision of Christ, that of Epiphany, and on the fast days.
This abuse had crept in to such an extent, that Gerson proposed
in letter

;

;

it

as

a

serious

question,

in

what way

that

most

ungodly and
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custom, which prevailed throughout France, could be abolished,
Finally, he directs attention to the necessity
or at least moderated.
of taking pains for the improvement of the schools, holding that it was
foolish

—

from the children the reformation of the church must begin
a remark often on his lips.^
When the council of Pisa was about to be opened, Gerson addressed to it his Essay on the Unity of the Church,^ which he thus
" To those who are about to occupy themselves with the reesbegins
tablishment of concord in the church, one of those who are zealous for
this peace of the church wishes them all success in finding a way to
this end
And though he is himself chained and confined at home
by necessary business, so that he cannot attend the council, yet the
word of the Lord is not bound." He defends the authority of the council
first against objections growing out of the letter of the positive law that
that a
a council could not be held without the authority of the pope
person deprived of the papal authority must first obtain his dignity
that those who had renounced obedience to the pope,
over again
must be rejected as enemies ; that no man can call the pope to account-; particularly if he has not erred expressly against the articles
of faith, as he could be sentenced by no man, and was subject to no
one, and could not be a schismatic ; that it was dangerous for the pasthat each of the
tor to leave his flock as he must do if he abdicated
popes had done his utmost for the purification of the church, and wa^:?
that it was necessary to inquire on which
therefore free from fault
side lay the right and the truth, as without this knowledge those who
had erred could not come to repentance. Against these, he sets up
the following principles.
As the schism of the church had grown out of
a breach with God occasioned by sin, so the correction of had manners could be brought about only by reconciliation with God, the unity
How otherof the church only by humility before God, and prayer.
wise could men hope for a removal of the schism, if the cause continued to operate, unless it were done by the free grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ, who is wont to bestow great blessings even on the undewe must be co-workhe adds
serving and unthankful ? " But still
ers with him, especially at this moment when the enemy of peace is
He hints by way
furious because the return of peace seems nearer."
of warning, that this enemy would introduce the greatest hindrances
for the purpose of prolonging the schism, sowing discord among those
who were to labor for the unity of the church, by working upon their
He asserts that the church,
pride, or exciting covetousness or envy.
-by divine and natural right, with which no correctly understood positive right could be at variance, may,for the purpose of creating for herself one certain vicegerent of Christ, meet together in a general
:

!

;

;

;

;

—

—

and this not by the authority of the carby the aid of any prince, or other christian.
ordinances ought to serve only for the edification, not for the

council representing herself;
dinals alone, but also

Human

A

Rememoratio, ibid. p. 109:
pueris
vidctiir iiK'ipienda ecclesiae reformatio.
'

'

De

imitate ecclesiae. Ibid. p. 113.
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The council, for the
destruction of the church.
about that outward union, should proceed so that
first of all be given by the princes and others to
tending for the papal dignity, in case they were
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purpose of bringing
a safe conduct should
both individuals con-

willing to appear bethey had no confidence in
such a guaranty, the abdication should be required of them by delegates lawfully invested with full powers to demand it.
If they both
refused, the council should then proceed, without regard to them, to
the election of a universally acknowledged pope.
If some, however,
should remain obstinately devoted to one of the two popes, and would
not follow the judgment of the council, a thing hardly to be supposed,
then they must see to it each for himself, how this would stand with
the council and its adherents were free from all
their own salvation
responsibility about the schism.
If the reformation of the church in
its head and its members, without which no thorough eradication of the
schism could be effected, should be carried through at the council, still
the utmost zeal would be called for, and must be perseveringly employed, lest, by a just judgment of God some worse evil might ensue, if,
after the restoration of unity, the church fell back again into the old

fore the council to

fulfil

their oaths.

But

if

;

corruption.

>•

*'^«^.'

Gerson affirmed that there could be no positive law, which^as capable of being applied to the infinite variety of cases that might occur.
All positive laws corresponded to the necessities of particular times
and the unity of the chui-ch eoukl not how be restored, unless men
looked rather at the spirit than at the letter of the law, and expounded
;

it

according

The

to the eternal

laws of divine justice.

council of Pisa proceeded in strict conformity to the principles

of the university of Paris, which were every day more widely diffused,
and on which too the existence and authority of a council assembled

without the pope, and making itself judge over him, altogether deIn the midst of the transactions during the thirteenth sespended.
sion,

appeared an eminent theologian. Master Plaul, who set forth and
principles of the supreme authority of general councils,

expounded the
a

in

way

that

commanded

universal acquiescence. ^

The council was

opened by the cardinal Peter Philargi, archbishop of Milan, afterwards
nominated pope, with a discourse, in which he impressively described
the mischiefs which had arisen from the contest between the two popes.
He said " You know how those two wretched men calumniate one
:

another and disgrace themselves by invectives full of rant and fury.
Each calls the other antipope, obtruder, antichrist." What violence
was done by such language to Christian feeling how was right turned
"For
into wrong.!
says he
each of them to gain patrons in the
world, to make his own party stronger by this or that person, dare.s not
give a repulse to anybody that asks for anything.
The man whom one
rightly condemns, the other pronounces not bound. And thus all order
to confusion." 3
From the evils of the mischievous schism
is turned
which he portrays, he argues the necessity of the assembling of a

—

'

«

;

—

Quatuor ronsiderationes.
P. 119 A.
H. V. d. Hardt. torn. II. p. 132.

'

P. 98.
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general council, from which alone the cure was to be expected.
Not
he declared
had ever been
one of the more ancient councils
When, after the third citabrought together by causes more urgent.
tion, no delegate from the two popes appeared in their defence, they
Next, the
were condemned, first as contumacious, (in contumaciam.)
council declared, in its ninth session, that since Gregory and Benedict
had been unfaithful to the oaths they had taken on the matter of abdi-

—

—

cating for the good of the church, all might rightfully refuse to pay
Then in the fifteenth session they were
ecclesiastical obedience.

them

declared schismatics and heretics, and deposed from all their ecclesiAll of whatever rank, even kings and emperors,
astical dignities.
were absolved from the oath of obedience given to these popes, and
it was forbidden on penalty of the ban to recognize them henceforth as
the papal chair should from that
popes, and to obey them as such
moment be considered as vacant. To the protest of the emperor Rupert, who was devoted to the cause of Gregory, no regard whatever
was paid. When, after the eighteenth session, the delegates of Pope
Benedict XIII., escorted by an envoy from the king of Aragon, who
was an adherent of Benedict, appeared, they were received with loud
One protocol reports,^ " a cry rose against them
and violent outcries.
When one of the delegates, the archbishop
as if they were Jews."
of Taraco, named him as pope, he was interrupted with loud shouts,
and the delegates afterwards retired without accomplishing anything.
The council had now, as they supposed, resolved one of the problems.
By deposing the two popes they had put an end to the schism so
that nothing stood any longer in the way of the election of a uniBut, in truth, this was so only in
versally acknowledged pope.
appearance ; for Gregory and Benedict had still their adherents and
if a new pope were to be chosen, he could the less reckon upon a universal acknowledgment, unless by what he did for the good of the
church, he was wise enough to gain over the hearts of the rebellious.
In this regard, the most important thing was the reformation of the
church in capite et memhris, which had so long been earnestly desired.
That without this, a thorough extirpation of the schism was not to be
thought of, had indeed been emphatically testified by such men as
D'Ailly, Gerson, and Clemangis.
In the sixteenth session, the cardinals pledged themselves, that whichever of them should be elected
pope, would not break up the council until one of the necessities of the
church, a satisfactory reformation in capite et membris, should be
effected.
The cardinals then proceeded to elect a pope, and the
•choice fell upon the cardinal Peter Philargi, archbishop of Milan.
This person, then sixty years old, was born in Candia, while that island stood under the rule of the Venetians. He was of Greek descent.
Having been early left an orphan, he was adopted when a
boy by the Franciscans and care was bestowed upon his education
within the order.
Thus he became himself a member of it. He had
;

:

;

;

visited the

most eminent universities, Oxford and Paris, and was
'

Sessio specialis, p. 142.

es-
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teemed as a man well-skilled in the scholastic theology of the day.
The account given of him by the free-spirited Theodoric of Niem
would not lead us to regard him exactly as a man of spiritual temper
He knew nothing else to say of him, except that he liked
or life.
to enjoy life,

lie called himself Alexander

and drank strong wine.'

The Parisian Chancellor Gerson, who had been prevented from
attending the earlier sessions of the council, still came in time after
Y.

the completion of the

pope's election, to preach

a discourse before

Alexander V., amid the assembled council, in which he confirmed
the principles on which the council of Pisa had acted, and reminded
He took for his text Acts 1 6,
the pope of his duties to the church.^
and from the words of this passage proceeded to draw the contrast between the actual state of the church and what it should be, as repreand he invited the pope to engage
senting the kingdom of God
with all zeal in the work of bringing the church to the realization of
this idea.
He certainly could not have known by what kind of movements this papal election had been brought about, nor could he have
divined what was to be expected from an election which had been so
brought about, when he praised all that had thus far been done by the
council as a work of God.
The church, he began, sighing under the
" When wilt thou
evils of the schism, had cried out to the Lord
restore again the kingdom in Israel ? " and this prayer had in part
:

;

:

" For

been heard.

Comes

it

—

says he

not from Christ

?

— from whom comes

Whence

your choice

this

?

so wonderful a convocation of the

council ?
Whence the unheard of agreement of men just before contending with each other ?
Whence so speedy an assemblage of so
many bishops and learned men ? Assuredly from God who is not a
God of confusion but of peace." He next defends the council, as a
work of God, from objections made against its validity. '^ The pope
had not convoked it therefore it was but a conventicle.
ridiculous
and unreasonable judgment."
He adverts to the examples of assem-.
blies occurring in the acts of the apostles, which had not been convoked by the apostle Peter the example of the general council of Nice,
which had not been assembled by the Roman bishop Silvester, but by
the Emperor Constantino
the example of the fifth ecumenical council, to the meeting of which, as he supposes, the bishops had mutualljT
invited each other. " Were these, then, conventicles ? Be very careful
And suppose now
how you assert any such thing.
says he
the division among Christians renders it uncertain which of the
two rivals they should reverence as the pope ?
Suppose the pope, which
is a very rare case, should fall into heresy? "
He cites the example of
;

;

;

;

—

—

who had subscribed an Arian confession of faith, of Marcellinus who is said to have offered to idols.
Suppose one oppresses
Christendom with intolerable burdens ? Dost thou leave us any other
remedy against so grievous distempers ? I do leave such an one,
thou wilt say.
I beheve it, most assuredly ; for thou wouldst attribute
Liberius

'
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and not recognize it
wholesomely established of God, whose works are all perfect, if it
were capable of being attacked by a distemper to which no remedy
Yet in the cases mentioned no remedy is left, if
could be applied.
the church could never come together unless convoked by the pope."
He then represents the church as turning to the pope, and addressing
him the invitation to restore the kingdom to Israel. He represents her
He reminds the pope
as expressing the hopes he had inspired her with.
speaks of the
of the obligation to preach the gospel to all nations
Saracens, of the people of India, who needed the restoration of pure
doctrine, because they had been so long separated from the church
He next comes to speak of the Greeks, to whom he ac
of Rome.
knowledges that the Latins were greatly indebted and thinks he may
be the more brief on this point, inasmuch as he is speaking before
He then invites the pope so tj
one descended from this nation.
direct his efforts that the remains of the schism, the two popes still
having their parties, might be destroyed, which could easily be brought
to the church-constitution too great imperfection,

as one

;

;

He
about by his zeal and the activity of the princes united with him.
He
proceeds next to speak of the internal condition of the church.
speaks of the dissolution of ecclesiastical order occasioned by the papal
describes how the bishops had broken loose from the
exemptions
archbishops, and so again the subordinates of the bishops from their
He complains that the monks, who for the purpose of deauthority.
:

voting their life exclusively to works of christian charity and to science,
had voluntarily renounced all earthly possessions ^the mendicants were
or if they could have no
aspiring after the highest spiritual dignities
" It is singular,
hope of obtaining them, after the inferior benefices.
that none should be so eager to grow rich, as those whose vocation forbids

—

—

;

For why do they incessantly besiege the ears of
to be rich.
Let them answer
the pope, with the hope of extorting new benefices ?
it to themselves, whether they have in view the common good, rather
than to fill their own purses, to live in splendor, and bid adieu toAlbeit experience has taught
the poverty which they have vowed.
me much, yet I will not judge." He complains that nearly all defied

them

with the greatest vehemence the ecclesiastical laws, sometimes asking
for permission to unite oSices which were incompatible with each other
sometimes to enjoy the revenues of benefices as absentees somesometimes to obtain high dignities before the maturity of years
times not to be compelled to receive ordination, and a thousand other
Was it not intolerable, that the great
things forbidden by the laws.
;

;

should give up the flocks entrusted to them, as a prey to
wolves, and daily busy themselves in the computation of princely
finances, disregarding the commandment of the apostle Paul, 2 Tim. 2:
4 ? He inveighs against those prelates who engaged in the trade of war,
What was more
and from bishops turned into commanders of armies.
shameful than to see learned men of good manners, either deprived of

'prelates

ordination,

spiritual office, or occupying the lowest pounlearned and vicious rose 'to the highest places ;

and without any

sitions, while

the
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where all strife should be banished afar, there
Scarcely was there a benefice bestowed,
was sown broadcast.
which the pope did not confer on one man, the legate on another^ and
And was it less absurd, that these benefices
the bishop on a third.
should be conferred more out of respect to human favor or fear, to impure desires, to relationship, or to some whim, than from judgment
and selection ? To these abuses he traced all the divisions. " Do
much more
they not strive
he represents the church as saying
how they may secure benefices by the laws of Justinian, than how
indignation, that

strife

—

—

may teach the people the law of Christ ? Do I say teach ? nay,
For what man of the whole number of
I should rather say learn.
priests canst thou point out to me, who is not unskilled in the law of
"
Christ ?
Do they not labor much more after gain than to win souls ?
He laments those extortions practised on the communities, for which
He complains of the concubinunjust complaints served as a pretext.
He represents the church
age, the open debaucheries of ecclesiastics.
as expressing the hope, that the pope who from childhood had been

they

bred up in the severe spiritual life, would call spiritually-minded men
" If
to the benefices, and hold unspiritual men at a distance,
you do this, which the duty of the high calling you have
says he
undertaken necessitates, then, after the extirpation of all roots of

—

—

The
schism, christian peace will again take possession of the world.
therefore
depravation of manners wos the first cause of the evil
Then he
the reformation of manners will be the first cause of good."
comes to the immediate attendants on the pope, reminding him that he
would not have it in his power to accomplish such a work without the
He advises him
concurrence of those who were stationed near him.
:

minor
and most important.
to care less for

things,

and

to

expend

all hjs

zeal on the greatest

Before his coronation, the pope declared that he
himself with the reformation of the church, as he and
cardinals had pledged themselves to do previous to the
he proposed that pious and learned men should be
every nation, to labor at this task in connection with

should occupy
the rest of the
election.

And

selected out of
the cardinals.^

the twentieth session he confirmed all the measures that had been
taken by the cardinals, since the time they had come together, for
the union of the church, and all the decrees and ordinances of the
jlU

council
and he Avas disposed to complete all that was still wanting, in
a juridical and practical point of view, whenever and to whatever
He united the two parties among the
extent it might be necessary.
cardinals, Roman and French, so that for the future they should form
together one college. It is deserving of remark, that the pope thought
it necessary to confirm the judgments and ordinances of the council,
a thing,
and to supply what was wanting in order to their valitlity,
;

—

taken conflicted with the recognition of the
unconditional supreme authority of general councils, and by which at
bottom the principles on which depended the validity of his own elec-

however, which

strictly

'
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Neither was the earnestly desired reformation
but the pope directed, in
the twenty-second session, that after three years a general council
should again assemble, at some place which should be designated a
And it was next ordered in the final session, the
year beforehand.
twenty-third, that " Whereas the pope had it in purpose, in connection with the council, to reform the church in its head and members
and whereas, by the grace of God, much had been actually set in
order by him
and whereas, many other things, relating to the order
of the prelates and other subordinate ecclesiastical persons, still remained to be done, which, owing to the premature departure of the
prelates and delegates, could not be brought about, therefore, the
transactions respecting the reformation should be suspended until the
meeting of the above mentioned second council, and then and there
continued."
This next council was, therefore, to be a continuation of
the council of Pisa.
Such was the termination of the council, from
which men had expected at length the subdual of the schism, and the
renovation of the church.
The most striking judgment on the course of proceedings at this
council, and the causes why it so little answered the expectations
which it had excited, is passed by Nicholas of Clemangis, the man
" What means 2 it to crj^
best informed about the faults of his time.
Peace, Peace, when there is no peace, except it be only to have
regard for temporal peace and neglect spiritual, without which not
even any true and cei^tain temporal peace can be obtained ?
What
else at the council of Pisa deceived the church of God and the people,
and made them cry out Peace, Peace, when there was no peace ?
Was it not just this, that fleslily-minded men, filled with worldly
desires, which get the upper hand wherever love grows cold, inflamed
and quite blinded with the zeal of getting benefices, prevented the
reformation of the church, which the majority of believers and of welldisposed men longed after beyond all things else
and immediately
proceeded to a new election ?
And when this had been effected, and
they had obtained the desired promotions, they cried out. It is peace.
And after the council was dissolved, they returned home with the
peace Avhich they were after, that is, with their promotions."
As an
example to show the mischief which must inevitably arise, when a
council imagine themselves following the suggestions of the Holy
Ghost, without having first taken pains to make tiiemselves susceptible
of his guidance by a suitable temper, he cites this council of Pisa.-^
" Those
who attended the council of Pisa, decreed and
he says
published, that by a new election, which was hastily made in compliance with the wishes of a few aimbitious men, they had removed
And who in the
schisms from the church and restored peace to her.
church is so blind as not to understand, clearly by experience, how
much they themselves and the whole church were deceived by that
tion,

were unsettled.

of the church brought about at this council

;

^

;

;

—

;

—

'

p. 155.

—

*
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Opinion ? Nothing worse could have been clone to the church, notlfur^
more clangorous to union, than before every thing had been duly
arranged, and placed on the basis of security and concord, so as to be

—

the very
all, to proceed to a new election,
thing which, from the beginning, had laid the foundation of schism,
had prolonged it to such a duration, and had in so incredible a manable to treat of peace at

ner brought the church down

to the ground.
So long as the hankering after benefices causes this same thing to be done, so long shall we
look in vain for a union of the church.
What Clemangis here says, we find confirmed, when we come to

more exact knowledge of the intrigues which had brought
about the election of Pope Alexander, and of all that contributed to
So far was it from being
promote the evils thai followed in its train.
true, that anything had been reformed, everything, in fact, went on
from worse to worse, till the evil reached its climax, and thus the fall
The person, who, at the last
of his power was a necessary result.
moment, had labored most to bring about this election, and who from
henceforward obtained the greatest influence, was Cardinal Balthazar
one who could
Oossa, of Bologna, a man stained with every crime,
only in these times of extreme corruption have risen to the highest
spiritual dignities.
He had, as Theodoric of Niem, an eye-witness
obtain a

—

of

many

in a

of these events, relates, begun his career when a young man,
then he had spent several
of himself, as a pirate

manner worthy

:

years at the university of Pisa, as Theodoric of Niem characteristically expresses it, sub figura studentis ; following the habit he had
accjuired from his earher occupation as a pirate, to wake by night,
Pope
and to sleep all day, " or till three o'clock in the afternoon."

under whom the worst characters were chiefly promoted, drew him to the Roman court and made him a cardinal.
He
exercised, as papal legate at Bologna, an unlimited dominion,^ and he
made use of it to enrich himself in every possible way. All means to
He shrunk from no crime, practhis end were right enough for him.
tised the most unblushing extortions, and every species of impudent
In such a time
simony, and abandoned himself to every excess.
of corruption, he was able by his immense wealth to obtain great
Already, at
influence, which enabled him to carry out his objects.
the council of Pisa, he was to be chosen pope ; but he did not. then
shoose it himself, preferring to push forward another first, who could
present a better show for hmiself, and whom he might still be able to
It was that weak old man, Alexander V., whom
govern entirely.
Of course, a papal governBalthazar had wholly under his control.
ment which stood under the influence of so infamous a character as
Balthazar Cossa, was suited neither to gain new friends nor to put
down the schism. Thus what had been gained, was three popes inBalthazar Cossa was more at home in diplomatic negostead of two.
tiations and enterprises of war, than in spiritual affairs. He understood
how to draw oft' his old friend, the companion of his debaucheries,
lioniface IX.,

'
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Niem de
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Joh. XXIII,

c
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King Ladislaus of Naples, from the cause of Pope Gregory. He
understood how to bring it about to have Rome open her gates tc
Alexander V. The latter was now invited to take his seat in Rome.
But Balthazar Cossa, who would have him more in his own power at
Bologna, did not allow of this ; he must go to Bologna and there he
soon died, in the year 1410.
far-spread report accused Cardmal
Cossa of deliberately taking him off by poison.
The former now
mounted the papal throne under the name of John XXIII., the
;

A

greatest monster that had ever, or at least that had, since the abominations in the tenth and eleventh centuries, polluted the papal chair.

As Balthazar Cossa had until now risen from one high post to another
by bribery and corruption, so he hoped he should by the same meang
succeed as pope, in whatever he undertook
that by his money, his
power and his policy, he should be able to repress all the counteractive influences of that better spirit, which, for so long a time, had
been earnestly and ardently longing after a reformation of the church.
And at the beginning all seemed to go well. He hoped he should be
able to gain over the university of Paris, whose free voices he had
most reason to fear, by the bestowment of numerous benefices and
;

other gratifications.

D'Ailly reports, in his treatise on the Necessity
little later and near the beginPope John who had probably
been told by some Ultramontanes, that if he only gained over the
university of Paris, he had nothing further to fear, heaped upon it a
multitude of benefices to the injury of other corporations, and that of
of Reformation, which he composed a
ning of the council of Constance, that

own court.i With the same object in view, he created Gerson's
teacher and friend, the above mentioned Pierre d'Ailly, archbishop of
Cambray, a cardinal. It had indeed already been ordered by the
council of Pisa, that after three years a council should be held to
carry forward the reformation of the church, which had not been
completed at Pisa.
Pope John hoped to be able in this case also
again to disappoint the expectation of the nations, and turn the counhis

'

He actually convoked in Rome, at the time fixed
year 1412, a reformatory council ; but who could expect
that anything whatever would result from a council in Rome, and
under the management of the most abominable of popes ? Only a few
Italian prelates attended, and having busied themselves with some
unimportant matters, the council, after a few sessions, broke up.2 We
cil

into a farce.
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find in a letter by Nicholas of Clemangis, a man whose authority ca;i
generally be relied upon, a story, which, if not literally true, yet
serves to mark the aspect in which such a council under such a j^ope

must needs have presented

itself to

contemporaries.

At

the celebra-

tion of the tnissa spiritus sancti previous to the

opening of this council, when the Veni Creator spiritus was sung according to the usual
custom, an owl flew suddenly, with a startling hoot, into the middle of
the church, and perching itself upon a beam opposite the pope, stared
him steadily in the face, at which the prelates whispered round " Behold yonder the Holy Ghost in the shape of an owl "
The pope
seemed greatly embarrassed and annoyed. First, he turned pale,
then red and, finally, had no other way of helping the matter but by
dissolving the meeting.'
The story, to be sure, is not literally correct,
as here related ; but it is instructive to learn, from an eye-witness,
the real fact upon which this story was founded.
Theodoric of Niem
relates, that once, on the festival of Whitsuntide, while the pope was
holding divine service in his chapel, during the chant of the Veni
Creator spiritus, an owl flew into the chapel
and this was considered
in Rome a bad omen. 2
Such was the foundation of the story. What
Theodoric of Niem, an eye-witness, and an altogether trustworthy
reporter, relates in so simple a way, did undoubtedly happen
just as
elsewhere in history, incidents not without symbolical
significance
and prophetic truth, do actually occur, though a vulgar spirit of analysis, whose bent is to trivialize all historical facts, vainly attempts to
deny it. Not without good reason did this incident leave a singularly
strong impression on the minds of many living in those times.
They
might well look upon it as something ominous. In this way it came
about that the fact was transferred to that hypocritical farce of the
self-called reformatory council, whose character it so well befitted
;
and the incident was shaped by the imagination into the form of a
miraculous event.
Meantime the university of Paris had been zealously engaged in
preparing for a reformation of the church.
Soon after the close of
the council at Pisa, and the election of Alexander V., Gerson delivered, before the king of France, in the name of the university, a dis:

!

;

;

;

course of great weight, as containing the exposition of its nrinciples.
yet understood, for so we may gather from Gerson's
discourse, that all hopes of removing the schism were to be again
disappointed, and that the evil must go on increasing.
Gerson had
It was not as

fixed his hopes

meet

after

ought

upon the council announced beforehand, which was

three

years.

"All well-disposed persons

to labor with the fact full
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council is to assemble.' "
Already he meditated far-reaching plans,
embracing more than simply the reformation of the Western church.
The prospect opened before him of a restoration of church concord
which should unite in one the churches of the West and of the East.
The best of opportunities, as he supposed, were now present for bringing about a union with the Greeks, inasmuch as they now had for pope
a learned man of this nation, who had himself visited the East as
papal legate.2
And the impending council seemed to him to be peculiarly fitted to prepare the way for such a union
since it was to be
expected that the Greeks also would be induced to send delegates to
it.
The supposed restoration of church unity at the council of Pisa,
appeared to him as an invitation to labor more earnestly for the glorifying of the church
for he reckoned to this the doing away of that
ancient schism.
And that the former had been successfully accomplished at the council of Pisa appeared to him as a sign which augured
favorably for the latter.3
Undoubtedly, if the position taken by the
Parisian theologians could possibly have gained the general sanction,
then by means of the already mentioned distinction between the necessary and the accidental, the mutable and the immutable, in the determinations and oniinances of the church, the business of bringing about
such a union of the churches Avould have been very much facilitated.
" Men should not"
" feel themselves universally bound,
said he
by the positive determinations of the popes, to recognize and hold fast
07ie kind of church-governance as necessary, in things which had no
:

;

—

—

direct concern with the truths of evangelical faith."
good reason, This consideration, rightly apprehended,

He
is

pal key to the effecting of a union between

says with

the princi-

Greeks and Latins ^ for
which perhaps would not
result in any injury to the divine law.
We should in all such
things follow the principle of Augustin, that national customs ought
they

many modes and ways

differ in

of

;

life

Among such unimportant differences he
reckoned the distinction with regard to the use of leavened or unleavened bread. The Greeks, he thinks, would fall into an error of faith,
only in case they should maintain, that the first gospels had reported
what was untrue in their account of the time of the paschal supper.
Among tkese he reckoned also the marriage of priests among the
Greeks, and several other things. According to the same principle
of a manifold variety perfectly consistent with the essential unity of
the church, in the particular church institutions, he requires also the
invariably to be respected.

reestablishment of the liberties of the Galilean church, in spite of the
Roman curialists. It is remarkable that Gerson,
while he maintained the necessity of agreement in the truths of faith
to the neglect of subordinate differences which might exist without
injury to the former, impugns as a vulgar error the opinion, that every
man may be saved in his own particular religion.^
may doubtless

contradiction of the

We
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from

this, that the corruption of the church, which allowed sc
be known of the practical influence of the truths of faith, had
already led many to hold these truths themselves as of little practical
account, Gerson signalizes as opposite errors, the assertion of Marsi-

infer

little to

Padua and

of Wicklif, that the pope ought not to have secular
and the principle expressed by Boniface
A^III., that to the one. spiritual power of the pope, all secular authorlius of

])roperty, nor secular rule,

ity must be subjected.'
Much as Gerson was disposed to allow a
certain degree of freedom to church development, yet he could not

tolerate the idea, that this freedom should pass beyond the limits of
such a uniformity of doctrine, as had shaped itself into a system

among

the theologians of the university of Paris.
The Parisian theology was to constitute a legislative power for all theological development, so as to preclude the possibility of all revolution.
This explains
the conduct of Gerson in opposing the freer movement which proceeded from Bohemia.
He cites the remarkable words of the Duke of
Lancaster to the Duke of Burgundy, respecting the mutual relation
of the theological tendencies of those times at Oxford and at Paris.
" "We have, in England, men of finer imagination but the Parisians
;

have a true, solid and safe theology." 2 At this time, the university
of Paris supposed that, from the foundation which had been laid at
the council of Pisa, the restoration of church unity must go everywhere into effect. Alexander V. appeared as the sole legitimate pope
and Gerson proposed, that the other princes and nations should also
be prevailed upon, by negotiation, to recognize him as such.
The
corruption of the church, and the longing after and the presentiment
of its renovation, called forth in different countries, and in the case of
lifferent men, and in different forms
as, for example, in Bohemia,
in the case of John Militz,in the case of Matthias of Janow, and as we
see also in France, in the case of Nicholas of Clemangis and Gerson,
the expectation of the near-approaching destruction of the world.
Yet even in regard to this matter again, the sober, intellectual spirit
" But Avho knows
He says
of Gerson clearly manifests itself.
whether it is not God's will, that the end of the world should draw
nigh, and that all should betake themselves to the one Christian faith,
and to that common union, which must precede the end of the world,
though I announce nothing as certain, and prophesy nothing about
what -may be expected, when God would not reveal this, his own
"
secret, to Apostles and Prophets 3
The expectations which were cherished when Gerson deUvered hia
discourse in the name of the Paris University, were destined soon to
It could not fail to be very soon known how egrebe disappointed.
giously men had been mistaken, when the events which we have described took place.
How much could be learned from the experience
Nor did the instructive lesson pass unheeded. In vain
of a few years
had John XXIII. tried to conciliate the University of Paris by pri-

—

—

:

1

!

'
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vate benefits.

man

to draw over to
The men who had labored most

In vain had he tried

as d'Ailly.

his interest

such a

to bring about the

meeting of a general council at Pisa, were the men who labored also
most zealously to arrange matters so that another council might effect
Cardinal d'Ailly, to guard
what this council had failed to accomplish.
against the danger of again falling into the same mistakes, presented
to view, in a letter addressed to his disciple Gerson, the difficulties ly-

way of a restoration of unity and of a reformation of the
church by a general council. i If, says he, a new general council
should actually be convened, of what use would it be ? Suppose even,
that all three of the popes should abdicate of their own accord, or else
be forced to leave their places and instead of them, a new one should
be elected, as at Pisa ; yet the cardinals would again take the choice
into their own hands, and they would again choose a man out of their
own body, who would be no better than the former ones. And thus
the old mischief will go on as long as the cardinals remain the same.
But suppose the council should light upon some other method of election, and the choice should fall upon a man of an altogether different
stamp from the earlier ones ; then the cardinals would, without doubt,
refuse to acknowledge a person so entirely different from themselves,
and some new and worse division would grow out of this. Thus a complication of difficulties meets us on all sides.
He points to the council
of Pisa as a warning example. Although the cardinals had in their letters, sent forth in all directions, promised a council for the reformation
of the church in its head and members, yet they had chosen out of their
body Alexander V., who, although a great theologian, yet was wholly
inexperienced in the things belonging to his office
and what the cardinals required of him he had conceded without demur, and without
daring to refuse anything.
Hence they had overwhelmed him with
one new demand after another, and could never have enough.
Upon this, chancellor Gerson composed his Treatise on the mode in
which the unity of the church should be restored and its reformation
brought about at a council 2 where he endeavored to point out how
the difficulties and hindrances presented to view by d'Ailly, could be
met and disposed of.
Gerson proceeds on the principle, ever maintained by him, that all positive laws must yield to the greatest good of
the whole,
the power as well of the civil magistrate as of the head
of the church, was conditioned on this. If kings by the law of inheritance could be deposed where the good of the state required it how
much more should popes, created such by election, be liable to ejection
from office, when the good of the church required it ?
On this point,
Gerson expresses himself in a way deserving of notice " Will it
be said that a pope, whose father and great-grandfather before him
hardly got beans enough perhaps to satisfy the cravings of hunger,
that the son of some Venetian fisherman, must maintain the papal dignity to the hurt of the entire commonwealth of the church, and with
ing in the

;

;

;

—

;

:
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For the sake of this, must sc
Look
says he
a pope
a man, descended from men, earth from earth, a sinner and subject

to sin, the

souls of

?

men

—

?

son of a poor peasant a few days ago

papal chair.

Does such an one become a

—

he is exalted to the
man, a saint, without

;

sinless

the least repentance for his sins, without confessing them, without contrition of heart ?
Who has made him a saint ? Not the Holy Ghost
it is not dignity of station that brings the influences of the Holy
Ghost, but the grace of God and love
not the authority of the office,
for it may be enjoyed by bad men as well as good." The popes might, as

for

;

history taught,
priests.

modern
fleshly."

"

fall into

precisely the

We see — says he — as

prelates

and

same sms with those who are not

clear as noon-day, that the actions of

priests are not of a spiritual kind, but secular

The higher

and
by the pope, the more bound

the position held

was he to observe the law of Christ.^ Were there actually a universallyacknowledged pope, it would be his duty to use every means for restoring peace to the church, even to the laying down of his own office.
Where, then, there were three, quarrelling with one another for the
papacy, they were bound to renounce their arrogated rights.
As the
church of Christ is clearly manifested to be one, so there should be but
one pope, recognized by all and manifest to all.
But how could this
be so, when two or three are quarrelling with one another about the papacy, as if they were contending for the eternal inheritance ? He cites,
as opposed to this, the words of Christ to the apostles, Luke 22: 25.
In the next place, it was evident that Christ gave no greater power to
Peter than he himself exercised while on earth. The pope, therefore,
had no other to administer.
Why presume, then, to contend for that
which does not belong to him ? Nor was it to be believed that, if Paul
had said to Peter, thou art not pope or Roman bishop
thou art only
bishop of Antioch, but I am bishop of the Roman church, he would
have contended with Paul or any other man saying the same, about
the papacy but he would simply have said, I bid you God-speed rule
in the name of God, as that is what you seek. '* See then, ye believers
says he
that if we obey those who are thus contending wi*:h eacli
other and rending in pieces the church, we grievously sin.
Long ere
this, would they have quitted the grasp of their tyrannical rule, had
you not indulged them with your obedience."
But in holding fast to the abstract notion alone, that all else must
give place to the greatest good of the church, Gerson was driven into
principles contrary to good morals, and allowed that the end sanctifies
the means. For he says, " If those two or three will not yield, it remains only to resort to stronger measures
to depose them and expel
them from the communion of the church to subtract our obedience to
them. Bu-t still if by these means the highest interest of the church can;

;

;

—

—

;

;

Item papa non est supra dei evangeliam, quod sic ejus auctoritas esset major
auctoritate Christi, iicc tunc ejus potestas
derivaretur a Christo subjicitur ergo ut
alter Christianus in omnibus praecepto et
'
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not be promoted, then we must bring about the holy concord of the
church by cunning, by fraud, by force of arms, by promises, by presents, and money ; finally, by resorting to imprisonment and the taking
of life, or by any other means whatever whereby the unity of the church
can be promoted."-' In inviting men to renounce their obedience to
" For if we
popes who gave scandal to the entire church, he says
:

suppose the case, that the universal church, whose head is Christ, had
no pope ; still a believer^ who should depart from the world in charity,
would be saved ; for when two or three individuals are contending
with each other about the papacy, and the truth on this matter is not
known to the universal church ;^ the fact that this or that individual is
pope cannot be an article of faith, nor can anything depend upon it,
nor any Christian be bound to believe it. And for this reason the apostles, in drawing up the creed, did not say
I believe in the pope, or in
the vicar of Christ ; for the common faith of Christians does not repose
upon the pope, who is but a single person, and may err ; but they
said
I believe in one holy, catholic church.
He distinguishes the
outward apostolic church, to which even wicked men might belong,
from the catholic church as the community of saints. How could popes,
then, belong to this latter church, who, for the sake of their own private advantage, were contending for the papacy, and lived in the condition of mortal sin ?
He starts the objection " Should the legitimate pope John convoke the council, and choose to preside over it,
who would venture to oppose his will ? Who would venture to seek
As the popes had already, by
the greatest good of the church ?"
their special and general reservations, robbed the universal church,
laid waste the monasteries, invented a thousand ways of bestowing
benefices and getting money
so it would not be easy to find a man
who would be inclined to give up so gainful a papacy and give peace
to the universal church.
But suppose the pope not to be serious in
convoking the council ; then, on the penalty of incurring a mortal sin,
the prelates with the princes were bound to convoke it as soon as possible
to cite before it the pope and those contending with him about
But sup*
the papacy, and if they refused to appear, to depose them.
pose the pope should convoke the council, but not in a safe place.
But suppose the place were
Christians were not bound to go there.
safe, yet subject to the pope's dominion, so that there could be no liberty of speech there. Christians, who are no longer servants of the law,
Whenever,
but free sons of grace, were not bound to appear there.
then, the question on hand related to the deposing of the pope or to a
censure of his conduct, or a limitation of his power, it noways belonged
to him to convoke the general council, but to the prelates, the cardibut where the question on hand re
nals, bishops, and secular rulers
lated to the reformation of a province or a kingdom, to the extirpation
of heresies, the defence of the faith, then it was the business of the
:

:

:

;

;

;

'
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convoke the council.'
It appeared to him
emperor should convoke the
council, and, as defender of the faith, preside over it, and find some
method of restoring again the flock of Christ.^ D'Ailly had made the
objection that the next council, inasmuch as it was but a continuation
of the council of Pisa, would bring nothing better to pass.
To this
Gerson replies, There can be nothing so good but that there may be
Since then the new council may do something
something still better.
still better than the first, where, according to the opinion of all, a certain
over-hastiness prevailed, and where everything had been done with
heat and precipitanc}' and not with due deliberation, so that in truth
it had not answered its end, of restoring unity to the church and bringand since too many foreign matters had been
ing all under one pope
introduced at that time ; so the future council might possibly prove to
be a holier and more perfect one.3 Although Gerson acknowledged
the necessity of a change in the laws, to render them more conformable
to the times, still he would not concede to the pope the right of dispensing with any laws enacted by a council, or of making any modifiHe well understood how everything would thus be
cations in them.
unsettled again.
Such power ought not to be entrusted to any single
man it should be reserved to another general council.* He then
complains of the arbitrary deviations from laws enacted by the older
councils, laws which had become almost a matter of ridicule.
The
most wanton extortions in filling up church offices, had proceeded
from the court at Avignon, because none of the cardinals were able
to keep up royal state, unless daily sustained by supplies flowing to
them from all quarters through such modes of gain. And when that
new union, which he calls a talis quads, was. brought about at Pisa, the extortions had been carried to a still greater extent.s
He proposes that a new council should be held every five or six years, Avhere
a more complete reformation in all things might be carried through.e
/Gerson says,''' " Because the prelates of our time are dumb dogs,
these mischievous constitutions and reservations have taken the place
of rights and laws
s(i that it is frightful to recount the number of
evils which have thereby been occasioned
as for example that the
intimates of the cardinals, occasionally murderers, ignorant men, cooks,
grooms, mule-drivers, may obtain canonicates in cathedral churches
while those who have obtained a degree in any of the faculties can
not get at them." / D'Ailly had suggested the query, as to what should
be done in case the pope with his cardinals persisted in clinging to the
old corruptions, and gave themselves no concern about any of the
laws enacted by the council
to which Gerson rephes
"As those
priests of Baal, who themselves devoured the ofierings presented to
Baal, and told the people on the next day that Baal had devoured
them, and were all destroyed when the cheat came to be exposed, so
was it with those high priests who lied to God and men with indulthe only

means

to

for deliverance, that the

;

:

;

;

:

'

*
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gences, dispensations, and blessings,

who preached mxwh falseliood,
good evil, and evil good.
If these v^ere not wholly extir|)ated,
so that pope Boniface'' s p>hx7itation, which God had not planted, should
be destroyed and utterly banished from human society, he feared the
church would never be reformed in the head and members, but that
extortions would continually rise in enormity, till the pope and cardinals got into their hands all the property in the world
and then there
would be no apostolical chair, but only an apostatical one no divine
see, but a seat of Satan, on which no man ought to sit, but from which
every man should recoil. ^ No prelate,^ when the reservations and valuations of the benefices were made, having shown the least opposition,
either from weakness or ignorance or a regard to their own advantage,
the pope and cardinals had, for nearly a hundred years, declared that
those reservations had obtained the validity of law
and that a general council could not alter them ; which was false.
No. Let the
calling

;

;

;

prelates rise up, let them present to God the sacrifice of righteousness, and let them try to banish forever those robberies by the Roman

chancery

for such things could not be prescribed to the prejudice of
;
the church, things that conflicted with its very being.
To get hold of
this money from the benefices, thousands of officials had been appoint-

ed at the

Roman

court, and perhaps not one could be found among
" There
there for the promotion of virtue.
says
he
the daily talk is of castles, of territorial domains, of the different
kinds of weapons, of gold ; but seldom or never of chastity, alms,

them

—

all

—

who was

righteousness, faith, or holy manners ; so that the court, once a spiritual one. has become a secular, devilish, tyrannical court, and worse

How can the
servant of the servants of God on earth, when
to please princes, kings, and tyrants, than God and
his saints ?
Were the pope, indeed, servant of the servants of God,
as he styles himself in the beginning of his bulls, he would obey and
serve the poor who are God's servants, or at least show care for them
by works of mercy. " But where will you find charity in a pope ? "
manners and
pope
says he 3
he is more ready
in

—

civil

— be

transactions than any other."

He complains that no poor, no pious man, seeking help in spiritual or
bodily distress, could be admitted into the papal palace.
You may,
indeed, see soldiers and tyrants decked in purple go in to him
but
never an ill-clad, poor man, though he may be learned and conscien;

tious.
He is no longer " servant of the servants of God," but rather,
" John, the lord of lords." When tyrannical princes, men of bad lives,
oppressors of the church, apply to the pope with their petitions for
spme castle or other, or to obtain a beneficium, or a bishopric for their

favorites, the petitions of

such are sooner listened to than those of
affirmed, did not belong to the
to him, of binding in heaven and
on earth ; ^ all that had been given him was the power of announcing
and of absolving in spiritual things. He did but announce that he
whom he absolved was absolved, he whom he bound was bound in the

The power, he
pope, which was commonly ascribed
better princes."

'

*
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church.
Not the pope, but God only could forgive sins. If it should
be asked, to what end was the convocation of such a general council,
the answer was, that it was called more particularly for two objects
;

the union of the church under one head

secondly, union in the
customs and laws of the primitive church.
And if it should be objected, that the means were doubtful, and therefore unsafe, especially as
there was already a pope ;
to this he replied, that although we have,
first,

;

'

according

but one pope, yet in point of fact there are two
others besides.
Let there be assembled, then, a council to carry out
what was resolved upon at the council of Pisa, or, if this could not be
done, as was probable, and if the two other popes were ready to
appear at a general council, and to abdicate there, in case John XXIII.
would do the same, then the latter was bound, if a deliverance of the
church was in no other way possible, to give up willingly for this object even more than a papacy, so that the whole christian commonwealth might not, for the sake of one individual who was a sinner and
be
neither exemplary nor virtuous,
brought to destruction.
Were
he a virtuous man, he would follow the example of Christ, who came
not to do his own will, but the will of Him that sent him.
He would
submit to the will of the whole church and lay down his papacy, if it
Even though there were a true, undoubted,
required him to do so.
and universally acknovvledged pope, he would be necessitated to do
this by the demand of a general council, in case the church could not
otherwise be helped ; and to obey without contradiction all the ordiD'Ailly had presented the objection,
nances of that general council.
to right,

that in case of a vacancy of the

among

imperial throne, and a contention

the elector-princes, obeying different popes, a convocation of

the council from such a quarter could not be

made;

to

which Gerson^

could not be done, then the convocation of the council
would devolve, first, on other princes next, on other societies and
secular lords ; then on citizens of the towns and peasants, and even
down to the poorest old woman ; for as the church might consist even
replies

:

if this

;

woman,

as for example, at the death of Christ,
only remained,
so by such an one a general
Furthercouncil could be called for the deliverance of the church.
more, D'Ailly had made the objection, that a newly elected emperor
was bound by the oath given to his pope. To this Gerson replies
no oath can be binding to the prejudice of the universal church.
He
cites, for illustration, the case of a monarch, cruel and ferocious to his
people
in such a case the people were no longer bound by the oath
they had given to him, but the subjects were made judges over their

of the poorest old

when

the virgin

Mary

—

•'

:

;

master.'*

It seems to Gerson^ desirable, thd.t neither of the popes, nor yet
dny one from the college of cardinals, should be made pope for, as
the latter were inured to the practice of the old abuses and extortions,
;

' P. 189 A.
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was

to be feared, that they would persist in them, and that the evil
be made worse.
Therefore, to forefend such mischief, a determination of the general council was to be desired, that in future nc
person should be chosen pope from the body of cardinals, but that he
should be chosen from the several provinces and kingdoms according
to a certain order.
Then, after the election of such a pope, it seems
to him^ especially requisite, that his power should for the future be
limited, as the pope had taken many rights of the church into his own
hands.
The peace between the pope and King Ladislaus did not last long.
The latter suddenly attacked the pope's residence. So extremely
odious had the latter rendered himself at Rome, that Ladislaus found
little difficulty in making himself master of the city.
Pope John fled
in great trepidation on horseback, in May of the year 1413, to Florence ; thence he went to Bologna, and to several cities of Lombardy,
and had an interview with the new emperor Sigismund, who had been
invited by all the well-disposed to eflect a cure of the corruption and
of the schism in the church, and for this purpose to hasten the meeting of a general council.
common political Interest joined 'together
the pope and the emperor in the quarrel Avith King Ladislaus.
Besides, the pope could not fail to understand, that it was impossible for
him any longer to succeed in eluding the general desire after a reformatory council.
He consented to the meeting of such a council.
One important question only remained to be decided,
that of the
place where the council should assemble.
Aretin, the pope's secretary at that time, relates, that the pope, before sending off his legates
to the emperor,9 told him that all depended on the place of the council
he would not go to a spot where the emperor was the more
powerful.
He would, for the sake of appearances, give his legates
ample powers to treat on this point, with the emperor. To this the
But he would
ostensible instruction to the legates should relate.
secretly instruct them and restrict the choice to a few cities
and
these cities he named to Aretin.
But, on dismissing his legates, it
occurred to him all at once, that he would trust the whole matter to
their hands.
He said he would leave everything to their discretion
and in proof of it, he tore in pieces the secret instructions which he
Avas intending to give them.
So states Aretin, who was present
during these secret transactions between the pope and his legates.3
The legates, bound by no restrictions, suffered themselves to be per
suaded by the emperor to accept of the free German city of Constance
This was, to be sure,
as the place for the meeting of the council.
but he could not now
a perilous choice to the interests of the pope
recede with honor.
The historian Aretin, in relating this, adds
" None can resist God's will."
Meanwhile King Ladislaus died.
The pope was urged by his kinsmen and friends to return to Rome.
They augured to him no good of his journey to Constance. Gladly
it
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would he have returned to Rome, instead of going to Constance.
it was now too late to alter the thing with a good grace
and he
still indulged a hope that he should, as he had often done before, win
the victory by his craftiness and his money
and, at Bologna, where
he finally took up his quarters, he provided himself with a sumptuoug
equipage, with which he hitended to make his journey to Constance,
and by which he hoped to make a great impression on many.i The
pope and the emperor Sigismund now put forth in common their proclamation for a council, which should assemble at Constance, in November of the year 1414, for the restoration of unity to the church,
and for the reformation of the church in its head and members.
The cardinal D'Ailly prepared the way for the doings of the council by his work on the Necessity of the Reformation of the Church to
be brought about by the council.2
He pointed it out as the first thing
to be done, that the council should resolve not to break up until the
choice of a pope recognized by all Christendom, should be eflected.
The shortest way to this, in his opinion, was, that, without any regard
to the decrees of the council of Pisa, the three popes should all resign
their dignities.
If this were done, an upright man, of regular, scientific education, should be elected by twelve prelates, more or less, who
should receive full powers for this purpose from the council, with the
concurrence of the cardinals.^ Moreover, d'Ailly maintains, that as a
king who abuses his power may be dethroned by the people, for whose
greatest good he is there, so a fortiori this could be done in the case
of a pope, who is chosen for the express purpose of teaching the laws
of God.* He complains of the great state, which the cardinals thoughtit necessary to display, and in order to display which they were forced
''
to sequestrate to their ovvn use all the revenues of the church.
For
of what use is all that wonderful pomp
says he ^
that he who
to-day, perhaps, is content to appear publicly as the humble retainer
of a clergyman, to-morrow, made a cardinal, feels as if the world was
scarcely enough for him, and appears in as much state as if he were
leading an army to battle."
He would see those abuses removed,
that cardinals should appx'opriate to themselves archbishoprics, bishopshould never be seen by their dioceses, but cause the
rics, abbacies
functions to be discharged by ignorant, worthless hirelings, out of all
which grew much evil to the church.
He expresses the wish^that the
council would counteract the mischiefs occasioned by the suffragan
These, having obtained their offices by simony,
bishops in Germany.
were accustomed to practise, in their turn, every species of extortion
on the clergy and the people, and to push bargains for giving ordinations.
The council should establish certain rules against these malpractices.
He thinks that, as so much corruption proceeded from the
Roman court, this should first be reformed that those who made a
trade of spiritual things, and the instruments of simony, should be'
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He considers it as a consequence
of simony, and of those other malpractices, that the heresies in Boheutterly thrust out from that court.

A

mia and Moravia had made such head-way.^
strenuous effort should
be made to banish heresies and the authors of them from Bohemia and
Moravia.
But there was no "way in which this could be thoroughly
done, except by applying some remedy to the evil which had given
occasion for all attacks upon the papacy, namely, the corruption of the
Roman court. That court should be brought back to its ancient good
manners.2 The same d'Ailly composed, about this time, two letters
addressed to Pope John,3 relating to the same subject.
He adverts
in them to certain language on the necessity of a church reformation,
which had once been uttered in a solemn assembly before Pope Urban
V. He deems it the more necessary to refer to this, because soon
afterwards, on the death of Gregory XI., the schism, under the effects
of which they were now suffering, had grown out of the corruptions of
the church, to the correction of which this language had reference.
He says 4 " Although I am no prophet, nor the son of a prophet,
yet I venture to say, without asserting anything rash, that if at the
next council means are not found to remove these scandals, by the
entire heahng of the schism and by the reformation of so corrupt a
church, then we must set it down as probable, that still more and
greater evils will ensue."
He states that some took comfort from the
fact that the abbot Bernard and others had found it necessary to
complain of the corruption of the church, and yet its downfall did not
follow.
In like manner, it might still prolong its existence.
He
affirms, on the contrary, that when the measure of sins is filled up,
divine judgment will interpose, and the children must often atone for
guilt contracted by their fathers.
Next he adverts to the opinion of
those inconsiderate men, from whom the church had to expect the
greatest danger, whose motto Avas, Let the woi-ld take its natural
course, and who looked upon everything alike with the same indifference.5
Furthermore, he mentions the opinion of a certain class, who
held the evils of the church to be incurable, and supposed that, as all
kingdoms have had their end, so the dominion of the church was now,
by the fault of its presiding officers, hastening to its decline in contradiction to which he says, a divine judgment, it is true, may be
threatening the church
but still, should an improvement of manners
take place, should the superfluous pomp of the prelates be moderated,
should men, in heart and deed, repent and turn to God, it was to be
hoped that God would, in some ineffable way, send deliverance, and
:

;

;

stay the course of judgment.

Although Pope John

some confidence upon the infl'ience
number of prelates devoted to him or

relied Avith

of his wealth, upon the great

bound up

in his interests, and upon the force of intrigue, yet it was
not without anxiety that he set out upon the journey to Constance.

On
'

'
*

his

way through

Tyrol, he had an interview with

* P. 902 A.
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of Austria, -wishing to take advantage of the bad terms on which the
duke stood with the emperor Sigismund, the zealous ])romoter of church
reform and he made the duke agree that in case the pope should
not find himself safe in Constance, the duke should afford him protecThus his plan was already laid. It
tion in his neighboring domain.
was already his intention, in case he failed of carrying out his sohemea
at Constance, to ti-y the experiment of making his escape by flight, so
During the journey the pope's carriage was
as to break up the council.
This was looked upon by himself and many others
upset in the snow.
He arrived at Constance on the 28th of October, and
as a bad omen.
after several adjournments the council was opened.
The pope was
calculating that the votes would be taken by the number of persons,
and was therefore hoping to carry out his measures by the majority of single votes, particularly from the Italian nation, upon which he
might depend. But his designs were penetrated and defeated. In
a proposition relating to the form of transacting business, the fact was
noticed, that the pope had on his side a majority of poor prelates belonging to the Italians, exceeding the number of deputies present from
any other nation that he had appointed fifty chamberlains that by
the administration of various oaths, by presents or by threats he had
secured numbers to himself so that by the majority of votes he could
manage all matters as he pleased. To guard against unfairness from
this cause, it was deemed best that the votes should be taken by nations
rather than by persons. ^ This proposition was carried, in spite of all the
The council was divided for the present
opposition of the papal party.
into four nations, Italians, French, Germans, and English.
The deputies of each nation held their separate meetings, and whatever was
determined upon by the majority in these meetings, passed as the
judgment of the nation. Then the committees of the several different
;

;

;

;

nations reported their separate decrees in the general congregations

of the deputies of

by

the four nations, and whatever was decreed

all

was to be proclaimed in the pubUc sessions as a decree of the council.
It would
be important, again, for the interest of the pope, if none but bishops
and abbots were allowed a definitive vote in the council. Among
these, independent thinkers were fewer in number
among the titularbishops and abbots especially, were many creatures of the pope.
But it was endeavored to prevent this also. Even two cardinals, of
whom one was Cardinal d'Ailly, declared in the discussions on this
matter, that from the time of the foundation of the universities, doctors of theology, doctors of the canon and the civil law, men to whom
were entrusted the office of teaching and preaching, could not but
have more weight than titular-bishops and abbots, who neither
preached nor taught, nor had any cure of souls ; and that the learning of the former must be set as a make-weight over ags.inst (-he advant'.ge Avhich the higher but ignorant prelates 0(>laii3ed fro\}\ t/ieir
authority.
In deciding on matters of faith espe'>iUy, tlKdiaifiiil
the majority of the four votes in these meetings

;

'
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learning could not be dispensed with.
Furthermore, inferior ecclesi
astics who exercised the office of preaching and had the cure of souls,

had a better right to join in the discussion of purely spiritual matters,
Cardinal
than those who were bishops merely by title, and abbots.
It was remarkSt. Marci called the ignorant prelates mitred asses.
ed, in the next place, that in business relating to the extermination of

schism, and the restoration of peace to the church, the princes and
their

envoys were not

be excluded from the right of voting, since

to

the matter was so intimately connected with the interest of princes

and

Moreover, their assistance was required to execute
the decrees of the council on these matters.'
This proposition also
was adopted and thus the most free-minded, sagacious, and independent men obtained great influence at the council, an influence which
the pope had special reason to dread.
The prelates devoted to the
pope demanded, that the first business to be attended to should be the
confirmation of the council of Pisa ; from this it was to be derived, as
a necessary consequence, that the only business before the present
council, was to carry out the decrees of the council of Pisa ; that the
council therefore should proceed on the assumption that the authority
of Pope John XXIII. was alone valid, and that the only thing necessary was to persuade or to compel the other two popes to submit.2
Against this, it was observed by d' Ailly ^ and others, that the council
of Constance was not competent to confirm the council of Pisa, standing as it did on the same footing of authority with its own
and the
only influence of such a proceeding would be to unsettle the minds
of men, as if that general council were not a legal one by itself; but
the council of Constance must be regarded as an independent continu
Thus they ought
ation of the council at Pisa, and act accordingly.
to proceed in reference to the reformation of the church in its head
Hence it might
and members, and the restoration of church unity.
be inferred, that the council was competent, if the general good of the
church required it and her union was to be secured in no other way, to
oblige all the three popes to resign.
This form of transacting business could not fail to work favorably
The effects of the freer mode of proon the course of the council.
A man stained with so many
ceeding soon manifested themselves.
vices as this Balthazar Cossa, whose crimes were known to so many,
must soon be exposed. In the month of February, of the year 1415,
a number of charges against the pope were laid before the council,
relating to every species of vice and crime, and which, for the most
To the pope, who had his secret spies in
part at least, were too true.
and at first he was thrown into
all quarters, this was soon reported
He
great trepidation and anxiety, for his conscience accused him.
called round him certain cardinals and other prelates, his confidents,
for the purpose of consulting what was to be done under these jritHe endeavored to make himself friends by pro=cal circumstances.
their subjects.

;

;

;

«
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and presents. Already he entertained the design, as it is said,
appear before the council, and on many points confess his guilt as
a sinful man but to deny other things, and to claim that being pope,
But there was no intention of
he could be deposed only for heresy.
The crimes charged were of a nature
pushing matters to an extreme.
so grossly bad, that the council must have hesitated about the propriraises
to

;

ety of bringing such matters into public discussion, to the disgrace of
matters which could not fail to scanthe papacy and of the church
It was considered a better course, not to enter into any
dalize many.
further examination of these matters, but only to take advantage of
the bad position of the pope to induce him to resign, and thus make
When this prothe way easier to an extermination of the schism.
posal was laid before the pope, he was at first very glad of an opporBut he concealed
tunity to get out of his worst difficulty so easily.
his satisfaction, and assuming a serious mien, declared himself inclined,
for the sake of the peace of the church, to resign, if the other two
popes would also do the same, since in this case alone would it be of
;

any use.^ But having somewhat recovered from his first fright, John
began to assume again a more haughty tone. He drew up such forms
of abdication as still left him a subterfuge, so that he might avoid the
Men had learned caution
necessity of laying down the papal office.
from earlier experiences, and were disposed in all cases to be on the
hence they had some objections to find with each of the
look out
:

It evidences the
three forms of abdication which the pope proposed.
utter shamelessness and moral stupidity of Balthazar Cossa, a man
conscious of such infamous crimes, that he was still capable of begin-

ning the third form of abdication in words like these 2 ''Although the
most holy father is bound by no vow, by no oath, or promise, which he
may have given, yet he promises and vows, for the sake of the peace
of the christian people of God and the church, that he will of his own
free accord give them peace by his abdication, in person, or through
Finally, John consented, on the first of
his authorized agents," etc.
March, to present before the assembled council a form of abdication
:

This announcement excited
Still an abdication of the
great joy, and the Te Deum was sung.
pope conditioned on the proviso, that the other two popes should also
do the same, failed of giving perfect satisfaction by reason of the condition itself, since it was impossible to reckon on the course which the
Now as the emperor Sigismund was
other two popes might take.
about making a journey to Nice for the purpose of treating with "Pope
Benedict about his resignation, Pope John was strongly urged, for the

such as should be prescribed for him.

sake of putting an end forever to all evasions, to give the emperor
himself full powers, or to send in his company an agent fully author-

make the abdication in his name at once. But in tJie meanJohn had succeeded in bringing over to the side of his interests
he might hope to sow discord in
a number of princes and prelates

ized to

time,

;
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the council, since many \Yere still too much entangled in the old church
system, to feel at liberty to approve any sterner measures against the
pope.
Not only were the Itahans of this temper, or else inclined to
the interest of the pope in other ways, but a breach was already threatening to take place betwixt the freer party, which consisted of the
Germans and the English, and at Avhose head was the emperor, and the
French deputies on the other side. But this division was fortunately
prevented by the exertions of the emperor.
Thus the pope struggled
every way against the' above proposition, as if by following it he
would compromise his dignity.
He proposed to make the journey himself to Nice for the purpose of treating with Pope Benedict.
But
taught by the experience which they had had of Benedict XIII. and
Gregory XII., the council had no confidence in the sincerity of this
proposal, and feared that the pope, having once got away from Constance, would endeavor to effect a dissolution of the council.
In vain
had the pope endeavored to soften the heart of the emperor Sigismund, in whom the more liberal party ever found their strongest support, by the present of the golden rose, consecrated on Palm-Sunday,
a mark of honor with which princes Avere seldom gratified by the
popes in vain did he pretend that the climate of Constance did not
agree with his health, as an excuse for leaving that city, to be followed
by attempts to break up the council the emperor pointed out to him the
;

;

unsatisfactory chai-acter of these pretences, and offered

him any more

agreeable spot which he might choose for a residence in the vicinity
of Constance.
Already rumors were afloat about the pope's designs
to get away from Constance, and secret directions given to those having custody of the gates, not to allow him to escape.
The pope contradicted all such rumors before the emperor himself.
Meanwhile,
Duke Frederic of Austria, according to the plan agreed on with the
pope, came on the 20th of March to Constance, and while he was diverting the public attention by a magnificent tournament on the next
following days. Pope John escaped in the darkness of the evening, disguised as a groom, and fled to Schaff'hausen.
Balthazar Cossa, whose conscience seems to have been completely
blunted, could now, under the protection of Duke Frederic, and at a
distance from the council, breathe more freely
he could now more
easily indulge the hope that he should yet succeed in sowing discord
:

among

the prelates of the council,

and

effect its dissolution, as well-dis-

posed persons of that time feared he might do.

He

put forth from

Schaff'hausen letters in justification of the course he had taken, full of
holy pretensions.
Sometimes he justified his flight by pleading danger

tohis health from the unfavorable climate of Constance, compelling him
sometimes he complains of the emperor, as hindering the free action of the council, putting restrictions on the pope himto take this course

;

and threatening him. He used in justifying his conduct the words
which we have already cited, words so customary in the diplomatic
style of hypocrisy, " It was a fear such as might overcome even a
self,

steadfast

meet him

man."
at

He summoned

the

cardinals

Schaffhausen on pain of the ban.

and papal

Many

officials to

actually com-
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with the summons.
They travelled backwards and forwards
between the council and the pope, executing the pope's secret commissions
and they succeeded in stirring up contention in the council.
Many began already to say, No pope, no council, and the council
seemed disposed to remove to some other spot. Already the worst
was to be feared. The canonical priest, Zacharias of Urie, a native
of Constance, and the historian of the council, who wrote at this moment, makes the complaining church express her fears, that, as at Pisa,
the schism instead of being healed was multiplied, so from the council
of Constance would result an increase rather than a cure of the evil.
The popo would succeed, under the protection of Duke Frederic, in
escaping to Bologna he would establish his authority as pope in Italy ;
neither Gregory nor Benedict
the council would choose a new one
But by
and then there would be four popes at once.'
would resign
the constancy of the independent members of the French, German, and
English nations, by the vigorous measures of the em})eror Sigismund
and his cooperation with Chancellor Gerson, who was, even then,
called the soul of the council (anima concilii), it was so managed, that
the infamous man, who still called himself pope, and to whom the
selfish interests of many lent support, did not succeed in carrying out
his maxim. Divide et inipera.
plied

;

;

;

;

Gerson, in compliance with the request of the university of Paris, held
23d of March, a grave discourse

before the assembled council, on the
in exposition of the

new and

freer system of ecclesiastical law, boldly

already propounded by him, and on the
recognition of which, he believed, all independent action of the council
must be based. In this discourse, he defines the idea of a general
council as follows 2 " It is an assemblage of all orders of the catholic
church convoked by legitimate authority, excluding no person, whoever
he may be, that demands to be heard, and for the purpose of deliberating and determining in a wholesome manner, on all matters relating
setting forth the

principles

:

He
guidance of the church in faith and manners."
proceeds to say, " If the church or general council decrees anything
relating to the guidance of the church, the pope is not so exalted even
above positive law, as to be authorized arbitrarily to annul such decrees,
Although a
in the way and in the sense in which they were decreed.
general council cannot annul the pope's plenitude of power, conferred
on him by Christ in a supernatural way, still it may modify the use
of that power by determinate laws, and by confining it within a certain
range for the edification of the church, with reference to which the papal
to the needful

other authority entrusted to man, was instituted.
church
all church reformation.
assembly may be convoked in many cases without the express sanction
and the express proposal of the pope, though he may have been law-

power, as well as

And

this is the

all

A

ultimate basis of

and still living. One case is when he is accused and
challenged to hear the church, according to the direction of Christ
fully elected
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and he obstinately refuses
case

when important

is,

to call a

affairs

meeting of the church.

Anothei

are to be deliberated upon in a general

Another case, when it
assembly and the pope declines to convoke it.
has already been determined by one general council that another shall
be held at a certain time ; and the last case, whenever a lawful doubt
exists with regard to the pretensions of several individuals contending
The authority of this council is
with each other for the papal office.
such, that whoever seeks knowingly, in a direct or indirect manner, to
dissolve it and destroy its authority, or to remove it to another place,
or to set up another council in opposition to it, subjects himself to the
Such an one may be
suspicion of creating a schism, or a heresy."
accused before the council, and must defend himself before the same,
That the council is greater than
to whatever order he may belong.
the pope is evident from the words of Christ, that the offending brother should be accused before the church, a law which admits of no exNow then, if the pope gives occasion of scandal to the whole
ception.
church, and perseveres in it to the great injury of faith and good
manners, ought he not to be punished according to that law ? ^
This discourse was communicated to the cardinals by the emperor
Sigismund, at first in manuscript ; but such as were governed by the
spirit of the party, and devoted to the papal interest, could of course,
They declined being
only condemn the principles here expressed.
present at the time the discourse was delivered, lest by so doing they
The
might seem to give countenance to the principles set forth in it.
Patriarch John of Antioch ventured to lay down positions standing in
He was an advocate for undirect contradiction to those principles.
From the fact that Christ had given to
conditional papal absolutism.
Peter the power of the Keys, he inferred that, in the pope, as successor of the apostle Peter, resides all plenitude of ecclesiastical power
all authority of the church and of a general council could only proceed
from him the council therefore was subject to him, not he to the
without him no council could subsist he was responsible to
council
none other than the Lord ; and though he plunged multitudes of souls
It is easy to see what
into hell, no one could call him to account.^
might be expected from the advocates of such a bent: and such
principles, it must be confessed, were required, in order to defend such
Cardinal d'Ailly called the patriarch to
a pope as Balthazar Cossa.
account on the spot, for maintaining such positions as he also refuted
them afterwards in a book. The patriarch, beset on all hands, excused himself by saying, that he had expressed these views, not as
;

;

;

:

by way of disputation.
controversy between the cardinals devoted to the papal
interest and system, and the liberal men in the council, on whose side
stood the emperor Sigismund, it was finally brought about that, in the
fourth session of the council, on the 30th of March, the principles expressed by chancellor Gerson were proclaimed in the name of the
This notable session, constituting an epoch in the prowhole council.
assertions, but

After
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—

ceedings of the council,^ expressed the following principles, to wit
lawfully assembled in the Holy Spirit, and
representing the catholic church militant, has received its authority directly from Christ, which every one, to whatever order he may belong,
:

First, that this council,

be the papal, is bound to obey in whatever relates
Secondhj, that Pope
the extermination of schism.
John is not authorized to remove the Roman court and its officials to
another place. This canon, as it was drawn up in the assembly of the
"in all
nations, had however attached to it an important addition
things relating to the reformation of the church in its head and memBut against this clause, as also against many other points at
bers."
variance with the hitherto prevailing system of the church constitution,
and the cardinal Francis a Zabarellis,
the cardinals had protested
•bishop of Florence, commonly known under the name of the " Florentine cardinal," otherwise a man rather disposed to favor reform, had
taken the hberty to omit this clause in the proclamation of the canon.a

even though
to faith and

it

to

—

;

however, the council was ,not at all satisfied and it was
all protestations on the part of all the cardinals, that
the bishop of Posen should, in the fifth session on the 6th of April, read
Meantime the cardinals, owing
this decree in its unabbreviated form.
to the connection known to exist between several of them and the
worthless John, and owing to their protests against the freer proceedings of the council, were rendering themselves, every day, more suspected and more hated.
In this struggle of parties at the council,
was manifested a contrariety of views, which did not augur any favorable issue.
One overture, handed in to the council by a prelate, and
which certainly was based on some foundation of truth, deserves notice.

With

this,

;

carried, in spite of

He

proposed, that in

all

transactions relating to the reformation of the

head and members, the cardinals should not be allowed
to participate, inasmuch as they were a party concerned, and therefore could not be judges. The cardinals, whose duty it was to elect as
pope the best man, or at least one not altogether bad, having knowingly
elected so abominable a man, and by this abuse of their power given
so great scandal to the whole church, had by so doing rendered themthey deselves unworthy of participating in the election of a pope
church

in its

;

served other punishments, but for these reasons should not be allowed
It was, moreover, alto share in these transactions of the council.
leged against them, as a reason for excluding them from these transactions, that they had rendered themselves hable to suspicion by the fact
that several of them had followed the pope in his scandalous flight,
whereby he had given offence to the whole church ; that they had asserted, on their return, that a council without the pope was no council,
but only a conciliabulum
that so long as the pope was not deprived
of his authority, or this authority was not suspended, no man, however
;
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mighty, however endowed with spiritul gifts, nor the council even,
could effect a reformation
because Pope John would always find men
ready to stand up for him, ready to be made rich by him
would always find purchasers of dignities, and therefore means to replenish hig
exchequer.'
At this time appeared before the assembled council a
messenger from the University of Paris, the Benedictine Gentianus,
and delivered a violent discourse against the pope and the cardinals.^
He complained that through the papal party the business before the
Ever since the be
council was delayed to the injury of the church.
ginning of November, the transactions had been strangely retarded
by the pope and the cardinals, by many unprofitable transactions, until the 1st of March, on which day the pope had laid before the council a form of abdication.
But when invited to nominate commissioners
with full powers to carry, in his name, this abdication into effect, he had'
constantly dechned
and the cardinals, who followed him in this, had
delayed matters by continually proposing amendments, to the great
hazard of their souls, and to the great injury of this council. Then the
pope had paid no regard to his oath, had fled by night in disguise, for
the purpose of breaking up the council, abandoning everything for
which it was his duty to sacrifice himself. But a great part of the cardinals had followed the pope, hoping to go to Italy or to some other
agreeable spot. But as they had not succeeded in their designs, some
of them, out of shame, had come back
others, as they had disgraced
themselves, remained behind in Schafi'hausen, lest a worse thing might
befall them.
Then, the cardinals had opened negotiations with the
council, designed to retard its proceedings by mere talk.
As an example of their intrigues, he states that cardinal Francis Zabarella had
been bold enough to proclaim that decree respecting the supreme autaking upon himself the
thority of the council, in a mutilated form
liberty of thus trifling with the council.
Men who thought themselves
entitled to take such liberties as these, deserved no longer to be admitted to the deliberations. What sort of people these cardinals were, had
been, shown by their election of Pope John.
They had sworn to choose
the best man ; but they had still chosen that John, whom they well knew
at the time was a tyrant in disposition, an assassin, a man guilty of simony, and stained with other crimes. If a person like this was the
best man among them, what sort of men were they themselves ?
The
present evils had grown out of those earlier ones.
The pope and the
cardinals and their faction sought daily, by all they did, to bring it
about that this council, exhausted by excessive labor and expense,
should be compelled to break up.
They ought no longer, then, to be
trusted
but all fellowship with them should be withdrawn by those
who would not perish with them in their sins. They ought no longer
to be trusted, for they trifled with the council.
Who, indeed, had ever
given greater scandal to the church, than this Pope John and his friends,
with their retainers ? those traffickers who, in so unheard-of a manner, had higgled away, in bargains, as they would swine in the market,
;

;

;

;

;

;

'
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In fact, the
bishoprics, abbacies, canonicates, and parish-churches.
bulls were drawn up, not in the apostolical chancery, but in the countChrist
ing-houses of bankers or merchants, among the Florentines.
the pope and his addrove the sellers and buyers out of the temple
herents had brought them into the temple, and caused their tables to
be set up there. Let the council, therefore, in order to bring to nought
these deceptive arts, proceed undisturbed in their decrees, and make
Let them but approve
use of the power which God had given them.
so he concluded
and
themselves as constant men in Constance^
the Lord would give them the victory, and crush Satan under their
;

—

—

feet.2

But such voices could have no other effect than to lead the cardinals to maintain their rights with so much the more decision, and to
stand up for the prerogative of the Roman church, without which no
It was only with great difficulty that a breach
thing could be done.
could be prevented between the two stiffly-opposed parties. The coun
cil, in strict conformity to the principles which had been announced,
The pope,
acted as the highest independent tribunal of the church.
flying this way and that, addressed to the council extravagant demands,

with which they could not properly comply, as the price of his abdicaand so spun out the negotiations. They finally resolved, therefore,
to take the last decisive step, without paying any attention to the pro-

tion,

The pope's
cardinals who were devoted to the pope.
was made the order of the day, and in the seventh session, on the
2d of May, a citation was issued for him to appear before the council.
Duke Frederic of Austria had, in the mean time, been compelled
by the emperor Sigismund, to surrender into his hands the person of
Pope John, and he was conveyed to Ratolfszell, a few miles from ConThe council had set forstance, and there held in close confinement.
the witnesses were heard.
On account
ward the acts of the process
of the heavy charges brought against him, he was first, in the session
and then, in
of the 14th of May, suspended from all spiritual offices
the eleventh session, on the 29th of May, was pronounced upon him the
solemn sentence of deposition. Among other charges brought against
him was one^ that he stubbornly denied the immortality of the soul.
It is indeed by no means improbable that a dead faith, or superstition
sufficient to hush an accusing conscience by outward modes of expunging sin, may accompany a life as stained with crimes as was that of
but still the conduct of this awfully wicked man beBalthazar Cossa
comes more explicable to us on the supposition of a decided and conThe council, in pronouncing upon him the sentence
scious infidelity.
of deposition on account of his ignominious flight from Constance, on
account of his perjury, of the scandal he had given to the church, of
his promoting schism, still i-eserved to itself the right of proceeding
against him on account of his other transgressions, with greater or lesa
On the next
severity, as might seem good to the assembled fathers.'*
tests of those

trial

—

;

;

A

play on words: Si in Constantia
•constantes fueritis.
'
V. d. Hardt. torn II, p. 284.
'

'
•
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passed by the council, was shown to Balthazar Cossa,
He testified repentance for his former
life, calmly laid oflF the papal insignia, and handed them over to the
deputies, and declared that, from the time he had put them on, he had
not enjoyed one quiet day.
Balthazar Cossa was then removed to the
castle of Gottleben, not far distant from Constance, and given over to
the custody of the palsgrave Louis of Bavaria.
By the deposition of Balthazar Cossa, one important obstacle in the
way of restoring peace to the church was removed. Negotiations
were now opened with the other two popes, Gregory XII. and Benedict XIII.
The council had uniformly, in comphance with the advice
of its wiser members, followed the principle of not allowing itself, in
relations so new and extraordinary, to be governed by the letter of the
hitherto prevailing laws
but to proceed with freedom, as the greatest
good of the church required.
So they acted in the present case.
They were ready to give way in everything, provided only the schism
could be utterly exterminated, and unity restored to the church.
With
Gregory XII. this course succeeded. It having been intimated to him
that he might convoke the council anew and then recognize it, he did
so, and then gave in the desired abdication, before the council, by his
delegate Malatesta.
Benedict XIII. was, to be sure, more obstinate ;
and nothing could be done with him. But by far the greatest part of
the Spanish nation, which had thus far been devoted to his person,
now deserted him and recognized the council. Thus in the year 1417,
they had happily resolved one of their problems, and restored unity to
the church.
It was at present a council almost unanimously recognized by all the nations of Western Christendom, and the deputies of
the Spanish nation now added themselves to it, so that from this time
it consisted of five nations.
But two problems now remained to be
resolved
the long-desired reformation in the head and members, and
the choice of a universally-acknowledged pope.
The last was not a
matter of very great difficulty, provided the form of papal election
could be so arranged that all foreign and disturbing influences could
be kept out of the way, and the chief influence in the selection could
be secured to the better and wiser members of the council.
Neither did
so much depend on the person of the pope, provided the general guidance of the church were better ordered, provided that hmits were set
to all abuse of the papal authority, all arbitrary proceedings of the supreme pontiff, by means of an ecclesiastical legislation provided a
higher tribunal could be instituted, before which even popes might be
arraigned in case they abused their power.
Much more difficult was
the resolution of the first problem
for this could never be carried out in
a thorough manner, without conflicting with the selfish interests of many
corporations and individuals. And particularly if papal authority should
be restored, this might easily succeed, as at Pisa, in frustrating any
thorough-going reformation of the church.
Already, in the month of August of the year 1415, a committee
from the cai'dinals and deputies of the nations,
a collegium reformatorium,
had been appointed to consult on the affairs connected with

day

this sentence,

in his prison

at Ratolfszell.

;

:

;

;

—

—
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more liberal stamp had been
respecting the improvement of the church con-

the reformation of the church
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;

and

this

jNIany propositions of a

discussed and settled

extermination of many abuses, ecclesiastical extortions,
matters of penance and indulgence, free church elections, the
Solveneration of relics and of saints, the control of papal authority.
emn processions of various kinds had been appointed for the purpose
of imploring the divine blessing on the reformation of the church.
But, it must be confessed, the corruption of manners which reigned in
Constance during the meeting of the council the multitude of prostithe bad example which
tutes, who had found theii way into that city
so many set ; simony which was practised during the very acts of
reform ; all this furnished no very promising augury of a successful
result.
And even while the business of the council was proceeding,
serious men stood forth, and spoke plainly to the assembled prelates,
on the open contradiction between their lives and the promise of a
stitution, the

the

;

:

church reformation.
We may notice here, in particular, discourses
preached by the Franciscan Bernard Baptisatus (Baptise) during the
Deliberations on these matters in the year 1417.
He says i " The
masses and processions and other things we busy ourselves with, have
httle or no value in the sight of God, through the fault of many Pharisees, who come here and pray to God in the temple."
In all this he
saw no true penitence, no devout prayer. " The prelates, alas
:

!

— have come

—

such extreme pride, that they hardly consider
the people worthy of praying to God for the same things they hardly
can join them in imploring the divine grace or in singing the Vent
Creator spiritus.
He then distinguishes different classes of Pharisees
assembled at the council
graduates, who never attended mass, sersays he

to

;

—

mons or processions holders of benefices, also* parish priests, lazy,
immersed in the business of the world, without devotion men who
;

;

A

served not God, but lived after the flesh.
second class were those
who visited the Lord's temple, but whilst there, whispered falsehoods,
laughed and made fun, slept, or carried on indecent conversation.
third class were those who came to church with a long train of attendants, standing in the way of the processions, and staring about on all
sides.
He mentions, as a fourth class, those who made a trade of
ecclesiastical things.
They bought or sold. Such simony, he affirms,
could not be extinguished by sermons and tracts, but only by the
execution of the law
the persons guilty of it should meet with condign punishment.
The fifth class consisted of those who busied themselves with science, but not science relating to divine things, but with

A

;

the study of the poets, of worldly philosophy, and especially of juris-

—

of which it was said, it
He stjdes the Roman court
not a divine court,
cared nothing for the sheep but only for the wool
but a court of devils.
He hints that it had been revealed to one of
the council, that unless simony should from henceforth be exterminated
from the church, and the tyranny in it cast down, a dreadful persecu

prudence.'

'
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d.
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would shortly start up against the clergy, such as had never beet;
On the degeneracy of the clergy he uses the strong language
Then
that they had already almost wholly gone over to the devil.
addressing himself to those who had to elect the new pope, he says
" Be you no Pharisees
Suffer not yourselves to be bribed hy money
Suffer not yourselves to be misin this election, as was done before. i
led by ignorance, to be disturbed by fear, to be turned aside by partiality for any one."
Everything now depended on the question whether the election of a
pope or the reformation of the church should be the first thing to be
This must have been well understood by all who had at
looked after.
heart the best good of the church, all the unprejudiced, all who were
Let us hear how the enlightnot bribed by some particular interest.
who, having now retired from the din
ened Nicholas of Clemangis,
tion

before.

!

—

of the world, busied himself in silence with the study of the Bible, and,
remote from the passions which agitated others, formed his opinion
how this man contemplated the
from the experience of the past,

—

Writing about the council
then situation of the council of Constance.
" What are we clergymen
to his friend, Nicholas de Baya,3 he says
to do amid so many evils that affect us, and the still greater ones that
threaten us, except to arm ourselves with the invincible shield of
patience, and with the deepest contrition of our souls have recourse to
Had the
the weapons of our warfare, which are tears and prayers ?
church zealously and in a manner worthy of her, long ago, betaken
herself to these weapons, she would have secured the alleviation of
her own troubles, and thus of many others which affect the whole
world. But how is she to sorrow over others' evils, if she cannot weep
How is she to
over her own which are so grievous and deep-rooted ?
help others, if she is too feeble to help herself, or so careless as to
"
The first and most important thing of all, he says,
neglect to do it ?
It is the anger of God,
of the distemper
is to find out the cause
He then proceeds " If we
which men have drawn upon themselves.
would labor, then, to any effect for the heahng of these wounds, we
must proceed in this council in a very different way from what has
hitherto been done and as I hear is done by the majority of ours who
are still disposed to go to this council, not so much to seek peace for
the church as to carry on the business of soliciting benefices for themselves.
For I understand that some are departing with huge rolls of
petitions, others with recommendatory letters from their princes, others,
and especially the bishops, with a view to maintain their rights of colThus nearly all go to the council to seek
lation and of patronage.
their own, and but very few to promote whatever makes for peace and
for the cause of Christ ; when, however, the truth is, as we have been
taught by the experience of so long a time, that those are only means
Beheve me, such perfor keeping up and perpetuating the schism.
sons ought never to have been selected for this business, persons of
:

:

:

;

Doubtless an allusion to the choice of
Balthazar Cossa.
'

*
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whom

be expected, that thej will do more bv their covetousiiess to perplex the cause, than they can do by any zeal for peace to
promote it in any way
but we should have chosen men who were
especially free from ambition, and inspired with zeal for peace and
church unity from heartfelt love, who would not do fawning homage to
popes for the sake of gain, would not be slaves to party zeal, but seek
to form alliances for the promotion of a wholesome concord, and not
their own private ends.
For who could hope that the unity of the
spirit in the bond of peace could ever be restored amidst so much
ambition, amidst such corrupting flattery, so many quarrels growing
out of party zeal ?
The Holy Ghost, the Author and mediator of
peace, is not wont to be called down by such arts.
Peace comes with
the Holy Spirit to those who seek it in guileless love, not with the
prompting of carnal inclinations.
For although the majority may differ from one another in their wishes and votes, as usually happens in
councils, yet all must agree in love, that is, all must strive, out of
charity, for concord.
Those who do not so deserve not to assist in
counsels for peace, which they are wont to destroy more than to promote.
Those who from a love without guile seek for concord do
not defend their opinions with proud and pertinacious passion
do not
with self-glory rank themselves above others in understanding and
wisdom
do not seek diligently their own gain, their own glory and
promotion.
Such the Holy Spirit visits, such he assists, such he enlightens.
Such, enlightened from above, see what is right, what is
good, what is to be followed, what is to be avoided, in affairs
which
others, blinded by the dust of their passions, are not wont to see;
For the anointing of the Holy Ghost teaches them all things, and
it

is

to

;

;

;

;

them by secret influences with all that is profitable and healthIn order to participate in this guidance of the Holy Spirit
he says
those who would assist at the council must give themselves
to true repentance, and employ every means of grace, to purify their
souls from sin, and render them fitter temples for the Holy Spirit.inspires
ful."

—

—

If he who is preparing for fellowship with Christ in the communion
betakes himself earnestly and in every way to acts of penitence, how

should not he who would prepare his soul for the indwelling of the
Holy Ghost, be sohcitous above all things to have it cleansed and
" Of what use
placed in suitable order for such a resident.
says
he
are masses, processions, and public invocations of the Holy Spirit, if the dwelling of the heart be not prepared for his reception ?
What is it to invoke the grace of the Holy Spirit with a stupefied and
polluted conscience, but to invite him with the lips, and exclude him
by the manners ? God regards not the fine sounding voice, but the
not the sweet gracefulness of harmony, but purity
well ordered soul,
of conscience."
And he held it necessary that not only those who
personally attended the council, but all who had at heart the good of
" In order
the church, should participate in this work of preparation.

—

—

—

to

pray rightly for this laudable union, not only should this preparabe made by those that attend the council, but the

tion of the soul

prelates should stir

up the

catholic

people everywhere to take the
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And according to the ancient custom of the fathers,
thej should appoint fasts and other penitential exercises for the people
and when they are thus, so far as human frailty allows, more
generally purified from the stains of sin, the prelates should appoint
Bolemn processions to appease the divine anger, which the clergy
should attend, with fasting and weeping, in sackcloth and ashes, setting an example to others, and the whole community should accompany them with their prayers. During the whole sitting of the council should processions be made
and the princes should join in them,
not in princely state, but in simple and humble garb, or in the habiliments of mourning, as we read concerning the king of Nineveh.
And all catholic kings should for once lay aside their mutual enmities,
and attend the council in person, except those who might have reasonable excuse for absence.
First, because by their authority, the parties might be more easily induced to engage heartily in the business
of establishing peace, and would stand in far greater awe of them than
they did of the prelates and cardinals ; next, because their presence
would contribute to give the council a more perfect feeling of security
and ease. And should there be some persons present inclined to
make difficulty and disturbance, they could not so easily carry their
purpose into effect.
In case these things were done, he saw some
prospect of a new and more glorious condition of the church through a
reformation in its head and members.
Thus wrote Clemangis near the beginning of the council. But, after
having watched from a distance its doings for a period of more than
two years, he could not but perceive how very far short of his demands the council had fallen and his anxiety about the final issue
could not but be immeasurably increased.
He writes to the members
of the council ; ^ " Men assembled for the express purpose of establishing peace on a sure foundation for the christian people, ought first to
strive after peace with God for themselves, and then seek to preserve
among each other the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace, that
Satan may not stir up new divisions among those who are contending
for the repose and peace of God's people.
Satan had already, as he
was informed, tried by various devices to spread among them his noxious poison, and to divert them by many a cunning trick and delusion
from their holy purpose, sometimes by drawing them away from the
principal matter and plunging them into other strife-begetting questions, sometimes by impelling them to new elections through the restless uneasiness of the ambitious, sometimes by throwing in their way
new difficulties growing out of one cause and another. And probably,
this father of lies and of all wickedness would never be quiet, but
would seek to ruin the cause by new devices, so long as they could
avail anything.
But it was their business, amid all these difficulties
and hindrances, to defeat his malice by their wisdom ; and they must
3onfine all their sohcitude to the great object, if their renowned assembly convoked for the reestablishment of peace, was not to break up
same course."
;

;

;

'
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For should such a thing happen,
without accomplishing its purpose.
then farewell to the unity of the church
which God forefend
about
the reestablishment of which such great hopes had been excited.
Men
it
and
the
schism
among
the Latins themwould utterly despair of
selves would, like that between the Latin and the Greek churches,
!

;

;

become an incurable one. Let them not desist, however, from their
God had already done so much for it, since by their success in removing two of the contending popes out of the way, they had
Let them not be moved by
peace, as it were, already in their hands.
the violent demands of some, to proceed prematurely to the election
purpose, since

of a new pope
they could not, in the present circumstances, do a
Let them not imitate the actions of those,
worse thing for the church.
who with good reason were blamed by them. Those over-hasty elections had, in fact, brought ruin on the church
they had caused the
schism to strike still deeper root, and plunged the church into those
evils out of which it could not possibly be extricated, if the council
should again proceed, before establishing the unity of the church on a
safe foundation, to a new papal election.
He warns them against the
;

:

influence of ambitious men,
benefit

;

of

whom

who were seeking nothing but

the world and the church were so

Men had

parison to them, the rest Avere but few.

full,

own

their

that in

com-

hitherto suffered

themselves to be controlled too much by such persons, had bestowed
too much attention on the mere distribution of benefices.
Let them
from the example of the past, then, take warning with regard to the
future.
The choice of a pope should be the very last thing of all.
He proposes that the council in the meantime, should make an ordi-nance empowering the bishops to attend to the distribution of the benefices.
He behoves that it would,on the whole, have been much better
for the Roman church, if it had not taken all this into its own hands,
had not thus been diverted from the repose of meditation, and entangled
in so much secular business.
They should not let themselves be drawn
aside by these minor aflairs from the one great business.
Nay, it were
better that the benefices should remain for a longer time vacant, than
that the looking after the greatest good of the entire church should
thereby fall into neglect.
There was not one way only, there were various methods by which the heavenly physician could heal the distem
pers of the church
and he lets them be discovered by those who earnestly seek them
opens to those who humbly knock.
If the objects
attempted in one way, did not succeed, if they could not bring things
themselves to harmonize with their plans and purposes, they ought,
rather than give up, to accommodate themselves to circumstances
as
Sb wise man says, " If you cannot do as you will, then you should do as
you can." It was affirmed by many that one thing had been settled
which, however, he would not believe
namely, that neither of the
three rival popes should be elected again.
Were they certain, then,
upon whom the lot of the Holy Ghost would fall, or was it right to
think of setting a limit or imposing a law on the Holy Ghost, who alone
could guide the choice, and govern the souls of men ?
What was the
meaning of limiting the Holy Ghost by man's arbitrary will, except
;

:

:

—

—
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If the saying of Paul was irrefragable,
is liberty, how could we hope that the
Might it not possibly be
spirit would be there, where liberty was not ?
the case, might not that case perhaps be just at hand, that unless they
In
elected one of these individuals, they could not restore concord ?
such a case, any one surely could easily see, what course would be
best, whether to elect such a person, or to go home without peace.
He calls God to witness, that he did not say this out of favor to any
man, but by reason of his sympathy with the suffering church. Assuredly Clemangis was right in bringing the experiences of the past as a

exclude him entirely

to

that where the spirit

is,

?

there

.

the council ; certainly he was right in exliorting them
against the over-hasty choice of a pope, in warning them against the
plans of self-willed cunning, in inviting them to shape their course ac-

warning

for

but with all the true things which he says
cording to circumstances
it is still easy to understand that, although he might not
be willing to confess it himself, his old inchnation in favor of Benedict
XIII. governed him ; and he would have gladly persuaded the council
to acknowledge him unanimously as pope, which, however, would hardly
have been the suitable means then, either for restoring union to the
;

in this letter,

church or for its reformation.!
The emperor Sigismund had the Germans, English, and French on
his side, when at the beginning he insisted that the reformation Should
But the Italians and Spaniards were
precede the election of the pope.
too strongly devoted to the old system to be able to reconcile it with
their sense of propriety, that a council should

any longer

subsist with-

The cardinals were bound together by the esprit du corjDS,
out a pope.
They feared
with the exception of two who agreed with the emperor.
that too many things would turn up contrary to their own interest
They exerted an influence,
from the freer tendencies of the council.
The French nation, on whom D'Ailly had
also, on the other nations.
a great influence, were gained over to the project of hastening the
The emperor found himself left alone with the Engpapal election.
lish

and Germans.

The German Dacher,who had charge of

the ex-

ternal affairs of the council, and served under the palsgrave, describes,
in his simple and honest German style, the strong apprehensions which

were felt that the reformation would be frustrated, if the election of a
pope should be pushed forward first.2 The emperor and the party
attached to him were called upon from many quarters to be careful
We may notice the speech of Stephen
not to depart from their plan.
of Prague, probably Stephen Paletz, that fierce enemy of Huss, the
man in whose eyes it was a damnable heresy to assert that the church
This interest in favor of Benedict is
evidenced also, when in the 132d letter ad
'

Reginaldum, p. 336, he traces the evils in
France especially to the circumstance, that
the legitimate pope Benedict had been
treated so abusively.
2 "But the Anglici and Germani wanted to have the reformation done before the
election.
And if that were to be done
when the choice was made, every one

would ride home, as soon as he had done
up his own business and so the reforraaAnd moretion would never take place.
over, when a pope was chosen, if the thing
pleased him, he would set about it if it
did not please him, he would not have it.
The whole matter, then, depended on the
pope and so they let the matter hang
and not a thought more was had about it."
;

;

;
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Yet even he felt himself concould subsist without a visible head.
demand before all things else the reformation of the church.

strained to

Undoubtedly he had sufficiently experienced amidst the commotions in
Bohemia, that it was nothing else but the crying abuses in the church
that had operated most powerfully in calling forth those reactions.
He invited the council before they elected a pope to proceed to the
suppression of heresies, a business which it was competent to, even
without a pope, as it was more than the pope and the cardinals, and
by the guidance of the Holy Ghost infallible in matters of faith.
Speaking of the reformation needed in the mode of appointing to
church offices, he says " By reason of the many advantages, the
wealth and honor connected with ecclesiastical offices, the foolish and
the wise, the young and the old, the bad and the good, the learned
and the unlearned, strive to obtain them. All seek, either by good
means or by bad, to attain to the fat spiritual prebends. They are
ready to move heaven and earth, expose themselves to great dangers
and great hardships, such that if they endured the same for God's
they will degrade
sake, they would win the crown of martyrdom
themselves to the filth of kitchens, and to the menial service of grooms,
We may
for the sake of getting promoted to spiritual benefices."
call to mind the agreement between this account and the language
He inalready cited of Chancellor Gerson, and of Henry of Hessia.
vites the prelates of the council in particular, now that they were
approaching the end of their work of restoring peace to the church,
to be on their guard against the devices of Satan, who was seeking to
thwart this object, was now exciting so much the more division among
So we find a letter also from an unknown
them as his time was short.
person, who, being a bishop of no diocese, call§ himself a vagrant in
the world,2 portraying to the emperor the corruption of the church in
all its orders, and urgently inviting him to forward the cause of reformation.
So we find the archbishop of Genoa delivering a speech and
exhorting the emperor to perseverance in promoting the work of reJtbrm.3
But most violent opposition to this course came from the
part of the cardmals, who in the month of September presented two
protests against the interference of the emperor and the efforts of the
:

;

German party, against whom they tried to excite suspicion. They
complain, that although the larger and sounder part of the council,
the French, Italian and Spanish nations, and the cardinals, two excepted,
were of one mind on the subject, the Germans pertinaciously offered reThey labor to show, that the greatest danger grew out of
The council, by perthe long continued vacancy of the papal chair.
6istance.4

'

'
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mobilis, episco-

pus millius dioeceseos, vagorum vagus,

minimus inter eeteros nostrae congregationis rainistros ad hoc dcputatus,
legatus seu nuncius specialis, missus in
universum orbcm, omnia videns, veniens
visitando limina beatorum Petri et Pauli,
«tc.
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'
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Tres nationes, Italiae videlicet, Galliae et Hispaniae, quae faclunt multo majorem et saniorem partem conciiii, et ultra
dicti domini cardinales illam acceptaverint
*
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mitting this, was inflicting the greatest injury on

many

men were

its

own

credit.

In

undecided as to the stand which they
meant to take in regard to this thing, and were waiting for the election, to see whether it would so turn out, that they could recognize
the person to be elected as lawful pope.
Already reports were in circulation about divisions in the council.
Already men talked of some
constraint under which it must labor.^
It was to be feared, that if
the election should be longer delayed, a new pope would be chosen at
Rome, and find acknowledgment throughout all Italy. It was to be
feared, that by some circumstance or other, the dissolution of the
council
a thing no doubt which the cardinals themselves with their
allies could do a great deal towards bringing about
might take place
before any step had been taken towards the election of a pope :
and how then could they ever succeed in having a universally recognized pope, when there was no pope to convoke a council ?
Thus
these cardinals could never find it in their power to accept the principles of a freer church law
the old Roman church-system ever lay at
the bottom of their creed.
They complained that the Germans had
left unanswered for three months their invitation that they should
unite with themselves in deciding on the form of the papal election, which, to be sure, the Germans had done, but for the good reason, that the German Tpiirtj were for deferring everything else until
the reformation of the church had been secured.
They avowed that
those who were ever standing in the way of the election of a pope,
made themselves suspected of promoting the schism, inasmuch as the
church, so long as it remained without a universally acknowledged
head, was not restored as yet to its true unity.
They washed their
hands of all blame, should great dangers and mischiefs be found to
spring out of this Avant of a universally acknowledged pope
they
threw the responsibility of all this upon the Germans alone.
They labor
to show that the reasons given by the latter for postponing the election,
They themselves also and the other three nawere no reasons at all.
tions shared with the Germans the interest which the latter expressed
for the reformation of the church, as they had indeed also taken their
but there was nothing to hinpart in the transactions on that subject
der them, while proceeding to the election of a pope, from acting also
at the same time on the matter of church reform.
The most important thing in the reformation of the church, was to provide, in
the first place, that the church should have a universally acknowledged visible head for the body without the head was a mutilated
How could men speak of a reformation while this deformacarcass.
To the unity of the church belonged
tion still continued to exist ?
two conditions, the union of the members among themselves, and their
The first they had attained the second was
.union with the head.
districts

still

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

Nee non etiam, quod quorundam, qui
tidem concilio adhaeserunt, propter rumores discordiarum, et quasi impressionum, quas in eodem concilio fieri audiunt,
'

•ides

jam de eodem

conciliodicitur vacilla-

Ibid. p. 257.
re.
"We may probably understand here a malicious allusion to the
pretended limiting influence of the emperor Sigismund.
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this, therefore,
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first
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Already the people were uttering against the Germans such
" They were inclined to the heresy of the Hussreproaches as these
ites, to believe that the church had no need of a visible head.
card was handed about containing twelve points which required deciWhether it was proper to say
sion, among which were the following
that, the apostolical chair being vacant, as all know it to be now, no
new election was to be made but that after such a vacancy, the
church may remain, for a long and undefined time, without a head,
and without any canonical arrangement relating to the form of the
whether this was contrary to divine law, contrary to
future election
Christ's direction with regard to his vicars and the successors of
Peter? Whether it was heretical, or appeared at least to favor he
resy, and particularly the Hussite heresy, condemned by this council,
to say that the church could be better governed without a pope,
Whether it
than with his authority and that of the Roman church ?
was erroneous to assert, that it was a less mischief for the church to
about.

:

A

:

;

;

be wholly without a head, than to be deprived of the reformation of
Whether to assert that the Roman and universal church
the head ?
could not be reformed in the right way without depriving her of the
temporal goods with which she had been superfluously endowed by
the princes, was not something erroneous and akin to the Hussite
In the propositions here thrown out, many of which very
heresy ?
closely resemble what is to be found in the protest of the cardinals,
we see manifested a disposition to find already in the Germans a spirit
hostile to the secularization of the church, together with a fear that
some attack might be made on the excessive wealth of the church
by a council acting freely without a pope. Jn this suspicion and
although they
these complaints against the Germans lies a prophecy
were really at this time far from entertaining any such thoughts of a
Meantime Robert Hallam, bishop of Salisbury,
church revolution.
one of the most free spirited members, and the most zealous for church
;

He had communicated, especially
reform, had died at the council.
After his death,
to the English nation, the free reformatory spirit.
the English deputies were more easily drawn over to the other party.
The Germans alone stood faithfully by the emperor Sigismond but
they singly could not carr}^ the matter through without producing a
But the
schism in the council, and bringing about its dissolution.
Germans, before they gav3 in, published on the 14th September,
;

already mentioned,
which so characteristically marks the German spirit, from which the great Reformation was destined one day
" Whereas, they had in these days been repeatedly
to proceed
called upon to send some from their body to deliberate about the
election of a pope, which, in their opinion, is undertaken premaand whereas,
turely and unreasonably, as it was by their predecessors
the German nation, among other nations, has been rather violently
devoted to
so they characterize themselves
beset
a nation
God, jiitient and humble, and yet by God's grace not without

1417,

in opposition to the protest of the cardinals

that well

known

protest

:

;

;
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power, but including in itself, besides tlie imperial monarchy, eight
illustrious kingdoms," etc.^ They then go on to notice the suspicions
above mentioned, that they promoted schism, favored the heresy of
" These false criminations and
Wicklif and Huss, and remark
calumnies this nation has hitherto, for the sake of peace and the preservation of concord, preferred patiently to endure, rather than by
manifesting impatience and being zealous for their own honor, expose
themselves to be charged by the other nations with creating discord
among brethren." Far from them was it to think that the church
could be governed without a pope, or that a longer vacancy of the
papal chair was useful yet they believed that such vacancy would,
perhaps, be still more dangerous, where the guidance by a council did
And perhaps it had already been more
not exist as a matter of fact.
dangerous, for the two years during which the council had so many
opponents to contend with, so many kingdoms, which now had attached
Therefore the danger at present seemed to
themselves to it.
them to be less. And since the preceding decUne of the church was
-^wing to the schism, therefore it was especially necessary, in order to
^uard against divisions for the future, to provide for the reformation
of the head, and of the Roman court, on which future papal elecand from this point these elections should
tions must moreover depend
The church from its
be fixed and settled by the most sacred laws.
commencement onward had been thus governed by the apostle Peter and
the other apostles and their successors, those most devout shepherds,
who cared not for money but for souls,^ through a period of almost a
thousand years in a word, so long as heavenly interests were valued
more highly than earthly but it must be acknowledged as a painful
fact, that for the last 150 years, or thereabouts, several popes with
their courts had been devoted to the fleshly life, immersed in worldly
pleasure, and thus they had sunk downward to what was still worse,
had forgotten the things of heaven, had taken no concern whatever in
the welfare of souls and things purely spiritual, but looked merely^ at
what was subservient to gain, had usurped to themselves, by resorting
The papal reservations,
to any means, the rights of other churches.
which spurned all laws, and which enabled them to determine the
appointments to all ecclesiastical offices, are cited as an example.
They had brought all tribunals under their own control ; decided on
dispensed unusual indulgences for money ;
all matters, even secular
and finally they had amassed such an amount of wealth, that
many of them could enrich all their kinsmen, and some had even
:

;

;

;

;

;

And hence, and especially owing
sought to make them princes.
to the neglect of prolonging general councils of reform, covetousness,
which is called idolatry, paying court for spiritual dignities, heresy
and simony, had spread far and wide. From these causes had sprung
the most dangerous schisms, which some cardinals, of different and
V. d. Hardt. torn. IV, p. 1419: Deo
devotam, patientem et humilem nationem
Gcrmaiiicam, per dei gratiam non magis
iinpoteiitem, sed praeter imperialem mon'

archiara octo regna inclyta continenteoj
caet.
^ Devotissimos -pastores, non
pecunia
rum, sed animanim. P. 1421.
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perhaps hostilely disposed nations, had in carnal temper promoted and

Pomp and display had increased among the clergy.
the study of the sciences had declined ; church structures and

cherished.

Hence

monasteries had fallen to decay
their landed property had remained
uncultivated and uncared for
and their valuable movable property
had been squandered away. Only the rich, men versed in pecuniary
affairs, the frivolous, the general vagrants, the ignorant, the vicious,
and a few capable men, were, in utter contempt of the devout and
learned, not only promoted, but in God's temple preferred above all
;

;

others, as

was given

by an undeniable right of succession. Distinct prominence
to the matter of indulgences as constituting the worst of

these abuses
price

;

—

the notion that sins could be

and the pardon of them

sold.i

estimated at a certain
It w^as because the laity had

seen such things done before their eyes, and had been so scandalized
thereby, that they looked with contempt upon the once so highly

esteemed order of the clergy, and regarded it as more an antichristian
than a christian institution.^ The German nation, it was said, had
learned wisdom by the experience obtained at Pisa.
It had seen how
the expectation of a reformation of the church, excited by solemn promises and assurances, had been disappointed ; how after the choice of
two popes the evil only went on from worse to worse ; how vice and depravation of manners still worse than the schism now to be exterminated, had spread far and wide.
They demanded that first of all,
this corruption, as the plague which tainted the whole body of Christ,
should be exterminated from the house of God, that the pope, as a
pure and holy man, might be elected by pure and holy men.3 They
demanded, that whatever appertained to the above described degeneracy of the church, should be so removed, that> the church might be
governed for the future after the example of that more ancient church
governance, by which she had been guided a hundred and fifty years
before, and in conformity with the old ecclesiastical laws
but this
after the removal of those abusive ordinances which had been invented
to favor the Roman church. They conclude by saying " It is sooner to
be borne and more salutary, thatthe Roman church should remain vacant
for a time, while the general council has the direction. It is to be wished
that the papal chair should in the first place be carefully purged of its
defilement, lest the future pope, even though the holiest man should be
elected, might, if he sat in the midst of these abuses, become himself
defiled.'!
The Germans then proceed to invite the fathers of the
;

:

'

Sub

colore

appretiandarura

charta-

rum, crimina delinquentium, aut gratia
dispensationum, praecise secundum qualitatem suam, ut res profanaetaxantur, aimsiones manifeste nefandas committendo,
indulgentias inconsuetas pro pecuniis lai-giendo. P. 1422.
* Ecclesiasticum statum, quern ab olim
devoto cultu reverebatur. nunc tanquam
amplius riguisset, levipendat, ut et ilium
apud aliquos magis antic.hristianum quam
ihristianum fore 'putet. P. 142.'3.
^

Ex

ovili

dominico tanquam

infecti-

vara putrcdinem, antequam pastor apostolicus mundatus, sanctus et Justus, et pei
mundatos, sanctos et justos eligatur, prae

mundare, et domum dei ab inveteratis foe
tidis, mundandis maculis expiare.
Pag.
1423.
* Expedire videtur omnino, pontificalcra
catliedram prius diligenter purgari, et llomanam ecclesiam decoris moribus illustrari, quam futurum praesulem, etiaiiisi
sanctissimus eligatur, in istis abusiouibui
sedendo, commivcuhire. P. 1424.
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council, they adjure

fear of

God,

them by the duty of

to unite Avith

the

German

their high calling

nation for

this

and by tho

end, that ere

they proceed to the election of a pope, efficient decrees be pubhshed
at a public session relating to everything needful in order to reformation ; and that then, and not till then, they should proceed to the business of settUng upon the right mode of electing a pope, and to the
actual

election,

The German

which would

in

case prove to be an easy

this

affair.

nation protested before God, before the host of angels,

entire church, to the assembled council, that if they
refused to proceed in the way required, it would not be the fault of. that
nation, but theirs, that the bride of Christ, the holy mother church, inseparable from her bridegroom, was not restored to purity and freedom
from all stain, and in being thus restored, brought back also to perfect

and before the

union. 1

Thus the German nation replied to that protest of the cardinals, a
document by which, as appears evident from the tone of the declaraand thus they flung back the
tion, they felt themselves wronged
This was the last word spoken in
charges thrown out against them.
Even the emperor and the Germans were obliged
behalf of reform.
It was
as they saw that nothing could be done.
to yield at last
;

;

required, however, that the pope should bind himself, immediately
after the election and previous to the coronation, to proceed, before
still

undertaking any other business, to the work of reform.
When the question, however, came to be discussed, in what form the
resolution containing this requirement should be drawn up, it was declared, in opposition to the Germans, that a pope once chosen could not
a premonition of the course which matters were to take.^
be bound,
Meanwhile a great deal was said on the subject of the church reform ;
but there was an evident conflict between the interests, principles, and
wishes of the different nations. Yet one event transpired which was of
great moment in a certain sense it might be said to constitute an epoch
and lay the foundation for a new church constitution. In the 39th
that the frequent apsession the following resolution was adopted

—

;

:

pointment of general councils was a principal means of rooting out tares
from the field, counteracting heresies and schisais, and promoting the
reformation of the church. The neglect of holding such synods hitherto
had occasioned much harm. It was therefore resolved that a general
council should be held in five years, then in seven years, and from
The pope should, a month before the
thenceforth every ten years.
conclusion of every general council, make known the place of the next
council, to be selected with the concurrence of this whole assemHe could, for weighty reasons, if the circumstances required
bly.
assembly, but should
it, anticipate the time of convoking the general
never pass beyond the terms above designated. Accordingly, it would
'
Protestatur haec natio Germanica coram deo, tota curia coelesti, universal! ecclesia et vobis, quod nisi feceritis praemis»a modo et ordine supra dictis, quod non
per earn, sed per vos stat, stetit et stabit,

quominus sponsa

Christi, sancta matei- ecsuo sponso ineonvulsa, purior et
et reformata ai
perfcctam reducatur unitatem. P. 1424.
^ Schelstrat.
p 269.

clesia,

immaculata reformetur,
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to this

:

that always either a general council should be actu

in session, or soon to

ally

ever, such as
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war or a

be held.

If for particular reasons, how-

place previously designated for the

siege, the

council should prove unsuitable, the pope, with the concurrence of the
cardinals, or two-thirds of them, might select a

new

place, belonging to

designated, unless the same hindrance existed in reference to the -frhole nation and in this case, he
might convoke the council in some other place contiguous to this na-

same nation with the place

the

first

;

made known a year before the opening of
might have it in their power to be present at the
proper time. By carrying this law into effect, the pope's absolute power
would, to be sure, have been destroyed a limit would have been set
the execution of the papal authority would have
to his arbitrary will
been subjected to constant oversight. But it was easier to draw up
such a law in words, than to reduce it to practice. How much was involved in bringing about such frequent meetings of a general council
While the contest was still going on between the Germans and the
other nations on the question. In what way the pope should be bound
to make arrangements for a reformation of the church, news came, thata man entitled to the highest veneration, the bishop of Winchester,
uncle to the king of England, bound on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, had
arrived a-t Ulm.
He was called in to act as a peace-maker and he
succeeded in bringing about an agreement, on the 30th of October. It
•was settled that the council should draw up a decree to the effect that
the pope to be elected should reform the church in its head and in the
Roman court, according to justice, and as the good government of the
church required, before the council was dissolved ; moreover the following points were expressly settled
1. Relative to the number, the
Yet

tion.

all this

the council, that

should be

all

;

;

;

:

quality,

and the nation of the cardinals

of the apostolical see

;

3.

;

2. relative to the reformation

relative to the annates

;

4. relative to the

and gratifications in expectancy 5. relative to
the confirmation of church elections
6. relative to affairs which were
to be transacted and those which were not to be transacted in the Roman chancery
7. relative to appeals to the Roman court ; 8. relative to the question for what causes and in what manner the pope
might be corrected or deposed ;i 9. relative to the extirpation of sicollation of benefices

;

;

;

mony

;

10. relative to dispensations

;

11. relative to indulgences.

It

was determined that, after committees had been appointed for discussing and settling these matters, the rest might return home. The cardinals had now, therefore, secured their object
that the deliberation
respecting the form of papal election should come first in order.
Already had many of the freer voices, from the German nation as it seems,

—

demanded

that the cardinals should have no part in the papal election.
have seen, already, how their late choice of one of the most
abandoned men had been turned against them. It was not without
reason, therefore, that their influence was distrusted ; but they had nc
intention to put up with this exclusion.
One of them declared, that a

We

'

Propter quae et

quomodo Papa

pussit conigi vel deponi.

11*

Schelstrat. p. :i"L
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had no right to alter the form of the papal elec
that a pope chosen according to this altered form, would not be
acknowledged as lawful pope. They finally agreed upon this that six
council without a pope
tion

;

:

from each nation, together with the cardinals, should unite to form an
electoral college, and that he who received two thirds of the votes of
these electors should be recognized as lawful pope.' Through the strife
of the different nations, of whom each wanted to have a pope from its
own body, another schism might easily have arisen. The Germans set
the example of sacrificing their own wishes and interests to the good
of the church, declaring themselves ready to give their votes for an
they also prevailed on the English to yield. The French and
Italian
Spaniards were refractory at first ; but finally, after the invocation of
the Holy Ghost, on St. Martin's day in November, they were prevailed
upon to give place for the Holy Spirit as a spirit of concord ; and on
the same day. Cardinal Otto of Colonna was chosen pope, after the
election had lasted three days. He called himself Martin the Fifth.
When it was found that the newly elected pope did not proceed so
;

speedily as was desired, to the work of reform, the French deputies
betook themselves to the emperor, and begged him to press the matter

but Sigismund told them, that at an earlier day, while
with the pope
as yet there was no pope, it had been his duty to look after this matter ;
and when he had insisted that the reform should precede the pope's
Now they had a pope as they desired
election, they had opposed him.
and to him, therefore, they should go, whose business it was now.2
;

When

came up for deliberaGermans presented a draft from which we select the following
remarkable points. The business related to the cases in which the pope
might be corrected or deposed. It appeared to them that the pope
could be punished and also deposed by a general council, not only for
at length, the subject of reformation again

tion, the

heresy, but also for notorious simony, as well in reference to the sacraments as to the bestowment jjf benefices, and for any other notorious

whereby scandal was given to the church, if, when reway, he proved to be incorrigible. Furthermore, that the excessive indulgences which had been granted during the time of the schism, and had extended to the pardon of all sins,
Pope Martin subsequently drew up a plan
should be wholly revoked. 3
of reform which by no means answered the expectations of the nations.
In this plan some notice was taken of the two points just referred to,
which had been brought up by the Germans. In reference to the first,
it was observed, that it did not appear, and such was the judgment also
transgression,

minded of

his fault in a lawful

of several of the nations,
that matter.

how anything new could be determined on

In reference

to the

second,

it

was said the pope would

take care for the future, that there should be no too lavish dispensation
of indulgences, lest they might fall into contempt.4 And those granted
il. Hardt. torn. IV, p. 1452 sq.
Gobelin. Pers. Cosm. p. 345.
Quod indulgentae exorbitantur concessae tempore schismatis, continentes remjssionem omnium peccatorura, sint pen'

V.

itus revocandae.

V.

d. Ilardt. torn.

I, p.

2

1010.

^

Cavebit dominus noster papa in futu
rum nimiain indulgentiarum effusionem.
ne vilescant. Ibid', p. 1038.
*
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X.

the death of Gregory XI,, together with such as had been
granted for release from punishment and debt or full pardon of sin at
Then still
certain places, he revoked and declared nvill and void.
greater advantages were gained to the papal interest by concordats
with the several nations.
The last session of the council on the 22d of April of the year 1418,
in which session the council was adjourned by the pope, was a scene
Before the close, the envoys of the Poles and the
of great agitation.
They had accused before
Lithuanians appeared with a grievance.
the council, a book of the Dominican, John of Falkenberg, who had
been hired by the German order of knights to provoke a war of extermination against the newly converted Lithuanians and Poles, as conThis book had been examined and
taining hurtful errors of doctrine.
condemned. But the thing they demanded, that the pope should appoint a public session in which the sentence of condemnation should be
proclaimed, they could not carry out, probably because the pope was
They appealed, therefore, from
restrained by political considerations.
But they were silenced by the
the pope to the next general council.
and Martin V. put forth, in the
pope on pain of excommunication
last consistory of the cardinals at Constance, a constitution, by which,
since

;

in direct contradiction to the principles so distinctly laid

down

at

Con-

stance, he directed that no one should be allowed to dispute any decision of the pope in matters of faith,

and

to appeal

from him

to

a general

council.

This constitution of Pope Martin V. was the occasion which led Gerend of the council of Constance, in the year 1418, to
compose a paper in which he defended anew the principles of freer
He showed that by this constichurch law expressed at Constance.
tution, the principle relating to the supreme authority of the general
son, towards the

'

council proclaimed in that public session at Constance, had been over-

turned

;

XXIIL
legality

and that inasmuch as it was by virtue of the same that John
had been deposed and Martin V. had been chosen pope, the
of his own election, which rested on this principle, would be

perilled.

rule given

He

found fault with

by Christ

himself,

judgment of the church.
was a man liable to sin and

constitution, as contradicting the

this

Matthew

He

xviii,,

respecting appeal to the

went on the principle that the pope

to error

;

his decision therefore could not

be regarded as infallible.
In proof he adduces the example of Peter,
whose successors the popes were, and cites the fact that Peter had
been corrected of a practical error by Paul ; and maintained that a
doctor of theology, as a successor of the apostle Paul in this regard,
might in a sermon publicly correct the pope. The decision of a bishop
or of a pope, in matters of faith, should, in reference to the extent of

the spiritual jurisdiction of either of these functionaries, bind only so

obedience as that none should deliver anything to the contrary
save where he might feel compelled to do so by the teachings of Holy

far to

Tractatus,
in causis fidei a
'

quomodo

summo

et an liceat in
pontifice appella-

re seu ejus
II, p. 303.

judicium deciinare. Opcr. tom
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Scripture, or the decisions of the church.
Furthermore, he was of
among the immediate attendants of the pope, there

the opinion, that

was often a much greater want of men stored with knowledge, wellexperienced and grounded in pure doctrine, than at the universities,
where the study of the Sacred Sci'ii)tures was more sedulously pursued.
He maintained, that it was no less a duty to meet and confute
those errors which were at variance with the commandments, Thou
shalt not swear falsely, thou shalt do no murder, and which threatened the overturn of

all

public order, than to confute errors in doc-

Gerson somewhat modified these statements, out
of respect to the authority of the pope, by adding, that the constitution of the pope might perhaps admit of another interpretation, and
that the pope himself would best ward off such charges, by a decided
condemnation of such y)ractical errors.
At the council of Constance, the next general council was appointed to meet, five years later, at Pavia.
Accordingly such a council
was actually opened there, in the year 142.3 but on account of the
spread of the pestilence called the Black Death, it was dissolved and
transferred to Siena.
But at Siena, also, only a few sessions were
held
and on the pretence that the small number of prelates assemtrines of faith.

Still

;

;

bled did not authorize the continuance of the council, in conformity
with the determination of the council of Constance, the next meeting
was appointed to be held seven years later, in the year 1431, at
Basle.

and

Pope Martin V. nominated already

to preside over

it,

as legate to this council,

the cardinal Juliano Cesarini.

At

this

impor-

tant crisis he died, and left behind this weighty business for his succes-

Eugene IV. Cardinal Cesarini had also received from the late
pope the commission, as, his legate, to direct the proceedings undertaken against the Hussites in Bohemia, with a view to bring them
back to union with the church. If we may credit his own words, the
direction of the council of Basle, which the pope had imposed on him,
was regarded by him as a very unwelcome task. In his letter to
Eugene IV., hereafter to be mentioned, he thus expresses himself:
" I believe the whole Roman court is aware, how irksome to me was
sor

that legation in reference to the council.

whom

At

that time I

had not a

my

regret at the appointment,"
He reminds the pope of what he had said to him personally on the
" Willingly as I went on
subject when the latter was still cardinal.
visitor

to

I did not express

the legation to Bohemia, as unwillingly did I undertake that other, on

account of many things which I then dreaded as to what might possibly happen, and which I already begin to experience as having actually taken place." i
From the circumstances of the times, the conflicting interests of the reformatory spirit everywhere rife and active,
a spirit which, especially in a Swiss city, might break forth with more
than ordinary violence, against the interest of papal absolutism, it was,
doubtless, easy to foresee the recurrence of severe contests ; and Ju'

se

Propter raulta quae tunc verebar posaccidere,

quae jam

Epistola Juliani ad

experiri

Eugeuium IV.

incipio.
in ope-

ribus

Aeneae

64 sq,

Silvii, eel.

Basil, 1571,

pag
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might fear that he would become entangled in them.
The busiBohemia would be easier for him, where the whole was reduced to the simple point of a contest between an heretical tendency
and the ruling church. While he was tarrying at Nuremberg he
received the news of Martin's death and of the new government of
Eugene. He now besought the new pope, by letter after letter, to
release him from the commission given him by Pope Martin, and apHe then trapoint some other person as president of the council.
velled further about in Germany, preaching the crusade against the
Bohemians. After this he returned to Nuremberg, where he received
from the pope his commission to repair to Basle, and take upon himAs he heard, however,
self the charge of presiding over the council.
that only a few prelates had as yet arrived at Basle, and as his presence in Bohemia seemed to him of more importance, he adopted the
expedient of appointing two ecclesiastics, John of Bilombar and John
of Ragusio, as his representatives for the present to preside at the
lian

ness in

council, promising himself that, as soon as the
ted,

he would repair

to

Bohemian

affair

permit-

Basle, and take the presidency upon himself.

Several causes, hoAvever, conspired, after he had formed this resoluinduce him to alter his mind and to proceed immediately to
The unhappy issue of the campaign in Bohemia, and the
Basle.
dangers that threatened the adjacent borders of Germany, created a
wish for the most energetic measures to renew the war, and the council of Basle might furnish the best opportunity for bringing about a
tion, to

Furthermore, Cesarini had
this object.
by the representations of the Bohemian nobles,
that the Hussite affair could not be disposed of by violent measures,
but
but that far more was to be hoped for from peaceful negotiations
these also could be most conveniently managed* by the general counHis subsequent journey through Germany served still
cil of Basle.
more to convince the cardinal how necessary a general council was, to

combined
been led

effort to

promote

to observe,

;

satisfy the constantly disappointed expectations of a reformation of

the church, to reform the corrupt clergy

who provoked

the indignation

of the laity more and more every day, and, by giving assurance of
redress to the complaints of the people, to ward off the threatening
Julian himself,
danger of a revolt against the church of Germany.

above mentioned letter from Basle addressed to pope Eugene,
" What impelled me to come here, is the false
position and the licentiousness of the German clergy, owing to which
the laity are exasperated beyond measure against the ecclesiastics.
Wherefore it is very much to be feared, that if they do not reform,
the laity will, after the manner of the Hussites, fall out with the whole
body of the clergy, as is already openly threatened."
Pope Eugene, however, soon altered his resolution. The recollections of the council of Constance may have filled him with apprehen-

in the

says on this point:

'

P. 66 Incitavit etiam me hue venire
defonnitas et dissolutio cleri Alemaniae,
laici supra modum irritantur adPropter
versus statum ecclesiasticum.
'

ex qua

:

quod valde timendum est, nisi
dent, ne laici more Uussitarum
clerum irruant, ut publico dicunt.

se

emen-

in totura
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Bions
and he gladly availed himself of such pretexts as he found at
hand, to remove the council to a distance from a city which breathed
an atmosphere of freedom, and which, from circumstances connected
with the place, threatened to excite the same spirit in others.
He
alleged as reasons, that the number of prelates assembled was so
small, while the time fixed for the opening of the council had ahead}
elapsed ; that the disorders of war prevented the meeting of a greater
number of prelates that the contagion of the Hussite heresy had
spread into those districts, and many citizens of Basle, infected with
that spirit, were said to have threatened the clergy
that already,
under the preceding pope, negotiations had been opened with tiie
Greeks on the subject of union, and these were unwilling to visit so
distant a city
that among several Italian cities, Bologna had already
wherefore, in order to the furtherance of so
been selected by them
weighty an afiair, it was requisite that a council should be held at
Bologna, and he promised that he himself would open that council in
person.
But two general councils could not sit at the same time,
For these reason;^ the
since they must interfere with each other.
pope declared it necessary that the council of Basle should bo dissolved, and appointed another, to meet in a year and half from that
time, at Bologna.
He gave Cardinal Julian full power to cany this
decree into effect.'
But this scheme of the pope could not be carried into effect so easily.
There had already arrived at Basle many free-minded men, especially
from the lower order of clergy, doctors of theology and of the canon
law, among whom we m;iy mentior. one who stood most prominently
forth as representing the freer s:)int at the council of Basle, who had
ex[)Ounded the pimciples of the freer ecclesiastical law in a work entitled Concordant la cutholica, and who held a high rank in his times as
Nicholas Krebs of Cuss
a theologian, philosopher, and mathematician,
in Trier, known by the name of Nicholas of Cusa, or Cancer Cusanus.
one striking token of
One fact, however, especially worthy of notice
the reformatory spirit, of the universal consciousness that an eventual
reformation of the church had come to be a matter of urgent necessity
was this, that while on all other occasions the papal legates were wont to
serve, in all respects, as the obedient instruments of the popes, it was
from Cardinal Julian himself the first earnest opposition to Pope Eugene proceeded. Instead of executing the above commission, he sent
to the pope a communication in reply, representing to him the great
danger which would result from following out that commission, and
" Had I
he writes 2
been
boldly expressing many plain truths.
present at the Roman court at that time (when the pope came to the
resolution of dissolving the council), and could I have known there the
dangers, which here perhaps (or not perhaps) are impending, you certainly would not have come with such a message, the very report of
which has already excited much scandal and great uneasiness. What,
;

;

;

;

;

—
—

—

—

—

Ravnaldi annales (Lucae 1752) torn
LX, ad ann. 1431, Nr. 20, 21, p. 104, 105.
'

*

See the

letter cited

on

p. 67.
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conclude, will happen, should the commission be exemore advisable it had been to have intimated this

How mach

?

to me, who am here in the midst of the scene
then, informed
whole state of the case, you could have made up your mind
more maturely. How, indeed, is it possible to consult and decide
rightly, if the matter to be decided is not known in all its essential
circumstances.
Let your Holiness patiently listen, whilst I state what
troubles have arisen here, and what imminent danger threatens ruin to
the faith. What would the heretics say, should the council be dissolved?
Would they not exult over ours, and behave themselves more proudly
than ever ? Would not the church confess that she has been overcome,
since she ventured not to await the coming of those who have been

scheme

;

of the

summoned

(the Bohemian deputies invited to negotiation) ?
how
great would be the shame brought on the Christian faith here
Would
not men beheve they saw in it the finger of God ? Armed troops have
but now the universal church herself also flies
often fled before them
They cannot be overcome, then, either by weapons or by arguments
!

!

;

!

What would

the whole world say, on hearing of this

Will they not

?

amendment, and are determined to
So many councils have been held in our days, and
no reformation has resulted from one of them.
The nations were expecting that from this council some fruit would come. But if it shall
be thus dissolved, it will be said, that we have trifled with God and
man. And as no remaining hope of our amendment will exist, the laity
will, with good reason, set upon us as the Hussites have done
and in
truth rumors to that effect are already afloat.
The minds of men are
full of mischief
they already begin to spew out the poison that is to
They will think that they do God an acceptable
bring death to us.
service, in assassinating or robbing ecclesiastics.
Because these will
seem to be sunk in the lowest depths of sin, they will be hateful to God
and men and the slight reverence which is paid them even now, will
This council was one means still, by which the
then vanish entirely.
people of the world could be in some measure restrained
but when
they see every hope dashed to the ground, they will let loose the reins
and persecute us openly. Alas what honor is it which is to accrue to
the Roman court for dissolving a council assembled for the reformation
Assuredly, will all the odium, all the guilt and shame
of the church
inasmuch as they were the first occasion of so great
fall back on them
an evil, and carried it to a higher pitch.
far be it from
0, holy father
me that you should be liable to be called the cause of so great evil
At your hands will be demanded the blood of those that perish Of all,
even to the last farthing, you must render an account on that day.
What will you say then ? What reason will you be able to adduce ?
If God threatens so terrible a sentence upon those who offend even the
least ones in the church, what shall be done when offence is given to
he says afterwards
although, in case
;;he whole church ? " " And
say, the clergy are incapable of
stick in their mire

?

;

:

;

;

!

!

;

!

!

—

—

the council remains in session, none of the good described should be the
result, still however, if it be dissolved, all will say. If the council had
not been dissolved, so many and so great benefits would have resulted
from it. And the responsibility for all this will be thrown on jour
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and never will you be able to get rid of the stigma. And although it is said, that such a prorogation and removal is made for a
good end, to the end that, at another place, if your holiness should be
present in person, still greater good might be effected, still nobody
will believe it
because, they say, We were cheated at the council of
Siena
and so we have been at this also.
legate was sent, bulls
were sent, and yet a change of the place and a delay of the time is
sought
The heretics .should be asked, whether they too are willing
to suspend, for a year and a half, the spreading of their poison.
They
also who have been scandalized by the ugly lives of the clergy should
be asked, whether they will not be scandalized in the meanwhile.
Every day the abuses among the clergy give occasion of offence, and
yet shall the remedy be put off? Let all be done now, that can be done.
What remains, may be deferred another year and a half. I fear, that
ere another year and half have elapsed, unless the thing is provided for
in some other way, ihe major part of the German clergy will be destroyed."
He reminds the pope of the commission given to him in
" If your holiness had
reference to this council, and goes on to say
dreamt of dissolving this council so soon, it would have been better not
to have begun it. What does your holiness fear, as you have lived so
uprightly, that others rather have occasion to fear you, than you to
fear them ? "
He then goes on to refute the other reasons brought forward by the pope. If the pope himself could not come, on account of
illness, he could nominate representatives. This was not the first council that had been held without the presence of the pope.
As to the
safety of the place, nothing was to be feared on that score.
The citizens of Basle had promised in every form, as had been lately done at
Constance, to defend the council against every one. As from so many
quarters complaints had arisen, that the superfluity of worldly goods
had occasioned the corruption of the clergy, and many voices had
l-^en heard to assert that the clergy must return back to their original
poverty, in order to become free from worldliness, so a solicitude might
here and there be created, lest the reformatory spirit of a council might
lead to the determination of depriving the clergy of all their worldly
" If
possessions.
In reference to such a solicitude, Julian remarks
this council did not consist of men of the church, such a solicitude
might perhaps have some foundation.
But what clergyman would
agree to any such resolution ?
Not one. Not because it would be
contrary to the faith only, but contrary also to their own interests. What
laymen would agree to it ? None, or very few. And if some princes
should perhaps send delegates to the council, they would generally
send ecclesiastics, noways disposed to agree to any such resolution.
And the few laymen, who might appear there, would find it impossible
to get a hearing when affairs relating to the church were in discussion.
And I scarcely believe that among them all there would be present ten
secular lords in person ; perhaps not five.
Then I do not believe that
this council will prove to be a greater one than that at Constance, or
that at Pisa ; and yet at neither of these councils was this question
introduced.
The Holy Ghost had never permitted anything contrary
to the faith to be determined at any council ; why then was a different
holiness,

;

A

;

!

:

:
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It botraved a
be appi-ehended from tliis council at Basle ?
want of confidence in the Holy Ghost. 'J hen he says " But I fear the
same -will happen to us that happened to the Jews, who said The lloThus, by a
raans will come and take away our place and nation.
because we
righteous judgment of God, may it also turn out with us
are not willing that a council should be held, we shall lose our divine
And would we may not also lose body and soul together.
goods.
When God has determined to send a calamity on a people, he first so
So it
orders it that the danger is not understood and not regarded.
seems to stand at present with the men of the church, whom I often
they see the fire, and yet rush headlong into it."
accuse of blindness
" Never
would any council have been held, if such fear
says he
had seized the hearts of our fathers, as has taken possession of ours."
He then lays before the pope another well grounded cause for anxiety ;
for, as it was quite possible that the council of Basle would not consent
either to the removal or to the prorogation of the council, a new
It had been declared already, that
schism might be the consequence.
result to

:

:

;

—

:

—

the pope's course stood in direct contradiction with the principles exMen seemed, moreover, to propressed at the council of Constance.
test in the strongest terms against it ; had said that to do anything of
that sort was the same as to prevent the extirpation of heresies, the
and conreformation of manners, the repose of the Christian people
The
sequently the same as to promote heresies, war, and hatred.
pope had given, as a reason for the measure he proposed, the
To this the cardinal renegotiations of union with the Greeks.
It was looked upon as a great folly, that on account of the unplies
certain project of bringing back the Greeks to church union, the now
;

:

and ever faithful Germany should be left to fall jnto the heresy of the
Bohemians. For it was said, this was greatly to be feared, unless
and that that song about
some remedy should be speedily applied
the Greeks had been already sung three hundred yeai'S ago, and was
every year sung over again. Both might be done, being good things.;
the other, a year and a half
the first now, at a fixed and settled time
and all would very gladly afterwards come and attend the
from now
proposed second council. He entreated the pope at least to putoflFthe
execution of this step until July. Meantime, the now existing mischiefs and grievances would be removed, the appeal of the Hussites to
the council, and the preparations for the war with the Bohemians, would
for by that time everything would be
no longer stand in the way
finished.
Many arrangements might, during the same time, be made
for the reformation of the German clergy, and published in Germany ;
and thus, something Avould be done and nothing could be laid to the
charge of the pope and that which, at the present time, would only
give ofi'ence, and could efiect no good object whatever, might then
He assures the pope, that all his faithful
be done with more honor.
;

;

;

;

;

;

servants

felt

greatly troubled about this matter, especially the archwho were then present in Basle.

bishops of Trier and of Regensburg,

seemed to them all that a lasting disgrace would
upon the pope and the Roman court.
12
VOL. V.
It

fasten

itself
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DOCTRINE.

Movements towards Reform in England.

the greater freedom of thought resulting from the reaction

against the church theocratic system had its first beginning in England, is to be attributed to various causes which prepared the way for
Buch an event. The high pretensions of the hierarchy since the time of

Innocent III., who sought to make the kings of England his vassals,
had, in this country, reached their acme ; and for this very reason the
nation, awakened to the consciousness of independence, the advocates
of its rights, its government, and the free hearted men among its clergy
were aroused to opposition. In the thirteenth century, bishop Eobert
Grosshead, or Capito of Lincoln, had set an example of courageous resistance to that arbitrary will of the popes in disposing of church offices,
and in his writings were
which was so fertile a source of corruption
scattered many seminal principles of reformatory truths, which long
It is apparent that the works of this man, who,
continued to operate.
under the name of Lincolniensis, held a distinguished rank among the
scholastic theologians, were afterwards diligently studied by the party
and these writings
of Wicklif in England and of Huss in Bohemia
seem to have had great influence in exciting a mode of thinking favor;

;

able to reform.

Next

after this distinguished

man

followed that pro-

found and original thinker, Roger Bacon, whose whole mode of thinking
was also calculated to awaken a freer spirit. The contest betwixt the
mendicant friars an order which spread, especially in England, with
and the University of Oxford and the parish priests,
alarming rapidity
who saw their rights encroached upon by the spiritual labors of these

—
—

in like manner contributed to make men conscious of the
abuses of the dominant church system, and to provoke attacks upon it.
In this contest, Archbishop Richard of Armagh distinguished himself,
as a forerunner of Wicklif, by his freedom of thought ; and he is often
cited under the name of Richard Armacanus, as a witness in favor of
the freer spirit, in the contest with the mendicant orders. There arose
in the English parliament, under the reign of Edward III., a spirit of
earnest zeal for the prerogatives of the state, and against the encroachUnder such
ments of the pope upon its rights and its independence.

monks, had
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and influences, appeared the English reformer of whom

we are now to speak.
John Wicklif was born in the year 1324 in the village of Wycliffe.
(whence according to the custom of this age he received his name) in
the county of York, not far from the city of Richmond.
He studied
philosophy and theology at the University of Oxford, and obtained
there an academical degree.
He soon distinguished himself by his
mental gifts, his freedom of mind, his zeal for learning, for the prosperity of the church, and the religious interests of the people.
In his

pervading practical bent, we recognize a peculiarity of the English
mind, which has constantly been preserved.
But to this was joined
in the case of Wicklif an original speculative element
an element
which in these times was also especially developed among the English,
though at a later period it retired more into the back ground.
He
subsequently occupied an important place in the philosophical school
of the realists, which maintained a fierce contest with the nominalism
that had revived since the time of William Occam.
By his book " On
;

the reality of universal conceptions,"

De

imiversalibus realibus, he

had created an important epoch extending into the fifteenth century
and we shall perceive how closely combined together in him were the
philosophical and the theological elements, how much his theological
opinions were influenced by his reahsm.
Bold in his practical bearing, never shrinking from any of the consequences resulting from the
principles which he advocated, he exhibited the same boldness and the
same consistency in the manner also in which he carried out his specu-

By his meditations on the sad condition of the
church in his time he was led to study the prophecies which came from,
or were ascribed to the abbot Joachim, and with which the men who
longed after a regeneration of the church busied themselves a good
and thus arose the first work in which he appeared
deal at that time
before the public and expressed his views on the corruption of the church.
This work, composed in the English language, and intitled, " On the last
times of the church," has lately appeared by itself in a new edition. At
first Wicklif in his reformator-y tendency found a friend in the primate
of the English church, Islep, archbishop of Canterbury. The latter, who
had been Wicklif 's friend at the university, founded in 1361, at the university of Oxford, the college of Canterbury Hall which was to consist ot
eleven students under a master as their overseer (tutor.) Eight of these
students were at first secular clergymen, the three others, monks and
The latter seems to have
he appointed Woodhall, a monk, overseer.'
been a turbulent, quarrelsome man, and fomented discord between the
secular clergy and the monks, who, as a general thing, could never
This led the archbishop,
easily live on good terms with one another.
in the year 1363, to terminate the controversy, by declaring in favor
whom he
of the seculars, expelling the monks, and appointing Wicklif,
characterized in the installation, as a man in whose circumspection,
lative conclusions.

;

;

;

—

'
Lewis, history of the life and sufferings of J. Wiclif, London, 1720, p. 8 sq.

(A new edition, corrected and enlarged bj
the author, Oxford, 1820, p. 9 sq.)
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he had the utmost confidence, and to whom ha
account of his honorable deportment and his learnmaster of the college.
In the yearl3C6, however, Islep died
ing
and a man of an altogether different way of thinking, Simon Langham,
heretofore bishop of Ely, who, having been educated among the monks,
wae their friend, succeeded him. When the monks who had been expelled from the college brought their complaints before Langham, he
Thinking himself wronged,
restored them, and Wicklif lost his place.
After the usual fashion
Wicklif appealed to the Roman chancery.
In the meanat the court of Avignon, the cause met with delays.
time, Wicklif had openly taken his stand on a certain question in a
way which was not calculated to make an impression wdiich would be
very favorable to him at that court.
Pope Urban V. had, in the year
1365, demanded a thousand marks as quit rent, by virtue of the feudal relation in which the Enghsh realm under king John Sansterre had
placed itself to the popes. ^
The English parliament declared, that
King John had violated his oath, in consenting to surrender so much
of the independence of the state for the purpose of paying such a tribute ; for that King John was not authorized, without the concvirrence
of the parliament, to place himself in any such relation to the pope.
Out of this arose a controversy. One of the mendicant friars wrote
in defence of the pope's cause
but Wicklif appeared against him.
He expressed himself with great freedom in his paper on this subject.2
He attributed to the king the right, not only in concurrence with his
parliament to repudiate that quit rent, but also to bring the clergy, in
civil suits, before a secular court, to deprive them of any excessive
supei-fluity of worldly goods
since this, although contrary, no doubt,
to many ecclesiastical laws, was still grounded, however, in the ancient
practice of the English realm, in the constitution of the state, in the
laws of nature, and in Holy Scripture.
We here perceive already
the early bent of the man, who made the sacred scriptures the ultimate standard of all law, and who afterwards declared it to be the
great problem of church evolution, to reform everything according to
as it was, in fact, his endeavors to
the principles therein contained
Such
do this which procured for him the title of doctor' evangelical.
a procedure of Wicklif could not but contribute, in cooperation with
the influence of the monks of Avignon, to bring about an adverse
So much the more, however, did he
decision of his process at that court.
fidelity

gave

and

this

—

activity

post on

;

;

;

;

by

this step

recommend himself to those who stood up for the prerogatives
They were at no loss to understand how useful to their

of the state.

man of such zeal, such courage,and such talents might prove, and
were therefore the more inclined to give him their support in his bolder
He w^as made chaplain to the king 3 and
attacks on the hierarchy.
he attracted in particular the attention of the king's brother, the powHis connection with this duke turned out
erful duke of Lancaster.
In the year
to be of great moment to Wicklif in his later contests.

cause a

;

'

Vaujihan,

life

and opinions of lohn de
I, p. 278 sq.

Wycliffe, Lond. IS-^l, vol.

*
^

Ibid. p. 270.
Vaughan, vol.

,

I, p.

284.
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was made doctor of theology, and now acquired a might}'
He daily took
by his lectures as by his writings.
still stronger ground against the corruptions of the church, and waa
carried along from one step to another in his progress as a reformer.
His polemics were aimed particularly against the mendicant monks.
He was enabled, at first, to attach himself to a general movement
of reform, at the head of which stood the government and the parliament itself; and it was well understood on that side how to turn his
talents to account.
He had already expressed in various ways his
complaints of the extortions practised by the Roman court on the
churches, of its arbitrary interferences in church elections, its practice of conferring high offices in the church on Italians who were unfit
for the spiritual calling, and ignorant of the language and customs of
the country.
After an effort had vainly been made to remove these
grievances by negotiation with Pope Gregory XI., an embassy composed of seven persons was sent to the pope in the year 1374 for the
purpose of effecting this object, and Wicklif was one of the seven.2
This embassy did not visit the seat of the papacy, but met the papal
nuncios at Bruges,
The negotiations lasted two years and owing,
doubtless, to the mixing in of their own selfish interests by one or two
English bishops, it so happened that much less was accomplished than
had been intended at the outset. The share which Wicklif took in
these negotiations seems not to have been without influence on his development as a reformer, since he was thus enabled to obtain a more
intimate knowledge of the spirit of the Roman chancery, of the corruptions springing from that quarter, and of the intrigues prevailing
there
and was led to examine more closely into the rights of the
papacy, and to come out more vehemently in opposition to it as the

1872

lie'

influence as well

;

;

principal cause of the corruption in the church.

He came

to the con-

papacy had not its origin in divine right that the
church stood in no need of a visible head.
He spoke and wrote
lie
against the worldly spirit of the papacy, and its hurtful influence.
was wont to call the pope antichrist, " the proud worldly priest of
Rome," 3 " the most cursed of cHppers and purse-kervers." He says
in one of his papers,4 " The pope and his collectors draw from our
countrj^ what should serve for the support of the poor, and many thousand marks from the king's treasury for sacraments and spiritual
things "
which is aimed against the simony encouraged and promoted
"And certainly
says he
though our realm had a huge
at Rome.
hill of gold, and no man took therefrom but this proud worldly priest's
for he is ever
collector, in process of time the hill would be spent
taking money out of our land, and sends nothing back but God's curse
for his simony, and some accursed clerk of Antichrist to rob the land
still more for wrongful privileges, or else leave to do God's will, that
men should do without his leave, and buying and selling, etc.^
viction that the

—

;

—

—

;

'

^

^

Lewis, p. 18, (newed. p. 21.)
Ibid. p. 29 sq. (n. ed. p. 33 sq.)
Ibid. p. 32 (a. ed. 37.)

*

Lewis,

^

Ibid.

an huge

12*

p. 32, (n. ed. 37.)

And

hill

certes tho our rewine had
of gold, and never other man
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Already,

in these first

pies which he did but

public acts of Wicklif,

we recognize

princi

subsequent labors as
a reformer. It was to the cupidity of the church that led her to seize upon a foreign secular province, to the superfluity of worldly goods in the
hands of the clergy, that he felt compelled to trace the corruption in
the church. The aim of his efforts was to bring the clergy to live wholly
to their spiritual vocation.
They were, above all, to follow the patstill

further unfold in

all his

poverty, selfdenial, and renunciation of the world.
of their lives should give emphasis to their preaching.

tern of Christ in

The example

Constantly hovering before the mind of Wicklif was that image of the
and that other picture which,
ever since the time of Arnold of Brescia, had been so often held up by
Apostolicals, Franciscans, Waldenses, of the worldliness, pomp, and
luxury of the corrupt clergy.
Again, he insisted that the clergy, caring only for the good of their flocks, should be content to receive from
them whatever might be necessary for the supply of their bodily wants.
He reckoned it as a part of their calling to stand up for the rights of
the poor.
He regarded whatever was given to the clergy merely for
the purpose of ministering to their luxury, as so much taken from the
poor. From the first, he was a declared enemy of the begging-monks ,
as they, on the other hand, were the most zealous and the most influential organs of the Roman hierarchy, which he attacked.
They appeared to him the chief promoters of superstition, of the externalization
of religion into forms and ceremonies, of the immoral tendencies made
safe and secure by false reliances. But let us cite his own words. In
one of his pieces, intitled "
Short Rule of Life," we find the following address to the ministers of religion " If thou art a priest, and
by name a curate, live thou a holy life. Pass other men in holy prayer,
holy desire, and holy speaking
in counselling, and teaching the truth.
Ever keep the commandments of God, and let his gospel and his praises
be ever in thy mouth.
Let thy open life be thus a true book, in which
the soldier and the layman may learn how to serve God and keep his
commandments. For the example of a good life, if it be open and continued, striketh rude men much more than open preaching with the
word alone." He says afterwards, in conclusion " Have both meat
and drink, and clothing
but the remnant give truly to the poor
to
those who have freely wrought, but who now may not labor, from feebleness or sickness ; and thus thou shalt be a true priest, both to God
and to man." He was by no means disposed to lower the order of the
clergy in the eyes of the people
on the contrary, he believed that he
apostles preaching the gospel in poverty

;

A

'

:

;

:

:

;

;

honored and exalted
their vocation.

Thus

it,

by exhibiting clearly the true significance of

in

one of his earlier pieces, addressing himself

" Thy second father is thy spiritual father, who
has special care of thy soul, and thus thou shalt revere him.
Thou
to laymen, he says

:

took thereof but only this proud worldly
collector; by process of time this
must be spended; for he taketh ever
money out of our lond, and sendeth
nought agen but God's curse for his symony, and accursed Antichrist's clerk to

priest's
hill

rob more the lond for wrongful privilege,
or else leave to do God's will, that men
shulden do without his lead, and buying

and
'

selling.

Vaughan,

vol.

I,

p. 312.
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him especially, before other men, and obey his teacliii:^; as
he teaches "God's will. And thou shalt help, according to thy
power, that he may have a reasonable sustenance when he doth well
his office." But while it was generally the case that the objective digwhile this was renity of the priesthood was chiefly held up to view
garded as something inalienable, and represented as an unconditional
object of reverence for the laity ; Wicklif, on the contrary, made the
veneration which should be paid to the clergy, depend on their personal
worth.
The sense of religion and the conscience of the laity should
the will
no longer subserve the private ends of their spiritual guides
of God should be more to them than all else, should be the rule by
which they were to judge even of their clergy. But in case the latter fell short of this rule, they were not to exalt themselves, but should
seek in the first place, in love and in humility, to correct the clergy
by private admonition. In the same treatise he says '' If thy spiritual
father fail in his office, by giving evil example, and in ceasing to teach
God's law, thou art bound to have great sorrow on that account, and
to tell, meekly and charitably, his fault to him, between thee and him
alone." He remonstrated against that worldly spirit of the clergy
which led them to engage in business foreign to their calling :^ " Neinor doctors, priests, nor deacons, should
he says
ther prelates
that is, those of chancery, treasury, privy-seal,
hold secular offices
more especially
and other such secular offices in the exchequer,
In another treawhile secular men are sufficient to do such offices."
tise he complains that " prelates and great rehgious possessioners are
so occupied in heart about worldly lordships and with plans of business, that no habit of devotion, of praying, of thoughtfulness on heavenly things, on the sins of their own heart, or on those of other men,
may be preserved neither may they be found studying and preaching
In a manuof the gospel, nor visiting and comforting of poor men."
" they resemble
script of " Feigned Contemplative Life," he says
" they were so far sunk in worldliness,
bailiffs rather than bishops
It serves to
that they could not rebuke the worldly lives of others.
characterize Wicklif's tendency as a reformer, to compare it, on the
one hand, with the later development of the work of reformation in
England and of the reformed church generally, and on the other, with
and to notice that one of the first
the German reformation by Luther
works of his as a reformer, was a detailed exposition of the Ten Commandments,2 in which he contrasted the immoral life prevalent among
We
all ranks, in his time, with what these commandments require.
should undoubtedly keep in mind what he tells us himself, that he was
led to do this by the ignorance which most people betrayed of the decalogue
and that it was his design to counteract a tendency which
showed greater concern for the opinions of men than the law of God.
But at the same time we cannot fail to perceive an inchnation to derive
the whole body of Christian morality from the ten commandments, an in
A\a\t love
far as

;

;

:

—

—

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

'
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clination to adopt in whole the Old Testament form of the law, which
shows itself in his applying the law of the Sabbath to the Christian observance of Sunday.
In this work he seems still to have clung to the
prevailing views respecting the veneration of saints and of images.
But in a homily preached two years later,i and after his return from the
abovementioned embassy to Bruges, he condemns the custom of addressing prayers to the saints, and he does this in connection with a doctrine also grounded in the church teaching of his time, that no man
can be certain with regard to others, any more than he can with regard
to himself, whether he belongs to the number of the elect.
No one
ought to be worshipped as a saint, unless it be known certainly, by
revelation of Holy Scripture, that he is incorporated into the community of heaven. He calls in doubt, also, the utility of any such kind of
worship.
It is characteristic of him, that he does not spiritualize the
law of the Sabbath into the Christian sense, but applies it simply 2 to
the particular observance of one day, although he acknowledges that,
considered from the Christian point of view, the observance of the
Sabbath is commemorative rather of the resurrection of Christ and the
effusion of the Holy Spirit, than the work of creation.
He points out,
as the duties which distinguish the celebration of this day, devout
meditation, the public worship of God, and works of Christian charity.
Near the conclusion of this commentary, he rebukes that confidence in
outward things whereby man would hush the alarms of conscience.
*'
Many think
says he^
if they give a penny to a pardoner, they
shall be forgiven the breaking of all the commandments of God, and
therefore they take no heed how they keep them. But I say thee, for
certain, though thou have priests and friars to sing for thee, and though
thou each day hear many masses, and found chauntries and colleges,
and go on pilgrimages all thy life, and give all thy goods to pardoners,
all this shall not bring thy soul to heaven. While, if the commandments
of God are revered to the end, though neither penny nor half-penny be
possessed, there shall be everlasting pardon and the bliss of heaven."
If Wicklif, in these and many other instances, where he places
the moral element in strong contrast with the one-sided bent of
an outward piety, and the superstition that made men feel secure in
the service of sin, so expresses himself, as if he seemed to place his
whole reliance on good works
yet we must not forget that he ever
presupposes the connection of all this with trust on Jesus as the only
Saviour, and with the practical imitation of him which such trust im"To sufphes. Accordingly, at the end of his commentary he says
fer for Christ can be no hard requirement, since he has so greatly suffered for us " and he commends the contemplation of the sufferings
through which apostles, martyrs, and confessors have arrived at their
present exaltation, as an inducement to endure the evils of the timea
with resignation and in a triumphant spirit .4
As regards the second matter, the mendicant order of monks, Wick

—

—

;

:

;

'
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a treatise directed against them, attacks in particular their exorthe arts by which they drew over
;
the young men to them.
"The friai'S
says he
drive the youth
from the rehgion of Christ, in their several orders, by hypocrisy, falsehood, and theft. For they say, before them, that their particular order
is holier than any other, and that they shall take a higher place in the
bliss of heaven than others who are not members of it
and that people
of their order would never come to perdition, but would, on the day of
judgment, with Christ judge others. And thus they steal away children from fathers and mothers, sometimes such as are incapable of ordination, and sometimes such as, by the commandment of God, are
bound to support their elders."'
they are
"Hence
says he
blasphemers of God, who confidently advise things of a doubtful character, which are, in the Holy Scriptures, neither expressly commanded
nor forbidden."
He reproaches them with representing their private
orders as perfect, as orders founded by Christ. But even on the supposition that some order, or a particular foundation, were more perfect
than ordinary institutions, still they would be wrong in their practice ;
for they could not know but it might prove the means of everlasting
perdition to the child which they desired so early to bind to vows
for
of their order, if it should be repugnant to his natural disposition
it must, as yet, be uncertain for what rank or calling God had destined
the child.
He disputes the position, t!uu such a way of living was the
most perfect imitation of the life of Christ for Christ had by no means
bred 'himself to such kind of poverty
he had not asked everybody
without distinction to give him alms, but received from Mary Magdalene and other pious women and men what was necessary for his sub'
these,
sistence.
Christ bade his disciples not to take scrip or purse
on the contrary, were used by the begging-monlcs for the purpose of
conveying home, whatever they had begged, to their monasteries.
Christ directed his apostles rather to consider who were prepared to
with such they were to eat and
receive the message of the gospel
He adverts to the
drink, and not to go about from house to house.
example of the apostle Paul, who supported himself and his companions
with the labor of his own hands ; and sought not to obtain gold and
thus instructing
silver, nor apparel, from those whom he instructed
other teachers, by his example, that in times of distress they should do
likewise.
He says ' If any would not work, neither should he eat.'
He appeals to the treatise of Augustin, De opera Monachorum. He
calls it a transgression of Christ's command, when, instead of giving
their alms to the poor, the blind, the lame, or the halt, men gave them to
a set of hypocrites, who represented themselves as holy and needy, whilst
in fact they were robust of body, rich in possessions, dwelt in large
houses, owned splendid raiment, made great banquets, and possessed
lif,

in

bitant influence at the university

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

many

precious stones and treasures.
In addition to his duties as university theologian, Wicklif had also
taken upon himself the practical work of teaching and laboring among
'

Lewis,

p. 5 sq.

(new

ed. 7 sq.)
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people whose religious interests he from the first had near at
In the year 1375 he became parish priest of Lutterworth in
and now labored alternately as teacher of
the county of Leicester
theology and pliilosophy at Oxford, and as preacher and curate at Lutterworth. The zeal with which he discharged his duties as a preacher
the

heart.

;

proved by the 300 sermons of his still preserved in manuscript.^ He
attached the highest importance to the sermon as a means of supplying
the religious wants of the people. Accordmgly he regarded the attempt,
from higher quarters, to limit and circumscribe the predicatorial office
as a thing standing in direct contrariety to the life of Christ and of the
apostles.2
Hence he made the sermon a principal thing in the improvements introduced into public worship
and endeavored to lead
the way in this reform by his own example, as well as to encourage
the clergy, who followed him in their course of training, to do tha
same.
While he took special pains to get the hearts of christians
interested in works of charity ; in bestowing sympathy and relief on
the suffering, whether from age, from sickness or from poverty
in
providing for all their bodily wants, yet he describes it as a still nobler
and more important work to look after such as were neglected as to
their religious wants, and to provide for the welfare of their souls.
" Men
says he
in a sermon on Phihppians iii, who love not the
souls, have little love for the bodies of their neighbors;" and hence
the work of christian instruction is described as " the best service that
man may do for his brother." 3 In his Exposition of the Ten Com
mandments, the christian man is enjoined " to visit those who are sick
is

;

;

—

—

who are in trouble, especially those whom God hath made needy
by age, or by other sickness, as the feeble, the Wind, and the lame,
those in poverty.
These thou shalt relieve with thy goods, after
thy power, and after then- need, for thus biddeth the gospel." *
In
or

the letter to

''

Simple Priests," he declares preaching to be the grea\

" for this Christ enjoined on his disciples more
duty of their office
than any other
by this he conquered the world out of the fiend's
hand." In an unpublished tract against the monks ^
he says
" The highest service that men can arrive at on earth is to preach the
:

;

word of God.

God more

—

This service

straitly

duce children

demands

falls
it

of

—

peculiarly to priests, and therefore

Hereby should they

them.

pro-

God, and that is the end for which God has wedded
the church.
Lovely it might be, to have a son that were lord of this
world, but fairer much it were to have a son in God, who, as a member
of Holy Church, shall ascend to Heaven
And for this cause Jesus
Christ left other works, and occupied himself mostly in preaching
and thus did his apostles, and for this God loved them." He cites in
proof the words of Christ, Luke xi., 28.
In a treatise on the Feigned
Contemplative Life,s he describes it as a temptation of the great adto

!

;

'

Vaughan,

*
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says:

vol. II, p. 12.

Nam

praedicationis officium

est proscriptum, et officium spoliaiidi subditos est inductum.
Dialog, lib. quat. ed.

VVirth,

Francof

et Lips. 1753, p. 131.
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Vaughan, vol.

II, p. 14.
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Ibid. p. 13.
" Contra fratres," ibid. p. 14 sq.
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versar\% when men allow themselves to be drawn off hy zeal for the
" Before all
contemplative life, from the office of preaching.
saja
we are bound to follow Christ ; yet Christ preached the gospel
he
and charged his disciples to do the same. All the prophets and John
the Baptist were constrained by love to forsake the desert, renounce
he exclaims
the contemplative life, and to preach." " Ah, Lord
what cursed spirit of falsehood moveth priests to close themselves
within stone-Avalls for all their life, since Christ commanded all his
apostles and priests to go into all the world, and to preach the gos

—

—

—

—

Certainly they are open fools, and do plainly against the gospel
they continue in this error, are accursed of God as perilous
deceivers and heretics." ^
In his work against the monks, he replies
to those who cited the example of Magdalene or Mavy as a reason for
" The example might be pertinent
preferring the contemplative life
pel

?

and

if

:

no command opposed to a life of
From what was usually said
could be found in Scripture."
respecting the value of the contemplative life, it might be gathered
" that Christ, when in this world, chose the life least suited to it, and
that he has obliged all his priests to forsake the better and take the
the priests were

if

women, and

if

solitude

—

—

is
good ; but not so good as
worse." " Prayer
he remarks
preaching and, accordingly, in preaching, and also in praying, in the
giving of sacraments, the learning of the law of God, and the rendering of a good example by purity of life, in these should stand the life
of a priest." 2
Wicklif was of the opinion, that the preachers connected with a particular church were unequal to the task of providing
The idea of travelling preachfor the wants of the neglected people.
ers originated with him.
In vindication of this method, also, he ap" The gospel,
relates
peals to the example of Christ.
lie says
how Jesus went about in the places of the country, both great and
small, as in cities and castles, or small towns, and this to teach us to
profit generally unto men, and not to forbear to teach to a people,
because they are few, and our name may not, in consequence, be
great." 3 This idea of Wickhf, however, as is evident from the earlier
history of the church, was not entirely new, but was traditionally connected with an idea which had appeared under various forms ever
;

—

—

since the close of the twelfth century.

As

other men, possessed of the spirit of reform, had, from the time

just mentioned, founded spiritual

societies,

whose members travelled

about clad, as they conceived it, after the manner of the apostles, tu
look after the religious needs of the people perishing through neglect,
so Wicklif founded a society of this sort, constituting his school in the
more limited sense, who called themselves " poor priests," and Avere
subsequently called Lollards, a name similar to that of the Beghards,
which was also similarly used, to denote persons of a pietistic, unThey went about barefoot, in long robes of a russet
churchly bent.
color.'*
Even Wicklif, as it seems, was not wholly free from the mis'

Ibid. p. 18.

*

Ibid. p. 19.

=•

Ibid. p.

*

Talaribus indutos vestibus de russeto
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take of apprehending literally the duty of following the pattern of the
church ; and from this point of view he might be led to

apostolic

judge too unfavorably of the arrangement by which parish priests were
We should consider, however, that Wicklif had before his eyes the wicked, arbitrary mode of filling church
offices in his time, the influence of bad arts and of simony, and in conset over particular churches.

nection therewith the neglect of a great portion of the

people, for

whose religious needs no provision at all was made by the great numThere was some just warrant in
ber of bad ecclesiastics' and monks.
these circumstances for the idea of constituting the clergy into a seminary for domestic missions, so that the members, without feeling them-

any particular spot, might be ready to go to any
place where they might be needed, to help the people in their spiritual
see this bent very distinctly manifested in Wicklif 's
distress.
selves confined to

We

Speakessay on the question " Why poor priests have no benefices." i
ing here of the bad system of patronage, and of the bad management
" But if there be any simple man who deof the benefices, he says
sireth to live well, and to teach truly the law of God, and despise
pride and other sins both of prelates and other men, he shall be
:

deemed a

hypocrite, a

new

teacher, a heretic, and not suffered to

If in any

come

poor place he shall live a poor life,
he shall be so persecuted and slandered, that he shall be put out by
He states that many great lords, in
wiles, and imprisoned or burnt. "2

any benefice.

to

little

order to palliate their simony, by which the most worthless of men obtained high offices, pretended that they did not want any money, as a
price for the place, but only a present, as for example, " a kerchief
And when some lords
for the lady, or a palfrey, or a tun of wine.
would present a good man, then some ladies are the means of having
a dancer presented, or a tripper on tapits, or a hunter, or a hawker,
He denounces the preor a wild player of summer gambols." 3
lates and lords, who cooperated in these practices, as the allies of
They would not suffer Christ's disciples to teach his chilantichrist.
And thus they ladren the law of Christ so as to save their souls.
bored to banish Christ and his law out of his heritage, i. e. those souls
whom he redeemed, not with corruptible gold and silver, but with the
precious blood of his own heart, which he shed on the cross from glow" Now it is to escape such sins
that some
says Wickhf
ing love.
The poor priests were afraid that if
poor priests take no benefices.
they received such particular appointments they should be withdrawn
thereby from better employments, from such as would bring more beThat was what they had to fear more than any
nefit to the church.
thing else ; for it concerned directly their own persons ; for they had
received their whole caUing from God to lielp their brethren, that they

—

Walsingharn hist. angl. in Anglica, Normannica, Hibernica, a veteribus scripta,
Francof. 1603, p. 191.
Lewis, p. 287, (left out in the
'

edition)

:

Why

new

poor priests have no ben-

etices.
"

But

if

there be

any simple man, that

—

desireth to live well and teche truly God's
law, and despise pride and other sins both
of prelates and other men, he shall ben
holden an hypocrite, a new teacher, an
heretick, and not suffered to com« to any
benetice.
L. 1. p. 287.
P. 289.
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heaven, bj their teaching, their prayers, and example.
to them that they could most easily fulfil this vocation
by a general curacy of christian love after the example of Christ and
the apostles.
They had never been tied down to one particular place,
like a chained dog.
By this means they could easily deliver themselves from danger, and were enabled to give most assistance to their
brethren.
So now, the poor priests, when persecuted by the clerks of
antichrist, could flee without let or hindrance from one city to another,
as Christ commanded in the gospel.
So they could best be present at
once and lend their aid, according to the promptings of the Holy Spirit,
at any spot where they were needed.
In this way priests and laymen,
free from all strife, would be joined together in love.^
Thus some
poor priests had associated themselves together, for the purpose of following to the utmost the example of Christ and the apostles of laboring where there was the most need, as long as they still retained
the vigor of youth, without condemning other priests, who faithfully
did their duty.
Wicklif, by these labors, had gained a small party in Jus favor, as
as well as raised up a considerable number of enemies.
He well understood what dangers he must encounter by undertaking the work
of a reformer, how easily in these times, a man might, in fighting
against the corruptions of the church, be called to suffer martyrdom.
He aSirms, that it was an invention of hypocrisy to hold that martyrdom was no longer possible, because all were christians. He who declares the truth which is opposed to their corruption, to prelates
whom he calls satraps
shall not escape their deadly hatred and
he proceeds
we christians
may therefore die as martyrs. "And so
need not visit the heathen for the purpose of /jonverting them and
dying as martyrs ; but let us but steadfastly preach the law of Christ,
even to the imperial prelates, and straightway there shall be a bloomHe intimates
ing martyrdom, if we hold on in faith and patience." 2
But
that many, especially the begging monks, sought his death.^
death could not terrify him, "for
says he
I know from the
evangelical faith, that antichrist with his blows, can only destroy the
body but Christ, for whose cause I fight, can destroy both soul and
body in hell. And I know that he will suffer nothing to be wanting
of that which is most needful for his servants, when he has freely
surrendered himself to a terrible death, and permitted all the disciples
who were dearest to him to endure severe torments for their own benefit.4
The begging monks are here mentioned as his fiercest ene
In the
mies, and they stood at the head of the opposite party.
year 1376, they extracted from his lectures, writings and sermons,
nineteen propositions which they marked as heretical, and sent to Rome,
These propositions, doubtless,
that they might there be condemned.
corresponded with the teachings of Wicklif, although when rent from

might get

And

it

to

seemed

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

'

^
^

clamant contra tuam sententiara, et
tem tuam multipliciter machinantur.

Lewis, p. 297.
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which thej were held forth by him, they sounded
in their proper place, and were liable to be misapprehended.
They related to the unlimited power of the pope
the secular possessions of the church ; the rights of laymen over
priests
the power of the keys
the conditional validity of excommunication.
We will notice the most remarkable of these proposi"
tions.
That no political and temporal rule has been bestowed in
perpetuity on the pope and the prelates
God himself could not,
by his almighty power bestow such rule in perpetuity on any man
"
and his posterity. "^
That the perseveringly righteous had not
the connection in

more harshly than

;

;

;

;

only
This

the
is

right

to

possess,

the doctrine so

but also

much spoken

enjoy

to

of,

that

all

all

earthly things."

^

right of property, and

power are things morally conditioned therefore everything here
depends on the subjective worth of the individual
with sin, is lost
the title to possess any thing.
Such assertions it had been attempted
already to find in many church fathers, and such positions created from
this time onward a great sensation, and were particularly made use of for
the purpose of throwing suspicion on the cause of Wicklif, and afterwards
on that of Huss, in a political point of view. When such propositions were
taken literally and singly, they could indeed be so understood, as if
all right were thereby reduced to subjective opinion, all civil power
and all civil property made dependant on the subjective judgment
of each man, and uncertain
and as if the watch-word were thus
/given for a general upturning of civil society: but as we shall see,
i\,^Wicklif, though he uses many blunt and imprudent expressions, guards
''sufficiently against any such misapprehensions.
He is speaking simply
of the religious and moral point of view, of that which stood valid
in the sight of God
not of the political and juridical point of view.
" That when the church fell into corruption, the secular lords had
the right to deprive her of the temporal goods which she abused." 3
" That every prelate, and also the pope, when he is wrong, may be
accused, judged, and imprisoned by his subjects, even laymen." 4
" That only a just excommunication, in accordance with the law of
Christ, and none at variance with that law, was binding." 5 " That an
unconditional power to bind and to loose, not even God himself could,
by virtue of his omnipotence, bestow on any man." ^ That Christ
gave the apostles no power to excommunicate on account of secular
things, but rather the contrary
therefore the pope possessed no such
" Every priest regularly ordained had power to administer
power."
all the sacraments, and also to bind and to loose."
Pope Gregory
thereupon put forth, in the year 1377, against
Wicklif, three bulls which he sent to England by a nuncio.
One
of these was addressed to the university of Oxford, the other to the
bishops of Canterbury and London, the third to King Edward III.''
He pronounced sentence of condemnation on nineteen of Wicklif 'a
all

;

—

;

;

;

XL

'

"
'

Article 2, Lewis, p. 43 (new ed. p. 46.)
Art. 4.
Art. 17, p. 45 (newcd. p. 48).
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«
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XI.

He marked

lier

held forth by Marsilius of

demned by Pope John XXII.

them

several of

as agreeing, though not in words, yet in sense, with opinions

still

ear-

Padua and John

He

of Janduno, and condirected the king's attention par-

ticularly to the fact that several of these propositions not only contra-

dicted the catholic faith, but also tended to the

subversion of

civil or-

He

complained that such doctrines had been suffered to spread
He commanded that Wicklif should be thrown into chains
so widely.
and imprisoned ; that he should be allow^ed to have a hearing in order
to know whether he held forth such doctrines, and in what sense
that
his answers should be reported at Rome, and the directions for his further treatment should be waited for from that court.
The pope, how
ever, having doubtless been informed that Wicklif had powerful patrons in England, ordered at the same time, that, in case it should be
found impracticable to get possession of Wicklif 's person, still the
bisho]is above named should sit in judgment upon him, and take care
that he should be compelled to pay obedience to a citation to Rome.
The papal bulls met with no favorable reception in England, except
At the university of Oxford,^ either sympathy with
from the bishops.
Wicklif "s cause, or a freer spirit in opposition to papal absolutism, and
der.

;

made the authorities for a long
time doubtful, whether they should receive the papal bull or reject it
with scorn.2
zeal for the rights of the university,

Meantime, the old King Edward had died, and his son Richard II.
succeeded him in the government.
The first parhament held under his
reign was animated by a freer spirit of opposition to the papal extortions. This tone of feeling would of itself be favorable to Wicklif upon
the arrival of the papal bulls.
But, in addition.to this, the parliament
had entered into a sort of alliance with him personally, as the advocate of the independent authoritj^ of the state.
The parliament deliberated on the question whether they should not refuse the pope the
sums which he demanded, unterrified by any threat of the ban. Wicklif w-as invited to give his opinion.
He pronounced in favor of the refusal, and endeavored to prove the right of it from the teachings of
Christ.
The parliament decided in conformity with this opinion. The
king's brother, John Gaunt Duke of Lancaster, and the marshal Henry
Percy, were zealous patrons of Wicklif, and approvers of his freer
spirit.s
Moreover, he already had many adherents among the people,
consisting partly of such as were susceptible to the Christian element
'

Lewis,

p.

46

sq.

(new

ed. p. 49 sq.)

* That zealous supporter of the papal
party, Walsingham, in his historical work,
finds much fault with the conduct of the
University, whence we may infer what interest was taken in Wicklif s doctrines at
Oxford. Walsingham, loc. laud. p. 201,
expresses himself thus : Cujus universitatis moderni
procuratores sive rectores

quantum degeneraverint a prudentia seu
sapientia
'•ici

antiquorum, per hoc
conquod audita causa adventus

poterit,

facile

pcndulo haereutrum papalem bullamdeberent cum
honore recipere, vel omnino cum dedecore
refutare.
Oxoniense stadium generalo
dicti papalis nuntii, diu in

bant,

quam

gravi lapsu a sapientiae et scicntiae
decidisti, quod quondam inextri
cabilia atque dubia toti mundo dedarara
consuesti, jam ignorantiae nubilo obfusca-

culmine

turn dubitare non vereris, quae quemlihjt
e laicis christianis dubitare non decet
' Lewis, p. 51 sq. (new ed. p. 56 sq.)
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and in part of such as were glad to join in the
had their pleasure in movements pointing to
Hence no one dared to execute the papal bull litesomething new.'
rally.
Yet Sudbury, archbishop of Canterbury, and Courtney, bishop
of London, set up a court at Lambeth near Canterbury, and Wicklif was
summoned to appear before this tribunal. 2 The matter created a great
sensation. Wicklif appeared before the tribunal at first accompanied by
the Duke of Lancaster and Henry Percy. He was obliged to press his

in efforts for reform,
spirit of opposition,

or

way through a dense crowd, who

zealously espoused his cause as that

Percy demanded that Wicklif should be
of a martyr for the truth.
allowed to sit, so that he might defend himself at his ease against the
That most zealous opponent of Wicklif, Courtarticles of complaint.^
ney, bishop of London, would not allow this to a person accused of heresy.

But

the

Duke

of Lancaster took

up the quarrel on the

side of

Wicklif, and thus an exchange of words passed between him and the
Thus was brought about the dissolution of the first session of
bishop.

A second

was opened in June, 1378. The court, particuwas doubtless inclined to proceed with more
severity against Wicklif; but they were held in awe by the power of
The court was obliged to be satisfied, therefore, after
his patrons.4
Wicklif had given an explanation of the propositions laid to his charge
church
in doing which he submitted himself to correction by the
he protested against the impuin all cases of
detected error
the court.

larly bishop Courtney,

;

on defending anything erroneous he
explained the propositions in a milder sense, guarded them against misHe says, in the
construction, but without recanting any one of them.
concluding sentences of his declaration, " Far be it from the church of
Christ, that the truth should be condemned because it sounds harshly
to sinners or to the ignorant ; for then the entire faith of Scripture
would be deserving of condemnation."
Of course the zealots for the
hierarchical party were much dissatisfied with the issue of the cause,
and saw in it nothing but a yielding up of their cause on the part of
the court, from motives of fear.
Wicklifs health had been shattered by his prolonged and severe labors and contests. In the year 1379 he was afflicted with a dangerous
tation of being obstinately bent

Walsingham, who would naturally,
from his own point of view, trace the favor
'

shown

nothing
but an impure.worldly interest, says (page
191): Quod domini et magnates terrae
multique de populo ipsos (Wiclcfitas) in
to Wicklif, the

heretic, to

sujs praedicationibus confoverunt, et faverunt praedicantibus hos errores. Eo nempe maxime, quia potestatem tribuerunt
laicis suis assertionibus ad auferendum
temporalia a vcris ecclesiasticis et religioWalsin^ .am's words, showing what
sis.
a spirit of ojjposition had been aroused
among the laity against ecclesiastics and

monks, are

:

Hoc modo

re ct diligentia

Wycklef favoLondinensium delusit suos

examinatores, episcopos

derisit, et evasit,

;

quando eas laicorum auribus instillavit,
sed nude et aperte ut praescribnntur eas
docuit, captans per talia gratiam laicorum,
qui libenter audiunt, quae perversa sunt,
praecipue tamen de ecclesia et personis
ecclesiasticis, et libentius impelluntur ad
damna vel injurias inferenda religiosis et
clericis, cum aliqua opportuuitas se ingesserit, quae omnino extat eis desiderabilis
.

.

et votiva.

P. 208.

^

Walsingham,

^

Lewis,

*

Walsingham

threats

p. 52,

p. 205.

(new

ed. 57.)

notices particularly the

of Sir Lewis Clifford, by which

they were frightened. He had in a pompous manner bid them be silent,

SICKNESS
siclsiiess.

On
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he was visited by a deputation of four docfrom the mendicant orders, and four senators of tlie

his diek-bed

tors of theology

who came to wish him the restoration
Then they reminded him of the many calumnies which
city of Oxford,^

of his health.
the mendicant

had suffered from iiim, and admonished him, in view of death, to
what he had said against them. Wicklif, who was too weak to
rise from his bed, caused himself to be placed erect by his attendant,
and collecting his last energies, exclaimed to the monks " I shall not
die, but live, and ever continue to expose the bad practices of the begging-monks."
They left him, covered with confusion.
The dangers that threatened him, which indeed were still averted
by the powerful influence of his friends, and the severe sickness which
oppressed him, could not break his courage, nor deter him from the
further prosecution of his bold projects of reform. It characterizes him
as the forerunner of protestantism, that inasmuch as he considered the
Sacred Scriptures the highest and the only source of knowledge with
regard to the truths of faith, and believed it necessary to examine all
t'.octrines and determinations by this standard, he held himself justified
n attacking every doctrine that could not be derived therefrom. So
he felt it to be his duty to make the Bible, which to the laity was an
altogether sealed book, and to the clergy of that age themselves one
but little known, accessible to all as the common source of the faith, by
translating it into the vernacular tongue .2
That Wicklif was not the
unly man filled with this spirit, that the need of a more general knowledge of the Bible was at that time deeply felt hy immbers^ is evident
from the fact that shortly before Wicklif, John Trevisa, a parish priest,
had undertaken a translation of the Scriptures into the English language.
In the year 1380, Wicklif published hi^ translation,
a work
which, as the controversies in which he thereby became involved plainly show, required a bold spirit which no danger could appall.
Wicklif,
friars

retract

:

—

it is true, could not
produce a Bible in the Enghsh language to be
compared with the German one afterwards produced by Luther but
we should judge of it with reference to the means then standing at his
command. He could not go back to the languages of the original, being ignorant of the Hebrew and the Greek
but he spared no pains,
and furnished all that it was possible to furnish with the knowledge and
tie helps which he possessed.
Besides comparing many manuscripts
of the Vulgate, he availed himself of the commentaries of Jerome and
of Nicholas of Lyra, and whenever these comparisons led him to perceive a difference between the Vulgate and the original, he directed
attention to tlie fact by marginal references.
He was now attacked
iiom various quarters, because he was introducing among the multitude a book reserved exclusively for the use of priests.
But he steadfastly defended his undertaking, and so expressed himself concerning
the right and the duty of laymen to draw directly, themselves, from
the word of God, as necessarily to pi-ovoke against himself still more
;

;

/iulent attacks.
'

Lewis,

p. 64,

Characteristic of these times

(new

'^

ed. p. 82.)

13*

Lewis,

is

the

p. 66,

way hi which Henry

(new

ed. p. 83.)
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Knighton, a contemporary who, in his History of the period, has much
say about Wickhf,i expresses himself on this undertaking. Nothing
could furnish a more striking picture of the contrast between the spirit
of Wicklif and the hierarchical spirit of the age. We hear almost the
same language in this case, on Wicklif's translation of the Bible, as was
used afterwards with reference to the version of Luther. Knighton says
" Master John Wicklif has translated out of Latin into English the gospel which Christ delivered to the clergy and doctors of the church, that
they might administer to the laity and to weaker persons, according to
the state of the times and the wants of men, in proportion to the hunger
of their souls and in the way which would be most attractive to them."
In these words of Knighton we recognize the prevailing view of the
better class of clergy, who ever regarded themselves as tutors over the
religious consciousness of the laity, and assumed it as certain, that laymen
must always be dependant for their religious education on the priests.
The latter were to impart to them just so much of the Bible as seemed to
them proper and befitting. It was an abuse of the Bible to bestow it
all at once upon laymen, who were incapable of understanding it, and
Knighton proceeds " Thus
hence could only be led by it into error.
to

:

was the gospel by him laid more open to the laity, and to women who
could read, than it had formerly been to the most learned of the clergy
and in this way the gospel pearl is cast abroad, and trodden under foot
of swine."

^

He

accuses Wicklif, so far as he attempted to restore the

true gospel, of a design to substitute in place of the ancient one a
new everlasting gospel,^ after the manner of those sects, against which

William of St. Amour had written.^ This crime, he says, was indeed
charge of those Franciscans, but it is far more applicable to
the Lollards, who have rendered the gospel into our mother tongue.
" When so many versions
In defence of his translation, Wicklif said
of the Bible have been made, since the beginning of the faith, for the
advantage of the Latins, it might surely be allowed to one poor creature of God to convert it into English, for the benefit of Englishmen.
He appeals to the examples of Bede and of Alfred. Moreover Frenchmen, Bohemians, and Britons had translated the Bible and other books
" I cannot see
he says
of devotion into their respective languages.
why Lnglishmen should not have the same in their language, unless
it be through the unfaithfulness and negligence of the clergy, or be
cause our people are not worthy of so great a blessing and gift of God,
To those who saw something hein punishment for their ancient sins."
retical in the fact that the Bible was translated into English, he replies
" They would condemn the Holy Ghost, who taught the apostles to
speak in divers tongues." He finds fault with the clergy for withholding
those keys of knowledge, which had been given to them, from the laity.
He styles those persons heretics who affirmed that people of the world

laid to the

:

—

—

eventibus

Angliae in

Histor. anglic. scriptor. antiq.,

Lond. 1652,

'

Chronica de

torn. II.
-

Ibid. p. 2644.

*

Aliqui laborant ad

Cliristi in aliud evangeliura, quod
dicunt fore perfectius et melius et dignius,
quod appellant evangelium aeternum sive

gelium

evangelium

mutandum

evan-

*

spiritus sancti.

Vid. vol. IV. of this work,

p. 283.
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dnd lords had no need of knowing the law of Christ, but it was sufBCioui) for them to know what the priests imparted to them orally.'
'*
For Holy Scripture is the faith of the church, and the more familiar
they become with them, in a right believing sense, the better."
He
cenijures the clergy for taking the liberty to withhold many things contained in the Scriptures, which were against their own interest, from
the laity
as, for example, whatever related to the obligation of the
;

clergy to follow Christ in poverty and humility. All laws and doctrines
of the prelates were to be received only so far as they were founded
on the sacred Scriptures. As all behevers must stand before the judgment seat of Christ to give account of the talents committed to them,
so all should rightly know these talents and their use, in order that they

may know how to render an account of them for then no answer
which must be given through a prelate or a steward could be of any
avail, but each must answer in his own person. He found it necessary
to show that the New Testament was intelligible to all laymen who
only did what in them lay to attain to the understanding of it, in
refutation of the opinion that a peculiar sort of preparation, which was
possible only to the order of priests, was requisite for that purpose.^
lie extended this universal intelhgibleness of the New Testament to all
things the knowledge of which was necessary to salvation. The religious
and moral state of recipiency, the striving after righteousness, he maintained to be the most important qualification.
Whoever, said he, observes gentleness and love, he possesses the true understanding of the
;

Holy Scriptures. He styles it a heresy to affirm that the gospel, with
its truth and freedom, did not suffice for the salvation of a Christian,
without the ordinances and ceremonies of sinful and ignorant men.
For the rest, it is worthy of notice that Wicklif allowed himself to be
carried, by his reverence for the Scriptures ancT his earnest endeavors
to maintain their sufficiency for all purposes, beyond the measure of
fail of keeping sufficiently distinct from each other the
provinces of religious and of worldly knowledge, and to seek for the
resolution of questions, which had no relation whatever to the religious

propriety, to

needs and salvation of men, in the Sacred Scriptures.^
In the midst of these contests, Wicklif ventured to attack the doctrine of the church on a point most vitally connected with the interest
an attack, which, in these times, must have
of the church party
exposed him to the greatest peril. He stood forth, in the year 1381,
This was a
as an opponent of the doctrine of transubstantiation.
necessary consequence of the relation in which the whole bent of his

—

Lewis, p. 68, (new ed. p. 86.)
Wicklif himself relates, that at the
University of Oxford it had been ordered,
that priests and parsons should not read
the Holy Scriptures until they had spent
But it is well to
Uiere nine or ten years.
observe, as characterizing the times, ^(^hat
the Franciscan Butler wrote twenty years
later.
The prelates should not tolerate it,
that every man according to his inclination should be allowed to read the Bible
'

*

translated into English, for this had often
proved an occasion of falling into hercsies.
It was not politic, that every man
should, whenever or wherever he pleased,
devote himself to the earnest study of the
Bible. Lewis, p. 71, (new ed. p. 88.)

Nulla quidem est subtilitas in gram
matica vel logica vel alia scientia nomi
nanda, quin sit excellentius in scriptura
•'

Dialog,

p. 23.
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own mind

stood to that spirit from which the doctrine of transubstan
had proceeded, and which had made it triumphant. He pubHshed, in his lectures of the year 1381, twelve conclusions against thig
tiation

doctrine.'

We

will, in the first place, consider more minutely his way of thinking on this subject.
He attacked the doctrine of transubstantiation,
sine subjeeto, on rational and on exegetical
and of the accidentia
grounds.
As regards the latter, he appealed to the words of institution, and held that the pronoun, " This," supposed the actual presence
to.
The logical refutation connected itself with
by which he was led to assume a oneness of thought
and being, a harmony of correspondence between the laws of thought
and the laws of creation. Hence, looking at the matter from this
point of view, the accidentia sine subjeeto appeared to him a thing
inconceivable and impossible, involving a self-contradiction.
In op" They pretend that
posing the advocates of this doctrine, he says
they annihilate in an instant the world created by God,2 because they

of the object referred

his realism,

:

destroy the primal matter which God decreed should be imperishable
and yet they can make no new thing in this world, save that they
things, which beyond any doubt would
fabricate unheard of miracles,
be impossible with God, (as God's almighty power has no relation to
;

—

And as they pretend, they make a
suppose that God does nothing without a
sufficient reason, that he does not destroy a nature which is incapable
of sin, that he does not confound the ideas implanted in us by nature,'*
unless some greater advantage or some better reason exists for so
doing." " What, then, could induce the Lord Jesus Christ
says he
so to take away from his worshippers the judgment of reason, when
for it can not be
not a particle of good was to accrue from so. doing
proved by reason or by Scripture that such an illusion is necessary
for men as an accideris sine subjeeto, when bread and wine remaining
would in a more suitable way represent the body of Christ. And there
may be body and blood of Christ as well in each point of such a substance, as in any point of such a monstrous accident and still greater
reverence to God would be produced thereby."^ He aflirms that it was
incongruous with Christ's nature to work a miracle of annihilation
it
was contrary to the whole analogy of his miraculous works during his
Let us cite the characteristic words of Wickclif himlife on earth.
self: " They say, in the consecration of the host, they consecrate
But Christ, though he was called by
bread and wine into nothing.
an indolent servant a hard master, never cursed in so hard a style
for, when he cursed the fig-tree, it still
anything that can be named
for, far was it from Christ, either
continued to exist in its substance
things impossible in themselves). 3

new

world.

But we

all

—

—

;

;

:

;

;

Lewis, p. 77, (new cd. p 91.)
* Ponuni enim, quod raundum, quern
ieus crearat, statira destruunt. Dialog, p.
'

191.
'

Vid. Wicklifs doctrine of God's ora-

aipotence.

*

Page 193: Omnes adrnittimus, quod

deus nihil potest fuceie nisi probabili nitione. neo dostruit naturam impeccabilem,
nee confundit notitiam naturaliter nobis
datain.
*

Page

194.

WICKLIF AGAINST THE DOCTRINE OF TRANSUBSTANTIATION.
Dn account of sin or an

emblem of

and no creature can do

sreation,

sin,'

to destroy utterly his
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own

the agency of the
Creator precedes.
It is manifest that, although they bless the bread,
as they say, to nothing, yet Christ preserves it, because it is his crea" The author of these falsehoods
tion." 2
says he
is not He who
anythinf;;, unless

—

—

spake and it stood fast, but rather that lying spirit, wlio spake, and it
ceased to be." When the determinations of the Lateran council under
Innocent III. were cited as testimony in favor of the doctrine of
Transubstantiation, he replied
Although Innocent may have taught
such an insane fiction as the monks affirm, still this can make out
nothing against the truth which is founded on the gospel
for it is
from this source all truth must be derived, and especially that truth
which relates to our faith.3 He alludes to the fact that he had sent
:

;

to the satraps (the prelates) three theses : First, if by the power of
those sacramental words, an " accident without a subject " was posited
in the sacrament of the altar, then the sacrament itself also was an

secondly, there had never, from the beginning, been a more
monstrous heresy than this
thirdly, this sacrament was in a natural
way true bread, and truly the body of Christ.4
With regard to Wicklif 's own view of the Lord's Supper, it may be
remarked, that he contended against every mode of a bodily presence
of Christ, every mode of conceiving a strict and proper connection of
body and blood Avith the bread and wine. He contended against that
earlier view set forth by John of Paris, of a so-called impanafion, the
view that in virtue of a union of the body and blood of Christ with the
bread and wine hke the union of the two natures in Christ, the predicates of the one might be transferred over to the other.
He affirmed
that bread and wine are called body and blood of Christ only in a
symbolical sense, as in general one thing may, in an improper sense,
But he regarded it as being not
be called by the name of another.
merely a representative, but also an active symbol for believers
that
the symbols were actually that which thej'^ represented in a certain
relation, habitudinaliter, that is, insomuch that believers, who partook
of the holy supper with true devotion, were thereby placed in a real
He endeavored to prove this by comparing the
union with Christ.
language with other similar modes of expression in the Scriptures.
" Homely examples
he says
may be adduced in illustration. It
is not required, but contradicts the truth, to say that a man, by
becoming a lord or a prelate of the church, ceases to be the same
person, when he continues to be the same, although, in a certain sense,

accident

;

;

;

—

—

'
Page 198: Propter peccatum vel figupeccati.
By the latter phrase he
doubtless intended to intimate that the
barreness of the tig tree was emblematical
of the moral barrenness of the Jewish
people.
* Patet, ut consonat, quod licet ipsi benedicant panem, ut false dicunt, in nihilum, tamen Christus, cum sit sua fabrica,

ram

psum
'

Et

quod Innocentius

sum ex eadem tide, quod in ista lega
omnis Veritas et specialiter Veritas fide"
secundum mensuram, quae magis congru
tus

it,

continetur.
*

servat.
esto,

vit in ista dementia, ut fratres sibi imponunt; scio tamen ex fide Christi, quod
quicquid in materia ista definierit, nou
debet acceptari a tidelibus, nisi de quantc
in lege evangelica est fundatum, cum cer

III. devia-

Ibid. p. 197.

Dial. p. 196.
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more exalted substance. So we should believe that the bread, throu;j;l'
the power of the sacramental words in virtue of the consecration by
The substance of the
the high priest, becomes truly Christ's body.
not thereby destroyed, but exalted to a nobler substance.*
John the Baptist, when he was by the power
of Christ's word made Elias, ceased thereby to be John, or anything
In like manner, it is not required
that he in substance was before ?
to say that the bread, although it began to be the body of Christ by

bread

is

Do we

really believe that

Both might
might call John Elias, and yet John
"
says he
that
For the one means
might say he was not Elias.
John is Elias in a figurative sense, and the other, that he is not Elias
After the same analogy the bread, if one speaks in the
in person."
proper sense, is yiot, and yet, in the symbolic sense, it is the body of
Christ it is only necessary to distinguish the different senses in which
the power of his words, therefore ceased to be bread."

so subsist together, that Christ

—

—

;

He cites in proof the case that Christ,
a thing is affirmed or denied.^
with a certain reference, is called by the apostle Paul, 1 Cor. x, a
rock ; and that, according to the 41st chapter of Genesis, the seven
not
ears of corn and the seven fat kine were seven fruitful years,
that they represented, but that they were these years.3
He observes that there are three modes of being, that may be
his being in Heaven, in the world
attributed to the body of Christ,
should not represent the
generally, and in the holy supper.

—

—

We

represented by something else in a certain
relation, habitudinaliter, came to it by some motion in space, or as
if an actual change took place by some process taking place in the
We should not conceive that the body of Christ
thing represented.
descends to the host, Avhich is consecrated in a particular church ;

matter as

if

that Avhich

is

Hence that
remains above, fixed and unmoved, in Heaven.
present in the host spiritually, not dimensionally, as in Heaven.
Yet,
Christ is spiritually present, as man, in every part of the world.
in the consecrated host, Christ is present in a far different manner,
but

it

body

is

since he

is,

Jiabitudinaliter, the

spiritual being

very host

and potential being he

itself.

is still,

And

in relation

to

again, differently present

And thus it is evident, that in a twofold
every part of the same.
respect the body of Christ is in the place of the consecrated host.^
Thus it may be explained, how Wicklif, in an English confession,
"I acknowledge that the sacrament of the altar
could honestly say
in

:

in the form of bread ; but it is God's body after
We see how in
a different manner than that body is in heaven." ^
Wicklif, the denying of the corporeal presence of Christ in the eucharist, under the supposition of a merely spiritual presence, is connected
with too sensuous a representation of heaven, and of the nature of the
is verily

'

itur,

tur.

God's body

Cura naturapanis non ex hinc destrused in digniorem substantiam cxalta-

^ Et conformiter non contradicunt, sed
aequivocant qui concedunt, quod hoc sac-

•amentum non

pus Chrisi, et idem sacramentum est
raliter corpus Christi. Ibid,
*

Ibid. p. 200.
Ibid. p. 204.

*

Lewis,

^

P. 190.

est,

supple, naturaliter cor-

p. 285,

(new

ed. p 335.)

figi»

wicklif's doctrine
glorified

of the

body of Christ, when he says

lord's

supper.

"In heaven

:

is
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his foot in the

form of flesh and blood
but in the sacrament is God's body, by a
miracle of God, in the form of bread." How it is that although Christ
is not corporeally present, yet faith must fasten only on him, he illustrates as follows
As one thinks not of the material of which a statue
is made, whether it be made of oak or of ash, and fixes his thoughts
only on that of which it is the figure, so and still more, one should be
far from thinking of the species of bread, but he should think only on
Christ, and with all the purity, all the devotion and all the love, which
God pleased to give him, reverence Christ and then he receives God
spiritually to more effect than the priest who chants the mass with less
;

:

;

charity."

^

Wicklif says himself, in a passage of his Trialogue, that he was certain of the negatives, viz., that the doctrine of transubstantiation and
the doctrine of the accidentibus sine siibjecto, could not be true ; more
uncertain of the positive side, how it was necessary to conceive the re-

bread and wine

to the body and blood of
should happen that he does
not always express himself exactly ahke on this doctrine.
To contend
against the sensuous tendency, to set forth the spiritual union with
Christ as the principal thing, he ever regarded as the point of greatest importance, and this predominant interest in favor of the spiritual
mode of apprehension, may in fact have led him into many false inter-

lation of the consecrated

Christ.

Hence may be explained how

pretations.
this

Remarkable

is

subject, in an English

the

way

.

which he expresses himself on
the Wicket (door

in

work of

it

his, entitled

.2
He here affirms scripture does not say, that.
Christ at the institution blessed the bread and wine, but it seems on
the contrary, that he blessed his disciples, whom,he had appointed to

to the Christian life)

be witnesses of his life-giving sufferings, and in them he left his blessed word, which is the bread of life as it is written, that man shall
not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of God. And so Christ had called himself the bread of fife
that came down from heaven, and Christ, in the gospel of Matthew (he
means no doubt the gospel of John), often says, the words which I
Hence it seems rather that he blessed
speak to you are spirit and life.
his disciples, than the bread and wine
for in them was the bread of
For the
life left, much more than in the material bread and wine.3
17 ; for the
material bread is a perishable thing, Matth. 15
blessing of Christ preserved his apostles spiritually and bodily at
;

;

:

Lewis, p. 285, (new ed. p. 335): Asa
man leeves for to thenk the kinde of an
yinage whether it be of oke or of ashe, and
settys his thought in him in whom is the
ymage so myche more s(;huld a man leve
tho thenk on the kynde of brede, but
-henk upon Christ and with alle cieness,
'

:

;

iiUe

devotion, and alle charitye that

God

wolde gif hira worschippe he Christ, and
then he receives God giiostly more meedfully than the prist that syngus the masse
For the bodely etyng ne
in less charity.

nouth to soule, but in alsmykul
is fedde with charity,
Wycklytfes VVycket, whych he made
in King Richard's days the second, pubprofites

as the soule
*

Nuremberg, 1546, then afterwards
at the University of Oxford,
1828. which edition lies here before us.

lished at

i-e^rinted

Therfore it scmeth
p. 15:
blessed his disciples, and also
whom the bread of lyfe
lefte more then in materiall breade.

' Wycket,
more that he

his

was

apostcls, in
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where he

cites Christ's promise that no one of his
except Judas.
Christ says not, this bread is
my body, or, that the bread should be given for the life of the world,
where it appears that Wicklif did not refer the pronoun " This " to
the bread, but as Carlstadt afterwards seems to have done, to Christ's
body.'
And in proof of the assertion that all depends here upon the
spirit, not upon the flesh, he cites the words of Christ in John 6
63
and next the words in John 12 24 " From these words
he adds
we may perceive that Christ according to the flesh must die, and
that in his death is given the fruit of eternal life for all who believe
in him.
Wicklif ever declares with great vehemence, his opposition to that
doctrine of " the accidents without a subject," which to him seemed
so much at variance with the bible and with reason.
He represents
it as one of Satan's most cunning manoeuvres, to succeed in persuading
men to believe this monstrous doctrine. He thus expresses himself
on the subject in his Trialogue.2
The cunning craft of Satan strove
a long time to work up this delusion, to mislead the church into this
heresy."
He represents Satan as saying " If by my representa-

the

;

disciples should be

lost

:

—

—

;

:

;

:

can so far lead astray the faithful of the church,
that they shall hold this sacrament to be no longer bread, but an
abominable accident, I shall by that very thing lead them afterwards
to believe whatever I will."
He means that by the same analogy, it
might be said to the communities
In whatever vices a prelate may
live, yet this should never be believed of him by the people his subjects.
He would say that, by this analogy, those dignities of the
clergy which are to be reverenced by laymen, may be retained in spite
of all their crimes, if every thing was to be considered as an accident
without a subject.
He denominates the adoration of the host a species of idolatry.
When it was objected, that this adoration was not paid to the host but
" The same may be said of any creature, which
to Christ, he replied
according to this doctrine should therefore be adored
for it is certain, that in every creature is the trinity, and that is something far
more perfect than the body of Christ.s Yet Wicklif does not reject
altogether the custom of adoration in this regard, since he says
" Still we adore this host, according to the faith of scripture, in a way
more safely warranted, and so also the cross of our Lord, or other
images made by men."
Wicklif went to such a length in his altogether too dogmatical zeal
as to regard this doctrine both as an invention of Satan and also as
an error incompatible with the existence of saving faith and believed
it necessary to suppose that those advocates of this doctrine, whom he
tive, the Antichrist, I

:

:

;

:

• And often the scripture saith,
that Jesu
toke breade and brake it and gave it to
and sayd, take ye eat ye, this
is my bodye that shalbe geven for you.
But he sayd not this bread is my body, or
that the brede shuld be geven for the lyfe
af the world.

his disciples

^ Lib. IV, p. 201.
* Quia certum est, quod
in qualibet
creatura est trinitas increata. et iUa est
longe perfectior quam est corpus ChristL
P. 202.

wicklif's doctrine of the lord's supper.
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»vould not willingly cut off from salvation, as for example, Robert, bishop of Lincoln, venerated by him as a witness for the truth, must, before their departure, have come to the knowledge of this heresy, and
recognize here that one-sided dogmatic tendency
repented of it.'
of protestantism, which is inclined to lay an undue stress on formal
But at the same time we should carefully keep in mind,
conceptions.
that before men Avere in a condition to understand the real historical
process of development of the religious life and its relation to doctrine,
they must have been quite incapable of understanding the relative necessity of certain doctrinal modes of expression for certain times, in a
certain spiritual atmosphere, though such modes of expression objectively considered, may be incorrect.
Having thus thrown a glance at Wicklif's doctrine of the Lord'a
In the year 1381, then,
supper, we now return back to the history.
" The
Wicklif put forth the following theses on the Lord's supper
right faith of a Christian is this, that this commendable sacrament is
bread and body of Christ, as Christ is true God and true man and
this faith is founded on Christ's own words in the gospels."
He adverts
to the testimony of the church fathers, and characterizes this faith as
He adduces the proofs in confirmaperfectly consonant with reason.
He calls upon the secular
tion of it from the epistles of St. Paul.
lords to defend this faith, as they were bound to do on peril of their

We

:

;

salvation.

The case, however, was quite different with Wickhf 's attack on the
doctrine of transubstantiation, from what it had been with his previous
When he attacked the tyranny and the vices of the clergy,
contests.
of the mendicants, he could reckon on a host of allies, even such as
But here the
did not agree with him in his dogmatic convictions.
question related to the w^eightiest doctrines of flie church, the oppo-

nents of which had long since been condemned as heretics.
The
chancellor of the university of Oxford called together twelve doctors,
and with their concurrence, published a solemn judgment, declaring
the theses put forth by Wicklif on the doctrine of transubstantiation to
be heretical ; and the preaching of these views were forbidden on peWicklif, hownalty of imprisonment and the infliction of the ban.
ever, did not allow himself to be disturbed by this proceeding, but
boldly told the chancellor that neither he nor any other member of
his council, would be able to point out anything heretical in him.
Then following out his principles respecting the relation of the church
to the state, he made his appeal to the king.
Meanwhile, through the spread of Wicklif's principles, and owing
to the impulse he had communicated and the influence of his party,
which extended in various ways through the different ranks of society,
to the very lowest, various foreign, secular, and political elements entered into the fermentation that had been produced, which threatened
a catastrophe. There were appeax-ances similar to those which started

'
Multos autem suppono seductos fuisse
lac haeresi, qui tinaliter poenitebant, ut

VOL. V.

14

suppono de domino Lincolniensi.

P

198

•
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up amidst the Donatist movements in North Africa, and in the peasant
war connected with the German reformation. These movements seem
to have sprung up originally independent of Wicklif 's influence, direct
or indirect, and to have been owing to other causes.
The manifold
oppressions of the country people called forth powerful reactions, and
a httle spark might grow into a large fire.
The spirit that revolted
against oppression brought on a disposition to resist

all

regular author-

and to reduce everything to a level. These movements do not
seem even to have stood so closely connected with the reformatory
tendency proceeding from Wicklif as the disturbances of the later
peasant war in Germany stood with the ideas diffused by Luther, and
misapprehended by some of the people.
Still, the reformatory elements set in motion by Wickclif might enter into combination with
reformatory movements of a quite another character, relating purely to
political matters
and the attacks on the power and rule of a corrupt
clergy called forth by Wicklif might present somewhat the appearance of a common cause.
Add to this, that men of a violent and
ity,

;

fanatical spirit of reform placed themselves, at this time

enthusiasts attacked

by Luther

—

like those

later days, the

leaders of the
people in the peasant war,
at the head of the excited people, or
espoused their cause with visionary expectations.
cannot say that

—

in

his

We

such

men had been

roused by the impulse which proceeded from
Wicklif, that they had first received and afterwards further developed
the seeds which he scattered abroad.
man from whom some great
movement proceeds seldom stands alone. Generally there is some
common element in the spiritual atmosphere, which brings such men
upon the pubhc stage, though minds of a kindred bent show themselves
sometimes pure, sometimes the reverse
in some cases, full of good
sense
in others, extravagant and fanatical.
So it seems to have
been with the reformatory movements and elements of rebelHon against
the hierarchy which appeared in England at the present time.
There
was a priest, John Balle, chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury,
not from Wicklif 's school, nor first aroused by Wicklif 's influence ; for,
before the latter came upon the public stage, this person had already
created a sensation by his preaching. i
This man seems not to have
started, like Wicklif, from a determinate dogmatic tendency opposed
to the dominant church system, but to have embarked in his undertakings merely as a practical reformer.
Perhaps he appeared first as
one of the preachers of repentance in those times, and vigorously
attacked the reigning vices and immoralities of the day, understood
how to work on the passions of the people, had many followers, and
was thus carried along from one step to another. He inveighed especially against the vices prevailing among the clergy and the nobility.
This pleased the people .2
He declaimed against the superfluity
>f wealth among the clergy, spoke of their growing rich at the peofirst

A

;

;

'

Knighton says concerning Wicklif s
him Hie habuit praecurso-

relations with

rem Johannem

hunnem

:

Balle, veluti Christus Jobaptistam, qui vias suas in talibus

opinionibus praeparavit. Hist. angl. script,
torn. II, p. 2644.
' Knighton, his violent opponent, saya
of him Qui praledicator famosissiraus ha:
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—

—

he said
ought not to be paid to parsons, when
them were poorer than the parsons. Neither ouo-ht
tithes or oWations to be paid, v/hen it was evident that the laity led
better lives than the parson. ^
He seems to have been zealous against
the unchastity of the clergy, and probably remonstrated as the representatives of the Hildebrandian reformatory spirit had formerly done,
against the practice of allowing illegitimate sons of clergymen to obtain
spiritual promotion.^
In all this, as appears evident from what has
been said, he presented numerous points of contact with Wicklif, which,
however, is no proof of any farther relationship of spirit, or connection
between the two men. Neither is it certain that John Balle, at any
later period, embraced Wicklif 's doctrines.
For when his opponents,
who were also the fierce opponents of Wicklif, say that he disseminated Wicklif's doctrines among th*e people,-"^ still this amounts to no
pie's cost.

Tithes

those that paid

proof that he did so.
After having thus wielded an influence over the
people for a considerable time, he was finally arrested, and, to their
great chagrin, cast into prison at Canterbury.
Meanwhile insurrection spread far and wide among the populace.
The possessions of the
And it is a noticeable fact, though one
archbishop were attacked.
that has often occurred at other times, that men impelled by a wild
spirit of fanaticism, men, who in other respects indulged themselves in
every species of abomination, wishing to appear only as champions for
justice and liberty, would allow of no theft, no robbery to gratify
private avarice.
These mobs had attacked a castle belonging to the
duke of Lancaster. He was particularly unpopular with them. And
yet we have seen that this duke was Wicklif's ancient patron
which
shows, again, that there could not have been any connection between
On this occasion one of the mob stole
these two diiferent movements.
a beautiful vessel of silver, which he wished to retain for himself; but
his companions tossed him and the vase into the flames, crying
We
are not thieves and robbers, but zealots for truth and justice 4
By
this insurrectionary mob Balle was liberated from his dungeon and
received with enthusiasm as a martyr.
He stood up as a preacher
before an audience of thousands, and added fuel to the flame.
The
multitude wanted to make him their archbishop' and chancellor.
One
sentence in a sermon of his which he preached before a mob composeii
" Whei
of two hundred thousand people, characterizes the man
Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the gentleman ? " ^ 11
thfi" went on to prove that by nature all were created equal ; bondag-

—

:

!

:

Debatur apud
ta

qui per plura retroac-

are not to be taken in so literal a sense

tempera verbum dei insipienter sparselollium cum tritico immiscendo, la'icis

Perhaps they state his own conclusion
from a fact, rather than the fact as it reallv
was. His words are Docuit etiam neminem aptum rej^no dei, qui non in matri-

la'icos,

rat,

nimis phicens. P. 2634. When this oppouent says of him, that he mixed tares
.vith the good fruit in his sermons, it would
eeem that even his enemy must find
something to commend in him, which may
refer to his practical exhortations.
'

Walsingham, p. 275.
That is, if we may gather

from
the words of Walsingliam, which, coming
from the lips of so violent an antagonist,
^

this

:

monio natus fuisset.
^ As Walsingham says: Docuit et perversa dogmata perfidi Johannis Wicklef.
•

Knigliton,

'

Walsingham, p. 275: Wahn Adam
and Eve span, who was than a gen

dalfe

tleman

1

p.

2635.
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had been introduced only by sinful men, subjugating others, in opposition to God's will
for, if it had pleased God to create serfs, he would
have determined, in the beginning of the world, who should be a serf
and who a freeman. They should consider, then, he said to the assembled crowd, that the time had now come, when, casting off the
yoke of servitude, they could enjoy the long desired liberty. ThereAnd from
fore he exhorted them to behave as men of understanding.
love to the Father of the house, who purges the field from tares, they
first, putting to death the
should feel bound also to do the same now
lords and nobles of the realm, then the judges and jurists, next, all
whom they knew would in any other way do mischief to the commonwealth.
Then, and not till then, would they secure to themselves
peace and freedom for the future, when there was equal liberty, digJohn Balle afterwards fell a
nity and authority among them all.
he was taken prisoner and executed as a
victim to his fanaticism
rebel.
This insurrection of the peasantry, which led to great havoc
and destruction, was finally put down by force. Now, although, as is
evident, all this was a thing quite foreign from the spirit of Wicklif,
yet it was eagerly seized upon afterwards by his enemies, as a pretext
for connecting the aims and intentions of the so-called Lollards, with
Many of Wicklif 's discithe object proposed by those disturbances.
ples among the clergy and the knights, disciples among the clergy
who did not conduct their labors with the prudence of their master,
and who manifested in their sermons too violent a zeal for reform, may
have contributed to this result.
Wicklif himself meddled too much with reform beginning from without,
a spirit which passed over, also, to the party he founded. And
this circumstance would contribute, still more, to place his cause in a
He presented to the parliament, a paper, in which he
false light.
proposed that the king and the realm should obey prelates only so far
;

;

:

—

according to the teaching of Scripture, such obedience belonged to
because otherwise Christ must obey Antichrist. For there was no neutral ground between Christ and Antichrist.
and any act of obedience
All obedience should be paid solely to Christ
He cites, iii
not paid to him, must therefore be paid to Antichrist.
"
He that is not for me is against me." That
proof, Christ's words
the money of the kingdom should be sent neither to the court of Rome,
nor to Avignon, nor to any other foreign power, unless it were proved
as,

the obedience of Christ

;

;

:

men

bound to do so from Holy Scripture. That neither a carany other man, had a right to enjoy the fruits of an English
church, unless he duly resided there, or was lawfully employed in prosecuting some afiair of the realm, which had been approved by the nobles.
For he would else not enter in through Christ, but as a disciple of Antiand by human ordinances he would plunder the kingdom, like
christ
a robber, among the poor under his power, without returning any equivThat the king and the realm should be
alent for the money obtained.
bound to extirpate the traitors of the realm, and to defend their own
i.gainst cruel enemies.
That the common weal of the realm should not
we burdened with inordinate taxes, until the patrimony, with which the
that

dinal, nor

;

are

Courtney's proceedings against wicklip.
ilergy was endowed, was exhausted

;

for that

poor, to be used for their benefit in the

spii'it

was

all
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property of the

of charity

;

as

it

would

If any
bishop or parish priest fell knowingly into the contempt of God, the
king was not only warranted but also bound, to confiscate the temporal
goods of such bishop or priest ; otherwise he would neglect the realm.'
That the king should employ no bishop or priest in secular aftairs as
well king as clergyman would otherwise be Christ's betrayer. That the
De, if the clergy lived in the perfection of primitive

poverty.

;

king should cause no person to be arrested because he remained under
excommunication, till it should be proved by the law of God that he

remained justly under excommunication for many had been excommunicated through haste and imprudence, in cases where, according to
the laws of God and the church, they ought not to have suffered excommunication.
To arrest a man, when he did his whole duty, was t
work of the devil. The contrary, though its consequences might be
neither felt nor cared for, yet reduced the state to great confusion ,
for an evil which is not felt, and which is therefore considered a trifle
and little thought of, draws after it consequences only so much the
more disastrous.^
The insurrection of the peasants had another injurious effect onWicklifs cause, that in the same year, 1381, the milder archbishop of Canterbury, Simon Sudbury, was murdered, and William Courtney, bishop
of London, a man inchned to more violent measures, one of the fiercest
opponents of Wicklif, was appointed his succebsor to the see of CanterThis prelate now took advantage of his power to proceed more
bury.
vigorously against Wicklif. But the latter appealed to parliament, andin his memorial proposed, that all persons entangled in private religions
devised by sinful men, should be left free to adopt, without molestation,
the law of Christ alone, which, having been given by Christ to his apostles, was far more perfect than any such religion invented by sinful
men. That all who had unreasonably and wrongfully condemned this
whole counsel given by Christ should be corrected on account of so
That tithes and
gross an error, and the same publicly made known.
oblations should be given and received to the end which God's law and
and for the same reason
the ordinances of the pope had determined
they should be taken away, namely in all cases where they were not
used conformably to their original design. Christ's doctrine of the holy
supper should be publicly taught in the churches and the opposite
doctrine, which had been set up by accursed hypocrites and heretics
and by worldly priests ignorant of God's law, \_should be rejected.'^
The last three words were not found in the MSS. used by Lewis, and
are therefore supplied by conjecture .^
Wicklif had, in the mean time, ever since his return from Bruges,
become more bold and violent every day m his attacks upon the mendicants.
In a paper put forth about this time (1382), he affirms that he
lie attacked
"could point out fifty heresies, and more, in their orders.
;

;

;

'

Christum regis (^or'ai temporalis con-

emptum

ponder<"

14*

'

Walsingham,

^

Lewis,

p. 84,

p.

283.

(new

ed. p. 98.)
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them as promotei-s of human ordinances to the injury of divine truth.
sought to show that their whole mode of hfe was one at variance
with the example of Christ
that by their vows Christian liberty waa
abridged
and, in a time when men were incapable of examining for
themselves, obligations were imposed on them which they could not
that men would thus be diverted from the most wholesome 'sort
fulfil
of labor after the example of Christ, that of preaching Christ's gospel
where it was most needed, without being confined to any single spot.
He accused them of disturbing the parish priests in the labors of their
calling.'
While however, in other contests with this party, Wicklif
could reckon upon powerful patrons, the case was altered in this controversy on so weighty a doctrine.

He

;

;

;

To the Duke

of Lancaster, Wicklif 's old patron, this step of the reformIt is said that he went himself, in person,
to Oxford, for the purpose of advising Wicklif against this course, and
er was extremely unwelcome.

of persuading him not to meddle with these things.
But Wicklif was
not so to be persuaded to give up a particle of the truth which he had
advanced ; and we see that although he availed himself of such aid of
the powerful as might offer itself, in opposing the hierarchy, and al-

though he would gladly have joined himself with the civil power, yet
was far from any thoughts of his, to place reliance on these helps,
and to begin the battle on this reliance. He bravely persevered, even
when he saw his old patrons declaring against him. Courtney, the new
archbishop of Canterbury, convoked on the 17th of May, in a Franciscan monastery in London, a council to examine into Wicklif s affair.
The proceedings were interrupted by an earthquake ; for which reason
Wicklif was wont to call this assembly derisively the earthquakecouncil.3 He regarded the event as a judgment of God in favor of his
doctrine.
He says, in his later confession 3 " The council charged
it

:

Christ and the saints with a heresy ; hence the earth trembled and
shook, and a strong voice answered in the place of God, as it happened
at the time of the last passion of Christ (John xii.), when he was

condemned

to bodily

the prelates

—

death." 4

by explaining the

The archbishop, however, encouraged
judgment of the oppo-

fact as a divine

kind
a notification that, as nature was purified, by such shocks,
of poisonous exhalations, so the church was to be purified of the venom
of heresy.
By this council a number of Wicklif's propositions were
condemned, either as heretical or erroneous ; partly, such as he bad
site

actually affirmed, for example, on the Lord's supper
ecclesiastical

and

civil

power

of the duties of clergymen

:

;

on what belongs

;

on the limits of

to the right discharge

in opposition to the secularization of the

church and of the papacy ; on tLj 'papal dignity, in its right sense, being conditioned upon the personal character of the person administering
it.5
The archbishop put forth an ordinance against the Wicklifite docLewis, p. 20, (new ed. p. 30.)
Lewis, p. 95, (new ed. p 117.)
Knighton, p. 2650.
Wherefore the erthe tremblide fay land
ptiaynnus voys ansveryde for God als it
dide in tyme of his passione whan he was
'

'^

^
•»

dampnyde

to bodely deth.
° Wicklif says of these judgments of the
council, the mendicants have poisoned tlu
kingdom of England at their earthquake
council in London. Dial. 292.

wicklif's defence aqaixst the

earthquake-council.

1G3

addressed to the chancellor of Oxford university, to which,
however, the university at first paid but very little attention.^ But the
archbishop induced King Richard to issue a command, directing that
all persons who there taught Wicklifite doctrines
should be placed
under arrest.^ Wicklif speaks of the secret plots in London and LinAfter this he published a new concoln, to kill off the poor priests.^
fession on the subject of the Lord's supper, in which he took pains to
guard against the insinuation that he did not acknowledge the true
body of Christ in the sacrament though he by no means retracted his
opinions, but so expressed himself that there could be no difficulty in
recognizing them in this new form. He declared,^ very decidedly, against
the doctrine of transubstantiation ; inveighed against those whom he
calls the sect of accident-worshippers, and after having spoken of the
" But I beheve the truth will
prevailing errors, concludes by saying
He defended himself, in a particular tract, against
finally conquer."
With regard to many of the docthe so-called earthquake-council.
trines which had been condemned there, he could with perfect justice
Others, which he had
declare, that he had never preached them.
really taught, he defended against the imputation of heresy.
He
cleared himself, for example, from the charge that he had made the objective vahdity of the sacraments depend on the subjective character of
Sophisters ought to know that
the person who administered them.
even a reprobate might still perform fully the sacramental acts, though
for they are not the authors of
it would be to his own condemnation
these sacraments, but God reserves in his own hands that divine power
on which the efficacy of sacraments depends. 5 With prayer, however,
In the seventh proposition condemned
the case was quite different.
under his name, the assertion was ascribed to him, that a people may
On
punish their sinning rulers according to their own good pleasure.
" This charge is inthis point Wicklif, in defending himself, remarks
serted in calumniation of the poor priests, with a view to make them
when the truth is that the poor priests do
odious to the secular lords
their utmost to counteract, by the divine law, the insurrection of servants against their lords, and declare to servants their obligation to
obey their masters, even though they may be tyrants. In the paper in
which he examines the articles condemning his doctrines,^ he persists
in affirming that, according to the divine word, the king was bound tc
deprive the clergy of the goods which they abused.
The movements in Oxford induced Wicklif to retire in the sami.
He was there seized with
year, 1382, to his parish at Lutterworth.
But his courage and zeal suffered no abatement under
a paralysis.
He kept on contending to the very last. Meantime
this affliction.
trines,

;

:

;

:

;

know well that a cursed
doth fully the sacraments, though it
be to his damning, for they ben not autours
of these sacraments, but God kepeth that

Walsingham, p. 286.
Wilkins concilia magn. Brit. Lond.
i737, torn. IV, p. 156.
^ Quod tarn Londiniae quam Lincoluiae
laborarunt assidue, ad sacerdotes fideles et
oauperes exstinguendum. Dialog, p. 296.

phisters shulden

Lewis, p. 272, (new ed. p. 323.)
Lewis, p. 96, (new ed. p. 118): So-

ed, Lewis, p. 99,

'

'

*
*

man

divinity to himself
^

The

great sentence of curse expound-

(new

ed. p. 121.)
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The enfeebling
broke out the papal schism of which we have spoken.
effect of this event on the papal power was favorable to Wicklif's
cause
and he understood well how to avail himself of the divided
opinions on the question who was pope, and of the quarrel between
the two popes, to back up his attack on the papacy itself, and his
arguments against the necessity of a visible supreme head of the
" Trust we
church.
Accordingly, in a paper on the schism he says
in the help of Christ on this point, for he hath begun already to help
us graciously, in that he hath clove the head of Antichrist, and made
the two parts fight one against the other.
For it is not doubtful,
that the sin of the popes, which hath been so long continued, hath
brought in this division."
He says, " Let the rival pontiffs continue
to launch their anathemas against each other, or should one of them
prevail, in either case a severe wound has been inflicted.
He calls
upon the emperor and kings to lend their assistance in this cause, to
maintain God's law, to recover the heritage of the church, and to
destroy the foul sins 'of clerks, saving their persons.
Thus would
He contests the prepeace be established, and simony destroyed.
tended infallibility of the popes, and denies their arrogant pretensions
In a work still unpublishwith regard to absolution and indulgence.^
ed " On the church and its government," after speaking of the prev"And so God would no
alence of simony in the church, he says
longer suffer the fiend to reign in only one such priest, but for the sin
which they had done made division among two, so that men, in Christ's
;

:

'

:

name, may the more

easily

overcome them both.

Evil

is

weakened by

than good ; and this now moveth poor priests to speak
In his sermons preached at Lutterworth, he
heartily in this matter."
made frequent allusions to the schism thus in a sermon on Romans
xiii, when he says, '" The pope is not on Christ's side, Avho put his soul
for his sheep, but on the side of Antichrist who putteth many souls
This man feedeth not the sheep of Christ, as Christ
for his pride..
tiirice commanded Peter, but spoileth them and slayeth them, and leaddiffusion,

no

less

;

many wrong ways."
The bull proclaiming a crusade and indulgence, and put forth hy
pope Urban VI. against his rival Clement VII. in Avignon, afforded
Wicklif occasion for many new and fierce assaults on the popes, in
eth them

which he exposed the unchristian character of this procedure, and
In the paper above
the futility of the proclamation of indulgence. 3
mentioned which contains a criticism of the sentences of condemnation
passed on his doctrines, he reproaches the pope for using the banner
of the cross, that symbol of peace, of grace, and of charity, to lead
to the destruction of christians, from love to two false priests,

men on

antichrists, in order to maintain their worldly state, and oppress
And he asks " Why is not the proud priest in Rome
Christendom.
willing to grant full pardon to all men when they live in peace, charity, and paiience, as he grants it to all who will engage in the work

open

:

'

Vaughan,

* Ibid. p. 6.

vol. II, p. 5.

Levris, p. 99,

(new

ed. p. 121

)
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When cited by
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Rome, he pubUshed a bold
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3f destroying christians

the

fore his tribunal in

letter to him, expressing

pope

to

appear be-

views openly.
He declares that believing the gospel as he did,
to be the supreme rule, higher than all other laws, he considered the
pope as bound above all men to keep this law, being the highest
representative of Christ on earth.
For the greatness of Christ's representative was not to be measured by the standard of worldly greatness, but by the degree in which a person represents Christ by a virtuous life.
He supposes that Christ, during his life on earth, was the
poorest of men.
No christian should follow the pope or any saint in
" For
heaven, except so far as such an one follows Christ.
says he
his

—

.

— James and John were

in error,

He

and Peter and Paul sinned."

pope, therefore, to surrender his secular rule to secular
lords, and he would soon induce all his clergy to do the same
for so
had Christ done and taught his disciples to do, till the evil fiend blind-

'exhorts

the

;

depended on himself he was ready to go
to Rome
but Christ had bid him do the contrary, and taught him to
obey God rather than man.
"And I hope
he writes
of our
ed

So

this world.

far as

it

—

;

—

be no antichrist nor act in direct contradiction to the
will of Christ
for if he cites me against reason, and this unreasonable
citation is followed up, then he is an open antichrist."
An honest inpope, that he

will
;

tention did not suffice to excuse Peter, nor prevent Christ from caUing
so in the present case a blind intention and bad counsel
;

bim Satan

would not serve to excuse the pope.
But when he required poor
to undertake a journey which was beyond their means, this
'Could not be excused by the pious intention, nor so as to prevent his
being called antichrist.
God tempts no man beyond what he is able
to bear ; why should a man require such a service from another ?
he concludes
we pray God in behalf of our Pope
•'Therefore
Urban VI., that his holy purpose of old may not be hindered and frustrated by the fiend.
And Christ, who cannot lie, says, that the fiend
of man is in his own house."
While Wicklif was hearing mass on the day of the Holy Innocents,
in the year 1384, in his church at Lutterworth, he fell down just as
the host was elevated, struck by a violent shock of apoplexy
his
tongue was so palsied that he could not speak till he died.
This event
took place on Silvester eve.
We will now proceed to the exposition of Wicklif's doctrine. His
philosophy and theology were closely interwoven
accordingly the antagonism of realism and nominalism entered deeply also into his
theology .2
Nominalism in fact appeared to him something heretical.
It was by -reason of this false confounding together of the provinces of
philosophy and theology, that he accused the nominalists of necessarily misrepresenting the truth of Holy Scripture
since in the history
priests

—

—
i

;

:

;

'

Lewis, letter of excuse to pope Urban

VI, p. 283,
^

(new

ed. p. 33.3.)

In supi)ort of his doctrine of tiie reality
of general conceptions he appeals to Aristotle
still more profound, however, ap;

pears to him Plato's doctrine of ideas. He
says Ceiturn est, quod sunt universalia ex
parti rei testiticata tain ab Aristotele, quani
L'latone.
Licet Plato subtilius ascendit in
universalia idearum.
Dial. p. 41
:
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of the creation of the species, they could not receive the
account in
true sense, but must understand it as speaking of names, without
real
substance. 1
He took ground decidedly against those, who held to
its

an

opposition between

truths

philosophical

and truths

theological.

He

calls it infatuation to assert that

any light of nature is at variance with
the light of faith, so that in the light of faith it may be necessary
to
what in the light of nature is impossible. He held that such
blindness was in reality.no UgJit of nature, but darkness since two such
believe

;

contradictory lights could not possibly exist together.^
But since the
fall, a certain imperfection cleaves to the
weak light of nature .which
.God graciously remedies by imparting his own knowledge to mankind.
And accordingly one man discovers by the light of nature, what another comes to know by the light of faith.
Starting from his realism,

Wicklif affirms a correspondence between truth in thought, Siud being
as it is grounded in God.
Men may frame to themselves many
thoughts which do not correspond to being
thoughts of things which
are in themselves impossible
but these are no true thoughts.
There
is no actual reception of the substance of such thoughts into the soul, but
a reception merely of their signs, a presentation of mere words.
He
distinguishes, as a realist, the intelligere res from the mere signa
reriun, verba eogitare.^
But this cannot be transferred to God.
Everything posited in his ideas is in ideal being one with himself 4
hence that only is possible which is actual, though men may conceive
of many things as possible, which in fact are not possible.^
Men may
represent to themselves many monstrous things, to which no ideas in
God correspond
but God can know nothing which is not God himself, or in some way ideally represented in God. e
Everything positive in the creature must be referred to God ; God himself produces
it, though not in the form in which it is produced by finite creatures.'
;

—

;

;

;

He

defends, against Aristotle, the

Platonic doctrine of ideas.

He

finds in Aristotle

a misapprehension of the nature of ideas, since by
is not to be understood anything self-subsistent ; the term, in his
view, denotes the form in which God kxiows things, the intellectaalitas
creatarce.
The idea is, in its essence, God himself in its form, it is
the mode in which God knows created things.^
With his doctrine of
ideas accordingly is connected the proposition, that whatever is pos-

them

;

Et species in Mose sonuerat in principio libri sui, vocans rerum creataram principia species et genera, ut patet in principio genesis, quam indubie species intellexit

* He supposes quod est and quod potest
esse to be identical, quia orane quod habet
Omne sigesse intelligibile, est in deo.
niticabile forct secundum esse intelligibile

non esse tei'minos, vel conceptus, sicut
s'omnianthaeretici,exponentestidera scripturae ad sensum, quern spiritus sanctus

nisi

non

ideatum. P. 10.

'

^

tia.
^

flagitat.

Quia non

Ibid. p. 42.
talia duo lamina

repugnan-

Ibid. p. 16.

Sed quamvis homo vel diabolus pes-

sunt intelligere sic erronee, cum nee sua
intellectio nee apparentia terminatnr ad
rem apparentem vel intellectam extra sig-

lum.

Ibid. p.

116.

ipse deus.
®

Deus non
sit

potest quicquara intelligere,

ipse deus, vel in deo aliqualiter

^ Deus facit omne positivum, quod creatura sua fecerit, et tamen ex hoc non sequitur, quod comedat, loquatur et ambulet
caet.
P. 14.
* P. 25: Idea est essentialiter natura divina, et formaliter ratio, secundum quam

deus

intelligit creaturas.
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He

denies the existence in God of any such distinction as that of power or faculty and action omnipotence, therefore,
relates only to what actually takes place.
And as God can produce
nothing in himself which he does not actually produce, so he can prosible

is

actual.^

;

duce nothing without himself which he does not actually bring forth in
proper time.^
We see in Wicklif the tendency of reform combined with an Augustinianism wliich went far beyond Augustin himself in its polemical hostility to everything that seemed verging on Pelagianism
to all worth
or ability on the part of the creature ; and which, in fact, amounted
to the denial of free-will.
one-sided rehgious element in Wicklif
here united itself with his stern speculative consistency we meet with
elements which in their logical evolution would have led to pantheism.
Everything, according to his notions, enters as a part necessarily into
the fulfilment of the decrees of predestination.
This excludes all
conditions.
No falling away from grace, therefore, is possible, because
gi-ace is a thing grounded in the divine predestination
although for a
transient moment a predestinated person may sin, and for a transient
moment a reprobate partake of grace. In the developments of time,
the fact that the one is a praescitus, the other a praedestinatus, is conditioned on the sinful life of the one and the pious life of the other ;
but the original eternal ground of all is still the divine predestination,
Avhich is made actual by all temporal instrumentalities
for all is
grounded in the divine ideas, which are one with God himself. To
the harmony of the world, to which God makes everything relate, belong, according to the notions of Wicklif, both good and evil.^
It may
be conceded, that many praesciti find themselves in the state of grace
its

;

A

:

;

;

in their present righteousness
sin in their present

;

and that many praedestinati grievously

state of unrighteousness

but the praesciti never

;

find themselves in the position of final perseverance, nor the praedesti-

nati in that of final obduracy.
tiim de congrao as

On

an unscriptural

this

ground, he rejects the merisomething still worse than

fiction,

the doctrine of Pelagius.4
plain, that from Wicklif 's doctrine follow unconditional necesand the denial of free-will and of contingency. Still Wicklif would
not throw back the causality of evil upon God.
Evil, as such, is whatever is not grounded in the divine ideas.
It is known of God precisely as that which is not grounded in His ideas
per earentiam ideae ;
as darkness is known by light, and as the absence of light.
Still

It

is

sity ,5

nothing
'

Deus

—

is

thereby gained for moral contemplation.

nihil intelligit, nisi

quod

existit,

sic omne quod exP. 26.
* Sicut deus ad intra nihil potest producere, nisi absolute necessario illud producat, sic nihil ad extra potest producere,

duin potest existere, et
istere potest, existit.

nisi

pro suo tempore illud producat.

Pag.

28.

Ita concedendum vidctur, quod temDorale sit causa praedestinationis aeternae,
*

Evolving that

praecedente tamen causa aeterna, tam ex
parte dei taliter ordinantis, quam ex parte
creaturae taliter ordinatae.

futurititionis

Ibid. p. 74.
*

Il)id. p.

101.

* Among the 4.5 articles attributed to
Wicklif, the proposition Omnia de necessitate absoluta eveniunt migiit justly be
condemned as one actually belonging to
:

him.
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which

is contained in the thought, it would follow from it that evil, as
has for God no existence at all
but looked at from the standingpoint of the idea, all is necessary as belonging to the harmony of the
world.
Wicklif himself confesses the mischievous practical conse-

evil,

:

quences to which his doctrine of unconditional necessity would lead.
But his iron mind refuses to be frightened by such consequences. He
" The wicked may, no doubt, find occasion from this doctrine
says
to do many wicked things, and if it be in their power will actually do
them.
But it is unknown who those are just as it is unknown to me
but that some person will necessarily dash out my brains, and then
grossly plead in excuse, that as the thing was necessary, he could not
have helped it. But I will tell thee, for so irrational a deed he is
necessarily guilty."
Accordingly, all sin appears to him a necessary
thing
and so the punishment of sin. All is required in order to the
beauty of the universe.s The whole multitude of the lost will serve to
enhance the glory of the blessed.3 God is none the less free, for
doing anything in a way which is unconditionally necessary
as for
example, in the generation of the Son, and in the procession of the
Holy Spirit. This agency, however, in the essence of God, is necessarily an eternal one
and the facts which result from it are in time.
So far as this goes, they may be styled contingent.'* It is an advantage of Wicklif 's realistic bent, leading him to affirm, that everything
possible must at some time be actual, that it enables him to put aside
the idle questions of the later Scholasticism about mere possibilities.
" And thus we are freed
from many superfluous speculasays he
tions, with which the heretics (among whom he classes the nominalists)
torture themselves in regard to certain supposable cases.
It is more
wholesome to study settled truths than idly to lose ourselves in mere
fictions, of which we cannot prove the possibility, nor that they or the
knowledge of them can be of the least benefit to man
while many
settled and profitable truths still lie hidden from man." ^
The true protestant principle comes forth in Wickhf when he ascribes
the whole work of salvation to Christ alone.
He expresses it in opposition to the worship of saints.
There is no saint in word or deed
deserving of praise, except so far as he has derived all that for which
he is praised from Christ.e " Hence our church ^
he says
has this
reasonable custom, that when a saint is invoked, she addresses the
prayer to Christ : not principally to that saint, but to Christ."
Nor is
the festival of a saint to any purpose, except so far as it tends to
magnify Christ, excites the soul to adore him, kindles in it the love of
him.
When, therefore, the observance of a saint-day deviates from
:

;

'

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

'

*

Dial. p. 105,

Veruratanien

1

ilia

concessa sequensest,

((uod omnia peccata mundi de necessitate
evenient, et per consequens, quod omnes

peccatores secundum formam, qua deus
decreverat, punientur, et totum lioc facit

ad pulchritudinem universi.
*

Totus numerus

mundo ad profectum
P. 154.

Ibid. p. 148.

damnatorum
et

cedet

gloriam beatorum.

Ibid, p

illibertatur
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:

Et

patet,

quodcumque

quod deus non

facere. licet abso-

lute necessario illud agat, sicut

non

illiber-

tatur producere verbum vel spiritum sanctum, licet absolute necessario illud ajrat.
Actio tamen ista ad intra necessario est
aeterna, et factio est temporalis.
Ideo di•

citur,
*

«

quod

factio est contingens.

Ibid. p. 164.
Ibid. p. 171.

.

^

Page
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this end, the motive must be avarice or some other sin.
Hence many
are disposed to think that all those festivals should be abolished, and
for thus Christ would be kept in
the festival of Christ alone remain
more lively remembrance, and the devotion of the faithful -would not
be so improperly distributed between Christ and his members. Foolish
must he be who, instead of clinging to Christ alone, seeks the mediaever lives near the
tion of some other.
says he
"For Christ
Father and is the most ready to intercede for us, imparting himself to
the soul of every wayfaring pilgrim who loves him.
Therefore should
no man seek first the mediation of other saints, for he is more ready to
help than any one of them."
The soul must be distracted by the
multitude of the blessed, to which it turns; the strength of the feeling
It may likefor Christ must be weakesed, as it is but a finite thing.
wise turn out, that the foolish devotee is worshipping a canonized
" When only Christ is invoked, the other saints, at his biddevil.
ding, help with their spiritual intercessions
and, however much they
may be worshipped apart, still they will assist none except in the measure they are commanded to do so by Christ.
It seems a folly, to
leave the fountain which is assuredly more ready to bestow itself on
every one, and turn away to the distant and troubled brook
and
especially where faith does not teach that such a brook originates in
the hving fountain."
At least, then, those saints only should be
worshipped, who are known to be such from the word or God.
He is
opposed to particular churches taking pains to procure the canonization of their saints from the Roman see, a practice which he traces to
" Who
would ever think
avarice or the want of faith.
says he
of employing the interest of some court fool to obtain an interview with
The saints in
the more accessible and more gracious king himself?
heaven are no court fools
but, incorporated by the grace of their
Saviour with Christ, they are still infinitely less, in comparison with
It were foohsh, on
him, than the court fool is to his earthly prince."
a dangerous journey, to leave the straight and sure highway, and
inasmuch, then, as the
strike into some unsafe and unknown by-path
life of Christ and his rules are plainly open for our inspection, it would
seem as if we must consider the contemplation of the life of others as
of far less account.
He calls the canonization of saints,^ expressing
doubtless his own opinion, though he speaks of it as the view of many,
a blasphemous thing
since without direct revelation no man can be
certain about it.
The miracles by which it was pretended to defend
;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

the canonization of saints, he puts

who can

down

as delusions

for the devil,

;

clothe himself as an angel of light, might perform

still

greater

The devil never
miracles in the person of a departed reprobate.
sleeps
and he deceives the people whenever he can hence many,
thus led astray, honor a new-made saint more than the Lord Jesus
;

;

Christ.

Adopting the common

forma

et

'

VOL.

V.

definition of a sacrament, invidbilis gratiae

causa, Wicklif remarks

c^

" Every

visible creature is also a
*

Ibid. p. 174.

16

Ibid. p. 180.
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Bacrament, since

it is

a visible form of the invisible grace of the Crea-

image of his ideas, and may become to creatures a
Even a sermon would, in this
cause of imitation and of knowledge.
the

tor, exhibits

sense, be a sacrament, since

thinks that

many

it is

to the hearers a sign of holiness.

He

signs might be cited from Scripture, which could be

called sacraments with as

of the Old Covenant

much

— he

says

propriety as the seven. '

—

" In the times

the church, like a virgin still in her
many sensible signs ; but, with the

youth, had to be educated by
growth of the church in the times of the law of grace, we are relieved
from the necessity of giving so much heed to such signs." He finds a
First, that signs of the Old
threefold abuse of signs in his own time
Secondly, a wanCovenant were observed, which had been abolished.
There were many who showed such careful
ton coquetry with signs.
:

signs, which had no foundation in Scripture but
were mere human inventions, that they would sooner transgress one of
Thirdly,
the ten commandments, than deviate from them in the least.
overloading the church which Christ intended should be free, with such
figures, even beyond what had been done in the church of the Old
Avoiding this threefold abuse, the church should retain
Testament.
the moderate use of those signs in particular which had been instituted
by Christ. Baptism, for example, was a sign instituted by Christ and
is necessary, because in this our state of pilgrimage, we are without
clear knowle(^e, and need to be guided in the right way by such figures.^
Confirmation, he represents as a calumny against God, since it is affirmed by it, that bishops give the Holy Spirit in a new way, or confirm the giving of it. But this means, giving more than the Holy Spirit.
The apostles (in Acts, ch. viii.) only prayed that those who believed
He says :3 " I boldly aflfirm, that in
might receive the Holy Ghost.
the early church, in the time of the apostle Paul, two orders of the
in the time of Paul, bishop
clergy were sufficient, priests and deacons
and presbyter were the same." Also in his Dialogue, he asserts that
reason, as well as God's word, requires that while the wants of the
clergy should be provided for, they should not be overburthened with
temporal things, because these temporal things were of no use to the
possessors, except as applied to the ends of their spiritual calling.
The greater the poverty under which an evangelical man discharged
his vocation, the more acceptable he was to Christ, other things being
equal.4 It seemed probable to him that Silvester and others, in acsolicitude for these

;

;

cepting the dotation, grievously sinned. But we may suppose that they
afterwards did fruitful penance.^
He maintains that princes were not
only authorized, but bound, on pain of damnation, to deprive the church
since they ought to repent
of all her misappropriated secular goods
of their own folly, and do satisfaction for the sinful act by which they
had defiled the church of Christ.^ Was it objected that they had
:

1

*
^

ter deliuqueute,

Ibid. p. 2.32.
Ibid. p. 234.

^ Ibid. p.

237

:

ab ecclesia habitudinalinee solum quod illis licet
hoc facere, sed (juod debent sub poena
damnationis gehennac, cum debent de sua
stultitia poenitere et satistacere pro peccato, quo Christi ecclcsiam macularunt.
ferre tcmpbralia

Ibid. p. 181.

"^
Ibid- p. 215.
* Ibid. p. 225.

Quod nedum possunt au-
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vowed such gifts to the church ? he replies a vow at variance with
duty is not binding as, for example, if a man has vowed to kill his
brother, is he bound to perform that wicked deed ? He declares heartfelt repentance and confession of sins before God to be the main thing
on which all depends. Auricular confession he holds to be salutary,
but not absolutely necessary.'
He contends against the doctrine of the
thesaurus meritorum supereroyationis^ which laid the foundation for indulgences.
He styles it a gross blasphemy ; and remarks upon it^
that neither the pope nor Christ can deal otherwise with souls, or other:

;

wise grant remission, than as God has eternally ordained in his rightous counsels.
But it is not proved that the pope, or any other one,
has any just reason for so doing.
Then he asks, in what member of
the church does this merit reside ? If it is in Christ and his members,
then it would seem strange that the pope should have power to deprive
the subjects of that which belongs to them ; first, because the accident cannot exist separate from its subject secondly, because they
have verily received their full recompense in exact proportion to their
desert. How then can the pope wrong God and them by any such pretended purloining ?
Finally, by the same principle, the pope has
power, by the authority thus conceded to him, of saving all and therefore it would be his fault if one individual, living in his own time,
should go to perdition.
He affirms, that after the first thousand years, Satan was let loose for
the next thousand, and that then the church declined remarkably from
the imitation of Christ.^
Hence arose the efforts of pious men to bring
about a reformation, men who sought to restore the living imitation of
Christ.
Among these he reckons the efforts of Dominick and Francis,
in whom, however, he deplores the lack of Christian wisdom
and he
remarks that afterwards hypocrisy and impure motives soon crept in.
If the order of Knights Templar was abolished on account of its degeneracy, how much more ought these orders to be abolished ?4 He
complains of the pharisaical spirit of his age :& " I turn
says he -rto our Pharisees.
The eyes of our private religion are too much dazzled by that Pharisaical pride.
For a bodily fast is prized more highly,
or its non-observance, which can be noticed, is more regarded, than
spiritual fasting.
Therefore, from the folly of those orders. Lord, de"
liver us
In the writings of Wicklif, we meet with a remarkable prophecy of Luther's reformation, where he states that from monachism
itself would go forth a reaction, founded in the very essence of Christianity, against the monastic life, and to the renovation of the church
" I suppose
that some brothers,
says he
in the spirit of Paul.
whom God may vouchsafe to teach, will be devoutly converted to the
;

;

;

—

!

—

—

primitive religion of Christ, and abandoning their false interpretationa

of genuine Christianity, after having demanded or acquired for themselves permission from Antichrist, will freely return to the original re-

'

*

Ibid. p. 251.
Ibid. p. 278.

' Ibid. p. 280.
••

P. 284.

*

P. 144
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and then they will build up the church like Paul."
Thus he expresses the expectation, that a return to the true way of following Christ, would proceed from the bosom of monachism itself, that
its friends would obtain liberty from the popes to live in their own way,
or would find means of conquering that liberty, and this would be the
commencement of a renovated church, purified from the Jewish leaven,
ligion of Christ

'

;

a church in the sense of the apostle Paul.
Wicklif was still entangled in the old scholastic views of the doctrine of justification.
He gave especial prominence to the subjective
side of this doctrine
and hence he agreed with Augustin and the
;

schoolmen on this point, that no one could have certainty whether he
belonged or not to the number of the elect.
It is evident that in his
case as in that of Augustin and the Thomists, this might be held in
perfect consistency with his referring everything to grace alone, and
placing freewill utterly in the back-ground.
And hence, too, Wicklif
may sometimes give prominence to the trust of a christian in the consciousness of his own pious life, though he regarded everything in that
life as being but a work of divine grace.
Accordingly he says When
God rewards a good work, he crowns his own gift. Hence, too, we may,
with Vaughan,2 compare Wicklif with Luther, in his views of the doctrine of justification.
But trust in the redemption by Christ is, in truth,
made the central point also by the scholastic theologians of the 13th
century.
Yet, in making this subjective conception of justification his
point of departure, and deriving everything from the divine fellowship
of life with Christ, he came to a more profound and spiritual conception of the church, as an inward unity to be traced to the same common inward fact, in contradistinction from the outward unity contended for on the position held by the church. " Holy Church
he says
is the congregation of just men for whom Christ shed his blood
;
and not mere stones, and timber, and earthly dross, which the priests
of Antichrist magnify more than the righteousness of God and the
souls of men.3
So he declaims against those who, when men speak of
holy church, understand thereby prelates and priests, with monks,
canons, and friars, and all men who have tonsures, though they live
accursedly, and never so contrary to the law of God.
And he contends against the distinction which, from this point of view, was made
between spirituals and seculars.4 " Those people
he says
would
not reckon as belonging to the church the secular men of holy church,
though they live never so truly according to God's law, and die in
perfect charity.
Nevertheless, all who shall be saved in the bliss of
heaven are members of holy church, and no more."
So from this
position he combats the hypothesis of the necessity of a visible head of
the church.
make many new points of
"Prelates
he observes
belief, and say it is not enough to beheve in Jesus Christ, and to be
:

—

—

—

—

—

'

P. 271

:

Supporio autem, quod aliqui fra-

tres quos deus docere dignatur,

vrimaevam

—

ad

reiigionem

Christi devotius convertentur,

et

sua perfidia sive obtenta sive petita
Antichristi licentia redibunt libere ad reliyio-

relicta

nem

Christi-

primaevam,

et

tunc aedijicahuid

ecclesiam sicut Paulus.
^

II,

342.

^

Ibid. II, 279.

*

In his work not. yet published:

lates.

Vaughau,

vol.

II, p. 279.

Of Pre

WICKLIF AGAINST THE NECESSITY OF THE PAPACY.
baptized

—

by

as Christ says in the gospel

also believe that the bishop of

Rome

is

St.
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— except a man

Mark

the head of holy church.

certainly no apostle of Jesus Christ ever constrained

any man

But

be
Ueve this of himself.
And yet they were certain of their salvation in
heaven.
How then should any sinful wretch constrain men to believe
that he is head of holy church, while he knows not whether he shall
be saved or lost ? " ^ A bishop of Rome might possibly be one of those
who are to be condemned for their sins and in this case men would
be compelled to regard a devil of hell as the head of holy church.
He makes the true conception of a vicar of Christ to rest on the personal imitation of Christ.
In one who exliibits the contrary character,
he sees not the vicar of Christ, but rather Antichrist ; as he says
The pope is the chief Antichrist, for he himself falsely pretends that
he is the most immediate vicar of Christ and most resembling him in
and, consequently, the most humble pilgrim, the poorest man, and
life
the farthest removed from worldly men and worldly things
when,
however, the fact generally is, that he stands first in the opposite sins.
He says in one of his last sermons ^ "So long as Christ is in heaven,
the church hath in him the best pope, and that distance hindereth him
not in doing his deeds, as he promiseth that he is with his always to
We dare not put two heads, lest the church be
the end of the world.
monstrous."
The Head above is therefore commended as alone worthy of confidence. As he divided the church into three parts preachers, defenders and laborers, so he describes the clergy in particular as
for it is characteristic of him to seize
persons whose office is to teach
the clerical office on this particular side of it, as the preaching office.
Preachers should set an example to all of walking after Christ
they
should be nearest to Christ, and nearest heaven, and fullest of charity.^
But the manifold gradations of rank among the clergy he held to be
utterly foreign to Christianity.
Difficult as it then must have been, he
could look at the apostolic age with sufficient freedom from prejudice
to see that these distinctions were of later origin, that at the beginning
There should be but one
there was but one order of presbyters.
spiritual order, he supposed.
Originally there were only priests and
deacons ; but the fiend, he remarks, has changed this part to many
And these have both many parts, as
colors, as seculars and religious.
popes and cardinals, and bishops, and archdeacons, etc.
Hence have
arisen sectarian animosities and the spirit of domination ; all this had
come of men's forsaking the rule of the New Testament, according tc
which it were better that there should be but one order.
to

;

'^

:

;

;

:

:

;

;

II.

The Movements of Reform
1.

The

1

Vaughan,

who gave

movement

the

first

Dial, p. 130.

*

Vaughan,

vol. 11, p.

in

s

273 note.

15»

Bohemia dates back

impulse to
*

vol. II, p. 273.

•-*

Bohemia.

Forerunners of John Huss.

great reformatory

the individual

in

it.

Ibid. p. 274.
Ibid.
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to Militz,

see his influence
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continuing

still

to

operate through his disciples, Matthias of

Janow and

John Huss. Militz came from Cremsia in Moravia. He was appointed archdeacon to the cathedral church in Prague, enjoyed a .handsome income, and stood high in the esteem of the king of Bohemia,
and of the emperor Charles IV., whose secretary and chancellor he
was, and whom he attended when he went abroad, as for example, in
his journey to Germany.
Even then he was distinguished for his
^

untiring, pious zeal for the salvation of souls, for his self-sacrificing,

He devoted himself with an earnest spirit to
the duty of church visitations, and when employed on this service declined the support he was entitled to from the parish priests, defraydisinterested charity.

ing his

own expenses without hving

at the cost of any one. 2
His piety
a thing not uncommon in the most
diflferent periods, with persons of a serious, devout spirit, who, from
grieving over the corruption of their times, and from disgust at the
worldliness of a clergy sunk in luxury and ease, naturally fell into this
peculiar bent.
With his pastoral visitations he was in the habit of
uniting exercises of penance, wearing a rough hair-shirt, or sometimes

had a tinge of ascetic austerity

;

But the ardent zeal of this good man could not
be satisfied with these labors.
He felt himself impelled to take a more
earnest interest, as a preacher and pastor, in the poor, forsaken people, whose necessities seemed to require it.
This was a duty which
he supposed he had yet to learn ; his life appeared to him to be still
too worldly.
He felt himself moved to renounce splendor, honor,
comfort
to strive after a closer imitation, even to the letter, of the
life of Christ and the apostles.
This idea, of whose influence in these
times we have often had occasion to speak, the idea of following Christ
in preaching the gospel in poverty and humility, had taken possession
also of the heart of this devout man.
He, therefore, resolved to resign his present post, and give up his whole income.
In vain did the
members of the cathedral chapter try to dissuade him from carrying
this resolution into effect.
In vain did Ernest, the archbishop of
Prague, who felt unwilling to part with such a fellow-laborer, say to
him, " What better thing can you possibly do, than to stand by your
poor bishop in his watch over the flock ? "
He retired, in the autumn
of 1363, to the little town of Bischofteinitz, in the Pilsen circuit, where
he spent half a year in the capacity of an assistant to the parish priest,
zealously laboring as a preacher and curate.
The priest owned a fine
garden, stocked with fruit-trees.
Militz felt himself strongly attracted
to this spot.
But the stern man, stern and severe to himself, looked
even upon this as a temptation of Satan.
Thou art come here, said
he to himself, not to enjoy thy ease, but to work, to look after poor
two, next to his skin.^

;

'

Vid. Franz Palacky Geschichte von
3 Bd. 1 Abthiel. Prag. 1845, p.

Bohmen,
1

64.
^

:

See the Life of Militz, by one of his
which the Jesuit Balbirus has

disciples,

published in the Miscellaneis hist, re^ni
Bohemiae, Pragae, 1682, decadis I, lib. iV,
pors

^ The words of his disciples ia the biographical sketch mentioned in the preceding note,.p. 45 Statim coepit in cilicio peragere poenitentiam, et quando iter alicujus partis arripiebat, tunc duo cilicia caute
et secrete cognato suo clerico, nomine Stephano, quasi pro majori suo thesauro studiose recoramendaba cuatodienda.

II, tit. 34, p. 44.
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and he denied himself the relaxation of the garden and the enjoyment of its fruit.
Having disciplined himself in this way for half a year, he returned
to Prague
and without accepting any particular office to which a
salary was affixed, he began to preach to the people in the language
soiils

;

;

first at St. Nicholas in the Klein quarter, then at St.
Aegidius in the old town.
His novel and simple way of preaching
met, at first, with but httle favor.
He was derided on account of his
pronunciation, and his want of readiness in repeating certain liturgical
forms, and in announcing festivals.^
He had but a small number of
hearers.
His friends advised him to give up preaching, as he could
accomplish nothing in that way.
How many devout and learned men
had failed as preachers
Why should he expend his energies to no
purpose ?
But Militz repHed " If I can save but a single soul, it will
satisfy me.
The example of my Saviour teaches me this, who did not
disdain to accept the one Canaanite woman." As nothing could divert
him from his purpose, so his fervent zeal was soon crowned with the
happiest results. His sermons produced more effect every day. Many
men and women were awakened to repentance under them, confessed
their sins to him, and commenced a new christian life.
Usurers and
others pursuing unlawful gains, renounced their old wicked courses.
Many filled with disgust at the life of the world, withdrew from it into
a rigid ascetic tendency.
These results of his labors stimulated him to
still greater activity.
He preached twice every Sunday and holiday,
and occasionally three, four, and even five times daily, in different
churches
and his sermons, which were listened to with constantly
He had but little time,
increasing attention, lasted several hours.
therefore, to prepare for them.
He endeavored to gain strength for
this duty in prayer.
Other learned clergymei! had to complain, that
with their utmost exertion, they could not accomplish what Militz was
enabled to do after an hour's preparation.
On finishing the labors
of the day, when he returned home weary and exhausted with so
much preaching, he was surrounded and followed by multitudes, seeking spiritual consolation and advice, which he imparted to all with
kindness and affection.
At an advanced period of his life he learned
German, for the purpose of extending his labors also to the German
population, and he now preached in this language as well as his own.
To the students of the university of Prague, and to the learned, he
preached in the Latin language, and was Ustened to by eager crowds
He had to lend his sermons for the students to copy and thus they
became multiplied. Matthias of Janow, his enthusiastic disciple, of
whom we shall speak more particularly hereafter, says of h'm: " Having been a simple priest and secretary at the prince's court, before his
experience of this visitation by the spirit of Christ, he grew so rich in
wisdom and all utterance of doctrine, that it was a lighi matter to him
namely, once in Latin, once in German,
.10 preach five times in a day

of the country,

^

!

:

;

;

;

it is

.rin

the biography above cited, p. 45,
said: Propter iucongruentiam vnlga-

In

'

«ermonis.

*

Propter oblivionem in

Ibid,

festis

inoidendii
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and then again in the Bohemian tongue, and this publicly, with mighty
fervor and a powerful voice, and he constantly brought forth from his
treasures things new and old." ^
Great was the effect produced by
the preaching of Militz on the female sex in particular
many were
induced by his sermons to lay aside their ornaments of pride.2 Through
all Bohemia were to be found young maidens who owed to him their
;

and presented patterns of true piety in their womanly virPrague was then a seat of extreme depravation of manners.
There was one quarter of the city devoted wholly to pleasure full of
brothels,
" Little Venice," as it was called, and, in Bohemian,
conversion,'

tues.3

—

Benatky.

;

Militz proposed to transform this seat of sin into a seat of

the christian virtues.

ed with great results.

He commenced with
He succeeded at

little

first

beginnings, and endin converting

twenty

He

got them to dwell in one house.
He found
devout women in good circumstances, who were willing to look after
them.
He took unwearied pains himself in promoting their moral improvement.
Some of them were married to husbands, others taken
into the service of pious ladies.
At length he succeeded in extending

hcentious women.

labors to several hundreds.
The houses of licentiousness were
emptied.
The place which they had occupied was partly given up by
the emperor and the magistrates of the city to Militz, for the promotion of his pious object, and other houses were purchased with money
supplied by charitable contributions.
He founded here a Magdalene

his

a chapel, in which there was preaching every day for
new converts. " Little Venice," now converted
into a seat of piety, obtained the name of " Little Jerusalem."
see, in Militz, one of the leaders and founders of domestic missions
an institution much needed in such an age.
Matthias of Janow
thus describes these labors of Militz, by which Prague underwent so
hospital, with

the

benefit

of the

We

—

" 0, how many vices, conquered by him, had to
if Militz had not come, and so much had not
been accomplished by his voice thundering to the skies, we should, of
But now,
a truth, have been as Sodom, and perished like Gomorrah.
by the grace of Christ, through the energy and pains of Militz, Sodom
has been restored to her ancient worth from being a Babylon, Prague
is spiritually transformed, full of the word of Christ, and of the docfor now, that the abominable, the open and public
trine of salvation
complete a change
give up the field

:

And

!

;

;

From a manuscript work of Matth. of
Janow, "De regulis veteris et novi testamenti:" Nam cum fuit ante simplex

candum, clamandum
muniter autem bis

presbyter et scriptor in curiis principum,

tione

antequam fuit siccine a spiritu Jesu visitatus, in tantum sapientia et omni verbo
doctrinae dives est effectus, quod facile
erat eidem quinquies in uno die praedica-

Crescente itaque praedicatione ejus,
incoeperunt mulieres superbae pepla alta,

puta semel in latino sermone, semel in
teutonico, et iterura bogmico, et hoc pub-

Balbinus, 1. 1. p. 46.
* Matth. of Janow, in the work cited in
the preceding note, says: Adolescularum
autem virginum et viduarum non erat numerus, quia miro modo igne caritatis Jesu
a verbo ipsius inflaminatae usque hodia
per universam Boemiam perseverant.

'

re,

liceet in

communicumclamore

et zelo va-

lido, atque in singulis nova et vetera de
suo thesauro proferendo et in magno ordine, pondcre et mensura, ita ut potest hinc
elici, quod tota dies cedebat sibi ad praedi-

praedicabat

;

laborandum

et

et

;

com-

ter in die festivo
sine interrup-

quotidie vero

unum sermonem

faciebat.

^

gemmis circumdata caputia, et vestimenta auro et argento ornata deponere
et
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have been conquered, the christian virtues find room to bud and
many souls, and increase daily both in number and vigor." i
The same Matthias of Janow remarks of this extraordinary man : " I
confess that I cannot enumerate even the tenth part of what my own
eyes saw, my own ears heard, and my hands handled, though I lived
with him but a short time."
But Militz was not so well satisfied with himself. After he had thus
labored for a period of from five to six years in Prague, and also in
several other cities within the circle of Olmutz, the sense of his own
he was desirous of withdrawing
unworthiness Avas too much for him
from the oiEce of preacher, and of consecrating himself to a still more
But the advice of his friends, and their reprerigid hfe as a monk.
sentations of the bad effects which must necessarily result from the
sudden interruption of such active and successful labors, held him back.
" I was in the Spirit, and mediMilitz expresses his own feelings thus
To him that overcometh
tated on what is written in the Revelation
and I knew that if I overcame the sin
will I give of the tree of life
that is in me, I should taste of the tree of life, or of the understanding
of the Holy Spirit, and I prayed often, that Almighty God would give
me the Holy Spirit, and anoint me with his unction, that I might not
fall into any error, and might enjoy the taste and perfume of true wisdom, so that I might deceive none and be deceived by none, and wish
no longer to know anything but what is necessary for me and the holy
And soon a voice thundered in my heart, telling me how I
church.
once longed to taste of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,
and to know more than I could know and although, collecting my
thoughts within me, I had often done penance for this, I had still not fully understood how blind I was, how much I needed to crucify the flesh,
to deny myself in my own heart, and to take upon me the cross of
I understand this now. Therefore the Spirit, speaking to me
Christ.
in my heart, told me that I should begin to take up the cross, crucify
my flesh, forsake and deny myself, and enter upon the monastic life
that I should think meanly of myself, and not preach ; for I was not
And I was held back from doing so by all my advisers,
yet fit for it.
who remonstrated against it ; but still I have, for a long time, abstained
from preaching."
From this confession we see that Militz, in contemplating the corrupvices

blossom in

;

:

—

;

;

;

tion of the

church, was

filled

with the sense of his

own unworthiness,

so as to be on the point of retiring wholly from the world

;

as he actu-

from preaching. But he must soon have felt
himself impelled again, by that spirit of Ehas which possessed him, instead of retiring into solitude, to stand forth and manfully contend with
ally did abstain, for a while,

The words of Matth. of Janow
quam multa vitia et abundantia omnis
'

:

O

ini-

quitatis ahierunt retro debellata, perindeque nisi Myliczius venisset, et procul du-

ad coelum usque effceisset,
quod prorsus quasi Sodoma et quasi Gomorra periissemus. Ast nunc Christo Jesu

lone spiritualiter facta est Praga jam abundans omni verbo Christi et doctrina salutari, nam vitiis horrendis, praesertim publicis, jam depugnatis et post tergum projccvirtutes Christi Jesu in

animabus jam

bio suo clamore

tis,

propitio, virtute et labore Myliczii Sodoma
rediit in antiquam dignitatem, et de Baby-

pulsant caputquc erigentes continue atque
quotidie invalescunt secundum numerum
et gradus, Jesu crucifix© ipsis praestanto
gloriosa incrementa.
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the corruptions of his age. During this period of his temporary seclusiui:
from the world, MiHtz glanced from the present
as the corruption of
the church prompted many persons of a reformatory and presageful
spirit, in these times, to do
to the dawning morn of a better future.
In those signs of the time, set forth in the New Testament as harbingers of Christ's advent, have often been depicted to the eyes of inspired seers the signs of some approaching new epoch for the kingdom
of Christ.
They could cast presaging glances into the future, though
they failed of the exact truth in particulars, and they erred in this respect, that, overlooking the manifold intermediate epochs which are to
prepare the way for the great and final crisis, they looked upon this
last itself as the one immediately impending. Thus Militz sought to
interpret the signs of the present by comparing them with the prophecies of the Old Testament, the last discourses of Christ, and the prophetical intimations in the epistles of St. Paul.
He saw the way preparing for a divine judgment on the corrupt church ; he foresaw a
renovation of the church, by which it was to be prepared for the
second advent of Christ. The prophetic images which presented themselves in his visions, appeared to him as revelations of the Divine Spirit.
From him as the source proceeded those prophetic ideas, which, further
developed afterwards by his disciple Matthias of Janow, extended their
influence also to John Huss.
Important in this regard is particularly
his tract De Antichristo, which has been preserved by Matthias of Janow in his own larger work above cited. Under the " abomination of
desolation," (Matt, xxiv.) he finds signified corruption in all parts of
the church.
The apostasy of the Jewish nation from divine truth appears to him an ante-type of the fall of the secularized church from
evangelical truth. Antichrist, he supposes, is not still to come, but has
come already. He says in his tract on the Antichrist Where Christ
speaks of the " abomination " in the temple, he invites us to look round
and observe how, through the negligence of her pastors, the church lies
desolate; just as, by the negligence of its pastor:*, the synagogue
lay desolate. Hence if at present the church has abundance of peace
and superfluity of earthly riches, still it has been deprived of spiritual
riches, and so is fulfilled that word of prophecy. Iniquity has taken the
upper hand. Has not love grown cold has not iniquity laken the upper hand ?
Therefore have they many prebends which they have obtained by simony, or through avarice
while many others are driven
thereby to beg or steal
the poor members of Christ are deprived of
what belongs to them. Hence the sale and purchase of sacraments, of
hence priburial-places ; hence much simony in the monastic orders
vate possessions in the hands of those who have renounced riches.
Are not these abominations and idols ? And thus the temple of God
so
lies desolate, through the hypocrisy that reigns almost universally
The
that the priests are one thing, but would be called another.
monks hear confessions indiscriminately, without obtaining leave from
the diocesan authorities.
He next surveys the corruption in all ranks
of society, in kings, princes, noblemen, merchants, artisans, peasantry ;
notices how debauchery, luxury, perversion of justice, oppression of

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

THE " DE ANTICHRISTO " OF MILITZ.
the poor, every description of vice, abounded

;
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how more

faith

wag

given to the conjuror's art than to the gospel. " When I considered all
this
he says
I said to the Spirit, which spake within me. Who is
Antichrist? And he answered, There are many Antichrists. He who
denies Christ, and the authority of Christ, is an Antichrist.
And as
many who say they know him, deny him by their works, while others
deny him by keeping still and not daring to confess him and the tnitU
of his cause before men
conclude from this who is Antichrist."
T!io
appearance of Antichrist being, in the opinion of Militz, not a thin;i SlUI
in the future, but already present, it was his opinion also that th'.- ;iugels, whom Christ was to send forth before the last judgment, to gather
up the tares and to sound the trumpet of judgment, symbolized the
preachers of divine truth, who were to be sent out, before the second
advent of Christ, into all quarters, to attack and destroy the reign of
Antichrist and to testify of Christ.
When Militz strove to suppress
t^iese thoughts concerning the last times, as temptations, he found they
were too mighty for him.
He was forced to give up to them. He
felt himself called to inform Pope Urban Y. of the visions which rose
in his mind, and to use them in warning and admonishing that pope.
He must go
for such he supposed was the voice of the Spirit
and
tell the pope that he had been called, by the Holy Ghost, to the duty
of bringing back the church to the way of salvation, the duty of sending forth the angels or preachers, with the trumpets of the message
and loud voices, that they might remove those scandals from the field
of God or from the church
and as the liarvest, or the end of the
world drew near, that he should now root up the tares, the heretics,
false prophets, hypocrites, Beghards and Beguines,^ and schismatics,
who were all designated by the names Gog and Magog that then the
fulness of the Gentiles would enter into the kingdom of God, and the
true Israel alone be left standing
and thus all would be one shepherd
and one fold, and bound together by such cords of love if not all, yet
many that all things would be held in common, as the Holy Ghost
should direct.
Accordingly he must advise the pope to call a general
council, at which all the bishops might unite in some plan for the reformation of the communities entrusted to their charge, and for the restoration of good discipline.
Monks and secular priests should be exhorted to go forth as preachers
for many of them wasted away their
lives in idleness, when they might be active in labors, and strong in
dispensing the word. The pope was to make arrangements for a general crusade, i. e. a peaceful crusade of men preaching the Lord and
fighting for him, prepared to die
rather than
to suffer for Christ
to kill.2
These should overcome the beast (of the Apocalypse) or

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

'
It will be remembered that this name,
since tiie times of the I3th century, was
variously used, sometimes in a good and
sometimes in a bad sense, to denote truly
devout, also fanatical and hypocritical teniancies, and even such as proceeded from
a wildly enthusiastic pantheism.
* Hinc faciat passagium generale, aliis

dominum
plus mori

—

praedicantibus et pugnantibua
occidere, pati pro Christo.

quam

language is somewhat obscure, as
It may
it is in the whole of this writing.
be understood to mean, that the sending
forth of preachers was to he distinguished
from a proper crusade. But it hardly cor
responds with the spirit of Militz to sop
Militz's
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Antichrist,

by the blood of the Lamb, and build a

Not a crusade,

land of eternal promise.

highway

safe

to the

therefore, for the opening a

way to the Jerusalem on earth, but a spiritual crusade, which, by the
triumphant diffusion of the word of Christ, should make the heavenly
Jerusalem accessible to all, was what Militz had in mind. He beholds,
in spirit, how many martyrs would die for the truth, and by the blood
of these martyrs the sins of the Christian people should be expiated.
" Were these to be silent
the very stones would cry out."
says he
and took
Militz, in the year 1367, felt himself called to go to Rome
with him, as companions, Theodoric a monk, and one of his disciples of the
ecclesiastical order. He went to Rome either because he hoped to find
Pope Urban V. already there, (the report that Urban intended to transfer the seat of the papacy back to that city, having perhaps already
reached Prague,) or because he thought it his duty to testify, first of
all, in the ancient seat of the papacy and the chief city of Christendom,
concerning the revelation of Antichrist and the preparation for Christ's
He had resided in Rome a month, preparing himself,
second coming.
by study of the Scriptures, prayer, and fasting, for the work to which
The pope, however, did not make his appearhe felt himself called.
ance ; his return to Rome was still delayed, and Militz could no longer
keep silent. He caused a notification to be posted up at the entrance
of St. Peter's church, that on a certain day he would there make his
that he would
public appearance and address the assembled multitude
announce the coming of Antichrist and exhort the people to pray for the
pope and the emperor, that they might be enabled so to order the affairs of the church, in things spiritual and temporal, that the faithful
He proposed, moreover, to remight securely serve their Creator.^
duce his seiTHon to writing, that his language might not be misconstrued
and represented as heretical, and that what he spoke might be more

—

—

;

;

widely published abroad. 2

But a

notice of this sort could not

fail to

and Militz had already, by his castigatory sermons,
drawn down upon himself the hatred of the mendicant monks in Prague
he was therefore waylaid and apprehended, and the inquisitor, who beHe was to
longed to the Dominican order, placed him under arrest.
His companion Theodoric was shut up
be called before the tribunal.
Militz, loaded with chains, was delivered
in a Dominican convent.
He showed
over to the Franciscans, to be kept in close confinement.
not a word
the greatest patience and gentleness under his sufferings
excite suspicion,

;

quod antichristus venit, et copose he meant, that infidels were to be
tacked by force of arms. The import of 'hortari eos velles et populum, ut oren:
nostro papa et pro domino
domino
pro
the whole seems rather to be that the crusade was not to be one in the literal sense, imperatore, ut ita ordinent ecclesiam ?ancat-

—

a spiritual crusade.
but the opposite
'
Militz himself reports this in his paper on the Antichrist Et tunc jam de;

sperassem de adventu domini nostri paet tunc irruit in me spiritus, ita
pae,
ut me continere non possem, dicens in corde, vade in Koma, publice pertracta, qua
quomodo affligetur hostis ecclesiae S. PesoUicitus fuisti intimare in Praga,
tri. sic
.

.

.

quoniani

eris

praedicaturus,

quod

veils

praedicai-e,

in spiritualibus et temporalihus, ut
It is
securi fideles deserviant creatori.
evident that the author of the hiopraphical sketch of Militz, published by Balbin,
had this paper before him, and that his

tarn

account
'^

is

Militz

founded on
expresses

it.

himself as follows

:

Et dabis in scriptis sermonem ilium, nn
immutent verba, tua, et ut materia divolgetur.

RETURN OF MILITZ TO PRAGUE.
of revenge escaped his lips

;

his

meek forbearance confounded

His companion Theodoric found

secutors.
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it

more

difficult to

his per-

suppress

such unjust treatment
but MiUtz admonished him
on the sufferings of Christ, who was led as a lamb to the
slaughter, and opened not his mouth.
devout woman in Rome charitably undertook to provide for their wants ; but Militz was greatly
pained when he came to be informed that she sent better food to him
than to his companion Theodoric.
After having been long detained in
close confinement, he was asked, what it had been his intention to
preach.
He requested his examiners to give him the Bible, which had
been taken from him at the time of his arrest, with paper, pen, and ink,
and he would put his discourse in writing. This was granted, and his
fetters were removed. Before a large assembly of prelates and learned
men, in the church of St. Peter, he delivered a discourse in Latin,
which produced a great impression.
He was then conducted back to
his prison, but treated with less severity.
It was in his cell that be
afterwards comjjosed his above-mentioned work " On the Antichrist,"
as appears from his own Avords " The author writes this, a prisoner
and in chains, troubled in spirit, longing for the freedom of Christ's
church, longing that Christ would speak the word, Let it be, and it
shall be
and protesting that he has not kept back that which was in
his heart, but has spoken it out to the church, and that he is prepared
to hold fast to whatever the pope or the church may lay on him."
But no sooner had Pope Urban arrived at Rome, than the situation of
Militz was altered for the better.
He Avas set free from prison and
received into the palace of a cardinal
he had a favorable audience
with the pope, and returned back to Prague to the great joy of his
community. The exultation at his return was tl\p greater, because his
enemies, the mendicants, had foretold to the people from the pulpit, that
he would perish at the stake.
He recommenced with new zeal his labors in Prague. He was not
eatisfied with the little good that could be effected by his own personal
labors in preaching.
He was often heard to say " Would that all
his indignation at

;

to think

A

:

;

;

:

were prophets." He set up a school for preachers. And when he
had trained up an able young priest, he took pains himself to draw
upon him the attention of the communities, pointing him out as one
who would surpass his master, as one whom they should listen to with
care.
He founded an association composed of two or three hundred
young men, all of whom resided under the same roof with himself,
were trained under his influence, and by his society. He copied the
books which they were to study, and gave them devotional books to
copy themselves, for the sake of multiplying them. All here was to be
free
to flow spontaneously from the one animating spirit by which all
were to be governed. An internal tie was all that held them together
tio outward discipline or rule, no vow, no uniformity of dress.
The
disciples of Militz soon distinguished themselves by their serious, spiritual lives, and by their style of preaching.
Hence they too, like himself, were made butts of ridicule and persecution by the worldly-minded
•clergy, whom the lives of these exemplary young men stung with shame
16
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and reproach.

They were nick-named Mihtzans, Beghards. The bene
Crowds of the poor were always

DOCTRINE.

ficence of Militz was without bounds.

to be seen collected before his doors.
He gave all he had to help
them reserving nothing at all for himself; so that when everything
else was gone, he sold his books, the very books which he used himself,
and which he kept ready to lend to any that needed. ^ When he had
nothing more he ran round among other clergymen and the rich, and
collected contributions,^ never allowing himself to lose heart by any rude
rebuff he might chance to receive from those whose charities he asked.
Nothing was left him but the most indispensable articles of clothing
not even what was needful to protect him, in midwinter, from the
inclemency of the season.
A rich man had said Militz suffered so
much from the cold, he would be glad to present him with a set of
furs if he could only be sure that he would keep it.
On hearing of
it, Mihtz observed
He was far from wishing to keep anything for
;

;

:

:

himself alone

;

on that condition he could not accept of the

furs.

He

was often persecuted and stigmatized as a heretic but his patience
and gentleness never failed him for a moment
and he used to say
" Let me suffer ever so much persecution, when I bethink me of the
fervent penitence of that poor woman
referring to one who had been
converted by his means from a life of licentiousness and crime
the
bitterest cup becomes sweet to me, for all /suffer is as nothing com;

;

—

pared

to the grief of that

The enemies of

—

one woman."

Militz at length extracted from his

sermons twelve
which they sent to a certain Master Klonkot, an agent of
theirs, probably himself a Bohemian, who happened to be present at
the papal court in Avignon.
It is very manifest how wide an influence Militz must have already gained by means of his school.
The
pope saw clearly that such doctrines would be disseminated through
Bohemia, Poland, and Silesia. He put forth several bulls to the archbishop of -Gnesen, the bishop of Breslau, the archbishop of Prague,
and to the Emperor Charles IV. He expressed his surprise to the
bishops that they should have tolerated until now the spread of such
heretical, schismatic doctrines through so wide a circle ; called upon
them to suppress the same, and bring Militz and his adherents to punishment.
Yet even Gregory XI. must assuredly have been still somewhat uncertain himself whether wrong had not been done to Militz
" if it is so "
" if you find
for he uses the qualifying expressions,
that it is so." 3
In the bull addressed to the Emperor Charles, he
" We have recently learned from the report of several credible
says
persons, that a certain priest Militz, formerly a canonical at Prague,
under the garb of sanctity, but in the spirit of temerity and selfconceit, has taken upon himself the caUing to preach which does not
belong to him, and has dared to teach openly in your dominions many
articles,

—

—

:

Propter quod dum omnibus libris,
quos solos pro docendo habuerat, et paulos obligavit, vendidit et expendit, are the
^ords of Matth.of Janow.
^ Matth. of Janow
remarks, after the
'

words just cited Tunc mutuando a divitibus et rogando non sine magnis contu:

meliis et repulsa discurrendo.
^ Annales Raynaldi, torn. VII, 1374, ad
ann. Nr. 10 and 11, p. 251.

DEATH OF

MILITZ.
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errors, which are not only bad and rash, but also heretical and schismatic, extremely mischievous and dangerous to the faithful, especially
the simple.
When the pope's bull arrived at Prague, the archbishop was confounded. He caused Militz to be cited, and complained

him of

Militz, however, remained j^erfectly tranquil
his perplexity.
the consciousness of his innocence, and bid the archbishop take
courage, as his conscience was clear.
He placed his trust in God and

to

in

the power of the truth

went
still

to

Avignon

in the

;

these would triumph over every assault.
He
year 1374 ; but died there while his cause was

pending.'

In connection with Militz we should notice Conrad of Waldhausen,2 a
German from i\.ustria, who was distinguished in Bohemia as a preacher
full of zeal for reform.3
He belonged to the order of St. Augustin, and
exerted a great influence, at first as a priest, by his sermons, in Vienna, from the year 1345 and onward, through a period of fifteen years.
Within this period fell the jubilee already mentioned as having been
pi-oclaimed by Pope Clement VI.
While an opportunity of this sort
would be seized upon by the common preachers of indulgence to do
still greater mischief to the souls of men, Conrad of Waldhausen would
feel himself called upon the more to wake up the attention of the
misguided people as a preacher of repentance.
Without contending
against the determinations of that church doctrine, to which he himself was devoted, he might still endeavor to counteract the pernicious influence of the ordinary preachers of indulgences, and to direct
"We follow here tlie report of Matth.
of Janow, as the one most worthy of eredence, who says of Militz: Avenione exulans est mortuus. It must be an error,
when it is said, in the biography published
by Balbinus, that he went to Rome. This
error might easily arise from the confounding together of the curia Romana and the
curia Avenionensis. It must also be a mistake that, as the report in Balbin has it,
Militz returned back to Prague and died
there.
might suggest the inquiry,
whether, in the biography preserved in
Balbin, a report got up in the lifetime of
'

the corrupt clerfry, the Cistercian John of
Stekna. When the friends of Huss. for example, said in his justihcation, that he
was persecuted merely on account of his
castigatory discourses against the corrupt

Militz,

clergy, this Andrew of Broda replied, by
appealing to the examples of those three
castigatory preachers before him, Militz,
the above mentioned Conrad, and John of
Stekna, who, however, had not been accused of heresy and he says in this connection Nam et ab antiquis temporibus
Milicius, Conradus, Sczekna et alii caet.
The simple fiict, that the two last names
were not separated from each oth^-r by a

death,

comma,

We

and another composed after his
may not be blended together.
This Conrad of Waldhausen first became better known through the researches of Palacky, to whom I am indebted
for the first oral communications respecting him, (see his History of Bohemia, 3,
1, 161 ff, and note 225) and through those
of P. Jordan in his paper, " Die Vorlaiifer
des Hussi-tenthums in Bohmen," which
learned man may also have availed him*

An erroneself of Palacky's researches.
ously printed passage in Cochlacus (historiae Hussitarum libri XII., p. 42,) taken
from the writing of a contemporary of Huss,
the Bohemian theologian Andrew of Broda. who wrote against Huss, caused this
'orerunner of Hu<s to be forgotten and to
3e confounded with another castigator of

;

:

led to the entire mistake.
^ Matth. of Janow characterizes both
Militz and Conrad of Waldhausen as men
full of the spirit of Elijah. He says
("onradus Walthauser, homo utique religiosus
et devotus, qui dictis suis et scriptis principales metropoles sanctae ecclesiae replc:

Romam et Avenionem,
Boliemiam atque Pragam.

verunt utpote

uJ)i

Papa,

il*)i

et

ecclesiae imperatoris. Unus ipsorura Con
radus in Praga occubuit, ubi Caesar, caet.

We

•
take this from a remark made by
the man himself in his piece in defence
of himself, composed in 1.364, and still unpublished: Jam per quindccim annos la
boriosae coram ducibus Austriaccoramqua
populo multo palam concione caet.
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men's attention to the internal moral conditions which were lequired
order to derive any true benefit from indulgences.
It seems, that
he was led bj this occasion of the jubilee to make the pilgrimage himself to Rome, and, that on this journey and after his return from it, he
labored as a preacher of repentance in Austria and Bohemia till he
arrived at Prague.
We take this from his own writings. For when,
at some later period, his violent enemies of the two orders of mendicant
friars accused him of disturbing everywhere by his sermons the public
peace,
a charge often brought against ^preachers who by their searching discourses produced some movement which was opposed to the
selfish interests of many,
he in defending himself compares' this
accusation with the one brought against Christ, namely, that he stirred
up the people that he taught from city to city, in the whole land of
Judea, beginning from Galilee even unto Jerusalem
where he remarks,
and so they say of me
He has set the people in commotion,
beginning
and, herein, at least, they speak the truth
beginning from
Rome, the seat of the apostolical chair, in the year of the jubilee, and
teaching through all Austria even to this city of Prague, from this
time, by God's wonderful dealing, become an imperial city.i
This
happened, therefore, in the year 1350.
By these labors he must have
become known to the king of Bohemia, the Emperor Charles IV., who
sought in every way to advance the interests of the Bohemian people.
The emperor endeavored to secure him for this country, and, in the
year 1360, he was called, as parish priest, to the city of Leitmeritz
Partly his earnest wish to labor on a wider scale for the salvation of
souls and against the corruption of these times, an opportunity for which
was offered to him in Prague, and partly a controversy in which he
became involved with a convent of Dominicans and Franciscans, who
Bought to circumscribe the activity of the parish priest and to take
everything into their own hands, induced him to make his appearance
as a preacher in Prague. 2 He preached, first, for a year, in the church
of St. Galli, in Prague.3
But the crowd of people who were impressed
by his preaching, constantly increased and, as he thought it wrong to
withhold God's word from any one who was drawn to hear it, but felt
bound to labor for the salvation of as many as he could, he preached,
the church being no longer large enough for his audience, in the open
market-place to the vast crowds who there assembled around him.
He also, like Militz, supposed that he saw in the anti-christian spirit
in

—

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

;

'

Commovit populum docens per

iini-

versam Anstriam, incipiens, ut verum saltein in hoc dicaiit, a Romana civitate sedis apostolicae, anno Jubilaeo docens per
universam Austriam usque banc scil. in
Pragam, ex tunc mirabiliterdei dispcnsatu
civitatem imperialem.
Conrad's opponents allege, as the reawhy he left his parish, what he himself stated: (Scripserunt, me dixisse in
quodam sermone, causam, quare in parochia mea non residerem, esse,) quia ipsam
duo monasteria fratrum mcndicantinm attenuassent ibidem, et esset ratio, quia ab'^

son

stulissent sibi populum suum, et sibi attraxissent.
And he fj,raiits that this was

one reason, but not the only one, nor the
chief one.
Respondeo, quod ista omnia
sunt vera, praeter hoc, quod dixerunt, esse
hoc praecipuam causam sed tantum fuit
concausa.
^ His own words are:
in

Ego Conradus

Waldhaiisen profcssus ordincm

S.

Au-

gustini canonicorum regularium et Lothoinir Pragensis dioeceseos Plebanus verbum
dei in civitate Pragensi quasi per annum
continuum praedi,cassem in ecelesia S
Galli.
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of his times, the signs of the last preparatory epoch which was to
precede the second advent of Christ and his sermons were frequently
taken up in directing the attention of his hearers to these signs, in
warning them against the impending dangers, exhorting them to watchfulness over themselves and against the insidious spread of antichrist" Not willing
ian corruption.
says he
that the blood of souls
should be required at my hands, I traced, as I was able, in the Holy
Scripture, the future dangers impending over the souls of men." i
Accordingly he attacked, in his sermons, the prevailing vices in all
ranks of society, the pride of dress in the women
usury
lightness,
and vanity in the youth. Many, under the influence of his preaching,
experienced an entire change of heart.
He produced such an efiect
on many usurers that they restored back their wrongful gains ; this he
required them to do, as evidence of their conversion.
certain young
man, by the name of Slanko, was looked upon as one of the most
remarkable examples of his singular power in reaching the souls of
men. This person took the lead among the giddy, light-minded youth,
given up to every vanity.
Without any purpose of devotion he visited
the churches, where he amused himself with looking round upon the
young ladies, nodding to them, and throwing pebbles at them, even
during the fasts
and so he went on during all the first part of the
time that Conrad was preaching at Prague.
But, struck by some
remark of the preacher, he changed his whole course of life, became
one of his most attentive and devout hearers, to be found always by
his side
and Conrad often alluded to the change that had taken place
in him, as evidence of the power of transforming grace.^
Even the Jews often went to hear him preach. Some of his friends
would have prevented this but Conrad, who was zealous for the salvation of all human souls, and could not approve of this exclusion of the
Jews, reminded his friends that, according to the prophecy of Isaiah, their
conversion in great numbers was some time or other to be expected.
They ought never to doubt of the power of the gospel and of divine
;

—

—

;

;

A

;

;

;

grace.

He

would pleasantly remark that "

if it

was

divine grace to change the worldly heart of a Slanko,

in the

power of

why might

it

not

overcome the unbelief of the Jews."^ He thus speaks of the
" It so happened that many Jews, of both sexes, atmatter himself
tended my preaching, sitting and standing promiscuously in the crowd
among the Christians and it was told me that a number of Chi-istians
supposed that the Jews must be avoided, and wished to prevent them
from attending my preaching for the future.
I then said
I have
also

:

;

:

Nolens sanguinem animarum de manjbus meis requiri, equidem in scripturis
'

sanctis vidi lidelius, ut potui, pericuia animarura futura.
* Conrad says of him: lUe fuerat valde

indisciplinatus ante adventum meura in
Pragam. Ita quando civissae, quibus honisabat, vel quaecunque aliae scdebant in
quadragesima in pruedicatione, jaciebat
super earum capillos. Etiam in principio

wivcntus mei in

Fragam

fuit

aliquamdiu

16*

postea fuit conversus cum mul;
tis aliis complicibus suis ejusdem vanitatis, quod valde devote mecura sedcbat in
quadragcsiraa ad sermonem.
^ The words of ("onrad: De hoc juvene
jocose dixi, arguens per locum a minori,
scieiis quod non acgre ferret, et quia bonus
amicus meus essct, et de hoc gaudebac:
lix quo conversus est ille, posset ctia'ii
Judaeiis converti.
inquietus
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heard that some of you have been keeping away the Jews, who were
I beg you not to do this again
attentive hearers, from my sermons.
for the last day is approaching, before which, according to Isaiah, all
Perad venture some one of these may,
the Jews are to be converted.
by the grace of God, be converted." And to show that this was by no
means impossible, he cites the example of Slanko.
;

In pointing beyond a mere outside Christianity to its true essence,
ways in which men deceived themselves with
regard to the demands of Christianity, the various means resorted to
for the purpose of hushing the alarms of conscience, and bolstering up
a life of immorality, he was led to contend earnestly against the influence of the mendicant friars, who by their mock-sanctity imposed on
the multitude, while they encouraged and promoted the false reliance
and in warning men against the false
in various outward works
prophets Avho were to appear in the last times, he felt compelled to
draw his illustrations chiefly from the mendicants. He spoke with great
emphasis against every species of simony, but especially against that
form of it which was stealthily practised under the garb of absolute
Simony he pronounced to be heresy.
poverty by the begging-monks.
There was, as he thought, a still worse heresy than that of the Pneumatomachi, who declared the Holy Ghost to be a mere creature
namely when, by simony, the Holy Ghost was employed as a means
of getting money. The former only made the Holy Ghost a ministrant
but they who practised simony made the
creature to God the Father
Holy Ghost their own spirit, their own minister.i He regarded it as
no better than simony, to ask pay for taking in and nursing the sick,
and to decline receiving young women or young men into the convents
He had applied at first to Ernest,
except for a certain stipulated sum.
archbishop of Prague, and requested him to put a stop to this simony.
But this prelate assured him that it was out of his power most of the
convents being exempted from his jurisdiction, and under the control
No other course remained for him,
of priors of the mendicant order.a
therefore, but to lift up his voice against the evil, in his sermons and
He inveighed against the mock-sanctity
in his intercourse with men.
of the monks, who endeavored to deceive the simple to the great injury
and through weak-minded, bigoted females in particu
of their souls
lar, introduced their corrupting influence into families, procured legacies to be made to their order, and its superior holiness to be commended, so as to induce parents to give up to them their boys.
" These persons
often deceive the simple, by pretending
he says
and
to a holy poverty, putting on the garb of an hypocritical sanctity
whilst, for outside show, they carry that devotion on their lips, which is
not, I fear, in their hearts, they rob those who confess to them of what
in exposing the various

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

lUi enim Macedoniani creaturam et
Bervum dei patris et filii spiritum saneturn delirando fetebantur. Isti vero eundem spiritum sanctum efficiunt suum
servum, quia divendunt ipsum quasi ad'

versarii.
*

This Conrad relates himself

:

Domino

archiepiscopo Pragensi id ipsum significa-

ne fierent, remedium adQui respondit, quod
fere omnia essent
monialium
monasteria
re,

quod

talibus,

hiberet opportunum.

ab ejus cura in civitate Pragensi exempta,
sed sub alis fnitrum ordinum niendiian
tium, ut communiter essent.
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But
belongs rightfully, when they have done with it, to their heirs.
simple persons hear what our Lord threatens to such, in his
No man, he held, could be forced to be
parables (Matt. 23: 23)."
virtuous.
All goodness must proceed from free choice and conviction.
Hence he objected to the practice, customary with parents, of carrying
let these

i

where they were to be put under a perpetthough it was quite uncertain whether they
would be fitted for it or willing to undertake it on arriving at mature
he said
who are led by the Spirit of God,
years.
"They only
That which the Spirit onh' can effect, is not to
are the sons of God.
We recognize, in all
be forcibly imposed upon one from Avithout."
one on whom the doctrines of Augustin had
this, the Augustinian
He himself remarks, in clearexerted a great and decided influence.
ing himself from the reproaches which were thrown on him for using
"
Because I was informed that the people of Prague
such expressions
had been persuaded by those monks to vow the consecration to their
orders of boys still in the mother's womb, and to give them the names
of the saints of those orders, I spoke publicly against such a practice,
except on the express condition that their children should be held to
such vows only in case they met with their own concurrence when
they came of age.2
For otherwise it would inevitably be attended
with danger to the souls of both children and parents."
Therefore
he held parents responsible for the injury which might accrue to their
children, if such a mode of life was forced upon them contrary to their
own wishes. He had nothing to say against the monastic life, in itself
considered.
But he made a distinction between this life and the
strange offshoots from it, against which he felt it the more incumbent
on him to warn men, in proportion to the high regard which he entertained for the institution.
Referring to the remarks of Augustin, he
declared, that while in monasticism, if it corresponded to its idea, was
to be found the most perfect mode of Christian life
so in it, when degenerated, was also to be found the greatest wickedness. Refusing to
retract what he had said on this point, but rather confirming it, he
" I say and write what I never wrote, or said from the pulpit,
wrote
before, moved to do this now by such an unwarranted contradiction,
that he who has a son or friend whom he loves, and whose welfare he
holds dear, should no more allow him to enter into one of these orders,
in which manifestly, and as it were by authority, owing to the cor
rupt influence of a bad custom, it has become necessary to live contrary to the rule of the orders and to the profession
than he who
wants to cross the Danube, should voluntarily embark in a leaky craft,
their children to the convents,

ual

vow

to the

monastic

life,

—

—

;

:

;

:

—

—

'
Immo tales creberrimc praetextu suae
sanctae paupertatis et habitu simulatae
sanctitatis simplices dccipientes et eorum
devotionibus, ore. sed ut timeo, nori corde ostensis, confitentes, privant bonis suis,
qnibus post mortem deberent vivere haeredes eorum.
Sed audiant, quid dominus

liilil)us

*

in fif^ura siinilitudinis

Quia homines

civitatis

comminetur.

Pragensis au-

diebani per praedictos fratres, ut pucri
adhuc in ventris matinim existentes suis
ordinibus voverent, procurari et nomina
sanctorum vel sanctarum sui ordinis nominari, quae ne fiercnt ut potui jniblice
proliibui, nisi si hoc pacto sui primum
voluissent hoc votum, cum ad annos discretionis pervenerit, suo libero arbitrio
ratificare.
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And after quoting certain relife to danger."'
Bernard, referring to the degeneracy of the monks, he
adds " But I say,
St. Bernard, what would thy language be now,
didst thou behold tne mendicant friars sitting in those splendid palaces,
which they own in spite of the apostolical prohibition "
It Avere betthereby exposing his

marks of

St.

:

!

he thinks, only for the sake of escaping corruption and securing
salvation, to remain in the world
for, as well in the monastic life as
in the world. Pure worship and undefiled before God and the Father is
ter,

;

this

:

to visit the fatherless

and widows

one's self unspotted from the world.

in their affliction,

To

the monks,

to

keep

in the

what John the Baptist had said in
that God was able, out of
up children to Abraham. "No monk
says he
is

holiness of their order, he applied

rebuking the theocratical pride of the Jews,
these stones, to raise

and

who trusted

—

—

—

entitled to hope that he shall be saved because the founder of his order

was a holy man

;
it would be precisely the same as if I should hope
Augustin, and expect to be made blessed by his holiness without
any good works of my own." " I believe
says he
that if St. Francis himself should find fault with them for their wickedness, he must
prove, according to their own professions, to be a bad man, and they
would never acknowledge him as the founder of their order ; so very
far, alas
have they departed from the purity of their foundation, and
from their original poverty.
He distinguishes, indeed, the primitive
mode of living among the mendicants, as laid down by their rule, from
that which contradicted it
yet it is very evident, that he was very far
from regarding the institution of the mendicant orders, in itself considered, as the highest degree of the imitation of Christ. On the contrary,
he disputes the position, that such poverty corresponded to the original
type of the hfe of Christ.
He affirms that Christ never begged. In
proof of this, he states that when Christ paid the tribute for himself and
for Peter, he did not beg it, but caused it to be found in the mouth of
the fish
that Christ was styled not the carpenter's son merely, but
the carpenter explaining the words, " Is not this the carpenter's son ?
as if the people had said, We have not seen him studying, but at work
with his father the carpenter.
He offered to give sixty groats to any
one who could cite a single passage from the New Testament, showing
that Christ had ever begged.2
He himself repented, as it would seem,
of his earlier mode of life, which his order had imposed
for he says
" 0, had I but known it ten years ago, I would then, for the glory of
God, have devoted myself entirely to study but from henceforth I
will consecrate my whole life to study, to the cultivation of a prayerful

in St.

—

—

!

;

;

;

;

;

Danubium transire, sponte
intraret navem corruptam, ubi tamen esset
in periculo corpus.

'Dico et scribo, quod prius nunquam
scrips! vel dixi in ambone, tali contradictione indebita motus, quod quilibet ha-

nullus volens

bens puerum vel

^ Dixi, quod quicunque ex iis fuerit primus, qui ostenderit mihi ex scriptura canonica, Christum mendicasse, cujus rationes solvere non possim, dabo sibi unam
sexagenariam grossorum pro cappa panni

amicum

diligens,

quem

ne in aliquem ordiipsos intrare procuret, in quo manifeste et quasi jam ex auctoritate propter
corruptelam pravae consuetudinis sit necesse vivere contra regulam ejusdem orJinis et
professionem, attendens, quod
velit salvari, videat,

nem

rudis.
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contests the notion, that it was a pecuto give alms to the monks, instead of

and meritorious work

—

" 0,
providing for the support of the truly necessitous poor.
he
writes
what will the Lord say, in that day of fearful judgment, to
those who, when they Avere not needy themselves, snatched away their

—

alms from the truly poor, the real beggars.
Assuredly will it be in
his power to say
I was hungry, and ye gave me no meat
ye took
away from me, what was to serve as my food. Much rather
said
he
should we give to the poor and to the true beggars, than to a
rich and strong man, who begs while he might work. And I believe
he proceeds
all meii of sound understanding would agree with me in
this ; since not an individual would say that we are bound to give to
the rich man, rather than to the poor Lazarus
that we should give
to those that riot at feasts, and leave to die, of hunger, the poor beggars who seek to feed themselves with the crumbs that fall from the
table."
He bore his testimony against the fraudful quackery carried
on with pretended relics of saints. " The people
said he
often
allow themselves to be imposed upon with relics.
head of St. Barbara, it was reported, existed somewhere in Prussia
and yet many
held that they had such a head in Prague."
And he adds, in confir" So ti'ue is it, that they often love the perishable bodies of
mation
saints more than their meritorious works for the sake of the kingdom
of heaven ; when the truth is that the saints do not make holiness, but
holiness made the saints
therefore holiness should not be loved less
than the saints." ^
He applies to them what Christ says of the Pharisees, who garnished the sepulchres of the murdered prophets, while in
heart they resembled their murderers.
The reason why they honored
the tombs of the prophets, Christ tells them, was that they found it a
source of gain.
They deceived the simple by fhis show of religion.s
While Conrad prevailed on the usurers, who were converted under his
sermons, to prove the sincerity of their repentance by returning the
gains they had made from unlawful interest, to those whom they had
robbed, directly contrary to this was the practice of the mendicants,

—

:

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

A

;

:

;

who

tranquillized the consciences of usurers,

by inspiring

in

them a

because they ministered to their avarice.
He could lay it to their charge, that they had absolved from all his
sins, and buried with ceremonious pomp, a usurer who had never restored back his unlawful gains, though he had made a large donation to
thera.3
He reproaches them with the folly of celebrating mass for him
Avhose soul might, in all probability, be with that of the rich man in hell.4
He says of the mendicants " We may see those who would be pillars
false confidence in absolution,

:

'

Quod .ricut verum

quod saepe plus
sanctorum corpora,
est,

pereuntia
imitentur et diligantur propter coeteste regnum ipsoram merita, cum tamen
sancti non fecerint sanctitatem, sed sanctidiligunt

quam

Unde sanctitas
sancti esset diligenda.

tas sanctos.

quam
*
lis

non minus

Quia sepulcra prophetanim pecuniam
solvebant, simplices per hujusmodi spe-

ciem religionis decipiebant.

^

Conrad's words

omnium

:
Ipsum, postposita
conscientia, in ccclesia sua abso-

lutum suo deorcto ab omnibus peccatis

suis,

gloriose et cum magna processione fratrum
altisone cantando per fontem apportatum
sepelissent.
* Non attendentes, quod
anima illius
cum divite epulone fuissct in inferno se
pulta.
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church, strolling about in the cities, or to the castles, and
through the country, without returning to their convents for two or
more months
and there is nothing which they preach more zealously
" Give us, and we will pray for you."
than
Thus they sought only
their own, and not the things which are Jesus Christ's, and laid the
foundation of endless troubles in the church. ^
One effect of his own
preaching, he tells us, was that the mendicants lost all their hearers.He says that their preachers had, often, not more than four bigoted
women, Beguines as they were called, to hear their German sermons.
But they made use of these women, who were so devoted to them, as
" Then I
tools to get up a party against Conrad, whom they hated.
he writes
saw
that they whispered, in their corners, calumnious
reports about my sermons and my doctrines, that they muttered against
me, and through their Beguins inflamed the minds of the people with
hostility to my doctrine
and that they declaimed against me in the
public market-place," etc.^
Applying to his own case the parable of
the sheep and good shepherd, he says of his opponents " Should they
come into my fold, I do not believe that my flock would be led far
astray by them ; but / would give them a taste of the salt of God's
word for these sheep will not care for the barren and perhaps noxious
pasturage which others would give them, but as I hope, will follow the
voice of their shepherd, when they hear it, as the salt which cannot
lose its savor." 5
The mendicant monks reproached him with having
forsaken his parish, and made his appearance ere called for, as a
preacher in Prague.
But he met them by appealing to the divine call
which had moved him to preach in Prague, characterizing these monks
themselves, who would hinder another from preaching, as dumb dogs.^
He says " He who is afraid to speak the truth, is not a true preacher
Lord, in
sent of God.
Unmoved, therefore, will I praise the Word,
I long after the glory of our Saviour."
thee, and not be afraid.
•'
he says
who say Christ has
While I am willing to answer them
not sent me, I am greatly at a loss when I ask what the proof is of
For if we look at the heart and the conduct as the
thejr own mission.
proof of those who are sent of God, it will be evident that by them the
For Christ said to his preachers,
rules of Christ are not at all observed.
when he sent them forth. Freely ye have received, freely give. But no
sooner have they a congregation, than they set up a money table to make
of the

—

;

•''

—

—

;

:

;

:

—

'

per

Eos, qui se dicunt columnas ecclesiae,
villas, civitates, castra discurrentes vi-

infra duos menses vel quod
amplius ad monasteria non redeuntes, et

disses, sed

ita ferventer sicut " Date nobis,
orabimus pro vobis " praedicantes, et
tantum quae sua sunt, et non Jesu Chrisnil aliud

et

ti

quaerentes, et infinita scandala in eccle-

sia ponentes.
*

Videntes se ab omnibus auditoribus

iuis derelictos.
^ Alibi vel in suis monasteriis populum
nullum, sed quatuor beginas vel quinque
in sermoniiius suis teutonicis, ut hodierna
leclamat evidentia.

—

* Et per beginas suas homines inducere
ad oppositionem doctrinae meae et in publico foro declamare, caet.
Non credo, quod amplius sinant se
duci per ipsos oviculas meas, sed dabo eis
de sale verbi dei, sicut potero ad lingendum, quia non curabunt infructuosa et
forte noxia pascua aliorum, sed suum pas'"

torem audientes, ut spero, voeem ejus sequentur tanquam sal non infatuandum,
* Populum, quos turn etiam recedente

me non multum
facti sint quasi

cum omnes

curassent,

canes muti.
*
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money out of their hearers." When Conrad had thus turned against
him the hatred of the mendicants, no pains were spared on their part to
They forgot the
convict him of heresy, and expose him to persecution.
mutual jealousies and animosities which generally divided Dominicans
and Franciscans, and entered into a league against their common enemy.
He compared such a coalition with the alliance of Herod and Pilate against Christ.'
As Conrad had won the warm esteem and aifection
of multitudes, his enemies by their persecutions of him drew the hatred
of the people upon themselves, which they signified by frequently assaulting their agents, though never put up to this by Conrad.
When they
accused him of stirring up the people against them, he could reply to
them with truth, that they had brought this shame upon themselves by
their crafty plots against him, and would do so again, as often as thev
cried the same experiment.^
In the year 1364, when the general of the Dominican order, who
was at the same time papal legate, visited Prague, the two orders of
the Dominicans and Franciscans_, of whom we have just spoken, drew
up in concert 29 articles, which they had extracted from his sermons,
and placed them in the hands of the archbishop of Prague, that he might
be brought up for examination on these charges. The archbishop upon
this convoked an assembly which was numerously attended
but, on
the day appointed for the trial, no one dared to appear against Conrad
as a public accuser.
He afterwards composed a paper in defence of
himself, of which we have freely made use in the preceding narrative.
He showed, first, that his opponents had either exaggerated or misconstrued his language
then he repeated, for substance, what he had
actually said, and what had induced his opponents to accuse him of
heresy.
When they complained that he disturbed everywhere the
" I say, that in* my sermons I never
public peace, his reply was
aimed at disturbing the public peace, and never have disturbed it 1
mean the peace of the good." He adverts to the example of Christ,
who, in his intercourse with the Scribes and Pharisees, undoubtedly
disturbed the peace
even as he said, I am not come to bring peace
on the earth, but a sword. " When I am complained of, then, for disturbing such peace as this, I take it cheerfully, for our Lord says
" So persecuted they the prophets which were before you," etc.
He refers to the zeal of Elisha against the golden calves set up by
" These golden calves, many in our time
Jeroboam, and remarks
would be strongly opposed to have thus thrown away. They would
j)refer to have them used to decorate the bodies of the saints, and thus
add to their gains.^ 0, how many are there, who would suffer a great
;

;

:

;

;

:

deal for their order, but
little

in

the

way

who could not be induced

of preaching the pure

truth."

to suffer

Still

later

even a
in

the

season of the same year, the Archduke Rudolph of Austria, being on

*

are
Duo inagni hostes
fueruntconciliati.

His words

'

sibi

mutuo

:

Ipsi sibi ipsis causa

horum opprobrio-

rum praetcritorum
et

et interea secutorum
etiam futurorum per suam indiviosam

ft malitiosam

mei vexationera.

' His words
Quos nostri temporis quisic abjicerent, imo inde
sanctorum corpora, ut inde consequeren:

dam nequaquam

tur niajora lucra, vestirent.
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a

to

visit

Prague, wished

to get

Conrad back again

to

Vienna

;

but

the latter could not be induced to go, being fully persuaded that

was

it

duty to remain still in the blessed circle of his labors in Prague,
whatever persecution he might have to encounter. He plead the obligations under which he had been laid by the emperor as his excuse for
not accepting the invitation. i
Thus Conrad continued to labor in
Prague, finally as parish priest of the Teyn church, till his death,
which happened in 1369.
If the two persons of whom we have just spoken were distinguished
for their activity as practical men, and prepared the way by this means
for the reformatory tendencies in the Bohemian church, the same thing
cannot indeed be said of Matthias of Janow
but his inferiority as a
practical man was more than compensated by the wide influence he exerted through his writings and by his scientific exposition of principles.
In his works we may find not only the reformatory ideas which passed
over from him to Huss, but also the incipient germs of those christian
principles which at a later period were unfolded, in Germany, by
Luther, although the latter never came directly under the influence of
Matthias of Janow.
Of Huss it may be said with more truth, that he
fell behind Matthias of Janow, than that he passed beyond him.
Matthias of Janow, son of Wenzel of Janow, a Bohemian knight, had resided six years at the university of Paris, pursuing philosophical and
theological studies
hence he was called the Parisian master (magister Parisiensis).
But the man who contributed most to the particular
shaping of his later religious and theological development was Militz, a
man the general impression of whose life filled him with such profound
and enthusiastic admiration. It is plain from his writings, that he
had travelled much in Germany and in Italy and that he had visited
Rome. He shows a familiar acquaintance with the relations and the
Thus, in speaking of his residence in
customs of different countries.
Lucca, under Pope Urban VI., he mentions a law which he there
heard promulgated, directing that unmarried females should neither
wear ornaments of gold or silver, nor any dress offending against the
strictest rules of moral propriety .2 He seems in the earlier part of his
life, to have been given to the prevailing notions and tendencies of his
until, perhaps through the influence of Militz, he became penetime
trated with that holy fire, as he expresses it, which left him no rest.3
In still another place, he speaks of this revolution in his religious experience, stating how, in the light of God's word, the corruption of the
church of his time, by which he himself was affected, first became
clearly apparent to him, and how, by the grace of God, he had been
" Once
my mind was encompassed by
says he
rescued from it.
a thick wall
I thought of nothing but what delighted the eye and the
his

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

'

Me hoc facere non posse,
dominiun iraperatorem essem be-

His words

qui per

:

*

Sed

et in

conis proclamari. quod mulieres iunuptae
non deferant aurum et argentum, nee non
quascunque vestes impudicas et proIn his book hereafter to be cited,
fanas.
^ We
shall presently cite these words
more at length.
alias

iieticiatus.

Lucca solemni

in

Lombar-

dia civitate tempore papae Urbani VI, audivi publice per tjcos et plateas voce prae-

.
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pleased the Lord Jesus to draw me as a brand from the
xlnd while I, worst slave to my passions, was resisting him
in every way, he delivered me from the flames of Sodom, and brought
me into the place of sorrow, of great adversities and of much contempt.
Then first I became poor and contrite and searched with
I began to admire the truth in the holy
trembling the word of God.
then
Scriptures, to see how, in all things, it must be exactly fulfilled
first I began to wonder at the deep wiles of Satan, to see how he darkened the minds of all, even those who seemed to think themselves
wisest." After describing how he thus came to understand the corrup" And there entered me, that is, into my
tion of the church ,1 he says
heart, a certain unusual, new, and powerful fire, but a very blessed
fire, and which still continues to burn within me, and is kindled the
more in proportion as I lift my soul in prayer to God and to our Lord
and it never abates nor leaves me, except
Jesus Christ the crucified
when I forget the Lord Jesus Christ, and fail to observe the right disthen I am enveloped in clouds, and
cipline in eating and drinking
unfitted for all good works, till, with my whole heart and with deep
sorrow I return to Chz-ist, the true physician, the severe judge, he who
And he
punishes all sin, even to idle words and foolish thoughts." 2
moreover intimates that, before this, he shared in an opinion which belonged to the common church spirit, though a new light dawned afterwards on his mind ; he thought, namely, before he had experienced
chat internal change in his views and feelings, with the majority of the
clergy, that the laity ought to be kept from frequent participation of
He himself says " Concerning the jealousy and
tho Lord's supper.
pride of those clergymen who are displeased with the frequent particisince I was
pation of the Lord's supper by the laity, I am silent
myself, in like manner, under the influence of such feelings in forme
days ; and I am conscious that I was, myself, oftentimes actuated
by such jealousy when I, in like manner, dissuaded lay persons from
I had not, as yet, expesuch frequent enjoyment of the communion.
rienced the singular light on this subject which came to me from above." 3
These words certainly do not refer merely to a change in his views on
iar,

it

till

burning,

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

i-

'

Et piissimus Jesus elevavit mentcm
ut cognoscerem homines absorptos

meam,

a vanitate

;

et tunc legens intellexi lucide

desolationis, stantcm late,
nimis alte et firmiter in loco sancto caet.
De sacerdot. et monach. carnalium abominatione, in Huss' Works, Norib. 1558,

abominationem

398. p.

cap. 22.
Etingressus est in me. id est in pectus
meum, quidam ignis etiam corporaliter
subtilis, novus, fortis et inusitatus, sed valI, fol.

2,

^

continuatus usque modo. et semper tanto magis succenditur,
quant9 magis elevor in oratione ad deum
et dominum Jesum Christum crucifixum

de dulcissimus

et

nunquam

:

et

recedit, vel remittitur, nisi
Christi Jesu. quando

quando obHviscor

relaxo disciplinam in comedendo vel poIbid.
This extract is taken firom
tando.

VOL. V.

17

a piece in the above cited work of Jano
which may be found, under the title De
sacerdotum et monaclioruni carnalium
abominatione, printed among the works
of Huss, and under his name, I. fol. 376
seq.
I was betrayed into a mistake when
'

made use of this extract as belonging to
Huss, in my account of the life of that remy " Kleihc Gelegenheitschrif-

I

former, in

ten." Berlin, 1829, S. 223.

Taceo super hoc, de invidia et supertalium, quibus vexantur, cum indignantur de communione frequente a plebejis, (juia talibus fui obnoxius similiter, et
me ipsum agitatum pluries invidia recognovi, cum similiter talemfrequentem communionem sacramenti dissuadebam plebejis
adhuc non erara singulari lumiue super hoc de excelso visitatus.
^

bia

;
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a particular point, but to one of a much deeper and more radical
for it is evident from them, that at an earlier period of his
character
life, he was affected with the same spiritual pride, the same contempt
was conscious of being an utter stranger
of the laity which others had
to those ideas, that dawned later upon him, with regard to the univerIn the year 1381, he became a prebensal priesthood of Christians.
dary at Prague ; and the experience which he here gained of the world;

;

meetings of the cathedral chapter, is
alluded to by himself, where he complains of the noisy squabbles of
any one will have
says he
the procurators and advocates ; " which
^
it in his power to witness who is ever employed in their consistories."
It was his particular business to preside over the confessional, Avhere
doubtless would be manifested his great zeal for the spiritual good of
souls, and where he had great opportunity to inform himself more minutely of the good or bad in all classes of society, and of the religious
liness of the higher clergy in the

—

—

That he did not fail to make the most of it is
wants of the people.
apparent from the observations which he has recorded in a work of his
presently to be mentioned. He died before the end of the century, in
the year 1394.
The work from which we get the clearest insight into the spirit and
influence of Matthias of Janow, is a piece of his own which still remains,
great part,2 buried in manuscripts, entitled Be regulis veteris et
The exegetical matter forms the smallest part of the
It is chiefly taken up with reflections on the history of the
whole.
times and hints concerning the future, based on the rules of the Old
and New Testaments, on the prophetical elements which they contain.

in

novi TestameMi.

there

x\lthough

is

a great deal in the details which

is

arbitrary, parti-

cularly in the apocalyptic calculations, yet grand prophetic glances into
He pourtrays the utter corruption of
the future are also to be found.

the church in

and explains the causes of it. His full inIt is not a coherent
here presented to view.
seems to be made up of several independent treatises

all

its

tuition of the present

exposition

composed

:

it

parts,
is

at different times.

Hence we may

notice repetitions

;

cer-

fundamental ideas are ever turning up again. As a chronological
characteristic we may notice, for example, ciiat iu one place seven
years are supposed to have elapsed since the beginning of the great
but, in
papal schism, which would correspond with the year 1885
other places, we find him referring to the synod held in Prague, in
1389, of which we shall speak hereafter. Matthias of Janow himself,
speaking of the motives which induced him to write this work, says
" The Lord Jesus instructed me how to write all this which relates to
the present condition of priests, that is, the carnal ones, and which throws

tain

;

Lites, contentiones,strepitus —quod
videre poterit, qui in consistoiiis illorum
See the fragfucrit aliquando occupatus.
ment from the worli of Matth. of Janow
about to be mentioned, which wrongly
goes under the name of Huss, in his work
De regno, populo, vita et moribus Antichristi, cap. 21, fol. 374, p. 2.
'

''AH except the fragment above cited
and published under the name of Huss.
Some interesting extracts from the work
have been recently published by P. Jordan
in

his

paper, " iJie Vorlaiifer des Uussi

tenthums

in

Bohmen."
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on the character of these times but what the end is in which all
he only knows who set me to work.
And he sent me
his spirit who shoots the fire into my bones and into my heart, leaving
me no rest till I expose the hidden shame of the mother of harlots (the
He has many things
corrupt church as symbolized in Revelation)." ^
that they were absorbed in worldly
to complain of in the clergy
business, governed by worldly motives
that they neglected spiritual
things
that the least of all their concerns was the study of the Bible
and of the old church-teachers. He speaks of them as " Men who
knew nothing of the spirit of Jesus the crucified, who had never medicarnal-minded priests.
tated day and night on the law of the Lord
1'hey are men
he proceeds
who are not wholly devoted to the
study of the Holy Scriptures, who have not been instructed in them
from their youth, yet, for all this, they boldly stand forth as teachers,
because perhaps they possess a certain gift of elocution and they provide themselves with collections of sermons, postills for every day in
the year, and so, without any further search into the Holy Scriptures,
they hold forth those current homilies, preaching with great ostentation.
They are people who know nothing about the Bible. Such
persons do not preach from devotion, and from joy in the Divine Word,
but because this is the business
nor from zeal to edify the people
assigned to them, or because they are fond of making a display of their
skill in speakhig, or because they are hunting after popularity, and
So
find gratification in being favored and honored by the people.
they have recourse to their collections of sermons, or put together fine
words, and furnish out their discourses with stories, and with promises
It was already objected to the preachers of
of large indulgences."
reform, to Janow, and men of a kindred spirit,.that they exposed to
the people, in the spoken language of the country, the Avickedness of
In defending
the clergy and monks, thus injuring their reputation.
himself against this reproach, Janow says, alluding to the words of
" Here we find plainly refuted, those who in
Christ, (Matt. 16
6.)
li<^]it

;

this is to result,

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

:

:

and monks ought not
be exposed in discourses held in the spoken language of the country."
The clergy and monks were not a Httle exasperated by such
This preaching, they said, made
admonitory discourses to the people.
them contemptible and odious to the people as if they themselves did
not know or want to know the course pursued by Jesus the crucified
for he purposely exposed before the masses of the people the hypocrisy
and wickedness of the religious orders of the teachers and priests,
and exhorted his disciples to beware of their doctrines, although these
He
oriests were filled with rage and took the utmost offence at this.
offers as reasons for pursuing this course with the people, that it was
necessary in order that the devout clergy and monks might not suffer
their sermons say the vices of the regular clergy
to

;

Dominus Jesus instituit me ad scribenilum ea omnia, quae contingunt statum
pracfsentem sacerdotum, puta carnalium,
et quae explicant qualitatem liorum tempoium ad quera autem tinem hoc pcrve'

;

aiat, ipse

solus novit, qui

me

in id posuit;

me spiritus ejus, qui mittit ignem
in ossibus meis ct in moo pectore, et quieturn esse non sinit, quin rcvelcm filium iniquitatis et ])erditioiiis, et quin denudem
et misit

ac discooperium abdita decoris fomicariae
mulieris.
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injury from being confounded

with those others, in order that the
piety of the former might shine forth more conspicuously in contrast
with the wickedness of the latter, in order that these latter might by

such pubhc exposure be led to repentance, in order that others might
be put on their guard against the infection of their example.
Like
distempered sheep they should be separated from the sound, lest other
christians should fall into the same corruption.
In remarking upon
the words of Christ relative to the sending forth of the angels before
the day of judgment, (Matt. 13
41,) which he refers to the sending forth of messengers or preachers, in the last times, for the purpose
of purifying the church from its dross, he says
It is to subserve also
another purpose, to keep the simple people from following after ravening wolves, to make them certain of the guides whom they should
adhere to, and of those whose counsels they should avoid and, again,
to remove from the sinful laity every such ground of excuse for their
vices, as they plead when they say to those who correct them, do not
the monks and the clergy even the same ?
On the other side it was
maintained, that even in wicked ecclesiastics their office should be
respected
no man could be peroaitted to set up himself as judge over
them, contrary to the rules of order ; and, in proof of this, the appeal
was made to Matt. 23: 2, 3. To this he replies: Such language
of reproof is pointed expressly against hypocrites, who enter not by the
door into the sheepfold.
All such are thieves and robbers.
Hypocrites will not punish and betray one another.
They can be known as
such only by the spiritually minded.
They do not know themselves.
Christ, in the passage already referred to, (Matt. 16
6,) exhorts to
watchfulness.
Janow describes it as one of the cunning tricks of the
arch enemy to persuade men that Antichrist is still to come, when, in
truth, he is now present and so has been for a long time
but men are
less on their guard against him, when they look for him as yet to
the abomination of desolation" (Matt.
come.
"Lest
says he
24
15,) should be plainly manifest to men, he has invented the
fiction of another abomination still to come, that the church, plunged
still deeper in error, may pay homage to the fearful abomination which
is present, while she pictures to herself another which is still in the
:

:

;

—

;

:

;

—

—

:

It is a common, everyday fact, that Antichrists go forth in
endless numbers, and still they are looking forward for some other and
As to the person of Antichrist, he affirms, that it
future Antichrist."
future. 1

be a Jew, nor a Pagan neither a Saracen, nor a worldChristendom.
All these had been already ;
Satan must invent some new
hence they could not so easily deceive.
method of attacking Christianity. He then defines Antichrist as fol" He is and will be a man who opposes christian truth and the
lows
christian life in the way of deception he is and will be the most wicked

was neither

to

;

tyrant, persecuting

ly

:

;

christian, falsely styling himself

station in

'

the highest

the church, and possessing the highest consideration, arro-

Ne tamen ipsa abominatio reveletur,
alia ii ahominationem affaturam, ut
HOC ainplius iinmittat ecclesiam in er-

tiniiit

[jer

by that name, assuming

rorem, quatenus sic horrendam ahorninationem venerans atque colens, niliilomiiius
uiiam aliam futuram fabuletur.
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gating dominion over all ecclesiastics and laymen
one who, by the
working of Satan, knows how to make subservient to his own ends and
to his own will the corporations of the rich and wise in the entire
church
one who has the preponderance in honors and in riches, but
who especially misappropriates the goods of Christ, the Holy Scriptures, the sacraments, and all that belongs to the hopes of religion, to
his own aggrandizement and to the gratification of his own passions
deceitfully perverting spiritual things to carnal ends, and in a crafty
and subtle manner employing what was designed for the salvation of a
christian people, as means to lead them astray from the truth and
power of Christ." It is easy to see how Matthias of Janow might intend under this picture to represent the entire secularized hierarchy.
It was not to be imagined that Antichrist would form a particular sect,
or particular disciples and apostles.
Nor would he come upon the
church preaching his own name, in the open and obvious manner with
•s^hich Mohammed spread abroad his doctrines
that would be a tyranny too strikingly apparent, not at all fitted to deceive mankind. Antichrist must be more cunning than all that.
His organs must stand
forth in the name of Christ, and profess to be his ministers.
He was
thus to deceive men under the mask of Christianity.'
The multitude
of carnal men, led on by the most subtle artifices of wicked spirits, had
been brought to think that, in following fables, they were pursuing the
;

;

;

way

right

and

his

to believe that in persecuting Christ's believers, or Christ
power, they were persecuting Antichrist and the false doc;

happened with those Jews and Pagans
and put him and his apostles to death,
Thus too the actual
doing they did God service.

trines of his agents, just as

who

it

called Christ a deceiver,

supposing that by so

dream of another Antichrist to come. Commenting
on 1 John 4 3,2 he thus addresses the christians of his time '• Every
spirit who dissolves Christ, is Antichrist."
Jesus is all power, all wisdom, and all love. Every christian, therefore, who from design, either
Antichrists would
:

:

in great or in small, in a part or in the whole, dissolves this, dissolves

he destroys and dissolves God's power, God's wisdom and
An Antichrist
the mystical sense, he is Antichrist.
is every evil spirit, who in any way, directly or indirectly, opposes himself to the christian faith and christian manners among christians." Although Christ is eternal, and therefore all opposition to the divine being
may be regarded as in a certain sense opposition to Christ, still, in the
proper sense, he thinks there was no Antichrist before the incarnation.^
Hence the devil, although a liar and murderer from the beginning, yet

Jesus
love

;

;

for

and

so, in

Non est auturaandum, quod isdem antichristus cbngregaret sibi aliquam sectam
singularem, vel discipulos et apostolos,
8uis iniquis studiis consentientes, sic ut
/lotorie et jiublice eoclesiam invadet, at'

que verbo suo
inis in

poi)ulis

et praedicatione sui

nom-

per se
in Sara-

nianifeste gentes

seducet. vehul fecit Machometus
cenis non facict tali niodo, nam lioc fieret tyrantiiee solum et nimis manifeste,
vel stolide et rude.
;

17*

^

tus,

Et omnis spiriAfter the Vulgate
qui solvit Jesum, ex deo noa est. Et
quo audistis quo:

hie est antichristus, de

aiam veuit, et nunc jam in mundo est.
Scd non fuit antichristus, quia tunc
adhuc non erat Christus, quia secundum
••

modum

loquendi logice,
vera, Christus

sitio

sit

men

haec est vera, ante

filii

dei

non

licet

ista

semper

propo-

fuit,

ta-

incarnationem

fuit anticinistus.
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first began to be Christ's murderer, and Antichrist, at the beginning of
the christian church but not everywhere, but only in the church which
is the body and the kingdom of Christ.
Before the time of Christ's
;

appearance, Satan did not need many arts to maintain his dominion
over men.
For Satan had already brought mankind once under his
yoke ; and strongly armed he kept watch over his palace, (Luke 11
his goods were in peace, and he needed not give himself much
21.)
trouble or use much deception.
But when Christ appeared, and the
Spirit was poured out upon men in seven-fold gifts, (compare Isaiah
11 2,) when everything visible and invisible was made ministrant to
their salvation, (where he refers to Romans 8
38,) the case was
altered.
And as the evil spirit was now disarmed and laid bare by
Christ, he must summon to his aid the collective host of most malignant spirits, and employ their busy and cunning natures in the work of
deceiving and warring against the saints of God.
" And so he has
continued to do, down to the present day.
Nothing is weaker than
Satan when exposed to the light. i He works through worthless monks ;
carnal priests the wise of this world great teachers for these are his
most efficient tools of mischief."
Applying, to his own times, the
passage in 2 Thess. 2
9, he seeks to show, that in those times also,
Antichrist deceived and drew men to himself by false miracles, wonders wrought by Satanic agency, thus turning the love of the miraculous to his own ends.
says he
'"Our modern hypocrites
are so
fully possessed of the seven spirits, that there is nothing they can
approve, in deed or word, however otherwise profitable or commendable, unless they see signs and wonders.
And, in truth, they ask for
signs more than even the Jews did
thus showing that they are a still
more perverse and adulterous generation than were the Jews in the
time of Christ.
This is hid from us, that for these many years genuine miracles have ceased to be wrought by the faithful
and especially
now, in the time of Antichrist, for the trial of their faith."
He supposes that as faith was to maintain itself in the time of Antichrist,
under trials, miracles could not be given any longer for its support
false miracles only were to be permitted for the trial of faith.
And then he says " But Satan and his instruments are allowed to
perform miracles by demoniacal agencies, on account of them that
perish because they would not receive the love of the truth."
In
another place, he says
God suffers many works to be done by the
agency of Satan, that hypocrites, in spite of their lukewarm and sensual life, may receive honor from men, and other simple ones may be
drawn over by such wonders to their side. And the more such wonders are done in the name of Christ, through images and relics of
saints, or in holy places, the more dangerous they are, on account of
their greater influence in misleading the simple into false doctrines, so
as to neglect the truth of the sacraments of. the church, and to surrender themselves to fables and human ordinances, and the superstition
of sellers in the house of God.
Such delusions, he thinks, Satan wa»
;

:

:

:

;

;

:

—

—

;

;

;

:

:

'

Nihil irabecillius diabolo deiuidato.
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on account of those unthankful christand humility of Clirist, and of the
opprobrium of his cross, despising the sacraments and especially the
body and blood of Christ and even the Holy Scriptures had become
to them common and contemptible as if they were a fable, or a very
Therefore had the devil obtained from the Lord so much
lovely song.i
power to deceive ; but only'in secret, only in the mystery of Antichrist
so that his ministers should lie in the name of Christ, and that their
miracles should be wrought through the image of Christ, and through
" For, before God I ask you,
the bones and other relics of saints.
how can any faithful christian wonder, if Satan receives power to execute divine judgment on evil-doers, that his lying wonders should be
wrought even through images or the bones of the saints, when power
was given him over Christ in the temptation ?
The prediction in the second epistle to the Thessalonians (2: 3) relative to the falling away which should come first, Janow supposes had
"Faith
he
been already accomplished in the moral falling away.
says
is styled fides formata because it is made up of all the virtues.
For it requires all other virtues in connection with itself, and is kept
Hence it follows, that a falling away
fresh and sound by every virtue .2
from the faith consists especially in the admission of every kind of sin,
and the omission of every kind of virtue ; " and because we see, on the
whole, at the present day, in the time of Antichrist, all the virtues
'^^
neglected among Christian people.
He holds to a slow and gradual
evolution of the two kingdoms of Christ and Antichrist, side by side.
allowed

ians,

to practise, particularly

who were ashamed

of the truth

;

—

—

The

destruction of Antichrist and the multiplication of the true wit-

nesses of Jesus Christ, were to take place in a gradual manner, begin-

ning from that present time, till all should be carried into fulfilment.
where \^e are to observe, that
The time had begun in the year 1340
Satan had been gradually working, through Antichrist as his instrument, for a long period of time, introducing evil under the appearance
of good among the people of God, turning good customs into abuse, diffusing more widely, every day, his principal errors. While Satan, then,
was thus gradually to introduce the mysteries of his Antichrist into the
so, on the other hand, the Lord
church, keeping his toils concealed
Christ, gradually manifesting himself in his beloved disciples, was at
length, before the final judgment, to reveal himself in a great multitude
The spiritual revelation of Christ, through his genuine
of preachers.
organs, the spiritual annihilation of Antichrist by the same, and a new
illumination of the church, Avere to prepare it for the last personal apIn this spiritual sense he
pearance of Christ, and precede that event.
anderstood much of that which is said concerning the victory of Christ
over Antichrist, and concerning the signs of Christ's appearance. Thus
;

;

'
Verbum dei quoquc et omnis scriptura
divinitus iiispirata fiicta iis est niinis com-

nuinU

et inve.erata et levis.

faliulae

'-el

tanquam

fuit

canticum, quod dulciter sonat.

* Fides Jesu formata ideo dicta, quia
"omponitur ex omni virtute, vel quia cor•equirit et iutegratur ex omni virtute.

^ Sequitur, quod discessio a fide maxiine
sit per admissionem eujuslibet peccati et
per omissionem cujusfiue virtutis, et quia
in summa hodie videmus in tempore Anti-

omissionem omnis
populo Chvistiano.
christi fieri

virtutis in
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following Militz, he referred what Christ says respecllug the sending
forth of the angels to separate the good from the bad, to the sending

messengers of the faith, inspired preachers, who should
moral separation of the people in the corrupt church, so that
the simple should no longer follow after ravening wolves, but know to
whom they should adhere, and whose councils they should avoid, so
that every excuse might be taken away from sinning laymen
who
were wont to say to their reprovers. Why accuse me of this or that sinful action ?
Do not monks and priests even the same ? Accordingly
he says the expression that Christ will destroy Antichrist by the breatli
of his mouth, is not to be understood literally, but spiritually
that he
will quicken, by his Spirit, his elect priests and preachers, filling thera
with the spirit of Elias and of Enoch, with the spirit of zeal and of innocence, with the spirit of a glowing zeal and of penitence, with the
spirit of activity and of devotion
that he will multiply them in number and send forth his angels once more through the world, to banish
all troubles and grievances from his kingdom, the Spirit of Christ working through them, most inwardly and etfectually, kindling life in the
dry bones, quickening anew the dead faith of many over the wide field
of the church, so that the bones, clothed with flesh and blood, should
awake to new life in the faith of the Son of God.'
"And bound with
each other in the unity of the life of Jesus, many should come together
and be held in union by the cords of a glowing love
and such the
communities would love, and would follow."
Speaking of the signs of
" As John the Baptist pointed away to Christ,
these times, he says
forth of the true

effect a

;

:

;

;

:

away impressively with their fingers to Antichrist,
they point to him now and will point to him still

so these signs point

already coming
they have revealed him, and will reveal him, till the Lord shall
destroy him with the breath of his mouth
and he will consume him
by the brightness of his new revelation, until Satan is finally crushed
under his feet.
The friends of Christ, however, will destroy him, Avill
rob him of his trade, the company of the preachers of Jesus Christ,
united and bound together by the love and wisdom which come from
God." All holy Scripture
predicts, that before the end
he says
of the Avorld the church of Christ shall be reformed, renovated, and
more widely extended
that she shall be restored to her pristine dignity, and that still, in her old age, her fruitfulness shall increase.a
"This is what most perfectly accords
with other passages
he says
of Scripture, in the Gospels and the Prophets, which declare that, at
the end of the world, the church of Christ shall be refoi-raed, that Sodom
shall be restored to her former dignity, and that l^lias shall come and
restore again all things."
We should here remark that Matthias, in
;

more

;

;

—

—

;

—

'
Quod dominus Jesus inspirabit suos
electos sacerdotes et praedicatores, replens
eos spiritu Eliae et Enocli, spiritu zeli et
innocentiae, spiritu fervoris et poeniten-

devotionis, multiplicabitque tales et mittet adhuc semel
per mundnm universum suos aiigelos, ut
loUigant de regno suo omnia seandala,
#iae, spiritu strenuitatis et

—

spivitu Jesu intime per eos operante et
iuflamraante ossa arida,' fidera mortuam

multorum.
*

De

1 his passage recurs again in the paper
regno etc. Antichristi. printed in the

works of Huss, I. fol. 368), except
in this copy a great deal is mutilated.
(

that
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discards the old opinion that the prophet Elias was to come
prepare the way for Christ's second appearance, which had

advocates among his contemporaries
and maintains that this reappearance of Elias was to be understood only in the spiritual sense
" Thinkest thou that divine truth, in this passage, points
as he says
to the person of Elias, or rather to some other one filled with the spirit
of Elias and enriched with his peculiar gifts ?
I believe, according to
my own undei-standing of the place, that in these words the truth did
not mean hterally Elias, in the person of Elias, or not him alone, but
rather the spirit and the power of Elias in the multitude of holy preachers and teachers, through whom his overflowing spirit should restore
all things, and that this coming was to animate the dry bones.
Were
the former Elias to come bodily from paradise, as some have for a long
time believed he would, it does not appear how one individual could
run to and fro through the whole world, and by his own pains and
preaching be able to restore the whole company of the elect, for this
would surpass his power but it is possible only through the omnipotent Spirit of Jesus, that fills the whole world, who requires for his
work not so much that literal Elias, since he can raise up from the
very stones, from pagans and laymen, sons of Abraham, many Eliases
unless perhaps it might be said, it would be of use for Elias to come in
person, in order that ignorant and negligent men might be convinced
by his testimony. Yet this ai'gument, as it seems to me, cannot hold,
because holy Scripture gives answer, in those words addressed to the
rich man in hell. If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither
would they be persuaded though one should rise from the dead (Luke
IG: 81).
But suppose the case that Elias, coming in person, should
give testimony to the truth
yet this would diminish the value of faith
in the appropriation of Christianity, or indeed destroy its whole significance."
We see from these words, how profoundly this man understood the nature of faith as an internal fact of the temper, the bent of
the disposition to the godlike, where the act of apprehending in the act
of surrendering one's self to the godlike, takes the place of a constraining evidence
as an affair of the will, which cannot be forced by any
power from without, by any proofs that convince the understanding.
He then proceeds " Holy Scripture abundantly testifies that, in the
for the
last times, no miracles shall be wrought in proof of the truth
faith in Jesus shall then have reached its perfection, and so shall be
Hence, too, all miracles have ceased on the part of God's
preserved.
saints, and the fabulous portents and prodigies of Antichrist have
its

;

;

:

;

:

;

'

;

:

;

No reason therefore remains, why the person of Elias
multiphed.
should take upon himself the labor of restoring all that is in the condiAnd in this same connection he mentions Militz as
tion of decline."
one in whom Elias had reappeared. He says that the parables of Christ
relating to the process of i)reparation for the
bles of the

kingdom of God, the para-

leaven and of the grain of mustard seed, would find their

'
Et nunc dato, quod Elias personaiiter
venicns veritati testimonium perhibeiet, et
iade videtur, et in reli;;ione Christiana ex-

colenda, tunc jam per hoc nicritum fidci
evacuaretur, aui utiquc cidcm detrahcretor.
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application, as in the primitive, so also once

more and preeminently

ii,

the last times.

We will now endeavor to portray more minutely the character of
Matthias of Janow, by observing how he attacks the corruptions of the
church in its different relations and branches, tracing back these polemics to the fundamental intuitions bearing within them the germ of
the reformation as it was afterwards realized by Luther.
He looked
upon the church as an organism in which all the members should be
connected with each other according to their several gradations, and
should cooperate together, like the head and different members of the
human body. But now the case was quite otherwise ; when the popes
had haughtily placed themselves above the bishops, and taken all the
power into their own hands, and stood in closer connection with the
" In the communities
princes than with the bishops.
says he
the
pope should first of all be leagued, and should be one hand with the
bishops, and take special care that the bishops rightly discharge the
functions of their office, and that they are quite familiar with those
functions.
But in fact he is more closely leagued with kings and
princes, exalting himself above measure over those who, jointly vith
him, preside over the governance of the church. Besides this
brf ak
ing up the regular and orderly connection throughout the whole body,
he has usurped to himself the distribution of benefices which belonged
to the bishops. Neither do the bishops stand in that beautiful relation
in which they ought to stand to the parish priests
but they place
themselves too far above them, and would rule over the clergy, '^hus
the parish priests stand at a farther remove from the bishops thi
is
right or profitable for the church
they are strangers and unknowu to
them.
The bishops themselves have their most familiar intercourse
Avith the barons of the land, with the princes, and with their own great
canonicals, and the rich men of the world.
They do not take all suitable pains for the good, useful, and wholesome placing of the parish
priests, but are taken up with managing the affairs of the lords, and
with other temporal and civil concerns
while other bishops are so
wholly in their own devotion, as to bestow but little attention on their
sons the parish priests.
And hence arises great harm both to soul
and body.
Such sacrifices of private devotion were not well pleasing
to God.
He describes the peace which they would conclude between
themselves and God alone
the tender and perhaps
the long psalms
tearful devotion
of all this he says " Consider, how little acceptable
it can be to the Lord, when he says to Peter, Lovest thou me more
but did not say to
than these? (John xxi.), and. Feed my sheep
So again, the
him. Obtain peace for thyself in thy private residence.
hearts of the parish ministers and priests are not bound up in true
union with their communities, but are divided from them by many vain
and frivolous concerns
especially do they hug closely to wealth, to
he says of them
honors, and their own emolument.
For they too
put themselves too much above their communities, are too much
He says
estranged from them ; have too much respect for persons."
the people should be subject to the priests and the princes, to the for-

—

—

;

;

<n

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

—
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mer in spiritual, to the latter in temporal thing's ; but the people are
disobedient to the clergy, not so much through the fault of the people
or of the princes, as through the fault of the licentious and carnal
" First
priests.
says he
because we priests, descending to the
love of this world, and given to fleshly pleasures, were robbed of the

—

—

strength with which we were armed from above, as Sampson of old was
robbed by a harlot of his hair, we have become weak and foolish, like
the kings and princes, and so contemptible to the people and to man-

kind
and hence the fear and veneration of the communities towards
us has been extinguished, and the people are already discontented
with being subject to us and with obeying us ; so that where they cannot help themselves, they obey us only with disgust, because we are
carnal and look only after our own comfort.
Hence we have become
pusillanimous and effeminate, exercising meditation but faintly and
lukewarmly, and giving way from fear to those who invade our rights
and liberties and thus by degrees our authority and the weight of our
influence has become nothing
the peopile have broken loose from it,
since we take pleasure in the society of the friends of this world, and
in having a share in whatever they love.
And because ive have not
obeyed our God, with good reason we are not ourselves obeyed by
those who are under us
and because we have forgotten Jesus the
crucified, the people have also forgotten our great power and our great
authority
and because we have rejected the cross of Christ and its
reproach which was our greatest glory, we have ourselves lost thereby
our own good name.
And because we sought the glory and honor of
this world, the greatest abomination in the sight of the Lord Jesus the
crucified, and of the church of the faithful, therefore are we become
objects of abhorrence to him and to his saints, and in particular to the
holy church militant because the left hand of tKe church, the secular
arm, has become too fat, and gained too great an extension in its flesh,
while the right hand, the spiritual
the fleshly persons belonging to it
authority and jurisdiction, is greatly wasted and weakened and because
the right hand of the church, which should be filled with spiritual treasures, suffered itself to be filled rather, like the left hand, with the pleasures and honors of this world. To unite both together was impossible, as
He refers to the commission of the aposno man can serve two masters."
tles, who were directed to take nothing for their journey, and to Peter's
Silver and gold have I none. He endeavors to make it plain by a
words,
comparison, how much depended on the character and ability of the
that the arm, howsays he
parish priest. " We are to notice here
ever strong in itself, is still without any great power of lifting or hold;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

ing,

unless

wounded,
still

if

Were the arm
the fingers of the hand are strong." '
but the fingers were healthy and strong, the hand would

be capable of doing a good deal, capable of managing weapons, etc.2

Undo hie est advertcndum, quod oramanus, quantumcunque sit fortis et robusta in hrachiis suis, tenere tamen multa
non potest vel comprehendere, nisi per
Bumniitates manus, vel per fortes et inte'

nis

gros digitos.

" Et si digiti essent sani et fortes, raanentc alias tamen manu laesa in braeliiis et
vulnerata, adtiuc tota manus esset capax

armorum

vel

bonorum plurimorum.
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He

uses this figure to illustrate the great importance of the parish
and the necessity of multiplychurch

priests to the prosperity of the

ing them.

Even though

;

the popes and the bishops should be negligent,

weak, or in other respects incapable, as they often really were, yet
if this company of the devout priests, who were brought into immediate
intercourse with the communities themselves, remained sound and capable, the folds of Christ would neither be scattered, nor neglected, nor
because the Lord Jesus, through whose
subjugated by their enemies
power alone these priests bring forth fruit in laboring for the salvation
of souls, stands by them equally as well, replenishing his fellowlaborers and faithful ones, in equally as peculiar and direct a manner,
with all the fulness of his grace and power." 2
It is evident from
these words, that although Matthias left the papacy with the entire
hierarchical fabric untouched, yet an altogether different view of the
nature of church governance lay at the basis of his ideas concerning the
best condition of the church.
The guidance of the church by means of
the word, proceeding from the lips of the parochial clergy, was with him
the main thing.
He thought lightly of all the rest.
One reason of the corruption of the church appeared to him to be
;

the overloading

it

with

'

human

ordinances, the excessive multiplication

Let us hear what he has to say on this subject.
The multitude of commands and prohibitions is a wily trick of Satan to
bring men under his yoke, and to entangle their souls
since it invariably happens that the inferior clergy will, among the communities, do
many things which are forbidden by their superiors, and omit to do
many things which are prescribed by the ordinances of their superiors
especially when these ordinances are become so multiplied, that to know
of ecclesiastical laws.

;

;

them

all, it

Avould be necessary to provide one's self with

many

large

volumes and to expend a great deal of money and time in studying them,
it would be possible to have an exact knowledge and understanding
of the whole.
For by what possibihty could every individual clergyman
become owner of the Denretum and the Decretals, the sixth book of the
Decretals and the Clementines ?
The understanding of all this is so
difficult, that hardly would a man of good abiUties find it in his power
to obtain a complete knowledge of the subject in three years.
How
can a pastor, occupied with looking after the spiritual welfare of the
community entrusted to his care, find time for so tedious and exact a
study, and make himself so familiar with those laws, that the decisions
on every point should be ever present to his mind ? 3 And yet this
ere

'

Dato casu, ut plurimum fieri assolet,
jam brachium episcoporum Roman-

qtiod

orum

vel alii episcopi inveniantur negligentes, debiles vel quovis modo vulnerati,

tamen
dotum

si

haec multitude sanctorum sacer-

applicata immediate plebibus integra et fortis manserit, tunc greges Christi
Jesu adhuc non negligentur neque disper

gentur neque expugnabuntur ab inimicis.
^ Quia dominus Jesus ipsis assistit aeque
bene et aeque proprie et immediate cum
5uis

cooperatoribiis

et suis fidelil)us

cum

omni plenitudine gratiarum et virtute, cujus solius potestate isti sacerdotes fructum
afferunt et in salute animarum proficiunt
et operiintur.
^ Qnomodo curatns occupatus in operibus salutis in plebes commissas potest ipsas ita per longa et diligentissima studia
incorporare et ijjsas familiares sibi ita reddere, ut quaelilx't puncta in iis contents
semper et ul)iqui' ml nmnuni habeat et in
promptu.
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would be absolutely necessary for each individual, if he would avoid
being entrapped in many things by Satan, and at length condemned as
a transgressor.
And while the parish priests are thus burdened, they
on their own part burden the laymen, the communities, the head^i of
households, with extortions and human ordinances, devised for the
purpose of gain and deprive them of many of the liberties pertaining
" And if one
to divine worship.
says he
should act differently
from what these ordinances require, he knows that he must incur the
anger of God and his saints, or the anathema.
They have enthralled

—

;

—

the conscience of the people, declaring the transgression of their rules
to be a mortal sin ; for in these days they lay more stress on a failure

minutely the order of the liturgy, than on the sins of lying,
of a sleepy indolence, or covetousness, or anything of the like nature ;
to observe

men now-a-days are more afraid to transgress one of these hu" The more
ordinances than the commandments of God himself."
ordinances there are
says he
the more frequent are transgressions
and the stronger the temptations to transgress. Neither do they consider how these multifarious ordinances force the multitude to despise
them and the commandments of the Lord at the same time which
arises from the fact that he whose mind is turned on many things, is
so much the less fitted for single duties
and from the fact that such
ordinances, since they relate to sensible and outward things,- appear
to the communities in a peculiarly clear light, and inspire in them
reverence ; while the commandments of God are spiritual, and God
who ordains them is a being whom they cannot see. Such ordinances,
therefore, owing to the constant presence of the lawgiver, make a
greater impression on the multitude than the commandments of the
invisible God. Then, again, these commandments appear to carnal men
as every-day matters ; while those human ordinances, being something
new, make a stronger impression on the minds of the people.- Again,
men are fond of seeking their salvation in such sensible and corporeal
things, which lie near their capacities ; and lose sight of the Crucified,
who alone is the salvation of souls. And they settle it fast in their
consciences, that they can be justified by such visible things, though
the spiritual love of Christ may be absent from their hearts." He seeks
to show hotv this multitude of laws, and this externalization of reso that

man

—

—

;

;

—

—

lead men away from Christ.
"In these days
he says
Satan has done much to draw away Christians from Christ for in these
days men are ashamed even to mention Jesus the crucified, or him
who was spit upon.^ Nay, they abhor to hear such truths
and they
vehemently censure and persecute the persons who thus confess Christ.
And such things have already been introduced into the pulpit so that
those false prophets despise and persecute the men who confess Jesus
who was crucified and spit upon, and say it is quite enough to pronounce such words once a-year;^ and the same false prophets extol to
ligion,

;

;

;

'

Idcirco hac via Satanas multura hodic

profecit in Christianorum abductione, nam
nodie jam Christiani horrent nominare Je^um crucitixiim vel Jesum consputum vel

VOL. V.

suspensum in patilmlo aut liorrende occisum.
* Et dicant, quod sufficit talia senwl in
anno nominare.
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the skies their stately ceremonies and their ordinances addressed to the
eyes of the people, and pronounce anathema on every man who does
Satan does all that lies in his power
not punctiliously observe them.
to bring it about that the memory of Jesus Christ should be obliterated
Appeahng to the apostle Paul, he
from the hearts of Christians."
" for man's unbridled wickmaintains, that many laws avail nothing
edness, ever striving to exceed weight and measure, will not be kept
in check by human laws and ordinances, when it always despises the
laws of God
for it is continually breaking over the latter, and the
more, with greater effort, greater pride and contempt, in proportion as
it meets with obstacles to hinder it. Let not precepts and prohibitions,
then, be multiplied in the church
for by means of them the devil has
acquired a great power of involving the people in greater guilt partly
because, as has been said, he takes occasion from these ordinances to
tempt them, and partly because these ordinances ensnare men's consciences, and make the sins of the unrighteous still heavier."
He acknowledges that evil doers ought to be punished on account of tlieir
transgression of the commandments of the Lord, and ought to be restrained from the commission of sin, by prohibitions that those should
•be tamed and subdued by terror who still i-emain at a stage little supe^
rior to that of brutes, who have no understanding of that which is good
But the righteous, they who are actuated by the Spirit of Jesus the
crucified, stand in no need of multiplied human commands and prohibitions
because the Spirit of God guides and teaches them, and because they practise the virtues and obey the truths of God spontaneously and cheerfully, like a good tree, which brings forth good fruit of
2 because such, made
itself, God ever supplying the power from above
free by the indwelling Spirit of Christ, generally feel themselves
cramped and confined by the multitude of ordinances, even in the performance of virtuous works."
He illustrates this by the case of the
Jews who would have prevented Jesus from heahng the sick because
it was the sabbath day
also by the case of the Pharisees, who would
have kept Christ from plucking the ears of corn on the sabbath and
by the reply which he made to them (Matt. 12: 7).
"No man
can possibly invent laws suited to every contingency and resays he
lation
the Spirit of God alone can do this, who knows all things and
holds them together
and inasmuch as this Spirit is present every;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

where and

to all

men, the

spirit of

man

also,

with the Spirit of Christ alone knows what

which

is

in himself,

which

man. This spirit of
man, which is everywhere in men, which everywhere searcheth the
man as such, has the knowledge of his powers and of his wants, this
Iniqui tamen indigent poena vel vindicta pro suis peccatis et pro transgressione praeceptorum dominicoram impediendi sunt a suis malis conatibus. vel in
'

;

sorum

prava voluntate per hujusmodi
praecepta prohibitiva, quae parant viam
justitiae ad vindictam exsequendam propter terrorem bestiarum, in quibus non est

bonorum

intellectuB.

is

in

Si vero sunt justi et acti spiritu Jesu
tunc hi non indigent mandatis
contradict ionibus humanis plurificatis,
turn quia docet eos et ducit spiritus dei,
turn quia voluntarie et dulciter virtutes et
veritates dei operantur, tanquam bona arbor per se fructus bonos producens, deo
desuper dante.
^

crucifixi,

et
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and establish them. lie brings
plain to every
one, even the dullest of understanding, so that no man can pretend
that he is embarrassed by them
and Jesus the crucified, who is the
power of God and the wisdom of God, has in a certain manner briefly
summed them up in a single precept, requiring love to God and our
neighbor
for love is the fulfilment of the law, and love is the perfect
law of liberty.
All other and multiplied laws of men
he says
are
superfluous and inadequate. They ought not to be called traditions, but
man
superstitions.
No
can frame a law adapted to all times and places
and circumstances, which is not contained in that one precept. To the
class above mentioned, he reckons the laws regulating fasts, seasons of
prayer, the number of hymns which are to be sung, and the like.
To
them he ascribes frequent disquietude of conscience, which arose from
the fear of having transgressed such laws. The confessions of the priests
served to illustrate the same thing they made it much more a matter
of conscience to have committed a mistake with regard to ecclesiastical
hours, than to have transgressed any one of the laws of God.
He
wishes things might be so ordered that no other fear or punishment
should ever be held up before the flocks than in reference to the words
of Jesus Christ and his commands. All other inventions of men should
be regarded simply as counsels.
At the same time, however, while he
befitting laws

in illustration of this the ten

commandments, which arc
;

—

;

—

;

thus refers everything to the law of Christ as the only valid law, he
defends himself against the objection, that by so doing he would over" I have not been so presumptuous, I
turn all human law, and says
protest, as to attack the decrees and ordinances of the holy fathers
and of the approved councils, who, actuated by the Holy Ghost, have
so done and ordered all that has been done and ordered by them
but my attack is directed against those who, instead of being inspired
by the love of Christ, strive and have striven, mider the impulse of
their passions, to glorify themselves, and who take more delight in the
glory of their own name, than in honoring the name of Jesus who was
crucified." Thus human laws were to be recognized onl// as such, and
the commandments of God to remain in their dignity, and as such to be
reverenced and obeyed. This the faithful apostle of Christ, who might
well serve as an example to all disciples, had wonderfully illustrated
in himself: for Paul (in 1 Cor. vii.) distinguishes what he says in his
own name from what he makes known as a precept of the Lord. " Mark
with what discrimination and moderation he speaks to his
says he
flock, so as nowhere to impose a necessity and nowhere to inspire fear,
except for the precepts and words of the Lord Jesus Christ,"
He
Jubemus manplaces in contrast with this the form of the papal bull
damus, etc. Following directly after this is a prophetic utterance " I
let him Avho is capable of receiving it, receive it.
speak to all
So have I gathered from the holy Scriptures, and I believe, that all the
above-named works of men, ordinances and ceremonies, will be utterU,
extirpated, cut up by the roots and cease ; and God alone ivillbc exalted,
and his word ivill abide forever ; and the time is close at hand, when
:

—

—

:

:

;
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these ordinances shall he abolished.'"^
In another place -lie says:
" All rules are one
they proceed from one principle and aim at one
end. They do not obtain their authority from themselves, nor are they
observed in the church of God on their own account ; but they are inseparably included in the same holy law of Christ, which is inscribed
by the Holy Spirit on the hearts of believers,^which binds many widelyseparated nations in union with one another, and makes all dwell with
07ie set of manners in the house of Jesus the crucified.
While the otie
commandment of Christ, and his 0')ie sacrifice preserved in the church,
greatly promote unity, so on the other hand, the multitudinous prescriptions of men burden and disturb the collective body of the church
of Christ."
He is continually falling back on the principle, that unity
among men can only come from the word of God a forced uniformity
would of necessity produce nothing but divisions.
He endeavors also,
;

;

own way, to establish this principle speculatively. God alone is
the infallible and self-sufficient being, needing no rules from without
to govern his conduct.
His own will is his rule, and his wisdom is the
immutable rule for that. This supreme rule is the E'ather himself; the
in his

Son of God
is

the

is

Word

the rule for

of the

all

Father

;

This primal type and this rule
the Father worketh everything through

creatures.

him

and after the same analogy, the Holy Spirit is the beauty and the
;
proportion of this rule, which nowise differs in essence from that primal
hence the Holy Spirit and the Word are the only true rule for
man hence, therefore, the Father is the shaping
principle, from which all things proceed
the Son the shaping principle towards which all things aim ; the Holy Ghost the principle in which
type
all

;

that relates to

;

;

and yet there are not three rules or forms, but one.
Hence he infers that the highest rule, by which everything is to be
tried, is Christ, that single rule, which is alone necessary and alone
sufficient for all apostles and every man that cometh into the world, in
all matters, in every place, and at all times
not only for men, but
also for angels, because he is himself that truth and wisdom which
works mightily from one end of being to the other.
God imparted to
all essences a tendency and direction to their ultimate end, and in
their just relation to that consists their perfection and the perfection of
all

things repose

;

;

the universe.

This is tb'^ inmost determining rule for each essence,
a thing not different from the essence of the object itself.
The rule by which all things are governed, is a different matter. This,
holy Scripture calls by various names, God's word, God's will, etc.
Although this is the common rule for all, yet it is the rule preeminently
for rational beings ; because other beings cannot consciously appre-

but

hend

it

it,

is

nor freely appropriate

it

as their own.^

* Et puto,
quod omnia praenotata opera
hominura, caerimoniae et traditiones fun-

destruentur et cessabunt, et exaltabitur deus solus, et verbum ipsius manebit
flitus

aeternum, et tempus illud jam iiistat,
quo ilia evacuabuntur.
Kegulae omnes sunt unum et ex uno
ad unum, non autcm per se celebratie et
iu

in

-

Then he comes upon

auctorisatae in dei ecclesia, ut definitae
seorsim, sed inclusae indivisibiliter in una
eademcLue sancta lege et regula Christiana
a Christo Jesu tradita per spiritum sancturn in cordibus fidelium descripta.
^

Quoniam omnes

creaturis,

res aliae a rationalil)us

quamvis ab hac veritate

cundum eam

et sc-

gitbernantur pro sua natura
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" This has not been ahle to reform
rational beings who have fallen from the truth inwardly inscribed on
their hearts
but rather became an occasion of still greater departures
from order, and internal hardness through sin.
Sin, he remarks, with
allusion to the well known words of the apostle Paul, became still more
sin than it was before, from the very circumstance that it was now forbidden not only by the law within, but by another from withoui.'
For the more men are provided with means of grace, the more
knowledge they have, the greater in the same proportion is their guilt,
when, on account of sin, these means and this knowledge are despised.
God now finally determined to communicate to man his will in the
most perfect manner, by teaching him, through the Holy Spirit, all
truth in a living way
and here he cites the words
It is the Spirit
that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing
and outwardly he set before him his will through the revelation of the incarnate Word
reminding man of his duty in a way the most cogent and the most effective, both from within, by the incarnate Word that dwells in us, and
from without, by his divine works standing before our eyes
from
within, by grace and love, from without, by the sacraments which contain and produce grace.
This internal inscription of the truth upon
the heart, includes in it the two preceding revelations of it (he means,
without doubt, positive law and the law of conscience), and has vivified
and reformed them." 2 After having spoken, as already before, of the simplicity of the ten commandments, and of the fact that these had been summed up in the one commandment of love, he observes that Jesus, w^ho simplifies everything, had abolished the multitude of sacrifices and ceremonies,
and substituted in their place the one heavenly sacrifice this was so ordered for the purpose of preserving unity in the church. Even the apostles
had subsequently imposed no new ordinances, orbutveryfew, and they had
given no other commandment than the love of God and of our neighbor,
which last they had sought chiefly to commend, to impress, and to
spread abroad among the nations.
Hence Christ had left no written
law for those who came after him, though he might, in various ways,
have done so during his life time
but he only gave his good Spirit,
the Spirit of the Father in the hearts of the faithful, as the alone living
and perfect law, and the all-sufficient rule of life. So too the apostles
had given but few laws, since they doubtless knew, that the law of the
Holy Spirit sufficed, which teacheth all truth, always, everywhere, in
the most internal and immediate way.
This led him to explain himself on a matter which seemed to be at variance with these views, viz.
the apostolical ordinances of the assembly at Jerusalem.
We will cite
this remarkable passage, which contains a great deal of good sense.
'"
The apostles let themselves down to the weakness of the new converts from Judaism ; and by so doing they softened, in some measure,
the idea of positive law, and says

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

vel forma,

tamen eandem non cognoscunt,
neque habent in suis operationibus dec-

et foris

tionem.

git in se

'

Multo magis enim peccatum peccantis

tunc erat,

quam

prius, quia

jam de intus
18*

'

peccatum prohibebatur.

Haec itaquc veritatis inscriptio colleambas praecedentes, easque vivi-

ficavit et reformavit.
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the hostile tone of feeling entertained

by the Jews towards the Chris
and thej would show, thereby, their reverence for the ancient
law, that the synagogue might not seem to be cast aside so all at once
for the ancient mother, who was now dead, should be buried in a respectful manner."
Having spoken next against the multiplying of laws,
because of the difficulty which the laity must experience of knowing
" For this reason I have myself come to the setthem all, he adds
tled conclusion that it would be a salutary thing, and calculated to
restore peace and union to Christendom, to root up that whole plantation, and once more sum up the whole in that single precept, to bring
back the Christian church to those sound and simple beginnings where
it would be needful to retain but a few,
and those only the apostolical
laws.
For I beheve, before my Lord Jesus the crucified, that the law
of the Holy Spirit, and the common fathers, the parish priests, the
pope and the bishops, parochial clergy and their assistants, all these
are sufficient for the right guidance of the communities, and that they
tians

;

'

:

are sufficient for each individual, sufficient to resolve every question,

and

to decide all matters before the judicial

nal of conscience."

From

and the

tribunals

these principles he thinks

it

tribu-

possible also to

demonstrate that monastic orders are not needed for the governance of
the church.

Though Matthias did not take any open stand against

the hierarchi-

yet he appears nevertheless to have been a forerunner of
Protestantism in this, that he everywhere holds distinctly up to view
the immediate reference of the religious consciousness to Christ, and
makes the true unity of the church to rest solely upon that foundation.
But of the many passages relating to this point which might be cited,
" It is Jesus Christ himself, who
we will select only the following
with the Father and the Holy Spirit ever dwells in his church and in
each, even most insignificant portion of it, holding together, sustaining
and vitalizing the whole and all the parts, directly and from within giving growth outwardly to the whole and to each, even the most insignificant part.
He is, therefore, himself the spirit and life of his church,
his mystical body.2
and all the
Jesus, the crucified, is the vine
branches proceeding from him and abiding in him, have and ought to
have respect to him alone,3 and other foundation can no man lay than
that is laid."
This immediate reference of the religious consciousness
to Christ being placed at the head, everything else must take its shaping accordingly
and we recognize here the germinal principle of a new
spirit, destined to burst asunder the old forms under which the christian spirit had been shackled and confined.
He says, '' all unity precal system,

:

;

;

'
Condescendentes infirmitati fratrum
Hovitiorum ex Judaismo eonversorum, et
per hoc compescentes aliqualiter Christianorum injuriam, et propter reverentiam
legis veteris, ne tarn cito refutata videretur synagoga, quia mater antiquata, jam
mortua cum reverentia deduceretur ad sepulcrum.
- .Tesus est solus, qui
cum patre et saneto spiritu toti ecclesiae suae et cuilibet

parti ejus et minutissimae semper assistens totum et quamlibet ipsius partem immediate atque intrinsececontiiiet, sustentat et vivificat, dat

incrementum

toti

et

cuilibct et minimae parti ejus, quapropter
ipse est spiritus et vita suae ecclesiae et

sui corporis mystici
•*

Ad quam

ipsum solum habent

b«nt habere totaliter

et

suum respectum.

de
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supposes a reference to some principle."'
But that which forms the
unity of the church is the one God, one Lord, one Master, one religion,
" All christians who possess the spirit of
one law, one commandment.^

Jesus the crucified, and who are impelled by the same

spirit,

and who

alone have not departed from their God, are the one church of Christ,
his beautiful bride, his body ; and they are not of this world, as Christ
not of this world, and therefore the world hates them."

is

The unity

that has proceeded from Christ he places in contrast with those antag-

onisms among men and nations that have grown out of their apostasy
" Difference creates the differences among nations and
from God.
their mutual aUenation from each other, just as, on the other hand, unity in the acknowledgment of one God contributes especially to bring
about unity among nations."
This he observes, was a thing well understood by the ancient kings, and especially by the Romans, who
which is undoubtedly a mistake so far as it concerns the Romans
endeavored to bring all the nations which, they subdued, to the worship of
one God such as they would have him to be. Idolatry
he says
and
apostasy from the true God is not now merely what it was in earlier
periods, gross idolatry in the proper sense
but the setting up of an
idol in the mind and the affections, and placing such an idol in the temthat is, to love the present world, and that
ple of the Holy Ghost
which is in the world, just this is apostasy from God, and idolatry.
" Since
it is already the day of light and of truth
he says
since
in Jesus Christ the supreme God has already come so near to men
nay, the greatest union has taken place, of God with men and of men
with God, because it is no longer God afar off, but a God near at hand,
dwelling even now, in the most intimate manner, in the souls that are
worthy of him ;3 since God has already appeared on earth and walked
with men, the very fact that christians should suffer themselves to be
engrossed by the cares of this world, that they should let their love
and their imitation be directed to any other than Jesus Christ, the true
God, or that they should make the home of their souls in this world
rather than in the Lord their God, or that they should cling with their
affections more to the world than to Christ, is plainly a falling away,
an apostasy from God and a preference for idols in the spirit and temper of the soul, is already a separation from union with the body of
Christ, and a becoming incorporated with the body of Antichrist, of
Considering the matter from this point of
the god of this world."
view, he is of the opinion, that what St. Paul says of the apostasy of
the last times, might already be applied to his own time.
He says
" They would attain to justification, and beof his contemporaries

—

—
—

—

;

;

—

—

;

:

Universitas dicitur ab uno aliquo, ad
quod omnia supposita universitatis liabent
ordinem et attributionem, ct nisi sit tale
unum principalc, a quo rcliqua omnia et
tale quid, quod possit formare dc multis
universitatem et conservare, non unitas
'

Deque universitas, sed dispersa diversitas
Rsset.
*

tem

Illud vero tale unum, faciens unitaecclesiae est unus deus, unus dominus.

unus magister, una religio, una lex, unum
praeceptum.
' Quia jam est dies lucis et veritatis,
propinquitas summi dei ad homines in
Christo Jesu, imo unio maxima dei ad
homines et hominum cum deo, quia jam
factus est non deus de longinquo, sed deu3
de prope, imo deus jam intime inhabitiiia
animas dignas se.
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can obtain it by many labors, with much expense, in the performance even to satiety, of all the newly appointed ceremonies and
they have nothing
yet Christ is become to their hearts as one dead
Hence they perform all
of his spirit, they see and know him not.
their isolated works according to the letter, and in a spirit of fear according to the law but they know nothing of the true liberty, of the
Hence they appear to
freedom which is in the spirit of Jesus Christ.
be little if at all different from the Scribes and Pharisees, among the
ancient people of the Jews, on whom our Lord Jesus Christ often denounced wo and the apostle Paul has often reproached such persons
And all Holy Scripture, all
with apostatizing from the christian faith.
christian faith proclaims, preaches and confesses, that Jesus Christ the
crucified alone is the one Saviour, and the end of the law for righteousness to every one that believeth ; that he alone is all power, all wisdom
for every christian, he himself the alpha, the beginning and the end,
and that every one who is longing and striving to be a just and virtuous man, must first of all and immediately put on Christ himself and
After
his spirit, because he is himself the way, the truth and the life.
him alone, first of all, and with the whole heart, we should seek begin to glorify him and to carry him in our souls, who alone hath redeemed us at that great price, bis precious blood." He charges it
upon his contemporaries that when they separated faith from works in
their mistaken search after self-righteousness, they substituted in place
of the genuine christian morality, a morality which they had learned
" Because they did not like to
in the schools of ancient philosophy.
retain Christ crucified in their knowledge, the Son of God gave them
over to a reprobate mind (Rom. 1: 28), to expend their efforts in
and they think they shall be able
building up their own righteousness
to attain to a virtuous life after the methods of Aristotle, of Plato and
On
the other philosophers, by their own efforts and virtuous habits. "i
the basis of these general views he forms his conception of the church
in its true sense, as a community taking its outward form from a prinhe styles the
ciple within itself, by its common reference to Christ
church the body of Christ, the community of the elect.9 For as he
makes the Augustinian system his point of departure, he everywhere
lieve they

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

prominence to the antithesis of elect and non-elect.
immediate reference of the reUgious consciousness to
Christ at the head, he is forced, even though he leaves the entire hierarchical system untouched, still to admit those consequences, by which
the hitherto separating wall between priests and laymen must be brogives

special

Placing

that

ken down, the idea of the universal priesthood revived, Christianity
uiade to appear as a principle of purification from all that is of the
Ut cum magnis laboribus suorum studiorum velint suara justitiam statuere, et
per omnia ad modum Aristotelis aut Flatonis ceterorumque philosophoiiim se pes'

ad vitam virtuosam pervenire per studia
propria et virtutes usuales.
* Ecclesia electorum est unicum proprie
et solum corpus mysticum Christi Jesu.
se

"Words of Janow from the work already
cited in the fragment published under the
name of Huss, cap. 10, fol. 370. p. 2. A
similar passage is also found in the work
which has not as yet been published Eeclesia electorum, quae proprie et solum est
corpus mysticuni Christi.
:
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world, the priestly character restored to the entire
tinction of

an

inferior

life, and the disand a higher position in christian life, the severand the prcecepta done away with. " Every
is already an anointed man, and a priest;"—

ance of the consilla
christian
says he
where he refers for proof to the well known passages of the New Testament relating to this point. Attacking from this position the overvaluation of the monastic orders and denying the spiritual superiority
which they arrogated to themselves, he says, " there are many, standing in the opinion of the multitude at the very summit of holiness and

—

—

who

reply to those inquiring after the shortest way
no other except to serve Christ after a perfect manner in this or that order ; so certain is it to every one, that a
person belonging to such an order is seldom or never condemned, and
that he who enters such an order is as speedily deUvered from all punof christian religion,

to salvation, that there is

guilt, as if he were born anew of water and the Spirit.
questions this, exposes himself to an irreconcilable war,"
He
vigorously attacks this opinion, the supposed opposition between spir-

ishment and

He who

and seculars. '* It is evident, that to style christians the tvorld
and seculars is a calumnious misrepresentation."
He cites the woi'ds
" One of the
of Christ " That which is born of the Spirit, is spirit."
greatest trials that Christ's chosen can meet with is this, that when a
christian, whatever he may be, man or woman, virgin or widow, is
heartily inclined to do penance for his or her sins, and to serve Jesus
Christ in an orderly manner, if such a person lives in the midst of the
christian community, and thus consecrates his life to Christ with a view
to live more perfectly in the simplicity of the spirit, and for suitable
reasons does not enter one of those monastic orders, he must at once
suffer persecution from them and from his owji associates, must be
looked upon as a heretic and be called by the vulgar a Beghard, a
Beguine, a Turlepinus, or by some such reproachful epithet.
Such an
one must be called up and put on trial, to determine whether he is a
heretic."
From this and similar utterances of Matthias we find,
what is confirmed also by other indications in the history of these times,
that those who distinguished themselves among the laity by a more
earnest and strict piety than common, and more especially societies
composed of such persons, were very sure to be objects of jealousy, to
be stigmatized as heretical, and persecuted by the monastic orders
while on the other hand they were derided and treated with abuse by
Beghards was a nickname applied
the common nominal christians.
in the same way at that time as Pietists at a later period, by an ambitious clergy, zealots for the letter of orthodoxy, and by the vulgar
After this, Matthias of Janow says, " Wherepeople of the world.
ituals

men of Christ, who live in the midst of our present christians,
nust either enter into some monastic order, or else do their works of
In a passage where he places the laity on a
charity only in secret."
par with ecclesiastics as to their title to daily or frecpient communion,
" Alshall speak more particularly hereafter, he says
.>f which we
though the priest or minister of the church has precedence over the
holy laity in this, that it belongs to him to offer, to consecrate and to
fore the

;
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distribute the body of Christ, yet they are equals as it regards the enjoyment of the Holy supper and although the priest has a nobler and
more eminent vocation in the church than any layman, yet every layman who in a right and holy manner fulfils his calling or his service in
the church, is ahke useful to the priest and to the church, because at
;

own proper position, a position quite as necessary for Christ's
body, he serves Christ in his vocation, and therefore earns from him
his daily bread, if he does but live just as uprightly and faithfully to
the Lord Jesus, and as long as he perseveres, as he should do, in the
vocation to which God has called him.
As the priest singing, praying and administering the sacraments thereby serves our common Lord,
Jesus Christ, and is therein useful to the church ; so the peasant in
ploughing, and pasturing his cattle, as long as he stands fast in the
common love, serves the Lord Jesus Christ and is necessary and useful to his family or to the holy church.
The same holds good of other
laymen such as tradesmen and artisans in civil society.i For as it
would fare ill with the church of God to be without priests or soldiers,
so neither could she dispense with, or even subsist without, peasants
his

and men of other occupations. As the manner of calling and the
works of the former are necessary, so too are the various callings and
works of the latter. And as the calling of the former and its exercise
comes to them from Jesus Christ, so the various callings and employments of the latter have come from God and Christ the calling of
the latter indeed is more primitive and more indispensable than that
of the former, since the occupation and practice of husbandry and of
;

the other trades existed earlier than that of the priest.

and

soldiers

do not

Countrymen

exist for the sake of priests, but priests for the

sake of the peasantry and the soldiers."
He endeavors to show, that
the term saint is to be applied to every christian, whose life answers
to his name, although there are different degrees in the application of
" The term
this name, as there are in progressive sanctification.

—

—

christian
denotes a man sanctified by baptism, which
he remarks
by another name is called unction hence the christian is one anointed.
So one is called a saint in virtue of that sanctifying grace,2 which is
This sanctifying
realized by a meritorious life and the virtues.
grace, however, and the first baptismal grace are substantially the
same the only difference being that sanctifying grace consists in the
;

;

good use of that first grace.3 And thus every christian, so far as he
is such, is a saint
since he has been sanctified by the first baptismal
grace just as every saint must, by reason of his holy Avalk and vir;

;

'

Sicut sacerdos psallens et orans atque

sacramenta administrans per hoc servit
communi domino Jesu Christo, et in eo
est utiiis ecclesiae, ita rusticus arando et
sua pecora pascendo manens in comniuni
caritate similiter in eo ipso optime servit
Jcsu Christo, et est utiiis et necessarius
ipsius familiae vel ecclesiae sacrosanctae,
de aliis singulis laicis mechanieis in
republica.
* The gratia gratum faciens.
et ita

^ Nee diftert
gratum faciens

in

alio, nisi

quod gratia

est bonus usus gratiae gradatae scu gratiae primac. When St.
Paul says '" By grace I am what I am,"
he makes this refer to that objective grace
whicli may be used in different ways according to the different bent of the will
the gratia gratis data; but when St. Paul
says : '' and this grace was in me not in
vain," he makes this refer to grace in tho
second, sulyective sense.
tis

:
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All who have been sanctified, have been
by the anointing «f grace and the sj^rinkling of the blood of
Jesus and hence it follows, that every christian is a saint and every
saint a christian
and, as one cannot have the use of grace without its
habit., so one cannot be a christian and at the same time not a saint.
Do not object to me the bad christians, who have lost the first grace
by reason of their misuse of it for these are not christians
save as
the term is improperly understood
any more than the painted figure
of a ni.".n is a man.
But if you object that the baptismal sign and the
iides iiiformis are to be found even in bad christians, and that this is
enough to entitle one to the name of christian, I answer, that the
mere sign, if the grace be not present, is jiot enough either to make
one a christian or to entitle one to the name of christian ;" where he
" A hoop hung out before a
introduces the following comparison
house (this in Bohemia must have been the sign of an inn) still does
tuo3,

be a true christian.

sanctified
;

;

;

—

—

:

not make the place an inn, if there is no wine in the house."
Those,
he supposes, who merely made profession of Christianity, with whom it
was no more than an outward mask, their lives testifying against their
profession, deserved rather to be called antichristians than christians.
But though every christian is a saint, every christian is not equally so ;
but there are different degrees of hoHness among a christian people.
" While man remains in the present life, the way of progress in holy
living is ever open before him, this entire life being either a progresHe attacks here those mystical Beghards,
sion or a retrogression."
condemned in the year 1311 at the council of Vienne, who held that
man may in the present life reach the stage of perfection, that he
may become absolutely sinless, so as to be incapable of further progress in grace ; arguing that if continual progress were possible, one
might become more perfect than Christ.
NowJie supposes that though
degrees of progressive development infinitely different are conceivable, yet the fathers have distinguished three principal stages
that of
;

beginners, that of the progressive, and that of the perfect ; or the
He rebukes the pride of the clergy.
married, widows and virgins.
Did a man offend a clergyman, the bolt of excommunication was point-

ed at him forthwith but did he injure a layman, the wrong doer es•'
By the just judgment of God we are
caped with impunity.
says
In the contempt poured upon the clergy,
fallen hke Lucifer."
he
that is, he recognizes a merited divine judgment.
So in animadverting upon the false distinction of spirituals and seculars, and hierarchical self-conceit, while he gives distinct prominence to that fellowship
of the community of saints which excludes every selfish feeling, he
This union cannot be restored, unless those are first excluremarks
ded, who are sunk in self-love, and in place of them the number of
those is multiplied who are zealous for that union of the church, and
which is still more, who serve the cause of Christ rather than their
own interests. He points not only at such as sought their own advantage in earthly things, but at those too, who in the spiritual life made
their own interest alone the end, far removed from that love to common Christendom consisting of the perfect and the imperfect, the
;

—

:

—
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righteous and the weak.
the

common manners

Thej, he says, who begin with despising

of their fellow-christians,

own

who begin with

extoll-

and brotherhoods, as compared
with others, mar by this course the unity of the christian church and
disturb christian peace.
They begin by thinking highly of themselves
and would exalt themselves above the common mass of christians, hold
themselves to be the only spirituals and apostolicals, and call the great
mass of other christians Babylon and the world they pretend that
they alone fulfil the counsels of Christ, that the people neither can attain nor ought to attain the same perfection.
Nor is it necessary to
they are only bound to it by their vows.
salvation
Thus from the
position which he uniformly maintains, the great principle of the oneing in particular their

societies

;

;

ness of the christian

life,

Matthias of Janow carries on his attacks

against the false distinction of clericals and seculars, and at the same

time against a distinction grounded upon the same views, which had
many centuries, and had been adopted by the scho-

stood good for so

theology into the concatenation of its system, whereby it was
more firmly established, the distinction of consilia and prcecepta. After the words above cited he remarks, " applying all this to themselves
alone and excluding the people, they set up themselves as objects of
lastic

the greatest veneration, thereby promoting in the rest of the people

great freedom of the flesh, the relaxation of

all

christian discipline,

and great self-deception on the part of the simple, who plead
cuse of themselves, we are worldly people, living in the flesh

;

in

ex

we may

be permitted to have this or that." And if there happen to be in christ
who seek to reach, according to their mea
sure, evangelical perfection in their mode of life, as poverty, chastity,
obedience to their spiritual superiors, the other ordinary christians will
soon persecute them."
He illustrates this by the same facts which
we have noticed already, that the monks from jealousy persecuted such
persons under the name of Beghards and Beguines, telling them that
if they wanted to lead a life of that sort they should become monks.
ian communities persons

What have you to do with the world ? What have you in common
" Hence it comes about that among
wifh the people of the world ?
the common laity, no pious people are to be found." He complains that
and yet they
those who were devout among the laity were suspected
;

were best qualified by word and example to advance and confirm the
progress of others.
And since such saints were the people's neighbors, were regarded by them as equals with whom they associated In
the daily business of life, they might easily provoke imitation in oveiy
thing
which could not happen in the case of the monks, who stood so
far' apart from the peojile in their calling, and in their modes and habits of life.'
The conduct of 'these devout people being looked upon
by the others with suspicion, carnal and lukewarm christians were led
in spite of their
to cherish the delusion, that it was well with them
;

;

'

Et quia per

v'ulgo

id, quod sunt tales sancti,
intimo propinqui pares in vita et

commixti
ciliter in

in

contu!)ernio,

imitabiles

fa-

omnibus, quae ncquaquain sunt

vel possunt esse in monachis et religiosis,
qui nxtant nimis longiuqui in vita sua f i
professione a plebijjus.
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thought themselves sure

sotight to live godly lives

among

of

the

were despised by the monks.
They were flattered in
by citations from scripture,falscly interi)reted. He
"
gives the following as an example
There is no better thing than to
lead a moderate life, and not to differ too much from the rest of the
world for no men are -worse than those who would be righteous overchristian people

this their delusion

:

;

much."
With

this zeal in maintaining the universal priesthood of the faithful,
the equality of Christian worth and dignity in all orders and profes-

Matthias united the deepest interest in another object, one which
then formed a weighty point of controversy between the different parties concerned, the question relating to the frequent or daily communion of laymen.
While in the seventeenth century, in the Catholic
church of France, it was thought an indication of 'greater Christian seriousness, greater zeal for true conversion, to invite laymen to abstain
for a while from the communion, in order to prepare themselves for the
more worthy participation of it, and avoid the mistake of using it as an
opus operatiim, the case seems to have been exactly reversed in the
period of which we are speaking.
The party who were most zealous
sions,

to

awaken

the laity and promote their Christian advancement, of

Matthias of Janow

whom

may

be considered a representative, were urgent
for inviting the laity to this frequent participation, inasmuch as this

sacrament was the best means for promoting Christian growth, for exbut the opposite party feared lest the
and strengthening faith
laity should be put on a level with the clergy. Matthias of Janow took
the hveliest interest in this controversy. He was ever falling back upon it, and indeed wrote a paper on the subject, ^which is incorporated
in the greater work already mentioned.
The stamp of his whole peculiar
Christian bent is impressed upon these polemical transactions
and it
deserves to be noticed that he uniformly expresses himself as if he
thought the laity also were entitled to partake of the communion in both
kinds.
Many of the arguments which he adduces, admit of being
equally applied to show that the laity may partake of the cup as well
as of the bread, and ought not, in this respect, to be placed lower than
the clergy
and we cannot doubt, that the recognition of the equal
right of the laity in this matter, also, lay at the bottom, as he everysays he
doing God and Christ
where tacitly assumes it. " It is
the greatest wrong, for one to deny himself or others the frequent parHe assumes that God, who in the
taking of the body of Christ."
highest sense belongs to all, and is in the highest sense good, and incapable of any respect to persons, must take delight in all who are wilHe cites the passages, where Christ invites men
ling to receive him.^
He appeals to the analogy of the Old Testament, to
to his fellowship.
the daily sacrifice, which corresponded to the Lord's supper ;2 here,
too, were bread and wine, just as both must be together in the holy
citing

:

;

;

—

'•

Quia deus sunime communis et sumsine acccptatione pcrsonarum,

01" lionus

VOL. V.

19

in

—

omnibus, qui

lectari.

eum

susc-ipiur.i. vult de-

^The juge

suerilicium.
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He complains

that, in his time, this daily sacrifice had ceased,
had generally, or for the most part, forsaken the
daily or frequent enjoyment of the supper, and approached it but once,
and then, in the case of many, it was done
or hardly once in a year
not from devotion, but only from hypocrisy, or a sort of constraint,
and it was already looked upon as an
which each laid on himself
There had
abuse, to be always participating in the Lord's supper.
arisen a Judaizing set, who tried to dissuade the people from the practice of daily communion.
He declaims against priests so destitute of
all love towards the Christian people,^ who cruelly kept away the hungry and thirsty flock from provisions which were their own,3 and who

supper.'

the vain people

as

;

;

who took delight in feeding the poor.
opponents of Gamaliel's language in the Acts of the
Apostles.
The effects of frequent communion among the laity were
appealed to in defence of the practice and as a proof that the thing was
of God.
In those priests who exhorted the people to frequent commuand speaks of their animating influnion, he sees true Christian love
ence on the laity.
Desire for the frequent enjoyment of the commuand it would connion, he said, was on the increase among the laity
tinue to rise higher in proportion to the fervency of devotion among the
Christian people.
We here meet with a remark relating to the incipi"It is
ent renovation of the religious life, which deserves notice.
that the spirit of devotion and the
he says
already well known
glow of charity is reviving among the communities, and the words of
our sermons rise to life again, because the Spirit of Jesus works in
them." He repels the insinuation, that the celebration of mass, in which
all partook spiritually, the spiritual participation of the Lord's supper
It might suffice for an angel, but not for men,
in faith, is enough.
composed of soul and body. If that were true, there was no need of
the incarnation of the Son of God, and the institution of the holy supper itHe who voluntarily deprives himself of the
self would be superfluous.
bodily enjoyment of the holy supper, deserves also to be deprived of
the experience of
For
says he
the spiritual enjoyment of it.
every year teaches, that the5 yho come to the communion but once a
year, or but seldom, do for th most part fail also to participate in the
res sacramenti ; for such persons come to the ordinance in the spirit
of bondage, and remain strangers to the holy joy, the sober bliss of the
They show it by this, that they look forward to that
spirit of Christ." 4
set themselves to oppose others

He

reminds

his

;

;

—

—

—

••'

—

;

in a spirit of slavish fear, instead of hailing it with
are only driven to the observance by the custom of their
church and the prescription of their teachers ; and they rejoice when
the season is over, and do not wish for its return, thinking they are

day and that hour

They

joy.

now

free to live as they

list.

They who esteemed themselves unworthy,

Propter quotidianain frequentiam et
propter dualitutem utriusque spedei, panis
et vini, a quibus hoc sacrificium integraHere we may perceive that the netur.
cessity of the two kinds is expressly as'

sumed.
'•^

lnq)ii, qui

refugiuut,

cum

plebibus

la-

borare, sine foedere, sine pia ad

populum

affectione.
"*

Plebejis esurientibus et sitientibus su-

potum criideliter denegant.
* Accedunt «jnim tiniore servili, et in
nuUo tales gustant spirltuale gaudiuni vel
urn cibum et

aliquid dulcedinis spiritus Jesu.
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and abstained from the communion through humihty, should be encouraged the more
because they truly humbled themselves, they were
worthy of being exalted by God. Christ came to bring down the lofty,
and lift up the lowly. He thinks that as worldly priests cared nothing
for the laity, and never invited them to the frequent enjoyment of the
holy supper, it would be no rashness in the latter to demand the enjoyment of this bread which was meant for them. He refers to Christ's
words
He that is not with me, is agalnnt me he that gatliereth not
But that man is not with Jesus, who,
with rae, scattereth abroad.
though bound to do so, yet neglects to provide for the salvation of those
Was it objected, that the digsouls that seemed placed in his way.
nity of the priests would suffer by so doing, he would answer " The
man who speaks thus plainly evinces that he is a man actuated by a zeal
that is without knowledge, for he censures as an impropriety, what he
would certainly wish to take place if he were animated by the good
He appeals to the words of Moses, who wished that
Spirit of God."
But these, filled with the spirit of env^y, would be
all might be prophets.
lords.
When they complained of the zeal of the laity to enjoy frequent
communion, they resembled the Jews who said, " Perceive ye how ye
prevail nothing? behold, the world has gone after him " (John 12
He affirms that many of the laity were not inferior in virtue, in
19.)
;

:

;

:

!

:

meritorious works, in love of the sacraments, to the priests ; it was
here also true that soldiers, harlots, and publicans went into the king-

dom of heaven before the scribes and pharisees. Though laymen should
partake daily of the Lord's supper, yet they would not for this reason be
placed on a level with the priests ; for the laity would still be the people, and the priests would, by virtue of their calling, still be set over
them.
If, they said. The priests would be less reverenced, the direct
contrary would prove to be the fact, because the people, in the case
supposed, would be more attached to their priests, would chng to them
more closely as they received from them greater benefits and more frequently, as the sheep cluster around their shepherds from whom they
receive their food ; so because the priests would be compelled to labor
more for their communities, to hear their confessions, and to bestow on
them the sacrament, whence would naturally spring up greater love
and gratitude towards them and because this love in them would be renewed, the Lord being in the midst of those gathered together in his
name, he who produces in the hearts of subjects the obedience due to
their superiors ; and because it is the first and most excellent fruit of
this sacrament to bind the church (which is Christ's body) and its
members, each in its own place, with Christ.
Such was the power of
this sacrament to make the multitude of the people one.
It was now
objected that the case of priests differed from that of laymen ; because
priests were, by their office, obliged continually to hold mass ; hence
they were the more excusable if they were not always prepared to partake worthily of the supper.
To this he replies they sinned not the
less, but far more by their unworthy participation, because the character, the position and calling of unworthy priests, were a great griev;

:

ance.

He

attacks those famous

men who had

tauiilit in their writin<is»
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women

in particular ought to be discouraged from frequent com
he opposes to them the Christian principle that all such dis
tinctions are annulled in the new creation ; as it is said, One Father,
one Spirit, one faith, one Lord, one baptism for all.
Weakness was no
reason for such exclusion ; for God had chosen th3 weak things of the
He next speaks against
world to confound the things that are mightj.
the prohibition put forth probably in the year 1389, by the synod of
Prague, against the frequent communion of the laity ^ and remarks
" Those modern hypocrites, doctors and prelates, who Hve without God,
know not what they are about, and what sort of an ordinance the conIt was so called, not betinual sacrifice of the Lord in the church is."
cause the priests continually celebrated and enjoyed it, but because the
He appeals to Christ's
holy church offers and enjoys it in common.
words, which are addressed to all Take and eat.
He retorts the objection drawn from the words of the apostle Paul respecting unworthy
participation.
The apostle does not discourage Christians generally
from daily partaking of the holy supper, but the unworthy, that they
might make themselves worthy of it, and take more pains to sanctify
He admonishes them he does not dissuade, but
themselves for it.
teaches in what way they ought to present and enjoy this sacrament.
On this subject Matthias of Janow composed an express treatise in
the form of a letter.
He explains why he compUed with his friend's
invitation that he should write something on the matter in question.
" For
I bethink me thou must be concerned for the welfare
says he
of thy neighbors, and especially of the common people, since thou art
desirous they should all be more often united to Christ by partaking
of his precious body and blood
which certainly must come from thy
good heart through the working of the Holy Spirit for I was also incited to write something on this subject by the false zeal of some."
He
then mentions the various motives and reasons which influenced those
who opposed the daily communion of the laity.
Some
he says
carry an outward show of zeal for the Lord, yet not with knowledge ; and they pretend that they would thereby preserve the reve" These
rence which is due to the sacrament.
he says
entertain
ing too carnal views of the sacrament, fear where there is no reason for
fear, lest our Lord Jesus should sufier anew, in this sacrament, some
violence, or contempt, or injury
whereas our Lord having once died,
death hath no more power over him in any way ; for, in giving his now
spiritual body, which is no longer capable of suffering, to the whole
world and to each individual, richly to enjoy, he nevertheless suffers no
change in himself. They evince their sympathy with the Lord Jesus
too foolishly in this, that they are so hard towards their neighbors.
They are cruel towards the members of Christ. Those foolish and unfaithful servants, who are set over but a few things, are friends to those
who lead bad lives, and by their bad hves. every day throw contemjit
on the sacrament, and they favor their party.
Others fear to extend
this sacrament to the people, lest they should hazard the safety of their

that

munion

;

:

;

:

;

—

—

;

;

*•'

—

—

;

'

See further on

p. 233.

—

—
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own souls." Christ, however, had presented the sacrament to the unworthy Judas, and the church had never decreed that any not unworthy could be kept back from the enjoyment of the holy supper.
He argues, on the other hand, that even though the laity should partake of the communion but once a-year, there might still be many
among them unworthy. Others
says he
do not enter upon any
such arguments, but contend only from love of strife and the heat of
passion, against the frequent communion of the laity.
He next mentions those who proudly despised the poor among the people, and were
afraid that by frequent communion they would be put too much on a
level with themselves.' He quotes some of their characteristic language
''
Those Beghards and Beguines are striving hard to put themselves on
He says of them: " They desire not to
a level with the priests."

—

—

:

that to all Christ's faithful it has been said. Ye are a royal priesthood ;" and he brings up the passages referring to this point, in the
Apocalypse.
In attacking the wall of separation erected by the hierarchy between clergy and laity, and bringing distinctly up to notice
the work of the Holy Spirit among laymen, he does not forget to apply

know

the

same

principles of reasoning also to the female sex.

He

notices the

were women of distinguished piety, whose
" As before,
lives presented a strong contrast to the corrupt world.
in comparing laymen with monks and priests, it was rehe says
remarked that our Lord having rejected the wise of this world on account of their pride and hypocrisy, would the more abundantly reveal
his salvation to the little ones among the people
so, in comparing
men and women, something similar might be said with regard to the
recipiency of the latter for the gifts of Christ. Whereas men commonly,
at the present time, conscious of their natural gifts, do not know how to
humble themselves and to bear the reproach of Christ or if they have
the advantage in some gifts of grace, directly ascribe it, in their selfcomplacency, to efforts of their own, and so do not prove loyal to the
Lord Jesus Christ therefore God and Jesus Christ, forsaking such men,
for he
transfers his treasures to women
has chosen the weak
things of the world to confound the things which are mighty (1 Cor.
1: 27). And hence women are to be found in these times, virgins and
widows, who zealously do penance, hasten to the holy sacraments, and
take the kingdom of God before the men, who are occupied with
fact that, in his time, there

—

—

;

;

;

;

the vanities of this world.

women

Hence we may

observe,

how

the ordinary

the churches at prayers, occupy the seats

at sermons,
present themselves before the priests for confession, seem to be full of
sobs and tears, receive daily, in constant devotion and with joy, the
holy supper, forsake the pomp of the world together with its pleasures,
are ever abounding in love to Christ, ever thinking on the cause of the
Lord, and joyfully and thankfully receiving manifestations and visions
fill

of the Lord.

Thus the women are a hundred fold more rich in
men." He then refers

ual blessings, in these times, than the

Hi sunt, qui ferme quemlibet de plebe
dcdignantur, bcstias et Ribaldos pauperes
'

19»

plebeios audaciter nuncupando.

spirittc

the
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examples of Hildegard, of Brigittaia Sweden, and of many other wnmcr
whom he had known in Paris, Rome, and Nuremberg,^ and of stUl more
in Prague
"and how I admired the Lord Jesus in his works."
" Thej
who admire the rich men of this world, because
says he
they can gain a good deal out of them, are priests to whose eyes the
mighty monarch of this world appears as one to be feared and reverenced, even though he be a man of crime, but who abuse and despise
them that fear God. When a rich man comes to such, and asks them
how readily
to hear his confession,' or to offer him the sacraments,
and cheerfully do they bestow them on him. But when the poor of the
flock beg them to hear their confessions and give them the communion,
they do it with difficulty and after long delay, and as if they were tired
but if they demand the sacraments of the church reof the business
peatedly, these men begin to mutter that they give them the headache,
or to complain that they take up too much of their time, and finally
He main
the poor are repelled away, not without signs of impatience."
tains that " every Christian to whom the frequent or daily spiritual participation of the body of Christ is granted, will also be in a suitable
frame for the frequent or daily enjoyment of the communion, because
he who is worthy of that which is granted only to the holy, is also
worthy of that which is granted alike to the bad and the good.
This spiritual participation through devotion and faith, is a thing
It is the
which God alone produces in man ; as Christ himself says

—

—

;

;

:

spirit

maketh

that

alive, the flesh profiteth nothing.

tribution of the holy supper,

those

who

which serves

man

Again

:

in the dis-

to the increase of

worthily partake, the minister of the church

ing agent."

But
is

grace

in

the cooperat-

" What the Holy Ghost has wrought

in a

human

But the fervor of devotion is what the
Holy Ghost has wrought, and hence the hungering and thirsting after
For assuredly this
the frequent enjoyment of the Lord's supper.
soul,

no

should destroy.

from the devotion of faith,
a work of the Holy Ghost," and he cites the words of Christ
" This thirsting
in which he invites every one that thirsteth to himself.
is certainly one way in which the Father draweth to
he observes
This work of the Holy Ghost, this drawing of the Father to
the Son.
thirsting after the sacrament, which arises

is itself

—

—

the Son, is what he would destroy who presumes in any way whatReferring to the words of St. Peter in Acts 10
ever to forbid it."
" Who will dare refuse the bodily sacrament to
47, he finely remarks
those, on whom the spiritual grace has been bestowed by God himHence it follows, certainly, that every Christian who has that
self?
:

:

faith in

Christ which works

by

may

love

often worthily receive the

every one who believingly attends mass, and who
devoutly with heart and Ups, confesses himself a sinner, is worthy of
it, and it is for his benefit that he should partake at the mass of the

body of Christ

'

We

are here

;

reminded that Nurem-

berg was a seat of the Friends of God, and
of Margaret Ehnerin and her connection
with Henry of Nordlingen Vid. HeunianPerhaps there
ni Opuscula pag. 331 sq.

was some connection between the Friends
of God in this district and the Friends of
reform in Bohemia.
^

See Jordan, Vorlaufer des Hussiten-

thums

in

Bohmen.

S. 62.
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body of Christ," But few, and those notorious sinners, should ba
excluded from the communion
as for exam|»le, adulterers, harlots,
But such persons when excluded should be publicly named
usurers.
BO that the faithful may understand that no fellow.^hip is to be had
with such in the sacraments, and avoid the contagions of their bad
example.
They too who give public scandal by their vices ought on
every Sunday to be pubhcly and solemnly named, and debarred from
the sacraments.
He places in the same class such as go indecently
01 too extravagantly dressed,^ which is an evident mark of pride, so
that no reasonable ground of excuse can be offered for it.
He refers
to an ordinance relating to this matter put forth by the archbishop of
Prague ,2 and to another by Pope Urban VI, the promulgation of
which had been witnessed by himself during his residence in Italy .^
He affirms that beginners and those moving forward in the christian
life stand in more need of the sacraments than the perfect, for instance the saints in bliss.
He compares the communication of Christ
in the holy supper with milk otfered to babes.
Thus the incarnate
Word lets himself down to man's wants and weaknesses, mystically
communicating himself to them under the outward forms of bread and
wine.'*
Thus it happens that the believer, who partakes only of bread
and wine, and, by this act in itself considered, expei'iences no spiritual
enjoyment, but is brought in contact with the forms of bread and wine
only with his senses, cannot fail by earnest striving to attain to such a
frame as to imbibe the sweet spirit of devotion into his inmost soul,
and to taste and see how good the Lord is ^ and thus he is nourished
and strengthened and refreshed in spirit. This is, for mankind, a
rock
a rock of refreshment for him to whom it has been given to
suck honey out of the rock, and oil out of the flinty rock
a flinty
rock to carnal minded men, who perceive not, in this venerable sacrament, the things of the Spirit of God " and for this reason they lightly
esteem it, and take no pains to secure the frequent enjoyment of it
they make no haste to this holy supper."
It is the flintiest rock to
the Jews and the Greeks, to him who believes not, and says. How can
this man give us his flesh to eat?
(John vi). " But to us, who are
in Christ Jesus, and believe God, and in him have tasted the good word
;

;

;

:

;

'

Quales sunt, qui deportant calceos roaurum et argentuin rocornuti in pedibus in barbis et omnes

modo composuit in
manna absconditum
omnis multitudo dulcedinis sacramcnto

caro factum, et miro

stratos in pedibus,

eucharistia, ut essent

l)i.s.

et

iuduti veste bottata et peregrina.
- Jam nostris temporibus archiepiscopus
I'ragensis Johannes publice excommunicari praecepit hujusmodi filios Belial, qui
defendel)ant rostra in calceis et eornutas
vestes et impudicas: nam tempore, quo
scribo,

bam

coram Jesu sum

testis illius, et sta-

ante foras terapli, vetans tales ana'heraate percussos divinis officiis interesse.
See above, page 192.
* Corpus domini et sanguis est lac datum pucris, ut sugerent, lac de petra oleumque de saxo durissimo, quia verbum
laio factum est, ut homo sic panera angelorum manducaret, sicque digessit verbum
'*

sub speciebus panis et vini abscondita,
lac puero matris ejus celatum est in mamillis, et veluti puer nullum
vestigium lactis videns suis oculis, laboriose sugens ubero, in intimis suis duleedi-

quemadmodum

nem

percipit,
delectatur.
*

quandoque pascitur

et

valde

Ita prorsus quilibet fidelis nulla suavi-

tate speciem Jesu ab eo in hoc sacramento percipiens, sed solum species panis et
vini sensibus suis tractans, tum per conatus et laborem interioris hominis sugit

hunc devotionis spiritum suavem in meduUis suae animae, et degustat, quam sua
vis est dominus.
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of the Lord, to us

The

it is

sweet indeed as the mother's nourishing breast.''

were often more worthy bj reason of their free spontaneous
longing, than mere priests by vocation. The faithful, god-worthy longing of such laymen was evidenced by this, that nothing could keep them
back
they forsook everything in this world, their homes, their yokes
" All that was gain to them, they counted as
of oxen,i their wives.
loss, that they might so win Christ, by often and gladly partaking of
his body and blood."
He goes on to describe the longing of these,
pious laymen, and to show what sacrifices they made to satisfy it.
" They demand it humbly of their priests if it can be done and, if
refused, they press them with still more importunity, begging, adjuring them, and requiring it of them till they grow tiresome. And when
they find themselves repulsed in every way by the inferior clergy,
from ignorance, negligence, or pride, they apply next to priests of a
higher degree, to the bishops and their officials, and never cease,
timid as they may be, unpleasant as they may find the duty, to urge
and entreat, that they would procure for them a more frequent presentation of the Lord." He affirms that no unworthiness of the Chrisl.
ian, if he be but conscious of it, and make confession of it, can unfit
him for the frequent or daily enjoyment of the communion. The contrary rather holds good.
If a person deems himself worthy or holy,
and boasts of being so, this makes the Christian unworthy for it is
pride and the worst kind of hypocrisy .2
Any Christian who in this
present life held himself to be worthy of the daily communion, and
professed as much of himself, whatever position that Christian might
hold, and however much he might surpass others in virtue, and who
looked upon others as unworthy, that man was alone and especially
unworthy.
The holy supper appears to him to be the highest act of
worship, one with which nothing else was to be compared
and if it
was objected that yet the celebration of the high festivals consisted in
song and prayer, and the grand and imposing variety of holy ceremonies
he rephed. Still all this was not to be compared with the act of
partaking of the festival of the Lord in spirit and in truth.
All this,
laitj

;

;

-

;

;

;

says he, song, prayer, preaching

is

but a preparation for the festival,

and a certain participation in the fellowship with Christ but after all
it was not the true and spiritual festival of Christ, for it was not the
He says " Nominal Christians,
bread that came down from heaven.
worldly Christians, those of a carnal mind, who have not the Spirit of
Christ, never partake freely, with great desire and thankful heart, of
the body of Christ ; but, as often as they come to the sacrament, it ia
done with constraint, through the force of a custom observed from childhood, or from slavish fear."
He compares the way in which the Christian assimilates this spiritual food and takes it up into his being, with
;

:

'

Doubtless with allusion to the excuses
the parable of the marriage sup-

offei-ed in

per.

Est hie advertendura, quod omnis indignitas in Christiano allegabilis undecunque, si est cognita et confessa in veritate,
-;on facit eura indignum quotidiana vel
^

crebra comraunione, sed raagis e contraomnis dignitas raoralis eredita vel
rio
confessa de se ipso dignitas vel sanctitas,
nimis facit indignum Christianum,
ilia
quia est superbia et hypocrisis pessima.
coeca et mendosa.
:
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—

the assimilating process in the case of natural food. " The sinner
he
is at the first unlike Jesus Chriit ; but, by degrees, faster or
Bays
slower, the life and spirit of the sinful man become transformed into the

—

spirit and life of Jesus Christ, and pass into the most intimate union
with him, no longer to be separated by any human power."
He cites
a remark from St, Augustin, where the latter represents Christ as saying, in relation to the holy supper, It is not thou who art to transform me into thyself, as the food for thy body, but thou art to be

" And this is preeminently the way in which
transformed into me.
God is glorified, and wonderfully appears in his saints, that that Word,
from whom all things have sprung, in whom and hy whom are all
things,
of whom it is said, that he shall at last be all in all,
does
in this way draw back again and transform all things into himself." i
He then complains that the holy supper should in his own days be
so commonly neglected among Christians, that they no longer earnestly endeavored to have their spirit transformed into the life and Spirit
It seemed to be their great end
of Christ, but rather hindered it.
and aim to have a comfortable and quiet life in the world. They did
not strive to be transformed into Christ, but longed and labored, as
much as in them lay, that Christ should be transformed into themselves ; they sought not to become like to Jesus Christ, but desii-ed
rather that Jesus Christ should be like to themselves 2 which was
It was a
the greatest imaginable wrong, the very sin of Lucifer.
thing unworthy of this glorious sacrament, to think of compelling men
to partake of it.
This never should be done except in the case of
He blames those
those weak Christians who ventured not to come.
that advised people of a wicked life to keep away from the sacrament
for it could in nowise profit them to persevere in their wicked life,
and, for this reason, continue to be strangers to flie remedy which was
Such unworthy persons therefore should rather
the safest for them.
be advised to leave off their wicked life, and in company with the
He declares his disagreesaints go frequently to the Lord's festival.
ment with the advice commonly given that every man should examine
himself, and, if he found himself unworthy, abstain from the Lord's
In opposition to this, he cites the words of St. Paul, 1 Cor.
supper.
11 28, and lays emphasis on the phrase, Let a man examine himself

—

—

:

:

and
infer

—

He seems also to
not, and so let him abstain.
from these words, that this self examination was to serve only as

so let kivi eat,

a preparation to enable one worthily to partake of the holy supper.
It suffices to receive the holy sacranotices another objection
ment but once ; for at this one time we receive all. To this he re-

He

'

:

Quod

illad verbura,

ex quo omnia,

in

omnia et per quod omnia, quod ultidicitur esse omnia in omnibus, tali
modo et via in se ipsum iterum convertit
st digerit omnia.
(,iio

mo

se ponunt, ut honam vitam, seu
delicatara et quietam habeant in lioc mundo.
Non laborant in Christum commu-

ad hoc

tari,

sed cupiunt et

ciuni,

Christum

quantum

in se ipsos

in

so est. fa-

converti,

non

Nee satagunt, digne Titam suam carnalem et spiritum suum vacuum et inan-

desiderant esse Christi Jcsu similes, sod
Christum Jesum cupiunt esse siinilem sib'

tm

ipsis.

^

converti

Christi,

in

vitam

et

spiritum Jesu

quinimo impediunt, quia de facto
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God has given

it to his Son alone, to have life in himself so ag
be in need of receiving it anew but for all ci-eatures it' is not
enough to have received life once the life thus received, in order to
be preserved, needs to be constantly communicated anew from above
and in order that it may be thus communicated, in order that the
natural life in created beings may be continually renewed in them,
they require food.
But, this holds good too of the true, divine, and
blessed life.
It is not enough that it should have once been commufor the
nicated from above through the medium of faith and baptism
maintenance of the same, it was requisite that it should ever be given
to them anew from the Father, by the Son, in the Holy Ghost, through
" Although
says he
our Lord
the medium of the Lord's supper.'
gives to Christians the beginning of a life of grace, a blessed hfe,

plies

:

never

to

;

;

;

;

—

—

The just shall live by faith, and through
yet he has in his infinite wisdom ordained this sacrament,
and directed Christians to repeat it daily, or at least often, for the
The Christian,
purpose of preserving or continuing this life of grace.
well-grounded in the faith, ought to know that Jesus the crucified is
the beginning and the end of his life of grace, in the general and in
We may
the particular, because, without him, he can do nothing." 2
understand from these words how Matthias of Janow apprehended
that through the Lord's
the relation of the holy supper to baptism
supper, the divine life once received in baptism, should be renewedly
and ever more completely appropriated in communion with Christ, till
through
baptism

faith, as it is written.

;

;

it

should thoroughly interpenetrate the entire

human

nature.

Accordingly, to the objection that since eternal life is communicated
in the Lord's supper, it is enough to have received it once, he repUes
" This does not follow for God, in his infinite providence, has not so
ordained it ; but rather thus, that the man Avho seeks it, and in spirit
partakes of it daily, should possess it." He employs the following illus" The sun continually gives out his light and communicates
tration
but he that would take the sunlight into his
that element to our eyes
eyes and enjoy the blessing of it, must have his eyes turned to the
light, and be susceptible of its influences ; and he must constantly reBut if he
ceive the light from the sun, or as often as he would use it.
shuts his eyes, or from some accident ceases to receive the light con
stantly radiating from the sun, he shortly loses the whole, nor is a par:

;

:

;

'

Est diligenter notandum, quod deus

pater soli unigenito filio dedit, vitam habere in semet ipso ab aeterno et substandaliter, et nulli alterae (?) creaturae, sed
quia omnes creaturae accipient participationem suae vitae a deo per filium in spiritu sancto, et quod omnes creaturae aecepta vita a deo, specialiter vita beatifica
et perpetua, de qua hie sermo, necesse haberent, earn accipere a deo suo, et quod
non sufficit semel accipere vitam suam a
deo in praesenti, sed necesse habet continue respicere, et pro vita sua conservanda
ot continuanda, et deum solum requirere
•111 hur.
Igicur per hoc deus omni crea-

secundum suam specialem
sapientiam atque suaritatein ordinavit cibum et apposuit, ut sic per cibi sui proprii

turae viventi

crebram vel continuam snmptionem conti
nuaret delectabiiiter et suaviter suam vitam.
* Licet dominus dat principiura vitae
gratuitaeet beatificae Christianisperfidem,
sicut scriptum est: Justus autem meus ex;
fide vivit, et per baptismum, taraen cum
hoe ex immensa sua sapientia et bonitate
ordinavit, hoc sacramentum altaris et statuit Christianis iterandum quotidie aut
alias saepe ad 'eandem vitam gratiae con-

servandam

et

continuandara.
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He calls the holy
tide to be had till he turns once more to the sun."
Bupper the food, which has been prepared for and given to men wounded,
weak, and blind, to unclean sinners, to those who sigh and mourn over
their sins.
He complains of the clergy who were not willing to distribute to these the food designed expressly for their use, but reserved it
for angels, waited for angels, waited for such as led an angel-like life,
to come and appropriate it
or who would only partake of it for themselves, because they were called the angels for the people, or were set
over them as such; when the truth was. they were neither like the angels, nor set over them, but had been taken from that sinful race of man,
Such bad stewand were set among sinful men, and over them.
ards
he says
crush to the earth, in their way of prescribing and
of administering penance, the little ones in Christ, by a wisdom which,
as it comes not from the Spirit of our most loving and bounteous Saviour,
must needs be called a fleshly wisdom. It was their fault that such
persons fell back into sin, torn away as they were, so cruelly and violently, from the breast of their mother.
He taxes them, namely, with
;

—

—

troubling the consciences of these persons by requiring of them too seHe condemns
vere a hfe, and laying on their necks intolerable burdens.
the current opinion tnat it was quite sufficient for christian laymen, if,
after the preparation of the fasts, they partook of the communion once
at Easter festival. " When those days are over
says he
they soon

—

forget the whole, and

They

fall

back again

relax from the holy discipline they

once more

—

into their old vain habits of

life.

had commenced, and begin

put themselves on a level with this vain world, so that the
if ever to be found, who, after having gone through his
penance and received the holy sacrament, perseveres in the right way,
and worthily reforms his life according to the^requirements of Christianity." To such outside repentance he applies what Christ says of the
evil spirit driven from a man and then returning with seven others still
worse than himself.
The poor people are thus led to suppose that
things forbidden are to be avoided only on fast days, that at
these seasons alone penance is necessary to be done, and that it suf-

man

is

to

scarcely

fices, for salvation, to

of the Loid

;

confess one's §ins and receive the body and blooil

to call to

mind

his passion, or

voluntarily suffer with

" But with all this, they hold fast to the freedom of the flesh,
conform in all else to this world, hove the world and that which is
The same christian people
he says
think
of it the whole day.
they are safely in Christ when, in carnal security, they have observed
according to custom, the things of religion, without any of the true life
and spirit of Jesus the crucified. 0, blindness of Israel
he exclaims r-O, fatal mistake
which, if it were possible, might deceive
even God's elect ; 0, deceitful and partial spirit of Satan and alas
for the sufferings of the saints, who truly repent, who on account of this
communion are insulted and despised by their seemingly pious brethren, and accused of heresy!" He then refers back to an example
which had been cited against him, to the case of those old eremites,
who could only receive the holy supper at rare intervals, and remarks
•'
With these persons, it was altogether another affair ; they had lived
him.

—

—

!

—

!

;

!
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an angel-like

life

plied to those,

;

and what might be true of them, could not be apthe conflicts of the world. Those

who were placed amid

eremites had no priest to distribute the Lord's supper to them.
In
such cases, the Lord Christ is ever wont to supply, by his own presence,
the absence of priests.
To the objection that a special preparation is
necessary in order to worthy participation in the communion, he replies
The preparation of souls for this festival, does not require a fortydays' fast
for the spirit of a Christian must be one ever pressing onward, never retrograding ; one ever rising in aspiration and prayer to
God ; ever open to divine impressions. " But even suppose the spirit not
to be in this right state of preparation
yet it may transport itself at
once into the proper frame. For spirit and will are not bound to time
or to place.
For to these conditions men's bodies are subject, but not
the soul and spirit ; the latter perform their actions in a sphere out of
space and time." ^
" The activity of the spirit and especially when turned upon spiritual things, excludes the train of successive motions ; for it proceeds
from that which is incapable of division and relates to that which is
incapable of division and above space and time, which introduce succession.2
Next, a worthy preparation cannot proceed from the spirit
of man, but must proceed rather from the spirit of Christ, which is
omnipotent, and in which therefore no division of successive moments
can find place in matters pertaining to its own essence, namely, spiritual things.
What is said in Holy Scripture of the paschal lamb once
offered has reference only to the one sacrifice offered by Christ
but
far from us be the thought that Christians are to celebrate the memory
of Christ's passion only once a year,
a remembrance which ought on
the contrary to be uninterruptedly present to their minds."3
He supposes the case of a priest who should say to a person wishing to receive the communion. Go away ; for to-day thou art unworthy
and
come back worthier to-morrow or in a week ; in the place of such a
person he would reply, I know I am unworthy ; therefore it is that I
come begging and trembhng to thee ; because thou hast received in
my behalf from my God and Jesus Christ the power to render me
worthy who am unworthy, since by thy prayer thou canst absolve me,
and by giving me my portion of our daily bread, canst change me into
the same
and all that pertains to the making me worthy of that bread
I have already, in my perfect will ; for to will is present with me, but
how to perform that which is good, I find not. But all that which the
spirit must further produce out of me and in me, I hope to find in
that daily bread.
Therefore I beg of you to give me this day our daily bread, and am in haste for it.
Thus strengthened and enlightened,
:

;

;

;

—

;

;

est spiritus in eo non
tunc spiritus potest subito
quia spiritus seu mens aut
voluntas non requirit tempus, non locum
his enim corpora sunt subjecta, non mens,
non spiritus hominis, sed omnino suas
operationes agunt extra tempus et locum,
^
Turn quia actus mentis et spiritus,
praecipue quoad divina, sunt sine motu
'

Quodsi

forte

praeparatus,

ttraeparari, turn

;

quoniam sunt indivisibilium ad
locum et tempus, quae
deferunt successionem.
Absit autem hoc a Christianis, quod
debeant solum semel in anno agere me-

successivo,

indivisibilia supra
'•'

moriam dominicae

passionis,

quae couti

nuis momentis debet in ipsoruni peetori
bus demorari.
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and made

alive in Christ, I shall in him find a way to accomplish what
already present in my will.
But if thou deemest me not worthy
today to receive from thee the daily bread, as I am today unworthy,
so neither wilt thou present it to me to-morrow ; because neither tomorrow, nor the next day, nor ever, so long as I live in this body of
death and sin, shall I be worthy enough of this our heavenly bread,
so far as that itself is concerned.
He stands up for the pious laymen who demanded with importunity the daily communion, and vindicating them from the reproach of rashness, declares it rather a work
" As regards the former
of the grace of God and of necessity.
says he
I assume it to be well known, that the longing to partake
of Christ's body and blood, from faith and love, does not spring from
flesh and blood, and cannot spring from them ; but only from the operation of divine grace or from the spirit of Jesus Christ."
He proceeds to speak of those who, bowed down under a sense of their sins,
dare not come forward to partake of the holy supper, and remarks
that persons in this temper of mind, who are so deeply penetrated
with the sense of their own un worthiness, are the most worthy of all.
" Hence that person
he says
is in the end filled with still greater
love and ardent longing for the Lord Jesus, who at the very time he
falls into such divers temptations, flies to the Lord Jesus, and hurries
to his sacrament, and though all would frighten him from it, still answers
Against 1dm only have I sinned, and done evil in his sight,
and therefore I fly to him atone; for though he slay me, yet will I
trust in him, and though he thrust me down to hell, still I know that
even in this he does what is best, for he cannot do wrong and I trust
that he will also bring me out of tlie pit, He who alone casteth down to
hell, and bringeth up therefrom/'
In this he sees the character of
true love, which casteth out fear, which is stronger than death, which
many waters cannot quench nor floods drown. When in opposition to
these views was held up the necessity of submission to ecclesiastical
is

—

—

—

—

:

;

order, the direction of Christ to his disciples to observe and do whatsoever was bidden them by those who sat in Moses' seat, he answered

" Yes, if they build up the communities and put forth godly commands but if they knowingly pull them down, and teach men to sin,
we are by no means bound to obey them in these things, but ought
;

rather to follow the inward anointing, which teacheth

all

things, or the

Jesus Christ, who is everywhere, and especially in God's
children, whom he himself directly guides, as the only teacher and
It was necessary to obey God rather than men, to
true shepherd."
He affirms, that the
try the spirits to see whether they were of God.
primitive priest following Christ's example had always first taken the
holy supper himself, and then distributed it to the others in order.
Such had continued to be the practice from the time of the Apostles
for the period of a thousand years, until in these more recent times,
through the increase and spread of sin, this perpetual sacrifice had
been abolished. To the objection that the spiritual participation was
" It is something greater, something more perlufficieut he answers
manently for the saving good of the Christian to eat and drink the inspirit of

:
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carnate word in the most inward and real manner, than to hear and
beheve his words.
The truth did not declare that He who speaketh
or he who heareth my words, the same shall abide in me and 1 in him
but Christ repeatedly says He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood remaineth in me and I in him."
It was objected by opponents,
that the holy supper would by too frequent use become too every-day
" Never
an affair, and lose its true significance.
To this he replies
will Christians grow weary of it
on the other hand, the longer they
intermit it, the more will the holy longing for it abate in them, and the
pains which they would otherwise take to enjoy it diminish.
Another
delight, the lust of the flesh, will take possession of the soul, darken
it, and cause it to forget that holy joy in the sacrament.
By worldliness the spirit is rendered daily more unfit for receiving the holy supper."
This truth he finds typified in the behavior of the Jews with
the manna
when they longed after the fleshpots and cucumbers of
Egypt, the manna was«no longer relished
and when they arrived in
the land of promise, and began to busy themselves with cultivating the
fruits of the earth, the manna was taken from them.
simple spiritual participation was suflScient, and might be substituted for the bodily,
where^ the longing was present, but for unavoidable reasons could not
" By special privilege
be satisfied.
he says
not according to the
;

:

:

;

;

;

A

—

—

common

rule, Christ himself brings about in the

most hidden manner

the spiritual participation of his body by those of whom he knows it to
be true, that they worthily long to partake of his body, and would
gladly receive it every day, and pray for it, in their prayers to God in

—

the Paternoster

and ask it of men, the ministers of the church,
Christians who, when they cannot enjoy the privilege of the sacrament,
mourn and sigh over the deprivation with an unendurable hunger and

such and ^uch alone does the spirit of Christ visit directly, when
and where he pleases, causing them by virtue of his own grace to
manducate spiritually and bodily, sometimes in the mass, sometimes
after the mass, morning or evening, by night or by day, in a secret and
invisible manner."'
He reaffirms it over and over that pious laymen
stood in no respect whatever inferior to the priests as proper subjects
for the enjoyment of the Lord's supper, but frequently surpassed them
in holy simplicity and innocence.
In partaking of that sacrament the
most nuportant qualification was great simplicity of faith hence all
human science served rather to distract and dissipate, to destroy devotion, fervency of the affections, and stability of faith.^
It is evident
thirst,

;

Illis dico spiritus Jesu manducationem
I
sui corporis spiritualem ex singular! privilegio, non ex communi pacto et ordina-

tione solusmet operatur intime, quos ipse
videt, quam digne affectant Christi corpus
manducare et vellent omni die, et hoc ro-

gant et apud

deum

in oratione dominica
et ministros ecclesiae, et
sacramentaliter non potest,
dolent et ingemiscunt, fame et siti vexati,
m spiritu suo et necessitate male patien-

et a,pud
si

fieri

homines

ipsis

talibus igitur solum occm-rit spirit Jesu
Christi, et plurimum si vult et quando

>£s

;

vult et cum vult, ex sua gratia faciens ipsos corporaliter spiritualiter manducare,
aliquando in missa, aliquando post missam, post prandium, de mane, de vespere,
in nocte vel in die, latenter et occulte,
^ 8implicitate sancta et innocentia, quo
ad hoc ipsis plebejis sutfragante praecipue
circa beatificum altaris sacramentum, ubi
requiritur maxima simplicitas sanctae fidei
Christianae
et omnis scientia humana
ideo magis il)idem venit ad dissipationem,
devotionis et carltatis destructionem et in
;

credeudo tirmitatcm.
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from the passages above cited that Matthias of Janow constantly presupposes no difference to exist, as to the privilege of the full enjoyment of the holy supper in both kinds, between priests and laymen
and he expressly points to the sacrifices of the Old Testament as aute'types of this sacrament in as far as both forms belonged to its completeiifess and integrity ;i and, as he says, that the \vhole multitude
should taste the sweetness of the sacrament that is hidden beneath the
species of bread and wine, it follows that in his view the whole multitude should partake of both forms of the Lord's supper.^
Matthias of Janow, as we have already remarked in passing, mentions among the signs of the time which indicated the degeneracy of
the church, and announced the coming in of Antichrist, the schism
between the two popes ; and in common with many of the best men of his
age he regarded this schism as a symptom of the distempered condition
of the church, and an admonition from God designed to bring men to
the consciousness of her corruption and to awaken the longing for her
regeneration. This schism he ascribes to the pleasure-pursuing, pomp" It never arose
loving, worldly spirit of the cardinals.
he says
from any love which the cardinals had for Christ and his church, but
from their love of themselves and their love of the world.^ Nor did
this schism tend ultimately to the injury of the church, but was rather
a benefit, inasmuch as the kingdom of Antichrist would thereby be
more easily and more speedily destroyed. Those days would be shortened for the elect's sake. Besides, the church would get rid of the
numberless multitude of hypocrites.
He affirms, too, that it was only
the external appearance of the church which could be affected by this
schism, her essential being was raised above its influence. " The body
of the omnipotent and altogether indivisible Jesus Christ, the commuthat
nity of saints, is not divided, neither indeed cafi be divided "
church which, by virtue of its eternal and immutable unity, depends
wholly on the unity of God, and of the Lord Jesus Christ, and of his
As he discovers in the prevailing selfish element the cause of
spirit.
all divisions of the church and of all her corruptions, so it seems to
him that restoration of church unity and a reformation of the church
He
can proceed only from the overcoming of that selfish element.
says, the bUssful unity of the church can never be truly restored,
until men governed by self-love are removed entirely out of the way,
and their places filled by those in vastly multiplied numbers who overmen who seek not
flow with zeal for the true unity of the church,
which selfseeking he aptheir own but the things of Jesus Christ
plies not to those alone who seek their own in the things of this world,
but to those also who in spiritual things are seeking only to set up

—

—

:

—

—

;

'
Sacrificium legis fuit hoc sacrificium
propter dualitatem utrius(iae speciei,
panis et vini, ex quibus lioc sacriticiura
integratur
Et omnis multitudo dulcedinis sacramento sul) speciebus panis et vini abscondita; and, in the passage above quoted, the
'^

important words in

this

view

:

Omnes

Christiani,

quotquot

ibidem

sumebant communiter de

illo

congregatij

pane cqelesti

a ministcrio et de ailice, ita quod primus
sacerdos accepit, dehinc dedit omnibus.
^ Cum non ex co schisma hoc factum
est, quod dilexissent Christum Jesum et
ejus ecdesiam, sed ex eo. quod se ipsos

amaverunt

et

hunc mundum.
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themselves and their party, looking down with contempt upon all
others.'
As one symptom of the full of the church, and a premoni
tory sign of the last times, he considers the various oppositions of
the
party, of which each would claim Christ exclusively for itself
party of the Roman popes among the Italians, the party of the popes
at Avignon among the French, the Greek church, the different orders
Everywhere the cry was
of monks, spiritual and secular fraternities.
Lo here is Christ, and lo there is Christ. The church was no longer
But
a city on a hill, conspicuous to all, but split into three parts.^
;

—

:

although he reckons schism generally among the signs of corruption,
yet the greatest right belonged in his opinion, comparatively speaking,
to Urban VI
and he regarded it generally as a work of Satan and
Antichrist, that Clement VI. should gain such power against the law
and that so many persons distinguished even for intellifal pope
" Antichrist
has exalted himhe says
gence could be deceived.
He has persecuted and killed
Belf against the true pope, Urban VI.
the saints
and attacked the entire church with such party spirit and
craft, that he has drawn wholly over to himself the sacred college of
the cardinals and made other colleges wavering, and the whole body
of the wise, as for example, the university of Paris and other universi;

—

—

;

;

ties."

We have already observed, how, since the time of Militz, the antagonism between a reform and anti-reform tendency among the
Matthias of
clergy and laity had been continually evolving itself.
Janow was, without doubt, at this time the centre and nucleus of the
reform tendency ; as we might easily infer, indeed, that he would be,
from his principles thus far unfolded and he himself, in various places,
" They
who
says he
mentions the existence of this antagonism
are apostles and preachers of Antichrist, oppress the apostles, the
wise men and prophets of Christ, persecuting them in various ways,
and boldly asserting, that these ministers of Christ are heretics, hypoAnd since many and mighty members of
crites, and Antichrists.
Antichrist^go forth in a countless variety of ways, they persecute the
members of Christ who are few and weak, compelling them to go
from one city to another by driving them from the synagogues, (exWhenever one of
cluding them from the fellowship of the church).
the society of such Christians ventures to be somewhat more free of
speech, and to live more worthily of Christ than is comaion, he is

—

;

:

—

—

vate, qui

Ecce
Francigenas ad occidentein.
obseuritas solis et lunae, ut et civitas posita supra montem abscondita et obnuln-

variis,

lata,

'

Ego

illos hie puto mayis se ipsos
quae sua sunt inquirentes prinou tam in rebus corporalibus et
quae sua sunt quaerunt, non quae

amantes

et

proximorum veleominunitatis Cbristiridehum, sed et in rebus spiritualibus ct primariis

tantum sua commoda

in(iuirunt, ex-

sortes ab amore communis frateriiitatis
christianae, qua composita est ex perfectis
et imperfectis, ex justis et inhrmis.
" Civitas ilia magna orbis christianorum
in tres partes de facto est conscissa, sive

Romanos ad meridiem, Graecos ad

orien-

teni,

quod

videri

non

possit.

— Hodie

di-

cunt Francigenae cum suo occidentali
comitivo
hie est Christus, Italic! vero et
Romani ad meridiem affirmant dicentes
:

imo hie est Christus et non alibi. Et ecGraecorum ad orientem asscverat
non ibi nee alibi, sed
pertinaciter dicens
hie nobiscum est Christus.
' Membra fortia et multa antichristL
clesia

:

(
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by some other heretical naiue, or merely
If he do but iu a small degree
imitate his crucified master, and confess his truth, he will experience
at once a fierce persecution from some side of the thick body of Antichrist.
If thou dost not live just as they do, thou wilt be judged to
directly called aBe^^hard, or

Bet

down

as a hypocrite or fool.

be nothing else but a poor superstitious creature or a false guide."
This antagonism became strikingly manifest at the remarkable synod
of Prague, of the year 1889, when the dominant party pronounced
against the principle of reform
that synod by which, as it is said,
Matthias of Janow was compelled to make a recantation
particularly of the principles he held in relation to the full participation of
the laity in the Lord's supper.
There may be some question with
regard to the nature of the explanations which he made on this occasion, and which were interpreted as a recantation.
It is evident, at
least, that subsequently he continued to inculcate the same principles,
and was zealously opposed to that synod. Let us listen to his own
" Alas
words on this subject
several colleges and the multitude of
those who style themselves masters and men of wisdom, lay it down as
an ordinance of God in the church, that images of wood, of stone, and
of silver, and such like, are to be prayed to and worshipped by Christians, though Holy Scripture is in plain and express contradiction
thereto: "
where he appeals to the law of the Old Testament. He
ingenuously rejects, as we have already shown, the testimony cited
from Thomas Aquinas and other schoolmen, in defence of this imageSimply on account of this was the reproach of idolatry cast
worship.
upon the church by Jevrs and Pagans, " Although a sophist and
logician might perhaps defend himself against the arguments used by
the Jews, without doing violence to his conscience and his f\iith ; yet
the unlearned people of the christian communities are undoubtedly
overcome by them, and seriously injured in purity of christian faith."
The allusion here is to the artificial interpretations and distinctions,
employed among the Greeks since the seventh century, and among
the Latins since the triumph of image- worship, to defend this imageworship against the reproach of idolatry, and to reconcile it with the
purely spiritual worship of God ; a method which the synod of Prague
seems also to have employed. But Matthias of Janow, a man so
watchfully observant of the wants of the people, knew how little capa-

—

:

:

!

—

were of comprehending all this, and how much the
among them must accordingly suflfer injury or be dis" Teachers say a great deal in
Hence he remarks
turbed thereby.
the schools, which ought never to be so preached before the common

ble the simple laity

purity of faith

:

though holy church has tolerated images and figures, and
may be venerated, yet she has never taught that
Then, after having shown the
they should be prayed to or adored."
corrupting infiuence of an extravagant image-worship on the religious
life, and of the custom of extolling the miracles wrought by them, he
" Yet there are at the present day many great and famous
remarks
men who hold that such things are of use to the simple nay, that it is
useful to preach such things, because men should piously believe, that
20*
people

;

teaches that they

:

;
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Buch things are of God.
God, then, according to what they afBrm
has, in these times, passed by his saints and his chosen, and turned
his regard to images of stone.
And as God has ceased to perform his
wonders in his own name and by his word, he now works them through

wood and stone.'
Or does a holy and faithful God, perhaps, display
power by these images and other such lifeless things ? And would
he thus, by making that power depend on such images, secure an enhis

among

pagans ?
Or
show favor to Satan, that the latter making himself
like God, might, by lying works, be able to appropriate divine honors
to himself?
Or is it perhaps permitted the great enemy, in punishment of unthankful Christians, to enter into all forms of seduction and
falsehood, carrying out through the instrumentality of men that seem
to others very pious and holy, but are not so in fact, his work of
seduction. by performing his signs and wonders through them ?
They
have decided and ordained by synodal decree that it should be preached to the people that they ought piously to believe a divine power
resides in wooden images, and painted canvas."
And he goes on to
" Who can fail to perceive, how corrupting this must be to the
say
rude and sensuous people, when he but considers that the people oi
the laity at the present day, who have not the spirit of the Lord Jesus,
are not at all able to rise in spirit to spiritual things!"
And he
adds: Because some preachers of the church of Christ and of his
cross, have not disputed the propriety of the thing in general, that
men should have images, but have attacked by sound christian doctrine the fables and inventions of men and the deceptions of certain
individuals,2 therefore the above mentioned men of wisdom have assailed these preachers, held them up to public scorn, and sought in every
way to compel them to utter falsehood ^ then they have enjoined
trance

Avould he,

by

his christian people for the idolatry of the

this,

:

;

silence on them, for a time, that these stories

of Christ being thus trampled under

foot.'*

"

may

How

circulate, the truth

then can that

man

— he says — who sees that the truth stands thus, and judges correct-

ly of individual facts, say or believe otherwise than that those times

of Antichrist are at hand,

when he

an ordinance has
men, teachers and doca solemn and famous assem-

finds that such

resulted from the long deUberation of our wise
tors of theology

bly

Hence

and of the canon law, in
man was found among them,

to stand forth ingenuously in defence of the truth."
"All that novy remains for us
is to desire and pray for reform by the destruction of Antihe says
christ himself, and to lift up our heads, for our redemption draweth
nigh."
He remarks, again, about that synod of Prague, that the
?

not a

—

Igiturne propterea, quod cessavit dominus Jesus rairacula et virtutes suas in
nomine suo et per verbum operari, jam per
'

lapides et ligna operatur?
^ Quibusdara
praedicatoribus ecclesiae
Cliristi et ejus crucis, eo quod non quidcni imajjines habendas, sed fabulas et
talia tictitia

hominum

atque deceptiones

quoruudain sunt aj^gressi irapugnandum
per doctriuam sauam Christi.

—

^ Mox hi praefati sapientes, compreliensis ipsis praedicatoribus, eosdera ludibrio
publice expositos omnibus modis ipsos
mentiri compeilere sunt conati.
* Deliinc silcntium ipsis pro tempore
posuerunt, ut proinde tabulae supra descriptae promotionem habeaut et processum, veritate Christi Jesu sicciue in platea
corrueute.

JOHN UUSS.
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masters who endeavored to draw a way the laity from the frequent
by a synodal

participation of the Lord's supper, had, in fact forbidden

this sacrament should be given to the faithful who deThese are his words " Alas
oftener than once a month.
for myself, they have forced me by their importunate clamor at that
synod to agree that the faithful generally should not be invited tc

decree that

manded

daily

it,

:

communion."
2.

Next
form,

more

!

JoJm Muss,

the

Bohemian Reformer.

after these reformers, or

men

inspired with the spirit of reit was that the

came the

individual through whose instrumentality
general and violent movement for which the way

prepared broke forth,

in

John Huss was born, on
hemian

had thus been

Bohemia.
the 6th of July, 1369, at Hussinetz, a BoPrachim and towards the bor-

village lying within the circle of

Descended from a poor family, he was early inured
ders of Bavaria.
to labor and deprivation, and thus laid the foundation for those Chris
He studied philosotian virtues, which afterwards distinguished him.
phy and theology at the university of Prague. This university, it is
but at the same time the antrue, was a seat of churchly orthodoxy
tagonistic tendencies of two different nationalities seem already to have
the strict church tendency
begun there gradually to unfold themselves
of the Germans, as opposed to the more liberal one of the Bohemians.
The teacher of Huss, Stanislaus of Znaim, belonged to the more liberal
party, as we shall hereafter see. In the year 1396, Huss received his
master's degree, and began himself to lecture, at the university, in the
man, however, of his Christian seriousness and deepyear 1398.
;

—

A

seated piety, must certainly have felt himself shocked and repelled by
the worldly lives of the degenerate Bohemian clergy and monks, and
driven, in this way, into a more confirmed habit of communing with himself and seeking afler God.
We have seen indeed how, ever since the
times of John Militz, an opposition had been springing up between the
great majority of worldly priests and a smaller company earnestly de-

voted to their holy vocation and to the cause of God among the Bohemian clergy. We have seen how Militz gave birth to a tendency that
connected itself more closely with the New Testament, and how, in
particular, Matthias of Janow directed attention to the apostolical
church, and to a reform after the pattern of that church. Huss could
Between the two
not have remained unaffected by such influences.
parties, then already struggling with each other in Bohemia, he must
The influence of Matthias of Jano\y'3
soon have made his choice.
cii*writings on his direction as a theologian, is not to be mistaken.
cumstance which had mijch to do in moulding the religious character

A

of Huss,

and

in beating the path for his active labors as a reformer,

his call to discharge the spiritual office in a

was

sphere where he could ob-

more intimate knowledge of the religious needs of the people,
and was brought into more immediate and living contact with them.
In the year 1391, John of Milheim, a member of the royal council of
tain a
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Bohemia, and Creutz, a merchant (the latter of whom gave the rea^
estate, a house which belonged to him, for the object), associated for
the purpose of founding a chapel, to be devoted

particularly to the

preaching of the gospel in the vulgar tongue, for the benefit of the people.
We have an example, here, of that practical christian spirit which,
since the time of Militz's labors, had been

awakened among the

laity

which Matthias of Janow bore his
testimony, as we have, seen. This spirit is also evidenced, in a remarkable manner, in the original title-deed of the foundation, which runs as
" The merciful God, who in the seed of his word has left befollows
hind him a provision for them that fear him, so ordered it, by the institutions of the fathers, that the preaching of God's word should not be
bound, it being the freest as it is the most profitable act for the church
and her members:" and then, after appeahng for proof to Christ's
words, the founder goes on to say " Fo-r had he not bequeathed to us
the seed of God's word and of holy preaching, we should have been
like unto Sodom and Gomorrha." Christ moreover had given commission to his disciples, when he appeared to them after his resurrection,
to preach the word, so as to preserve constantly in the world the living
in

Bohemia, and

to the existence of

:

:

memory

of himself.

But

them that
had carefully considered that

since all his actions are doctrines to

truly believe on him, he (the founder)

many places consecrated to the
worship of God and used for a variety of purposes connected with that
worship, was still destitute of a place devoted especially to preaching
but preachers, particularly in the Bohemian tongue, were under the unbefitting necessity of strolling about for this purpose, to houses and
corners ; therefore the founder endowed a chapel consecrated to the
Innocents, and named Bethlehem,' or the Plouse of Bread, for the use
of the common people, that they might be refreshed with the bread of
holy preaching.^ Over this church a preacher was to be placed as rector, whose special duty it should be, to hold forth the word of God, on
every Sunday and festival day, in the Bohemian tongue. ^ It is a
proof of the high reputation in which Huss already stood, and of the
expectations excited by the peculiar bent of his religious character, that
in the year 1401 he should be appointed the preacher over this foundation. His sermons, glowing with all that fervor of love from which they
jjroceeded, and backed up by a pious, exemplary hfe, coupled with gentie and amiable manners, made a powerful impression.
little community gathered around him, of warm and devoted friends ; and a
new Christian life started forth, from him, among the people. He became more intimately acquainted, as a curer of souls to the lower class
the city of Prague, though possessing

'

A

'
Quam Bethlehem, quod interpretatur
panis, censui appellandam hac consideratione, ut ibidem populus communis
et Cliristi fideles pane praedicationis sanetae rehci debeant.
See Pelzel, account of

domus

Life of King Wenceslaus, Prague,
Document No. 81, p. 103.
Words of the Record of foundation
respecting his duties
Ut dictus capella-

the

1788;
*

:

nus ad sonum campanum diebus singulis
ab ecclesia celebribus mane et facto prandio, et temp'ore adventus et quadragesimae
mane- tantum horis solitis, et prout in aliis
eeclesiis praedicari est consuetum, verbum
dei communi populo civitatis in vulgari
Bohemico sit ad praedicandum astrictus.
Pag. 105.
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of the people, with the corrupting influence of a religion reduced en
tirely to a round of outward ceremonies, and of the superstition which

gave countenance and support to immoralit}^, and was thus led to attack the
sources of so much mischief, to dwell with increasing earnestness upon
the essence of a practical Christianity, bringing fortli its fruits from a

and to rebuke with emphatic severity the
So long as he chiefly attacked the corruption among
the laity, he was left unmolested.
The new archbishop of Prague,
Zbynek of Hasenburg, appointed to that oflice in the year 1403, was
not himself, by any means, a man of purely spiritual bent, but one accustomed to mingle freely in secular afliiirs, and even to take a part in
•warlike enterprizes
yet he was opposed to ecclesiastical abuses, and to
the superstition therewith connected. He was desirous of introducing a
stricter discipline into his diocese, and he must have had some knowledge of Huss, and have esteemed him as a zealous reformer
for, in entering upon his duties as archbishop, he invited Huss to give him direct
information of all the abuses which came under his personal observation
or, if he should not happen to be in Prague, to inform him by
letter.i
Accordingly he availed himself of the assistance and advice
of Huss in an important transaction which took place soon after his entrance upon office, the object of which was to suppress a certain superstition and the abuses which had grown out of it.
The matter was of
this sort
at Wilsnack, in the district of Priegnitz, a church had been
destroyed by a knight some time in the fourteenth century.
Part of a
stone altar had been left standing.
In one of its cavities were found
three wafers, colored red, as if with blood
a phenomenon the like of
which has often occurred from the earliest times, and which has as often, under various rehgions, been construed into the miraculous but a
phenomenon satisfactorily explained by more recent investigations into
natural causes, it being now well known that bread and similar substances, long exposed to moisture, are wont to be covered with an animal
product, the constituent parts of which are discernible only under the
microscope, but which to the naked eye bears a close resemblance to
But in these times, the remarkable appearance was regarded
blood.2
The report of so extraordinary a
as a symbol of the blood of Christ.
stories were soon circulated, of wonmiracle created a great sensation
numerous pilgrimages were made
derful cures performed on the spot
to it from Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Hungary, Poland, and Bohemia. Various tricks would naturally be resorted to, in that age, by the
corrupt clergy and monks, to help on the self-deception, which could
not fail to be attended with great mischief to the religious and moral
principle seated in the heart,

prevailing vices.

;

;

;

:

;

;

*"

:

;

evident from a letter written
this archbishop at the time
when a rupture had already taken place
between the two men, in which he adverts
His
to the invitation then given to him.

This
by Huss
'

is

to

are: Saepissime reitero, qualitcr
principio vestri regiminis mihi pro regula paternitas vestra instituerat, ut quot.vords

m

iescunque aliquem defectum erga regimen
conspicerem. mox pcrsonaliter aut in ab-

per literam defectum hujusmodi
nuntiarem. This fragment of the letter
was first published by tlie Bohemian historian, Palaclvy,in his History of Bohemia,

sentia

III.

1

p.

216.

* See the Extract from Ehrenberg's paper on the Monasprodigiosa in the monthly report of the Academy of Sciences, in
Berlin, for October, 1848.
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Archbishop Zbynek appointed, therefore, a commitmasters to inquire into the matter
and as their report
was unfavorable to the pilgrims, the spurious character of those pretended miracles having been exposed, Zbynek put forth an or^er prohibiting all such pilgrimages from his own diocese.
One of these masters
was Huss, who probably had great influence in bringing about the decision.'
This was his first opportunity of standing forth publicly against
of the people.

life

tee of three

;

and it Avas done under the authority of the archbishop
composed, on this occasion, his paper on the proper mode
of regarding the glorified blood of Christ.^ In this tract it is very evi
dent that he was still entirely given to the prevailing doctrines of the
church, even on the article of transubstantiation
but he ventured already to call in question the stories generally believed since the time
of Paschasius Radbert, relative to the miraculous appearances of the
body and blood of Christ. We already find in him a representative of
superstition,

himself.

H^

;

the genuine Christian spirit, as opposed to the miracle-hunting spirit
of his age.
he says
"The glorified body of Christ
exists dimen-

—

—

heaven alone, though truly and really in the sacrament of
the altar.
Nothing that belonged to this body could be separated
from it and present, by itself, alone upon earth.
All that is said, theresionally in

about rehcs of Christ's body, or of his blood, as being present in
must be false. He who pretends to believe anything
of this sort, dishonors the blood of Christ, no less than if he worshipBut alas!
ped, under that name, the blood of a dead horse.
he
says
the iniquity of greedy ecclesiastics has increased to such extent
that messengers of Antichrist, following their master the devil, have
exhibited their own blood as the blood of Christ, at the eucharist, and
the same is adored by foolish and unbelieving Christian?, who unbehevingly seek after wonders." He calls those who were seeking after such
wonders, more unbelieving than Thomas, because though after the Lord
had shown himself to the unbelieving Thomas he believed, they would
not believe on him even when glorified and exalted at the right hand
Christ was
of the Father, but required sensible signs of his presence.
this constituted the esnow hidden from sight, present only to faith
sence of faith, the meritum fidei, that it takes hold of things hidden, invisible
this was therefore more wholesome and conducive to the life of
We ought
religion than if the blood of Christ were visibly present.
confidently to believe that if it had been better for us to see Christ
bodily present among us, he would not have deprived us of this privilege.
But because faith would be destitute of merit, if accompanied
with the experience of sense, therefore Christ with his blood has been
pleased to withdraw himself from our sight. He applies to his contemporaries what St. Paul says of the sign-seeking spirit of the Jews, to whom
Like Matthias of Janow, he is
Christ crucified was a stumbling block.
fore,

this place or that,

—

—

'

;

;

Huss himself mentions this commisEtiam fuimus tres magistri deputadominum archiepiscopum ad examinandum homines, de quibus praedicabant
'

sion
per
:

ti

f'uisse

facta miracula.

Fol. 162,

2.

•

Detennin.atio

quaestioni'^

riticato.
15i>8, torn.

cum

suo

omni sanguine Ctristf tzloJoannis Hus opera, Ni'iibirj:

tractatulo de
I,

fol

154 pag. 2 sq.
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inclined to attribute the miracles with which the wicked cler^^y sought

The laity, by their confidence in
to delude the people, to evil spirits.
such miracles, were drawn away from the essential thing, true love,
and hardened in their sins. Like Matthias of Janow, he applies the
here is Christ, or there,
words of Christ to those that would say, Lo
to those who said. The blood of Christ is here, or it is there
they
were not to be believed. Like Matthias of Janow, he looks upon those
pious frauds by which the laity were led astray, as the present secretlyworking power of Antichrist, and applies to them what St. Paul, in the
epistles to the Thessalonians, says of the workings of Antichrist.
The
faithful should, in a proper way, use all diligence to live simply according to the law of the gospel, and put no faith in fables and lying wonders, or wonders actually wrought by evil spirits or wicked men. Thus
would they, in a more quiet manner, grow confirmed in the faith of the
Lord. Such miracles rendered it the more necessary for each individual to fortify himself with the word of God, so as to avoid being deceived
by false prophets and false Messiahs, whose ""ppearance Christ foretold.
citizen of Prague, with a lame hand,
He cites one example of fraud
had hung up a silver hand as a votive offering, in honor of the bloody
wafers in Wilsnack. Wishing, however, to test the honesty of the priests,
he staid three days in the place but before the time expired, he must
hear how a pi-iest had publicly referred to this offering of the silver
hand, as a proof of the miraculous cure of the lame one.
The citizen
of Prague convicted him of the falsehood by showing his hand, which
And for the truth of this statement, Huss
remained as lame as ever.
appeals to the testimony of many who knew the person referred to.
*' Truly
if the priests faithfully observed Christ's evangelihe says
cal counsel and preached Chrisfs ivords to the people, rather than lying wonders, our gracious Saviour would guide the steps of both priests
and people out of the bad way, the way of sin and falsehood." He
complains that, in their distresses, people were more inclined to invoke
help from the blood of Christ, than from God, and to place their hopes
upon a mere creature than upon the Creator. Even now, says he, it
is not easy to find a district which is not famous for some appearance
The worst transgressors, robbers and the like,
of the blood of Christ.
were made to feel secure in sin by their confidence in such blood, and
these were the best patrons and friends of this miraculous blood, though
they persecuted Christ himself, and unrighteously shed his blood, in his
!

;

A

:

;

—

—

members.

The archbishop had directed the curates to announce on every
Sunday that the pilgrimage to Wilsnack was forbidden on pain of the
ban.

But though

young archbishop stood at the beginning on these
Huss, still we might be led to presume from the
different spirit of the two men, that it would be impossible for them to
unite their efforts in promoting reform except to a certain extent, and
the

friendly terms with

chat an occasion might easily arise in which this internal opposition
It
would be forced to show itself by some outward manifestation.
-was impossible that Huss, with the spirit of reform by which he was
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actuated, should stop short at the bounds which the archbishop from
the position which he occupied would be apt to prescribe to himself.

In connection with the antagonism of the reform and anti-reform tendencies existing in the movements of the time, it would not be long
Aside from the political
before such an occasion must present itself.
interests, which afterwards became mixed in, Huss could not fail in
the end to be involved by his very principles of reform, which led
him farther than he could calculate upon, in a quarrel with the archFor Huss, who was governed solely by the religious interbishop.
est, would be continually led by it to take one step after another in
whilst, on the other hand,
his attacks on the corruption of the church
Zbynek was induced by reasons of policy to stop short, as soon as he
had any grounds to apprehend that he was coming into conflict with
Huss needed no excitement from without to
the hierarchical system.
One thing, moreover,
keep his zeal for reform in vigorous activity.
which must have had great influence in giving the turn to his theological development, was, that he had diligently devoted himself to the
study of the Bible, of the old church fathers, particularly Augustin, in
whose writings he seems to have been deeply read, and of Kobert of
of all which we have abundant evidence in his writings.
Lincoln
In the ideas thrown out by Matthias of Janow, the needful matter had
and from these alone, without any additional
already been supplied
influence from Wicklif, a contest might in these times easily evolve
itself, capable of being pushed to any extreme by the opposition of the
;

;

—

;

Whatever lies involved in principles that
great anti-reform party.
have once found entrance into human consciousness, is ever shaped
We
forth and carried still further out by the movements of history.
find in the principles of Janow the incipient germ of the whole refuiui
movement in Bohemia ; and it might have remained wholly national,

And, in fact, we may
wholly independent of the English spirit.
constantly observe this diflerence, that, in the theology of Oxford, the
while the Bohemian respeculative spirit was the predominant one
form, from those first promoters and representatives of it, whose characters we have already described, had taken an altogether practical
It is true, that so far as it regards the consequences which
direction.
outwardly manifested themselves at first, it had great influence, as
;

hereafter appear, that the reform spirit in Prague stood in some
The
connection with the opinions of Wicklif, denounced as heretical.
reform movements in Bohemia would not, perhaps, separated from this
connection, have risen so suddenly to so great importance ; still we
cannot on this account agree with those who ascribe to Wicklif 's writings so great an influence on the development of the reform opposition
It is, moreover, of great importance
to the hierarchy in Bohemia.
here, to anything like a right understanding of the phenomena of the
will

and theological spirit, to distinguish well internal and exand external connections. And if, on the one
hand, through the influence of Wicklif 's writings, and the connection
uf the movements originating with Huss with those excited by Wicklif,
the position of the reform party in Bohemia afterwards became a
religious

ternal causes, internal
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dangerous one, still we must consider, on the other hand, that it was
precisely owing to the way in which Huss connected himself with
Wicklif, that a large number of friends and adherents were procured
for him at the outset, whom he could hardly have gained by the purely reform and anti-hierarchical interest;
friends, indeed, who, for
the very reason that they did not sympathize at all with the interest
for a purely Christian reform which actuated Huss from the beginning, did not harmonize with him in temper and spirit, and would on
that very account be soon led to separate from him, and even to come
out against him.
Only so long as it was an affair of the school, and
particularly of the philosophical school, and this affair was treated as a
common cause of the nation, could they remain connected with him
but this very circumstance v;hich, at the outset, gave to the party of
Huss so great an ascendancy at Prague university, could not have
existed independently of the connection between the reform tendency in
Bohemia and the cause of Wicklif 's school ; as will be apparent from

—

now to be presented.
Bohemian princess, Anna,

the facts

A

sister to

King Wenceslaus, had mar-

ried Richard II, king of England.^

This would of course lead the
way to a more familiar intercourse between the two nations and the
disciples of Wicklif, who were enthusiastic in their endeavors to diffuse
the writings, the philosophical and theological doctrines of their master, would assuredly not fail to take advantage of such an opening for
this purpose.
The connection also between the two flourishing univer
sities, which doubtless, independently of this event, was a lively one,
would be still more promoted by it. Young English theologians came
from Oxford to Prague.
Bohemians studied in Oxford, and were
there seized with enthusiasm for the doctrines of Wicklif; though we
should not lose sight of the fact, that Wicklif was not merely the
representative of a particular theological bent, but also by philosophical writings, having no connection whatever with the theological interest, and particularly by his work already mentioned, which created
an epoch of its own, the treatise on the reality of general conceptions,
was one of the most important representatives of the philosophical
and, though with him, as we have seen, the philoschool of realism
;

;

sophical and theological interest, philosophical
ples were intimately connected, yet this

and theological princiwas not at all a necessary

connection in itself; and one might adopt the philosophical opinions
of Wicklif, esteem him highly as a philosopher, without agreeing with
him on that account in his theological views. From this it is the
easily to be explained how Wicklif 's writings might already for
a long lime have been considerably read at the University of Prague,
without Creating any ecclesiastical movements whatever, or rendering
the orthodoxy of those persons suspected who occupied themselves
with the study of certain writings of Wickhf.
Huss himself declares

more

'

Slie

was

in

the haliit of reading the
carried with her to
in the La-

New Testament; and

England a book of the gospels

VOL. V.

21

German, and Bohemian tongaev
Comp. Palacky III. 1 p. 24.

tin,
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paper composed about the year 1411,^ that for thirty years, therefrom the year 1381, writings of Wicklif were read at Prague
university, and that he himself had been
the habit of reading them
for more than 20 years, that is, before the year 1391.2
It is evident from what has been said, that the spread of Wickhf 's
writings in Prague fell within the last years of the life of Matthias of
Janow yet, although traces perhaps of a reference to doctrines of
Wicklif may be discovered in his work already noticed, still he must
have occupied himself but very little with them, and they must have
exercised little or no particular influence on his mind.
He pursued
his course after an independent manner in the path to which the suggestions that came originally from Militz had conducted him.
But
Huss, as we may gather with certainty from his own language already
cited, had at a very early period read many of Wicklif's writings.
in a

fore

m

;

What

attracted him in these writings was partly the philosophical real-

ism, partly the spirit of reform as opposed to the secularization of the

church, of the monastic orders, and of the clergy, which they contained, and that inclination to adhere to the New Testament as the only
source of doctrine, the striving after a renovation of the Christian life
Let us hear the words of
in the sense of apostolical Christianity.
Huss himself on this point: " I am drawn to him
he says
by the
reputation he enjoys with the good, not the bad priests at the University of Oxford, and generally with the people, though not with the
bad, covetous, pomp-loving, dissipated prelates and priests.
I am
attracted by his writings, in which he expends every effort to conduct
all men back to the law of Christ, and especially the clergy, inviting
them to let go the pomp and dominion of the world and live with the
apostles according to the life of Christ.
I am attracted by the love
which he had for the law of Christ, maintaining its truth and holding
that not one jot or tittle of it could fail." 3
He mentions here in particular, for illustration the book composed by Wicklif on the truth of
Holy Scripture, in which he endeavored to establish the validity of
the law of Christ in its whole extent.
And he then adverts to the
fact that many of Wicklif's writings were on purely philosophical subjects, which, as they did not at all affect the truths of faith, could be
read without danger.
It is evident, therefore, that Huss agreed with
Wicklif only up to that point to which his interest for reform had
already led him in following the steps of Matthias of Janow.
To
Wicklif, as we have seen, his attack on the doctrine of transubstantiation, and his peculiar views of the Lord's supper, were of especial
importance ; but we do not perceive that these had had any particular
influence on Huss.
On this matter he never passed beyond what was

—

Replica contra Anglicum Joannem
Stokes, opp. I, fol. 108.
* Universitas ab annis triginta liabet et
'

legit libros ipsius

ct

membra

et

legimus

pluribus.
^

Joan. Wicletf.

Egoque

nostrae universitatis habemus
illos libros ab annis vigiuti et

Ibid.

Movent me sua

scripta,

quibus nititur

—

toto conamine, omnes homines ad legem
Cluisti rcducere, et clerum praecipue, ut
dimittendo saeculi pompam, dominationem vivat cum apostolis vitam Christi.
Movet me att'ectus suus, quem ad Cluisti
legem habuit, asserens de veritate ejus,
quae non potest in uno iota vel apice f'allere.
Ibid. fol. 109. 1.
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as already seen, he gave special prominence to

the spiritual fellowship with Christ, to the truth that he himself

is

the

more minutely into the question
ab
the relation of the bread and wine to the body and blood of
Ciin^i:.'
Huss may have had the less hesitation about availing himseir ot' the writings of Wicklif, inasmuch as two young men who came
from Oxford to Prague,
one an Englishman,^ the other a Bohemian,
probably the Count Nicholas of Faulhsch, hereafter to be mentioned,
had brought with them a document authenticated by the seal of the
University of Oxford, in which VVicklif's orthodoxy was duly testified.
IIuss is reported to have read this document from the pulpit to his
congregation as a testimonial in favor of that Wicklif who had been
deaouuced as a heretic. Now it is evident, we admit, that such a
declaration was altogether opposed to the spirit of the academical
authorities who then ruled at Oxford,
It was a forgery, to which the
seal of the university had been fraudulently appended
the fabrication of false documents of this sort being at that time no uncommon
bri-ad

of the soul, witho\it entering

Mio

—

—

We find nothing in the writings of
Huss, which indicates that, in respect of
he had, as Palacliy supposes,
l.s. 197 and 198), through tiie inliu
(III.
ence of Wicklif, been at least led to waver,
and did not, till a later period, take a decidedly ditferent view from Wicklif on this
point.
In general, we think we iiave not
observed that Huss allowed himself to be
determined in his doctrinal convictions at
first more and afterwards less by the influence of Wicklif.
It seems to us much
more to correspond with the actual course
of the development of his doctrinal opinions, to suppose that he was led by his
principles and the opposition which grew
out of them, step by step fartlier away
from the church tendency, and not that
he was more decided in his opposition at
the beginning, and afterwards grew milder.
Even, on the occasion of his trial at
Prague, in 1414, of which a protocol drawn
up by Peter of Mladenowic, secretary to
the Knight of Chlum, has been published
in the Studien und Kririken (Jahrg. 1837,
Heft 1), Huss absolutely repels the charge
that he had ever attacked the doctrine of
transubstantiation.
Huss here declares
that he could not possibly have spoken
before the people in the Bohemian tongue
on tlic accidentibus sine subjecto, because this
language contained no terms whatever by
which such a conception could be express
cd bur lie had said, guarding against any
misinterpretation of his language, that as
'

this doctrine,

:

a man's body is veiled under his shirt, so
the body of Christ is in a cpr-^fiin sense
veiled beneath the form of the bread, and
as the soul is concealed within the body,
so the body of Christ is concealed under
And he appeals
the figure of the bread.
'or proof to the language of an ancient

hymn, and to words of St. Augustin, whit h
mark a distinction between that which
faith
fest

perceives, and that
the senses in the

to

which

is

mani-

Lord's supper.

That when he speaks of a forma panis, he
means to intimate the remaining behind
of the substance, cannot be proveti. He
affirms, that when he spoke of the remaining behind of the bread in the Lord's supper, he meant only Christ the heavenly
bread, which is offered in the sacrament.
Now we might, it is true, suspect that Huss
took the liberty to conceal his real opinion
in this ambiguous phraseology, or that he,
at a later period, resorted to sophistical
interpretations of the language earlier used
by him but still we shall find no ground
whatever to accuse him of any such thing.
It is, in fact, one of the particulars which
characterize the practical bent peculiar to
Huss, to give special prominence to the
statement that Christ himself is the bread
of the soul in the Lord's supper, and if now
he ever laid the whole stress upon this, it
may have been interpreted by his opponents as if he always spoke only of the
bread present in the Lord's supper, in
fact we find that Huss afterwards, in a paper hereafter to be cited, was actually under the necessity of vindicating himself
against such a perversion of his language,
and of explaining his real meaning.
^
have taken no notice of the story
about a picture drawn by the two Englisliraen on the walls of a room which they
had hired, which exhibited the contrast
between the worldly entrance of the pope
into Kcme, and the entrance of Christ into
Jerusulem, the so called Antithesis Cliristi
et Antichristi, and of the commotions to
which it led; because we do not certainly
know that the narrative of the Hussif
;

We
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Oxford
but it is certain that Huss himself was deceived in
he could know nothiiig about this manufactory of false
documents at Oxford, and his admiration of Wicklif might in this case
Furthereasily inchne him to believe without further examination.^
more, the struggle for and against Wicklif, as well as the antagonism
Under
of reahsm and nominalism was an affair of national interest.
the Emperor Charles IV, king of Bohemia, the founder of the University of Prague, many Germans had resorted thither, obtained important posts, and sought to. gain on their own side the greatest influence
This circumstance had excited great jealousy beat the university.
Much enthusiasm was awakened at that time
twixt the two nations.
among the Bohemians for the maintenance of their own nationality in
language and literature.
Among the peculiar quahties of Huss beHis efforts for the
longed an ardent love of his country and people.
cultivation of the Bohemian language and orthography were praised
by those competent to judge, and his influence in this regard is said to
have extended even to other Slavic populations.-^ Now as the Germans were zealous nominalists, so the Bohemians, on the other hand.,
were no less zealous reahsts, and the Bohemian theologians at the
university were at first more inclined to the freer opinions and in favor
It was the Bohemian theological party to which Huss
of Wicklif.
belonged, and to the head of which he was constantly advancing by
his zeal, his active labors, and his theological culture.
His teachers at
the university of Prague, Stanislaus and Peter of Znaim, and his university friend, Stephen Paletz belonged to this bent, and followed it
Stanislaus of Znaim seems indeed to
in their writings and lectures.
have proceeded farther in the interest for Wicklif than Huss himself,
in that he judged more favorably of his attack upon the doctrine of
transubstantiation.
Huss cites the following words of Stanislaus,
which he pronounced in his commentary on the Sentences of Wicklif,
"
certain teacher, Wicklif, in other things a profound philosopher
and theologian, deUvers this opinion, (which he cites), and has publicly and often protested, as one may find in his writings, that as an
obedient son of the church he is ready to believe, when he is convinced, the contrary, nay, if it be necessary, even to suffer death in corfching at

this

case

;

'

;

A

historian, Theobald, which, in other respects, contains many inaccurate statements, is to be relied upon, and we have

found in the writings of Huss himself no
allusion whatever to this affair which he
is said to have touched upon in his ser-

mons at that time.
The seal of the university of Oxford
much abused in those days. Petrus
'

,\."as

Paganus or Payne, a clergyman, had contrived to get it into his hands, and used it
purpose of lending an appearance
ef autlienticity to that paper goi up in
favor of Wicklif, as if it were an official
document. See Wood historia et antiquitates universitatis Oxoniensis I, pag. 203.
for tlie

'^

When

on the

8t!i

Huss, at his
of June,

trial in

Constance,

was accused of publish-

ing and using such a fraudulent documents
by Englishmen, he was able to make a
clear and simple statement of the whole
affair in justification of his conduct in the
case, and to appeal to the testimony of his
earlier like-minded friend, Stcphen'Paletz,
who had been equally deceived with himself, and who now appeared at Constance
as his accuser.
Quumque confessus esset,
propterea quod sub signo universitatis a

duobus scholasticis allata esset, illique
etiam de lis scholasticis quaererent, respondil
iiio amicus mens (signiticabat
autem Stephanum Paletz) alteram ex iis
aeque novit atque ego, alter nesf^io qui
fuerit.
Hermann v. d. Hardt acta concili:
:

Constantiensis torn. IV. pag. 328.
''

See Palacky

III,

1

S.

298

ff.

STANDING UP FOR THE BOHEMIAN NATIONALITY.

IIUSS

And many, who

rectiun of his error.

denounce him as a heretic
reputation of those

in

who read

this

2 io

are less able to see than he

and other

things,

is,

and defame the

his writings, not perceiving

that

among

be found tiie must beautiful roses, even though he may
And the same teacher
really have uttered much that is heretical."
says of the doctrine of transubstantiation " unless a new determination
of the church or a satisfactory argument can prove this, it is not
We should here unrequisite for the catholic faith to adopt it."
doubtedly keep in mind, that the doctrine of transubstantiation no
thorns

raa\^

:

^

longer, as in the earlier centuries of the middle age, corresponded to
a bent of spirit that ruled the whole age, and to a form of intuition

grounded therein that unembarrassed, childlike fiiith no longer predominated doubts would rise even in the minds of those who were most
;

;

cheerfully disposed to hold fast in all things to the authority of the
church, as is plain from the fact that from Duns Scotus onward, a
William Occam, a Durand, a Peter d'Ailly, themselves had to acknowledge that reason and scripture would lead to a diiferent view, if

had not otherwise decided.

the church

ed

his friend, Paletz, for his crab-like

Huss subsequently reproachmovement, and accused him of

By the German
having changed from a realist to a nominalist.^
party a mock mass upon their Bohemian opponents, the Wicklifites,
was got up, and in it the genealogy of Christ was thus travestied
Peter of Znaim begat Stanislaus of Znaim, Stanislaus begat Stephen
Paletz, and the latter begot Huss, intimating how Wicklifitism had
spread from one to the other.3
An individual, who had great influence on the movements called
forth in Prague by the contest for and against Wicklif, was one whom
we shall often have occasion to mention as a fellow-combatant with Huss,
He was t>ne of the few knights in
the chevalier Jerome of Prague.'*

—

Bohemia distinguished by

their zeal for science

'
Has, responsio ad scripta magistri
Stanislaus de Znoyma opp. 1 pag. 267 et
;

288.
*

Jam

te

cum

defendendum
and Fuistis

Stanislao

librum

non poneres ad

de

universalibus ;
realistae, rtim jam sitis terministae.
Responsio ad scripta Paletz
opp I, pag. 260. Jam rebus dimissis, conversa., es ad signa vel terminos, retrocedens sicut cancer. Ibid. pag. 262.
* Missa, quam Teutonici blaspheme confinixerant, in qua per modum libri generationis primo ponitur Stanislaus, qui genuit Petrum de Znoyma, et Petrus de
Znoyma genuit Paletz et Paletz genuit
Hus. li. c. pag. 255, 2.
:

* Jerome is mentioned
(according to
Aeneas Sylvius in his Historia Bohemica,

XXXV,

cap.
tridus

piscis

who
:

describes

Tum

quod

him

as a pu-

erat

familiae

suae cognomen, Putridam piscem, id est,
foetidum virus, in cives suos evomuit) as
being lonnected with the noble Bohemian
family of Faulfisch.
But, Palacky has

21*

and

literary culture.^

shown that this statement has grown out
of an error, by which the Chevalier Jerorae had been confounded with another
less known zealous friend of Wicklif s
doctrines in Prague, the Chevalier Nicholas of Faulfisch.
See Palacky III. 1 s.
[Palacky ascribes the er192, Note 245.
ror not to Aeneas Sylvius but to his readEditor.]

ers.
*

In these stirring times of the Bohethere were some such.
Pa-

mian nation

lacky, for example, (III, 1 p. 187), mentions the Chevalier Thomas of'Stitney,
the author of many papers, whose most
important work appeared in the year 1374,
and who was still living at the close of
the fourteenth century. It characterizes
the national movement in Bohemia, that
even in the case of this person, a man

zealously devoted to scientitic and literary
pursuits, the religious element, as Palacky
alleges, is the predominant one '.n his writings.
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Jerome of Prague, several years younger than Huss, his youthful
by his side, as we frequently see men the most
widely diifering in character and in mental gifts, in times forming epochs
in the evolution of the kingdom of God, each supplying the other's deficiencies, cooperating and contending together, as did afterwards Luther and Melancthon, although the relation in the present instance was
Huss, a man of more calmness and discrea somewhat diflFerent one.
tion, of a character at once firm and gentle, more inclined to moderation, possessed of less numerous and diversified gifts, of a less excitable
spirit, fonder of retirement within himself and silent self-seclusion than
Jerome, full of life and. arof mingling in the busy turmoils of life
dor, of an enterprising spirit, not disposed to remain still and quiet a
friend, stood faithfully

—

long time in one place, Avhom we find now in Oxford, next at Paris,
then at Jerusalem, in Hungary, at Vienna, and in Russia, everywhere
attracting observation and everywhere provoking opposition, a man
possessed of a gift of discourse that bore everything before it, but who
in the excitement of the moment was easily led to pass beyond proper
bounds, one who needed the cool considerateness of a Huss to act as a
check on his activity. Jerome had, in 1398, returned from Oxford to
Prague, and brought with him many writings of Wicklif not before
known, which he endeavored to circulate through the whole country

He stood up, with
all ranks and conditions of people.
He is reported to have
great enthusiasm, for the doctrines of Wicklif.
"
Wicklif
said
Until now, we had nothing but the shell of science
first laid open the kernel."
After the contest for and against Wicklif, ever excited afresh by the
connection between Oxford and Prague, had gone on for a considerable
time in secret, the matter finally came to an open rupture. At the reand among
:

;

quest of the archiepiscopal

officials

and cathedral chapter of Prague,

a meeting of the university was held on the 28th of May, 1403, and
forty -five propositions ascribed to Wicklif were laid before that body for

Here,

examination.

struggle between the

for the first time,

Bohemian and

it

the

came

to

German

an open and violent
party.

The repre-

sentatives of the former in part defended the propositions complained
of, and partly they maintained that they were not taught in the sense

In this assembly, one of the warm advocates of Wickcause in Bohemia, Master Nicholas of Leitomysl, declared that
these articles had been falsified by a certain Master Hiibner, who more

ascribed to them.
lif's

richly deserved to be

burned

burned

those times).

.

two poor fellows who had been
(an herb much sought for and used in

tlian the

for counterfeiting saffron

Huss himself declared

at this time, as ever afterwards,

that he could not agree to the unconditional condemnation of those
propositions, though neither was he disposed to defend them all ; for
many of them had been interpolated by that Master Hiibner. He could

not join in any such condemnation, lest he sh'^uld bring on himself the
woes denounced on such as called evil good, and good evil.i

Also the teacher of Huss, Stanislaus of Znaim, stood forth at
'

From

IIuss's

remarks

in the trial

abore mentioned.

Stad. u. Krit. 1837,

I, s.

thia

132.
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and Huss notices hiin
by the vast majority of votes on the side of the German nation, the condemnation of
the forty-five articles was carried through.
According to the then
arrangements of the university of Prague, the Germans, who kept
lime as a defender of the forty-five propositions

who took up

as the first

firmly united, would, in

The

the word in defence.'

all

;

Still,

public meetings, of course obtain the vic-

votes were taken

and the university of Prague
by nations
One was the Bohemian the three others, Bavarian, Saxon, and Polish, of which latter, half were Germans,
namely Silesians. Accordingly the Bohemians, who were scarcely
one to three, muse always succumb.
Every victory which the German
party won in this way, could only serve to augment the bitter feeling
of hostility between the two nations, and between the Wicklifite and
anti-Wicklifite parties. The defenders of the writings and doctrines of
Wicklif, however, allowed themselves the less to be disturbed by the
condemnation pronounced at this convocation, as they had not in fact
acknowledged all those propositions to be propositions really laid down
by Wicklif. By this condemnation, therefore, nothing or what amounted
to nothing had been accomplished
and the opponents of Wicklif's
cause were obliged to look round them and conjure up sharper measures.
Already Bohemian prelates themselves complained at the court of Rome,
that Wicklif's heresies had spread even to that spot,a and in the year
L405,Pope Innocent VII. was moved thereby to putforth a bull addressed
to archbishop Zbynek, calling upon him to suppress and punish the Wicklifite heresies then spreading in Bohemia.
The archbishop complied
with this call, and at a synod held in Prague, in the year 1406, published
an ordinance, threatening ecclesiastical penalties against those who
presumed to teach the doctrines of Wicklif.s At the same time he
enacted, in the same year, a law for the maintenance of the doctrine
tory.

was divided

;

into four nations.

;

;

all preachers within his diocese to teach,
on Corpus-Christi day and on all other days, the doctrine that, after
the words of consecration, the substance of the bread and wine were
no longer present, but only body and blood of Christ. The name of Wicklif, however, was not here mentioned.4
This of course could not aifect
Huss, as he had never declared himself opposed to the doctrine of
transubstantiation.
In the next place, it was brought about by the
measures of the archbishop that, as the three other nations of the uni-

of transubstantiation, directing

versity of

Prague had always pronounced against the opinions of Wick-

Huss says of him:

Reminisceretur,
fuit ad defeiidendum, ne
quos ipse dicit erroneos, damnarentur.
Imo et arguebat audacter in congregatione universitatis. Kesp. ad scripta
Mag. S'tan. de Znoyma. Hus opp. I pag
'

quomodo primus
articuli,

288.

See the words from the Chronicles of
Prague University, in Palacky III, 1 s.
213: Innocentius papa VII. instigavit et
monuit Zbynkonem archiepiscopum Pragensera, ut sit diligens et soUicitus ad
*

Wiclefi' et

haereses exstirpandas.

Hanc monitionem

praelati procuraverunt.

errores

'Item anno 1406, D. Zbynko archiepiscopus Prag. edidit statutum, et eodem anno in synodo publice mandavit, quod quicunque praedicaret, assereretveldisputaret
errores VVicleft',in cartas ibidem nominaChron. univers. Frag.
Palacky p. 214.
* See the ordinance in a paper by the
abbot Stephen of Dola, in the diocese of
Olrautz, composed in 1408; Medulla tritici seu Anti-Wickletfus, published by Pez,
Tiiesanrus anecdotorum novissimus torn
IV, pars 2 pag. 158.

tas incideret poenas.
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and therefore in all further measures against them, the only ques
was with regard to the Bohemian nation, among whom alone these
opinions found defenders, the members of this body held, in the year
1408, a great convocation, in which the condemnation of those fortyfive propositions was again proposed.
But as the unconditional condemnation of them could not, on account of the resistance of the party
of Huss, be carried through, such a qualified one was passed as nobody
could find fault with, because it was left open to each to explain the
lif,

tion

propositions in his own sense.
It was decreed, namely, that no one
should presume to maintain any one of those forty-five propositions, in
their heretical, erroneous, or scandalous sense.
Men were not satisfied, therefore, with this measure, by which the desired end could, in
no way, be attained. While hitherto every graduate had hberty to read
'

Prague on any book of a teacher of the uniPrague, Paris, or Oxford ;2 and this permission had given
occasion for the reading of lectures upon many of Wicklifs writings in
Prague, and was taken advantage of to spread more widely the enthusiasm for him and for his doctrines
the liberty was now restricted, on
this particular side.
An ordinance was passed that, for the future, no
bachelor should hold public lectures on any one of the three tracts
of Wicklif, intitled the Dialogue, the Trialogue, and the Be JEucharistia ; and no person should make any proposition relating to Wicklifs
books and doctrines, a subject of public disputation.^ Neither does this
prohibition, therefore, extend to all Wicklifs writings, but only to those
in which he either had set forth his doctrine of the holy supper, or the
whole of his theological system.
Up to this time, the good understanding between Huss and the
archbishop had not been disturbed, in any open manner.
Zbynek
could not, as yet, have withdrawn from him his confidence
he must
still have highly appreciated his zeal for the reform of the church,
and for the removal of abuses
for he chose him, as late as the
year 1407, to deliver the exhortatory discourse before his clergy assembled at a synod of the diocese.
We recognize in it those principles with regard to the destination of the clergy, which Huss entertained in common with Matthias of Janow and Wicklif. They were
the principles which, in theory and practice, distinguished the clergy
who were friendly to reform, and who already bore, in Bohemia, the
names clerus evangelieus and pauperes sacer dotes GhristiA He had
chosen for his text the passage in Ephesians 6: 14, and employed these
lectures at the university of
versities of

;

;

;

'

Quatenus nemo quemquam illorum.

articulorum XLV. audeat tenere, docere
vel defendere in sensibus coram haereticis,
Palackyl.
iiiu erroneis, ant scandalosis.
'
c. p. 222.
^
Qtiivis magistrorum poterit super quolilict lil)ro de facultate artium proprie dicta
ilare, perse vel per alium idoneum pronun-

Parisiensi vel Oxoniensi magistro \v\
magistris compilata, et dummodo ista antea fideliter correxerit, et pronuntiatorL'in
assumserit idoneum et valentem. Palacky
si,

p. 188.

liaiido; poterit

Palacky III, 1 p. 222.
Paletz was disposed afterwards to find
something arrogant in the claim, which
seemed to be implied in these appella-

dicta per

se aut

tions,

dummodo

sint

quoque scripta aliorum et
per alium pronunliare,
ab aliquo vel aliquibus famoso vel famosis de universitate Pragen-

'

.

*

quod in doctrina et in scriptis se audent clerum evangelicum nominare. Hus
opera I, pag. 260.
resp. ad scr. Paletz
;

DISCOURSE OP nUSS LEFORE THE DIOCESAN SYNOD.
words

for the
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purpose of bringing the clergy to a consciousness of their

vocation, as opposed to the then existing worldliness of the clergy in

Bohemia.

For the purpose of bringing clearly

to

view the destination

of the clergy, he explains the grounds of the division of Christendom
into three orders, which ever lay at bottom of his proposal for the reform of the entire social state, viz. the clergy, the secular nobility, who
should make their power subservient to the promotion of the law of Christ,
and the rest of the people standing in obedience to the two parts, as
The clergy ought to take
their leaders in things spiritual and secular.
the lead of all others in following Christ under the form of a servant, in
Huss was still entangled in
meekness, humility, purity, and poverty.
the distinction made between the consilia evangelica and the praecepta^
above which Matthias of Janow had, as we have earlier seen, already risen
Huss regarded
in recognizing the equal christian vocation of all men.
it as the calling of the clergy to exhibit to all, even in the observance
"
of the
evangelical counsels," a pattern of christian perfection. Hence

he must have held
gy ought literally

to the necessity of celibacy in the clergy.

to fulfil the

therefore never to give an oath
cient.

mon on

They ought

;

their

literally to realize

yea and nay ought to be suffiwhat Christ had said in the ser-

the mount, on loving our enemies, on

thriving of christian

life

The clerMount

precepts of the Sermon on the

in all others,

The

bearing wrongs.

must therefore be conditioned on

the fact that the clergy let their light shine before others, in the literal

was in the falling away of the clergy from this,
Huss, as he here declares, found the cause
of the corruptions in the rest of Christendom, the contemplation of which
filled his soul, more and more every day, with that heart sorrow which
formed one of the strong features of his character. He says in this regard, contemplating Christians as soldiers of (Christ, and the clergy as
those who ought to take the foremost position in the marshalled host
copying after Christ.

It

their true destination, that

"it is clearly evident that the clergy should lead the order of battle in

But if they are unfit for the contest, the victory
seldom or never won ; since they, betaking themselves to flight, or
struck down and put into confusion, fill the next ranks of the army with
the spiritual conflict.

is

Now if the clergy are struck down or slain,
but
hinder the rest of the army from conquering the enemy
if they treacherously enter into a league with the enemy, they will prepare the way for them to vanquish, more easily and treacherously, the
army of our Lord Jesus Christ. For this is the reason why, in our days,
despair or irresolution.
this will

;

army is overcome by the flesh, the world, the devil, and
pagans." * As Huss considered it a part of the clerical calling to set
the example of following Christ, and regarded the clergy as " vicars of
Christ," in this sense, so when they exhibited the opposite of this in
and accordingly he here
their lives, he stigmatizes them as Antichrist
expresses, before the archbishop and clerus, the view which, from the
time of Militz, had been transmitted to all the representatives of this
reform tendency, and which in the development of the consequences
proceeding therefrom, would be directed against the whole hierarchical
the christian

;

'

Has

opp.

II,

pag. 32.
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fabric, that the true Antichrist

whose

life

and doctrine stood

expressly, in this

"

Many

—

says he

was already present in the corrupt clergy,
mutual contradiction. He also attacks

in

discourse, the countenance given to

— stand waiting

by far-sought indulgences, by

for gifts

fictitious

by

relics,

superstition.

letters of fraternities,^

by painted images

of

saints. "2
Still

by his interest to support
by the injunction received from Rome, was impelled to

the measures which the archbishop,

the church and

take to prevent the spread of Wicklifitism, would necessarily bring about
by degrees a change in the relations which had subsisted between Zbynek and Huss. The archbishop's official, John of Kebel, presided over
a judicial examination instituted against several clergymen accused of
Wicklifite errors
Nicholas of Welenowitz, preacher at the church of
the Holy Spirit in Prague, Master Matthias Pater of Knin, a certain
bachelor Sigmund of Jistebnitz, and others.
One of these, Nicholas of Welenowitz, commonly called Abraham, deserves special notice.
:

He

laymen as well as priests might be alpreach the gospel. ^ This is an important fact to us, as an
indication of the religious bent of spirit which had passed over from Matthe tendency which once moro
thias of Janow to the party of Huss,
brought up to notice the universal priesthood of Christians.
It is also
a circumstance marking the character of this clergyman, that at his
trial he declined swearing except by the living God, that he would not
swear by the crucifix, the gospels, or the saints, because no oath could
be taken on things created. Huss took part with the man in reference
to this point, honoring the conscientiousness which refused to transfer
He opposed to those
to any created thing the honor due to God alone.
judges the authority of St. Chrysostom.4 In vain was the intercession
said to have asserted that

is

lowed

to

—

Documents whereby

certain spiritual
adopted others into the commuabuses of
their
A<;ainst
nity of
merits.
this sort, and the confidence placed in
spoken,
Matthias
Janow
had
often
them,
of
Attacking these epistolae fraternitatum
was reckoned also among the peculiarities
of Wicklifitism, as we may see from what
'

societies

the abbot Stephen of Dola says about it
He tries to dein the paper cited above.
fend them as special testimonies of love
to persons who had conferred peculiar
favors: Si quas autem tradimus humiliter
et devote pro deo petentibus societatis peculiaris in Christo literas, nihil aliud agitur, ubi recta intentio custoditur, nisi ut
saivis communibusecclesiae praecibus, aliquid specialis bcneticii specialibus benefactoribus faciamus pro talibus in vita et
L. c. pag. 240.
in morte pariter.
^ Multi enim stant quaerentes mnnera
per fraternitatum literas, per exquisitas
indulgentias, per fictas reliquias et per

imagines coloratas. Pag. 36.
' From the Acts of the Consistory of
Prague, of the year 1408, cited byPalacky
Ill,

1

p. 223,

Note 287.

We

take this from the Trial of Huss,
year 1414, a document of which
use has been made already. The
words of Huss are Istud dixi coram inquisitoribus Magistro Mauricio et Jaroslao
episcopo, et coram vicario in spiritualibus,
*

in the

much

:

quando vexabant sacerdotem Abraham,
dicentes coram me, quod noluisset jurare
Ad quem dixi coram ipsis Non vis tn
jurare ?
Qui respondit Juravi ipsis per
deum vivum, quod volo veritatem dicere,
:

:

et ipsi urgebant me, ut jurarem supra
evangelium et imaginem crucifixi. Quibus
ego Joannes Hus dixi, quod sanctus Jo.
Chrysostomus nos vocat stultos, qui expetunt juramentum super creatura, quasi
majus sit jurare per creaturam, quam per

deum.

Et statim vicarius

in spiritualibus

nomine Bibel dixit furiose Ha Magister,
vos venistis nuc ad audiendum, et non ar
guendum. Cui dixi Ecce vos istum sacerdotem condemnare, dicentes eum tenere
errorem Waldensium, et ipse juravit vobis
per deum, estne hoc justum ? Et alia multa loquebar iis.
See Stud. u. Krit. 1. c
page 139 and 140.
:

:

zbynek's measures against wicklipitism.
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of Hubs. Nicholas was thrown into prison, and after some days released,
but banished from the diocese. Huss, in a letter, vehemently reproached
the archbishop on account of this proceeding. " What is this that men
stained with innocent blood, men guilty of every crime, shall be found
walking abroad almost with impunity while humble priests, who spend
all their efforts to destroy sin, who fulfil their duties under your church
guidance, in a good temper, never follow avarice, but give themselves for nothing to God's service and the proclamation of his word, are
cast into dungeons as heretics, and must suffer banishment for preachHere, for the first time, the thing came out openly
ing the gospel ? "
wliich we have said was inevitable, that although the archbishop, at the
beginning, countenanced the reform tendency in Huss, yet the opposite
character of their principles and of their tempers must lead to a rupture
between them as soon as the activity of Huss as a reformer passed beyond a certain limit. And when the first impulse had been given, he
could not fail to be carried still farther, by the movements in this pedocument which bears testiriod of a great crisis of the church.
mony to the extreme excitement between the Wicklifite party in Bohemia and the representatives of the old hierarchical system in its whole
extent, is a work composed in these times, about the year 1408, by tli'
!

;

•

A

convent of Dola, in the diocese of Olmutz
the ol)ject of
guard against and to refute the Wicklifite heresies. Dola
was a man by no means disposed to defend the abuses of simony and the
bad conduct of the clergy and monks. He complains of it as a grievance,
that important men in Bohemia, a country hitherto exempt from all heresies, had contributed to bring their nation into bad repute with foreigners,
the Germans
that they openly and secretly dissemi1 articularly with
nated the Wicklifite doctrines ;2 that the writings of Wicklif were scattered over the whole world.3
He describes the party as one that (toasted
of having first made familiar the understanding of the Scriptures, and
taken pains to have the gospel preached everywhere.
He (juotes from
" We preach
we proclaim the word of God
their own lips the words
we guide the people. * He gives us to understand that they attacked
all others as ignorant men (no doubt in reference to their knowledge of
that they were opponents of the monks, of the conventhe Scripture)
as the latter, in fact, were the most decidedly opposed to
tual clergy
Already, too, he found it necesthe more liberal christian tendency.^
sary to defend the doctrine of indulgences against the objections of this
party .6
The author of this Avork attacks no individual name he does
not even mention that of Huss, whom he undoubtedly had in his eye
abl)ot of the

which was

;

to

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Qualiter hoc est, quod incestuosi et
variu cririiinosi absque rij^o correetionis
iiicetluntlihcre, sacerdotes autem huiniles,
sjiiiias pec'cati evellentes. ottii'iuin Vestri
'

iiiilili'ntes

regiminis ex bono affectu, non

n(|Ui'ntes avaritiam, sed jrratis pro dco se
otl'erentes ad
evan<relisationis hiborem,
tamquam baeretici inaiiicipantur carcoribus, et exiliutn propter evanj;elisationc;m
ip>ius evauLTelii ])i\tiuntur? cact. Palaek
LI I.

1

p. 223,

Not( 288.

* Stephanas Dolanus Antiwikleffus. in
Pez, thesaur. torn. IV pars 2 pajjf. 184.
^ Quae in orbe terrarum iiiuc inde disIhid. pag
currunt scripta per chartulas.

213.
*

Ibid. pajr. 209.

* Non siinius. inquiuiU, sicut
minum, idiotue et daustrales.
*

loid. pag. 214.

caeteri
Ibid.

ho
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speaking of " men who seemed to be of some consequence." i But ni
time the Wickhfites, so called, would be treated with more forbeaiance, as the opposition within the Bohemian party itself, at the imiversitj of Prague, had not as yet broken out
and the abbot himself had,
eirlier, stood on friendly terms with Huss, and describes him as a man
formerly inclined to support the church, and likeminded with himself.^
But although such excitement existed between the two parties, yet
archbishop Zbynek thought that enough had been done on his part for
the suppression of the Wicklifite heresy. He may not have been, himHe had his reasons for exercising
self, so very zealous in this matter.
forbearance towards the party of Huss, Avhich had important adherents
in all ranks of society. Violent steps might, in the present times of ferand King Wenceslaus had not,
mentation, lead to fearful commotions
since the accession of Pope Boniface IX., stood on the best terms with
in

this

;

;

Koman

had failed to afford him the desired asRupert for the imperial dignity. His
openly avowed breach with the court of Rome, would be favorable to
and archbishop Zbynek could not reckon
the reform party in Bohemia
on the king's support in carrying out his measures against Wicklifitism.
As it might be very prejudicial to the king's interests in relation to
German affairs, that suspicions should be raised against the Bohemians
by the spread of reports importing that they were inclined to the Wicklifite heresy, he was the more urgent with the archbishop to set on foot
an investigation which should vindicate the good character of the Bohemians. In July of the year 1408, Zbynek declared, at a diocesan synod
held at Prague, that it had been found, after investigation, that no WickAt the same time, however,
lifite heresy existed at present in Bohemia.^
an
he ordered that the writings of Wicklif should be delivered up,
order which ended in mere words, the bishop not having the power,
and perhaps at that time not even a serious intention, of actually carthe

court, as the latter

sistance in his struggle with

;

—

rying out so radical a measure.

Up

to this time, the

united together, by a

Bohemians

common

at the university of

Prague were

still

national interest, against the predomi-

The party favorable to reform would be the
nance of the Germans.
most desirous to overthrow this preponderance, the Germans being, on
account of their philosophical and theological opinions, the fiercest oppo-

^
'

Qui videntur esse

Tu

vcro

mul mecum

aliquid.

homo olim unanimis, qui sidulces capiebas cibos, magni-

super me supplantationcm, in his
Antihussus, Pez thes. torn. IV pars. 2, pag.
CochliEus cites this passage and much
other matter from this book in his work
Historiae Hussitarumlib. I. pag..39; buthe
names the author Stephen Paletz. Doubtless he was led to confound him with Stepheu Paletz, on account of his having the
same christian name, Stephen, and because the abbot in the place cited, where
Oochlaeus instead of simnl reads semel,
srhich would give a totally different sense
xi variance with the context, speaks of

himself as an old friend of Huss; which
confusion was already noticed by the Benedictine Pez, the editor of the writings of
abbot.

ticasti

tliis

380.

* See what Palacky (III, 1 p. 224), re
marks, on the authority of certain
records, and the words of the Jurist, Mas

MS

ter

Jesenitz, in his Repetitio pro defen-

Cum in regno
sione causae Joann. Hus
Boemiac nullus fidei erroneus vel haereti
cus hujusque sit compertus vel convictus,
prout prouunciatio principum et baronum
inter dominum Sbynconem piae mcmoriaa
archiepiscopura olim Pragensem et partem
adversam approbat. Hus opp.I fol. 332 2
:

MORE MODERATE PROCEEDINGS OF

ZBYNEiv.
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and by their cooperation, as
nents of the new theological tendency
had been shown at the convocation assembled to condemn the forty-five
articles of Wicklif, all measures directed against this tendency might
Combined, in the case of Huss and Jerome,
easily be carried through.
and on this side
with the religious interest, was that of patriotism
they might count on receiving the support of many who did not agree
with them in reUgious and doctrinal matters. Huss, the confessor of
queen Sophia, could for this reason exercise a greater influence at
court.
His friend Jerome moved in the most respectable circles. They
were supported, in this cause, by the most influential of the nobility.
Add to this that King Wenceslaus had a strong political motive, con;

;

nected with his politico-ecclesiastical plans, for favoring the Bohemian
more than the German party in the university. Meantime took place
the renunciation of both the rival popes, by the great majority of tiie
The king, who
cardinals, and the proclamation of the council of Pisa.
had been urged by France, and had separated from Gregory XII, was
In this view, he might
disposed to embrace the cause of the council.
expect more support from the partj^ in favor of reform, than from the
Germans, who were devoted to the cause of papal despotism. Thus he

was induced

to

put forth an edict, whereby a change was made in the
Prague, three being given to the

relation of votes at the university of

Teachers and
month of Sepwhich they had bound themselves, under the most

Bohemians, while only one was allowed
students of the

German

to the foreigners.

nation carried into effect, in the

tember, a resolution
sacred oaths, to execute in case the king would give no heed to their
remonstrances, and forsook Prague in vast numbers. The number who
They who reckon highest,
left, it seems, cannot be exactly estimated.

Only 2,000 stuit at 44,000 ; the lowest estimate is 5,000.i
dents are said to have been left in Prague.
This was an event which, in its consequences, had the most important influence on the development of the contest which is now the
estimate

The Bohemian party at the university
had now gained decidedly the ascendency, as was soon made evident
by the choice of Huss as rector of the university. But it turned out
here as it usually does in political, ecclesiastical, and religious affairs,
with combinations formed of conflicting elements, and held together
only by the bond of a common opposition.
The national interest had
thus far brought into union with Huss a set of men who were unlike
him in spirit and temper, and were only not conscious as yet of the
opposition really existing between them.
A crisis must now arrive,
which would operate to separate those who valued the interests of
Christianity and reform above all things else, from those who were not
disposed in any case to renounce the dominant church tendency. The
decisive events which transpired in this stormy period must soon bring
about the dissolution of such a union, which was no lonjier held tosubject of our contemplation.

'

See the dissertation of J. Th. Held:
rcnim anno 1409 in universiyestarum," and the essays of

" Illnstratio

tate Pras;ena

VOL. V,

22

Pelzel on the history of the Emiieror
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and Palacky,
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getlier

by the

interest of a

common

opposition

;

and men who had

Men who

fought side by side must be led to fight against each other.
had been friends must become the most violent enemies.
those

who

Amongst
who

the university were to be found eminent scholars

left

obtained important situations abroad.
This emigration was the occafounding of the new university at Leipsic.
And the most
injurious reports were now circulated abroad respecting the heresies
of the party of Huss.
All who were detennined to maintain the old
church system, not merely the friends of the papal absolutism of the
sion of the

middle age, but also those disposed to favor reform, the adherents of
Parisian theology, believed they saw a dangerous revolution,
threatening the overthrow of all ecclesiastical order, breaking forth
from Bohemia, and were therefore of the opinion that every effort
should be made to avert this danger.
The city of Prague suffered a
great loss by this emigration. Even commerce felt the blow as manymerchants had sent their sons to Prague with a view to push their
business in that city, and these young men had in part got themselves
matriculated in order to enjoy the privileges of the university.
An
odious light was cast upon Jerome and Huss as the authors of the
mischief; and this was marked as one of the ruinous effects of religious schism.
Jerome of Prague must therefore defend himself and
his friend against the charges brought against them on this side also,
at the council of Constance
and he sets forth the motives of patriotism, which had induced them to obtain this decree from King Wenceslaus.
After having given an account of the ascendency which the
Germans had gained ever after the foundation of the University of
Prague, he said, that when he and Huss and other nobles, in Bohemia, perceived that the whole effect of all this would be to exterminate
the Bohemian language, they had gone to the king
and he had persuaded his friend Huss, in his Bohemian sermons, to make the people
take notice that they ought no longer to tolerate such a thing, nor
suffer themselves to be so treated by the Germans
and so, with the
help of the Bohemian nobility and others of their countrymen, they had
finally carried the thing through. i
In like manner Huss was accused,
as we find it laid to his charge in his last trial in Prague, in the year
1414, of having driven the German students from the university.
But he replied the German students were driven away by nobody.
Their own oath alone drove them away
they pledged themselves on
penalty of excommunication for perjury, the forfeiture of their honor,
and a pecuniary mulct of 60 groats, that not one of them would remain at the university, if they did not have the right of three votes.
According to the law of God, and by natural right,' the Bohemians
ought to have the first claim to offices within the Bohemian realm
the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

Ipse vero

Hieronymus videns

hoc.

una

Mag. Joann. Hus iverunt ad regem
Kohemiae, concludentes, quod talia esscnt
res mali exempli et tenderent in destructionem linguae Bohemicalis
Et pcrsuasit Mag. Joann. Hus, quod in sermonibus
C'um

Bohemicalibu,s deberet inducere

populum

Bohemicalem, quod

talia

amplius

siisti-

nere non deberent, quod ita tractareniur
per Teutonicos. Jerome, in his last liearing at Constance. See V d. Hardt, acta
concilii Constantiensis torn. IV, pars 2.
pag. 758.
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France, and the Germans in their counwould it be for a Bohemian parish priest
or bishop to settle down in Germany, if he were not familiar with the
German tongue, and therefore had about the same power over his
" The same power would
flock as a dumb dog which could not bark ?
Knowing, therefore, that this
a German have among us Bohemians.
is contrary to the law of God and natural right, I say that it is not
just as the

tries.

French have

Of what

allowable."

in

sort of use

^

Meantime, King Wenceslaus, who had never been a friend of the
hierarchy, became daily more involved in controversy with tlie archbishop and the clergy.
The influence of this was, that he promoted
thereby, without intending it, the movements of reform, besides contributing on the one hand to strengthen the party of Huss, and, on the
other, to draw upon him still more numerous and more dangerous
enemies.
The archbishop and clergy would not abandon Pope Gregory XII, whose obedience the king had renounced, nor recognize the
general council assembled at Pisa, whose cause Wenceslaus sought to
promote.
The king was for carrying out his will in his own states.
He met with fierce resistance from the clergy many refused to continue divine worship. Violent attacks were made on the archbishop
and the clergy by the king and his favorites, who, partly as the king's
instruments, partly from private grudges, eagerly sought to humble
the prelates.
Many betook themselves to flight their goods were
confiscated.
The king, too, was probably inclined to indulge in acts
of arbitrary self-will.
Huss now considered it to be his duty to declare himself in favor of the cause of the council in his sermons, and
to promote it in every way, as there was far more reason to expect
something might be done for the reform of the church by the council
than by either of the popes.
By so doing he would gain the favor of
the king, but so much the more draw upon himself the enmity of the
archbishop and the clergy
and this was attended with important
consequences on the later events.
Huss himself points to this in his
;

;

;

be noticed to the college of Cardinals in Rome, as
the prime cause of the violent rupture between him and the archletter hereafter to

bishop.

He

says, the grievous oppressions which he

bear, originated in

was compelled

to

the fact, that at the time of the renunciation of

Pope Gregory XII, he had strongly recommended and constantly
to all the nobles, princes, and lords, to the clergy and the

preached

people, the duty of taking part with the general council for restoring

Hence the archbishop Zbynek had forbidden to all
masters of the university who sided with the college of cardinals, and
particularly to himself, by a pubUc notice posted on the churches, the
unity to the church.

exercise of

all

Huss expressed

priestly functions within his diocese.2

In

like

manner

himself, on this subject, at the council of Constance.

He was accused, namely, of having sowed discord and schism between the spiritual and secular powers ; hence had arisen the perse'

Depos.

pl31.

test, in

the Stud. u. Krit.

1.

c.

»

Hus

opp. I

fol. 93.
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and the plundering of their goods
Nothing of the kind had happened through any
fault of his
The schism between church and state had fallen out eaiKing Wenceslaus had been induced
iier, and it had arisen in this way:
to abandon Pope Gregory XII, who favored Duke Rupert of Bavaria
in the competition for the imperial dignity, and to apply to the college
of cardinals, which held out to him the hope of obtaining the vote of the
Now as archbishop Zbynek and the clergy
pope then to be elected.
opposed the king in this step, and many suspended divine worship and
left Prague, and in fact were followed by the archbishop himself, the
king had easily granted that the goods of those who had fled to avoid
being compelled to side with the king, should be taken from them.'
By these commotions Huss was led, in setting forth the necessity of a
reformation of the church to his numerous hearers in Bethlehem chapel,
.<) [jortray the corruption of the clergy in all its parts, in dark colors indeed, but certainly not exceeding the truth. For this he had been much
reproached, both at that time and more recently.
While the clergy
heard him with pleasure when he fearlessly attacked the reigning vices
among other classes of men, they could no longer tolerate him when he
attacked their own. They laid a complaint against him before the king
but the king, who was not displeased with what he had done, replied to
them When Huss preached sharp discourses against the princes and
lords, they had complacently looked on
now their turn had come,
and they must make the best of it. Upon this was founded the charge
that Huss had stirred up the laity to rebellion against the clergy. On the
occasion of his trial at Prague, in the year 1414, he was forced to de" I hope that, by the
and he said
fend himself against this charge
grace of God, I have never preached in an unbecoming manner.
Against the vices of the clergy I have undoubtedly preached
and I
hope that I shall preach against them before the council (of Constance) ;
not in any extravagant and irregular way, nor so as to show any disposition to injure their good name, but so as to restore their good name,
and to give them occasion for correcting their faults. For he who seeks
to remove the vices in his neighbors, from good motives, seeks most effectually to restore their good name.
0, how much would it conduce
to the good name of every one, if, whenever he heard his vices rebuked
in a sermon, he would renounce them, and afterwards, by a good life,
When he was
secure to himself the praise of God and all holy men."
accused of drawing away, by his sermons, the laity of other churches
from their parish priests and leading them to disobey those priests, he
replied, that he had never, in any way, enticed subjects from a holy
he had
obedience to their superiors, but from unlawful obedience
taught that they should not follow those set over them and parish priests
It was cast as a special reproach upon
in doing that which is wrong.2
Huss, as it had already been before upon Matthias of Janow,^ that he
cution of the bishop and the clergy,

To

this

Huss

replied

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

openly attacked, before the people, in the Bohemian tongue, the vice?
'

312.

See

Hank

torn.

IV, pars

2,

pag. 311 et

*
^

See Stud. u. Crit.
See above p. 174.

a. a.

0. p. 143.
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In reference to this, Cardinal d'Ailly afterwards said to
of the clergy.
him, at the council of Constance, " Certainly thou hast not observed a
Oughtest thou not to
just moderation in thy sermons and writings.
have adapted thy sermons to the particular needs of thy hearers ? For
what was the necessity or advantage of preaching before the people
Such things should
against cai'dinals, when no cardinal was present ?
rather be said in their presence, than to their injury before the laity."
"
Priests and other learned men were present
To this Huss rejilied
to hear my sermons,' and what I said was on their account, and for the
purpose of warning them."" Huss, at some later period, composett a
tract, in vindication of himself against the charge of having done wrong
in openly attacking the vices of the clergy in his sermons, and pointed
:

He states, in particular,
out the reasons which had led him to do so.
first,
the following good ends, which such discourses might subserve
it might be of advantage to the clergy themselves, that they should be
made ashamed of their faults and led to repentance secondly, that the
worth of good clergymen would shine brighter by the contrast. Thirdly,
:

;

that good clergymen would, by comparison with the bad, gain so much
the more the love of the people, and bad ones fall so much the more
Fourthly, that the good clergy and laity thus learned
into contempt.
to avoid the bad, as mangv sheep and wolves. And he applies here the

words of Christ on the final separation (Matt. 13: 41), which, after
manner of Matthias of Janow,3 he understands as referring to her-

the

alds or preachers, designated as Christ's angels, sent forth in the last
Fifthly,,
times for the purpose of separating the good from the bad.

that the simple laity might not imitate those wolves in their life andl
Sixthly, that the sinful laity might be stripped of every exconduct.

cuse
since it was their wont to say. The priests preach against our
unchastity and other vices, and say nothing o£ their own unchastity
and their own vices. Either this is no sin, or they are for monopolizing
And since it was their wont to say. The priests beit to themselves.
;

let them
hold the mote in our eyes, but not the beam in their own
first cast out the beam in their own eyes, and then tell us that we
and since, again, it was their wont
should cast out the mote from ours
why
the priests do the same
to say. Why dost thou reprove me ?
Is it perchance no sin in their case ?
dost thou not reprove them ?
Next, because if the prelate be a bad man, perhaps an Antichrist, and
if, perhaps on account of his wickedness, the people will not obey him
even in what is right the preacher is bound to call upon them to act
according to the example of Christ to follow the precepts which such
;

;

—

;

;

;

lay down, but not imitate their actions (Matt. 23: 2, 3 and 1 Pet. 2:
Finally, because the students, when they listen with the people
18).
to sermons attacking the vices of the clergy, seek to avoid such, and to

prepare themselves,

in a better

way,

What Huss here says is confirmed by
the words of the abbot of Doiii in his DiaAuditoruni
logus volatilis adv. Hussum
multorura millium diversi status et geneFez thesaur. torn. IV, pars
ris supputatio.
2, pag. 462.
'

:

22*

for their future calling

;

or

if

they

Quia sermon ibus meis saeerdotes et
alii docti viri interfuerunt, illorum causa
haec a me dicta sunt, ut sibi cavereut
See Hardt torn. IV, pars 2, pag. 317
* See above, p. 196.
"
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are conscious of being guilty of

still

greater sins, which would be incom-

patible with their undertaking so sacred a vocation, they are

moved

to

In a later performance, Huss appeals to the
maxim that sin can at most hurt a good man only when it is not kno-wn
to be sin
when exposed, it is rendered harmless.^ Another contemporary, the Bohemian theologian Andrew of Broda, says, to be sure, in a
writing addressed to Huss, that he was not persecuted expressly because he attacked the vices of the clergy for the same thing had been
done already, before him, by John Militz, Conrad of Waldhausen, and
John Stekna.3 But it is evident, from our preceding narrative, that the
two first-named individuals did actually draw down upon themselves
It may
persecution by their castigatory sermons against the clergy.
be gathered from the words of Matthias of Janow, cited on a former page,
how certainly such castigatory preachers exposed themselves to perseand it lay in the very nature
cutions and to defamation as heretics
of the case that, as the excited feelings between the two parties, that
of the dominant clergy and of the friends of reform, increased in intensity, so the persecutions against the castigatory preachers would inNow as it concerns Huss, his connection with
crease in violence.
Wicklifitism, and the complication of his cause with many other mat
ters which we have pointed out, contributed no doubt to aggravate his
And as he cultivated the growth of that which had been sown
ease.
by his predecessors, so he was under the necessity also of reaping, in
the bad as well as the good sense, what they had but sown.
The clergy of Prague, who had already, near the end of the year
forsake

them betimes. ^
;

;

;

1408, entered a complaint against Huss before the archbishop, retheir complaint in still stronger terms during the year in which,
for the reasons already mentioned, the breach grew more violent. The
that he stircharges which they brought against Huss were as follows
red up the people against the clergy, the Bohemians against the Ger
mans preached disrespect to the church and disregard to her power
styled Rome the seat of Antichrist, and declared every
of punishing
clergyman who demanded a fee for distributing the sacrament a herethat he openly praised Wicklif, and had expressed the wish that
tic
In reference
his soul might finally arrive where Wicklif's soul was.4
to the charge relating to his opinion of Wicklif, Huss in his trial a(
Prague, in the year 1414, remarked " I say, and have said, that
and I hope he is m the kingWicklif was, as I hope, a good Christian
dom of heaven and so too have I expressed myself in my sermons.

newed

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

See the tract De arguendo clero pro
Hus opp. I, fol. 150, 2 sq.
concione.

^ Andrew of Broda, in his Responsio U
the cpistohi, qua a Joann. lius tentatuf

^ Nulla autem res sic exterminat bonum,
queniadmodum simulatum bonum. Nam
manit'estum malum tamquam malum fu-

fuerat, ut

'

Malum autem sub specelatum, dum non cognoscitur,
nee cavetur, sed etiam quasi bonum suscipitur et non conjunctum est bono, id est
Christo, ideo exterminat bonum. ResponBio ad scriptum octo doctorum, Opp. I, fol
gitur et cavetur.
cie boni

305,

2.

vePin partem ejus transiret, vei
saltem non ohsisteret: Nam et ab antiquis
temporibus Milicius, Conradus, Sezekna
ct alii quam plurimi contra clericos praeSee Cochlaeus, hist. Huss
dicaverunt.
lib. I, pag. 42.
" Palacky III, 1, p. 246
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Hence I hope also to-daj, though I never affirmed it as a fact, that Wicklif
belonged to the number of the saved because I do not choose to condemn
any man, respecting whomlhave no testimony of Scripture and no revelation, no spiritual knowledge, that he belongs to the number of the reprobate ; for our Saviour says. Judge not, that ye be not judged." ^
On the presentation of these complaints, archbishop Zbynek charged
his inquisitor, Master Mauritius of Prague, to inquire into them, and at
;

the same time to examine by virtue of what authority it was that sermons and divine worship were held in Bethlehem chapel. We perceive
here, already, a wish in the archbishop to find some reason for putting
a stop to those labors of Huss in Bethlehem chapel which exerted so
It is much to be questioned whether
great an influence on the people.
Huss, under the existing circumstances, when the bonds of the diocese
were relaxed by discordant opinions respecting the recognition of the
council of Pisa, would have acknowledged the competency of that spiritual

He

court.

Rome

himself, however, addressed to

a complaint

against the archbishop, and the latter was cited to Rome on the 14th
Yet in the meanwhile the more geneof December of the year 1409.
ral

commotions

uation of the

in the

church brought about a change in the whole

sit-

affair.

After the council of Pisa had successfully asserted

itself as

the supreme

tribunal of the church, the archbishop dared no longer to resist.

He ac-

knowledged Alexander V, the pope appointed by the council. But when
the cause of the council had made good its way through Bohemia, Hus3
received no thanks for what he had done in the struggle with the dominant church party for the furtherance of the cause of the council.
Zbynek was able to obtain more from the pope for giving up his opposition. His complaints, laid before the latter, respecting the dissemination of the Wicklifite heresy in these districts, met with the more ready
and Alexander V. was induced
acceptance because of his submission
by the archbishop to put forth, soon afterwards and as early as December of the year 1409, a bull in which he declares he had heard that
the heresies of Wicklif, and especially his denial of the doctrine of transubstantiation, were spreading far and wide in Bohemia.
He called
upon the archbishop to employ vigorous measures for the suppression
;

of these heresies.

He

should cause

all

the writings of Wicklif to be de-

up into his hands, appoint a committee of four doctors of theology and two doctors of canon law to examine the same, and proceed in
conformity with the judgment they should give. All clergymen who refused to deliver up those writings, or who should defend Wicklifite heresies, he should cause to be arrested and deprived of their benefices,
and in case of necessity the aid of the secular power should be called in.
livered

As

private chapels served to spread errors

among

the people, sermons

for

the future should be preached, in Bohemia,

only in cathedrals,

parish and conventual churches, and prohibited in all private churches.^
This papal bull did not arrive in Bohemia until ten weeks after it had

*

Depos.

test.

1.

c. p.

129 and 130.

"^

For Alexander's

bull, see

nalcs ecclesiastic, torn.

XVII,

Raynaldi an
pag. 396.
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been put forth, and was proclaimed on the 9th of March, 1410.
It wad
first in the series of great convulsions which the Bohemian church
was destined henceforth to suffer, the beginning of the great commotions in the midst of which Huss was borne on, from one step in advance to another.
Zbynek had probably been the more confident that
by means of this expression of the supreme authority of the church he
should be able to crush the party at a blow, because King Wenceslaus
had not only recognized Alexander V. as a pope elected by the council
favored by himself, but in addition to this had, in earlier times, been
on terms of personal friendship with the new pope. F jr the latter, when
Cardinal Villargi, had decidedly supported the cause of the king .in his
competition for the imperial dignity
and it might therefore be expected that the king would be ready to evince his gratitude by obedience to all his ordinances.
But the bull, which bore evidence on its
face of being a work of Zbynek, aimed particularly against Huss and
his friends, was received with great indignation by important men in
Bohemia and about the king's person. In the present excited state of
feeling, men easily foresaw that great disturbances must necessarily
arise if the archbishop carried the bull into execution.
The cause of
Huss was espoused by the most eminent of the nobihty around the person of the king.i By their influence the king's prejudices were excited
His suspicions
against the bull and against Zbynek the author of it.
may have been aroused against Zbynek as an enemy to the realm, the
man who had brought it into the bad odor of heresy, though he himself
had, as Huss asserted, very recently declared it, as the result of an investigation made under the sanction of the assembly in Prague already
mentioned, that no Wicklifite heresy existed at present in Bohemia.
The bull was declared to be in many ways a garbled and interpolated one,
and therefore of no force. Huss himself excited suspicions against it
on this ground, and employed at first every lawful means in his power,
under the circumstances of those times, to withhold obedience while
He appealed from the
he showed all respect to the Roman church.
pope male informato to the pope melius informandum. The archbishop,
however, was not to be disturbed by all this. He issued his prohibition
against preaching in private chapels, and applied this also to Bethlehem chapel. Huss thought this contrary to the right granted in the
foundation-charter
he thought he was secured from harm himself by
his appeal ; and at all events was determined to act on the principle
that it was right to obey God rather than men, and that no man should
be induced to desist from a divine vocation by the arbitrary will of an
Zbynek issued, moreover, a command that all the writings
individual.
the

;

;

'
His connection with those in power
was an odious imputation brought against
Huss by the above mentioned abbot of
Dola Et popularis vulgi favor et saeculare brachium praestabat manifestum praesidium. Pez thes. IV, 2, pag. 390. But
Huss stood by no means in need of the
secular power to promote the spread of his
principles
but it was a consequence of
the infliuence of his mind and of his prin;

;

ciples on the minds of the people and of
the knights, from which everything else
resulted as a matter of course just as in
later times Luther acquired, without secking it, his mighty influence over the minds
of the people and the knights, through the
power of the truths which he proclaimed,
From the respectable knights and barons,
however, the influence in Bohemia passed
over to the king.
;
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up to him for examination within six davs.
injunction, declai-ing himself ready (which certainl_y

of Wicklif should be delivered

Huss

obe3''ed this

his part, and cannot justly be ascribed to any
motive of pride) to condemn them himself, whenever an error could be
Zbynek now actually proceeded, after many
pointed out in them.
writings of Wicklif had been delivered up, to appoint a committee of
examination in the manner prescribed in the bull
and this committee

was honestly meant on

;

pronounced sentence of condemnation on a certain number of Wicklif'a
writings
the Dialogue, the Trialogue, and also (a thing which was
:

afterwards particularly noticed by the friends of Wicklif, and with
good reason, and which would cause the whole affair to be regarded in
a more unfavorable light) on writings of simply philosophical import, as
for example his important work on the reahty of general conceptions,
and on works containing nothing but mathematical and physical disqui-

These books were all to be
committed to the jflames, and thus put out of the way of doing harm.
The very announcement of this sentence produced disturbances. At a
convocation of the university, it was resolved to send in a petition to
the king, that he would prevent the execution of such a sentence, on
account of the extreme peril to which it would expose the peace of the
university and of all Bohemia.' The king promised the delegates of the
university that he would comply with their request.
The archbishop, on
hearing of this, hastened to get the start of the king
and on the next
day, the 16th of June, repeated the proclamation of the above sentence
on the writings of Wicklif.
When the king learned of this, he caused
the archbishop to be asked, whether it was really his intention to burn
the books.
Zbynek promised that he would do nothing against Wicklif s writings without the king's consent
and for this reason put oflf the
But he was far from intending really to
execution of the sentence.
give up the execution of the sentence, in spite of all the remonstrances
against such a proceeding, alleging in excuse of his conduct that the
king had not expressly forbidden him to burn the books. On the 16th
of July, 1410, having surrounded his palace with a watch, he actually
caused two hundred volumes, among which were not only the writings
of Wicklif, but also some of Militz and others, to be burned, without the
slightest regard to rights of private property, as was afterwards remembered to his reproach.
This step of the archbishop was the signal for
great disturbances and violent controversies in Prague.
Even blood
was spilt. So great a movement in the minds of men could not be put
down with force. The attempt to put it down by an act of arbitrary
power, would have only led to still greater violence. The buruin-i- of the
books had no othei* eftect than to expose the archbishop to contempt and
ridicule ; and it was a great shock to his authority.
Ribald and satirical songs, of which he was made the subject, were openly suu'^ in the
streets of Prague, to the purport, " the archbishop has yet to learn his
sitions, as their titles sufficiently indicated.

;

;

ABC;
'

DO

Ne

he has caused books

exinde confusio

toti

to

be burned, without knowing what wa/S

regno, domiSee Pel-

regi et universitati inferatur.

zel's

laus

account of the
I.

in

life

of Kin<^ Wences-

Urkundsnbuch, No. 220,

p. 130.
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"

King Wenceslaus

himself, though no friend of the archnecessary to put some check on these proceedhigs ;
and is said to have forbidden, on pain of death, these satirical songs on
Two contempoi^aries, belonging to the opposite parthe archbishop.2
ties, are agreed in stating, that by this burning of his books, the enthuOne was
siasm for Wicklif was increased rather than diminished.
Huss's zealous opponent, the abbot Stephen of Dola, who at the same

them

in

!

i

bishop, believed

it

time was blind enough to trace the origin of all the troubles to the disobedience of Huss. This writer cites, from the lips of one of Wicklif 's ad" The archbishop has burnt ynaiiy famous
herents, the following words
writings of Wicklif yet he has not been able to burn them all. For we
and we are continually searching in
have still quite a number left
all quarters for others to add to this number, and to supply the place
Let the archbishop again bid us dehver them up to him,
of those lost.
and let him see whether we will obey him " 3 The second is Huss
" I call the burning of books a poor business.
himself, who says
Such burning never yet removed a single sin from the hearts of men
(if he who condemned could not prove anything), but has only de:

;

;

!

:

stroyed

many

truths,

many

beautiful and fine thoughts,

and multiplied

the people disturbances, enmities, suspicions, and murders." 4
When now the news of the death of Alexander V, and of the accession
to the government of John XXIII, arrived in Prague, Huss followed up
his earlier appeal, already mentioned, by another addressed to this new
pope. In this appellatory document he endeavored to point out what

among

was arbitrary and unreasonable in the conduct of Zbynek, that he had
caused books to be burnt which contained no theological matter whatever, but which related simply to worldly sciences, quite contrary to
the example of holy men of old, as for example Moses and Daniel,
who appropriated to themselves the knowledge of unbelieving nations.
Paul cited verses from Grecian poets the church had always sanctioned the practice of studying the books of heretics for the purpose of
;

•

Pelzel Gesch. Wenceslaus Thl. II,

s.

*

Christi odiosam multiplicacionem lenocieantici didicisset serenissimus et
magnificus princeps Romanorum et Bohemiae rex Wenceshius, divino edoctusspiritu, volens tani stolidam et publicam jrreverentiam devota et debita recompensare

nantis

568.

of Dola describes the impression produced by the burning of the
books, in the words presently to be cited,
but unjustly lavs the blame of all not on
the caprice and folly of the archbishop,
whom he designates as a man of God, but
to the mischievous influence of Huss,
though the whole was a natural conse-

The abbot

qucnce of the

affair,

and such as by the

human nature always take i)lace
under similar circumstances". The abbot
Dola says of the archbishop: Factus
fuit ex inobedientia et reb.ellione illius
Mag. Hus velut contcmptibilis et paene
laws of

of-

populo, ita ut plerique insolentes
ac ironicas de eodem viro dei
I'oniingerent et decanerent cantiones publice per plateas contra justissimam et zelo
catholicae tidei commodam combustionem
librorum istius haereticae pravitatis. Cnjus cum frequentationem et irreverentiae
f\ibula in

rulgares

reverentia, regio pulilicae vocis statuit decreto, ut ncquaquam quisquam ampliiis

eandem dementiae cantilenam non solum
sub facultatum forensium, sed et sub -niiitalis sententiae poena audeat decantare.
Stephen of Dola in Antihussus, in Pz,
IV, 2. p. 417 and 418.
' Pcz thes. IV,.2, pag. 386.
* Malum dico comlmstionem librorum.
quae combustio nullum peccatum de cordibus hominum (nisi condemnatores probaverint) sustulit, sed veritates multas et

sententiaspulchras et subfiles in

scrijito

destruxit. et in populo disturbia. invidias,
diff'amationes, odia nniltiplicavit et iiomi-

Hus pro dcfcnsionc libri de
Joann. Wiclott,<jpp. I, fol. 106.

cidia.

tate

trnii-

APPEAL OF
refuting

them

and

;

much

JOHN
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XXIII.

at the universities provided with papal privileges,

the writings of Aristotle

tained

HC.SS TO

and Averrhoes were studied, though they con-

that was contrary to the truths of faith.

The

writings of

Origen were not burned, and yet heresies were to be found in them
md in the short space of time occupied by the commission, it was impossible that so many books could be so thoroughly read and examined
Against the
a? to enable the members to pass judgment upon them.
prohibition to preach in Bethlehem chapel, he contends that Christ,
wlio left behind him the seed of his word as the provision for souls, did
Christ himself preached everywhere, in
no' mean to have it bound.
For if he had not left bethe streets, in the fields, and on the lake.
hind, for us, the seed of his word, we should have been even as Sodom
and Gomorrah. After his resurrection, he had transferred the office of
preaching to his disciples forever. With this commission of Christ, and
the ordinances of the fathers, this prohibition of Zbynek stood in direct
contradiction. And he cites the rule that, in things necessary to salvation,

God rather than man. Huss made this appeal in
many other masters and preachers.^ The language

one should obey

conjunction with

which he employs in it was little suited indeed to be understood or appreciated by the monster John XXIII. and the court which he had
gathered.
Huss, from this time onward, composed several writings,
which seem to have had their origin in public disputations held by him
in the university ;2 and in these productions he expounded, more at
length, the reasons why he could not obey the archbishop in those ordinances, and defended many doctrines and writings of Wicklif against the
condemnation that had been passed on them. These papers evince the
christian temper of his mind at that time
they show how firmly resolved he was already to suffer the loss of all things for the cause of
Christ, and that even then martyrdom was not far absent from hia
and they also show with what enthusiastic confidence, inthoughts
spired by a christian sense of the force of truth, he looked forward to
the ultimate triumph of the truth he defended.
We may mention here
He begins the
his tract De trinitate, which he wrote in the year 1410.
pubUc academical act, from which that paper proceeded, by explaining,
that it had never entered into his mind to persist in obstinately maintaining anything which was contrary to the Holy Scriptures, or in any
way erroneous but if he asserted anything of this sort, from ignorance
or inadvertency, he would cheerfully and humbly retract it. And if any
person of the church, whoever he might be, would teach him better by
quotation from Scripture, or rational argument, he was perfectly ready
to concur with him. " For
he says
from the earliest period of my
studies until now, have I laid it down as a rule, that whenever I heard
a more correct opinion on any subject whatever advanced, I would, with
being well aware that
joy and humility, give up my earlier opinion
what we know is vastly less than what we do not know." 3 In a later
;

;

;

—

—

;

Apellatio Joann. Hus ab Archiepiscopo ad sedem apostolicam, opp. I, fol. 89.
As we infer from the words with which
'

•^

Qis tract

De

trinitate begins

:

Cathedram

0pp. I, fol. 105.
* Nam a primo studii mei tempore hoc
mihi statui pro regula, ut quotiescunque
saniorein seiitLntiaiii iiiquacunque materia
ascendo.
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paper

0^1

Tithes, of the year 1412, he pomts out three diflferent sourcea

of the knowledge of that truth which

is

always

to

Scripture, reason, and experience of the senses.'

meant

be held fast

Not

— Holy

as though

Huss

on a level, as to their substance Sind matter ;
but as truthfulness, and steadfastness in maintaining that which had been
made out as true, belonged among the fundamental traits of his character, so he was resolved never to give up, at any price, a truth which h-'^
had gained, whatever it might be, or from whatever source it might
liave come. We see how, in the soul of Huss, it was a principle alreacy
formed and firmly established, to derive all the truths of faith directly
from Scripture, and to acknowledge nothing to be such truth which 'lid
not appear to rest on that foundation.
As Christ was the great centre
of his faith and of his life, so he had determined to adhere only to his
word as the rule of faith and life. But with this he could still join a
firm adherence to the existing doctrines of the church, being not as yet
conscious of any contradiction between them and the sacred Scriptures ;
because his whole theological development had sprung out of ^Yie practical element. As he had not the remotest idea of deserting he actup.l
church and forming a new one, so he could still seek to urite ihe two
things together
though he was already firmly resolved to sacrifice
everything to the truth as clearly gathered from the Scriptures, and to
reject all that stood in conflict with it, or which he clearly made out to
be such.
He still clung to church tradition ; but it appeared to him
to place these truths

?i

;

only as the historical evolution of the truth contained, as to its essence,
an evolution of the germs therein contained,

in the sacred Scriptures,

it in his tract De decimis,^ mentioned just above, where
" Law, as determined by the prelates, is styled canonical law ;
and its purpose is to restrain, within due limits, whatever stands in conIt may be compared with the
flict with the holy laws of the church.
evangelical law, the latter being the articles of faith which have been
determined by the holy synods. As the man remains the same, though
he may appear in a different dress, and under ditferent, changeable and

as he expresses

he says

:

it
is
the same law or the same evangelical
contained implicitly, or unfolded in the gospel, and is afterwards expounded by the church in another but not contradictory manner." 3 He declares, in reference to the forty-five propositions of Wicklif, " Because it tends to prejudice too much the interests of salvation,
to condemn any truth without examination,-^ as our Lord says, Judge

accidental characters, so
truth which

is

perciperem, a priori sententia gaudenter
humiliter declinarem, sciens, quoniam
ilia quae scimus, sunt minima illorum,
quae ignoramus. Hus de trinitate, opp. I,

et

fol.'lOS.
'

Videlicet in veritate in scriptura sacra

explicita, in veritate ab infallibili ratione
elaboi'ata et in veritate experimentaliter a

Bcnsu cognita.

Hus de

decimis, opp.

I, fol.

125, 2.
"

Hus opp.

'

Jus canonicum vocatur jus a praelato

I fol. 128, 2.

vel praelatis iustitutum

et

promulgatum

ad rebelles sacris regulis coercendum. Et
potest etiam intelligi, ut communicans juri
evangelico, ut sunt articuli fidei, in Sanctis
synodis sive conciliis explanati.
Sicut
enim idem est homo in vestibus aut accidentibus notitiam inducentibus varians,
sic eadem est lex vel Veritas evangelica in
evangelio implicita vel detecta, et per ecclesiam postmodum aliter, sed non con
trarie explanata.
* In
the edition
lying before us wo
find,

it

tatem

;

is

true,

but

exanime condcmnare

we think we may

take

veriit

for
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ye be not judged, the university of Prague demands, so for as
does not concur in the condemnation of those forty-five articles, the
pr >f, from the appointed doctors, of the reasonableness of that condcirj.Ht'on, and that they should show wherein each of those articles ia
falr-e, ly the authority of Scripture, or by arguments of infallible reason."
in reference to the prohibition directed against preaching in Beth" Where is there any authority of Holy Writ,
lehem chapel, he says
not, that
it

>

:

or where are there

any rational grounds for forbidding preaching in so
public a place, fitted up for that very purpose, in the midst of the
great city of Prague ?
Nothing else can be at the bottom of this, but
the jealousy of Antichrist.i
He exhibits Pope Alexander V. in con-

—

—

"For
says he
when that pope heard at
Bohemia received the word of God, he did not send
Peter and John to pray for the Bohemians, and to lay their hands on
them, that in hearing the word of God. they might receive the Holy
Ghost but he sent back some ill-disposed persons belonging to Bohemia, and[ commanded, in his bull, that the word of God should not bo
preached in private chapels." ^ Huss opposes to the arbitrary self-will of
a man, which would hinder him from preaching, his own divine call. He
says
"He who lives conformably to the law of Christ, and animated
trast with the

his court

apostles.

that

;

:

by a disposition of sincere love, has singly in view the glory of God,
and his own and his neighbor's salvation, and preaches not lies, not
ribaldry, not fables, but the law of Christ and the doctrines of the holy
fathers of the church, he who so preaches when times of distress
come, when a pope or a bishop is wanting, or he who takes his stand
in opposition to heretics or false teachers, such a person never arrogates to himself the call to preach without authority
and it is not to
be doubted, that the man in such case is sent of God."
The internal divine call, Huss asserts, which springs from the work of the Holy
Spirit on the soul, is of more authority than any outward call proceedand a person may be constrained by this internal call
ing from men
from God to stand forth even in opposition to the ordinances of man.
Those ecclesiastical laws had been given only for the purpose of reNot for a righteous man is the law made, but for
straining the bad.
;

;

sinners.

Where

granted that

this, as

the spirit of

many

God

is,

other passages

works of Huss, is inand that the text should read,
Defens. quor. art. J. Wicsine examine.
in this edition of the

correct,

opp.

111.
opp. I, fol 106,2. The abas a common saying
among the party of Huss, that the word
of God cannot be bound. His opinion on
the contrary was, that Huss had not been
forbidden to preach at all, but only, for
special reasons, to preach in this particular chapel; and here the duty of obedience
to his superiors ought to have been felt
by him as of paramount ol)ligation. The
Bethlehem Cliapel is here denominated
It
the Wiclefistarum insidiosa spclunca.
leff,
'

De

hot of

I, fol.

tiinit.,

Dola quotes

VOL. V.

23

there

is

liberty .3

Now we may

had not been forbidden him

to preach, but

to found a school in this place; which,
however, in the sense of Huss was nothing
else than to found here a genuine christian
church though to this abbot it would appear only as a " School of Satan." So he
expresses himself: Non ut verbum Christi
;

occultetur, sed ut occasio conventiculi et

satanicae scliolae illius impii Wicleff h.aede medio tolleretur. Antihussus, Fez
tiies. IV, 2, pag. 373.
* Responsio ad scriptum octo doctorum, opp. I, fol. 293, 1.
Justo enim lex non est posita, sed ubi

retici

•''

spiritus dei, ibi

libertas,

et si spiritu dei

ducimini, non estis sub lege. Duf articuJ
quor. J. WicleflF, opp. I, fol. 115.
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easily conceive

the

how

revolting such language of christian freedom of
to those who knew of nothing higher than
ordinances of the church ; how thej must have looked upon it

must have appeared

spirit

stiff

as tending to the overthrow of all ecclesiastical order.
But the objection now brought up, was that such an internal divine call
was
hidden from all but the subject of it.
Every man could affirm this of
himself: every heretic, every fanatic, might stand up under that
pretence.
Some outward sign of such an internal divine call was
requisite therefore

either an express testimony of Holy Scripture, or
an evident miracle.
To this Huss repHed
and the reader will be
struck with the coincidence of the views he expresses with those of
Matthias of Janow,
"Antichrist was to have the power of deceiving
;

:

—

by wonders.

In the last times, miracles are to be retrenched from
the church.
She is to go about only in the form of a servant she is
to be tried by patience.
The lying wonders of the servants of Anti;

By

christ are to serve for the trial of faith.
its own intrinsic power,
faith shall preserve itself in the elect, superior to all arts of deception.

This is the substance of that which Huss sets forth and illustrates by
copious extracts from the sayings of the older church teachers. " Prophecy
he says
is wrapt in obscurity
the gift of healing removed ;
the power of long-protracted fasting diminished
the word of doctrine
silent
miracles are withheld.
Not that divine providence utterly
suspends these things
but they are not to be seen openly and in
great variety, as in earlier times.
All this, however, is so ordered by
a wonderful arrangement of divine providence, that God's mercy and

—

—

;

;

;

;

justice may be revealed precisely in this way ; for while the church
of Christ must, after the withdrawal of her miraculous gifts, appear in
greater lowliness, and the righteous who venerate her on account of

the hope of heavenly good, not on account of visible signs, fail of their
reward in this earthly life, there will, on the other hand, be a more
speedy manifestation of the temper of the wicked who, disdaining to
follow after the invisible things
to visible signs."

In
last

this

times,

which the church promises, cling

fast

i

mode of contemplating the condition of the church in the
we recognize an adherent of the doctrine of absolute pre-

though the truth contained in these same views might
independent of this doctrine.
This servant-form of the
true church, in which the power of the invisible godlike is all that
attracts, as contrasted with the abundance of lying wonders in the
worldly church of Antichrist, appearing in visible glory, serves as a
destination

;

also be held

Nam

'
prophetia absconditur, curationurn gratia aufertur, prolixioris abstinentiae
virtus imminuitur, doctrinae verba conticescunt, miraculorum prodigia tolientur.

subtractis miraculoium virtutibus sancta
ecclesia veliit ahjectior apparet et bonorum praemium quiescit, qui illam projiter
spem coelestium, non propter praesentia

Quae quideni nequaquam superna dispositio funditus subtrahit, sed non haec, sicut
prioribus temporibus aperte ac multipliciler ostendit, quod tamen mira dispcnsadone agitur, ut una ex re divina simul et
pietas et justitia compleatur, dum enim

signa vcnerantur, et malorum mens contra
ostenditur, qui sequi quae promittit invisibilia negligunt, dum signis viDelensio articul
sibilibus continentur.
quor. J. Wicleff, opp. I, fol. 115, 2.
ilia citius
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means of separating the

elect from the reprobate.
The elect must
pass through this trial in order to bring out their genuine character
the reprobate must be deceived according to the just judgment of
God. He proceeds to infer, therefore, from what had been said, that
in these times it is rather the servants of Antichrist, than the servants

who will make themselves known by wonders. He sajs :
a greater miracle to confess the truth and practise righteousness, than to perform marvellous works to the outward senses."
And
he then adds
The priest or deacon who loves his enemies, despises
of Christ,

"

It

is

:

riches, esteems

as nothing the glory of this world, avoids entangling
and patiently endures terrible threaten-

Jiimself in worldly business,

mgs, even persecutions for the gospel's sake, such a priest or deacon
performs miracles, and has the witness within him that he is a genuine
disciple of Christ."
He appeals to various fine remarks of Augustin,
Gregory, and Chrysostom, on miracles, those witnesses to the genuine
Christian view of the miracle, which, in spite of all errors, runs through
the whole history of the church, and also to the words of Christ, Matt.
" It is
Matt. 7
5 16. John iO 38.
22., and then concludes
:

:

:

:

every priest or deacon, who confesses the truth and
practises righteousness, has a virtual testimony in this very thing, that
he is sent of God, and that he needs not prove this divine mission by
miracles, nor by an express passage of Holy Writ, relating personally
to himself as one sent of God to preach the gospel." i
Even now Huss gives utterance to the resolution, which he observed
" In order that I may not make myself guilty,
faithfully to the end.
then, by my silence, forsaking the truth for a piece of bread, or through
fear of man, I avow it to be my purpose to defend the truth which
God has enabled me to know, and especially the truth of the Holy
Scriptures, even to death; since I know that .the truth stands, and is
forever mighty, and abides eternally ; and with her there is no respect
And, if the fear of death should terrify me, still I hope
of persons.a
evident that

my God and

in

himself will give

in the

me

will

there than this

says:

'

And

?

But, what more glorious triumph
this victory our Lord
the body, (Matt. 10: 28)."
We

Inciting his faithful to

Fear not them that kill
here add the words uttered by Huss in his tract on Tithes
it is necessary for men gifted with reason to hear, to speak, and

Ex

his patet,

quod

qiiilibct

diaconus

vel sacerdos confitens veritatem ct faciens
justitiam habet testimonium efficax, quod

ipse est missus a dco, et quod non oportet ipsum prohare illam missionem per
operationera miraculi, propter operationem justitiae. nee per scripturam, quae expresse ipsum nomine exprimeret, quod ad
evangelisandum a domino foret missus.
Ibid. fol. 116, 2.

Ne ergo istis speciebus consensus percutercr et specialiter consensu non reprehensionis, mutescens culpabiliter, propter
buccellam panis, aut propter tiraorem hu^

if

crown me with martyrdom.^

he
is

may
" As

Holy Sjjirit, that the Lord
I have found favor in his sight,

assistance of the

firmness.

manum

deserens veritatem, volo veritadeus cognoscere concespraesertim scripturae divinae usque ad mortem defendere, sciens, quia
Veritas manet et invalescit in aeternuni et
obtinet in saecula saeculorum, apud quam
non est accipere personas neque differentias.
De trin., opp. I, 106.
Et si timor mortis terrere voluerit,
spero de deo meo et spiritus sancti auxilio,
quod ipse domiiius dabit constantiam. Ef
si gratiain invenero in oculis suis, martyr
tern,

quam mihi

serit, et

'^

io coronabit.

Ibid,
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guard carefully against everything that might
and is mighty
forever, (where he refers to the words of Christ
Let your communication be Yea, yea
nay, nay)
who, but a fool, would venture to
condemn or to affirm any article, especially in what pertains to faith
and manners, until he has informed himself about the truth of it ? " i
to love the truth,

thwart

it

;

and

to

as the truth itself triumphs over everything
:

;

;

.

If some writers, both in ancient 2 and in modern times, have been
disposed to find in Huss a proud or a fanatical striving after martyrdom, we cannot in this agree with them at all. It was simply the
presentiment of death, which could not, in such a time, fail to fill the
mind of a witness for the truth, coming out in the face of the world
:

which he had devoted his entire life as a sacrifice.
The conduct of Huss down to the hour of his martyrdom will show us
nothing but the genuine Christian martyr, who with enthusiasm, yet
for that truth to

with cool self-possession and resignation to the divine will, seeks not
the martyr's crown, but when it is oifered accepts it in godly joy from
the hand of the giver.
It was laid as a serious charge against Huss,
as we have seen, that he pubhclj discussed contested articles of faith.
•'
How often did Christ dispute with
In reference to this, he says
companies of the Jews and priests ; how often, according to the Acta
of the Apostles, did his disciples, how often have the holy teachers of
the church, and the scholastic doctors, disputed on the matters of
:

faith."

3

principles of Wicklif which Huss defended contained much that
would make him appear to the advocates of the old hierarchical system a very dangerous adversary, a destructionist and Huss himself,
in defending these principles, was led to say many things which
We have already redoubtless were liable to misapprehension.
marked that, with Wicklif, he looked upon it as the destination of the
clergy to copy, in all things, the example of Christ, who took upon him
the form of a servant, and to resemble him therefore in poverty. Whatever the clergy obtained for their support, should be regarded simply as
The spontaneous affection of those for whose spiritual
gift of free love.
benefit they labored, should afford them what was necessary for the
But they should require only what was absolutely needful for
body.
their support, and nothing which ministered to superfluity.^ From the
superfluous abundance of temporal goods, he derived the corruption of
He was forced to complain that, especially in Bohethe worldly clergy.
mia, the fourth part of all the landed estates were in the hands of the
Accordingly, with Wicklif, he finds the princes to be in the
clergy.5

The

;

'
De decirais, opp. I, fol. 125, 2.
*. The abbot of Dola, in the year 1411,
already finds that Huss will die at the
stake rather than recant; but from his
falseconceptionof humility and obedience,
taken from the position of Roman Catholi''ism, lie sees in this only a want of huSo he says:
milirv, and spiritual pride".
Anti(iuam humiliatus revooans revocanda
de tuae sublimitatis descenderes pestilenti
cathedra, ut vel sic tuorum lapidea corda

confirmares te sequent! urn, traderes te potins

flammis

ultricibus

concremandum.

Antihussus, Fez thes. IV, 2, pag. 383.
^ Do trinitate, opp. I, fol. 107, 2.
Compare his ract De decimis, of the
''

year 1412.
*

Cum

plus

devoluta ad

quam

quarta pars regni

manum mortuam. De

tione bonorum,
122, 2.

vol. I,

1412, opp.

sit

ablaI,

fol

HUSS ON RIGHT OF PROPERTY.

'Zby

and looks upon it as a work of christian charity in them to deright
prive the clergy of that superfluity of earthly goods which they abused,
Thus should the clergy
and which was the means of their corruption.'
;

be brought back to poverty and to the holy life of the primitive apostolical church.
This was an error, indeed, in the case of Huss as well as
of Wicklif an error that was followed by mischievous consequences, and
;

which arose from their not paying sufficient regard to the course things
had actually taken in history, and from their supposing that a glorious
condition of the church connected with an altogether different stage of
progress, was to be thus suddenly restored from without. In expressing
these views, Huss attached them to a proposition already laid down by
the ancient teachers of the church, which, theoretically considered, conit a sublime truth, leading the mind back to Christ himself
but which, empirically apprehended and applied to
and the apostles
the proposipractice, might lead to the overthrow of all social order
tion, namely, that all rightful holding of property, in the sight of God,
was conditioned on the subjective worth of the owner that ownership
in support of which it was
could be predicated only of the righteous
already customary among the ancients to quote Prov. 17: 6, according
Now when this proposition
to the Septuagint version and the Vulgate.
was employed in justification of the act of depriving the unworthy
of their property, the consequences, no doubt, would be very bad.
Huss cites, in favor of it, 1 Cor. 3 21 .^ To the same category be-

tained in

;

;

;

;

:

defence of Wicklif's proposition that No man is lord
over any possession, no man can be king, or bishop, if he is in mortal
sin.
Huss distinguished three kinds of property, that grounded in nature, that grounded in civil law, and that proceeding from grace and
justice.
It never entered his thoughts to make sovereignty and supreme authority dependant on the personal worth of the incumbent, or
to approve of rebellion against authority not so founded. The very distinction just set forth stood opposed to any such mode of apprehending
and applying the proposition. He affirms what, rightly understood,
could not be denied, that mortal sin infected not the whole life only,
but as well every single action of the man in detail
that everything
depended on the governing disposition, which gave to everything its
moral character. But nothing could be gained by this nothing but
mischief could ensue when a proposition, correct in itself, was so paradoxically expressed, and applied to questions of right, a province of life
where it ought never to be applied. Had it not been for the barren,
subtle method of scholasticism in which the fifteenth century was still
entangled to a far greater degree than the flourishing period of scholasticism had been in the thirteenth century, Huss would not have expended so much labor in demonstrating a point so unfruitful in its practical application and so hable to be misapprehended. But Huss defends
longs,

also, his

;

;

* L. c. fol. 120, 2 :
Rectificatio facillima
tleri ad vitam Christi et apostolorum et
pertinentior laicis, ne ipsi clerici vivant
Christo contrarie, videtur esse eleemosynarum subtractio et collatarum ablatio.

23*

*

Teraporales autem Jomini procedentes

secundum

caritatis

regulam juste

possi-

dent ilia temporalia, cum justorum sunt
omnia. De ablat. bon., opp. I, fol. 119, 2
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himself against the reproach, that by his mode of representing oflBce
as being conditioned on the personal worth of the holder, he destroyed

He says, " we concede that a bad pope, bishop,
an unworthy minister of those sacraments by which God
baptizes and consecrates, or in other ways operates for the advancement of his church. But in the same way he ordains much that is
good through the instrumentality of the devil as his minister, being
very mighty, glorious, and praiseworthy in this, that he effects such
glorious ends by so reprobate a minister.
But the minister effects it to
his own condemnation." ^
We have already remarked that the adversaries of Huss, who would
have been very glad to represent him as an opponent of the doctrine
of transvibstantiation, since this would have served beyond anything else
to fix upon him the charge of heresy, availed themselves for this purpose (perverting his words) of that spiritual apprehension of this sacrament in its significance for the internal christian life, which was made
specially prominent by Huss in his preaching.
As PIuss ever laid
great stress on the expression that Christ is himself the bread of the
soul, the provision for eternal life, his enemies seized on such expressions to create a suspicion that he did not really believe in the flesh and
blood of Christ in the Lord's supper, as that into which the bread and
wine had been transformed.
It was the whispering about of such a
suspicion which seems to have led Huss to compose his tract De Corpore
Christi.
In this treatise also, we see how he gives prominence only to
the practical side of religion
how very far he is from wishing to contend against the doctrine of transubstantiation. He portrays, in this
tract, first the character of the gross Jews (grossi Judgei), who would
not acknowledge Christ to be the bread of the soul, who said the body of
Christ was broken, comminuted with the teeth, seen with the bodily eyes,
and touched with the hands. We recognize here the same class of
people that appeared first against Berenger, who, for the purpose of
cutting off all possibility of a spiritual apprehension of the mystery, selected the most carefully-sought crass style of expression respecting the
body of Christ in the supper, and who were ready to detect, in every
its

objective efficiency.

or priest,

is

;

spiritual mode of expression, a denial of transubstantiation.
He
says of these people that in grossness of apprehension they were to bo
compared with those Jews who murmured against Christ in the syna-

more

vi).
He joins those opponents of the crass
phraseology respecting the body of Christ produced by the consecration, Hugo de St. Victor, Hildebert of Mans, and even Innocent III,
in saying that " Christ is manducated spiritually. "He abides in his divinity and his body wholly in heaven, and he abides in his divinity and
his humanity wholly within the heart, so long as the sacrament is
with thee.
But when thou art not receiving the sacrament, and art
without mortal sin, although he does not sacramentally and in his humanity abide in thee, he still, in his divinity and through grace, dwells
n thy heart." He thinks it of importance to note, distinctly, that what

gogue of Capernaum (John

'

Responsio ad scripta Paletz, opp.

I, fol.

256
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one thing, and what the eye of faith discerns,
made without affecting the

quite another, a distinction Avhich could be

doctrine of transubstantiation.

Huss assumed a much darker aspect in
The report of Archbishop Zbynek relative to
Bohemian disturbances met with a far more cordial rece{)tion than
appeal of Huss, which was scarcely noticed.
The pope committed
Meantime

Roman

the cause of

court.

the
the
the
the

matter for investigation into the hands of Cardinal Otto of Colonna,
the same who was afterwards chosen pope by the council of Constance.
This cardinal confirmed the sentence passed by Archbishop Zbynek,
and cited Huss to appear at Bologna, where tlie pope was then residing.
This mode of proceeding aroused the indignation of the important party of Huss in Bohemia.
Huss and his friends could with
justice affirm that, owing to the great number of his enemies in Germany it would not be safe for him to undertake such a journey that
it would be sacrificing his life for nothing.
In truth, the worst and
nothing but the worst, was to be expected, even should Huss succeed
;

in getting to the Roman court, where there were so many to whom
he had made himself odious by attacking the corruptions that prevailed at that court.i
Queen Sophia used all her interest in behalf of
her father confessor.
Wenceslaus, who looked upon Archbishop Zbynek as the author of all the disturbances, the man who had brought
his kingdom under suspicion, wrote in favor of Huss to the pope in
Bologna and to the college of Cardinals. He begged the pope to put
a stop to the whole process, to impose silence on the enemies of Huss,
to suppress the dispute concerning the books of Wicklif
since it was
evident, that in his kingdom no man had fallen into error or heresy by
" It is our will too
occasion of those writings.
he wrote
that
Bethlehem Chapel, which, for the glory of God and the saving good
of the people, we have endowed with franchises for the preaching of
the gospel, should stand, and should be confirmed in its privileges
so
that its patrons may not be deprived of their rights of patronage, and
that Master Huss (whom he styles the loyal, devout, and beloved)
may be established over this chapel and preach the word of God in
peace."
He demanded of the pope, moreover, that the personal citation of Huss should be revoked
and if any one had anything to object
to him, that he should present his objections there within the realm
and before the university of Prague, or some other competent tribu;

—

—

;

;

nal.2

King Wenzel

sent, in

company with

The abbot

of Dola, in his dialogue
written in the year 1414, represents the
" Goose," that is, Huss, his name signifying
this in the .Bohemian language, as saying,
I have many reasons for not obeying the
'

'•

citation to

dt

first,

Rome.

It

was

to appear tliere

;

my
my

hut

intention,

counsel

and the counsel of the other party wrote
me, that I should not come, because it
would be sacrificing my life to no purpose.
I refused, then, because I did not wish to
neglect the people in the word of God, nor
to

expose

gained, by

my
it

;

when nothing was to bo
when a man stands before

life

for

this letter

to

the pope,

him

as his judge, wliose sins he has recklessly attacked, he manifestly gives himself up to death."
To this his antagonisv
" Huss, placing his confidence in
replied
:

God, had nothing to fear, and, after the
example of Christ, ought to have appeared
even before an unjust judge. Steph. Dol.
dialogus volatilis, Fez IV, 2, pag. 464 et

465 auca

et passer.

* The letter, according to a manuscript
in the Imperial liljrary at Vienna, in Palacky III, 1, p. 258, and the letter to the
cardinals, in Pelzel, Urkundenbuch Nr.
221.
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Doctor IS as, and Master John Cardinalis of Reinstein, a man often
employed in embassies, a friend of Huss, and one who afterwards took
an important part in the Hussite movements
and they were to request the pope to send a legate to Bohemia at the king's expense.
He also wrote to Cardinal Colonna and requested him to come to
Prague himself, and inform himself of the actual state of things by
;

;

He directed that the pope
whom the pope was a personal

personal observation.

should be informed
friend, that nothing
but his respect for the pope prevented him from bringing the author
of all these disturbances in his kingdom to condign punishment.
Huss
at the same time sent with these persons three procurators to Rome,

by Doctor Nas,

to

and advocates in the carrying on of the process,
Master Jesenic, a jurist, and two doctors of theology.
Cardinal Colonna had already, in February, 1411, pronounced sentence of excommunication in contumaciam against Huss, for not obeying the citation.
Still, however, the pope was moved by the intercession of the king to take the cause out of the hands of Colonna, and to
appoint a new commission
among the members of which we may
mention Cardinal Francisco a Zabarellis, archbishop of Florence, as
as his representatives

—

his friend,

;

one who on account of his disposition to favor reform stood better
towards Huss than many others.
Meanwhile Archbishop
Zbynek had made every exertion through his delegates at Bologna to
prevent the course already taken against Huss, and his citation from
being revoked.
He is said to have been most lavish in his presents,
sending horses, vases, and costly rings, to the pope, and other gifts of
the same kind to the cardinals. i
But, through some unknown influence, the cause was afterwards transferred to Cardinal Brancas
alone, who, in spite of all the remonstrances made by the procurators
of Huss, kept the whole affair in suspense for a year and a half.
Inasmuch, therefore, as the excommunication of Huss had not been
revoked, the archbishop regarded it as valid, and had it published in
all the churches except two, whose rectors declined to read it.
As
regards the procurators of Huss, since they persisted in demanding
that his cause should undergo a new investigation, some of them were
thrown into prison, the others returned back to Prague when they saw
At length. Cardinal Brancas brought
that nothing was to be done.
up the process against Huss. The former sentence was confirmed
The cardinal issued a public declaration,
with additional severity.
jtyling Huss a heresiarch, and laying the city where he resided
affected

under interdict.2 Archbishop Zbynek carried this measure into effect,
and the interdict was imposed on Prague. But Huss and his frien<ls
did not consider themselves bound by these arbitrary sentences, passed
King Wenzel, whose remonwithout giving both parties a hearing.
strances addressed to the archbishop had had so little effect, warmly
The clergy, who were inclined to observe
espoused the side of Huss.
1

III,

Chronic, iinivers. Prag. Ms. in ralacky
1,

S. 264,

and compare what Master

Jesenic says on the matter of the bribes,
Huss opp. I, fol. 332.
in his protest.

*

See the report given by Huss himself,

which may serve as the authority for the
facts related in the foregoing pages. 0pp.
I, fol.

86 sq.
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the interdict, had

to

endure violent persecutions
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their goods

;

were

Thus the contest between the clergy and the secular power in Bohemia, seemed to have
reached its acme when the whole affair took another turn, and a hope
began to be cherished that the present commotions would yet be hushed to rest.
Zbynek was forced to perceive that he was too weak to
carry through his purpose in opposition to the king and the party of
confiscated

;

many

of

them

the country.

fled

;

Huss.

Reflecting that the

subsist, looking

at

schism

in

the church

still

continued to

Pope John, who made himself
abominable life, and his disgraceful

the feebleness of

every day more odious by his
administration, Zbynek could not hope for assistance from the Roman
court
and, besides. Pope John was too deeply involved in other
affairs lying nearer his heart, to be able to bestow any particular atTlie archbishop was forced,
tention on the disturbances in Bohemia.
he pushed matters to the extreme,,
therefore, to the conviction, that,
he would only run the risk of losing all his authority in Bohemia
a
result which would be inevitable, if sharper spiritual measures werecontinually resorted to, while yet every one of them was trifled with..
Hence he was the rather inclined, for the sake of saving his authority,,
finally to give way to the efforts of the king and of the university for
;

it'

;

the restoration of peace, and to offer his hand for reconciliation.
In the beginning of July, 1411, a committee was appointed, consisting of ten,

—

persons

devise the

—

princes, notables of the secular

and

spiritual orders^

who had taken no part in the preceding controversies, to
best means for establishing peace in Bohemia.
Wenzel,,

Archbishop Zbynek, and both parties, pledged themselves to submit tothe decision of this committee.'
They settled upon the following termsi
of agreement
King Wenceslaus and the archbishop should both write
to the pope, and the latter report to him, that ^no heresies existed in
Bohemia a new inquiry, however, should be made into this matter,
and, if anything of a heretical character might still be found, it should
be condignly punished.
Zbynek should obtain the pope's consent,
that if any person belonging to the Bohemian realm, of the secular or
spiritual order, lay under the baa, this should be removed by the
pope
both parties should recal their procurators from Rome, and be
satisfied with the decision of the king
the archbishop should remove
the ban and interdict and, on the other hand, the king should restore
the salaries which had been withholden from the clergy, and release
such as were under arrest.
Zbynek actually drew up such a letter to
the pope, reporting that no heresies were propagated in Bohemia, and
vec|uesting him to remove the excommunication which had been pronounced on Huss, and to revoke the citation which had been served
on him.^ In connection with this compact, Huss laid before the University of Prague, in official form, near the beginning of January, in
this year, 1411, a confession of faith designed to vindicate himself
:

;

;

;

;

'

See the report of Pelzel, with the doc-

lunents in the historical work above cited,
and the narrative by Huss quoted on the

rreceding page.

*

See the

fol. 87, 2.

letter in the

Works of Hoss, I
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against those aspersions which had been cast upon his orthodoxy, which
confession was to be transmitted to Rome. Huss declares in this paper,
that, " to show due obedience to the church of Jesus Christ and to its

supreme head, I am ready to give to every man an account of the
faith that is in me, and confess with my whole heart that Jesus Christ
is true God and true man, that his whole law is of such stable truth,
next, that his church is so
that not one jot or tittle thereof can fail
;

firmly established on the firm rock, that the gates of hell can never
prevail against it ; and I am ready, trusting on my Lord Jesus Christ,

endure the punishment of a terrible death, sooner than consciously
anything which would be contrary to the will of Christ and of
And so he testified that he had been falsely accused
his church."

to

to say

Among these false accusabefore the apostolical see by his enemies.
tions, he cites the following : that he had taught the people that the
substance of the bread and wine still remained after the consecration
that, at the elevation of the host, Christ's

when

it

was

consecrate

; '

set

down again

;

body was present, but not

that a priest in mortal

sin could not

that the lords should deprive the clergy of their temporal

2 that indulgences were nohad advised to the employment of the secular sword
against the clergy that he had taught some heresy or other, or drawn
that he had driven the Germans
the people aside from the right faith
from the University of Prague, etc.4
We may observe it as a thing of no rare occurrence in great epochs
of the history of the world, where one mode of thinking and feeling
has been brought into direct conflict with its opposite, and by means
of such conflict the way is preparing for new and important developments, that when these antagonisms have arrived at their utmost tension, a way of compromise or adjustment from some foreign quarter
seems to be ready prepared for the occasion. A superficial view of
history might lead one to suppose, that now, if some other disturbing
cause had not interfered to prevent the adoption of this compromise,
and if but this or that means had been added by a cunning policy, the
whole course of events would have taken an altogether different direcBut, on the contrary, we should understand, that such a comtion.
promise as would seem desirable by those who contemplate the case

goods
thing

that tithes ought not to be paid

;

;

3

;

that he

;

;

Huss in his work on Tithes has disthis conviction of his
respecting the objective character of sacraniental acts independent of the subjective
cluiracter of the person administering
them Cum non virtute propria, sed dei
haec faciunt satis rite prosunt ecclesiae.
De decimis, opp. I, fol. 134, 1. He was
actually accused of having asserted in his
sermons about the year 1399, that only a
priest in the state of grace and not one
chargeable with mortal sin can truly consecrate; but Huss was able to appeal to
the fact, that, from the first year of his active labors as a preacher and onward, he
liad uniformly taught the opposite to this.
'

tinctly expressed

:

Corap. Depos.
1837,
^

1.

test, in

the Stud. u. Krit

p. 127.

Huss had not asserted

this uncondi-

tionally; but only that if the clergy violated their duty and abused their power,
they might be deprived of the tithes,
^ Huss had hitherto spoken only against
the abuse of indulgences by such as made
a trade of spiritual things ; not against the

right of granting indulgences itself, with
regard to which right it was still under
controversy how far it extended,
* This confession is in the Works of
Huss, but more correctly printed in Telzel, Urkundenbuch Nr. 230.
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the outside, and are simply wishing for quiet and peace,
without any sympathy for the internal struggle of the antagonistic
forces, is a thing idle and nugatory in itself, bearing within it the
for it is utterly
causes of its failure, the seeds of its own frustration
impossible to sever by outward interference the threads of history, to
force back again by some diplomatic mediation or other, deep-grounded
only from

;

antagonisms taken in the midst of their development.
The impelling
and ideas, which constitute history, are of mightier force
This was seen in the present
than the purposes and designs of men.
instance.
The reform tendency which had begun with Mihtz, and
had been continually developing itself, and which must, finally, come
into inevitable conflict with the hierarchical system,
the antagonism
between the two tendencies in the Bohemian church, which from this
time became daily more distinctly pronounced, could not be suppressed
by the momentary interest of the king and the archbishop, and by a
Although, for the moment,
compromise of their respective policies.
the letter of the compact might actually be fulfilled by all the parties
concerned, yet sooner or later would the more deep-grounded antaArchbishop Zbynek, however,
gonism again come to an outbreak.
could hardly be quite in earnest about this compromise.
He could
not become reconciled with the anti-hierarchical party in Bohemia
nor could they, any more, abandon their principles.
In truth, Zbynek afterwards expressly declared in his exculpatory letter to the king,
that he could not report to the pope that priests who did not observe
the interdict, should not be regarded as punishable.
He must once
more complain, that what he called heresy was preached by many
clergymen, and that he was not permitted to apply his ecclesiastical
power of punishing to those who set forth erroneous doctrines. It did
principles

—

not require, therefore, the dissatisfaction with -King Wenzel who, as
Zbynek pretended, had failed in fulfilling the conditions of the compromise, to prevent the archbishop from complying with his part of
the agreement.
Since then he could not but foresee that under these

would be impossible for him to maintain his authority
measures by force, he resolved, instead of fulfilling the terms of the agreement, to quit Bohemia for the
present, and to seek assistance from Wenzel's brother. King Sigismund, in Ofen.' In the beginning of September of the year 1411,
he carried this resolution into effect.
But death surprised him before
he could have an interview with King Sigismund.^
circumstances

it

Bohemia, or

in

to carry out his

The abbot of Dola rightly apprehended the state of the case from his own point
of view, as we see from what he says respecting the flight of the archbishop
Affectus taedio (sciens, quod metus pro tempore etiam in constantem virum cadere
possit) paululum abscondit se, dum dirais'

:

sa sui episcopatuspontificali catliedra exivit de terra et dioecesi propria Bohemia.
* If we may credit the abbot of Dola,
this was rejirusented by the Hussite party
as a divine judgment, of wliich interpreta-

tion,

however, not a trace is to be found
Huss. The abbot views

in the writings of

rather in the light of a martyrdom, in
which the archbisiiop passes away in the
midst of contests to receive tiic croAvn of
victory. He says
Hus se et suam rebelit

:

M

lionem justiJicans magna

cum

laetitia

cum

omnibus vociferans affirmabat, eundem antistitem, tanquam primum et capi-

suis

talem adversarium suuiu, in vindictam et
causae suae triumphum sic esse tanquam
profugum exstinctum. On tiie contrary
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of Zbynek was not inclined to take a very lively interchurch controversies
and if an event had not soon after happened by which the opposite parties were necessarily thrown into a
more violent and important contest with each other than any which had
The individual
yet occurred, a temporary truce might have ensued.
who assumed the archiepiscopal dignity was a man on good terms with
King Wenceslaus, quite ignorant of theological matters and ecclesiastical affairs, and who would have been glad to let everything go on quietly, a man who had been elevated to this post for reasons quite different from a spiritual call.
This was Albic of Unitzow, the king's physician, who, after obtaining some reputation as a medical author, had
but recently passed thi'ough the inferior spiritual grades, and was already at an advanced period of life.
To him, peace was the most desirable of all things.
But where so many combustible materials were
An
present, it required but a small spark to set everything in flames.
occasion of this sort grew out of circumstances connected with the entrance of the new archbishop upon his office, though without any fault
of his own.
The papal legate, who bore the pallium to the newly ap-

The successor

est in

;

pointed primate, was directed at the same time to publish the bull, put
manner worthy of himself by Pope John XXIII, pronouncing
in the most awful forms the curse of the ban on the pope's enemy
King Ladislaus of Naples, adherent of Gregory XII, as on a heretic,
a schismatic, a man guilty of high treason against the majesty of God ;
together
and proclaiming a crusade for the destruction of his party

forth in a

;

with a bull granting full indulgence to all who took part in this crusade.
All who personally bore arms in this crusade were promised, if they
truly repented and confessed themselves, (which, in this connection,
surely could mean nothing but a mere form,) the forgiveness of their
Following the
sins, as fully as in participating in any other crusade.
set up by Boniface IX, this bull offered the like
indulgence to those also who would contribute as much in money as, in
proportion to their means, they would have expended by actively enThe papal legate,
gaging in this crusade for the space of a month.
who from what he had heard about Huss might probably expect to meet
with opposition on his part, requested archbishop Albic to summon Huss
before him, and, in the archbishop's presence, demanded of him whether
Huss declared that he was
he would obey the apostolical mandates ?
Then said
ready, with all his heart, to obey the apostolical mandates.
-the legate to the archbishop
"Do you see ? the master is quite ready

example of cupidity

:

to

obey the apostolical mandates ?"

But Huss

am

ready, with

inderstand

me

Avell.

I said I

"My

lord,

heart, to

fulfil

rejoined
all

my

:

the apostolical mandates
but I call apostolical mandates the doctrinea
of the apostles of Christ and so far as the yapal mandates agree with
But if I see anything in
these, so far I will obey them most wiUingly.
them at variance with these, I shall not obey, even though the stake
were staring me in the face." i
In fact he was too deeply imbued with
;

;

Bays he
ut sui certaminis optimae retributionis reciperet praemia.
Antihussus,
Pez IV, 2, pag. 418 et 419.
:

'

Requisitus coram Pragensi arehiepis-

copo Albico per legates Romani PontiHcis
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the spirit of the

gospel not to turn with disgust from such papal bulla
souls too near at heart not to feel constrained, by a sort of necessity, to prevent the corruption and ruin
which must accrue to religion and morality, from tlie execution of such
bulls.
He had until now, as we have seen, simply attacked the abuses
in the matter of indulgences, practised by the wicked clergy.
He was
as these.

He

had the good of

now led to enter, more deeply, into the whole subject ; and by so doing would, of necessity, be led also to advance another stage in his attacks upon the pope.
King Wenzel, who was incapable of calculatingthe consequences of this aflfliir, was induced from motives of policv to
grant his consent to the publication of the bull.
The forms of absolution, drawn up in accordance with this bull, were such that Stephen Paletz, thus far the friend of Huss, and then dean of the theological faculty, himself first directed the attention of Huss to the objectionable
features in them, and declared to him that such things ought not to be
approved.
Huss says of Paletz " If he confesses the truth, he will
:

own that, in relation to the articles of absolution which he was the first
to make known to me, he declared them to contain palpable errors."
'

Huss, therefore, might

be hoping to stand united with his f^ld friends
in this contest. But the contrary was soon manifest. The opposite temper of the men must needs come forth to the light, when the question to
be decided was, as at present, whether the cause of evangelical truth
should appear paramount to all temporal and churchly interests.
And
in the minds of Stephen Paletz and Stanislaus of Znaim the course to
be taken in such a crisis seems to have been already decided by impressions left at an earlier date, and the force of which could never be lost
on men of their stamp, who had no idea of becoming martyrs for the
cause of gospel truth. Among the persons sent by King Wenceslaus,
in the

still

year 1408, as envoys

to

Pope John

at Bologna, to treat for his

vote in favor of that prince as a candidate for the imperial dignity, were
these two individuals ; and the stand which they had taken until this

—

may have brought it about
was brought about by the freedom of their remarks
on the way
that they were cast into prison and deprived of all they
possessed.
It was only by the interposition of the college of cardinals
time, amid the controversies in Bohemia,

unless, perhaps,

—

it

Huss certainly had just reasons for
suspecting that they were intimidated by this danger, into which they
that they recovered their liberty.

Joannis XXIII, an

velira

tolicis obedire, respond!,

mandatis apos-

quod

affecto cor-

dialiter implere mandata apostolica.
gati vero liabentcs pro convertibili

Le-

man-

data apostolica et mandata Romani Pontificis, acstimabant, quod vellem erectionem crucis contra regem Apuliae Ladislaum et contra omnem gentem sibi subditam et contra Gregorium XII populo
Unde dicebant legati Ecce
oraedicare.
loniine archiepiscope ipse jam mandatis
:

!

domini nostri vult parere. Quibus dixi:
Domini intelligatis me. Ego dixi, quod
ifiecto cordialitcr implere mandata aposvOlica et ipsis omnino obedire sed voco

VOL. V.

24

mandata apostolica doctrinas apostoloruin
Christi, et de quanto mandata Pontificis

cum mandatis

et doctrinis

secundum regulam

legis Chris-

eoncordaverint
apostolicis,

de tanto volo ipsis paratissime obedire.
Sed si quid adversi concepero, non obediam, etiamsi ignem pro cdmbustione mei
corporis meis oculis praeponatis.
Responsio ad scriptura octo doctorum, opp.

ti,

I, fol. 293, 2.
'
Si enim vult veritatem fateri, recognoscet, quod articulos absolutionum, quos
ipse mibi manu sua praesentaverat, dicebat esse errores manu palpabiles.
Resp.

ad

script. Steph. Paletz, opj).

I, fol.

264,

2.
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had been brought by the free expression of their opinions, and that theji
meant to be more cautious for the future. He says of Stanislaus, he
had boldly defended those forty-five articles in the convocation of the
university, and continued to do so till he was forced to write the contrary, till he was oppressed by the court of Rome, and robbed of his
property by him whom he now calls Head of the holy Catholic church.^
And in replying to a statement of Stanislaus, that the pope was the
safest refuge for all the faithful, Huss remarked that Christ, with infinitely more ease, could have prepared a safer place of refuge for Stanislaus and Paletz, than in the Roman court, by enabling them to arrive
at the certain truth in a doubtful matter without subjecting them torobbery and imprisonment.^ Intimidated in this way already, the two men
were not disposed to resist the execution of a bull in Bohemia which
met with the king's approbation, and to fall wholly out with the pope.
They now appeared as defenders of the pope's authority against Huss,
and stood" up for obedience to superiors, whose commands no man should
presume to examine into. Paletz, in the name of the theological faculty,
" We do not take it upon us to raise
offered a resolution of this sort
objections against the lord apostolical or his letters, to pass any judgment whatever upon them, or to determine anything with regard to
them as we have no authority for it." 3 But Huss, in accordance
with his principles, could not believe in any such blind obedience
obedience to his Master Christ, the observance of Ids doctrine, and the
copying of his example, stood first in importance with him.
This was
the rule by which everything was to be examined, by which the limit of
all obetiience was determined
and this principle it was, by occasion of
which it was laid to his charge that, by making the commands of the superior dependant on the criticising judgment of his subjects, he relaxed
the bonds of all civil and ecclesiastical order
and accordingly it was
remarked, that by the course he pursued he would introduce the dan:

;

;

;

;

gerous error that obedience might be refused to letters patent of popes,
emperors, kings, and lords, if the truth and reasonableness of such letters could not be made clear to the understanding of the subjects.
And who could calculate what disorders would spring up, all over the
So he was called a revolutionist. His
world, from this opinion ? ^
opponents believed, it is true, that men were bound to unconditional
obedience to those in power only in that which was not absolutely
wicked, or that which is in itself indifferent. ^
But to what extent was
the phrase, " that which is in itself indifferent," to be stretched ? As
for Huss, he could not look upon that which the bull required as a thing
indifferent, but only as a thing directly opposed to the law of Christ,
'

IResp. ad script. Stanislai de

*

288. 1.
Ibid. fol. 284,

3

Nolumus nee attendimus

jpp.

Znovma,

I, fol.

quid

conti-a

*

1.

dominiim

attentare

ali-

apostolicum

8uas literas, aut eas quovis

modo

aut
judicare

vel definirc, cum ad hoc nuUara auctoritatem habeamus. Adv. indulgentias papales,

ipp.

I, fol.

175,

1.

* Resp. ad script, octo doct., opp. I, fol
294,1.
* Ipsi enim posuerunt, quod Papae semper est obediendum, dum praecipit quod
est purum Ivomim, et quod non est puruin
malum, sed medium. Resp. ad script. St
Paletz, opp. I, fol. 263, 2.
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To obey, in this case, would be the same as to abandon his
God rather than man. He then spoke for the last
with his old friend Paletz, whom he next met as his fiercest ene-

sinful.

principle of obeying

time,

my, preparing destruction

for him at Constance.
His last words to
him, the words with which he must sunder the tie of friendship that
had so long united them, were an adaptation of Aristotle's remark in
''
speaking of his relation to Socrates
Paletz is my friend, truth is
my friend ; and both being my friends, it is my sacred duty to give
the first honor to truth."
An important crisis for the fate of Huss and
the reform movements in Bohemia, was the sundering of the bond
which united the Bohemian party at Prague university, a party which
had thus far been kept together by identity of philosophical and theo
logical, as well as of national interests. In proportion to the cordiality
of their earlier friendship, was now the virulence of the animosity between these men, as generally happens in transitions from friendship
Neither his friend nor his teacher could ever forgive Huss
to enmity.
for presuming to stand forth against their authority, as well as the authority of the whole theological faculty, composed of eight doctors,—
for presuming to be more bold and more free minded than themselves.
Huss himself marks the critical moment which separated him forever
" The sale of indulgences and the lifting
from his former associates
of the standard of the cross against Christians, first cut me off from my
Compelled to stand forth as an opponent to his old
old friends." 2
teacher Stanislaus of Znaim, he still never forgot his obligations to him
as an instructor ; as he says in the paper he wrote against him
:

'

:

:

" Though Stanislaus was
the school, I

my

teacher, from

learnt a great deal that

him as the truth

me

whom,

valuable,

is

—

in the disciphne of
still

I

must answer

may

be more appaHuss felt himself called upon to lay affirm foundation for his
rent." 3
convictions on these subjects.
He resolved to hold a disputation on
indulgences, before a numerous convocation of the university, where
also his friend Jerome intended to appear, having first, by many posted
bills, directed public attention to this disputation, which was to be held
We learn in what way Huss attacked the papal
on the 7th of June.
bulls and the whole subject of indulgences, in this disputation, from
the paper in which he drew out at length his remarks on that occasion 4
and for the purpose of getting a more exact knowledge of the christian
position on which Huss planted himself, and of his activity at this particular crisis, we propose to enter a little more minutely into the conHuss begins by explaining what had led
tents of this performance.
him into the contest: " I was moved to engage in this aifair
he says
impel.s

to do, that the truth

;

—

'
AmicQs Paletz, arnica Veritas, utrisque
amicis existentibus, sanctum est praehonorare veritatem. Ibid. fol. 264. 2.
* Nam indulgentiarum venditio et cracis
ad versus Christianos erectio me ab isto
doctore ])rimum separavit. Ibid.
^ Et quainvis ipse Stanislaus magister
mens exstiterit, a quo in suis exercitis et
•ctibus scholasticis multa bona didici, ta-

men

veritate

instigante

animum meam,

cogor ad sua dicta, ut magis Veritas appareat, utcunque dabitur, rcspondere. Kesp,
ad scr. Stanislai de Znoyma, opp. I, fol
265,
•

1.

Quaestio de indulgentiis sive de cruciata papae Joannis XXIII fulminata contra Ladislaum Apuliae regcm. opp. I, fol
174 seq.
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bj a threefold interest the glory of God, the advancement of holy
church, and my own conscience.
Therefore in relation to all that is
;

now

to

seek

first

be said, I

God almighty and omniscient to witness, that I
things God's glory and the good of the church.
For
every mature Christian is strictly bound by the comof the Lord
and for the good reason that every one should

of

call

all

to these objects

mandment
love Christ

;

and

church

infinitely more than his bodily parents, temporal goods, his own honor, or himself. It is moreover my opinion, that
the glory of Christ, and .of his bride the church, consist particularly
in
the practicaHmitation of the life of Christ himself in this, that a man
lay aside all inordinate affections, and all human ordinances that would
his

hinder or obstruct him in the pursuit of his object." He protests that
he will never affirm anything contrary to the holy Scriptures that contain Christ's law, or against his will.
" And when I am taught, by
any member of the church, or by any other creature whatsoever, that I
have erred in my speech, I will openly and humbly retract it."
"Therefore
says he
in order that I may proceed more safely, I
will place myself on the immovable foundation, the corner stone,
which

—

—

the truth, the way, and the life, our Lord Jesus Christ
and I hold
as the faith of the church, that he who observes not the ordi
nance and the law which Christ established, and which he also taught and
is

;

it fast,

observed by himself and by his apostles, does not follow the Lord Jesus
Christ in the narrow way thatleadeth to life, but goes in the broad way
which leads the members of the devil to perdition."
Here Huss has laid

down

the principle by which he conceived himself bound to try all human
ordinances, and the bulls of the popes as well. He maintains, on this principle, that it is not permitted the faithful to approve these
bulls.
Nothing but what proceeds from love can be approved by Christ ; but as-

suredly neither the shedding of blood among Christians, nor the laying waste and impoverishing of countries, can have proceeded from love
to Christ
nor could such an enterprise afford any opportunity for martyrdom.
He explains what is meant by " indulgence," holding to the
term and sense in which it was no doubt understood in the papal bulls,
and not going back to the original import of the old word indalgentia,
;

remission.
Indulgence denotes the pardon of sin which, in his
vieW, was the work of God alone
but priestly absolution consisted in
;
this, that the priest in the sacrament declared
the person confessing to
VIZ.

;

him to be in such a state of contrition as fitted him*, if he died immediately, to enter, without passing through the fires of purgatory, into
the heavenly mansions.
And the power of the priest, in the last extremity, was not so restricted that he might not promise, so far as God
it to him permitted, the pardon of sin
but it would be
;
too great presumption to suppose that any vicar of Christ could right-

who revealed

fully attribute to himself such power
of absolution, if God had never
given him a special revelation on the subject; for otherwise he would
be guilty of the sin of blasphemy.
But how would it help the matter,
supposing the subjects should clamorously demand such absolution
for
assuredly they must believe that Christ, the most righteous judge,
;

would judge them according

to the

measure of

their merit or demerit.
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But though with

Christ, who is present everywhere, contrition suffices,
sacrament of penance is very necessary, though it can avail
nothing except on the presupposition of contrition.
It was a foolish
Ihing, therefore, for a priest not informed by divine revelation that
penance or some other sacrament availed for the salvation of the individual to whom it was administered, to bestow on him unconditional
" Hence the wise priests of Christ give only a conditional
absolution.
still tlie

namely on the fact that the person confessing
remorse for having sinned, is resolved to sin no more, trusts in
God's mercy, and is determined for the future to obey God's commandments."
Hence he argues that every one who receives such indulgence will actually enjoy it just so far as he is fitted to do so by his
relation to God.
He holds it to be the duty of prelates to instruct the
people in this truth, so that the laity may not spend their time and labor on that which cannot profit them.
He declares it to be allowable
for a christian man to contribute in aid of a war carried on by the secuwhich implies that it be not waged
lar power, if it be a christian power
for a mere earthly advantage, which the Christian should count as dross,
but for the defence of the faith, to bring back to unity those with
whom the war is carried on or if this end is frustrated on their part,
that charity should ever hold the reins, and the force of arms be employed only so long as might be necessary to open the way for reasonable negotiations.
He next declares that it was neither permissible
nor advantageous for a pope or for any bishop or clerk whatsoever, to
fight for wordly dominion or worldly wealth.
This might be understood from the example of Christ, whose vicar the pope was
for Christ
did not fight, nor did he command his disciples to fight, but forbade
them.
He here cites the words of Christ, Luke 22: 51. In the language of St. Bernard, he maintains that the pop© ought not to contend
Without doubt he may exhort princes to protect
for secular things.
the faithful, by force, against the invasions of infidels or barbarians ;
but the secular sword belongs not to priests, but to the worldly profession of arms, the special intention of which is to defend the law of Christ
and of his church. But the safer way was to contend spiritually, not
with the secular sword, but with prayer to almighty God, to persuade
the enemy to concord by negotiations, even though by such a course,
which to men might seem like madness, one should in case of need suf" would that the
This rule St. Paul gives, in Rom. 12: 19
fer death.
pope might humbly adopt this rule of St. Paul."
He looked upon the
pope's conduct as contrary to the example of Christ, who reprimanded
his disciples for desiring to call down fire from heaven upon his ene"
that the pope, then
mies, Luke 9: 51.
he says
would, like
the apostles, who desired to avenge their Lord, have addressed himself
to the Lord, and with the cardinals said to him, Lord, if it be thy will,
we would call upon all, of both sexes,' to combine for the destruction
3f Ladislaus and Gregoi-y and their companions in guilt ; and perhaps
absolution, conditioned
feels

;

;

;

;

—

'
Alludinjj to an expression in the bull
in which all persons of l)oth sexes and of
every rank, are called upon to furnish aid

—

to the pope for destroying Ladislaus, and
are promised, on this condition, the par

don of their

sins.
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the Lord would have answered, Te know not what spirit ye are of
when ye seek to ruin so many souls of men by ban, sentence of con-

demnation, and destruction of life. Why do ye thus set at nought my
example, I who forbade my disciples to be so cruelly zealous agains'
those that crucified me, who prayed, Father! forgive them, they kno.v
not what they do ?
If the pope, then, Avould subdue his enemies, let
him follow the example of Christ, whose vicar he styles himself, let
him pray for his enemies and the church let him say. My kingdom is
not of this world
let him show them kindness
let him bless those that
curse him ; for then will the Lord, according to his promise, give him
a power of utterance and wisdom, which ihey will never be able to
gainsay." Next, Huss noticed the objection of those who said, in those
days. Such literal imitation of Christ is confined to the " evangelical
;

;

;

counsels," designed for those that strive after christian perfection,
monks.
As we may conclude from several expressions of Huss
already cited, he would doubtless have preferred to say that all Chrisfor the

tians

were bound

to strive after the

same

;

and instead of fighting with
weapons of prayer and

the secular sword, should contend only with the

the word

but he was sensible that, in the present state of things, this
be looked for.
He distinguishes, as we have already observed, the three different ranksof society but he demands of the clergy
that they at least should so deport themselves, as if they considered
that to be a command for them which, to others, was only a counsel.
All priests, he says, should aim at the highest perfection, because they
are representatives of the apostles, and particularly the pope, who
should exhibit, in his conduct, the highest degree of perfection, after
" All priests are bound to the
the example of Christ and of Peter.

was not

;

to

;

same

rule of perfection

fection

in the

;

certainly the priesthood

militant church.

The

is

the

summit of per-

precepts, therefore, that forbid

contention for earthly things, concern all priests in general."
The
clergy, according to him, should Uterally observe the precepts of the

example. Matt. 5: 40, " from which it is
although not to go to law about earthly matters,
is for Christians of a subordinate stage a counsel, yet as applied iopnests
it changes, according to place and time, into a oommand.
Ignorance in
these matters is no excuse for a priest
because they are commanded,
as persons ordained to act as presidents, judges, ancl teachers, to have

sermon on the mount
evident

— he says —

;

as, for

that,

;

to explain it to those under them in all its
This ignorance of holy Scripture, being a guilty ignorance, renders the priests the more condemnable, as it is the mother
of all other errors and vices among themselves and the people."
He
then passes to the laity, and endeavors to show that if they followed the
invitation of the bull, and by their contributions upheld the pope in
things at variance with his calling, they could not wholly excuse themselves by pleading ignorance, since it was ignorance which they might
doubtless have avoided ; in fact it seemed that there was no such ignorance, but on the contrary they had knowledge enough, only it was
asleep
for when they saw priests attending spectacles, putting them

knowledge of the law, and
several parts.

;

selves on

a par with the world, meddling in secular business, they di
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murmured

against them, in accordance with the Catholic trathough these were trifles when compared with carrying on
war and legal suits for earthly ends. After showing that the laity were
without excuse for their ignorance, which he ascribes, moreover, to the
lack of a real interest in religion, he proceeds to speak of the absolute
indifference which led many to obey the bull, who said, " What matters
it to us, whether the bull is a good or a bad one ?
We can eat and drink
without disturbance, if we are left to our peace
others may do what
they please."
He then comes to a third class, who obeyed from cowardice.
And this reproach he casts particularly upon the theologians ;
men conversant with the Scriptures, who obeyed, he says, in opposition to
their own consciences, who thought of the bull in one way and spoke open" They tremble
ly of it in another.
he says
who should yield to no
fear of the world ; tremble lest they should lose their temporal goods,
the honor of this world, or their Hves."
He then attacks the unchristian expressions in the bull, where it spoke of destroying Ladislaus to
the third generation, in contradiction to Ezek. 18: 20
where it calls
Ladislaus and his adherents blasphemers and heretics, although this
was not manifest from any trial to which he had been subjected, and
although his subjects were included, poor weak people, men and women,
acting under constraint
Referring to the definition above given of
" On this point, he who is blind may judge,
indulgence, he says
whether pardon of sin is not bestowed for a consideration in money."
Is not this true simony ? He then quotes some of the really scandalous
language used by the papal commissioners for the sale of indulgences,
language well calculated to revolt every christian feeling, as it had
at first revolted even the feelings of Paletz
such expressions as the
following " By the apostolical power entrusted to me, I absolve thee
from all the sins which, to God and to me thou -hast truly confessed,
and for which thou hast done penance. If, as thou art not able personally to take part in this enterprise, thou wilt act accordmg to my direction and that of the other commissioners, in furnishing means and
helps for this cause, and if thou hast done all according to thy ability,I bestow on thee the most perfect forgiveness of all thy sins, both from
the guilt and the punishment of them, in the name of the Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost." Having first, not without reason, remarked that the
words " as thou art not able," might probably contain a fiilsehood, Huss
dwells more particularly on the blasphemous style in which absolution
It was one and the same thing, he said, to bestow the
is declared.
Both presupforgiveness of all sins, and to impart the Holy Ghost.
And for a sinful man to pretend to impart the
posed divine power.
Holy Ghost, was too enormous a presumption for Christ alone, on ,
whom the- heavenly dove descended as a symbol of the Holy Ghost,
God grants the pardon of sin
could bestow the baptism of the Spirit.
Since
to none but those whom he has first rendered fit to i-eceive it.
then a Christian can render another person fit no otherwise than by laboring for it by prayer or preaching, or by contributing to it through
his own merits,^ it was evident that the being rendered fit for it by God,
rectly

dition,

;

—

—

;

:

—

—

:

;

'

Orando, pruedicando, merendo.
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must precede forgiveness. He then takes notice of a subterfuge it
might be said it was but a conditioned indulgence, given to the truly
contrite, and therefore to the elect. This was sophistical. In this case
there would be no need of indulgences. So, it might be said of any one
that, on the supposition he was of the divine essence, he would be very
God.
He then takes notice of the sophistical pretence, that the pope's
real object was neither more nor less than this, to rule the church of
Christ in peace and tranquillity
but to secure this object, he must resist his adversaries.
The pope could not deceive God. God knew perfectly on what the pope's heart was intent, his ruling aim impUcite or ex:

;

And if he who should imitate the poverty of Christ fought for
worldly rule, he committed a grievous sin, of which every man was an abettor who upheld him in so doing.
He thinks that if the pope really possessed a plenitude of power to bestow indulgence on all, christian charity required no less of him than that he should show this kindness to all
alike.
Huss portrays the injurious effects produced by these indulgences. " The foolish man of wealth is betrayed into a false hope
the
pJlcite.

;

law of

God

nought the rude people give themselves up more
grievous sins are thought lightly of; and, in general, the
people are robbed of their property.
Far be it, therefore, from the
is

freely to sin

set at

;

;

have anything

do with such indulgences."
With regard
common fund of all the good
works in the church, to be distributed by the pope, Huss remarks individuals share in this common fund only in proportion as they are
qualified to share in it by their charity
but it is not in the power of
the pope
it belongs to God alone to determine the greater or less
degree of charity in individuals
for to do this presupposes infinite
power it depends on the good pleasure of God. Therefore it is not in
the power of the pope to give any one a share in intercessions by the
community of holy church and consequently it was absurd for him to
attribute any such power to himself, since the pope himself should, with
David, humbly say, Make me,
God, a companion of all them that
fear thee, and of them that keep thy precepts.' In place of such an imparthig of spiritual fellowship with all the good in the church, Huss
would rather substitute this Let the Christian live a righteous life,
faithful to

to

to these expressions Avhich referred to the

:

;

;

;

;

;

'

:

virtue, and especially in humility and
and then let him rely on partaking of his merits, so far as
God may grant it, and assuredly if he thus perseveres unto the end, he
will attain to the most complete forgiveness of his sins
and as his
Ufe grows conformed to the example of Christ, in the same proportion
will he share of his mercy and of the glory of the blessed."
He says
that, from the proclamations of the commissioners for granting indulgences, it was evident that their sole object was to extort money from
the people.
Not an instance was to be found in Scripture of a holy
man saying to any one, I have forgiven thee thy sins I absolve thee.
Nor were any to be found who had absolved from punishment or guilt

following Christ his head in

patience

all

;

;

;

for a certain

number

of days.

The

theological faculty,

who

said that,

hundreds of years ago, the holy fathers instituted indulgences, had
taken good care not to express themselves more definitely, and to say
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a thousand years, two or three hundred, or any other particular numNor had they ventured to name any of these
ber of centuries ago.
holy fathers. He will not allow that the sentence of the pope is an ultimate and definitive one Christ is the highest expounder of his own
and he is ever with his
law, as well by his words as by his deeds
faithful, according to his promise that he would be with them even unto
;

;

He then points to examples of uneducated aud
the end of the world.
ignorant popes, not omitting to notice the fabulous pope Joan. He disputes the position, that when the great mass of the clergy, monks, and
laity have approved of the papal bulls, it would be foolish to contradict
By the same sort of reasoning, anything might be
however wicked and vile, provided only that it was approved
and anything condemned, however true and good,
by the majority
He quotes, in illustration, Jer. 8:
if sanctioned only by a minority.
according to the principle above stated, it was folly in the prophet
10
it is the
says he
"Therefore
to contradict so vast a multitude.
custom of wise men, whenever ditficulties occur with regard to any truth,
laying it open for discussion, to consider, first of all, what the faith of
and whatever can be
holy Scripture teaches on the point in question
so large a majority.
justified,

;

—

;

—

;

But if holy
so determined, that they hold fast as a matter of ffiith.
Scripture decides neither on one sid-e nor the other, they let the subject alone, as one which does not concern them, and cease to dispute
In resisting the authority
whether the truth lies on this side or that."
of the pope, Huss was accused of having resisted the ordinance of God,
The charge is true, if
To this he replies
according to Rom. xiii.
by the authority of the pope is meant his authority as ordained of God
but it is false so far as it relates to the pretended and arrogated au
:

thority of the pope.*

After Huss had thus attacked the papal bulls with arguments calcu-

mind that lay open
Jerome came forward and delivered a glowing

lated to impress every thinking
friend

to the truth, his

discourse, which

In the
kindled the greatest enthusiasm in the hearts of the youth.
evening he was escorted home, in triumph, by large bodies of the students.2
The excitement produced by the transactions of this day,
spread further ; and, as it usually happens when the impulse has been
given to some great movement, however pure and unobjectionable at
it no longer stands in the power of those who began
and keep it within bounds, but violent passions soon enter

the outset, that
to control

'
The alibot of Dola, who accuses Huss
also as a contemner of indulgences, scrupies not to signalize these indulgences,
which, in the period of which we are writ-

were the occasion of so much misRomanae sedis consuetas et salutares indulgentias, and he ascribes the
force supposed to reside in them to the
merit of Christ's passion. Dialog, volatilis, Pcz thesaur. IV, 2, pag. 474.
ing,

chief, as

''

At

Prague
brc light

the second hearing of Jerome of
at Constance, the subject was also
up of his attack at this time on

it

in,

Being asked what he held
concerning indulgences, he declared. The
indulgences of the pope and cardinals
were legal, and such could be bestowed —
wherein it was still left doubtful what notion he framed to himself of indulgences,
and to what extent he would allow them
but a purchased indulgence, an indulgence
made a matter of barter and sale by sel
lers of indulgences (quaestuarii), was no
indulgence at nil. but an abn.se of indulV. d. Hardt, IV, •>, pag. 7.')2 et
gcnccs.
indulgences.

—

7.)-'^

•
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and with their fierce burnings vitiate the purity of the beginning, so it
turned out on the present occasion, Jerome of Prague wanted the prumock procession was got up the
dence and moderation of Huss.
papal bulls, suspended from the necks of certain indecent women, were
carried, in the midst of a vast concourse of people, through the princiThe chariot conveying the women was surpal quarters of the city.
rounded by armed men of the party, vociferating, " To the stake with
the letters of a heretic and rogue " In this way the bulls were finally

A

;

!

conveyed to the Pranger, where a pile of faggots had been erected,
upon which they were laid and burned. It was intended as a parody
on the burning of Wicklif's books two years before.' That every foolish proceeding ought not to be laid to the charge of Huss, which the
passionate ardor of his adherents undertook, that he was far from approving of all that these persons either did or said, is evident from his
own words in many of his letters, plainly intimating his dissatisfaction
with many who professed to be of his party, but whose life did not correspond with the doctrines they supported, and his disapprobation of
the violent language employed by many of his adherents.
Thus in
reply to Paletz, who had accused him of apostasy from the whole faith
" Verily, if I allowed this to be true of myof Christendom, he says
:

and of my christian brethren, I should be as false as he is
for I
hope, by the grace of God, that I am a Christian, departing in no respect from the faith, and that I should prefer to suffer a horrible death
self

;

rather than to affirm anything contrary to the faith, or to transgress
the commandments of our Lord Jesus Christ.
And the same I hope
also of many of my adherents, though I observe with deep pain that

morals." 2
He also says, in
abusive language which he
used towards his adversaries, whom he styled heretics, " Hitherto I
have used no such language as this against my adversaries and I
should be sorry if any one of my party should brand his opponent as a
heretic, or style him a Mohammedan, or ridicule or attack him in any
other way that implied a disregard to the law of love." 3
Alluding to
" He holds us all to be
the same person, he says in another place
but I
Wicklifites, and all therefore to be, in his opinion, reprobates

some of them are blameworthy
this tract against Paletz, with

in their

regard

to the

;

:

;

hope there
'

We

join

is

much which

what we

is

good on both

find stated in the

comphiint against Jerome of
Prague, in Constance (V. d. Hardt IV, 2,
pag. 672), witli Palacky's representation,
who appeals to the manuscript report of a
student, who had himself borne a part in
tjie procession, (Palaoky III, 1, p. 278).
At the count il of Constance (where, however, the year 1411 is erroneously put
down by V. d. Hardt, as it must have been
the year 1412) Jerome of Prague is designated as the getter up of this whole thing.
But, Palacky proves from the manuscript
articles of complaint laid before the council of Constance against King Wenceslaus,
;1II, 1, p. 2" 7 note) that not Jerome of
articles of

sides,

and believe that there

Prague, but Woksa, of Waldstcin, one of
Wenzel's favorites, was the author of this
buffoonery, though Jerome may not have
been averse to it. Hence it is evident,
that Jerome said nothing untrue, when on
his second hearing at Constance he asserted, that lie did not burn the bull, (V. d.
Hardt IV, 2, pag. 753).
^ Quamvis dolenter percipio aliquos in
more deviare. Eesp. ad scr. Paletz, opp
I, fol.

260,

1.

^ Et doleo, cum aliquis de parte nostra
aliquem haereticat vel appellat Mahomet
istam, vel aliter infamat aut impugnat ca-

ritatis
2.

regnla praetermissa.

Ibid. fol.

26a
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and it never was, nor will it ever be,
are sinners also on both sides
agreeable to me, to hear any should style the party opposed to them
Great self-control and prudence were
Mohammedans or seducers."
assuredly required to enable a man standing at the head of his party,
in a time of such violent excitement, to judge so dispassionately of his
opponents, including some who were once his friends, but who now indulged the most violent animosity towards him, and to pass so severe a
We cannot fail to recognize
criticism on the conduct of his own party.
here the spirit of Him who knew how to distinguish blasphemers against
the Son of man from blasphemers against the Holy Ghost. And this is
;

^

one

trait whic'h distinguishes

Huss from

Wicklif.

motives which governed King Wenceslaus did not leave him at liberty to contemplate these movements any longer without disquietude, though it was already too late
to think of putting a stop to them by a single enactment.
As the
king had approved the papal bull, had ordered it to be proclaimed,
and permitted the preaching of indulgences as he wished to maintain
a good understanding with Pope John, he must look about for the
means of asserting and carrying out what he had begun. He summoned around him the lords of counsel and the elders of the communities of all the three towns, out of which the great capital had arisen,

The

co-political ecclesiastical

;

and directed them
as well as

all

to forbid for the future all public insult of the pope,

public resistance of the papal bulls, on pain of death, and

be vigilantly careful that all occasions of excitement on both sides
should be avoided.
This royal edict was proclaimed by a herald
through the whole city as a warning to all.2 It is probable, however,
that the king after all was not so very solicitous that these measures
nor is it clear
should be rigorously executed in their whole extent
that he had power enough to enforce them.
Xhe getter up of the
mock procession against the bull of which we have just spoken still
retained his relations with the king.3
Huss could not be prevented
by any power on earth from fulfilling his vocation as a preacher of the
to

;

and from saying to his congregation whatever his duty as a.
He
preacher and curer of souls made it incumbent on him to say.
could not keep silent concerning the errors connected with the subject
he must point out the great peril to which a reliance
of indulgences
on indulgences, as he had already demonstrated in his public disputation, exposed the souls of the people.
And yet Queen Sophia did not
cease her attendance at the chapel of Huss
and this new contest
could only serve to increase the number of his hearers and their enthusiasm.
The large concourse of noblemen, knights, men and women
Df all ranks and conditions, who assembled around Huss, is described
gospel,

;

;

Ego autemex utraque parte speroesse
multos honos, et ex utraque etiam parte
aestimo esse peccatores, nee unquain mihi
placuit^ imo nee placehit, quod quidam
Tocant doctoris partem Mahometistas vel
'

seductores.

Ibid. fol. 264, 1.

* Palacky, III,
1, p. 278, and Stepli. Dolanus in his Antihussus Dum eniin Wen:

ceslaus regio suae potestatis impeiio con-

voce praeconis per civitaPragensein decreto publico, ut nequaquam aliquis audeat rebellare et contradicere occulte vol puhlice sub capitali poena
Fez, IV, 2,
indulgentiis papalibus caet..

stituisset etiain

tern

pag. 380.
'

Palacky, III.

1, p.

278.
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by his opponents; especially, among these,the pious women who were
denominated Beguines
a nick-name like the term Pietists in later
times
and one which had been applied already to the followers of
Militz.i
Now, when the hearts of the laity, of men who belonged to
the class of industrious artisans, among whom Huss had many adherents, were seized by the power of truth in his sermons, and then
going into the churches heard the sellers of indulgences preaching up

—

;

with shameless effrontery the value of their spiritual merchandize, in
to the gospel truth they had listened to in Bethlehem
chapel, nothing else was to be expected, especially in a state of so

^direct outrage

much excitement among

the youth, than that violent scenes should

ensue.

A

number

of priests, distributed

among

the several parish churches,

were engaged, on the 10th of July, in publishing the papal bulls and
inviting the people to purchase indulgences.
On this occasion three
young men belonging to the class of common artisans, by the name of
John, Martin, and Stasek, stepping forward, cried out to one of these
preachers, " Thou liest
Master Huss has taught us better than
that.
We know it is all false." After a while they were seized,
conducted to the council-house, and, on the next day, in pursuance of
the royal edict,2 condemned to death.
Huss, on being informed of
this, felt it to be his duty to interpose and endeavor to save these
young men, doomed to fall victims to the gospel truth which they had
heard from his lips, and which burned in their hearts.
Accompanied
by 2000 students he repaired to the counsel house. He demanded a
hearing for himself and some of his attendants.
At length he was
permitted to appear before the senate.
He declared that he looked
upon the fault of those young men as his own, and that he, therefore,
much more than they, deserved to die. They promised him that no
blood should be shed, and bade him tranquillize the excited feelings of
the others. Hoping that they would keep their word, he left the counsel house together with his followers.3
But some hours afterwards,
!

'
See above, p. 182. The words of the
abbot of Dohi in Antihussus Nobilibus,
militaribus, plebeiis, mulieribus, tuorum
:

tibi

conceptuum

cumulum

inultiplicas.

pag. 390.
The Beguines are
mentioned, as followers of lluss, in Antihussus, Pez, IV, 2, p. 381, and in Dial, volat., ibid. pag. 492.
In the trial at Prague,
we learn that over 3000 persons met
around Huss in the Bethlehem chapel,
Vid. Depos. test, in the Stud. u. Krit.
1837, 1, p. 147.
It was thrown out as a
reproach against Huss, that he had no congregation of his own, but drew hearers to
him from other parishes, and away from
other parish priests. But to this he replied: No man was bound to listen to

Pez, IV,

2,

God's word nowhere else except in his
own parish-church ; for else no monk
could ever preach, and no parish priest or
parish vicar could allow persons belong•ng to other parishes to hear the word of

God
*

own church. Ibid. p. 146.
noticeable that when Dr. Nas of

in his
It is

Prague

liad testified against

Huss

at his

trial in Constance, that he himself was
present cum rex mandasset, blasphemos
ultimo supplicio affici. Huss directly declared this to be false.
Yet, after what
has been said, it cannot be doubted, tliat
the king did issue such an edict against
the disputers of indulgences.
Tliere was
something then, we know not what, perhaps, in the form of that testimony, which
led Huss to express himself in tliis way.
Third hearing of Huss in Constance, V.

d. Hardt IV, 2, p. 327.
' The abbot of Dola relates the transaction as follows: Facto siquidem praedictorum rebellium justo animadversionig
excidio, accessisti vel misisti pluribus val-

maturum et discretum magprudentiae Pragensium con-uet praedicatione pompatica

latas sociis ad

nae

civilis

lum concilium,

EXECUTION OF THE THREE YOUNG MEN.
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when

the multitude had, for the most part, dispersed, thej ventured
proceed to the execution of the sentence.
Resistance being apprehended from the Hussite party, the prisoners were conducted under a
large escort of soldiers to the place of death, and, as in the meantime,
the concourse of spectators running together in the highest state of
excitement, increased every moment, they hurried the execution, and
finished it even before arriving at the destined spot.
But the adherents of Huss had no intention of resorting to violence.
When the
headsman, after his work was done, cried out, " Let him who does the
like expect to suffer the same fate," many among the multitude ex" We are all ready to do the like and to suffer
claimed at once
the same," This execution could have no other effect than to increase
the excitement of feeling and the enthusiasm of the people for ihe
cause of Huss.
Those three young men would of course be regarded
by the party they belonged to, as martyrs for the truth. It would be
impossible to devise anything better calculated to promote any cause,
bad or good, than to give it martyrs.
Several, and in particular the
sc Jailed Beguines of this party, of whom we have spoken above,
dipped their handkerchiefs in the blood of the victims, and treasured
them up as precious relics.'
woman who witnessed the executioa
offered white hnen to enshroud the dead bodies
and another individual who was present, Master von Jitzin, attached to the party of
Huss, hastened with a company of students to convey the bodies toBethlehem chapel.
Borne thither as saints, with chanted hymns
and loud songs, they Avere buried amid great solemnities, under the
direction of Huss.
This event gave new importance to Bethlehem
chapel in the eyes of the party of Huss.
They named it the chapel
to

:

A

;

of the Three Saints.^
the death of these

It

is

certain that

He

young men.

Huss took a

lively interest in

thought they might justly be

called martyrs for christian truth, like others whose memory is preserved in the history of the church.
Nor was there any thing in this
which could justly subject him to the slightest reproach.
Certainly
by his sermons he contributed to nourish the enthusiasm with which
the memory of these witnesses for the truth was cherished among the
people.
3ut as public rumor, in such times of commotion, is not
wont to discriminate between the different agents, and the different
shares taken by each in a transaction, but is inclined to lay the whole
upon the shoulders of the one who happens to be the most important
individual, so Huss soon came to be pointed out as the person who

headed the procession at the burial of the three young men. This ia
reported by the abbot of Dola.^ Accordingly the blame of the whole
ausus cs clainosa voce, non solum ipsorum
debitam executionem, sed et rej^ium et in
hoc omnino sanctam mutiiii dccreti jussionem, non solum reprelaMidere, sed et
damiiafe. In quo utique crimen laesae
majcstatis perpetrasti, assercnte te et diInjuste illi damnati sunt; ego feci
cente
Ecce ego et omnes qui meet ego feram.
cum sunt, parati sumus eandein excipere
sententiam. Steph. Dol. in Antihussus,
:

voL. V.

25

Fez, IV, 2 pag. 380 et 381.
'
Words of the abbot of Dola:

Ut

rum sanguinem

beginae

linteis,

maxime

illo-

tuae et quidam alii, extergerent. Ibid.
pag. 381.
" Ita ut to largiente et te donante locua
ille tuae cathedrae summus non jam Bethlehem, sed ad tres sanctos per te et tuos
complices vocaretur. Ibid.
Accessisti siquidem et jacentia rebel•*
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but he could
affair is thrown upon Huss at the council of Constance
deny, with truth, that the procession had been got up at his instigation. i
It is indeed possible, though the statement of so violent an
opponent as the abbot of Dola cannot be received as altogether trustworthy, that it was remarked by Huss or some one of his followers
If that Wenceslaus, whom his brother, Boleslav the cruel, caused
to be executed, deserved to be called a martyr, much more were
those three young witnesses to evangelical tru.h entitled to be honored
as martyrs
or that Huss, following the precedent of Matthias of
Janow, spoke disapprovingly of the superstition and quackery with
which the traffic in rehcs, whether genuine or counterfeit, was carried on
or that, one of his adherents had said, the bones of these
three, who ought certainly to be reverenced as witnesses for the truth,
must be more precious to the memory of the pious than those relics
that were held to be present at, one and the same time in several
places.2
But we may hear what Huss himself says concerning these
witnesses of the truth, as his words are recorded in his book De eccleAfter citing the passage in
sia, written at a somewhat later period.
" Experience gives us the right interpreDan. 11 33, he remarks
since persons made learned by the grace of
tation of these words,
God, simple laymen and priests, many taught by the example of a
;

:

;

;

—

:

:

because they openly resisted the lying word of Antichrist,
under the edge of the sword of which we have an example
in those three laymen, John, Martin, and Stasek, who, because they
contradicted the lying disciples of Antichrist, fell victims to the sword."
Then, in allusion to what afterwards transpired in consequence of these
" But others Avho gave up their hves for the
commotions, he adds
truth, died the death of martyrs, or were imprisoned, and still have not
denied the truth of Christ, priests, and laymen, and even women." 3
This first blood having been shed, the persecuting party thought it
They
inexpedient to venture immediately upon any thing further.
perceived the danger of attempting to put a stop to these commotiona
by force. They had learned by experience to what a height the

good
have

life,

fallen

;

:

Hum

corpora sub mediastino sustulisti

:

et

cum ea, quae tibi videbatur, summa reverentia ad cathedram tuae superbiae, capellam dictam Bethlehem detulisti te ipso
et scholaribus tuae societatis, sanctae obedientiae contrariis, clamosis et altissimis
;

vocibus usque ad inferni novissima concrepantibus
Isti sunt sancti, et hujusmoThis serves to confirm
Ibid.
the account given above of the solemnities
observed in conveying the bodies of those
:

di plurima.

young men

Bethlehem chapel,
except that the abbot makes no distinction of persons, and charges Huss alone
with the whole affair.
At the council of Constance this also
was introduced among the articles of comthree

to

'

plaint against Huss, regarding the burial
of the three young men: Eos per eundem
Hus cum pompa scholasticorum elates

publica concione in sanctorum numerelates esse.
But Huss declares this
be false, as he was not present when
the affair occurred Falsum est, cadavera
a me ad sepulturam cum aliqua pompa
delata esse cum ego ne adfuerim quidera.
V. d. Hardt, IV, 2, pag. 327.
^ They are the words of the abbot of
et

rum
to

:

Dola:

Venerationem sanctorum ossium

juxta rituni ecclesiae sanctae
jirobas dicens,

quod

S.

cum

tuis re-

Wenceslaus modi-

co martyrio, id est fratricidio regnum proet hie cum aliis sancti.'j
meruit martyrii
quos sacerdotes et monachi prac^icant,
habent unius multa capita, multa bracchia
et diversa ossa, quae utique non sane
torum, sed vilium cadaverum esse potius
reputantur. Ibid,
De ecclesia, opp. I, fo'. 245, 2.
:

''
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anthusiasm of the people had already mounted by the death of those
young men. Accordingly the other prisoners, who were now
looking for nothing but martyrdom, were set at large.
The conflict
between the two parties, which had divided the university, since the
dispute about the papal bulls relating to indulgence and a crusade,
three

went on, and grew more violent the smaller party, consisting of
who now declared themselves opposed to all Wicklifite doctrines
and in favor of the whole system of papal absolutism, and the larger
party of those, who espoused the cause of reform, at the head of whom
The former had on their side all who Avere attached to
stood Huss.
and they supposed they could reckon also on the help
the hierarchy
of King Wenceslaus, whom, in fact, they had joined in defending the
bull, and who had issued the edict against its opponents.
Those eight
doctors, at whose head stood at that time Paletz, as Dean, believed
they were entitled to represent themselves as constituting the theoloThey now united in condemning the 45 articles of
gical^ faculty.
Wicklif, although some of them had before this defended those articles
and, hence, Huss calls them the cmiorisantes.
They declared
to the prelates their agreement with them in the earlier resolutions
and, by a course which to Huss appeared
against those articles
retrograde, though to the advocates of hierarchy it could appear no
otherwise than an advance, gave them the highest satisfaction.
They
next proceeded to condemn the 45 articles in a solemn session. i
To
these propositions they added six others. 1. " That he is a heretic who
judges otherwise than the Roman church concerning the sacraments
and the spiritual power of the keys," which doubtless refers to the
proceedings of Huss against indulgences.
2. " That in these days,
to suppose that great Antichrist is present and rules, who, according
to the faith of the church, and according to Holy Scripture, and the
holy teachers, shall appear at the end of the world, is shown by expestill

;

those

;

;

;

rience to be a manifest error."

This refers to the doctrine concern-

ing Antichrist, which, as we have seen, proceeded first from Militz,
had been further unfolded by Matthias of Janow, and so passed over

Huss.

to

3.

" To say that the ordinances of the holy fathers, and

the praiseworthy customs in the church, are not to be observed, be-

cause they are not contained in Holy Scripture, is an error."
This is
evidently directed against a doctrine of Huss, which we have explained on a former page. 4. " That the relics, the bones of the saints,
the clothes and robes of the faithful are not to be reverenced, is an
5. " That priests cannot absolve from sins and forgive sins,
error.
when, as ministers of the church, they bestow and apply the sacrament of penance, but that they only announce that the penitent is
This also plainly enough refers to the doctrine
absolved-, is an error."
6. " That
set forth by Huss in the controversy about indulgences.
'

los,

Huss says of Paletz Recepit aiticuqui sunt'praelatis coiurarii et cucurrit
:

ad eos, qui gavisi sunt videntes ipsum et
Btanislaum cancrisantes. Undo inito consilio

pactum fecerunt

inviccra, ut articulos

in praetorio

opp
demnation
Paletz,

condemnarent.

Rcsp. ad

scr.

This is the conI, fol. 259, 2.
in praetorio to wiiioh Huss in

his writinus snlis('(]iR'nt to this time in <lefence of some of these articles often alludes
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may

becomes necessary, call upon the faithful
them for the defence of the Apostolical
See, of the Roman church and city, and for the coercion and subjection of opponents and enemies among Christians, while he bestows
on the faithful who loyally come to the rescue, show true penitence,
have confessed and are mortified, the full forgiveness of all sins, is an
the pope

demand

or

not,

where

it

contributions of

Huss represents

it as a piece of arrogance in those eight
themselves entitled to act in the name of the entire
faculty, and to put forth their condemnation as a condemnation by the
whole faculty .2 Now, as this party could not reckon, as appears evident
from what has been said, on the concurrence of the whole university,
and therefore could not take any open step in common, they, as the
theological faculty, applied to the magistracy of Prague, and petitioned them to obtain the king's consent, that the teaching and spreading
This
abroad of those articles should be forbidden by a royal edict.
theological faculty had, moreover, declared that certain preachers, on
whose account violent insurrections, strifes, and divisions had sprung
up among the people, ought to be silenced. And they stated, as their
last reason, that this Avas the Avay to restore peace among the people.^
cunningly devised means, to be sure, for putting an end to all strife,
to allow only one party to speak, and enjoin absolute silence on the
other.
Such an edict was now to be procured from the king.4 The
king granted but a part of the demand.
He actually issued an edict,
forbidding the preaching of those doctrines on penalty of banishment
at the same time, however, he caused the faculty to
from the land
be told, that they had better employ themselves in refuting those
doctrines, than in trying to effect the suppression of them by an edict
But an edict of prohibition against the preaching of
of prohibition.

error."

'

doctors to think

A

;

this or

that individual,

the faculty could not

was a thing he would never consent

fail to

to.

As

see the reproach implied in this language

of the king, they sought to justify what they had done, affirming, that
them to refute those doctrines was impossible, as long as Huss
refused to lay before them in a written form, as they had requested

for

him

to do,

what he had

to

object against the two bulls.s

We cite the unprinted articles from
the Latin original published by Palacky.
Palacky III, 1, p. 282.
* He protests against their arrogance in
'

calling themselves the alma et venerabilis
facultas theologica, and prefers to designate them as the octo doctores, remarking
in his tract against Stanislaus
Est autem
ilia facultas theologica, quae aciem contra
nos dirigit, magistrorum theologiae octonarius.
Resp. ad scr. Stanisl. a Znoyma,
:

opp.

I, fol 265, 1.
* Quod certi praedicatores. propter quos,
ut timetur, insultus et discordiae et dissensiones sunt exortae in populo, cessent a
praedicatione.
Et adducunt in fine pro
causa: Et speratur, quod per hoc fiet pax
in populo et insultus conquiescent.
Resp.
id scr. Stanislai, opp. I, fol. 266, 2.
*

Huss remarks concerning

this

design

When Huss

of the faculty
"Behold a design of these
doctors similar to that of those priests and
Pharisees; and both cases resulted in the
same way. For neither did the former
nor the latter secure the peace which they
sought, but were in more trouble than
before.
And, rightly for -the Truth did
not come to bring peace upon the earth
but a sword: and never ought we to be
frightened away from the truth by fear of
reproach from the world or from the doc:

;

tors."
*

giae,

Ibid.

Quod non
quod

tum contra

stat per

magistros theolo-

non est
M. Joannis Hus de

nihil scribitur et

scrip

dicta

bullis

papae, quia saepius requisitus, dictorum
suorum non dedit copiam, nee hucusque
So the
dare voluit magistris supradictis.
words run in a manuscript copy cited by
Palacky, III, 1, p. 281.

—

MICHAEL DE CAUSIS.
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was now summoned to appear with his opponents before the king's
privy council, in Zebrak, he first appealed to the words of Christ
before the High Priest, (John 18
20,) and applying them to his
" I have spoken openly, and taugjit in the schools,
case, remarked
and in the temple in Bethlehem, where masters, bachelors, students,
and multitudes of the common people congregate, and nothing have
I spoken in secret, by which I could be seeking to draw men away
from the truth." At the same time he declared that he was ready
to comply with the demand of those doctors, provided that, as he
bound himself to suffer at the stake, in case he could be convicted
of holding any erroneous doctrine, the eight doctors would also on
their part collectively bind themselves to suffer in the same way on
the same condition.
They requested time for deliberation and withdrew then they came forward and said, that one of them would bind
himself by this pledge for all.
To this, however, Huss would not
consent, but declared, as they were all combined together against
him, and he stood opposed to them without associates, this would not
be fair.i
Finding that the two parties would never be able to agree
in settling the preliminary arrangements, the privy council dissolved
the meeting, having first admonished both that they should try to
make up the matter between themselves
an admonition which, in
their present state of exasperated feeling, would pass unheeded, and
which wai, .ntended, perhaps, simply to intimate tha^t the council would
bavft nothing more to do with the business.
The consequences which had followed in the train of the dispute
about indulgences, could easily be taken advantage of to represent Huss,
in Rome, as a dangerous man, hostile to the papacy.
His enemies at
home found a worthy instrument to play their first cards at the Roman
court, in Michael of Deutschbrod, formerly a parish priest, commonly
known as Michael de Causis, parochial priest to St. Adalbert's church in
the New City in Prague.
This man, more interested about reforms in
mining than reforms in the church, had left his charge and entered the
service of the king to carry out a project for the improvement of mining by
some new method of exploring veins of gold. The king, induced by certain
representations he had laid before him, gave him a sum of money to be
expended on this object. But failing to accomplish what he had promised about improvements in mining, he absconded with a part of the
money, getting still more fwom the enemies of Huss, to assist them in
carrying out their designs against the latter by bribery, an all-powerful
agent with the creatures of that monsterPope John, though hardly needed
to secure the ruin of a man who had shown himself so hostile as Huss had
done to the Roman papacy. Before the pope was yet informed of all that
had transpired in Prague, he had taken the case of Huss out of the
hands of Cardinal Brancas, to whom it had last been committed, and
given it over to another cardinal, Peter de St. Angelo, charging him
to employ the severest measures against the recusant.
Upon this, the
:

:

;

"^

' Refut. scripti
octo doct., opp.
t92, 2.

I,

fol.

25*

*

—

Concordetis pulchre invicem.

Ibid.
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procurators of Huss appealed to a future general council, and were im
mediately placed under arrest.
The friend of Huss, Master Jesenic,
made his escape and got back to Prague. The Cardinal now pronounced sentence of excommunication on Huss, in the most terrible
formulas.
If he persisted twenty days in his disobedience to the pope,
the ban was to be proclaimed against him in all the churches, on Sundays and festival days, with the ringing of all the bells and the extinguishing of all the tapers, and the same punishment should be extended to all who kept company with him. The interdict should be laid
on every place that harbored him. By a second ordinance of the pope,
the people of Prague were called upon to seize the person of Huss,- and
deliver him up to the archbishop of Prague, or to the bishop of Leitomysl, or to condemn and burn him according to the laws.
Beth-

lehem chapel was to be destroyed from its foundation, that the
heretics might no longer nestle there. i
King Wenceslaus offered no
resistance to the proclamation of these papal ordinances
at the same
time he did nothing to promote their execution. The party opposed to
Huss would have been eager therefore to carry the whole into effect, had
they been powerful enough to do so. With the concurrence of the senators
in the Old City of Prague, the majority of whom were still Germans
and therefore opponents of Huss, many citizens, who were also Germans,
assembled at the consecration festival of the church of Prague, Oct. 2,
under Bernhard Chotek a Bohemian as their leader, for the purpose of
dispersing the congregation in Bethlehem chapel and getting possession
But the firm resolution with which they were
of the person of Huss.
met by the congregation who gathered around Huss induced them to
abandon their plan. They returned back to the senate house, where it
was resolved at least to carry into execution the pope's command to
destroy Bethlehem chapel. But when this resolution came to be known,
such violent commotions arose, that it was found necessary to abandon
;

The party of Huss did not allow itself to be intimidated by the pope's bull of excommunication. His procurator. Master
Jesenic, to whom the pope's bull was extended, published on the 18th
of December of this year, at the university of Prague, an argument
which is still preserved, in which he undertook to demonstrate the invalidity of everything that had been done in the process against Huss.
Huss himself could not, consistently with his own principles as they
have been explained, attribute any significance to an unjust excommunication.
He caused to be engraved on the walls of Bethlehem chapel
a few words, showing the invalidity of such an excommunication, to
and finally, since no other earthly
which he several times refers
remedy was left him, he appealed from the venality of the court of Rome
to the one incorruptible, just, and infallible judge, Jesus Christ. Already,
in his tract against Stephen Paletz, he expresses himself on this subject
After describing what pains he had taken
in the following language.
" But the Roman
to obtain justice at the Roman chancery, he says
court, which cares not for the sheep without the wool, would never
this project also.

;

:

*

See the Chron. univ. Prag., cited from the manuscript

in Palacky, III,

1,

p. 286.
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cease asking for money, therefore have I finally appealed from it to the
most just Judge and High Priest over all." ^
This appeal he published
to his congregation from the pulpit of Bethlehem chapel.
It is charac
times that this act should also be objected to him as a
with the jurisdiction of the church, as an insolent act of disobedience to the pope, and an overleaping of the refulai
order of ecclesiastical tribunals.
The abbot of Dola says, in his invec
tive against Huss, " Tell me, then, who accepted your appeal ?
From
whom did you obtain a release from the jurisdiction of the subordinate
teristic of the

contemptuous

authorities

trifling

You would

not say from the laity, and your daughters
priests of Prague, however, paid no rethis, but only obeyed the pope
a course, too, which per-

1

the Beguines."^

gard

to all

The parish

fectly fell in with their

;

own

passions and interests.

From

all

the pulpits

they published the ban against Hus§
they strictly observed the interdict
no sacraments were administered no ecclesiastical burial was
permitted.
Such a state of things would, as ever, provoke the most
violent disturbances among the people.
The king himself, therefore,
was urgent with Huss that, to preserve peace, he should leave Prague
for a time.
Archbishop Albic did not feel able to sustain the conflicts
at Prague
nor did such kind of activity suit his love of repose.
At
the close of the year 1412 he laid down his oflice, and Conrad of Vechta,
;

;

;

;

bishop of Olmutz, a WestphaUan, a zealous advocate of the hierarchy,
and more inclined to severe measures in support of it than his predecessor, obtained, first under the name of ministrator, the administration of the archbishopric of Prague, till finally, after long protracted negotiations with the Roman court, he became, in July, 1413, archbishop
in the full sense.

By

Huss from Prague, quiet was by no means reHis principles still continuetlto operate among his
important parcy at Prague.
There was a sharp opposition between the
two parties, the Hussites and the church party. King Wenzel thought
it wrong to allow the matter, which continually grew more serious, and
involved in its train important political consequences, to go on thus any
longer.
The college of the ancient nobles of the land had already
assembled before the Christmas of 1412, for the purpose of advising
about the restoration of peace and the rescue of the good name of the
Bohemian people in foreign lands. The assembUng of a national synod
for this purpose, before which the leaders of the two parties should
appear, was resolved upon.
At first the little city Bohmisch-Brod,
which belonged to the archbishop of Prague, was selected for the place
of meeting, since it was thought that the appearance of Huss in this
small city, notwithstanding the ban under which he lay and the interdict on his place of residence, would create httle or no disturbance.
Here the proposals of the two parties were to be investigated. On the
one side were the Prague theological faculty of the eight doctors, at
whose head were Stephen of Paletz and Stanislaus of Znaim, with
the removal of

stored in Bohemia.

'

*

0pp. I. fol. 256, 1.
Die erj^o quaeso, quis detulit tuae ap1
a quo petiisti dimissorias lite-

Dellationi

ras sive apostolos? Nonne a laicis et filia
l)us tuis beginis ?
Dial, volat. Pez, IV. 2
pag. 492.
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archbishop John the Iron of Leitomysl
on the other side, John Huss
in the memorials drawn up by the two parties, nothing appeared but
;

But

the most diametrical opposition of principles.

The theological faculty traced
the schism to the defending of the forty-five erroneous doctrines of
Wicklif, and insisted that the condemnation of them should be rigorously
all

observed, and that the decision of the church of Rome should be submitted to in every point. The church in their view was the pope as head,
and the college of cardinals as the body. Errors they found, especially
in the widely-spread doctrines about the power of the keys being vested
in the churoh
errors concerning the hierarchy ; concerning the seven
sacraments
concerning the veneration of relics and concerning indulgence.
They traced all these errors to one cause, that the party
admitted no other authority than the sacred Scriptures, explained in
their own sense and in contrariety with the doctrine of the church and
of entire Christendom.
They regarded themselves, on the other hand,
as the people, who alone were in possession of the truth, inasmuch as
they agreed with the doctrine of the Roman church and of entire Christendom. They required in all matters in themselves indifferent, among
which were to be reckoned the late ordinances of the pope and the
process against Huss, unconditional submission to the Roman church.
;

;

The disobedience

;

Huss and his party to the commands of their supethem, for the greatest crime.
The interdict should
be strictly observed
the order forbidding Huss to preach, should remain in full force. They maintained that, since the proceedings against
Huss had been accepted by the collective body of the clergy of Prague,
and they had submitted to them, therefore all should do the same,
especially as they related only to things in themselves indifferent, forbade nothing good^ and commanded nothing wrong ; and it was not
the business of the clergy of Prague to judge whether the ban pronounced on John Huss was a just or an unjust one.
Severe punishment for publicly holding forth any of those things which they from
their particular point of view called heresy was required by them.
Their proposals for peace, therefore, looked to nothing else than a total
suppression of the other party and the triumph of their own. Huss, on the
other hand, began by laying down the principle, that the sacred Scriptures alone should pass as a final authority
no obedience could be required to that which was at variance with their teaching. He said, in
" It
answer to the challenge of obedience to the interdict and ban
were the same as to argue that, because the judgment pronouncing
Christ a seducer, an evil doer, and worthy of death, was approved by
the collective body of the priests in Jerusalem, therefore that judgment
must be acquiesced in."i Looking at the matter from this point of
view, he was conscious of no heresy himself, nor could he see any
of

riors passed, with

;

;

:

Bohemia. He demanded,
compact concluded
under archbishop Zbynek. He declared that he was ready to clear himself from the charge of heresy against any man, or else suffer at the
ground

for asserting that heresies existed in

therefore, that they should return

'

0pp.

back

I, fol.

to the earlier

247,

2.

SYNOD OF PRAGUE,

A. D.

1413.
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Btake, provided his accusers would also bind themselves under the same

Ever}' man who took it upon himself to accuse another of
heresy, should be required to come forward and take this pledge.
But if none could be found that were able to do so, then it should be
The hierarproclaimed anew that heresy did not exist in Bohemia.
conditions.

chical party would naturally look

upon

as a mere shift to avoid
and of giving up the defence

all this

the necessity of submitting to the church,

Archbishop John the Iron, of Leitom\'sl, approved the
and declared strongly against those of
the party of Huss. He advised that all writings in the vulgar language
of Bohemia, relating to religious subjects, writings that had contributed
in a special manner to the spread of heresy, should be condemned, and
Where there was such contrariety in
the reading of them forbidden. ^
of heresy.

propositions of the other party,

principles, as

we here see manifested,

evident that

it is

all

attempts at

compromise wovdd necessarily prove idle, or only terminate in making
These transactions afforded Huss a good opthe breach still wider.
portunity for more fully expounding and defending, in the tracts which
he wrote in confutation of the propositions above stated, of the arrogant
pretensions clearly avowed therein by the other party, and of the accusations brought against him and his friends, the principles which had
guided him in these disputes, and which by occasion of these disputes
became more distinctly evolved to his own consciousness. We shall
state them more fully in the next section, where we shall recur to them
for the purpose of a more distinct exposition of the doctrines and principles of Huss, and of their bearing on the aims and tendencies of the
dominant party. The synod above mentioned was not held, as at first
intended, at Bohmisch-Brod, but in Prague itself, on the 6th of FebruHuss therefore could not be present. His place was
ary, 1413.
represented by his advocate. Master John of J^senic.
Before this
synod were laid the propositions of the two parties. And here it should
be mentioned, that vMie of the most zealous friends of Huss, Master
Jacobellus of Mies, submitted a resolution to this effect
that if the
matter now in question related to the restoration of peace, it should
:

peace was meant, whether peace with tlie ivorld,
depended on keeping the divine commandments.
The origin of the strife was this that the attempts of some
to bring back that peace of God met with such unholy and violent reYet the peace of the world without
sistance on the part of others.
christian and divine peace, would be as unstable as it was worthless.
Let the king but give his thoughts to the tatter first, and the other
would follow of itself.2 The result of this synod was such as might
be expected in a case where the direct contrariety of the propositions
oflered rendered compromise impossible.
It broke up without having
But the king, who looked at nothing but the
accomplished anything.
interests of his government, and therefore desired nothing but a peaceful compromise, tried yet another expedient. He appointed a committee
first

be settled

or with

God;

ivliat

the

latter

:

'

29

See the documents
sq.,

and Palacky,

111,

in
1,

Cochlaeus, p.
p.

289

ff.

*

Palacky, III,

1, p.
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composed of four members
the archbishop Albic, the Wjsehrad dear
Jacob, the provost of All-Saints Master Zdenek of Labaun, and the
rector of the university Master Christann of Prachatic' This committee was empowered to take every measure necessary for the restoration
of concord and tranquillity. They carried it so far as to oblige the two
parties to bind themselves under the penalty of a pecuniary forfeit and
of banishment from the country, to abide by the decision of this committee.
But the same reasons which had operated to defeat the purpose of the synod, would operate with equal force against Uiis experi-'
ment also. No sooner did they proceed to reduce to form the first
proposition, expressing the agreement of the two parties with the faith
of the church on the matter of the holy sacraments and the authority
of the church, than a dispute arose out of this, namely, that Paletz,
who with his friends did not consider themselves as a party standing
over against the others, but as defending the cause of the church
against a party standing opposed to that cause, thought he could not
concede, that he and his were also to be called a pars^ a mere party.
He then directly proceeded to lay down his definition of the church, a definition which the other party would not admit; against which indeed they
had always protested, as is evident from the writings of Huss
a definition by admitting which the party of Huss would have surrendered
all their principles
namely, that by the church is to be understood
the body of cardinals under the pope as their head.
Master John of
Jesenic, who represented the party of Huss, finally yielded, but with
the qualifying clause that he and his party accepted the decisions of
the church as every faithful Christian ought to accept and understand
them.
Now by this clause the definition, chosen with a purpose by the
other party, was indeed, of itself, rendered impotent ; for, under the
phrase, such acceptation as every believing Christian is bound to give,'
was meant to be understood, by those from whom this clause proceeded,
that everything was excluded thereby which might stand at variance
with their principle that the sacred Scriptures are the sole determining
rule of faith.
The commission, who had no other interest in view than
that of securing an agreement, and who were ready to welcome any
terms of agreement however ambiguously expressed, would be satisfied
with this. But looking upon the thing from their own point of view, the
other party could not be blamed when they were led, by the same interest which had induced them to propose their narrow definition of the
church, to protest against a clause by which their whole object would
be defeated.
Stanislaus of Znaim and Stephen Paletz declared that
this was only a shift, a pretext, under which to conceal discord and
disobedience.
And in this, judged according to their own point of
view, they were right.
For two days they vainly disputed on this
point.
On the third, Paletz and the other doctors who had protested
wholly absented themselves, accusing the Commission of weakness and
partiality.
King Wenceslaus now looked upon the four members of the
tlieological faculty, who by their protest had hindered the compromise;
:

;

;

'

•

The same,

p. 294.
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under which
they had engaged to submit to the decision of the committee ; an4 he
deprived them of their places and banished them from the country. Thua
fell the party which regarded itself as exclusively the party of the
church. Another defeat awaited it. In the senate of Prague the Ger-

as the promoters of schism, being unfaithful to the pledge

man element had

and it was in fact this
hitherto had the ascendancy
element chiefly which resisted, in a decided manner, every tendency to
and hence those measures adopted by the senate against the
reform
But King Wenzel
cause of Huss, of which we have spoken before.
was now induced so to alter the relation, that out of the two races, Bohemians and Germans, all the nine members should be chosen into the
At the same time a German, who had hitherto
senate by the king.
been a leader among the opponents of Huss, the senator John Oertel
Thus another victory, if it
was, for some unknown reason, executed.
might be called such, was gained by the Hussite party. But the
hatred of the hierarchical party in Bohemia towards the Hussites would
only be fanned, by such events, to more violent flame, and its organs
subsequently obtained, by the concatenation of greater events in the
progress of church development, an opportunity to exercise their rebut Pavenge.
Stanislaus of Znaim died, it is true, soon afterwards
letz had the satisfaction to appear as the fiercest accuser of Huss at
the council of Constance. We now return back to the personal history
of Huss.
;

;

;

He had
friends

;

in the meantime retreated to castles belonging to his
and, while the seed scattered by him in Prague was pro-

ducing its
defence of

he was enabled

to prosecute

at greater leisure the
spent the first part of the
time chiefly at the castle, Kozi-hradek, which belonged to the lords of
Austie.
Here he wrote the most important of 'all his works,
the
one chiefly appealed to in conducting the process against him which
brought him to the stake.
This was his book Be ecclesia, and the
controversial writings therewith connected, tracts directed against the
theological faculty in Prague, against Stephen Paletz, and against
fruits,

his principles

by

writings.

He

—

—

StcUiislaus of Znaim,
writings, of which we have already availed
ourselves in tracing the thread of the author's history, in explaining

and describing his labore, although in point of chronology they presuppose the work De ecclesia.
It is characteristic of
Huss, that precisely at this critical juncture, where the contest threatened to be most dangerous, he should unfold in this work De ecclesia,
without regard to consequences, those doctrines which would inevithis principles

upon him the stigma of heresy. Accordremarked of this work, before the council of
Constance, that through an endless multitude of arguments it attacked
the papal authority and the plenitude of the papal power, as much aa
the Koran did the CathoUc faith. i Huss in this work traces the origin

ably most contribute to

fix

ingly, Cardinal D'Ailly

Qui quidem liber per infinita ar^menta ita impugnat auctoritatem papa'

leru et ejus plenitudinem potestatis, sicut

impugnat catholicam fidem.
D'Ailly, de necessitate reformationis, in
Works of Gerson, Tom. II, p. 901.
Alcoranus
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He
of the whole dispute to his attacks of the secularized clergy.
the cle7-iis
distributes the entire body of the clergy into two classes
must regard the clerical body
Chrisii and the cle7-us Antichristi.
:

— he says —

"We

made up of two sects the clergy of Christ and those
The Christian clergy lean on Christ as their leader,
laws.
The clergy of Antichrist lean for the most part or
as

:

of Antichrist.

and on

his

and yet pretend to
wholly on human laws and the laws of Antichrist
be the clergy of Christ and of the church, so as to seduce the people
by a more cunning hypocrisy. And two sects which are so directly
opposed, must necessarily be governed by two opposite heads with
He says " The priests of Christ preachtheir corresponding laws." i
Hence arose the schism,
ed against the vices of a corrupt clergy.
and hence that clergy sought to suppress such preaching." He says,
;

:

" how can there be anything more senseless than a clergy giving themselves up to the dross of this world, and making a mockery of the life
and teaching of Christ ? For, so exceedingly corrupt are the clergy
already, that they hate those who frequently preach, and frequently
and, if a man ventures to quote
mention the Lord Jesus Christ
Christ for himself, they say with scorn and bitterness, Art thou Christ ?
And, after the manner of the Pharisees, they trouble and excommunicate those who acknowledge Christ. It was because I preached Christ
and the gospel, and exposed Antichrist, anxious that the clergy should
live according to the law of Christ, that the prelates first, with Archbishop Zbynek, contrived to get a bull from Pope Alexander V, to
prohibit preaching in the chapels before the people, from which bull I
Therefore, on
have appealed: but I was never able to get a hearing.
on good and reasonable grounds, I did not appear when I was cited.
Therefore, by the instrumentality of Michael de Causis, they got me
placed under the ban, when a compromise had already been effected
and, finally, they contrived to obtain an interdict, by which they oppress the Christian people for no fault of their own."
In accounting
for his non-appearance in Rome he explains himself further, as fol" What reason had I for obedience
lows
a man summoned from a
;

—

:

1200 miles? What reason that I, a man unknown to the
pope, informed against by my enemies, should be so very solicitous and

distance of

put myself to such extraordinary pains, to pass through the midst of
enemies, and place myself before judges and witnesses, who are
enemies, that I should use up the property of the poor to defray
the enormous expenses, or if I could not meet the expenses, miserably
perish from hunger and thirst ?
And what was to be gained by my
appearance ?
One consequence certainly would be neglect of the

my
my

work which God gave me to do, for my own
There I should be learning, not how

others.

salvation
to

and that of

believe, but

how

to

conduct a process, a thing not permitted to a servant of God.
There
I should be robbed by the consistory of cardinals ; made lukewarm in holy living be betrayed into impatience by oppression ; and,
if I had nothing to give, must be condemned, let my cause be ever so
;

'

De

ecclesia, opp.

I, fol.

226,

1.
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and, what is still worse, I should be compelled to worship the
good
Appealing to the words inscribed on the
pope on my bended knees."
walls at Bethlehem,! he mentions, as a reason why the pretended ban
could not affect him, that his judges and witnesses at Rome were his
enemies, and, in particular, that his judge was a party concerned in
says he
a great distance
"It is
everywhere on
the cause. 2
I
this journey I should be surrounded by my enemies the Germans.3
but the contrary
see no advantage to be gained by my appearance
I hope Christ has
I must neglect my people in the word of God.
warned against any such peril, when he says
Lo, I send you as
sheep in the midst of wolves be ye, therefore, wise as serpents and
With regard to the interdict,
harmless as doves, (Matt. 10: 16).
he speaks of that as an unchristian thing in itself. He traces its origin
to the twelfth century, under Pope Hadrian IV, who, for some illtreatment or other of a cardinal, laid an interdict on the place where
which, to be sure, is not strictly correct
Arnold of Brescia resided
" 0, how patient was that pope but yet not like
and he remarks
Christ, and the apostles Peter, Paul, and Andrew." " Perhaps
says
that language of the Roman court is founded upon
he afterwards
We ought always to pray and not faint, (Luke
the exhortation
Praise the Lord, all ye people, (Ps.
18 1) ; or, on the words
But what would the people say who hold such language,
117
1).
should it happen that John Huss arrives at the city of the heavenly
Jerusalem, where cherubim and seraphim cease not daily to cry with
" Holy is our God ?
Will these on account of the papal
one voice
bull cease to praise God, so that Christ, the true intercessor with God,
"
behalf of the faithful
;

—

—

;

—

—

;

:

;

—

—

:

—

;

—
:

:

:

:

:

to intercede in
his members ?
Though Huss was very far from harboring any intention to found a
new church, or to renounce the church of that time, yet the principle

must cease

from which such a renunciation Avould necessarily follow, was, it must
be owned, sharply expressed and clearly unfolded in this book and the
controversial tracts which, as we have said, were connected with it.
Et

'

hem

si

non

vis credere, disce in Bethle-

in pariete, ibi reperies.

quomodo

non nocet excommunicatio, sed

justo

proficit,

quare debet etiam Justus tiraere excommunicationem injustam praelaticam vel
et

Pilaticam. Fol. 249, 2.
*
Judicera principaliter tangit causa,
Fol. 244, 2.
' The naive manner in which the abbot
of Dola labors to refute these arguments,
reproaching Huss with cowardice, exhorting him to trust in God and fear nothing,
and holding up to him the example of
Christ when he appeared before Pilate, is
will quote a spequite characteristic.
Ecce cum neecimen of his line logic
dum audieris proelia et seditiones, jam
contra Christi exhortationem stolide terPro jusEt ubi sermo sapientiae
reris.
Et tu dices
litia certa usque ad mortem 1
tH intrepidum praedicatorem esse pro veri-

We

:

:

VOL. V.

26

exponenda (quae Veritas Christus est),
qui etiam, ubi non est timor, times mortate

tern ?

Numquid commortuus

sermo dominicus

fuit

in

te

Nolite timere eos, qui
corpus occidunt animam autem non possunt occidere 7 Numquid le<jisti
Quis
accusabit adversus electos dei ?
Deus,
:

;

:

quis est qui condemnet ?
Ad curiam citatus debuisti potius humiliter parere et cum apostolo dicere
Si deus
pro nobis, quis contra nos ? Ecce deus
proprio tilio suo non pepercit, sed pro nobis omnibus tradidit ilium, etiam judicandum impio judici Pilato, numquid tu major es Christo ?
Christus pro nobis non
refugit judicari ab iniquo judice
et tu
contem'nis, imo condemnas pro expurgandis tuis propriis peccatis judicium sumrai
pontificis, vicarii Jesu Christi ?
Dial, vo
lat. Pez, IV, 2, pag. 465 et 466.

qui justificat;

:

:
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From

the direct

unmediated reference of the Christian consciousnesa

already a new
another conception of the
necessity of the church unity, opposed to the theory of a necessary
visible head.
Already, we find, in its germ, the distinction of visible
and invisible church. In reference to this last, it is only necessary to
remark, that Huss, taking his start from the strict Augustinian system
though his predominant practical bent prevents him from using
such hard expressions, amounting to a denial of all freedom, as are to
be found in Wicklif
must nevertheless define the church, so far as
it corresponds to its true idea, as the community of the elect
and,
though with Augustin, he gives prominence to the notion of a living
faith, yet he also, with Augustin and the entire western church, apprehended the notion of justification after a wholly subjective manner
and hence by him, too, it was argued, that no man could without a
special revelation, have any certainty on the point, whether or not, he
belonged to the number of the predestinated or the elect.
Thus
" Where two or three are gathered
in adverting to Christ's words
together in my name, I am in the midst of them," he says
There,
then, would be a true particular church
and, accordingly, where
three or four are assembled, up to the whole number of the elect
and, in this sense, the term church was often used in the New Testa" And thus
ment.
says he
all the righteous who now, in the
archbishopric of Prague, live under the reign of Christ, and in particular the elect, are the true church of Prague."
But, the one Catholic Church is the universitas praedestinatorum, i. e., the praedestinate of all times.
He then distinguishes the church in the proper
and in the improper sense, vere et nuncupative. The former is the
community of the elect, in the second sense also, the congregatio praescitoriim.
Then the church is denominated, in a mixed sense, the
community of the jprae««V{andof the praedestinati at once so that, in
this case, one part is the church in the proper, the other in the improper sense.
That would be the visible church, therefore, in which, as
vve should say, those who partake of the essence of the invisible church,
and those who belong merely to the visible, are commingled. But,
then, according to his above described doctrine, no one can have any
certainty on the point, whether he belongs or not to the number of the
elect
and hence neither can any one be certain that he is a member
" It would
of the true church.
says he
be the height of arrogance for any man fearlessly to assert, without a special revelation,
that he is a member of that holy church
for none but the praedestinate is a member without spot or wrinkle of that church.
Therefore
says he
we may well be amazed to see with what eiFrontery those
who are most devoted to the world, who live most worldly and abominable lives, most distant from the walk with Christ, and who are most
unfruitful in performing the counsels and commandments of Christ,
with what fearless effrontery such persons assert, that they are heads,
or eminent members of the church, which is His bride."
When he
wrote this, Huss may have had in his thoughts Pope John XXIII, of
to the

Saviour, such as

and more

we

find in these works, results

spiritual conception of the church,

—

—

;

:

:

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

-

—
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Hence, too, he distinwhose vices he had doubtless already heard.
guishes those -who may at a certain time, by the indications of their
life in righteousness, seem to be members of tbe church, and who yet,
as they do not belong to the number of the praedestinate, are not
members of the mystical body of Christ.' Paletz had offered it as an
objection to the party of Huss, that they talked of four parties in the
church, the parties of the three popes, and a fourth neutral party.
Paletz did not understand, then, that the
This led Huss to remark
universal church of the faithful, which is in the whole world where
beUevers are to be found, the church which is engaged in the warfare
and scattered, is divided not merely into three y^arts, but into very
many parts, all which went to constitute the entirety of the church.
Had not, then, this church its members, and its sons in Spain under
Benedict, and in Apulia and on the Rhine under Gregory, and in
Bohemia under John XXIII ? God forbid that the Christian faith
should be extinguished in the simple faithful, and that the grace of
baptism should be annihilated in baptized children on account of the
three beasts that are quarrelling with one another for their dignity,
" Let him retreat within himself
their pomp, and their avarice.and sing that song of the church: The holy
says he of Paletz
church, throughout all the world, doth acknowledge thee." And pray
in the song of the mass: "To thee we offer the gifts for thy holy
Catholic church which thou wilt preserve and guide, scattered throughWhen he sings and prays thus, and meditates on
out all the world.
Christ's gospel with the sayings of Augustin, Jerome, and other saints,
he would no longer be surprised to learn that the church of Christ is
He adverts here also to the words of
divided into three parts."
Christ, that where two or three were assembled in his name, he was in
He gives special prominence to the truth that
the midst of them.
that the church
Christ alone is the all-sufficient head of the church
needs no other, and that therein consists its unity. After having cited
Ephesians 1
21, to show that Christ is the sole head, he argues that
if a Christian in connection with Christ were the head of the universal
church, we should have to concede, that such a Christian was Christ
himself, or that Christ was subordinate to him, and only a member of
Therefore the apostles had never thought of being aught
the church.
else than servants of that head, and humble ministers of the church
but no one of them had ever thought of excepting himself
his bride
and asserting that he was head or bridegroom of the church. " Christ
:

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

Qui nude secundum praesentem justitiam et taliter sunt praesciti de ecclesia
pro tempore quo sunt in gratia. Ilia autem ecclesia non est corpus Christi mysticum. See the passages cited thus far in
De ecclesia, o])p. I, fol. 196-206.
' Non cognoscit iste lictor, quod universails ecclesia Christi fidelium, militans per
totum orbem, ubi sunt Christi fidclcs, est
'

diffusa,

quae non solum

tripartitur,

imo

multipliciter, ultra dividitur in partes ipsara universalem ecclesiam integrantes.

Numquid non habet sua membra
filios

in

Apulia

et suos

Hispania sub Benedieto,
Rheno sub Gregorio,

et

in

et in
Absit,
quod sit exstincta Christi fides in simplicibus Christi Hdelibus et in baptisatis parvulis sit exstincta papalis (doubtless we
should read baptismalis) gratia propter tres
bestias, pro dignitate et fastu et avaritia
contendentes. Resp. ad scr. Valetz, opp

et in

Bohemia sub Joanne XXIIl

I fol. 260, 2.

?
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— says he —

is the all-sufficient head of the church
as he proved_
during 300 years of the existence of the church and still longer, in
which time the church was most prosperous and happy." And the law
of Christ was the most effectual to decide and determine ecclesiastical
" For Christ
affairs, since God himself had given it for this purpose.
never allows the case to occur in which the church can fail to be
governed by his law, since pious priests bring that law before the
people to be applied according to the rules of holy teachers,
rules
which they have made known under the guidance of the Holy Ghost,
as is evident from the examples of an Augustin, a Gregory, an Ambrosius, who, after the apostles, were given to the church to be her
teachers." Hence it was manifest, that an Augustin had benefited the
church more than many popes had done and in instruction had done
more perhaps than all the cardinals from their first creation down to
the present.'
Following out certain maxims of Augustin,^ he declares
that Christ himself was the rock which Peter professed, and on which
Christ founded the church, who would therefore come forth triumphant out of all her conflicts.^
He says, the pope and the cardinals
might be the most eminent portion of the church in respect of dignity,
yet only in case they followed more carefully the pattern of Christ,
and laying aside pomp and the ambition of the primacy, served in a
more active and humble manner, their mother the church. But proceeding in the opposite way, they became the abomination of desolation, a college opposed to the humble college of the apostles of our
Lord Jesus Christ.4 Why should not Christ, who, in the holy supper,
grants to believers the privilege of participating in a sacramental and
spiritual manner of himself; why should not he be more present to
the church, than the pope, who, living at a distance of more than 800
miles from Bohemia, could not by himself act directly on the feelings
and the movements of the faithful in Bohemia, as it was incumbent on
the head to do
It would be enough, then, to say that the pope is a
representative of Christ
and it would be well for him, if he were a
faithful servant, predestinated to a participation in the glory of his
head
Jesus Christ.
Huss asserts that the papacy, by which a visible head was given to the church, derived its origin from the Emperor
Constantino
for, until the gift of Constantino, the pope was but a
colleague of the other bishops.^
If the Almighty God could not give
other true successors of the apostles than the pope and the cardinals,
it would follow, that the power of the emperor, a mere man, by whom
the pope and the cardinals were instituted, had set limits to the power
of God. 6
Speaking of the sovereignty of Rome conferred on the
pope by Louis the pious, he says " The Apostle Peter, if God pleased,
might surely have said to Louis, I accept not what thou offerest me ;
;

—

;

!

;

—

;

:

or,

when

I

was bishop of Rome, I forsook
Rome from Nero

ceive the sovereignty of
»

De

ecclesia, opp. I. foL 202, 2,

and

fol.

224, 2.
^

Which we have

tory, Vol.

n,

p. 201.

cited in

Church His-

all,
;

and desired not

neither did I need

'

De

'

Ibid. fol. 224, 2.

ecclesia, opp. I, fol. 210,
« Ibid. fol. 207, 2.
« Ibid.

to reit,

1.

and
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a great injury to

same honor,

successors

;

for
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it

is

preaching of the gospel,

in the

a hindrance
in

wholesome

prayer, in fulfilling the divine commandments and counsels ; and the
greater part of them are betrayed by it into pride.
Since, then, the

Almighty God is able to take away the prerogatives of all those
emperors, and to bring back his church once more to the condition in
which all the bishops shall be on the same level, as it was before the
of Constantino, it is evident that he can give others besides the
pope and the cardinals to be true successors of the apostles, so as
to serve the church as the apostles served it;."i
He cannot agree with
those who required an unconditional obedience to the popes and pre" Reason
lates, in relation to things indifferent.
must
he says
be man's guide not only in regard to that which is good in itself, but
likewise to things indifferent.
As regards that which is good in itself,
should a prelate bid his subject give alms while he left his sons to
famish, or impose a fast on him which he could not endure, or bid him
make many prayers, for confessors are wont to prescribe such oppressive things
certainly in such matters not even the 'pope is to be
obeyed since a father is more bound to support his sons than to give
alms to others
and he is not bound to take upon himself an intolerable burden.
And the same holds good also of things indifferent,
For, should a pope command me to play on a flute, to build towers, to
cut out clothes, or to weave, must not my reason decide for me, that
the pope lays on me a senseless command ?
Wherefore should I not
place my own thought before the pope's dictum ?
Nay, should he
with all the doctors lay on me any such command, reason would still
decide, that their command was a senseless one.
If the pope of his
own motion determined to confer a bishopric on one whose vicious lifi^
and ignorance in the language of the community whom he had to
guide, disqualified him for the duty, even with the command that he
should accept of such a charge, would the man be obliged to obey him
in this ?
It is clear that he is by no means obliged to do so.
Neither
would the people be obliged to accept such a person
for they would'
not even make one a tender of swine or of goats, who was not qualified to take charge of such animals."
And he lays it down as a principle, that the true disciples of Christ must look at the prinntive
pattern of Christ himself, and so far hearken to the prelates, as he
prescribed to his flock the law of Christ, that which was conformable
to reason and tended to edification.
In relation to things indifferent
he remarks
to what a condition of slavish servility would Christians
be degraded by such a principle
to what abuse, intolerable to Christian men, would such a principle be liable.
The pope in such case
might order that no Christian should do anything in the whole range
of things indifferent, which he might not approve
and so he might
commission his satraps to cite any man whom they pleased and make
him responsible to his tribunal and thus might they torment the
people after their own good pleasure, and practise extortions upoD
gift

—

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

1

Ibid. fol. 224, 2 et 225.
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them, as they have done by their absolutions, reservations, and dis
pensations.
And it may be beheved they would do it more, did they
not fear that the people, seeing through their trick, would rise up in
" For
rebellion against them.
says he
already God gives light

—

—

may

from the ways of
contemplating the worldlinesg
of the church, his earnest longing for its purification, express themselves in these words of a prayer to Christ: "Almighty Lord, thuu
"who art the way, the. truth and the life, thou knowest how few, in
these times, walk in thee, how few follow after thee, as the head, in
humility, poverty, chastity, labor, and patience
Broad and open hes
the way of Satan, and many walk therein.
Help thy little flock, that
they may never forsake thee, but follow on through the narrow path,
«ven unto thyself." 2 To this worldly spirit, Huss, too, with others,
attributes the long, wearisome schism of the church in those days.
" As to the question
says he
whence this devilish schism has
arisen, the very Wind may know, that it sprung out of the worldly
dowry of the church."-^ Conceiving the unity of the church in the
more free and spiritual manner we have described, Huss was prepared also to understand more clearly the multifarious ways of appropriating Christianity, determined by the various peculiarities of individual character, and it is a fine remark which he makes on this subject
when he says " Some love Christ more in reference to his divinity,
as we suppose to be the case with the evangelist John
others, more
in reference to his humanity, as is thought to be true of Philip others,
more in reference to his body which is the church, and so in many
that

the peojjle,

to

Christ."

they

not he led astray

The pain which Huss

1

felt in

I

—

—

:

;

;

Here, then, we find characterized three rpo-woL

other relations." 4

—

the predomiexperience
nant tendency to the godlike in Christ, the predominant bent to the
human, and to his revelation in the church. Huss, in a conference with
Paletz, had required a proof from Holy Scripture in support of something the latter had asserted.
Paletz and his associates seized upon
this to bring home against him the charge, that he recognized merely
the Holy Scriptures, but not God, nor the apostles, nor holy teachers,
nor the universal church, as judge in the final appeal.
To this accu" One thing Paletz must assuredly know, that in
sation Huss rephes
the matter of faith we agree neither with him, nor with any of his
adherents, except so far as they can sustain themselves on the foundaHuss, who showed his
tion of Sacred Scripture or on reason." &
Christian freedom in this, that he felt bound to follow the Divine Word
and reason independent of all other authority, and in opposition to all
other, and who for this reason was accused of pride by those who stood
up for a servile obedience to church authority, was, however, very
iratBeia^i three different bents of Christian

;

:

'

Jam enim

seducatur a
*

deus populum illuminat, ne

viis Christi.

Ibid. fol. 245, 2.
es via, veri-

Omnipotens domine, qui

quara pauci in te amtemporibus, pauci te caput

tas et vita, tu nosti,

bulant

iuum

ta est via Satanae, multi vadunt per earn,
adjuva pusillum gregem tuum, ut non ta
deserat; sed per viam angustiae finalitei
Ibid. fol. 206
te sequatur.
^

Ibid. fol. 230, 2.

in humilitate, paupertate, castitate,

*

Ibid. fol. 212, 2.

Aper-

*

Ibid. fol. 227,

istis

lijDoriositate et patientia imitantur.
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far from being inclined to persist obstinately in holding an opinion
which he had once expressed.
He says " Often have I allowed myself
to be set right even by one of my own scholars, when I saw that the
reasons were good, and I felt bound to thank him for the correction."
In this work we find laid down the four principles of reform which
constitute the soul of the whole movement that proceeded from Huss the
germ and beginning of the four articles subsequently held fast by the
mo-re moderate portion of the Hussite party.
To wit in opposition to
the charge that the people were led astray by his party, he says
1. It was their endeavor rather to make the christian people one; to
bring them into a harmonious unitv by the law of Christ ; 2. That antichristian ordinances should not delude the people,
these could not divide them from Christ but that the law of Christ in its purity should
rule, together with the customs of the people which harmonized with the
law of the Lord
3. That the clergy should live pure, according to the
law of Christ
should banish pomp, cupidity, and luxury
4. That
the militant church should consist of the orders instituted by our Lord,
namely, the priests of Christ, who faithfully fulfilled his law, the secular nobles, who should compel the rest to observe christian ordinances,
and the lower class of people, who should serve both orders according
to the law of Christ.^
We would join, with what we have taken from the book of Huss on
the church, what he said akin to this in the tract already mentioned as
having been composed about this time and directed against Stanislaus
of Znaim. Had he afiirmed that a bad pope, who was a reprobate, could
not be head of the church, his adversaries who were glad of a chance
to carry spiritual matters over into poUtics, hoping thus to make the
doctrines of Huss appear the more dangerous to secular authority,
would have argued from it that the king of Bohemia then, if he were a
praescitus, could not be king.
And so Huss would have been held up
to view as the representative of a radical and revolutionary party. But
Huss uniformly declared himself opposed to this method of carrying the
subject over into a wholly different province.
Christ, he said, was thehead in sjnritual things, and governed the church in a far more necessary way than the emperor who was head in temporal things.
For
Christ, who is seated at the right hand of the Father, must necessarily
govern the militant church as its head.^ Against the necessity of a
visible head, Huss cited the papal female reign of the tenth century,
the time of the vacancy in the papal chair. 4
Christ can better govern
his church, says he, by his true disciples scattered through all the world,
without such monsters of supreme heads. ^
The theological faculty had
called the pope the secure, never-failing and all-sufficient refuge for his
church.
Against this Huss says No created being can hold thia
place.
This language can be applied only to Christ. He alone is the
:

i

;

—

:

—

;

;

;

;

.

:

Sicut mihi frequentius accidcrat, dum
et doctus de meliori etiam gra
tanter informationem suscipiens discipulo
'

mandavi
obedivi.
'

Ibid. fol. 247, 1.

Ibid. fol. 231,

1.

'•'

277,

Resp. ad

sen Stanislai, opp

1.

*

Ibid,

*

Ibid. fol. 277, 2.

I,

fol
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secure, unfailing, and all-sufficient refuge for his church, to guide and
enlighten it.
And he appeals to the words of Christ, Without me je
can do nothing (John 15: 5).i What sound views he entertained of the

progressive advance of the church as a necessarily free progression, is
evidenced by these words " It injures not the church, but benefits it,
:

to it after a visible manner ; since he
himself says to his disciples and therefore to all their successors (John
16: 7), It is good for you that I go away, for if I went not away, the
Comforter would not come to you but if I go, I will send him unto
you."
It is evident from this, as the truth itself testifies, that it was a
salutary thing for the church militant that Christ should ascend from it
to heaven, that so his longer protracted bodily and visible presence on
earth might not be prejudicial to her.2
Accordingly he concludes that

that Christ

no longer present

is

;

the church is sufficiently provided for in the invisible guidance, and
should need no visible one by which she might be made dependant.
Suppose then that the pope who walks visibly among men, were as good
a teacher as that promised Spirit of truth, for which one need not to

Rome

run

to

fills

the world.

everywhere present, in that he
pope were as secure, unfailing,
and all-sufficient a refuge for all the sons of the church as that Holy
Spirit, it would follow that you supposed a fourth person in the divine
Trinity .3 Huss sees clearly how the mistaken endeavor to secure unity
to the church by externalization, by making it dependant on a visible
head, instead of operating as was intended to prevent heresies and di" For
says
visions, provoked, on the contrary, and multiplied them.
he
it is evident that the greatest errors and the greatest divisions have
arisen by occasion of this head of the church, and that ihey.have gone
on multiplying to this day. For before such a head had been instituted
by the emperor, the church was constantly adding to her virtues but
after the appointment of such a head, the evils have continually mounted higher
and there will be no end to all this, until this head, with
It was not Saraits body, be brought back to the rule of the apostles."
cens, Greeks, and Jews alone that took umbrage at this
but since the
schism between the popes, there had sprung up such divisions among
the people, that few were to be found who agreed together in their
All true unity must have
walk according to the law of Christ.
its foundation
When the opponents of Huss, following
in Christ.'*
the fashion of their age, resorted to a very arbitrary system of socalled philosophy and false analogies drawn from the organism of the
body, to demonstrate the necessity of such an organism as that of the
existing hierarchy, confounding together, as was so common in those
or Jerusalem, since he

Suppose

is

also that the

—

—

;

;

;

•

Ibid.

et indeficiens, sed

^

Ibid. fol. 269, 1.

gium omnibus

Ponat ergo doctor papam conversantem in humanis ita bonum doctorem, sicut

spiritus

bonus doctor est iste proraissus spiritus
veritatis, ad quern non est neeesse HieruBalem vel Romam currere, cum sit ubique
praesens. replens orbem terrarum. Ponat
etiam doctor papam ita securum, certum

283,

'

omnino

filiis

.sanctus,

et

quartam personam
.

•*

dicam, quod
in divinis.

posuit

Ibid, fol

1.

Omnem vero concordiam verara et
in niilitante ecclesia oportet esse
Christo domino stabilitam. Ibid, fol

sanctam
in

sufficiens, refu-

ecclesiae, sicut est iste

279,
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times, philosophy and theology in a way equally injurious to both, Ilusa
might justly accuse them of ur.warrantably mixing up wordly wisdom
with revealed truth, and substituting the water of a cistern for that of
the living spring.'
Of the only necessary and truly uninterrupted
agency, in the church, of the Holy Spirit, Huss says " This Spirit, in
:

the absence of a visible pope, hispired prophets to predict the future

bridegroom of the church, strengthened the apostles to spread the gospel of Christ through all the world, led idolaters to the worship of one
only God, and ceases not, even until now, to instruct the bride and all
her sons, to make them certain of all things and guide them in all things
To show that the church may be
that are necessary for salvation."
governed best by organs ordained and guided by Christ, he says " As
"-^

:

the apostles and the priests of Christ ably conducted the affairs of the

church in all things necessary to salvation, before the office of pope had
yet been introduced, so they will do it again if it should happen, as it
is quite possible it may, that no pope should exist, until the day of judgment for Christ is able to govern his church, after the best manner, by
his faithful presbyters, without a pope." 3
So in pointing out the con" The cardinals,
trast between pious priests and the cardinals, he says
occupied with worldly business, cannot teach and guide, by sermons, in
the articles of faith and the precepts of the Lord, the members of the
universal church and of our Lord Jesus Christ, But the poor and lowly
priests of Christ, who have put away out of their hearts all ambition,
and all ungodliness of the world, being themselves guided by the grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ, teach and guide the sons of the church,
quickened by the grace of the Holy Spirit, and give them certainty in
the articles of faith and the precepts necessary to salvation." 4
He
shows how the church has all that it needs in the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, and ought to require nothing else
nothiifg else can be a sub;

:

;

stitute for that.

Stanislaus of

Znaim had affirmed that the church

could not have been left by Christ without a visible head, for it would
be leaving her in a condition of too great embarrassment. Huss re" Far be it from our hearts ever to utter a sentiment so hereti-'
plies
:

cal as this.

For

it

directly contradicts the declarations of the gospels.

How

can the church be embarrassed, when she has the bridegroom with
her to the end of the world
when she has a sure consolation and an
infallible promise, the promise of Christ's own word, that if we ask the
Father anything in his name, he will give it us ?
And, Whatever ye
ask of the Bridegroom, he will do.
From no pope can she obtain this." 5
;

' Quis non conciperet ratione discutiens,
qaod hoc est cistemam extraneam, prae-

ejus filios informare, certificare ac dirigere
in necessariis ad salutem. Ibid. fol. 283, 1.

aquam Christi fodere, philosophiam
fallaciter cum scriptura sacra commiscere'?

*
Sicut apostoli et fideles sacerdotes
domini strenue in necessariis ad salutem
regularunt ecclesiam, antequam papae officium fuerat introductum, sic facerent, deficiente per summe possibile papa, usque
ad diem judicii cum ipse Christus potest
suam ecclesiam optime per suos fideles
presbyteros regere sine papa. Ibid, fol

ter

Ibid. fol. 279, 2.
*

spiritus, nullo papa converhumanis visil)iliter, prophetas
sponsum futurum ecdesiae

lUc ergo

sante

in

aspiravii, ut

praecinerent, apostolos
confortavit,
ut
Christi evangelium per mundum veherent, idolatras ad cultum revocavit, et

nunc non

deficit

ipsam sponsam

et

omnes

;

283,
*
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" Reljing on Christ, that Witness whom no mul
draw away from the truth, whom the Roman
court cannot terrify, whom no gift can corrupt and no power overcome,
I will confess the gospel truth, so long as he himself gives me grace to
do so."
In the time of those earlier proceedings for the restoration
of concord, Huss expressed, in letters addressed to his friends in Prague,
his high assurance of faith, his firm resolution never to give up a particle of the truth, never to purchase peace and quiet by any denial of
the truth.
We find him already with a mind fully made up to die
rather than to swerve from strict integrity and an honest avowal of his
convictions. So he writes to a friend, Master Christann of Prachatic, rector of Prague university
"As to the advice of the faculty, with Christ'%
help, I would not receive it, if I stood before a stake, which was ready
prepared for my execution and I hop-e tha^ death will ^sooner remove
me or the two who have deserted the truth (Stephen Paletz and Stanislaus of Znaim), either to heaven or to hell, than I shall be induced
to adopt their opinions.
For I knew them both as men who, in earlier
times, truly confessed the truth as it is in Christ
but, overcome by fear,
they have turned to flattering the pope, and to lies." " If
he writes
I cannot make the truth free in all, I will at least not be an enemy
to the truth, and will resist to the death all agreement with falsehood.
Let the world flow on as the Lord permits it to flow
A good death
is better than a bad life.
One ought never to sin through fear of death.
1
end this life, by God's grace, is to pass out of misery.
The more
knowledge of truth one gains, the harder he has to work. He who

Huss says

of himself

:

titude of witnesses can

'

:

;

;

—

—

!

breaks his own neck.
He who fears death,
Truth triumphs over all he triumphs who
dies for the truth
for no calamity can touch him, if no sin has
dominion over him
Blessed are ye when men curse you, says the
Truth. This is the foundation on which I build
this is the food for my
spirit, recruiting it with fresh vigor to contend against all adversaries
of the truth."
Alluding to the deliberations then in progress about
the course which ought to be pursued in order to clear the kingdom
from the reproach of heresy, Huss in a letter to the same person re" As to the disgrace of the king and the realm, Avhat harm
marks
is it, if the king is good, and some at least of the inhabitants of the
realm are good ? Christ passed through the greatest reproach together
with his chosen, to whom he said (John 1(J: 2. Matt. 10: 21, 22), Ye
shall be delivered up by your parents and kinsmen which is more than
to be reproached by Stanislaus or Paletz." With this rector of Prague university, Huss kept up a correspondence from Kozi. The same person had written him a letter of consolation, placing before him several passages of Scripture which speak of
the sufferings of the righteous, such as 2 Tim. 3: 12, and reasoning from
speaks

the

truth,

loses the joy of living.

;

;

!

;

:

;

confidens, quem
potest a veritate
curia exterrere, nee
curvare, nee aliqua poten-

Unde de isto teste
uuUa multitudo testiuin
'

Romana

flectere,

nee

aliquod

munus

tia vincere, veritatern

evangelicam, quam-

diu ipse donaverit, confitebor.
287,

Ibid

fol,
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that he should not allow himself to be troubled by his temporal
and separation from his friends, but rejoice over all. " Very

afflictions

thankfully, answers Huss, do I accept this consolation, while I fasten

on those passages of Scripture and rely on this, that if I am a righteous
man, nothing can trouble me or induce me to swerve from the truth.
And if I live and will live devoutly in Christ, then in the name of Christ
must I suffer persecutions for if it became Christ to suffer and so enter
into his glory, it surely becomes us, poor creatures, to take up the cross
and so follow him in his sufferings. And I assure you that persecution
would never trouble me, if my sins and the corruption of christian people did not trouble me. For what harm could it do me to lose the riches
of this world, which are but dross ?
What harm, to lose the favor of
the world, which might lead me astray from the way of Christ ? What
harm, to suffer reproach, which, if borne with patience, purifies and
transfigures the children of God, so that they shine like the sun, in the
kingdom of their Father ? And finally, what harm, to have my poor
life taken from me, which is death
if he who loses this, lays death
aside, and finds the true life ?
But this is what they cannot comprehend, who are blinded by pomp, honor, and avarice, and by whom
some have been seduced from the truth through fear, where nothing
was to be feared." " As to my body
says he
that I hope, by the
Lord Jesus Christ, if mercy bestow the strength on me, to offer up,
;

;

—

—

since I desire not to five longer in this miserable world,

if

I cannot

up myself and others, according to the will of God, to repentance.
This I wish for you also
and I exhort you, in the Lord Jesus Christ,
with all the companions of your board, that you be ready for the trial
for the prelude of Antichrist must begin first, and then the contest will
go on in right good earnest. And the goose must flap her wings against
the wings of behemoth, and against the tail which always conceals the
abominations of Antichrist. The Lord will reduce the tail and his prophets
to nothing, i. e. the pope and his prophets, the masters, teachers, and jurists, who, under the hypocritical name of holiness, conceal the abomiHe then adverts to it, that the papacy is thenations of the beast."
abomination of self -deification in the holy place, as the papacy made
" Wo then is me
he writes
traffic of spiritual things.
if I do not
stir

;

—

preach of that abomination,

if

I do not

—

weep over

it,

write about it."

^

was a great grief to Huss to be obhged to leave the scene of the conflict, and suspend his labors for his beloved community in Bethlehem
chapel.
He had a severe struggle with himself, his most earnest wishes
caUing him back to his flock, while on the other hand imperative reasons bade him to remain concealed a while, that the best interests of this
community might be promoted. He considered it of prime importance
here to make the words and the example of Christ his rule of action.
To this a great deal relates, in the letters which he wrote to his community or to his fellow combatants among the clergy, whose opinion he
In a letter to two clergymen, he writes:^
consults on this subject.
It

>

Has

•

Ep

opp.

ad

I, fol.

94,

1

.

de Miliczin, opp.

et 2.

Mag Martinum

et

Mag.

Nicol.

I. fol

93, 2

and
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94, 1.
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' Having an earnest desire to preach the gospel, I am troubled,
since I know not what I ought to do.
I have, indeed, pondered in my
Boul those words of oar Lord (John 10: 11, 12), A good shepherd
giveth his life for the sheep. But he that is an hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own the sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth
the sheep and fieeth, and the wolf catcheth them and scattereth the
sheep."
And then he says " But I have thought also of the words
of our Lord (Matt. 10 23), But when they persecute you in one city,
flee ye into another.
Behold the precept or promise of Christ I know
not which of these two opposite things I ought to do."
He then cites
a letter of Augustin, written during the persecutions of the Vandals,
and addressed to Honoratus, a clergyman, who had asked his advice
" Give me, then, your opinion.
as to the course of duty.
Could you
rest satisfied with the advice of Augustin ? For my conscience troubles
me.
I know not but my absence may give scandal, though the sheep
do not want for needful nourishment from the divine word.
On the
other hand, I encounter the fear lest my presence should, through that
execrable device of an interdict, be laid hold of as a pretext for depriving them of their nourishment, namely the communion, and other
things ministrant to salvation.
Therefore let us humbly beg that the
Almignty God would teach us what I, a poor creature, ought to do in
this present case, so as not to swerve from the path of uprightness."
Accordingly he writes, just before the Christmas festival of 1413, to his
" Dearly beloved
Bethlehem congregation
the day of our Lord's
nativity draws near
thei-efore make clean the inner house, that it be
pure from all sin.
So far as you are able, hear diligently and devoutly
the word of God.
Care not for those enemies who would keep you
from hearing the sermons in Bethlehem chapel.
Once I myself was
the reason why they endeavored to draw you away from that house.
Now they have no such reason. But if they say, I have run away
and left you be assured that I did it voluntarily, to fulfil the word of
Christ and in imitation of his example, who says. Whosoever shall not
receive you, nor hear your words, when ye depart out of that house or
city, shake ofl"the dust of your feet (Matt. 10: 14 and 10: 23)," and
he adverts to the fact that Christ often, when the Jews would have
" It \a
killed him, escaped from their hands (John 10: 39. 11: 54 ff.).
:

:

:

—

:

;

;

—

—

no wonder therefore
he proceeds
that, in imitation of his example,
I have withdrawn myself, for the present
and that the priests seek
for me and ask where I am.
Know then that I, led by this exhortation of Christ and by his example, have withdrawn myself, that I may
not prove to the wicked an occasion of everlasting damnation
and to
the good, cause of oppression and trouble
and then again, that the
;

;

:

godless priests

may not

wholly prevent the i)reaching of the divine word.
I have not yielded, therefore, with any intention that divine truth
should be denied, through me, for which truth I hope, with God's help,
CO die.
In the next place, you know that it became Christ, as he himappointed by the Father. Of this, then,
be well assured, that whatever God has determined to do with me, will
be done. And if I am worthy to die for his name, he will call me to
self says, to suffer until the time
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But if it be his pleasure to draw me forth, once more, to the
He then obpreaching of his word, this depends upon his own will."
serves that " it was no doubt the wish of many priests in Prague that
he should return thither for the interdict would then supply them
no masses would have to be read,
with an excuse for their indolence
no hours to be sung but all such were enemies to the preaching of the
Nevergospel, because their vices were exposed thereby to the light.
theless you," he adds," who love God's word and strive to become one
with it, would be glad to see me because you love me as your neighbor.
I too would be glad once more to see you, that I might preach to you
God's word ; for this must ever be the great and especial concern of
the ministers of the church, to preach to the people the gospel of Christ
in its purity and with fmit, so that the people may know God's Avill,
avoid the bad and be led in the good way of a just and virtuous life.
Wo therefore to the priests who neglect God's word, who lead lives of
indolent repose when they might be preaching it. And wo to those who
But blessed
hinder the preaching and the hearing of the divine word.
are they who hear it and treasure it up in their hearts, and by good
works observe it."' On the festival of Christmas, he wrote to that
" Though I am at present separated from you in the
community
body, because perhaps I am not worthy to preach to you any longer
yet the love with which I infold you, impels me to
the word of God
The few
come, in the way at least of addressing you a few words."
words were to this effect that what, in other circumstances, he would
suffering.

;

:

;

:

;

:

have said

to

them from the

pulpit,

was

briefly

summed up

in this let-

that
that they should lay to heart the significance of the festival
he wished them the heavenly blessings secured to the faithful by the'
event which this festival commemorated.^ In another letter to the same

ter

;

;

community, he applies to himself the words of Paul in the epistle to the
" I say to you, ray beloved, though I am not in
Philippians (1: 23)
prison, yet I would gladly, for Christ's sake, die and be with him
and yet I would gladly too, for your good, preach to you God's word
Forbut I am in a* strait betwixt two, and know not which to choose.
I await God's mercy, and I fear again lest something bad be done
among you, so as to expose the faithful to persecution and the unbeHe says of his enemies " They at present
lieving to eternal death."
:

;

;

:

and wish that not only in me the word of God may perish, but
also that Bethlehem church, where I preached to you the gosiiel of
But without God's permission they will ac
Christ, may be closed.
complish nothing
if however he permits it, it will be done on account
as Bethlehem whers he was born, and
of the sins of unthankful men
Jerusalem where he redeemed us, were utterly destroyed." 3 Although
a presentiment of the death which might befall him in contending for the
truth had long been on his mind, yet he had at the same time a prophetic
consciousness that, though his person might perish, the truth would come
forth triumphant out of the contest, and would by other instrumentalitiea
be still more powerfully attested. We may look upon such utterances of

rejoice,

;

;

'

*

Ibid.

fol.

98, 2

Ibid. fol. 99,
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1

and
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fol.
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Huss, which we shall occasionally come across, as a prophecy of the German Reformation, though Huss was really thinking of that which was presently to take place on the theatre of his own past labors.
Thus he writes
a letter to the Bethlehem community, at the time when various attempts
were made to break it up " They have directed their attacks against
:

God might not be preached
them.
Yet Christ has not permitted them to accomplish their purpose.
Already, as I hear, they are seeking the destruction of Bethlehem chapel, and in other chapels they forbid the preaching of God's
word.
Yet I trust in God that they will accomplish nothing. At first
they prepared snares, citations, and ban for the " goose," and already
they are lying in Avait for some of you. But since the goose, a fame animal, a domestic animal, with no wings to soa?- aloft, has broken through
their snares, we may the more confidently expect that other birds who,
by the word of God and their lives do soar aloft, will turn their toils and
plottings to nought.
And after having remarked how, by the interdict,
they were seeking to suppress the worship and word of God in Prague,
"
he adds
But the 7nore they seek to conceal their own real character,
the more openly it betrays itself ; and the more they seek to spread out
their decrees like a net, the more they are rent in pieces ; and in seeking
to have the peace of the world, they lose that and spiritual peace at the
same time
in seeking to injure others, they injure themselves most.
It happened to them as to the priests of the Jews
they lost that which
they were endeavoring to secure, and fell into the evil they were aiming to avoid, in fancying that they could overcome and suppress the
since this is its habit and nature, that
truth, which always conquers
the more, it is obscured the more it shines out, and the more it is beat
down the higher it 7'ises. Priests, scribes, and pharisees, Herod, Pilate and the other divellers in Jerusalem, C07idemned trutS, and gave it
over to death and the grave ; but it arose again, all- conquering, and
substituted in place of itself twelve other heralds. And this same Truth
has sent to Prague instead of one feeble goose, many falcons and eagles,
which excel in sharpness of vision all other birds. These, by the grace
of God, soar upward, high upward, and swoop away other birds to Jesus
Christ, who will strengthen them, and confirm all his faithful ones. For he
declares I am with you always, unto the end of the world. li'Ife then be
with us, the true God and mightiest, best defender, who, in his malice,
What fear or what death shall separate us from
shall be against us ?
Him'? What do we lose when, for his sake, we lose earthly goods,
Surely we shall then first be
friends, honors, and this wretched Hfe ?
dehvered from this wretchedness, and obtain a hundred-fold greater
Death shall riot
possessions, dearer friends, and a more perfect joy.
For he who dies for Christ conquers, and
deprive us of these things.
wiU be dehvered from all sorrows and attain to that eternal joy to which
may our Saviour Jesus Christ bring us all. This letter -^ he concludes
dearest brethren and beloved sisters, I have written to the end
that you might stand fast in the truth you have known, fear no citations, and attend not a whit less than you ever did, on account of their
For God is faithful, who
cruel threats, to the preaching of God's word.

many churches and

chapels, that the word of

in

:

;

;

;

—
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will establish

you and preserve you from

evil."

Then

follows a postacrip*

which Huss was then devoting him" Pray for those who preach God's truth with
self in his retirement.
grace, and pray also for me, that I may more richly write and preach
of requests, hinting at the labors to

against Antichrist, and that God may lead me in the battle, when I am
driven to the greatest strait, that so I may be able to maintain Ms own
truth.
For know, that I shrink not from giving up this poor body for
God's truth, when I feel assured there is no want of the preaching of

God's word, but that daily the truth of the gospel is more widely spread.
But I desire to hve for their sakes to whom violence is done, and who
need the preaching of God's word, that in this way the malice of AntiI preach therechrist may be discovered as a warning to the pious,
since
fore in other places, ministering to whoever may be found there
I know that God's will is fulfilled in me, whether it be by a death hung
And if I come to
over me by Antichrist, or whether I die in sickness.
Prague, I am certain that my enemies will lie in wait for me and persecute you, they who do not serve God themselves and hinder others
But let us pray God for them, if peradventure
from serving him.
there may be some elect ones among them, that they may be turned to
Respecting the attempts to shut up or
the knowledge of the truth." ^
destroy Bethlehem chapel, he says " They would suppress God's holy
word, tear down a chapel erected for its service, and hinder the people
He calls upon them to ponder well the disgrace
in their salvation."
which would be brought upon their country, their nation, their race
the calumny and shame which would fall upon themselves without any
fault of their own. Antichrist and the devil could do them no harm, if
they remained faithful to divine truth.
They had now, for some years,
been lying in wait for himself, and had not (as he hoped in God) hurt
a hair of his head, but only occasioned him grearter cheerfulness and
Great pains would be taken to induce them to abjure the erhilarity.
Huss warns them that, by so doing, they would
rors imputed to them.
either deny the truth, or wrongly accuse themselves of errors which
they were far from cherishing.
He exhorts them to trust in Christ the
Almighty .2 He reminds the Bethlehem congregation of his many years
" For the sake of
of labor among them and of its fruits, and says
this, as God is my Avitness, I have labored more than twelve years in
preaching among you the divine word
and in this my greatest consolation was to observe your earnest diligence in hearing God's word and
to witness the true and sincere repentance of many."
He warns them
against the fickleness of those who once fought by him and then went
" Have no regard for those persons walking a
over to the other side.
crooked path, who have turned about and are now the most violent enemies of Crod, and our enemies."
He reminds them that, even among
the disciples of Christ, were those who once walked with him and then
fell away from him.
Exhorting them not to follow such examples, but
faithfully lo persevere in the confession of the truth and in attachment
;

:

;

:

;

'

'^

Ibid. fol. 96, 2

and

fol. 97, 1.

See Ferd.B.Mikowec, Letters of John
written at Constance 1414-1415,

llass,

published in the original Bohemian. Leips
1849.
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whom the Lord had sent to preach it to them, he requests them
pray for himself„that God would give him good success in preaching his word.
"In all the places
says he
where a need exists,
in cities, in villages, in castles, in the fields, in forests, wherever I can
be of any use, pray for me, that the word of God may not be kept back
in me;" *
Sympathy with the cause of Huss, we perceive, had spread
into other cities of Bohemia.
Thus we find a letter of his to a foreign
community, exhorting them to concord and warning them against internal dissensions.2
To a parish priest in Prachatic, one who had been
concerned in passing the sentence of condemnation against the forty-five
propositions of Wicklif and in burning his writings, and who persisted
in clamoring against Huss himself as a heretic, he wrote a letter challenging the man to convict him of a single heresy, but upbraiding him
with the fact that, with all his pretended zeal for orthodoxy, he had
constantly neglected the duties of the pastoral office, for which he had
been thirty years responsible. " You might yourself call to mind how,
for about thirty years, you have sheared the sheep in Prachatic.
And
where is your residence, your work
where the pasturage of your
sheep ? "
He reminds him of what Christ, to whom he must render
an account of his doings, says against unfaithful shepherds (John x.),
" This you should have thought of before you denounced
and adds
your neighbor as a heretic." 3
From expressions which drop from him in several of these letters, it
is evident that his separation from his beloved flock bore heavily upon
his spirits.
There may be some ground, therefore, for the report
that Huss in the course of this year, 1413, went privately several
times to Prague, and resided there
leaving the city, as soon as hia
presence became known, and began to make a stir." *
Some time
afterwards, to be nearer to his church, he changed his residence and
accepted the invitation of a friend, belonging to the knightly order,
Henry of Lazan, who offered him, as a place of refuge, his castle, the
strong-hold of Cracowec.
From this spot, too, he labored for the
spread of evangelical truth, visiting those places where large multitudes were wont to gather, and preaching before them.
From all
quarters, it is said, the people flocked together in crowds to hear
to those
to

—

—

;

:

;

him.

Meanwhile the time drew near

To

council at Constance.

of the church in

its

for the

assembling of the general

the objects of this council, the reformation

head and members, the restoration of concord, tran-

and peace

church, necessarily belonged the adjustBohemia and Moravia, which threatened
to spread wider every day, and which had already attracted universal
attention.
Chancellor Gerson had at an earlier period already apprized Archbishop Conrad, of Vechta, of the danger which threatened
the church of a revolution growing out of the commotions in Bohemia,
and exhorted him to apply strenuous measures for the suppression of
quillity,

ment

»

in

the

of the controversies in
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I, fol.

99, 2
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happen that the Emperor Sigisninnd

would be urged to bring this matter also within the circle of business
to be transacted at the council.
He invited his brother, King Wenceslaus, to send Huss to Constance, and promised to furnish the latter
with a safe conduct.
He caused Huss to be informed by Lefl, of
Lazan, one of the two knights employed to negotiate this aflf;iir between
him and the emperor, that ho would make sufficient provision for his
being heard before the council, and that if he did not submit to the
decision of the council, he would send him back unharmed to Bohemia.'
Huss needed no such invitation either from the emperor or the
king.
An opportunity to defend himself from the charge of heresy, to
give an account of his faith in presence of the reiiresentatives of all
Western Christendom, and to testify against the corruptions of the
church, was what he most earnestly desired.
But, before he set out
on his journey to Constance, he appeared once more, in the August
of 1414, in Prague.
Here, by a public notice posted on all the
church doors, he invited any man who pleased, under the condition
that if he could not make good his case he would agree to suffer the
same punishment which Huss would be liable to if convicted, to convict him before the archbishop, or a synod to be convoked bv him, of

any heresy.

Huss could not get permission,

it is

true, either for

Iditi-

appear before the synod.
He was
put aside with the declaration, that they were too busily occupied with
other affairs of the kingdom, to be able to attend to his matter.
He
got a certificate drawn up to that effect.
He had an interview, moreover, with the archbishop,^ after which the latter made out for him a
declaration, stating that he found him guilty of no heresy
that he
had nothing to lay against him, save this only that he had remained
so long under the ban, and nothing to advise, save only that he
should get it removed as soon as possible.^
He also submitted to a
special examination of the charges brought against him, and undertook
He procured an investigation of his
to demonstrate their futility.^
creed under the dii-ection of the pope's inquisitor, the bishop of ISTazaself or for his advocate Jesenic, to

;

Ep. 34, opp. I, fol. 69, 1. The instrurelating to this matter drawn up by
the emperor, whereby Huss is taken under
the protection of the emperor and the empire, speaks expressly not only of tiie journey of Huss to Constance, but also of liis
'

ment

return

home: Ut

ei transire, stare,

morari,

redire libere permittatis.
Opp. I, fol. 1,2.
notice this on account of the sophisti-

We

interpretations of that document in
modern times, as though it were merely a
passport given to Huss for his journey to
Constance, and as though the emperor,
therefore, had not bound him.self by his
word to secure safety to Huss in Constance itself. To be sure, there is no express mention of this, nor ought there to
be any if we consider the nature of the
document, which is addressed not to the
souncii but to the lords and magistrates
cal

27*

through which Huss would
be obliged to travel
but as Huss was
taken unconditionally under the protection of the emperor and the empire, as it
speaks not barely of his journey to Constance but also of liis return home, it is
implied that he should have it in his power
to return home unharmed from Constance.
* [There was
pro!)ably no personal interview.
The statement is simply (fol. 3,
2): Siipplex petebat a dominis b.ironibus,
ut suo nomine agerent cum domino arcliiepiseopo. Neither does Palacky know of
any such interview. Editor.]
in the districts

:

*

Opp-

I-

f'-"'-

3, 2.

Tlie report of this trial from a copy
Peter of Mladcnowic, secretary
to that zealous friend of Huss, the Knighl
John of Chlum, is printed in the Stud, ii
Kritik. 1837, I, Heft.
*
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reth, and he too drew up a testimonial, certifying that he found no
But, though many false accusations had been
thing heretical in him.
brought against Huss, and his expressions often perverted by his enemies, yet it is evident from the expositions we have already given, that

outwardly devoted as Huss at that time really was to the dominant
church system, the principles expressed by him did, in fact, contain
within them germs of doctrine which would lead to an overthrow of
But it depended entirely upon the fact, how far, how
that system.
sharply and profoundly, the individual who conducted his examination
was capable of seeing^ whether or not that individual would be able to
detect in the obedience, which appeared so obvious as a matter of fact,
And we certhe germ of resistance which lay concealed at bottom.
tainly should not omit to notice, that the advocates of the church
party in Prague at that time might be determined in some measure,
by a regard to the party opposed to them, to act otherwise than they
would have done in different circumstances."
Huss before his departure wrote to the Emperor Sigismund, thanking him for the trouble he
He says " I will humbly trust my life on it,
took on his account.
and under the safe-conduct of your protection shall, with the permission
of the Highest, appear at the next council at Constance."
He beg3
that, coming in peace to Constance, he
the empei'or to provide for it
" For,
might there have an opportunity publicly to confess his faith.
:

;

as I have taught nothing in secret, so I wish to be heard, to be exaniined, to preach, and, under help of the Divine Spirit, to answer all

who

are disposed to accuse me, not in secret but pubUcly.
shall not be afraid to confess the Lord Christ, and, if

hope I

And
it

I

must

is the most true."
The emperor, as we
had promised Huss that his cause should be
conducted to a happy issue,2 whence it is evident, how far the emperor was from wishing or anticipating any such result as that which
actually came about.
Huss thanked the emperor for his kind intentions, and in allusion to his promise, said " Which, too, your Majesty

be, to die for his law, which

find from

this

letter,

perform to the honor of the King of kings."
It is evident from
things which he says, in his farewell letter, that Huss by no
means set out on his journey to Constance with a feeling of peifect confidence in the emperor's word, and the letter of safe-conduct, wliich was
promised, though not yet put into his hands.
Several of his friends
cautioned him against trusting too much in the emperor's word,
he
could deliver him over to his enemies.^
Afterwards, in the midst of
his trials at Constance, the words of one of his congregation, Andrew,
a P ilish tailor, recurred to his thoughts, who, in taking leave said to
will

many

—

As Paletz expresses himself: No one
ventured to call the followers of Huss by
rheir proper name, quia rerum et corporum
periculum immineret. Opp. 1, f \ 255, 2.
^ Volens ad finem laudabilem deducere.
See this letter in Palacky, III, 1, p. 312
and 313 note.
^ Huss himself called to mind, when his
deatli was near at hand, what his friends
'

.

Bohemia had said to him on this sub
jeet
Quod cavere deberem a suo con
ducto, et
Ipse te dabit inimicis, a d thi

in

:

:

addressed to him by a cc '-tain
knight
He might be sure that he would
be condemned. He supposes this person
must have known the purpose of the sa
peror.
Ep. 34, opp. I, fol. 68, 2.

words

:
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" God be .,ith thee; for hardlj, think I, wilt thou get back
hJim
again unharmed, dearest Master John, and most steadfast in the truth!
Not the king of Hungary but the King of Heaven reward thee with
all ^ood for the good and true instruction that I have received from
thee." ^
It was the consciousness of following a divine call, which
animated Huss in directmg his steps to Constance, though the presentiment (if death was not absent from his mind.
He was resigned to
the will of God, let his cause issue as it might, the glory and triumph
of divine truth, the weal of the souls for whom he had labored, being
So he expresses himself in his last letter, taking leave
his sole wish.
of his •congregation, written the day before his departure, October
"You know
he begins
my brethren, that I have
10th, 1414.
now long instructed you in good faith, setting before you Q-od's word,
not tilings remote from the faith in Christ, not false doctrines.
For I
have always sought and will ever seek, so long as I live, your welfare."
He then says, that he had intended, before leaving, to preach
before them, and defend himself from the false accusations against his
faith, but had been prevented by want of time, and reserved it for a
:

—

He

—

them, that he is going into the midst of
be more against me
he says
in
the ei^uficil of my enemies, than there were against our Saviour first,
next, of the princes of this
of thfe number of bishops and masters
But I hope in God, my Almighty Saviour, that,
wOFI*! and pharisees.
on •the ^roiund of his own promise and in answer to your fervent prayers,' he will bestow on me wisdom, and a skilful tongue, so as to be
He will, too, bestow on me a spirit to
able^to stand up jjtgainst them.
despise persecutioi^s, imprisonment, and death ; for we see that Christ
himself suffered fof; the sake of his chosen, giving us an example, that
we should suffer all things for Him and for our salvation. He certainly cannot perish, who believes on him and pers'everes in his truth."
" If my death
says he
can glorify his name, then may he hasten
it, and give me grace to endure with good courage whatever evil may
But, if it is better for me that I should return to you,
befal me.
then let us beseech God for this, that I may come back to you from
that is, without detriment to his truth, so
the council without wrong
that we may from thenceforth be able to come to a purer knowledge
of it, to destroy the doctrines of Antichrist, and leave behind us a
good example for our brethren." " Perhaps
says he
you will
never see me again in Prague; but, if God should, in his mercy,
bring me back to you again, I will with a more cheerful courage go
but especially when we shall meet toon in the law of the Lord
God is merciful and just, and gives peace
gether in eternal glory.
to his own here, and beyond death.
May He watch over you, who
has cleansed us, his sheep, through his own holy and precious blood,
which blood is the everlasting pledge of our salvation.
And may He
grant, that you may be enabled to fulfil his will, and having fulfilled
it, attain to peace and eternal glory through our Lord Jesus Christ,
future opportunity.
his worst enemies.

tells

" There

—

—

will

:

;

—

—
;

—

;

'

Ibid. ep. 33.

—
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with

who

He

sent back also a letter tab hia
trained up from childhood under his care, superscribed with the injunction that he was not
to open it, till he received certain intelligence of his death.
It conall

abide in his truth."

disciple, Martin, a youn;^

i

man who had been

tained touching exhortations to purity of morals, warned him against
extravagance in dress, a foible which still clung to the young candidate, and enjoined it upon him never to seek a parish for any earthly

advantage, but only from a desire to promote the welfare of souls.'

He

cautions him against imitating what was faulty in his own examamong other things, his passionate fondness, before he

ple, mentioning,

entered the priesthood, for the game of chess, in pursuing which amusement he had allowed himself to grow excited even to anger,-^. gainst
others.
Such was the dehcate sensibihty of his conscience.3 .He departed from Prague, on the 11th of October, 1414, in company with
four others
the two knights, who had it in charge to protect him
from all injury, Wenzel, of Duba, and John, of Chlum, that zealous,*
noble friend of Huss, whom we shall often have occasion to mention

—

Chlum's secretary, the Bachelor Peter of jNIladenowic,
was sincerely attached to Huss, and his friend, the delegate
from Prague University, Priest John Cardinalis, of Reinstein.
Though it was more particularly with the party of the German
theologians, that Huss had thus far had to contend, yet the reception
he met with in his journey through Germany, was by no means such
as he might have been led to expect in a country where the report of
his heresies had been so industriously circulated by his enemies.
A
great longing for the reformation of the church had already spread
wide among the German people and this perhaps inchned many to
look favorably on a man who had distinguished himself, as they may
have heard in various ways, by his zeal against the corruption of the
spiritual orders, and for the purification of the church.
Their personal intercourse with Huss, the impression conveyed by his looks and
his discourse, would tend to strengthen this inclination to regard him
with favor.
He nowhere avoided notice in every town he showed
hereafter;

who

also

;

:

himself openly in his carriage, travelling in the dress of a priest.'*
In
all the places through which he passed, he posted up pubhc notices in
Bohemian, Latin, and German, oflfering to give any one who wished
to speak with him, on the matter of his faith, an account of his religious convictions, and to prove, that he was very far from cherishing

In the little town of Pernau, the parish priest
anything like heresy.
with his vicars waited upon him in person at his quarters, drank to his
health from a large tankard of wine, conversed with him on matters
of christian faith, avowed that he fully agreed with him, and declared
In Nuremburg, the ancient seat
that he had always been his friend.*
'
0pp. I, fol. 57, ep. 2, and Mikowec, 1,
Letter.
2 Si vocatus fueris'ad plebaniam, honor
dei, salus animarum et labor te moveat,
non habitio scropharim vel ]iraedioium

ep
Scis, quia (proh

0pp.
^

I, fol.

57, 1

;

libenter et saepe schacos lusi,

ante sacerdo-

et

me

ad

infelicitei

provocavi.
*

Mikowec,

2,

Letter, of the 16tK of

1414.

1.

d,ilor)

raeum

turn

tempus neglexi et saepe alios
iracundiam per ilium ludum

*

0pp.

I, fol.

57, 2; ep. 3.

Nor
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of the Friends of God, merchants, who arrived earlier than himself,
had already spread the news that he was on his way and might soon
be expected, and large bodies of the people came out to meet him.

Before dinner he received a letter, from a parish priest of the church
of St. Sebaldus, requesting an interview with him, to which he cheerDuring dinner a note was handed to him by one
fully consented.
of his attendants, Wenzcl, of Duba, purporting that, in consequence
of the notice he had posted up, many citizens and masters wished to
He left his table
This, too, was welcome tidings.
speak with him.
The masters were for havfor the purpose of conversing with them.
ing a jn-ivate interview, because they had scruples about the pro]iriety
But Huss would listen
of spe^iking on such matters before laymen.
to no such proposal of discussing matters of faith privately, declaring
that hu had always testified of gospel truth openly, and meant to do so
still.
In presence of the burgomaster and many citizens, he conversed about his doctrine till night-fall, and his hearers professed to be
satisfied with him.
If Huss sought to approve himself as a genuine
witness of gospel truth, before all the world, we surely ought not to
look upon this as an ambitious effort on his part to court the approbation of the many
unless we are disposed to raise the same objection
which, to be sure,
against every zealous preacher of evangelical truth
While Huss was disputing with certain persons in the
is often done.
;

;

Suabian town of Bibrach, the noble Knight John, of Chlum, took
and spoke with so m\ich warmth
in favor of the doctrines of Huss, that he was taken for a doctor of
theology ; hence Huss was wont, afterwards in his letters, playfully to
Well aware of the great ignorance
call him the Doctor of Bibrach. ^
of the people in the things of religion, Huss was accustomed wherever
he lodged to leave for his hosts on departing a copy of the Ten Commandments, or even to write them in the meal, as he had written
them on the walls of Bethlehem Chapel.
He reached Constance, on the third of November, some days after
the arrival of Pope John, whom he met on the way.
During the first four weeks, which Huss spent at Constance, nothing
was proposed or said Avith regard to his affair. He would have found
no friends, he writes, in Constance, if his adversaries from Bohemia
had not taken pains to make him hated. ^ Meantime his most violent
enemies, the already mentioned Michael de Causis, Paletz, and the
prime author of all the last commotions in Prague, the man who as
papal legate had brought to Bohemia the bull of indulgence and crusade, Wenzel Tiem, formerly dean, then provost of Passau, had also
These persons set everything in motion against him. Micharrived.^
ael de Causis, on the next day after his arrival, caused a notice to be
posted on all the churches, accusing him as the vilest heretic. His opponents brought with them the writings which he had composed during
little

so lively an interest in this disputation,

'

Ibid. fol. 71, 1

;

ep.

45 in the marginal

note.
•

Mikowee,

«

Words

2,

Letter.

of Huss

:

Multi adversarii

et

me, quos praosertim concitat venditor indulgentiarani, Pa
thaviensis decanus.
0pp. I, fol. 58, 2
fortes insurgunt contra

ep. 6.
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the last disputes and attempts at compromise
writings in whicli he
had most freely expressed his opinions
and these they now put in
circulation.
These were especially to be used against him.
The
form of accusation, drawn up by Michael de Causis, was well calcula;

;

ted to arouse against Huss the anxious suspicions of the hierarchy.
Assertions ascribed wrongly to Huss, and assertions which had really
been made by him, were lumped together and his accuser declares,
that if he should be acquitted, the clergy in Bohemia must suffer grievous persecutions in their property and persons
everything would be
;

;

turned to confusion, arid the evil would spread through all Germany
and such a persecution of the clergy and the faithful would ensue, as
had never been known since the days of Constantine. If he should in
any way get safely out of the hands of the council, he and his adherents would have it to say, that his doctrines must have been approved
by the council. The princes and laity generally would fall upon the
clergy, as they had already done in Bohemia, and as they were generally inclined to do.'
The pope sent as his delegate, to Huss, the
bishop of Constance, accompanied by his officials, and the Auditor
They informed him it
sacri palatii, a high officer of the papal court.
had been with the pope a matter of much deliberation how to dispose
Finally,
of the interdict pronounced on the place where he resided.
the pope had concluded to resort to the pope's plenitude of power,
and to suspend the interdict and the ban for the present. It was only
requested that, in order to avoid giving scandal, he would keep away

from mass and other church solemnities in all other respects, he
But Huss had never
should have liberty to go wherever he pleased.
nor did he mean to
relinquished his right, as a priest, to hold mass
do it now ;
a pertinacity, which could not fail to give great offence
When many of the friends of Huss, proto the hierarchical party .2
testing to his innocence, urged the pope to retract all that had hitherto been done in the matter, he gave an evasive answer, laying all the
blame on the enemies of Huss in Bohemia, who refused to take back
anything, but warmly persisted in their accusations against him .3 Yet
many no doubt were anxious that the whole affair should be settled
And
before it was brought up as a matter for public dehberation.
perhaps Huss, if he could have been prevailed upon to humble him;

;

—

the papal authority,

self before

and

to give in a recantation of the

heresies of which he had been accused, might have secured to himself
Two bishops and a doctor of theology actually made
this advantage.

him a proposition of this sort.< But Huss would consent to nothing
it.
He wanted a public hearing before the assembled council

to

like

before that council he felt impelled to give in the account of his faith,

and bear witness of the truth, for which he contended. He hoped
that nothing would be done in his affair until the Emperor Sigismund
Hist. Hussi, opp. I, fol. 6 sq.
- Words of the Magister Joh. Cardinalis
Magister quotidie divina
of Keinstein
peragit et in tota via peregit hucusque.
'

:

Opp.
*

I, fol.

58,

Papa non

1

;

ep. 4.

vult tollere processus et dix-

it

:

Quid ego possum tamen 1

vestri

fa

Ibid. fol. 58, 2 ; ep. 6.
locuti sunt duo episcopi et unus
doctor cum Jo. Lepka, quod ego sub siIbid.
lentio concordarem.
ciunt.
*

Sed
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should arrive,

who had already caused him

to

be informed of his
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satis-

had started on his journey without waiting
for the letter of safe-conduct, which had first reached him in Constance.
When the emperor arrived he hoped by his intercession to
obtain a pubhc hearing,^
Though he could not foresee what was to
be the issue, and was far from amusing himself with any false hopes,
yet trust in God and in his truth raised him even now above all fear,
and regarding himself simply as an instrument of that truth, he confidently expected that it would come forth triumphant out of every conflict.
"Assuredly
says he in a letter to Prague
Christ is with
me as a strong champion therefore fear I not what the enemy may
do to me."
He says, speaking of the plots of his enemies " I fear
nothing
for I hope that, after a great conflict, will ensue a great,
victory, and after the victory a still greater reward, and a still greater
faction at learning that he

—

—

;

:

;

my enemies." ^
Relying upon the expectation that he would be permitted to speak
before the assembled council, he availed himself of his leisure at Constance in preparing several discourses which he meant to deliver on that
occasion.
Accordingly we find a discourse in which he designed to
give an account of his faith.^ He testified in it his assent to the churchconfession of faith
appealing to the fact that the Apostles' Creed had
been inscribed by him on the walls of Bethlehem chapel.*
He declares
too, that it was not his design to teach anything contrary to the decisions of the general councils, or contrary to the ancient canon and the
authority of the approved church teachers
always presupposing, however, that they asserted nothing but what was contained, implicite or
ezplieite, in the sacred Scriptures. 5
And since his disputes on the
matter of indulgence had given occasion to the charge brought against
him by some, that he did not acknowledge the common fund of the
merits of the saints
since he was accused of contending against the
veneration of the saints, their intercession, the veneration of Mary, he
vindicates himself, as he could with truth and propriety do, against all
With regard to several of these doctrines, he was
such accusations.
not conscious as yet of the contradiction in which they stood with his
All this would, in time, have more clearly develbiblical principles.
oped itself to his understanding if he had been permitted to continue
his labors for a longer period ; and as to that matter, his opponents
may doubtless have seen, more distinctly than he himself did, to what
his principles were leading. With regard to several other points, which
also had something to rest upon in the purely christian consciousness,
he never perhaps would have been led to oppose the doctrine of the
discomfiture of

;

;

;

'
Huss remarks of one of the knights
D. Latzemhock injunxit mihi, quod ante
adventum regis nihil attentem quoad actEt spero, quod respondeho in publica
us.
Ibid. ep. 5.
Observing that
audientia.
men feared his public answer, he adds
Quam spcro de dei gratia, quod sim earn
consecuturus, dam rex Sigismundus ad:

:

fuerit.
*

Ibid. ep. 6.

Ibid.

' De fidei suae ehicidatione.
Symbolum plebem docul, et ipsum in
parietc eapelhie, in qua praedicavi, describere praecepi vulgariter.
0pp. I. fol"'

51, 2.
*

Veneror etiam omnia concilia gene

ralia et specialia, decreta et decretales, et

omnes

de
leges, canones et constitutioncs
quanto consonant ex,ilicite vel implicit*
Icgi dei.

:

Ibid. fol. 48, 2.
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church even by a

still further development of his principles ;
for, in
defining the doctrine of the community of saints, a doctrine which he
also believed was taught in the New Testament (Eph. 4: 3,15. 1 Cor.

3,

4

in

if.),

all

he says

" This communion of the saints

:

the good which belongs to

all

the

members of

is

a participation

the mystical body

of Christ, so long as they are found in a state of grace."

he argues that the

glorified

saints

assist

and sustain the

From

this

elect on the

earth, take joy in their repentance

on earth

who

assist those

and their progress, just as the saints
are passing through the refining process of

the purgatorial fire, with their prayers, their good works, their fasts
and alms, so that they are more speedily delivered out of this state

and brought up

— he goes on

to their

—

heavenly home.

'"

community of

And

as I heartily believe

and have now pubmost gracious Lord Jesus Christ, who never refuses his grace to the truly penitent, that he
would forgive the sin of those who, privately or publicly, have said of
me that I denied the doctrine of the intercession of saints, whether in
relation to those who go on pilgrimages, or those who have died in
grace,"
He argues this from the fellowship of all the members of the
body of Christ with one another, where one sustains the other adducing
as proof those cases in Scripture, where the centurion's intexcession with
Christ had benefited his servant, and where the Syrophenician woman had
helped her daughter, and then goes on to argue " If a saint on earth,
still affected with sin, can benefit another believer and the whole church
by his intercession, how foolish it would be to say that one who is present with Christ in glory could not do the same."
The second discourse
licly

avowed

to

it

say

with

my

in this
lips,

saints,

so I entreat the

;

:

He distinguishes three kinds of
with God, with ourselves, and with our neighbor. The
he considers to be the foundation of all other peace.
He then

relates to the restoration of peace.

peace,
first

— peace

makes a like three-fold distinction in speaking of the assembly which
had been convoked for the restoration of peace, describing peace with
God as having its foundation in supreme love to God in the church ;
peace with ourselves as consisting in this, that the church should govern itself in holiness
peace with our neighbor, that it should satisfy
every neighbor in all that is requisite for his eternal welfare.
To deficiency in the first, he traces all failure in respect to the last.
The
worldliness of the church he designates as the ground of coiTuption
and schism giving special prominence to the corruption of the clergy.
The evil was bad enough already, when they failed in that which constitutes the chief end of their vocation, to hold forth the word of God
to the laity. When priests neglected this, they were already angels of
darkness, clothing themselves like angels of light; servants of Antichrist,
riot servants of Christ
and their neglect to study the divine word, their
want of fidelity to that word was the source of all the other corruptions,
which he then goes on to portray.'
Again, as Huss had been accused of
rejecting the authority of church traditions and of the ecclesiastical laws,
of disturbing the foundations of ecclesiastical and civil order, it was his
;

;

;

'

Dc

pace, opp.

I, fol.

52 sq.
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wish

to explain, in

a discnurse before

propositions really expressed by

—

f)y

his discourse,

tlic

council, the sense

him and perverted by
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of the

his opponents,

namely, on the sufficiency of the law of Christ for

we shall recognize a great deal that
corresponds with the doctrines of Matthias of Janow. He begins with
saying " I, an ignorant man, being about to speak before the wise of
all the world, entreat you by the mercy of Jesus Christ, true God and
For I know from the
true man, that you would calmly listen to me.
words of Nicodemus (John 7: 51) that the law judgeth no man before
the guidance of the church," where

:

I, the poorest of priests, will
it hear him and know what he doeth.
however endeavor, as I have aforetime endeavored, to carry out the
law of Christ in myself, by taking heed, so far as the grace of God ensince from my heart
ables me, against revenge, envy, and vain-glory
I strive only for the glory of God, the confession of his truth, the banishment of all evil thoughts against my neighbor, and the defence of
For I am bound carefully, humbly, and patiently
the law of Christ.
to defend the most excellent law of Christ, as Christ himself and his
" As I have often said before
he adds
disciples did the same."
so now too I solemnly protest, that I never have and never will pertiI hold
naciously affirm anything which is contrary to a truth of faith.
firmly all the truths of faith, as I have ever firmly held them and am
resolved that I will ever firmly hold them so that, rather than defend an
error opposed to them, I would prefer, hoping in the Lord and with his
help, to suffer a terrible punishment of death nay, sustained by the grace
of God, I am ready to give up this poor life for the law of Christ. As I
have in my academical answer and acts and in my public preaching
often submitted, so now too I submit and will in the future humbly subr
mit myself to the order of this most holy law, to the atonement by the
same, and to obedience to it ready to retract anything whatever that
In the
I have said, when I am taught that it is contrary to truth."
prosecution of his theme he takes notice of an objection, namely that,
;

—

—

;

;

;

according to the above supposition of the sufficiency of the law of Christ,
all other laws would be superfluous, and ought therefore to be done
away with. He disposes of this objection by referring all other laws
to this one law, by holding that they are to be regarded only as dependant on the latter, their force consisting in their harmony and corAll other laws were, in their principle,
respondence with the same.
contained impUcite in this law, were only the evolution of this law, or
simply designed to establish and promote its claims in all circumstances
" Human laws
and relations
says be
therefore, subservient to it.
are included in the divine law
nay, they are themselves the law
Of the
of Christ in so far as they are subservient to this law."
" canon law," he remarks that it was partly derived from the divine
law, and partly akin to the civil law, and included in both these parts.
Civil laws had been created by occasion of the sins of mankind, for the
purpose of securing forcibly the state of justice in the commonwealth,
BO far as it concerned earthly goods ; while the evangelical law was

—

—

;

;

'

VOL. V.

De

suflBcientia legis Christi

28

ad regendam

ecclesiara.
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designed for the preservation of goods in the kingdom of grace.
Accordingly he is of the opinion that everything else should be made subservient to Christianity because the trades, professions, and liberal arts
should all be regulated with reference to the law of Christ as the highest
the trades and professions, in
end, should be subservient to that law
preparing what is requisite for the supply of bodily wants ; the liberal
But the
arts, in promoting the understanding of the Holy ScripturesJ
expectation of Huss, that he would have liberty to speak freely before
The intrigues of his enemies ;
the assembled council, was not fulfilled.
the tickets sent about,' by his friends or his enemies, announcing that
he would appear and preach in public on a certain Sunday 2 the fear
that Huss might escape from Constance, a rumor to this effect having
already got abroad ^ the uncompromising zeal with which he unfolded
and explained his principles before all who visited him in his place of
abode ; all these things cooperated to bring it about that, on the 28th
of November, 1414, Huss was deprived of his liberty.
On that day, towards noon, an embassy from the pope and cardinals,
consisting of the bishops of Augsburg and Trent, the burgomaster of
Constance, and the lord Hans of Baden, visited Huss, with whom his
;

;

;

;

'

2

De

suffic. leg. Christi,

opp.

I, fol.

44,

sq.
'

It

was an announcement

of this sort,

whoever would come to church to
hear him on this particular Sunday, should
have a ducat. Master Cardinalis of Keinstein, who reports the fact, does not himself decide, whether this was done by a
Alias nescitur, an
friend or an enemy
amicus vel inimicus heri intimavit in ecclesia, quia Hus dominica proxima praedicabit ad clerum in ecclesia Constantiensi, et cuilibet praeserAi dabit unuin ducathat

:

tura. Opp. I, fol. 58, 1 ; ep. 4. And among
the articles of complaint afterwards Ijrought
against Huss, one was that he )iad preach-

ed openly.

V

d.

Hardt, IV,

p. 213.

^ It is plain how this rumor arose, when
we compare what Palacky (III, 1, p. 321
note) has communicated from the manu-

Mladenowic, the
and most trustworthy witness, who
was at tliat time in the vicinity of Huss.
A hay-wagon covered with canvas had
left the city, and afterwards returned without the covering. Hence it was subsequently noised abroad that Huss had been
script report of Peter of

freshest

concealed under the canvas. The canonUlrich
Reichenthal, and the courtical
marslial Dacher, in their histories of the
vouncil of Constance, are cited as witnessHuss. To say nothing
1 9 of the flight of
of the confusion of dates in the former, it
is easy to see how he may have been deceived by the rumor; and their histories,
having been drawn up long after the
time of the events, are on tliis account
the less worthy to be relied on as vouchThe silence of accusers and
ers for facts.
jrdges with regard to any such event is

assuredly the most certain testimony of
Huss' innocence. As everything was raked
up which could possibly be made use of
against him, as there was so great a desire
especially to smooth over the affair of
his imprisonment, they certainly would
not have neglected to mention any such
attempt of Huss to escape, if such a thing
had in any way been possible. In parti-

enemy, the already mentioned bishop John of Leitomysl, who
spared no pains in bringing together facts
cular, his violent

to justify his conduct towards Huss would
never have omitted to take notice of this
flight.
But all he has to say against Huss
in this regard, is that he preached publicly
at Constance.
But even this could be
disputed by the knight of Chlum, who solemnly affirmed that Huss had never left
his quarters during the whole time of his
He denies, quod
abode in Constance.
ipse Hus a tempore adventus sui ad banc
civitatem usque ad diem et tern pus captivitatis suae unum passum extra domura
hospitii exiisset (V. d. Hardt, IV, 2n).

—

and the same thing
It is plain, therefore,
has been already shown by Palacky in the
passages cited on a former page
how
entirely without foundation Aschbach, in
his history of the emperor Sigismund, has
represented the story about the attempt
of Huss to cscajie as a credible one, (II,
not to mention, that he describes it
32)
as having occurred at a time when it
could not have occurred, viz., in the interval between the appearance of Huss before
the papal chancery and his return to his
quarters for, as we have seen, no such
return ever took place.

—

;

;
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knight of Chlum happened then to he present. The
envoys told hira it was now agreed to give him the hearing which he
had so often demanded, and he was invited to follow the embassy into
the pope's palace.
The knight of Chlum, who at once saw through the
motives of the whole arrangement, rose with indignation and exclaimed
Such a violation of the honor of the emperor and of the holy Roman
empire was not to be tolerated. The emperor had given his own word
to Huss that he should obtain a free hearing at the council.
He himself, Avho had received it in charge to watch over the safety of Huss,
was responsible for that charge and bound to see that nothing was done
against the emperor's word.
He could not permit this, and must protest against such a proceeding.
The cardinals would do well to consider what they were about, and not suppose that they could be allowed to
trifle with the honor of the emperor and of the empire.
The bishop
They had no bad intentions whatever.
of Trent here interposed
they wished only to avoid makEverything should be done in peace
ing a stir.
Huss now took up the word and declared that he had
not come there to appear before the pope and Roman court, but to appear before the whole assembled council, to give in their presence an
account of his faith
yet he was ready to appear and testify of his
faith also before the cardinals.
Though they used force against him,
still he had a firm hope in God's grace that they never would succeed
in inducing him to fall from the truth.
Saying this, Huss followed the
embassy.
On the lower floor, he was met by the mistress of the house,
who took leave of him in tears. Struck with a presentiment of death,
and deeply moved, he bestowed on her his blessing. Mounting on
horseback he proceeded, with the embassy and the knight of Chlum, to
the court.
The prelates, fearing a movement on the part of the people,
had taken care that the city magistrates, who were completely subserfaithful friend the

:

:

;

;

vient to the council, should place soldiers in the neighboring streets,
so that if necessary the step

Huss appeared before

might be carried through by force.

When

the chancery, the president of the college of car-

dinals said
It was reported of him that he publicly taught many
and grievous heresies, and disseminated them in all Bohemia. The
thing could not be allowed to go on so any longer
hence he had been
sent for, with a view to learn from himself how the matter stood.
To
this Huss repHed, that such was his mind, he would prefer to die
rather than to teach one heresy, not to say 7nani/ ; and the very reason for which he had come there was to make himself answerable to
the council and to recant if he could be convicted before it of holding
any error. The cardinals expressed their satisfaction at the temper of
mind here manifested by Huss. They then adjourned, leaving Huss
and Chlum under the surveillance of the men at arms. About four
o'clock in the afternoon they again assembled in chancery, and several
Bohemians were also in attendance, both enemies and friends of Huss
among the former, Paletz and Michael de Causis among the latter,
The former did their utmost to
the already named John Cardinalis.
and having gained their obprevent Huss from being set at liberty
:

;

:

;

;

ject, burst into a loud

murmur

of applause, crying out insultingly to
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Now we

have

uttermost

farthing."

"

:

the

shall you escape till you have
That John of Reinstein was aldiplomatist, who had frequently been

you, nor

ready well known as a skilful
employed by King Wenzel in transacting business with the Roman
chancery.
Hence he is naid to have derived his appellation Cardinalis,
which was first a nick-name, but afterwards retained by him.
Paletz
now reminded him of the injury done to his reputation by his connection with the Hussite heresy
he who once enjoyed so much influence
with the cardinals, had now become a mere cipher. The master replied
" Keep your pity for yourself; if you knew any evil of me, you might
:

:

to pity me." And thus they separated. Towards evening,
was intimated to Chlum that he might retire to his lodgings
Huss
must remain there. Filled Avith indignation, Chlum hastened away to
the pope, who happened to be still present in the assembly.
He overwhelmed him with reproaches that he had dared thus to trifle with the
word of the emperor, that he had thus deceived him. He held up to hiir
the inconsistency between his conduct and his promises
for he had
assured him and another Bohemian, his uncle Henry of Latzembock,
that Huss should be safe, even though he had killed the pope's brother.
The pope, however, exculpated himself by saying that he had nothing

have cause

it

;

;

do with the imprisonment of Huss.
He referred to the cardinals
as responsible for the whole transaction.
"You know very well
said he
the terms on which I stand with them."
And true enough
it was, indeed, as may be gathered from the preceding narrative, that
the pope stood entirely at the mercy of the cardinals, and in his present
to

—

—

dubious position was compelled to comply with all their wishes.
He
much more to do in looking after his own personal interests than after the conformity of others to the orthodox faith.
The
same night Huss was conducted to the house of a canonical priest in
Constance, where he remained eight days under the surveillance of an
armed guard. On the 6th of December he was conveyed to a Dominican cloister on the Rhine, and thrown into a narrow dungeon filled
with pestiferous efl^uvia from a neighboring sink.
certainly had

The knight of Chlum did not cease to complain of the violation
done to the emperor's safe-conduct.
He immediately reported the
whole proceeding to the emperor.
The latter expressed his indignation at_ it, demanded that Huss should be set free, and threatened to
break into the prison by force, if the doors were not voluntarily thrown
open.i
On the 24th of December, Chlum, in the name of the emperor, publicly posted up a certificate, declaring, in the most emphatic
language, that the pope had been false to his promise, that he had
presumed to insult the authority of the emperor and of the empire, by
paying no regard whatever to the emperor's demands.
When the
emperor himself should come to Constance, and it was announced that he
might be expected the next day, it would be seen what his indignation was at learning of such violation of his majesty .2
After such
H'lrclt, IV, pag. 26.
J-^Chlum says in this declaration: Qinipropter ego regio nomine manifesto, quod
'

dotentio et ciiptio dicti Hu^ c.-t facta
tra re-i^^ o-niiiinwla u voluntatcm, ci
in eontein.jia ii MDriim salvi condu

oon
Lt

^A

chlum's protest against the imprisonment of huss.

may
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what did the emperor really mean
was he in earnest and how far merely acting a
That he had an
part and pretending anger from motives of policy ?
interest in representing himself to be more annoyed and angry than
he really was, and in uttering threats which he never meant to fulfil,
For it behooved him to do all he could to remove from
is evident.
himself the reproach of a want of good faith,' and to soothe the highly
irritated temper of the important party of Huss in Bohemia, and of
But still there is
the knights, who espoused his cause most decidedly.
For, if the
no evidence from facts to justify any such supposition.
emperor took no further steps to procure the release of Huss, still
this would not amount to a proof of his insincerity.
It was one thing
that he should have an honest intention to abide by his imperial word,
should be at first really annoyed, that it had been presumed so
grievously to violate it
and quite another, that he should have sufficient freedom of min<l and fitnnuess of character to defy the spirit of
the times, so far as to carry through what he had considered to be just
and right, in spite of the authority whica was held to be the most sacred
in the church.
Indeed, Pope John afterwards ))articularly brought
it forward, as we have mentioned on a former page, in complaint of
the emperor, and in exculjtation of his own flight from Constance, that
declarations

by

all this ?

it

How

well be asked,

far

;

—

;

the emj)eror resti-ained the liberty of the council in transacting business relative to the faith, and would not let justice have its course.
But, leaving the emjieror's declarations entirely out of view, we should
certainly take into account the great influence which the power of the

church exercised over him.
When, on the 1st of January, 1415, a
deputation of the council appeared before the emperor, and declared to
him that he ought not to interfere in transactions relative to matters of
faith, that the council must have its full liberty in.tbe investigation of
heresies, and in its proceedings against heretics, Sigismund no longer
ventured to resist, and promised the council that he would allow
them all liberty and never interpose his authority in these matters.
In truth, had the emperor been disposed to insist farther on the liberation of Huss, it might easily have led to consequences most perilous
to the future proceedings of the council.
The pope might have taken
advantage of this to gain over a large party to his interests, and the
seeds of schism, Avhich, as we have before seen, were already present
in the council, would doubtless have gone on to multiply, till they
brought on an open breach, and, perhaps, a breaking up of the counThere is certainly much that is true in the vindication of himself
cil.
by the Emperor Sigismund against the Bohemian estates, who espoused
" If Huss had,
the cause of Huss, when, in the year 1417, he writes
:

protectionis imperii facta, eo quod pro
tunc dictus dominus raeus a Constantia
longe distabat, et si interfuissct, nunquara

hoc permisisset.

Cum

autem

venerit, (jui-

ipsum de vilipensione,
suae et imperii protectionis ac salvo
illata conductui, dolorosius raolestari.
V.
d. Hardt, IV, p. 28.
libet scntire dcbebit,
Bil)i

et

28*

'
If the imperial salvus conductus had
been nothing Imt a pass made out hy the
emperor, as nioiiern historical sopliists assert, there would, indeed, have been uo

need of all this.
* V. d. Har-dt, IV, pag. 32

.
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in- the first instance, come to him,
stance, his affair would perhaps have

and had gone with him to Conhad a quite different turn. And,
God knows, that we experienced on his account and at his fall, a
sorrow and pain too great to be expressed bywords.
And all the
Bohemians that were then with us certainly knew, how we interceded
for him, and that several times, seized with indignation, we left the
council.
Nay, on his account, we went away from Constance, till
they declared to us. If we would not allow justice to be executed at
the council, they knew not what business they had to be there.
Thu-s

we verily thought that we could do nothing further in this affair.
Nor could we even speak about it, for had we done so, the council
would have entirely broken up."

^

The preliminary examinations of

the process against Huss were now
which the complaints had been brought against
him by Paletz, Michael de Causis, and others and for this purpose,
on the 1st December, a committee was nominated, which consisted of
the patriarch John, of Constantinople, the bishop John, of Lubeck,9
and Bernhard, of Citta di Castello. To these men the pope committed the affair by a constitution in which he already names Huss as a
dangerous heretic, who was spreading abroad mischievous errors, and
had seduced many ; and charged them to report the result of their
examination to the council, that the latter might pass a definitive sentence on Huss, in conformity thereto.3
The agreement of these two
testimonies is decisive against the statement of Hermann v. d. Hardt,
who, following the report of Cerretanus, describes the commission differently.
Huss demanded of the committee a solicitor ; but to a heretic no such privilege could be granted
and it was refused him.
Huss
" Well, then, let the Lord Jesus be my
thereupon said to his judges
advocate, who also will soon be your judge." *
severe taunt on the
council, was an expression afterwards uttered by a Parisian deputy in
connection with another affair, which was to this effect, that if Huss
had been allowed an advocate, they would never have been able to
convict him of heresy.'^
The unhealthy locality of his prison brought
upon Huss a severe fit of sickness, fever connected with an affection
of the bladder, Avliich it was feared he could not survive.
The pope
sent him his own body physician
for it was not desired that he
to begin, in the order in

;

;

:

A

;

should die a natural death.
Through the intercession of his frienda
he was permitted to exchange his cell for more airy rooms in the
•
Cochlaeiis, pag. 157.
' Palacky, p. 330 has, after Mladenowic,
bishop of Lebus.
^ liaynaldi annales vol. 1. 1414, s. 10 fF.
*
take this from the words of Huss
himself: Cogitationem de objiciendis commisi domino deo, ad quem appellavi, quem
judieem, procuratorem et advocatum mihi
elegi coram commissariis, expresse dicens
Dominus Jesus mens advocatus sit et procurator, qui vos omnes brevi judicabit.
Oj-p. I, fol. 71, 2: ep. 46.
Further: Item

We

ciatis,

quod coram

testibus et notariis in

carcere petivi commissarios, ut mihi deputarent procuratorem et advocatum, qui
promiserunt et postea dare noluerunt,
Ego commisi me domino Jesu Christo, ut
ipse procuret et advocet et judicet causam

meam.

Il)id. fol. 72,

2

;

ep. 49.

* Joannes Hus haereticus declaratus et
condemnatus per sacrum concilium gene-

advocatum, nunquam
Acta in cone. Const
damnat. Joann. Parvi. Gerson, opp

rale si habuisset
fuisset convictus.

circa

V, pag. 444.

SICKNESS OF HUSS IN PRISON.
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Bame convent, whicli was now assigned to him as his prison. Here
he was attacked with a new access of that severe distemper, after
having spent eight weeks in his prison, as appears from his own
" I have been a second time dreadfully tormented with an
words
affection of my bladder, which I never had before, and with severe
vomiting and fever my keepers feared I should die
and they have
led me out of my prison, (probably only for a few moments to enjoy
:

;

;

the fresh air)."
His keepers were, for the most part, very kind to
him 2 hence, to show his gratitude, he afterwards composed for them
a few papers on practical Christianity.
In fetters, and amidst these
Bevere suiferings, he was obliged to draw up his answers to the complaints brought against him by Michael de Causis and Paletz.
It was
not without deep pain he found out that they used against him passages from intercepted letters, in part distorted, and familiar expressions which he had dropped in conversation with theologians, who had
formerly been his friends, and afterwards deserted him.^
Huss, to
whom, as we shall presently see, it was a source of great disappointment and mortification, that he could not succeed in obtaining a hearing from the council, had complained of this in a letter to Jacobellus,
of Misa, and told him that he had learned from the mouth of his enemies that he could not obtain a public hearing, except by paying 2000
•

;

people of the Roman court, whom he styled servants of
This letter his enemies' spies contrived to get into their
hands, as well as a letter by Jacobellus, who reflected severely on the
conduct of the council.
Both were to be used against him and both
were laid before him. This system of espionage and the indiscretion
of his friends bore heavily on the spirits of Huss, and he writes that

ducats

to the

Antichrist.

;

this Jacobellus,

man who

the

who was

warn against hypocrites, was
by them. Paletz

the loudest to

suifered himself to be most deceived

him during

an accuser

Ihe sufferings of his
never spoke to him,
in the presence of the commission, but in the harshest language
language calculated to arouse prejudice and suspicion
such as that,
since the time of Christ, more dangerous heretics than Wicklif and
Huss had not appeared all that ever attended his preaching were
visited

his first illness as

old friend could not

move him

to relent.

;

He

—

—

:

infected with the disposition to deny the doctrine of transubstantiation.

Said Huss

him: Sad greeting do you give me, and sadly do you
your own soul
Look perhaps, I am to die ; or, should I
recover my health, to be burned ; what return will you then get for all
He speaks of Paletz, generally, as his fiercest
this in Bohemia ? " 4
to

sin against

Words

!

;

of Huss Cras octo hebrlomae
Hus posita est ad refectorium.
iterum horribiliter fui vexatus per
calculum, qoem nunquam prius passus
'

:

erunt. |uod

—

Nam

Bum,

et

gravem voinitiim

et

febrcs.

Jam

custodes tiraebant, ne morerer, qui eduxerant me de carcere. 0pp. 1, fol. 74, 1 et
73, 2; ep. 51.
* So says Huss himself: Oranes clerici
temerae domini papae et omnes custodes
falde pie me tractant. Ibid. fol. 74, 1 ep. 52.
* Nam Michael et litcras et alia explo;

Paletz ilia antiqua, quae locuti su
ante multos annos, articulat. Ibid.

rat, et
""jUS
fol.

72, 2;

ej).

48.

In the tirst letter in which Huss says
about this, the one written during
his sickness, he writes concernin<^ Paletz:
*

anything;-

Qui

me jacentem

in

infirmitate

coram

multis salutavit sulutatione horribilissima.
quara postea dicam vobis. si deo placueritIbid. fol. 71, 2; cp. 46. He quotes his vcrj
language, ibid. fol. 68, 2 ep. 33;
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enemy, who did him the most

He

had, for example, strenu
cited and forced
" May
to an abjuration of heresy.
Huss, adverting to this, says
God Almighty pardon him " i The profound impression Avhich the
treatment experienced from his former friend made on the tender sen" Never in my
sibilities of Huss, appears from several of his letters.
whole hfe
says he
did I receive from any man harsher words of
comfort than from Paletz.''^ And, in words of St. Jerome, he describes how beyond all other wrong it must needs wound the heart, to.
see love converted into hate in one who has the wrong all on his own
ously urged that

injury.

the adherents of

all

Huss should be

:

!

—

—

.

" God
side.3
In a letter of the 20th of January, 1415, he says
has appointed me those for my inflexible enemies, to whom I have
shown much kindness, and whom I loved from my very heart." ^ He
found himself situated like the Apostle Paul, when he wrote the epistle to the Philippians, partly filled with forebodings of death, partly
cherishing the expectation that God would by his own almighty power
deliver him from the prison, and bring him back again to his flock.
However it might turn, he was resigned to the divine will as he says
" His will be done,
in a letter written on the 20th of January, 1415
whether it please him to take me to himself, or to bring me back to
you." 5 "At one time God comforts, at another afflicts me
he
but I hope that he is ever with me in my
writes to John of Chlum
"
sufferings." 6
The Lord delivered Jonas out of the belly of the
Daniel from the lion's den, the
whale
he says in another letter
three men from the fiery furnace, Susanna from the court of the false
and he can deliver me, too, if it please him, for the glory
witnesses
But, if the death
of his name and for the preaching of the word.
comes, which is precious in the eyes of the Lord, then let the name of
" And
To Peter of Mladenowic he writes
the Lord be praised " '
:

;

:

—

—

—

—

;

:

!

by the grace of God, my return to Prague is not a thing impossible
still I have no desire for it, unless it be according to the will of the
Lord in heaven." ^ He was filled constantly with a prophetic consciousness, that whatever might be the issue of his own case, truth would
as
triumph, and go on to reveal itself more gloriously and mightily
" I hope that what I have spoken in secret will be proclaimhe says
ed on the housetops." 8 It is remarkable that this proyjhetic consciousness was reflected also in his dreams so as to react cheerfully*
upon his feelings. He told the following dream which he had in the
He dreamt
earlier times of his imprisonment to the knight of Chlum.
;

;

:

that certain persons resolved

to

the walls of Bethlehem chapel

'

»

Ibid. fol. 75,

1

;

*

Ibid. fol. 74,

1

;

destroy

:

ep. 54.
ep. 52.

He quotes the language of Jerome
Plus vero in nobis ea tormenta saeviunt,
quae ab illis patimur, de quorum mentibus
praesumebamus, quia cum damno corporis
mala nos cruciant amissae caritatis. Et
Ibid.
patet dolor meus ex parte I'aletz.
'

fol. 71,

2

;

ep. 46.

all

the pictures of Christ on

and they did

it.

On

arising next

* See Mikowec, 1. c, Letter 3.
In the
Latin edition,— opp. 1, fol. 59, 2: ep. 10
this passage is wanting
* Mikowec, Letter 3.
Opp. I, fol. 60. 1

—

ep. 10.

"

Opp. I. fol. 73, 2 ; cp. 51
ep. 52.
Ibid. fol. 74, 1
Ibid. fol. 66, 2; ep. 29.

»

Ibid. fol. 72, 2

*
'

;

;

ep. 48-

DREAM OF HUSS.
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day he beheld many painters, who had drawn more pictures and mor6
beautiful ones than there were before, which he gazed ou with rapture.

And

said the painters to the concourse of people

:

Now,

let the bishops

and destroy these pictures And a great multitude ot
people in Bethlehem joyed over it, and be rejoiced with them, and
amidst the laughter he woke up.
And they had indeed already scattered it about among many, that they meant to destroy the inscriptions on the walls.
The knight of Chlum, in his answer to this letter,
and

priests corae

exhorted him,

first

and whatever

else

!

of

all, to

dismiss

all

these fancies for the present,

might occupy his mind, and confine his attention
simply to one object, namely, how he might best reply to the articles
But, he added, " The truth, which cannot deceive, forof complaint.
bids that you should feel any solicitude about this " and he refers to
Matthew 10: 19. Then, in compliance with the invitation of IIuss,
" The picture of Christ painted
he expounds his dream, as follows
on the wall of Bethlehem chapel is the life of Christ which we are to
imitate
the immovable words of Holy Scripture, which are there inscribed, are his words which we are to follow.
The enemies of the
cross of Christ seek to destroy both in the night, because the Sun of
Righteousness has gone down to them by reason of their wicked lives
and they seek to bring both into oblivion among men. But, at the
morning dawn, when the Sun of Righteousness arises, the preachers
restore both after a more glorious manner, proclaiming that which had
been said in the ear, and was nearly forgotten, from the housetops.
And from all this will proceed great joy to Christendom. And though
the " goose " is now brought down by sickness, and may next be laid
a sacrifice on the altar,i yet will she hereafter, awaking as it were from
the sleep of this life, with Him who dwells in Heaven, laugh and hold
them in derision, who are the destroyers at once of Christ's image and
of Scripture.
Nay, even in this present life, sfie will, with God's
help, still restore those pictures and those words of Scripture to the
Huss, in his answer assures
flock and her friends with glowing zeal."
the knight of Chlum, of his agreement with this explanation, and goes
"
Though Cato tells us, that we ought not to care for
on to say
dreams, and though God's commandment settles it fast, that we ought
not to pry into the interpretation of dreams, yet I hope that the life
of Christ, which, by ray preaching in Bethlehem, has been transcribed
upon the hearts of men, and which they meant to destroy there, first,
by forbidding preaching in the chapels and in Bethlehem next, by
;

:

;

:

tearing

down Bethlehem

itself,

—

;

that this

life

of Christ will be better

number of better preachers than I am, to the
joy of the people who love the life of Christ, over which I shall, as
the Doctor of Bibrach says, rejoice when I awake, that is rise, from
As we may conjecture from Pope John's letter to the
the dead." 2
transcribed by a greater

'

\Vc have thus endeavored

to

make

out the sense of the words which were probahly badly transhited into Latin.
[The Latin words are Et auca licet in
ara posita, nunc posita infirma came tristabitur, in futuro tamen etc., and might
:

" And though the
perhaps he rendered
goose, offered upon the altar, is at present
depressed on account of the Uiyiug off iiuj
frail tiesh, yet hereafter, etc. Editor.]
:

^

Ibid. fol. 71

;

ep

44, 45,

46
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commission appointed to inquire into the affair of Huss, it probablj
had not been intended at the outset to grant him a pubHc hearing, but
they would have preferred to dispose of the matter by private management the council was to give the final decision according to the
report of the committee.
The proposition was made to Huss, that he
should submit to the decision of twelve or thirteen masters.
According to the prevailing church theory which taught that the individual
must renounce his own will, and submit to an authority without himself, it might be expected that a man would readily consent to fulfil
this duty of subordination, in respect also to matters of conviction.
But Huss, of course, with the views which he entertained of the relation of every individual to Christ, and of the rights of reason grounded in that relation, could never accept such a proposition as that;
and he submitted a protest, demanding leave to render an account of
his faith before the whole council.^
This was the point to secure which
the efforts of Iiis friends were ever most earnestly sohcited, and it was
one which he hoped, through the support of these friends among the
Bohemian knights, he should succeed in securing. He wished, as he
;

expressed it in a petition addressed to the council through the president of the committee, to have the liberty either to defend his doctrine
after the scholastic fashion before the council, or else to preach before

them.
But he did not expect that the president of that committee
would actually present his petition to the council.a When, after he
had submitted his explanations on the several articles, he was asked
whether he would defend them, he threw himself in reference to the
whole on the decision of the council but, without doubt, on the presupposition that the council would decide according to the word of
for, that he had erred in
•God, and in whatever respects he erred,
some respects he ever thought to be possible,
would point out his
So he declared, defending himself, perhaps,
error by that word.
against the reproaches of friends, who may have expressed their dissatisfaction with a submission so liable to misinterpretation.s " Behold,
I call God to witness, that no other answer seemed to me at that time
more suitable ; for, I had written it down with my own hand, that
I would defend nothing, pertinaciously, but was ready to be taught
by any man."'* He expresses it as his wish, if he should appear
before the council, that he might be allowed to have his station near
the emperor, so that he could hear and understand him well
and
also near to the knight of Chlum and his other friends, " In order
he writes
that you may hear what the Lord Jesus Christ, my
advocate, counsellor, and most gracious judge, will inspire me to speak,
and thus whether I am suffered to live, or must die, you may be true
-and well-informed witnesses, and liars may not have it to say that I
deviated in the least from the truth which I preached." s He requests
;

—

—

;

—

—

'

^

Ibid. fol. 74, I ; ep. 52.
Ibid. fol. 74, 2; ep. 54.

Chlum had

written to him : " Your
friends, especially Jesenic, are troubled
in account of the answer which you gave
^

your cell. But what has been done
cannot be altered. Ibid, fol 72, 1 ep. 47.
in

;

*
*

Ibid. fol. 72, 2
Ibid. ep. 49.

;

ep. 48.

HUSS DEMANDS A PUBLIC TRIAL.
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the knight of Chlum, to ask the emperor that he might be released
from his close confinement, so as to be at liberty to make suitable pre" Pray the emperor
he writes
that
paration for his pubUc trial.
for my sake, and for the vindication of the cause of justice and truth
to the glor_y of God and the advancement of the church, he would
take me from prison, so that I may have liberty to prepare myself for
my public hearing." ' Huss says, it was particularly urged against
him, that he had hindered the announcement of the crusade-bull
that he had continued for so long a time under the ban, and still perthat he had appealed from the pope to Christ.
sisted iu saying mass
and with joy and
This appeal, as he writes, they read out before him
a smile on his lips he acknowledged it to be his.^ When they, furthermore, declared that the opinions which he had advanced, and of which
we have already spoken, concerning the right of princes to deprive
the clergy of property which they abused, were heretical, Huss desired an opportunity of speaking on this particular point with the emHe might be indulging the erroneous idea that he could come
peror.
that he could satisfy
to an understanding with him on these points
him that he was here defending the interest of the state against the
The knights, says he, have only to represent
claims of the hierarchy.
to the emperor, that if this article should be condemned as heretical,

—

—

;

;

;

they would be obliged to condemn his acts, those of his father, Charles
IV, and of his brother, Wenceslaus, who had taken away tempoi-al
goods from the bishops.^
He wished that his writings in relation to
these points might be communicated to the emperor, all that he had
said concerning the dotation of Constantino, and on the argument to
prove tliat tithes were notliing but alms ^ and he was anxious also that
the emperor should read his answers to the 45 articles of Wicklif.^ He
would be glad to have just a single interview with .the emperor before
since he had come there 'jy his will and
he should be condemned
under the promise of a safe-conduct,^ glad if the emperor could be
induced to show pity to his own birth-right, and not suffer it to be invaded with impunity by a malignant foe, (by which he may have
meant Paletz or Michael de Causis). In another letter he expresses
the same wish, that, in case he obtained a public hearing, the emperor
would not suffer him to be remanded to prison, but allow him liberty
to consult with his fi-icnds, and say something to the emperor which
might be of benefit to Christendom, and to the emperor himself.'' But
it must be evident that these hopes and wishes rested on a slender
foundation, when we fairly consider the emperor's relation to the
church.
And Huss himself, too, sometimes perceived, no doubt, that
after what had transpired he had nothing to expect from the emperor
in relation to these matters; for he thus writes, in one of his letters, "I
am surprised that the emperor has forgotten me, and that he does not
;

;

Ibid. fol. 74, 2
* Ibid. fol.
73, 1
' Ibid. fol. 74,
2
'

*

;

ep. 53.

;

ep. 49.

;

ep. 54.

See above, the documeut cited on

point.
* Ibid.

' Sub sua promissione, ut salvus ad Bohemiara redirem ibid. ep. 54, fol'. 75, 1
a proof how far men were from suppo.sing
at that time that the emperors instrument

—

;

this

was a mere passport.
fol. 74, 1

;

ep, 51.

'

Ibid. fol. 73,

1

;

ep. 49.
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speak a word for me and, perhaps, I shall be condemned before I
can have a word with him. Let him look to it himself whether this i§ to
his honor."
In the midst of his own trials, Huss was still tenderljf
dive to the interests of his friends.
He besought the knight of Chlum
CO use his influence with the Bohemian knights to bring it about, that
a citation to the adherents of Huss, which had been issued at the instigation of Paletz. should be revoked.
He expressed the solicitude
which he felt for his friends in Constance, particularly for the master
of Reinstein fearing that, by their too free language, they might bring
themselves into difficulty.
Reinstein should be cautious, he wrote to
his friends
for those whom he considered to be his friends were more
probably spies.
He had heard it remarked by the commission, that
John Cardinalis wanted to defame the pope and the cardinals, by insinuating that they were all guilty of simony.
It would be his advice
that he should keep himself as closely as possible attached to the emperor's court, lest they might get possession of his person as they
had done of himself.i To the knight of Chlum he wrote, entreating
him not to be disheartened at the great expenses which he was obliged
" If God delivers the goose from her conto incur at Constance.
finement, rely upon it, that you shall never have cause to regret the
expense you have been at." ^ In his confinement, Huss composed
several small treatises of doctrine and ethics
either for immediate
practical use, as the little tracts which he wrote at the request of his
keepers for their special benefit, and that of others in like circumstances 3 or, for the purpose of testifying his faith in opposition to prevailing suspicions
on the
his short tracts on the Ten Commandments
Lord's Prayer
on mortal sin on marriage ; on the knowledge and
love of God
on the seven mortal sins on penance on the sacrament
of the body and blood of Christ.^ In all his writings, Huss was accustomed to make great use of the church fathers, and displays extensive
The writings just mentioned abound in this sort
reading in that field.
i>f learning, and yet he was totally in want of books.
At first he had
and was obliged to ask his friends to procure him
not even a Bible
one."
He says, indeed, that he had brought with him the Sentences
but he could not have taken them with
of the Lombard and a Bible
him into his prison.^ Yet his citations from these books are so minutethat we can hardly suppose Huss depended wholly upon
l,' correct,
It is probable, therefore, that he always had by him a
his memory.
;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

made in the time of his earlier studies. In his
Ten Commandments, we may notice as one thing

collection of excerpts,
(

xposition of the

erving to mark the peculiarity of his theological point of view, that
he applied the command to keep holy the Sabbath-day, literally to
Worthy of notice, too, is his spiritual conception of hoUness,
•Sunday.
which he represents as consisting in the perfect knowledge of the Triane God and of Christ as man, from which knowledge proceeds love;
'

Ibid, fol, 75,

1

^

Ibid. fol. 74,

1

^

He

have

;

ep. 54.

;

ep. 51.

his tracts

Cliristl, de Matriinonio, copio.d by Petei
of Mhidenowic.

Chlum

to

*

Hiid

t'ul

fol.

de Mandatis, de corpore

*

Ibd.

fol.

74

requests the Kiii^'ht of

;

6 Ibid. fol. 64,

29,

2—44,

ep. 52

2

;

and

ep. 37.

1.

53.

HUSS COMPOSES TRACTS
whence the saints love God supremely
and from knowledge, love, and joy,

;
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and from love proceeds joy
j)roceeds perfect

;

satisfaction.^

As the four principal mysteries of the Christian faith he designates
the mystery of the trinity ; the
in his tract on the Lord's sai^per
doctrine of divine foreknowledge and predestination, (whence it is
:

evident what importance was attached by Huss to the doctrine of abthe doctrine of the incarnation of the divine
Word the doctrine of the body and blood of Christ in the holy su[)per.2
solute predestination)

;

;

The devout remembrance of

the sufferings of Christ constitutes, ac-

cording to the view which he here expresses, the spiritual participaHe declares it to be sufficient for the faith
tion of the Lord's supper.
of the simple, to believe that the true body and the true blood of
the body in which he was born, in
Christ are in the holy supper
He
which he suffered, rose from the dead, and ascended to heaven.
expressly testifies here his belief in transubstantiation, which term he
He asserts that, from the beginning, he had taught in hia
employs.

—

He
sermons the transformation of the bread, and never the opj)Osite.
compares the perversion of his language by his enemies with the perOnly the crass expresversion of Christ's words by the Pharisees.
sions relating to certain sensuous affections to which the body of Christ
was supposed to be subject in the Lord's supper, he rejects declaring
that all such affections related only to the species of the bread and
wine,
where the doctrine de accidentibus sine subjecto evidently lay
that doctrine which, as we have seen, Wicklif, from his
at bottom
own particular theological and philosophical position, condemned with
It is to be remarked that Huss considers the
pecuhar abhorrence.
passage in John vi, as also referring to the outward participation of the
Lord's supper ; on the ground of which interpretation the Hussites
afterwards restored, as the ancient church had instituted, the commuLike Matthias of Janow, Huss, too, encouraged the
nion of infants.
and he
frequent participation of the Lord's supper among the laity
found occasion to complain that even the rule prescribing the act of
communion once a year was not observed that many received the
He
Lord's supper only at the last extremity, and several not at all.
" How shall these people be ready to die for Christ,
says of such
who have no pleasure in the food which is best for them, and which
has been provided for them by infinite grace and love, to enable them
"
to overcome all evil ?
Meantime, after Huss had left Prague, another controversy arose,
by occasion of which the antagonism to the dominant church could not
;

—

—

;

;

:

more decidedly expressed. This controversy related to
Huss had never as yet made a subject of particular inquiry.
After his own removal, the most important theologian of his
party was his friend Jacob of Misa, or Mies, a parish priest attached
to the church of St. Michaels, commonly called, on account of his diThis person came out openly in opposiminutive stature, Jacobellus.

fail to

be

still

a point which

1 Et cognitioneiu, dilectionem et gaudiura conseciuitur qtiietatio.
2Ibid. fol.38, 2.

Ibid. tbl.

31,1.

.
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cup from the

tion to the withholding of the

laitj

;

and insisted

that, bji

thp institution, the holy supper in both forms should be extended to the
laity also. It was for a long time currently reported that a certain Peter, originally from Dresden, who had been driven, as an adherent tc

Waldensian doctrines, from his native country and come to Prague,
was the original means of leading Jacobellus to introduce this point

among the matters requiring reform. This story is, in itself, exIf we consider that, in the writings of Matthias
tremely improbable.
of Janow, the necessity to the laity of a complete participation of the
Lord's supper is assumed and if we consider the great influence Matthias had on the whole movement, we shall find it impossible to beHeve
that a man who might be a personal disciple of Matthias of Janow,'
who at any rate must have been, in spirit and bent, one of his disciple?.,
that such a man could need the influence of an unknown Waldensian
to direct his attention to a subject which had already been deemed of
In contemporaneous writings
so much importance by his own master.
in the connot a word is to be found concerning this Peter of Dresden
and yet it
troversial tracts on this subject no mention is made of him
would from the first have been hailed as a very welcome fact, by the
defenders of the -withdrawal of the cup, if they had the least reason
whatever to trace the first attacks of this practice to the influence of a
man who belonged to a sect so decried. This story is found for the
first time in writings of opponents to the Hussite party some score of
Whether such a person as Peter of Dresden ever existed
years later.2
or not, his history at all events lies altogether in the dark, and we have
but it does not admit of a question that
nothing to do with him here
the influence proceeded from Matthias of Janow by which Jacobellus
was led, first in disputations, to come out openly, somewhere near the
His arguclose of the year 1414, against the withholding of the cup.
ments convinced many ; and he began to reduce his theory to practice
as a parish priest, and to distribute the holy supper once more, in both
forms, to the laity. Among the adherents of Huss, a controversy arose
for the more practical bent of his disposition had always
on this point
His opinion was now rekept him from entering into this question-.
quested. The principle on which he uniformly went, of deciding every
question by the law of Christ as laid down in Holy Writ, \kould soon
bring him to a decision of this question after his attention had once
been directed to it, and also to a declara»tion of his views ; nor did he
hesitate to declare them openly, though he could not but foresee that,
by so doing he would probably injure his own cause. 3 Even before
his imprisonment, Huss had composed a small tract on the question then
also

;

;

;

;

;

—

* As
remarks,
Palacky, p. 332 note
a year before the death of
Matthias of Janow, in the year 1393, was
a Bachelor in Prague University.
* Thus it occurs in Aeneas Sylvius Hist,
'

Jacobellus,

Bohemia, cap. 35, pag. 52.
^ So already, among the articles of complaint set forth by Michael de Causis, one
was, that at Prague he had preached to

the people that the Lord's Supper should
be received in both the forms. Tiie fact,
indeed, brought forward to prove this,
could prove nothing of the sort. It waa
that his disciples in Prague distributed the
elements thus
Patet iste articulus, quia
jam in Praga sui discipuli ministrant illud
sub utraque specie. Hist. Hussi, opp. I,
:

fol. 6, 1.

HUSS AND THE FLIGHT OF JOHN XXIII.

80S

and from tlio collected declarations of the New Testament
and of the ancient church teachers he came to the conclusion that, although both the body and blood of Christ were present under each form,
yet, because Christ would not without special reasons have directed that
each kind should be taken separately^ it was permitted and would be
profitable to the laity, to take the blood of Christ under the form of the
in dispute

;

wme
Meantime, on the 21st of March, occurred that event of which we
have already spoken, the flight of Pope John, the immediate instrument by whom Huss had been deprived of his liberty. This event led
to an important change in the situation of the prisoner. Huss perceived
from what transpired immediately about him, that something of this sort

had occurred. He managed to get information of the movements produced by this event in the council. He ascribed them all to one cause,
that men were attempting to effect an innovation in the kingdom of God
he writes
is disby measures of human policy. "The council
The reason
turbed on account of the flight of the pope, as I believe.

—

—

I have learned that, in whatever we undertake, God should
this
a lesson which they have not
ever be placed before human reason
The pope sent for all his officers and servants to meet him
learned." 2
In consequence of this, Huss was deserted by his
at Schaffhausen.
keepers.
No one was left to provide for his daily wants. He was deHe was in constant fear lest the
prived of the means of subsistence.
marshal of the pope's court, who was intending to follow his master,
would secretly take him away with himself. Late in the evening of
Palm Sunday, March 24:th, he communicated his fears to the knight
of Chlum, and begged him, in conjunction with the Bohemian knights,
to take measures to prevent this by requesting the emperor either to
send him new keepers, or to set him at liberty, lestr he might be to him
The Bohemian knights, who,
the occasion both of sin and of shame.3
previous to these events had never ceased pressing the emperor to set
Huss at liberty, sought to take advantage also of the present juncture.'*
But the advocates of the hierarchical system exerted themselves to defeat this purpose ; and after consultation with the council, the emperor
delivered Huss over to the surveillance of the bishop of Constance, who
at four o'clock the next morning had him removed, in chains, to the casis

:

—

Licet et expedit laicis fidelibus sumere

'

sanguinem Christi sub specie

vini.

Nam

sanguis Christi sit sub utraque specie sacramentali, tamen Christus
non sine ratione nee gratis instituit utrumlicet

que

corpus

et

modum sacramentalem suis
magnum profectum. De

sed ad

Christi, opp.

i; fol.

fidelibus,

sanguine

43, 2.

Ratio, quia didici, quod omnibus in
factis peragendis sive peractis debet prae*

poni deus humanae rationi.
1

Ibid. fol. 75,

ep. 55.

;

'

em

Ne habeat et peccatum et confusionde me. Ibid. ep. 56.

A letter written from Constance by
one of the zealous followers of the dorai*

—

nant church
a portion of which has been
cited from the manuscript by Palacky
shows that the hierarchical party did at
the beginning undoubtedly fear that these
circumstances might be taken advantage
of to set Huss at liberty. The words are
as follows
De Hus fuit periculum, no
eriperetur de carceribus ordinis Praedicatorum. situati ultra muros civitatis, (juia

—

:

custodes

jam

erant pauci et remissi

;

sed

ex diligentia facta et clamore zelatorum
ex decreto concilii, praesentatus esJ
ad quoddam castrum et ad carceres dorai-

fidei,

ni episcopi Constantiensis.
1, p.

339, note 448.

Palacky, III
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In the castle of Gottleben the situation of Huss was
of Gottleben.i
His prison was a tower. In the daychanged much for the worse.
at night,
time he was chained, yet so as to be able to move about
Here he no
on his bed, he was chained by the hand to a post.
longer experienced that mild treatment from his keepers, which mitigated the severity of his former imprisonment. His friends were not
tie

;

New attacks of disease, violent headaches, heallowed to visit him.
morrhage, colic, followed in consequence of this severe confinement.
" These are
Speaking of this in one of his later letters, he says
punishments brought on me by my sins, and proofs of God's love to me." 2
In the midst of these severe trials he wrote, shortly before Easter, which
in this year fell on the 31st of March, to his Bohemian friends at Con" May the God of mercy keep and confirm you in his grace
stance
and give you constancy in Constance ; ^ for if we are constant we shall
" Now for the first time
witness God's protection over us."
he
writes
I learn rightly to understand the Psalter, rightly to pray,
and rightly to represent to myself the sufferings of Christ and of the
martyrs. For Isaiah says (28: 19), When brought into straits, we
or, What does he know who has never struggled
learn to hear
;
with temptation ? Rejoice, all of you who are together in the Lord
greet one another, and seasonably prepare yourselves to partake woi*thily, before the passover, of the Lord's body ; of which privilege, so
far as it regards the sacramental participation, I am for the present
deprived, and so shall continue to be as long as it is God's will.
Nor
ought I to wonder at this, when the apostles of Christ and many other
saints, in prisons and deserts, have in like manner been deprived of the
same.
I am well, as I hope in Jesus Christ, and shall find myself still
better after death, if I keep the commandments of God to the end."^
Since the council no longer recognized as pope Balthazar Cossa, the
committee nominated under his administration had no further authority
to examine into the aifair of Huss, and it was necessary to appoint a
new one. This was done on the 6th of April, 1415, and the new commissioners were Cardinal d'Ailly, Cardinal St. Marci, the bishop of
Meantime the cause of
Dola, and the abbot of the Cistercian order.
Huss assumed a worse aspect on account of the distribution of the sacrament under both forms, which now commenced in Prague. This gave
rise to the most injurious reports, and the whole blame had to fall upon
Huss. The bishop John of Leitomysl, had made great use of these rumors to confirm the prejudice against Huss, in his report to the council
had stated that the blood of Christ was carried about by the laity in
Upon this,
flasks, and that they gave the communion to each other.
the Bohemian knights present at Constance handed in to the council,
on the 13th of May, a paper complaining in the most violent language
that, contrary to all justice and in violation of the emperor's word Huss,
:

:

—

—

—

;

—

• When
Huss in the letter cited says
the bishop of Constance wrote him, that

he would have nothing to do with him,
either this must have occurred before the
agreement entered into with the emperor,
or the bishop must have been seeking to

conceal

tlie

purpose which he had in view,

ep 37.
Ii ^ol. 69, 2
play 011 words: Det vobis const autiam in Constantia.
* Ibid. fol. 73
ep. 50.
*

Opp-

^

A

;

;
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without being heard, though lie had ever declat-eil himself ready to answer to the charge of heresy, had been harshly shut up in prison,
where he was compelled to lie in fetters and supplied with the most
wretched fare, where he had to suffer from hunger and thirst, and it
was to be feared must in consequence of this harsh treatment become
They complained, at the same time, of the calumdisordered in mind.
nious charges set afloat against the Bohemians to the dishonor of their

made by bishop John of
was fixed upon as the time for acting
on which occasion bishop John of Leitoraysl defended
on this matter
himself against this accusation, and endeavored to prove that he was
right in proceeding as he had done against the propagators of the erThe Bohemians did not
roneous doctrines of Wicklif in Bohemia.
suffer the remarks of the bishop to go unanswered, and once more
urged it upon the council and the empei-or that a free hearing should
Finally they succeeded in obtaining the promise
be granted to Huss.
that Huss should be transferred to another prison in Constance, and that
nation, alluding particularly to the statements

Leitoraysl.

The 16th

of

May

;

he should be allowed to speak for himself before the council on the 5th
of June.
The knight of Chlum announced the decree of the council
" This is to
to his fi'iend on the day it was passed, the 18th of May.
inform you
he wrote
that the emperor with the deputies of all the
nations of the council was this day assembled, that he spoke with them
about your affairs, and in particular about granting you a hearing
and they at last declared themselves of one mind that you should obtain a public hearing
your friends moreover urged that you ought to
be in a more pleasant situation, so as to be able to collect and refresh
yourself."
He then adds, with reference to the impending trial
" Therefore for God's sake, and for the sake of your own salvation,
and for the advancement of the truth, may you never be led to swerve
from that truth by any fear of losing this poor life. For it is only to
promote your own true good that God has visited you with this trial."
He then calls upon him, on account of the excitement which the controversy on the withdrawal of the cup had created in Bohemia, to express his opinion with regard to that matter on the same sheet, so that
in due time what he had written might be shown to his friends in Bohemia.
There was a difference among them on this point, and they
had agreed to submit the whole to his decision. Huss replied " As it

—

—

;

:

:

regards collecting myself, I know not for what purpose I am to collect
myself, nor what other condition of mind I should be in
for I know
not to what end the hearing is to be granted me."
Doubtless he had
his misgivings whether he should obtain, after all, the free hearing
which lie demanded such a hearing as would allow him to express his
views before the council in a sermon, or to defend himself, in the way
of disputation, against the several charges,
liberties which he had
applied for in a petition. It was only in such case that he could need,
" I hope
beforeliand, any special collection of mind.
says he
by
the grace of God, that I shall jiever swerve from the truth of which I
have obtained the knowledge."
The impending decision of his fate bv
the trial before the council could not induce him to express himself
29*
;

;

—

—

—
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otherwise than he had already done on the question respectmg the
withdrawal of the cup.
He referred to the paper he had before drawn
" I know of nothing else to say, than that the gospela
up, and added
and the epistles of Paul speak decidedly for the distribution of the
:

Lord's supper under both the forms, and that it was so held in the
If it can be done, endeavor to bring it about, that
the administration of the cup should be granted by a bull, at least to
those who require it from motives of devotion, regard being had to
circumstances."
It was not until the beginning of the month of June, that Huss was
liberated from his oppressive dungeon at Gottleben, where directly
afterwards his place was taken by that Balthazar Cossa, who had first
deprived him of his liberty.
He was next conveyed to Constance, and
a prison assigned to him in a Franciscan convent.
Here the council
assembled on the 5 th of June to investigate his affair, and to hear the
man himself, according as it had been promised him. Before Huss
was produced, the proceedings were commenced by listening *to the
articles extracted by his adversaries from his writings
and they were
upon the point of making a beginning with the condemnation of these
articles.
But Peter of Mladenowic, secretary to the knight of Chlura,
a man enthusiastically devoted to Huss, hastened to give information
of it to the knight his master, and to Wenceslaus of Duba.
They
speedily reported the case to the Emperor, who at once sent the Palsgrave Louis and the Burgrave Frederic of Nuremberg to the council,
directing them to tell the prelates, that before the appearance of Huss
they should not take a step in his affair, and that they should in the
first place lay all the erroneous articles which they found reason to
charge against him before the emperor, who would take pains to have
them carefully and minutely examined by pious and learned men.
The two knights presented to the council the writings, from which the
erroneous articles imputed to Huss were said to have been extracted,
that the prelates might have it in their power to satisfy themselves
whether those articles were really contained, as expressed in the charges,
requiring, hovvever, that the same should be returned
in his writings
again into their hands, lest, perchance, it might be deemed right to
destroy them as heretical.
In fact, it was afterwards reported in many
quarters that they were burned.2
When Huss appeared before the
council, these writings were placed before him, and he was asked
whether he acknowledged them to be his.
He said yes and declared
himself ready to retract every expression in them in which it could be
Huss
single article was then read.
shown that he was in error.
began to defend it, cited many passages from scripture, and referred to
but they exclaimed that all this was noththe doctrine of the church
Whenever he began to speak he was interrupted,
ing to the point.
savage outcry rose against him
and not allowed to utter a syllable.
primitive church.

>

;

;

;

A

;

A

0pp. I, fol. 72, 1 ep. 47 et 48.
So Huss himself praises his friends
Bene fiicfor having made this condition
turn est, quod postulaverunt, ut eis liber
'

;

'

:

meus

restitueretur.

Nam

aliqui

cl.ama-

bant: Comburatur, et praesertim Micliael
de Causis, quera audivi. Ibid. fol. 69, 1
ep. 36.
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on all sides.
At length, when Huss saw that it was of no use, that he
could not be heard, he determined to remain silent.
This silence was
now interpreted as a confession that he was convicted. Finally, it
grew to be too bad the moderate men in the assembly could stand it
;

no longer, and as

it

was impossible

best to dissolve the assembly

to

it was
thought
June having been fixed upon

restore order,

the 7th of

;

when Huss should have his second hearing. On the 6th
June Huss wrote to his friends " To-morrow, at noon, I am to
answer first, whether any one of the articles extracted from my writings is erroneous, and whether I will pledge myself to abjure it, and
as the time

of

:

;

henceforth teach the contrary
secondly, whether I will confess that I
have preached those articles which it shall be proved on good testimony
thirdly, whether I will abjure these.
that I have preached
May God
in his mercy so order it, that the emperor may be present to hear the
words that my gracious Saviour shall be pleased to put in my mouth."
He wished to have the privilege of stating his answers in writing. Had
" I, John,
this been allowed, he would have expressed himself thus
servant of Christ, will not declare that all of the articles extracted
from my writings are false, lest I condemn the declarations of holy
:

:

:

teachers, and particularly of St. Augustine.
confess that I have asserted,

Secondly, I will not
preached and believed the articles of

which I am accused by false witnesses. Thirdly, I will not abjure,
by so doing, I subject myself to the guilt of perjury."
On the
7th of June then, at one o'clock, Huss appeared for the second time
On this occasion, the emperor Sigismund was prebefore the council.
sent, as Huss had ever desired that he should be
and owing to the
hearty sympathy they took in the cause of Huss, the proceedings were
also attended by the two above mentioned Bohemian knights, and
The first accusation, confirmed by many witPeter of Mladenowic.
i

lest

;

nesses was, that Huss denied the doctrine of transubstantiation.
This
Cardinal d'Ailly,
he could declare with truth, to be a false charge.

however, who was a zealous nominalist, engaged in an argument to
show that Huss ought, according to his principles, to deny that doctrine ; for as he held to the objective reality of general conceptions,^
and therefore also to the paneitas a parte rei, he could not suppose an
But Huss would not allow
annihilation of the same in any one case.
that there was any force whatever in this reasoning, for he was of the
opinion, that though the general conception might no longer be really
present in a particular substance, still it did not cease on that account
to retain its reality in itself, and to be actualized in other particular

Out of this grew a violent dispute, in Avhich several
Englishmen took part, as zealous opponents of the doctrines of WickIt was insinuated that the phraseology of Huss was suspicious.
lif.
substances.^

' Ibid. fol. 65,
2 ep. 27.
* Hubs himself explained this in the
§ense that general conceptions were the
Dixi
original forms, first created by God
de essentia coramuni creata, quae est priesse crcatum commuuicatum singu;

.

mum
lis

creaturis.

Ibid, fol 62, 2

;

ep. 15.

^

hoc

His words
sin<;ulari

Desinit quidem esse in
pane materiali, stante tali
cum ille tunc muta<
:

transsuhstantiatione,

tur, vel transit in corpus Christi, vel transsul)stantiatur, sed nihilominus iu aliis sin-

gularibus subjectatur.

Ibid.

fol. 12. 2.
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It was said t'lat lilce Wicklif, he was seeking to deceive by his language
Whatever he tauglit 'must be heresy. The same wild outcries commenced which had interrupted the first hearing. Bat the emperor,
who was present, commanded silence and during the stillness which
succeeded, Huss took the opportunity to exclaim with a loud voice so
" I should have expected to find more sobriety,
that all could hear
order and decency prevailing in such an assembly," Said the president
of the council, the cardinal archbishop Jean de Brogny of Ostia ad;

:

dressing Huss,

"At

thy

the castle, thou showedst thyself more,
" Neither was there there any such outcry."
Still one of the Englishmen had the justice and good sense to
declare, " that it was better to drop these Avranglings about realism
and nominalism, since they did not belong to the place, these disputes
having nothing to do with the faith
and the word of Huss ought to
be believed, when he said that he acknowledged transubstantiation."^
Huss moreover perceived what had given occasion to the perversion of
his language by his opponents regarding the doctrine of transubstantiation, when following the words of Christ he simply spoke of the fact,
that Christ himself is the soul's true bread. 3
The dispute on the doctrine of transubstantiation having come to an end. Cardinal Francis
Zabarella took up the word and said to Huss, " Thou knowest, master
Huss, that by the mouth of two or three witnesses every word should
but now as thou seest thou hast against thee the testibe established
mony of twenty men or thereabouts, men who ought to be believed, and
of the highest consideration, some of whom have themselves heard
thee teach, while others testify to what they have heard and to the

humble."

Huss

trial in

replied

:

I

'

;

;

'
On comparing the Historia Hussi and
the several statements in the letters of
Huss, regarding his trials, there is some
difficulty in determining whether this occurred on his first or his second hearing,
For, we can hardly suppose that what
Huss here says, and what the president
of tlie council replies to him, occurred
twice. But the account of the eye-witness
in the Historia Hussi, who makes no m»ntion of it at all, leaves no room for us to
suppose, that the above declaration of
Huss was made at the first hearing for
bore it is said expressly that Huss at length
remained silent. And, in the letter of
Huss, (ep. 15; fol. 62, 2) where everything
is exactly related, and in all probability
iramediately after the hearing, what is said
of the dispute concerning the doctrine of
transubstantiation, can have occurred, as is
evident from comparing the Hist. H., only
-during the second hearing. But this is so
nearly connected with the narrative of
what Huss said, and what the president
replied, that we cannot but regard it as a
very arbitrary procedure, to separate the
two remarks as to the time when they were
made, and place one in the first, and the
other in the second hearing, as has been
ilone by V. d. Hardt, (IV, pag. 307).
It
;

singular that the

is

same thing should be

done also by Palacky, who is generally so
exact, unless he found reason for so doing
in the original record of Mladenowio, and
in the

Bohemian

ters of Huss,

To

about.

original text of the let-

which we can know nothing

be sure, Huss, in his letter in

collection, (p. 22), remarks that
first hearing.
But
necessarily correct this statement,
to avoid a contradiction which would otherwise occur in the letters of Huss himself,
by the earlier and more exact account for
this last letter was written on the 26th of

Mikowec's

took place at the

this

we must

;

June.
* The words of
Quorsum haee de

tio,

quae ad fidem

:

1

Ipse, qua:;-

audio, recte sentit de sacramento al

turn
taris.
*

the Englishman arc
universalibus dispuia-

nihil facit

Opp

I, fol.

12, 2.

Huss himself says

at his trial:

Caete-

rum hoc se fateri, cum archiepiscopus Pragensis omnino prohibuisset uti illo termino panis, tune se hoc edictum episcopi
non potuisse probare, quia Christus ipse
VI, cap. Joann. undecies se nominavepanem angelorum, qui de coelo descon
mundo vitam daret. sed da
pane materiali se nunquam dixisse. Ibid

in

rit

disset, ut toti
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And

all furnish the strongest grounds of evidence for
"We must therefore believe them.
I see not how
thou canst still maintain thy cause against so many distinguished men."
To this Huss replied " But I call God and my conscience to witness

report.

their statements.

:

it never entered my mind so to
teach as these persons have the hardihood to say that I have, testifyng against me what they never heard. Were there a great many
more still, I esteem the testimony of my God and of my conscience,
higher than the judgments of all my adversaries, about v/hich I do not
trouble myself."
The cardinal answered i " We cannot judge by
thy conscience, but must be content with the very firm and confident
testimony of these men.
For not from any hatred or enmity to thee,
as thou affirmest, do they offer this testimony, but they give such reasons as betray no sign of hatred, and leave us no room to doubt." ^
So strongly biassed is the cardinal, that he cannot or will not see the
trace of a spiteful distortion of the words of Huss, even in Paletz, but
believes that Huss wrongs him altogether, and that if Paletz had
altered the words of Huss, he had altered them into a still milder
sense than they had in their original connection.
Besides, he felt particularly annoyed that Huss should presume to cast suspicion on Chancellor Gerson, than whom a more excellent man was not to be found in
The next accusation was that Huss had obstinately
all Christendom.

that I have not so

taught, and that

:

defended the heretical doctrines of Wicklif.
Huss replied, that he
had taught neither the errors of Wicklif, nor those of any other man.
If Wickhf had taught errors in England, this was the concern of the
But his resistance to the condemnation of the forty-five arEnglish.
ticles of Wicklif was adduced in proof of the charge that he defended his doctrines, to which he repHed
The form in which those arunconditionally condemned wag one to wliich his
ticles were all
conscience would not permit him to assent
but in particular he could
not consent to the condemnation of the article, that Constantino had
erred in making that dotation, and Sylvester in accepting it.
The article and also the proposition of which we have spoken on a former
page, that a priest chargeable with mortal sin, could not baptize nor
consecrate the Lord's supper, he modified by saying that such an
one did it in an unworthy manner, and was but an unworthy minister of the
sacraments and in spite of all the contradictions of his opponents, he
asserted that in no other sense was the article to be found in his writand he proved this against Paletz to ocular inspection by comings
paring the propositions ascribed to him with his book which was proFurthermore he frankly acknowledged that he had not dared
duced.
to agree in condemning the article which affirmed that tithes were to
be considered as alms. Cardinal Zabarella now argued to refute him.
He said that " it belonged to the nature of an ahns that it should be
but the paying of tithes waa
given voluntarily, and not by obligation
:

;

;

;

;

[According to the mar<j:inal note in the
Historia Joann. HuS fol. 13, 1, and perhaps also aecordinir to the words them'

selves, the cardinal here,

and

in

what

fol-

lows, is not ZiiliarcUa the C;ndiiiaIio Florentinus, luit Peter d' Ailly tlic Ciirdinalis
Cameraconsis. Kd.]
*

Ihid.fol. 13.

1.
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founded on an obHgation.
Zabarella \^ cnt on the principles of ecclesiastical law ; but Huss proceeded only on ethical principles
hence he
could not admit the premises in Zarabella's argument, for he maintained
that alms-giving too was a matter of moral obligation. Men were bound,
on pain of damnation, to observe those six works of mercj which Christ
mentions in Matt. 25: 35, 36 ; and yet these are alms.
It was a part
of the scholastic sophistry of those times, for parties to engage in dispute without taking any pains first to settle with each other the different meaning of terms.
Next an English archbishop displayed the sub;

by the following argument against Huss From this
would follow that the poor, who cannot give alms for want of means,
must be damned. Huss replied That he spoke only of those that had
the means.
And he went on to assert that the tenths had, in the beginning, been an entirely voluntary thing
and were not made obligatory until a long time afterwards.
This ho proposed to show more at
large, but was not permitted.
Huss then said that, in general, all he
had ever demanded was, that proofs should be drawn from holy Scripture to justify the condemnation of the propositions of Wicklif which
were to be condemned. He entered into a full, calm, and sober actlety of his logic

:

it

:

;

count of the whole course of the disputes on the writings of Wicklif
and of his own personal concern in the matter,' until the time of his
appeal to Christ. The question was then put to him whether the pope,
then, had given him leave to break away from his own jurisdiction and
appeal to another tribunal 2 and whether it was permitted to appeal to
Christ ?
To this Huss repHed " This I openly maintain, before you all,
that there is not a more just nor a more eifectual appeal than the appeal to Christ ; for to appeal means, according to law, nothing but this
in a case of oppression, from an inferior judge to invoke the aid of a
higher one.
And now what higher judge is there than Christ ? Who
can get at the truth of a cause in a more righteous and truthful manner than he ? for he cannot be deceived, neither can he err ? Who
can more easily aiford help to the poor and oppressed ?" But this was
;

:

:

language which the council could not understand
and it was received
with laughter and scorn.
Furthermore, it was charged against him,
that to introduce his heresies among the unlearned and simple, he had
given an exaggerated account of the doings at that notorious earthquakecouncil,' and represented it as a judgment of God in favor of Wicklif; ^
;

that he

had said, as we have observed on a former page, he wished his
where Wicklif's soul was. In reply to the first, Huss said

Boul to be

'
Which acconnt we have already availed ourselves of in the preceding narrative.
' The words
Habueritne absolutionem ? These words may indeed also mean
Has been absolved by the pope ? Yet the
connection is in favor of the interpretation
which I have given in the text; so that
the question relates to an inroXvTiiiov on
the part of the pope, or of the so-called
:

ipostoli ; and this besides is altogether
eharacteristic of the positive spirit of his
judges.

' See above, page 162.
* Illico ostium ecclesiae fulmine rupturn est, ita ut adversarii Wicleff aegre
sine incommodo evaserint.
0pp. I, fol.
As such facts, especially in the
14, 1.
contests between parties, are very apt to

be represented in an exaggerated manner
in tradition according to the passions of
the particular individuals, so it is quite

possible that the stoi-y in the present case
as it was told
the Wicklitites.

was somewhat exaggerated

among
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nothing, and it may perhaps have been true
nor would it be anything
strange that one so favorably inclined to Wicklif and so biassed against
his opponents should hold such a story to be true, and look upon the
With regard to the second, Husa
whole thing as a judgment of God.
said he did not deny that, twelve years^ before the theological writings
;

of Wicklif were known in Bohemia, he had made himself familiar with
some of that writer's philosophical writings which greatly pleased him
and as he had been informed on good authority of the uprightness of
Wicklif s life, so he had let fall the words " I hope John Wicklif is in
,

:

heaven.

But although

I

did entertain

the fear that he

might be

damned, yet I could still express the hope that my soul might be
where the soul of Wicklif was."
Again, these words of Huss, uttered
with his peculiar conscientiousness, and in entire consistency with his
views of the doctrines of absolute predestination and subjective justification, were received with derision.
It was objected to him, again,
that he had invited the people by the posting up of public notices, to
resort to the sword against their adversaries. But he could appeal to it
as a fact, that he had spoken in his sermons only of spiritual weapons
and, aware of the disposition among some to pervert his words, had
taken special pains to point out that he was not speaking of a fleshly
:

but of the spiritual sword.
He was, moreover, accused of having fomented schism in Bohemia between the spiritual and the secular power,
and caused the expulsion of the Germans from the university of Prague.
He vindicated himself from this charge, by giving the true account of
the whole course of the affair, as we have stated it on a former page.
Paletz alleged against Huss, that not only Germans but Bohemians
were banished. But Huss could prove that this had occurred during his
absence. For as we have seen before, he certainly was not present at
Prague when those men of the theological faculty were banished.
One
thing characteristic of these disputes was the pains taken to raise suspicions against the sayings and doctrines of Huss in a political point of
view, and thus to excite against him the prejudices of the ruling powers.
So we may interpret d'Ailly when, speaking loud enough to be
heard by the emperor, he said to Huss " When you Avere first brought
before us, I heard you say^ that if you had not proposed of your own
accord to come to Constance, neither the emperor nor the king of Bohemia could have compelled you to come." Thereupon Huss said his
" If he had not been disposed to come there
language had been this
of his own accord, so many of the knights in Bohemia were his friends
that he might easily have remained at home in some safe place of concealment, so that he never could have been forced to come there by the
At this. Cardinal d'Ailly exclaimed, in an
will of those two princes.
angry tone.: "Mark the impudence of the man !" And a murmur
3f disapprobation arising, the noble knight of Chlum spoke out in con:

:

'

We

have already on a former page

it proliable, that Huss had first been
led to think favorably of Wicklif by his
intimacy with the philosophical writings
of the latter relating to the general controversy between the realists and nonii-

found

m

respect to the exact namBut
her of years Huss might easily be mistaken at such a trial.
' Which may liave probably occurred
when Huss first appeared before the pop«
nalists.

and the

cardinals.

d4o
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" Compared with other knights
firmation of what Huss had said
said he
I have but little power in Bohemia ; yet I could protect him,
for a whole year, against all the power of these two soverei<2;ns.
How
much more could be done by others, who are more powerful than I,
and hold the stronger castles " After these words of the knight,
d'Ailly was not disposed to go any farther into this matter, but said to

—

:

!

Huss

" I advise you

to submit, according to your promise while in
sentence of the council.
By so doing you will provide
best both for your welfare and your honor."
Taking up the remark of
d'Ailly, the emperor said
Though it was reported that Huss had
not received his safe-conduct from the emperor till fourteen days after
his imprisonment,^ the emperor could prove, by the testimony of many
princes and persons of rank, that he had received the safe-conduct before leaving Prague, from the hands of the knights Wenceslaus of Duba
and John of Chlum,^ and full liberty was secured to him of defending
himself and giving an account of his faith before the council
and this
promise had been well fulfilled by the prelates, for which the emperor
had all reason to thank them
although many said the emperor did
wrong in granting protection to a man who was a heretic, or suspected
of heresy. The emperor, therefore, Avould now give Huss the same advice with Cardinal d'Ailly.
but
Let him defend nothing obstinately
with regard to all that was brought against him and had been confirmed
by credible witnesses, let him submit, with becoming obedience, to the
:

prison,^ to the

:

;

;

;

authority of the council.

If he did

this,

of the

the emperor would see to

own sake and for the sake of his
whole Bohemian empire, he should be

that, for his

it

brother Wenceslaus and
dealt with

by

the council

with a slight penance and satisfaction ;
if not, the leaders of the council would know what they had to do with
him the emperor would never undertake to protect his errors he
would sooner prepare the faggots for him with this his own hands than
in

a lenient manner, and

let off

;

;

To
go on any longer with the same
" In the first place I thank your majesty for the safeconduct."
And as he was now invited and charged by the knight of
Chlum to defend himself against the" reproach of obstinacy, which had
been cast upon him, he said " I call God himself to witness that it never
entered my thoughts to defend anything obstinately, and that I came
here voluntarily and of my own accord with the purpose of changing
my opinion without any hesitation, if I should be taught better."
Huss was then placed under the care of the bishop of Riga and conducted back to his prison.
The same day Huss wrote to his friends in
Constance, respecting this examination " The Almighty God gave me
Two of the articles of complaint
today a strong and courageous heart.
against me have been abandoned.
I now hope, by the grace of God,
suffer
this

him

Huss

obstinacy as before.

to

replied

:

:

:

Without douht in reference to that
conditionally understood sulmiission; tlie
implied eonditioii. h<j\vever. Iieini:- ignored,
^
many
It appears, areonlini:] v. that
Bought to excuse tiie imjiri imment of Huss
Iiy asserting that his sale-^ondurt did not
'

till after that had taken jjlaee.
^ Wliieh, to lie sure, i.s at varianre with
the statement of Huss himself. (,-.ee aliove),
that he set out on his jo-irney iri/ln-il a
safe-eonduet.

arrive
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They cry out, nearly
Jews against our Master Christ." He says that,

that several others besides will be abandoned.
all

of them, like the

among

tlie wliole multitude of the clergy he had not a single friend exBy the father is probcept one Pole whom he knew, and the father.
ably r^ieant that remarkable secret friend of Huss, who subsequently
was so active in endeavoring to bring about a compromise between him

and the council, and of whom we shall have occasion to say mor
"
if a hearing were granted mc, in which
he wrote
I could reply to such arguments as they might bring against the artithen, believe I, would many of those
cles contained in my treatises
who cry out, be compelled to be dumb. As God in heaven wills, so let
Let all the Bohemian knights apply
Again Huss wrote
it be."i
to the emperor and council and demand that as the *>mperor and council
had promised that he should, in the next audience, be told briefly what
he had to retract,^ and might explain himself regarding it, so the emperor and council would fulfil this promise, as they might be forced to
" I will then speak out
do if held to their own words.
he writes
the truth without reserve for rather would I be consumed by the faggots, than kept so miserably concealed by them
for then all Christendom would learn what I finally said." To Chlum, whom he called his
"
most trusty patron, he wrote
May God be your rewarder. I desire
that you would not leave the council till you have seen the end."
"
much would I prefer that you should see me led to
says he

—

—

hereafter.

;

:

—

—

;

;

:

—

—

the stake, than that I should be so treacherously kept in the dark.
I
still have hopes that Almighty God, through the merit of the saints,

He

may deliver me

out of their hands."

know when, on

the next morning, he should be led forth to

desired them

begged

his friends to let
trial.

him

He

he must await death in prison,
he might be endued with patience.
He lamented that he had not been
able to repay many of them for their services, and sent to request that
tkey would be content, and excuse him on the ground of his want of
ability.
He knew not who was to repay those who had lent him money
in Bohemia, unless it were the Master Christ, on whose account they
Still he expresses the wish that some of the more
had lent it to him.
wealthy would settle up his affairs and pay his poorer creditors.
On the 8th of June, Huss was conducted to his third examination.
The articles of charge were read over in their regular order, together
Avith the answei-s which he had given to them at his private examinations in prison.
They were more particularly articles said to have been
extracted from his book De Ecclesia.
With regard to some of them
all to

pray for him that

if

Huss acknowledged that the assertions imputed to him were his, and
added a few words, either to establish them, or to guard them against
but with regard to the majority of them, he did
misapprehension
nothing of the sort, being confident of proving either that they were
not contained in his writings, or that they were altered by being rent
from their connection or purposely misconstrued.
We may notice
;

'

0pp.

I, fol.

69, 2

;

ep. 36.

* We should from these words of Huss
complete, therefore, the account of what

VOL. V.

occurred in this second hearing, and seems
to have been left out in the report of Mia
denowic.
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in particular the fifth article, relative to his doctrine concerning tht
church, which we have already explained, and which stood closely
connected with his doctrine of predestination.
He was reported to
say, that dignity, choice of man, visible signs, made no one a member
of the church.
Huss while in prison had acknowledged this assertion
to be one contained in his book
and in confirmation of its truth had
added
All depends here on defining what is meant by being in the
church and a member of the church
and this depends on predestination.
Predestination. was the divine counsel, whereby grace was pre-'
;

:

;

men in this life, and glory in the future
human choice, visible signs, did nothing of

pared for

life.

of rank,

this kind.

Distinctions
.

Judas

Iscariot, notwithstanding

he was chosen by Christ, notwithstanding
the temporal gifts of grace which he received, and notwithstanding the
opinion which the multitude had of him, was no true disciple of Christ,
but a wolf in sheep's-clothing.
His assertion that no " praescitus "

was a member of the church, he proved by many authorities from Ber" If he who is
Furthermore, the tenth article

nard and Augustin.

:

called the vicar of Christ copies after his life, he is his vicar ; but, if
he takes the opposite course, he is a messenger of Antichrist, stands
in contradiction with Peter and Christ, and is a vicar of Judas Isca-

Huss confirmed this proposition, citing it as it really stood in
books, and in confirming it, referred to a passage from Bernard's
work De Consideratione. When this was read, the prelates looked at

riot."
his

each other, shook their heads, and laughed.
The twelfth article was
that the papal dignity took its origin from the Roman emperors.
Huss

added

in confirmation of this, that the

Emperor Constantine conferred
on the bishop of Rome, and it was afterwards confirmed by
the other emperors
that, as the emperor was the first among princes,
the pope was the first among bishops, in reference, namely, to earthly
honor and earthly goods.
Yet the papal dignity had its origin directly from Christ, so far as it regarded the spiritual dignity, and the call
this dignity

;

to the spiritual guidance of the church.
Cardinal d'Ailly, in opposing this, appealed to the sixth canon of the council of Nice, according
to the common interpretation ; and asked Huss why he had not de-

rived this rather from the decree of the council than from the emperor ?
But Huss stood firm to his assertion, that the dignity was first
derived from the gift of Constantine.
The 22nd article related to the

important principle, important in reference to ethics laid down by Augustin in opposition to Pelagianism, that in moral judgments everything depends on the intention, the intcntio oculus aninii ; hence the
opposition generally between the godUke and the ungodlike life
the state of grace where everything is determined by the same fundainental relation to the temper
the general bent of the life is one wellpleasing to God
every natural affection is ennobled, and the man
whether he eat or drink does everything to the glory of God or the
opposite temper of alienation from God, -^ the ground-tone of the life
is either love or selfishness.
Now, while Huss had, with Augustin
and Jovinian, given prominence to the unmediated antithesis alone, as
grounded in the idea or the principle, d'Ailly, on the other hand,
:

;

;

;

—
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held to the empirical view, and considered the Christian as he actually
and in opposition
appears, with the sinful element still cleaving to him
" Yet holy Scripture says we all sin ;'' and adto Huss he remarked
;

:

verting to the words, 1 John 1: 8, he said : " so then it would follow
from this, that we sin continually," To this Huss replied " Holy Scrip:

ture speaks, in such places, of remissible sins, which the moral temper
at bottom does not quite exclude from the man,' but which may perThe article was read of which we have
haps exist along with it."

already spoken on a former page, that whenever a king, pope, bishop
Huss
lay under a mortal sin, he was neither king,^ pop^? nor bishop.
had, in his answer, explained this as meaning that such a person was
But in so doing, ho
not so in a ivorthy manner, in the sight of God.
had expressly taken care not to deny the objective validity of any sacrasuch a person was only an
mental act performed by such a prelate
;

unworthy minister of the sacraments, through whom Christ Jiimself bapAt the time this was read, the emperor stood
tized and consecrated.
by a window, and by him the Palsorave Louis and the Burgrave Fredeand, after much conversation about Huss, he said
ric of Nuremberg
" There never was a more mischievous heretic."
On these words being read, which torn from their connection might be interpreted as tending to the overthrow of all civil power and order, the emperor's attention was called to them, and he caused them to be repeated. And thia
He said " Yet
too doubtless made an impression on the emperor.
:

;

:

no man living

without sin."
But Cardinal d'Ailly exclaimed indig" Did it not satisfy thee that thou soughtest by thy
nantly to Huss
writings and discourses to bring into contempt and to overthrow the
spiritual order wilt thou now seek also to push kings from their thrones ?"
is

:

;

Then a

disputation

arose between Paletz and Huss, turning on this

that in the explication of conceptions objective

an^ subjective, worthi-

ness conditioned on moral qualities, and lawfully-existing orders independent of these qualities, were not duly distinguished ; for which Husa

had really given occasion enough in the way in which he had stated the
If Huss, instead of merely holding fast to what he had
paradoxically expressed, had in his answer explained the matter with
more clearness and precision, he would thereby have guarded against
many a falsely reasoned conclusion, which proved injui-ious to his cause.
Paletz, for example, observed with regard to a case cited by Huss, that
Saul was nevertheless king, though he had heard those words of Samand David too had prevented the slaying of Saul, not on account
uel
of the holiness of Saul's life, a quality in which he was utterly deficient,
but on account of the holiness that proceeded from his anointing. And
when Huss cited a passage from Cyprian to the effect that he was falsely

distinction.

;

called a Christian
replied

:

"Mark

who

did not follow Christ in his daily walk, Paletz

man, who quotes what has no-

the simplicity of the

For suppose one not to be truly a Christhing to do with the subject.
tian ; is he therefore not truly a pope, bishop, or king ? for these lat'

Quae non expellunt habitum

ab homine.

Fol. 18,

I.

virtutis

*

In reference to this he appeals to

Sam. 15:

11.

1
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ter are

names of

acter.

And

oflBce, but the term Christian is a designation of characcordingly one may be truly a pope, bishop, or king
without being a true Christian." Thereupon Huss answered " Then if
John was a true pope, why have you deposed him from his office ?" Here
" The council has lately declared that John
the emperor struck in
was a true pope but on account of the crimes by which he soiled the
papal dignity, and on account of his squandering away the property of
passage being now cited which
the church, they have deposed him."
:

:

;

A

was pointed directly against the lawfulness of the condemnation of
forty-five

d'Ailly exclaimed

propositions of Wicklif, Cardinal

:

the-

" But

thou hast said thou wouldst not defend any of the propositions of Wickyet it now appears from thy writings thou hast openly defended
Huss rephed " I say the same that I said before,
his propositions."
that I will defend the errors neither of Wicklif nor of any other man.
But because it seemed contrary to my conscience to consent unconditionally to their condemnation^ where no reason was produced for it
lif;

:

and befrom Scripture, I was unwilling to join in condemning them
cause the different qualifications introduced would not suit all the difWhen the article was read which denied the neferent propositions."
cessity of a visible head to the church, where the words occurred that
Christ would guide the church better without such monsters of supreme
heads, by means of his true disciples scattered through all the W'Orld,
the prelates said " Mark, he now puts on the prophet !" In confirma" Yes, I say it, that the
tion of what he had said, Huss now added
church under the apostles was infinitely better governed than it is at
the present time. And what hinders that Christ should not better govern by his true disciples, without such monsters of supreme heads as
they now are ? And mark, we have no such supreme head at present,
and yet Christ does not cease to govern his church." This remark
Again, among the articles was one in which, in
also excited a laugh.
certain cases, the right was conceded to laymen of passing judgment
on the acts of prelates. Next came the article which accused Huss of
having said that he was going to Constance, and if for any cause whatever he should recant anything he had previously taught, he thought
he never could do it from honest conviction, because all he had taught
was in conformity with the true and sound doctrine of Christ. Huss
could only declare that all this was pure fabrication ; and doubtless he
intimated that a letter which he had written to his community at Prague
probably gave occasion to the calumny. ^ Among the articles now brought
forward against Huss, were to be found those also which originated
with Chancellor Gerson, and which had already been laid before Huss
in prison. To Gerson, Huss could not appear otherwise than as a heretic, since he refused to acknowledge the immutable and divine right of
the hierarchy, and since to him he seemed to invite the people to rebelUon against the church. He had already, in the year 1414, called
upon Conrad of Vechta to see to it that the heresies of Huss should be
;

:

:

'

Thus he complains above,

letter

had

fallen into the

that this
his ene-

hands of

mies, and that

been

falsified

many

and

statements in

distorted.

it

harf
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was

civil

still wholly entan>j;led in
magistracy seemed to him

called and bound to punish heretics like other transgressors, and so
so Gerson thought
render them harmless.
"Miracles
ought
not to be required for the confirmation of the ancient church doctrines;
the authority of councils, the utterances of all the church teachers,
were sufficient. To these common authorities every individual should
submit his private judgment.
He who hears not this voice, would not
hear though one should rise from the dead."
So he interprets Christ's
" It only remains, then
words in the parable of Lazarus.
he proceeds
to employ the secular sword against those who will not hear
the voice of the church."
Gerson's articles against Huss related to
the notion of the church, the definition of it as the community of the
elect, the denial of the necessity of a visible head, the way in which
Huss seemed to have made the dignity of the pope, the king, etc., depend on the subjective worth of the individual. In what sense Huss
intended this to be understood, Gerson does not stop to inquire. Such
propositions, Avithout further explanation, were easily liable, as we have
seen, to be interpreted as countenancing revolution
for example, the
proposition that no praescitas belonged to the church, no man who did
that whoever led a good life, after the
not follow the life of Christ
pattern of Christ, should publicly teach and preach, even though not
empowered so to do bj^ his ecclesiastical superiors
nay, even though
he were prohibited by them, or though they pronounced him under the
ban ; just as he could and must give alms ; because that calling which
is founded on a good life and knowledge was sufficient.
In reference
to the assertion that no praescitus was a true pope, bishop, king, etc.j
Gerson remarked " To maintain such an error is madness it is insurrectionary, leading to the overthrow of every, civil constitution ;
because no one knows whether he belongs to the number of the elect
or the reprobate (a doctrine in which, as we have seen, Huss agreed
Avith Gerson), and because we all oifend in many parts of our duty.
All government would be an unsettled, uncertain thing, were it made to
depend on the fact that he who exercised it belonged among the elect
and had attained to the position of Christian love. And Peter must
have been wrong in enjoining it on servants to be obedient even to bad
masters.
The university of Paris, in their declaration drawn up by
Gerson, where they invite the council to the extirpation of mischievous

—

—

—

—

i

;

;

;

:

errors,

added

"•
:

Though

;

in these propositions,

we may recognize a cer-

which to our sorrow we must
confess have gotten too mucli the upper hand, yet it is not a zeal joined
with knowledge.
A prudent zeal tolerates, while it sighs over.the sins
which it cbserves in the house of God but cannot destroy.
The
evil spirits, however, will not be driven out by Beelzebub, but only by
the finger of God, which is the Holy Ghost."
The want of Christian
prudence is objected to Huss.2 When now all the charges had been
tain zeiil against the vices of the clergy,

'

Extracts from tlie letter of Gerson, in
Hist. Univ. Paris V, 269.

Du Bouiay

30*

*

The

by Huss

pain and indignation manifested
at these particular articles of

Ger
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" Thou hast heard
brought forward, Cardinal d'Ailly said to Huss
how many and what abominable charges are brought against thee.
Therefore it is thy duty to consider what thou intendest to do. Two waya
are proposed to thee by the council, of which thou must needs choose
one. First, that thou shouldest submit thyself suppliantly to the judgment of the council, and bear without murmuring whatever it may
please to ordain.
If that is done, we shall, out of regard to the two
sovereigns and from our desire for thy welfare, proceed against thee with
But if thou still proposest to defend
all gentleness and humanity.
some of the articles which have now been laid before us, and demand€st to be heard still further, we shall not deny thee this privilege.
But thou must bear in mind that there are here men of so much weight
and so much knowledge, that have so well settled and strong reasons
against thy articles, that I fear it will redound to thy great injury, to
I
thy great danger if thou undertakest to defend them yet longer.
Others,
speak this in the way of exhortation, and not as thy judge."
taking up these woids of d'Ailly, exhorted Huss, each after his own
fashion. He answered, with a profound expression of humility " Reverend fathers
I have already often said that I came here voluntarily,
not for the purpose of defending anything obstinately, but of cheerfully
I beg,
submitting to be taught better if in anything I have erred.
therefore that opportunity may be allowed me to explain my opiniona
further.
And if I do not adduce good and true reasons for them, then
Here
I will gladly, as you require, submit to be instructed by you."
" Mark, how cunningly he speaks
He says
some one said aloud
' decided.' "
"
Nay, as you please
instructed,' not corrected,' not
:

:

!

:

—

!

'

'

Huss

—

be instruction, correction, or decision ; for I
Then,
speak nothing but from the heart."
said d'Ailly, taking Huss at his word, yet overlooking the condition
" Since thou dost submit thyself
which was ever present to his mind
to the instruction and mercy of the council, know that this has been
resolved upon by near sixty doctors, of whom some have already gone
away, whose places have been taken by the Parisians and it has been
First, that thou humbly deconfirmed unanimously by the council
clarest that thou didst err in those articles that have been produced
next, that thou promisest, on thy oath, neither to hold
against thee
rejoined

call

God

let it

to witness, that I

:

;

:

;

son. which were laid before him while in
prison, are well worthy of remark. It may,
perhaps, be accounted ibr from the fact,
that he was conscious of being so very far
from intending any of those practically

mischievous consequences which Gerson

deduced from

his doctrines,

and yet must

might be some reason for apprehending them in the form in which he
had expressed these propositions. Hence
may have arisen in him the wish to have
an opportunity of replying to Gerson in
see that there

writing, so as to present his doctrines in
their true sense, to confirm them by their

agreement with Augustin, and to guard
them against being so understood as to

lead to the consequences which had been
drawn from them. In the letter already
quoted, written before Easter, he remarks
in reference to the articles of coinplaint
that
brought against him by Gerson
God would grant me time to write against
the falsehoods of the Parisian chancellor,
who was not afraid to accuse his neighbor
of error so insolently and so unjustly beBut, perhaps,
fore so vast a multitude.
God will interrupt the writing by his death
or my own, and better decide the causa
before his tribunal than I could do by any
writings of mine. 0pp. fol. 73, 2 ep. 50
Compare also the passages quoted on pr&
ceding pages.
:

;
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;

thirdly,

thou

that
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dost

When many had

spoken much
" I repeat, that I am ready
to the same purport, Huss finally said
but I beseech and conjure you by
to be instructed by the council
him who is the God of us all, that you do not force me to what I cannot do without contradicting my conscience, and without danger of eternal damnation, that you do not force me to i*enounce, upon my oath,
Fori know that
all the articles which have been brought against me.
to abjure means to renounce a previously cherished error.
As now
many articles have been imputed to me, which to hold or to teach
never entered my thoughts, how can I renounce them by an oath ?
But as regards those articles which really belong to me, I will cheerfully do what you require, if any one can persuade me to another opinUpon this, the emperor said " Why mayest thou not, with
ion."
good conscience, renounce all that has been charged upon thee by false
witnesses ?
I do not hesitate to abjure all possible errors yet from
this it by no means follows that I have ever taught such errors."
Huss replied: "Most gracious emperor! the word abjure means something different from that which your majesty expresses by it."
And
" There will be handed thee a
Cardinal Zabarella here remarked
and then thou canst easily make up
tolerably mild form of abjuration
thy mind, whether thou wilt make it or not."
We shall be able, perhaps, hereafter to find some clue to the form of recantation which the
and this will lead us to divine a remarkable secret
cardinal had in mind
connection in the train of events.
The emperor then spoke again,
" Thou hast heard that two ways
repeating the language of d'Ailly
first, that thou shouldest publicly renounce
are proposed to thee,
those doctrines which have now been pubUcly condemned, and submit
thyself to the judgment of the council
which if tliou doest, thou wilt
pubhcly recant

all

those

articles."

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

—

:

;

experience the mercy of the council.
But if thou dost persist in defending thy opinions, the council will no doubt understand how to deal
with thee according to the laws."
Huss now said to the emperor
" Most gracious emperor, I make no resistance to anything the council
may decide with regard to me. I except but one thing
doing wrong
to God and to my own conscience, and saying that I have taught errors which never entered into my thoughts. But I entreat that liberty
may be granted me from you to explain my opinions still farther, so as
to give a sufficient answer to some things objected to me
namely,
concerning the offices of the church."
But the same that had al" Thou
ready been said was repeated by others and by the emperor.
:

—

;

—

—

enough
said the emperor
and canst not fail to understand
what I said to thee yesterday and today. We cannot do otherwise than
believe trustworthy witnesses.
If, according to Scripture, by two or
three witnesses every word shall be established, how much more shall
this hold good where the witnesses are so many and so great men.
art old

[f then thou art reasonable, thou wilt accept with contrite heart the

penance appointed thee by the council, and renounce manifest errors,
and promise on thy oath never to hold forth the like for the future
if not, there are laws according to which thou wilt be judged by th^
;
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council."

One

of the prelates

now spoke and

said,

We

ought not

tc

believe even the recantation of Huss, since he has written that though
he recanted he would reserve his private conviction. i Huss stood firml}
to his earlier declaration.

Paletz was for showing that

Huss

contra-

dicted himself, in protesting that he defended no error, and no error
of Wicklif, while however in his discourses and writings he defended
errors of Wicklif

if

;

he denied

this,

such writings of his could be

by the emperor ; and to this
" Gladly would I have it done and could wish that
not these merely, but other books of mine might be laid before the
council."
Several other charges connected with the Hussite movements in Prague, were then laid against Huss. We will repeat none
of these, as we have already spoken of the same matters in narrating
the events themselves. One thing only needs to be mentioned, as servlaid before the council.

Huss

replied

The same was

said

:

;

ing to give us a clearer insight into the character of the proceedings
against Huss, to show how no means were left untried to procure his

condemnation, and what presence of mind, what power of faith the man
what resolution, what summoning of every enmust have possessed
ergy was required on his part when, after having suffered so long and
BO severe an imprisonment, where he had passed through so much sickness and experienced so much that must have grieved and depressed
his spirit, and after having been kept awake through the whole preceding night by tooth-ache, he was compelled, in that long trial, to reply
to such an unimaginable variety of attacks and surmizes from so many
different quarters. At this time, after all the charges had been brought
" I
against Huss, Paletz had the effrontery to step forward and say
call God to witness, in presence of the emperor and of all the prelates
here assembled, that in these complaints against Huss I have been acI have only felt bound to
tuated by no hatred, no ill will towards him
The same said Michael de
the due discharge of my doctor's oath."
Hereupon Huss declared " But I commend all this to our
Causis.
Father in heaven, who will righteously judge the cause of both parties."
And Cardinal d'Ailly was biassed enough by the interests of the
church party to express, as he had before done, his admiration of the
mildness of Paletz, who he said might have cited things a great deal
But when Huss,
worse than he had done from the writings of Huss.
•worn down and completely exhausted, was led back to his prison, the
noble-hearted knight of Chlum hastened to visit him, under the full influence of the impression made by his appearance and defence of himself, and seizing his hand pressed it in a way which must have told
more than words. Huss himself describes the effect which this testimony of friendship made at such a time, produced on his mind " 0,
from the pressure of my lord John'a
he writes
what joy did I feel
hand, which he was not ashamed to give me, the wretched outcast here;

:

;

:

—

tic, in

As

my

:

—

chains."'-^

regards the further proceedings of the council in this

'
See what Huss says in the letter already quoted concerning this perversion
of his language

^

0pp.

I, fol.

68, 2; ep. 33.

affair of
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Hu33, it remains for us to saj, that the emperor, after the defendant
had been removed, made a proposition to the council, declaring to
them, that Huss, as had been clearly proved by many witnesses, had
taught so many pernicious heresies, that he deserved, in his judgment,
and for some of them singly, to jierish at the stake but though he
should recant, he never should be allowed to preach or to teach again,
nor permitted to return to Bohemia for, owing to the great number
of his adherents in that country, it would be easy for him to excite
anew still more violent commotions, and the evil would only grow
;

;

The emperor, furthermore, advised that those doctrines of
which the council had pronounced sentence of condemnation, should be made known throughout Bohemia, Poland, and
worse.

.

of Huss, on

countries, where those heresies had found admittance ; and
that the spiritual and secular powers in those lands should be called

other

in bringing to punishment 'those who taught such
Severe measures, also, should be taken against the adherA3
ents to the Hussite doctrines who were to be found in Constance.
we have already said, several persons in the council, seizing upon
those words of Huss, in which he humbly professed himself ready to
be instructed and to recant, without taking them in his own sense with
the condition which he presupposed, were led to entertain the hope,
and for this reason the
that Huss might yet be persuaded to recant
final decision of his fate was put of!', and several attempts were made
But even in this case it was thought
to persuade him to recantation.
not advisable, and the emperor himself had expressed the same opinNot without reason, it
ion, that he should be restored to full liberty.
was supposed that Huss would still never deviate from the main direcThe council had drawn up a resolution which he had always taken.
tion with regard to Huss in case he should recant, by which little more
was grantecl him than barely permission to live. It ran as follows
Since it is evident on the ground of certain conjectures and outward
signs, that Huss repents of the sins he has committed, and is disposed

upon

to cooperate

doctrines.

;

to return with upright heart to the truth

of the church, therefore the

may

abjure and recant his heresies,
and the heresies of Wicklif, as he voluntary offers to do, and as he
himself begs the council to release him from the ban which had been
council grants with pleasure, that he

pronounced on him

so he

;

is

hereby released.

But inasmuch

as

many

scandal among the people have arisen from these
heresies, and inasmuch as great danger has accrued to the church by
reason of his contempt of the power of the keys, therefore the council
disturbances and

much

decrees, that he must be deposed from the priestly office, and from
The care of seeing to the execution of this decree
offices.

other

all
is

assigned to several bishops at the council, and Huss was to be condemned to imprisonment during life in some place appointed for that
purpose.'

Huss himself was
eouncil

;

entirely ignorant of these transactions within the

and being resolved not
'

V.

d.

to

recant

till

convinced of his

Hardt, IV, pag. 432 and 433.

erroi'S,
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he had, after what he had heard expressed at the council, nothing else
and nothing to wait for but the decision of
Accordingly, with these expectations, he wrote, on the lOtb
his fate.
of June, a letter to Bohemia, which he addressed to persons of ali
He exhorts them in the
conditions, rich and poor, men and women.
first place, faithfully to adhere to the truth which he had always set
befoi-e them from the law of God ; but, if anything had ever been
uttered or written by him contrary to divine truth, he entreated them
Furthermore, if any person had ever
not to follow him in that thing.
observed any lightness in his words or his actions, he begged such person not to lay it up, but pray God the Lord, that he would forgive him
for it.
He gives them admonitions suited to every condition to the
He recomknights, burgher, and artisans ; to masters and students.
in prospect but the stake,

;

them the knights who had so faithfully stood by him at the
who had spoken with such boldness and energy
for his cause and for his liberation, and particularly Wenzel of Duba,.
These would furnish them the most reliable
and John of Chlum,
information with regard to all the proceedings. He ends and subscribes
" I write this letter in prison and in chains,
the letter as follows
expecting on the morrow to receive my sentence of death, full of hope
in God, that I shall not swerve from the truth, nor abjure errors imWhat a gracious God has wrought in
puted to me by false witnesses.
me, and how he stands by me in wonderful trials, all this you will first
understand when we shall again meet together, with our Lord God,,
He moreover commends to the
through his grace, in eternal joy."
people of Prague the care of Bethlehem Church, against which the
fury of Satan had been particularly directed, because from it especially
had gone both the destruction of his kingdom, and the building up of
He expresses the wish that God would send
the kingdom of God.
them a man as his successor, who would be a still more powerful preacher
As there was now some delay in bringing the aifair
of gospel truth.
acto a conclusion, new hopes might spring up in the mind of Huss

mends

to

council of Constance

:

:

1

;

" Our Saviour called to life
cordingly he wrote in one of his letters
Lazarus, after he had lain four days in the grave, and had on him the
preserved Jonah three days in the belly of the
smell of corruption
:

;

called forth Daniel from the
kept from the flames the three
men in the fiery furnace liberated Susannah, when already condemned
to death: therefore he could easily dehver me too, poor mortal, if it
served to promote his own glory, the advancement of the faithful, and
my own best good, for this time, from prison and from death. For his
hand is not shortened, who by his angel led Peter, the chains falling
from his hands, from the dungeon, when condemned already to die at
But ever let the will of the Lord be done, which I desire
Jerusalem.
fish

and sent him back again

den of

to

preach

lions to record the prophecies

;

;

;

me to his glory and to my own purification from
concludes a letter written on the 26th of June, with the
" This letter is written in prison and in chains, while
following words

may

be

sin. "2

fulfilled in

He

:

'

Mikowec, Letter 8

*

0pp.

I, fol.

68,

1

;

ep. 32.
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am expecting death. Yet in view of the unsearchable ways of God,
dare not say that this letter is my last.
The almighty God still lives ;
he can deliver me."'
Of course his trial before the council had not
answered his wishes nor his expectations.
It was not the saving of»
his life about which he was chiefly anxious, but his most ardent desire
was to have a trial from the council, with liberty to express himself
freely and without being distui'bed, on his doctrines and principles.
This he still continually sought to obtain from the emperor, through the
medium of his Bohemian friends. Accordingly he writes to his friends,
I
I

" I

beg

for God's sake, that all the nobles would unite in petiemperor to allow me a final hearing." He interpreted
that such a trial should be granted him, from the words addressed
" It must
to him by the emperor at the second hearing, and added
redound greatly to the emperor's dishonor, if those words shall not be
fulfilled.
But I think his words are about as much to be relied on as
Finding himself disappointed in this hope, he
his safe conduct."^
" Trust not in princes, and the sons
wrote to the Bohemian Knights
still

tioning the

:

:

whom

no salvation, because the sons of men are
false and deceitful.
Today they are, tomorrow they shall perish but
God abides forever, who has his servants not for Ms own need, but for
the advantage of his servants themselves, to whom he observes what
he has promised, fulfils what he has engaged to do for them, never repelling from him any faithful servant, for he says, ' Where I am, there
Every servant that master makes lord over
also shall my servant be.'
all he possesseth, for he gives him himself, and with himself all things,
that he may without care, without fear, nay without any cessation,
possess all things, sharing with all the saints in endless joy."3
Also
" This I have constantly borne on my
in another letter Huss writes
of

men

with

there

is

;

:

and the word Cursed is the man who
men, and makes an arm of flesh his confidence " He therefore counsels his friends to prudence.'*
Thus he writes to a friend near
the emperor
"I thought that the emperor had some regard for the
law of God and the truth now I perceive that these weigh but little
with him.
He condemned me before my enemies did. Would that he
could have shown but as much moderation as the heathen Pilate, who,
after hearing the accusation, said, I find no fault in this man,' or
would that he had said, at the least, I have given him a safe conduct,
and if lie refuses to submit to the decision of the council, I will send
him back with your sentence and the evidence against him to the king
of Bohemia, to be finally dealt with by him and his clergy. "^
In general it was a great mistake in Huss if he supposed that he should
find in the princes of his time, who really had nothing but their own
political interests in view, alhes with himself against the hierarchy and
heart,

'

trust not in princes

'

;

trusts in

!

:

;

'

for

the reformation of

He

the church.

sees

a

fulfilment

of the

prophecy of Revelation, that the kings would commit fornication with
'

Mikowcc, Letter

* Ibid. fol. 68,

2

;

7.

ep. 34.

*

Ibid. fol. 64, 2; ep. 21.
Ibid. fol. 68, 2 ep. .33.

*

Ibid. fol. 69,

Compare what

uas been quoted before from this

letter.

;

1

;

ep. 34.
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the great whore of Babylon, the corrupt church ; for they had fallen
Christ's truth, and embraced the lies of Antichrist, yielding
to seduction, or to fear, or induced by the hope of an alliance, and

away from

of obtaining the power of this world.
Among the steps which were now taken with a view to persuade Huss
to recant, the most worthy of notice are those of an unknown friend,

perhaps the person referred

to

by Huss

as one of the

viduals favorably dis[)(Ased to hiui at the council.^

only two indi-

We may conjecture

that he was one of tliosc monks, who, like Tauler, Staupitz, the socalled Friends of God, had in the solitude of their convents been led,

through many conflicts of soul and inward experiences, to the knowledge
of the great cardinal truth of the gospel, and to repose their trust in
Christ alone as their Saviour
although at the same time they still
clung fast, as did Luther also at the beginning, to the whole ancient
church system, which itself became transfigured to their eyes, as viewed
from that central point of their whole christian life. It was a princi[)le
with these men, never to assume the position of polemics, but rather to
work positively in preparing the way for the regeneration of the church,
whose corruptions they deeply felt, by beginning at the very centre of
Christianity.
person of this character would be a close and attentive observer of Huss, and would recognize in him a kindred spirit.
He would only be inclined to disapprove of his too polemical and violent bent to reform, and lament that he should sacrifice himself by
giving way to this, instead of preserving his life for the kingdom of God
by accommodating himself to things as they were, and remaining within the church as salt wherewith it might be seasoned. Conformably to the
principle so often to be met with amongst the mystics, the principle of
monkish obedience, this pious man may have thought that Huss would
do well to submit to the decision of his superiors at the council, as the
organs of God, thus sacrificing his own self-will and recognizing a lesson from God, teaching him to observe greater moderation and prudence in his future labors for the promotion of reform.
The great confidence with which he seems to have reckoned that if Huss would
accept the form of recantation which he proposed to him, his affair might
still be adjusted, would perhaps warrant us to conclude that he did not
act solely on his own responsibility, but could rely on the concurrence
of more powerful individuals.
Now if we place this in connection with
the fact that Cardinal Zabarella had promised Huss a form of recantation by which his conscience would be left undisturbed, it will appear
not at all improbable, that the person of whom we are speaking stood
;

A

'

Ibid. fol. 64, 2; ep. 22.

* It was formerly supposed that the person here mentioned was a cardinal, though
the way in which he speaks to Huss, would
by no means favor any such conjecture,
Some readers finding in the letters of Huss,
which we have already quoted, a person
mentioned by the name of John Cardinalis, whom Huss warned against speaking so freely, and not recollecting that

John Cardinalis, of Reinstein, of tvhora
we have so often spoken, were led into the
error of supposing that a cardinal by the

name

of John was here intended and thus
concluded, that Cardinal John, of Brogny,
bishop of Ostia, commonly called Johannes Ostiensis, was the individual referred
to.
Lenfaut, in the History of the council
of Constance, was the first to correct this
mistake.
;
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and had arranged the whole mat
ter with him. Perhaps, as we might conjecture from the tone in which
he speaks, he was himself the abbot of some convent. The recantation
which this unknown individual proposed to Huss was to this effect
''
Besides the protestations made before by me, and which I hereby reAew, I protest moreover that though a great deal has been charged
against me which never entered my thoughts, yet I submit in all thai
has been charged against me, or objected to me, or extracted from my
books, or even uttered agauist me by witnesses, humbly to the merciful direction, determination, and correction of the council, and agree to
abjure, to recant, to submit to such merciful penance as may be imposed upon me, and to do all that the council may, in its goodness, see
fit to determine for my salvation, commending myself with all submission to its mercy."
This recantation being laid before him, Huss re" May the Almighty Father, the most wise and gracious God,
plied
bestow on my father who is so kind to me, for Christ's sake, the eternal life of glory
I am very grateful
he writes
most reverend
father, for your paternal goodness.
I do not venture to submit to the
council, in the form which has been laid before me
first, because I
should have to condemn many truths which they, as I have heard from
themselves, call scandalous
next, because I should perjure myself by
such abjuration, since I should have to declare myself guilty of those
errors, and thus give great scandal to the people of God, who have
heard the contrary from me in my preaching.
If then that Eleazar,
of whom it is written in the Books of the Maccabees that he would not
falsely confess that he had eaten flesh forbidden by the law, lest he might
act against God and leave a bad example to those who should come af-.
ter him, how should I, though an unworthy priest of the new law,
through fear of a punishment which will soon be /)ver, think of transgressing the law of God with a more grievous sin, first by departing
from the truth secondly, by incurring the guilt of perjury and thirdly
by giving scandal to my neighbor ? It would be far better for me to die
than, in seeking to escape a momentary punishment, to fall into the
hands of God, and perhaps afterwards into eternal fire and eternal
shame. And since I have appealed to the Lord Jesus Christ, the almighty and most wise judge, committing into his hands his own cause,
I therefore abide his sentence and his most holy decision, knowing that
he will not judge by false evidence and fallible councils, but according
to the truth, and to every man's just deserts."
His unknown friend,
however, was not to be repelled by this language, but replied to the
letter of Huss, bringing the matter once more directly home to his
heart. '''First
he writes to him
let it not trouble you, my dearest
brother^ that you condemn truths, since it is not yoit that condemn them,
but those who are your superiors, and for the present also mine. Give
heed to that word. Lean not to thine own understanding (Prov. 3: 5).
For there are many persons of knowledge and conscience at the council.
My son, receive the law of thy mother. This, in relation to the
first point.
Next, as regards the second, the breaking of your oath
even if that perjury were really a perjury, still the guilt of it would not
this cardinal,

:

:

—

!

—

;

;

:

;

—

—

;
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Next, there are no
on you, but on those who require the oath.
you are concerned, when the obstinacy is removed.
Augustin, Origen, and the Master of Sentences, committed errors and
I have often supposed that I underrejoiced to be set right again.
stood a thing accurately, and yet was mistaken
when corrected, I
I write with brevity, because I write to
have turned about cheerfully.
You will not depart from the truth, but come
one who understands.
nearer to the truth.
You will not commit a perjury, but better the
matter ; you will occasion no scandal, but edify.
Eleazar was a glostill more glorious was the Jewess with the seven sons and
rious Jew
eight martyrs (2 Mace. vii).
Paul was let down in a basket, that he
might advance the better cause.
The judge to whom you appeal, the
Lord Jesus, will release you from your appeal in consideration that
contentions are still due from you for the faith of Christ.'" To these
" All this the council has often rerepresentations Huss replied
quired of me.
But as 2 it is implied in it all that I recant, abjure, and
submit to a penance, which would oblige me to deny many truths
next, as it would be a perjury to abjure errors falsely imputed to me ;
then, as I should by so doing give occasion of offence to many of God's
people to whom I have preached
therefore it were better for me that
a millstone were hung about my neck and that I should be cast into
the midst of the sea
and fourthly, if I complied to escape a brief punishment and shame, I should fall into the greatest punishment and
ghame, if I did not, before my death, feel the most poignant remorse
for what I had done.
The seven martyrs, therefore, belonging to the
times of the Maccabees, come up before me to confirm nie, who chose
rather to be cut in pieces than to eat flesh contrary to the word of God.
That Eleazar, too, comes up before me, who would not even say that
he had eaten that which was forbidden by the law, lest he should leave
a bad example to those who came after him, but chose rather to perish
as a martyr.
How should I then, who have before my eyes all those
examples, and many holy men and women of the new covenant, who
have surrendered themselves to martyrdom rather than consent to sin,
I who have for so many years preached of patience and fortitude, how
should I fall into many falsehoods, and perjury,and give scandal to
many sons of God ? Far, very far, be it from me to do any such thing
because the Lord Jesus, Christ will most abundantly reward me, since
he now gives me the help of patience." 3
fall

heresies, so far as

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

' Judex
appellationis vestrae dorainus
Jesus det vobis apostolos, et sunt ii
Adhue debentur tibi pro tide Christi certamina. The term "apostolis" is here used in
.the sense of the later judical Greek and
Latin
a document by which a court dismissed a person from its own jurisdiction,
and granted him liberty to betake himself
to another, allowed him a release from his
:

—

appeal. Now, this document is represented as implied in the cited words
Huss is
reserved for further contests in behalf of
the faith.
The writer, therefore, recogDized the cause for which Huss contended
:

that of the faith, and placed hopes upon
him, in case he should preserve his liie,
that he would still further promote the
cause of the faith in tighting against the
corruptions of the world.
^ [In the Latin text which, as we have
often seen, is extremely incorrect, quia
stands here, which Neandcr translates
without taking care to get rid of the resuiting, anacoluthon.
But, perhaps, it
would be better read primo, and then let
secundo, tertio, quarto, follow in their or.as

der.
•*

Editor.]

0pp.

I,

fol.,70; ep. 38, 39,

40 and 41
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by several members of the

visited in his prison

council,

both strangers and acquaintances, who sought to persuade him to re
doctor who visited him labored to
cant in order to save his life.
convince him that he would be innocent of all guilt if he submitted
He added " If the council deblindly to the decision of the council.

A

:

clared that thou hadst but one eye, when thou hast two eyes, thou
Huss replied
wouldest still be bound to submit to their decision."
" Though the whole world should tell me this, yet I could not admit it
:

Bo long as I have,

my

my

After

conscience."

now exercise it, without gainsaying
many words the doctor finally gave up the

reason, as I

"It is true, I have not chosen a good example."'
Paletz himself 2 said to Huss that he ought not to dread the shame of
recantation, but to look simply at the good which would come out of it.
Huss replied " It is a greater shame to be condemned and to be
burned, than to recant
how should I, then, dread the shame ? But
give me your opinion what would you do, if errors were ascribed to you
"
which you had never taught ? Would you consent to abjure them ?
" It is an awkward thing."
And he began to weep.^
Paletz replied
point, saying:

:

;

:

:

Several who visited Huss endeavored to convince him also on the ground
of that monkish notion of humility, that he ought to feel no scruples
about abjuring even what he had never taught, when it was required
by so doing he would not be guiltv of a lie
of him by the council
it Avould he but an act of submission to higher authority, an act of huExamples were cited of persons who, from humility, confessed
mility.
such cases
themselves guilty of crimes they had never committed
An Englishman menoccurring in the histories of the ancient monks.
tioned the example of persons in England suspected of Wicklifitism,.
among whom were several very worthy men, who all at the command
But all this
of the bishop of Canterbury abjured the Wickhfit^ errors.
was quite at variance with that strict regard to truth which was a ruling principle with Huss.'*
From his cell, Huss had contemplated the course of action pursued
by the council. It could scarcely fail to make a great impression on.
his mind to see the pope, for whose authority men were so zealous, the
man who had occasioned his imprisonment, afterwards deposed himself
by the council, charged with the most atrocious crimes, and closely
He recogconfined in the castle of Gottleben, which Huss had left.
nized in all this a judgment of God, and could bring it in evidence
against those advocates of papal absolutism, who accused him of high
;

;

;

He writes * " They have conwhat now can those men have to say, who
hold the pope to be God on earth, and maintain that he cannot sin,
cannot practise simony ? that he is the head of the collective holy
church, which he governs extraordinarily well ? who say, he is the
head of the holy church, which he spiritually nourishes he is the
treason against the pope's authority.

demned

their

own head

:

;

;

'

»

Ibid. fol. 68, 1 ; ep. 32.
Huss relates this in a letter of the

of Jane.

» Ibid. fol. 67,

23d

*

Ibid.

**

On

fol.

1

67, 2

;

ep. 30.

;

ep. 31.

the 24th June, Mikowee, Letter

6.
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fountain out of which flows all poM-er and goodness
he is the sun of
the church ; he is the spotless asylum, and that to him every Christian
must betake himself for refuge ? Now
this head is cut
says he
off, the earthly god is in chains, accused of sin, the fountain is dried
up, the sun is eclipsed, the heart torn out, the asylum has fled from
;

—

—

Constance, so that nobody can take refuge in him.
His own council
has accused him of heresy, because he made sale of indulgences,
bishoprics, and other benefices
and those very persons have condemned him, of whom many bought their places of him, while many
others push the same trade among themselves.
He expresses his in;

dignation that the pope should be condemned on account of simony by
prelates, who, after their own fashion, practised the same iniquity.
If
Christ should address this council as he did those who asked "him to
condemn the woman taken in adultery,
he that is without sin among

—

you

him cast the first stone at the pope, they would go out one after
another. Wherefore did they kneel before the pope^
kiss his feet, and
call him most holy father, when they knew him to be guilty of the most
atrocious crimes ? Wherefore did the cardinals choose for a pope, one
who was the murderer of his predecessor ? " Thus he writes in
another letter " Now you may understand what the life of the clergy
is Avho say they are true representatives of Christ and his apostles, who
call themselves the most holy church, the most infallible council
and
yet this same council has been in'error
it has first honored John the
Twenty-third mth bowed knee, and called him Most Holy, while yet
they knew that he was a shameful murderer, and guilty of uther
let

—

:

;

;

crimes besides, as they themselves afterwards declared Avhen they condemned him ? "' In the abominations of the secularized church, Huss

Janow had done, the predictions of Christ
regarding the abomination in the holy place, according to Daniel.
He
writes to the Bohemians, that they should not allow themselves to be
terrified by the council of Constance
they would never go to Bohemia many of the council would die before they could force the delivering up of the books of Huss in Bohemia. These books, like storks,
would fly in all directions, from the council, dispersing into all quarters of the world
and when winter came, they would perceive what
ithey had effected in the summer.
Huss supposed that he had re" Know
ceived many prophetic intimations in his dreams.
he
writes to his friends
that I have had great conflicts in my dreams.
I dreamed beforehand of the flight of the pope.
And after relating
it, Chlum said to me in my dream,
The pope will also return.' Then
I dreamed of the imprisonment of Jerome, though not literally according to the fact.
All the different prisons to which I have been conveyed have been represented beforehand to me in my dreams.
There
have often appeared to me serpents, with heads also on their tails but
they have never been able to bite me.
I do not write. this because I
believe myself a prophet, or wish to exalt myself, but to let you know
that I have had temptations both of body and soul, and the greatest
sees fulfilled already, as

;

;

;

—

—

'

;

lOpp.

I,

fol

G3,

2;ep.

19.
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might transgress the commandment of our Lord Jesua
to be a genuine christian martyr in
the succession of Christ
for it was not with stoical apathy, not in the
fear

I

lest

Christ."

Huss proved himself

1

;

intoxication of fanaticism that renders obtuse the natural feelings of
humanity, but with entire self-possession, in the undisturbed and full

human weaknesses, contending with and conquering them
by the power of faith, that he gave his life as an offering to God,
This picture Huss exhibits to us in that noble letter which he wrote ou
holy eve before the festival of John the Baptist, M'hen ho says
" Much consoles me that word of our Saviour, Blessed be ye when
men shall hate you, and when they shall separate you from their company, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for
the Son of man's sake.
Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy
for
behold your reward is gi-eat in heaven,' Luke 6 22, 23.
A good
feeling of

'

;

:

consolation; nay, the best consolation

derstand, yet perfectly to
rule

James observes, who

when ye

fulfil, to

says,

rejoice

My

divers temptations,

fall into

;

difficult,

however,

amid those

if

Thia
joy
that the trying of
sufferings.

beloved brethren, count

knowing

not to un-

this,

it all

good, worketh patience, James 1 2, 3.
Assuredly
is it a hard thing to rejoice -without perturbation, and in all these
manifold temptations to find nothing but pure joy.
Easy it is to say

your

faith, if

and

it is

:

expound

very deed.
For even
that he should rise
on the third day, who by his death conquered his enemies, and redeemed his chosen from perdition, was after the Last Supper troubled
in spirit, and said. My soul is troubled even unto death
as also the
Gospel relates, that he began to tremble and was troubled nay, in
his conflict he had to be supported by an angel, and he sweat as it
were great drops of blood falling down to the ground but he who was
in such trouble said to his disciples, Let not your heart be troubled,
and fear not the cruelty of those that rage against you, because ye
shall ever have me with you to enable you to overcome the cruelty of
your tormentors. Hence his soldiers, looking to him as their king and
leader, endured great conflicts, went through fire and water, and were
delivered.
And they received from the Lord the crown of which
James speaks, 1 12. That crown will God bestow on me and you,
as I confidently hope, ye zealous combatants for the truth, with all
who truly and perseveringly love our Lord Christ, Avho suffered for us,
It was
leaving behind an example that we should follow in his steps.
necessary that he should suffer, as he tells us himself and we must
this,

to

it,

but hard to

fulfil it

the most patient and steadfast warrior,

in

who knew

;

;

;

:

;

members may

head for so he says,
Whoever would follow me, let him deny himself and take up his cross?
most faithful Christ, draw us weak ones after thee
and follow me.
Give us a strung
for we cannot follow thee, if thou dost not draw us.
And if the flesh is weak,
mind, that it may be prepared and ready.
let thy grace succor us beforehand, and accompany us, for without
and least of all can we face a cruel death.
thee we can do nothing
suffer, that so the

suffer with

the

;

;

;

'

Ibid. fol. 68, 2; ep. 33.
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Give us a ready and willing spirit, an undaunted heart, the right faith,
a firm hope, and perfect love, that patiently and with joy we may fo(
He suhscribes this letter as follows
thy sake give up our life."
" Written in chains, on the vigils of St. John, who, because he rebuked
May he pray for us to the Lord
wickedness, was beheaded in prison.
Huss requested permission before his death to conJesus Christ! "
:

'

and at first chose his most violent opponent Paletz. He
had so far overcome every feeling of indignation and revenge, as to be
He begged the commissioners to grant himwilling to confess to him.
They sent him a doctor of theology, who
Paletz, or some other'one.
was a monk. This person heard the confession of Huss, and spoke to
He counselled him as the
him kindly and piously, as Huss relates.
he did not make it however a condition
others had done, to recant
This is worthy of
of absolution, but gave him the latter without it.
notice, since Huss, if he did not recant, if the ban under which he had
lain was not removed, being still an obstinate heretic, could not properly
We may conclude therefore, with some probability,
obtain absolution.
that this monk too, like the above mentioned unknown friend, belonged
to the number of those whose judgment of Huss differed from that of the
In the prospect of death Huss expressed the pain he felt at
council.2
not having succeeded in bringing together his beloved Bohemian nation
under a common christian and national interest, at being forced into a
controversy on that subject with those who were his dearest friends.
Accordingly he writes 3 to the masters and bachelors and students
" I admonish you in the most gracious Jesus,
of the Prague university
that you mutually love one another, lay aside divisions and seek before
all things the glory of God, remembering me, how I ever had in view
the advancement of the university for the glory of God, how much I was
troubled at your dissensions and your false steps, how I strove to knit
fess himself,

;

:

together our excellent nation in unity. And behold how this nation in
some of those who were dearest to me, for whom I would Avillingly have
to me by the shame it has brought
and at length they bring me to a bitter
May the Almighty God forgive them, because they knew not
death.
what they did. For the rest, stand fast in the truth ye have known,
which will triumph over all and is mighty through eternity." 4 When
Paletz last visited Huss, and the latter besought his forgiveness for any
abusive or scornful language yvhich he might have used towards him,
particularly for his language in the tract written against him, where he
had styled him the " Fictor," the hardened man was moved to tears
but he always firmly held that much evil had been wrought in Bohemia
by Huss and his adherents.^
It characterizes Huss that in spite of the weighty cares and interests
of a general nature that occupied his mind, and in the midst of hia
own personal sufferings and conflicts, he still preserved in his heart the

sacrificed

my

life,

me and by

on

has become bitter

their calumnies,

;

Ibid. fol. 67,

1

• Ibid. fol. 67,

2

»

'

On

et 2 ; ep. 30.
ep. 31.

;

the 27 th June.

*

»

Ibid. fol. 63, 1
Ibid. fol. 67, 2

;

;

ep. 18.
ep. 31.
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cenderest regard for his friends

who were

this respect also the pattern of his Saviour,

to

3G7

survive liim, following in

who showed

fortli his

love to

own even unto death. In one of his last letters, he expresses to
the knight of Chlum his delight at learning that he meant to renounce
his

'

the vanities and toilsome service of the world, and retiring to his estate,
devote himself wholly to the service of the Lord Jesus Christ, whose
In like manner he expresses joy at learnservice was perfect freedom.

ing that the knight Wenceslaus of Duba had resolved to retire from
" It is even time for him," he writes, " to
the world and to marry.
for he has already made journeys enough through
take a new course
this kingdom and that, jousting in tournaments, wearing out his body,
It only remains
squandering his money, and doing injury to his soul.
;

renounce all these things, and remaining quietly at
God, with his own domestics around him.
it be thus to serve God, without cares, without participation in the sins of the world, in good peace and with a tranquil heart,
than to be distracted with cares in the service of others, and that too
He wrote as a postscript
at the imminent risk of his salvation."
*'
This is to be placed in the hands of my most trusty friend, that he
may read it." ^ He writes to his friend Christann ^ " My friend and
special benefactor, stand fast in the truth of Christ, and embrace the
Fear not, because the Lord will shortly bestow
cause of the faithful.
for

him therefore

home with his
Far better will

to

wnfe, serve

:

his protection

and increase the number of

Be

his faithful.

gentle to

Chastity, I hope, thou hast preserved
the poor as thou ever wast.
and for thy
covetousness thou hast avoided, and continue to avoid it
;

ever retain thy own
not hold several benefices at once
church, that the faithful may resort for help to thee, as to an affectionate father."
He salutes Jacobellus and all the friends of the truth.
The letter is subscribed " Written in prison, awaiting my execution
Last of all, he addressed, while s'till in the immediate
at the stake." ^
expectation of death, a letter to his friends in Prague, with his farewell

own sake do

;

:

and commissions. He besought them that for his sake,
dead as to the body, they would do all that lay
in their power to prevent the knight of Chlum from coming into any
"
danger.
I entreat you," he writes, " that you would live by the word
of God, that you would obey God and his commandments as I have
Express to the king my thanks for all the kindnesses he
taught you.
Greet in my name your families and your friends, each
has shown me.
and all of whom I cannot enumerate. I pray to God for you do you
pray for me ? To Him we shall all come, since he gives us help."
Thus wrote Huss, probably on the 4th of July, when he was expecting
He added, "Already I trust I shall
his martyrdom on the next day.
He begged his friends for
suffer for the sake of the word of God."
God's sake hot to suffer that any cruelty whatever should be practised
In a postscript, he sent
against the servants and the saints of God.
his fur cloak as a token of remembrance to Peter of Mladenowic.^
salutations

•who would be already

;

'

On

the 29th June, ibid.

42.
»

Ibid. fol. 65,

1

;

ep. 23.

fol. 64,

2

;

ep.

'

See above, pa>;e 310.

»

Ibid. fol. 63, I

;

ep. 17.

* Ibid. fol. 65, 1

;

cp. 24.
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Thus wrote Huss in the prospect of death for already was his fate
On the 1st of Ju-ly, an offidecided by his constant refusal to recant.
cial deputation of the council led by John of Wallenrod, Bishop of
Riga, appeared before Huss and invited him once more to recantation ;
when he declared his resolution in writing, as he had already declared
The document concluded with
to individuals.
it by word of mouth
" Were it possible that my voice could now reach to the
these words
whole world, as each one of my sins and every falsehood I have uttered
:

:

on the day of judgment, be made known before all, I would most,
joyfully before the whole world recant everything false and erroneous
which I have ever had it in my thoughts to say, or have ever said.

will,

On the 5th of July,
This I say and write of my own free will."
appeared a deputation from the emperor, consisting of four prelates,
among whom were the cardinals d'Ailly and Zabarella, accompanied
by the two Bohemian knights so often mentioned and Huss was led
Chlum addressed Hass in these words " I am an
out from his cell.
;

:

you, who are a learned
man. Yet I beseech you, if you are conscious of any error in that
which has been pubhcly brought against you by the council, do not
but if you
shrink from altering your opinion according to their will
are not, I shall not lead you to the false step of doing aught contrary
unlettered man, and

know not how

to advise

;

your conscience I much rather advise you to suffer any punishment
Huss
sooner than deny the truth of which you are well assured."
answered weeping: " I call God the Almighty, as I have often done,
to witness, that from my heart I am ready, whenever the council teaches
to

;

anything better by testimonies from Holy Scripture, to change my
opinion at once, and to confess pubhcly under oath, that I was preThereupon one of the bishops standing by
viously in an error."

me

remarked in a bitter tone, " He would never be so arrogant as to set
To this
his own judgment above the decision of the whole council."
Huss replied, " Nor am I of any other mind for if he who is least in
;

the council can convict me of an error, I will gladly do all that the
" Mark," said the bishops a-t this, " how
council requires of me."
And so they returned back to the
obstinately he clings to his errors "
!

emperor with

this final declaration of

Huss.

the assembled council, at
which the emperor also was present, seated upon his throne, surrounded
by the princes, and with the insignia of the empire. In the middle of
the hall where the council met, stood a sort of table, and near it a
wooden frame or stand, upon which were hung the priestly vestments
which Huss was to put on previous to his degradation. After an introductory discourse the process was read, together with all the articles
of complaint, and from the whole the conclusion was drawn that Huss
was a follower of Wicklif, and had disseminated Wicklifite doctrines.
Various errors and heresies were ascribed also to Huss himself, with
various qualifications, and he was pronounced an obstinate, incorrigible
One of the points htf e specified was the appeal of Huss to Jesus
heretic.
Christ, which was characterized as an overleaping of the constituted
instances of ecclesiastical courts, as an act of infatuation, and a con-

On

the 6th of July,

Huss appeared before

DEGRADATIOX OF HUSS.

"GO

jurisdiction.^
IIuss attempted, more than once, to in
terpose a Avord in defence of himself against the allegations
but he
He ])lead once more for liberty to vinwas not permitted to proceed.

tempt of church

;

dicate himself, lest those present might suppose that the things alBut when he found that all was of no
leged against him were true.
avail, falling upon his knees, he commended in pra3'er his whole cause
Though commanded to be silent, he ftlt im
to God and to Christ.
palled, during the reading of the process against him an<l the pronounc
ing of his sentence, occasionally to utter a word in vindication of himself.
He expressed himself with great presence of mind, uniting confiWhen his appeal to Christ was, for the reasons
dence with humility.
above stated, condemned as heretical, he said: "() Christ! whose
word is, by this council, publicly condemned, I appeal to thee anew,
thou who, when thou wast ill intreated by thine enemies, didst appeal
to thy Father, thy cause thou didst commit to that most righteous judge,
that we, following thy example, might.when oppressed by injustice, take
refuge in thee." When it was objected to Huss that he had remained
for so long a time under the ban, and yet held mass, he told whut he
had done to obtain his acquittal and the removal of the ban, and concluded by stating how he had come to the council of his own accord
In saying this, he turned and
with a safe-conduct from the emperor.
looked the emperor full in the face. The latter is said to have blushed.a
When Huss was pronounced an obstinate heretic, he said " I never
:

but as I have always demanded, up to this hour, so now I
ask only to be informed of what is better from holy Scripture
and I
confess that so earnestly do I strive after the truth, that if with a word I
could destroy the errors of all heretics, there is no perill would not willingly incur for that end." When his books were condemned, he said
" Wherefore condemn ye them, when you have not, offered a single argument to prove that they are at variance with the holy Scriptures
and with the articles of faith ? And what injustice is this, that ye con^
demn, with the rest of my books, those written in the Bohemian tongue ?
books that ye have never seen, much less read " At times he prayed
with his eyes fixed heavenward. When his sentence had been read to
" Lord Jesus
the end, faUing upon his knees, he said
forgive my
enemies
as thou knowest that I have been falsely accused by tliem,
and that they have used against me false testimony and cahunuies.
Forgive them for the sake of thy great mercy "
These words were
Next followed his degradation from
received with laughter by many.
the spiritual order, which was performed by seven bishojis selected for
this purpose. First, he was clad with the priestly vestments. Through
the whole of this transaction, the example of Christ stood distinctly l)efore Huss, whose steps he was conscious of following in all the insults
he had to endure. In this sense he interpreted many parts of the pro-

was obstinate

;

;

:

!

:

I

;

!

'

BUn
cem

Cum

appellationem ad dominum JeChristum, tanquam supremum judi-

omissis ecclesiasticis mediis interpoHistor. Hussi, opp. I, fol. 27, 2.
snit
« This is so stated by V. d. Ilardt.IV,

pag. 393:

Haec cum

loqueretur, oculos in

imperatorem defixos liuhuit.
llle veic
statim vehementer ciulniit. at(|iu' ejus rerecundus tinxerat ora nilior.
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ceeding. Invested with the priestly robes, he was called upon once more
by the bishops to show some regard for his honor and his soul's salvaAddressing himself with tears to the people who
tion, and recant.

" These worshipful bishops require it of me to
If this thing were of such a
nature that it could be done so as to involve only the disgrace of a sinBut I now
gle individual, they would more easily persuade me to it.
stand before the eyes of my God, without dishonoring whom, as well as
meeting the condemnation of my own conscience, I cannot do this;
For I know that I have never taught anything of the kind that I have
but have always thought, written,
been falsely accused of teaching
With what face could I look to heaven, with
and taught the contrary.
what brow could I meet those who have heard my teaching, of whom
the number is great, if by my fault it should happen that what hitherto
they were most certainly assured of through me, should be made unShould I by my example destroy the peace of so
certain to them ?
many souls whom I have made familiar with the most settled testimonies of Scripture, and with the purest doctrines of the gospel, and
Far be it from me
thereby fortified against all the assaults of Satan ?
that I should value this my mortal body more highly than the salvation
This too, which was now spoken by hini, was conof those souls."
Btood around, he said

:

confess before you

that I have erred.

all

;

strued as a proof of his obstinacy in his heresies. Tlie several articles
of his dress were then removed, piece by piece, with set forms of exWhen the cup of the eucharist was taken from his hands,
pression.
with the words

:

"

We

take from thee, condemned Judas, the cup of
" But I trust in God, my Father, the Al-

salvation," he answered

:

mighty, and my Lord Jesus Christ, for whose name I bear this, that he
and I have a firm hope
will not take from me the cup of his salvation
dispute having
that I shall yet drink of it today in his kingdom."
arisen about the mode of removing his tonsure, Huss said to the empe" I am surprised when all are alike cruel, they cannot agret
ror
cap painted ovei
among themselves about the mode of cruelty."
with devils was then placed on his head, with the inscription " Archheretic."
But he said " My Lord Jesus Christ wore, on my account,
a crown of thorns ; why should not I be willing, for his sake, to weai
When
I will do it, and gladly."
this easier though shameful badge.
" Now we give over thy soul to the
this was done, the bishops said
" But I
commend
devil."
said Huss, raising his eyes to heaven
Huss, cast
into thy hands, Jesus Christ, my soul, by thee redeemed."
forth from the church, was now deUvered over to the secular arm.
The emperor then commanded Duke Louis of Bavaria to consign Huss
When, on being led away by them, he
to the executioners of justice.
beheld his books burning before the doors of the church, he smiled.
He bade all whom he passed not to believe that he was about to die for
the sake of some erroneous doctrine, but that it was only through the
hatred and malice of his adversaries, who had brought against him false
;

A

:

A

;

:

:

—

accusations.
his

On

—

arriving at the place of execution, Huss fell upon
in the words of a few psalms, particularly the

knees and prayed,

fifty-first

and

thirty-first.

He

was heard often

to

repeat the words

:
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" Into thy hands, Lord, I commit my spirit." When laymen, stand" What he may have done before, we
ing by, heard this, they said
know not
but now we see and hear him pray and speak most devoutly "
When compelled to rise from his knees, he said " Lord Jesus Christ
stand by me, that by thy help I may be enabled, with a
strong and steadfast soul, to endure this cruel and shameful death, to
which I have been condemned on account of the preaching of the holv
gospel and thy word."
Huss then permitted his first prison-keepers
" I
to come near him, and said to them in the German language
tliank you, my dearest brethren, for all the kind attentions you have
shown me, for you waited upon me like dearest brotliers, to say nothing
of your being my keepers.
And be assured that I have a firm trust
in my Saviour, in whose name I will, with good courage, suffer this
kind of death, beheving that I shall today reign with him."
He then
explained, as he had done before, the cause of his death to the people.
When he was placed upon the faggots, bound fast to the stake, and
" I willingly wear these chains for
chained to it by the neck, he said
Christ's sake, who wore still more grievous ones." Before the pile was
lighted, the marshal of the empire, Von Pappenheim, rode up to him and
called upon him once more to recant.
But he said " What error should
:

;

!

:

!

:

'

:

:

I recant, when 1

am

know that what has
brought against me, I never thought, much less have I
ever preached. But the chief aim of my preaching was to teach men
repentance and the forgiveness of sins according to the truth of the
gosj'cl of Jesus Christ and the expositions of the holy fathers
therefore am I prepared to die with a joyful soul."
The fire being kindled,
Huss commenced singing, with a loud voice " Jesus, Son of the livbeen

conscious of no error

?

for I

falsely

;

:

ing God, have mercy upon me."
As he was beginning to repeat this
for the third time, his voice was stifled by the flames, which the wind

yet his lips were seen for a long time to move, as
drove towards him
prayer.
The ashes of his body wken burned, were cast into the
Rhine, so that nothing might remain of him to pollute the earth, precisely as the ashes of Polycarp were disposed of by the pagans.
We have still to speak of the fellow combatant of Huss, Jerome of
Prague. This person, who appeared sometimes in the character of a
philosopher and theologian, sometimes in that of a knight and man
of the world, had created a still greater and more general stir than
Huss.
He had labored in countries the most diverse to promote the
cause of reform, and had displayed far greater zeal than the more
practical Huss in diff"using the doctrines of Wicklif.
In Bohemia and
Moravia, he had extended his influence among all classes.2
Then
;

in

•
V. d. Hardt, IV, pag. 447.
* To this there is doubtless special allusion in what the abbot of Dola says, when
speakiufj of persons, who, after wandering
through many countries, labored to disseminate VVicklifite doctrines in Bohemia
and Moravia, at the courts of princes, in
cathedral cliurches, in convents, even
among the Carthusians, and among |)eo-

pie of both sexes, and among; students at
the universities: Quidam insani niaij:istii
Wiclefitici ordinis et schismatis non •<()lum post discursum i)ere<rrinarum nol)is
terraruin et di:nrictaum etiam in terrisno-;

Bohemiae et Moraviae, aulas principuin, collegia et cathedras sacerdoluin,
scholas studentium, promiscui sexiis jiopularcni tumultum fideliuin. antra (kscrti
tris,
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again he had produced great commotions at several universities by hia
zeal in defending the doctrines of Wicklif, for example in Paris and
In Paris he had more opposition to encounter from the
Heidelberg.
Wicklif 's doctrine
fact that this university was a seat of nominalism.
concerning God's almighty power, which he there set forth, would in
particular arouse the suspicion of one so zealously devoted to uniformity of doctrine and so prejudiced against everything of an abnormal
and eccentric nature as Chancellor Gerson. The latter was prej aied
but
to bring him to trial, where he was to be forced to a recantation
Ne.-^t we find him
he was informed of it in time to make his escape.
The magistrates
in Vienna, where also he excited disturbances.
And he
caused him to be arrested, but afterwards set him at liberty.
was still later accused at Constance of having brought this about by
deceiving the magistrate, promising that he would make up his mind
;

i

and that he would not leave Vienna until the end of his trial.
the castle of Wietow he addressed to the official a letter, excusino- his flight on the ground that his promise had been given under
" You are to know," he wrote, " that I am at the castle
constraint.

to recant,

From

of Wietow, sound and hearty, with many friends ever ready to serve
you and yours. And I pray you excuse me with regard to the promise
you forced from me, as you will do, if you weigh well the import of such
For we by no means intend to evade the laAv, but are
a promise.
always ready to hold ourselves responsible to it if a suitable guaranty

of just treatment

is

given us.

Yet

to

stand alone amidst so

many

hundred enemies is what you would not advise me to do yourself if you
But my soul has escaped hke a sparrow from the net
truly loved me.
Still I thank you,
of the fowlers the snare is broken, and we are free.
;

Do but send me all my adversaries with
Or,
the witnesses to Prague ; there I will meet them in fair debate.
together go to the
if it should be more convenient for them, let us
court (probably of Rome,) where they will have quite as many acIn his defence of himself at Constance,
quaintances as I have." 3
and

shall

always thank you.

justifies his conduct on the ground, that the proceedings of the
against him were wholly irregular, since he had no lawful
Accordauthority over him, belonging, as he did, to another diocese.4

Jerome
oflBcial

claustralium,

tem

et

seel

pacem

etiam segregatas in parCartusiensium eel-

silentii

cum

terrore valido (repleverunt) vehementer. Antiwikleffusj in Pez, IV, 2,
pag. 157 et 158.
lulas

>

We

take this from the

trial

of Jerome

at Constance, where lie is reproached with
Cum Hieronymus saepius de artlie fact
ticulis Wicleff incepisset conferre, alios:

que ad conferendum induxisset, laudasset
et commendasset Joannem Wicleff et ejus
perversam ddctrinam, tandem in quadam
disputatione publica dictos crrores publice
tenuit, et praesertim, quod deus nihil pesTandem quum esset per
sit annihilare.
plures magistros Parisienses graviter no'.r de haeresi per eos havehement
tatus et

bitus suspectus, iidem magistri ct i)rapsertim Joanii. de Gersone ipsum arl revocandum hujusmodi errores compiilisst't. Sed
Hieronymus. nescitur per cpieni avisatus,

V. d.
occulte civitate et studio recessit.
Hardt, IV, pag. 680 et 681.
^ (Viennae) propter infamiani haereseos per officiaiem curiae fuit arrestatus, ct
juravit et sub poena excommui=cationis
promisit, de oppido Viennensi nullatenus
Ibid,
recedere, neque se absentare, caet.
pag. 638.
' Ibid. pag. 683.
" Violentcr arrestatus fui, nee quicquam
mecum juridicc, sed violenter actum est,
nee habebant quicquam jurisdictionis
per me, quia de alia eram dloecesi.

su-
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ingly he looked upon the whole proceeding as an exercise of arbitrary

power, and thought himself fully justified
It could not justly be exacted of

him

in

making his escape from it.
and await his own death

to stay

was inevitable.' We next find him, in the year
where he appeared before the emperor Sigismund and
many bishops. It was not till the archbishop Zbynek had entered a complaint against him in a letter to the emperor, that he was arrested by the
This archbishop
latter, and handed over to the archbishop of Gran.
kept him under arrest only five days, and treated him with kindness.
It was owing perhaijs to the mediation of this prelate that the king
Next, having
dismissed him without demanding further security. ^
left Prague immediately after those commotions in 1413, of which we
have given an account, Jerome visited King Wladislaw of Poland,
and Duke Witold of Lithuania. He appeared in Cracow, and there
Albert, bishop of Cracow, who stood forth
excited great commotions.
us his opponent, supposes it is true that he found no acceptance there,
and no susceptible soil for his opinions amongst that simple people.
But he contradicts himself, when he says at the same time, that such
violent commotions had never been produced there by any individual
If the soil had been so unsusceptible, such
since the memory of man.
The truth may be, that the
effects could not have been produced.
great mass of the simple people were offended at him, and would not
He was
hear him but he must have found adherents among others.^
accused at Constance of having shown a disposition to favor the Greek
Church in Lithuania. Thus he is said to have made his appearance in
the cities of Witepsk and Plescow, and to have participated there without scruple in the communion of the Greek Church which was devoted
He is said to have endeavored to persuade Duke
to the Russians.
Jerome could say in deWitold to apostatize from the Latin Church.
fence of himself, that in the case of Duke Witold the only question
debated by him was, whether baptism, performed according to the
rites of the Greek Church on a great number of people who were disposed to come over to the Latin Church, was to be recognized as valid,
or whether it was necessary that they should be rebaptized, and he
maintained the vahdity of such a baptism, holding it only to be necessary
at the

1410

stake, which

in Ofeu,

;

Nee furtive nee contumaciter recessi,
sed violentiam mihi ab iis iiifligendam exspectare iion volui, prout nee tenebar, nee

'

'

•'

ed and then banished from Hungary by
the Emperor Sigismund on account of the
Wicklifite en'ors disseminated by him.

VOL. V

;

:

Venit hue person-

riosuin ostendebat, coram ipso rege, regina, principum, baronum ac proeerura frequentia.
Qui tamen licet hie paucis diebus moraretur, majores in clero et populo
fecit commotiones. quam fuere factae a
Termemoria hominum in dioccsi ista.
ra nostra ad semen suum videtur esse ari-

—

the report of Jerome is certainly, in
for, if Jethe more probable one
rome was. arrested on account of Wieklifite heresies, and subjected to an examination, his judges would not have been eontent with merelv banishing him from Hun*
jary.

But

bishop writes

et caputio foderato, pellibus griseis, se glo-

Ibid pag. 638.
debui.
In the complaints laid against Jerome
at Constance, the ati'air is represented as
if Jerome had been arrested and imprison-

itself,

The

prima die barbatus iiiijiaruit, secunda vero imberbis stolatus, tunica rubra
aliter, et

da capiendum et fructum atfcrendum, eo
quod simplex plebicula tanti philosophi
dogmata comprehendere non valet, et multo raiims terrae Lituanorum et Russiae
caet.
According to a citation in Palaeky
IIL 1 p. 301, note 412.
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that such persons should be more exactly instructed in the doctrines of the
We may well suppose that those persons, who were
Latin Church.^
seeking every way to stigmatize Jerome and Huss as heretics, and
whose sayings, as is apparent from the facts already exhibited, were
little worthy of credence
that such persons, by means of their sophistical reasonings from facts as simple as the above described, might seize
upon and pervert such cases so as to answer their own ends. At the
same time it may be true also, that Jerome had given some occasion
for such accusations,, by his rather liberal conversations on the subject
of the relation of the Greek to the Latin Church.
Proceeding as he
doubtless did on the same fundamental idea of the church with Huss,
and so apprehending this idea after a more spiritual and inward manner,
approaching more nearly to the idea of the invisible church, he may
perhaps from this point of view have risen superior to the points of
opposition between the two churches, recognized genuine members of the
;

church even amongst the Russians, and sought to encourage eiforts to
bring about a union between the two churches.
If even such a man
as Chancellor Gerson, distinguishing the more essential from the more
unessential, expressed himself with mildness on the relation of the
Greek Church to the Latin, and sought to prepare the way for negotiations of union, how much more might this be done by Jerome, who rose
Jerome had, in the
far above the narrow limits of Parisian theology.
mean time, returned to Prague. The imprisonment of Huss had taken
place.
He could not bear to leave his friend and fellow combatant
He appeared at first incognito and secretly at
alone in this crisis.
But as he must soon ascertain
Constance, on the 4th of April, 1415.
that he would not be heard, and could not be safe there, he left Constance again, and repaired the next day to the small town of Ueberlingen four miles distant. From thence he wrote to the emperor 2 and cardinals, and offered, if a safe conduct were granted him, publicly to answer
before any one to every charge of heresy that might be brought against
Not being able to obtain such a safe conduct, he caused to be
him.
affixed the next day, on the gates of the emperor's palace, on the doors
of the principal chui'ches, the residences of the cardinals, and other
eminent prelates, a notice in the Bohemian, Latin, and German languages, wherein he declared himself ready, provided only he should have
full liberty and security to come to Constance and to leave it again, to
defend himself in public befor§ the council against every accusation
made against his faith. Not obtaining what he demanded, he procured
certificate to be drawn up to that effect by the Bohemian kjiights
resident in Constance and sealed with their seals, and with this to serve
as a vindication of himself to his friends, he turned his face towards

a

Bohemia. But as he travelled slowly, at conflict with himself, hia
enemies succeeded in waylaying him, and getting possession of his
person.
He was arrested near Hirschau, a small town in Suabia.
Meantime, as an answer to the notices posted up by Jerome at Con'

V.

^

It is Iiis secretary,

d.

the expression

Hardt, IV, pag. 643.

whose report

authority for these statements

:

is

our

for he uses

Cfr.

:

Scripsit per

Joann. Hus opp.

II, fol.

me

literas

349 seq.
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Stance, followed a citation of the council, calling upon him to defend
himself before a pubUc session of that body.
safe conduct was
granted him, in terms implying that he was to h§,ve no security for his
person, it being promised him that he should suffer no violence, so far
as this could be allowed without detriment to justice.'
At the request

A

by the emperor's command, Jerome was now conon the 23d of May, and he appeared
before a public convocation of the same body in the Franciscan convent.
In this assembly, he encountered a number of eminent men
from the universities of Paris, Heidelberg, and Cologne, who recollected
him, and triumphed over the man who had once given them so much
alarm.
Accordingly one after another addressed him, and reminded
him of the propositions which he had set forth.
The first among these
was Chancellor Gerson, who captiously charged him with wanting to
set himself up as an angel of eloquence, and with exciting great commotions at Paris by maintaining the reality of general conceptions.
of the council and

ducted

in chains to the council

We may observe

here, as well

propensity which

now

as in other like examples, the strong
prevailed to mix up together philosophical and

theological disputes.
But Jerome distinguished one from the other, and
declared that he, as a university master, had maintained such philosojphical doctrines as had no concern with faith.
In reference to all
that had been objected to him by different parties, he held himself
ready to recant as soon as he was taught anything better.
Amid the
the noisy shouts was heard the cry, " Jerome must be burnt."
He
answered with coolness, " Well, if you wish my death; let it come in
God's name "
But the archbishop of Salzburg said, " Not that ; for
God has said He wills not the death of the sinner, but that he should
turn."
Meanwhile, after the prelates had retired,' Peter of Mladenowic, sent by Huss, came to the window of the rogm in which Jerome
was to be found, and exhorted him to stand fast by the truth, and not
to shrink even from dying for that truth for which he had so stoutly
spoken.
Jerome replied that he hoped, with the grace of God, to
remain faithful to the truth even unto death they had talked a gooddeal about death, now they were to learn what it ivas.
He was now
delivered over by the archbishop of Riga, in the night time, to a guard,
who led him prisoner into a tower, where he was bound, to a stake,
with his hands, feet, and neck, so that he could scarcely move hia
head.
Thus he lay two days with nothing to eat but bread and water.
Then for the first time he obtained, through the mediation of Peter of
Mladenowic, who had been told of his situation by his keepers, other
means of subsistence. This severe imprisonment threw him into a
violent fit of sickness.
He demanded a confessor, which was at first
refused, then granted with great difficulty.
After he had already
spent several months in this severe confinement, he heard of the martyrdom of his friend. His death and the imprisonment of Jerome
produced the greatest exasperation of feeling among the knights in
!

'

;

'

Ad

Balva,

quod a

omncm

semper
salvum co^ductum nos-

violentia, justitia

tibi

trum quantum

in nobis est et fides exigit

orthodoxa, tenore praesentiuin offeriraus

0pp.

II, fol.

330,

1.

.
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On the 2d of September they put forth a
which they expressed their indignation, declared
that they had known Hus^ but as a pious man, zealous for the doctrines
of the gospel
and that he had fallen a victim only to his enemies and
the enemies of his country.
They entered a bitter complaint against
the captivity of the innocent Jerome, Avho had made himself famous
by his brilliant gifts; perhaps he too had already been murdered like
Huss.
They declared themselves resolved to contend even to the
shedding of their blood, in defence of the law of Christ and of his
Bohemia and Moravia.
letter to the council, in

;

The council now had to fear, that should Jerome
experience the* like fate with Huss, new oil would be added to the
flames already kindled among the Bohemians, and violent agitations
would begin from that quarter in the church. Hence they must use
every effort to induce Jerome to recant.
And hence he was caused
repeatedly to appear before the council, where they hoped he might
yield.
The tedious length of his close confinement, which had now
faithful servants.!

lasted near half a year,

and

his longing

desire for liberty, at length

brought Jerome to a point where he gave in, and consented to offer a
recantation.
But it was
This was in the month of September.
deemed important by the council that the recantation should be made
in the most public manner possible
and a general assembly of the
council was therefore appointed for this purpose.
Accordingly Jerome
appeared in the 19th session, on the 23d of September, 1415, and
read a prescribed form of recantation, abjuring all the heresies of
which he was accused, namely, all the heresies of Wicklif and Huss,
acquiescing in the sentence passed by the council upon them both, and
making several other declarations, such as the council required of him.
One of these particularly deserving of notice, was his retractation of
;

the assertion, that without

the doctrine of the reality of general. con-

ceptions (de universalibus realibus) the christian faith could not

be
defended.
Here we have another example of the close connection
which then prevailed between philosophical and theological polemics.
After this Jerome was conducted back to his prison, but no longer
closely fettered.
Having now done all that was required of him, he
had a right to claim his liberty. This was even acknowledged by the
commission appointed to conduct his trial, at the head of whom stood
cardinal d'Ailly.
But Paletz and Michael de Causis and monks who
came from Prague endeavored to raise suspicions against Jerome's
recantation, and hinted at the disastrous consequences which would
result from his being set at large.
And there was, indeed, every
reason to fear, that Jerome, as soon as he got back to Bohemia, would
once more place himself at the head of the reform movement.
Besides, Chancellor Gerson added weight to the current suspicions against
Jerome by a tract of his, " On protestations in matters of faith."
Remarks, too, may have dropped from his own lips, betraying the true
temper of his mind, and which would be made the most of by his enemies.
But his judges, who confined themselves to the simple facts of
»

V.

d.

Hardt, IV, pag. 495: '
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The above mentioned Bohemians zealously opposed them and hinted at brit)erj.
The meraberg
of the commission finally threw up their office
a new commission was
appointed
and Jerome was subjected to new examinations. At length
he refused to submit to any more private examinations, and demanded
a public trial, where he would express himself freely.
the case, insisted on Jerome's liberation.

;

;

On

the twenty-third of

public hearing before the

May, Jerome

finally obtained

assembled council.

plaint were to be bro\ight against him.

New

the desired

articles of

com-

He demanded liberty to speak
him.
He should answer first

This was not granted
He was required to bind himself by oath
to speak the truth
but he declined taking an oath, as he did not acknowledge the competency of the new trilninal, nor the regularity of
the new examination.
On the twenty-third and the twenty-sixth of
May he defended himself, from seven o'clock in the morning till one in
the afternoon, against all the accusations, one by one
unravelled in a
connected discourse all the events in Prague in which he had taken a
part, with such presence of mind, such eloquence, so much wit, as
Then, finally, he was allowed to
to excite universal admiration.
speak of himself; and it was expected that he would only complain of
the injustice of the new examination, appealing to the fact that he had
done all that could be required of him, and close with demanding that
the acquittal which had been put off so long should now be granted
him.
He actually commenced with something of this sort, describing
the injustice of renewing the process against him, complaining of his
first

of himself.

to the articles of complaint.
;

;

new judges, and protesting
But soon his discourse
nal.

against the competency of this

took a

new

turn altogether.

strain of eloquence he brought up, one after another, those

among pagans, Jews, and

new

tribu-

In a dazzling

men who

Christians had fallen victims to false accusa-

He spoke of Socrates,
and particularly to priestly hatred.
Seneca, Boethius, John the Baptist, Stephen, and, last of all, John
Huss enthusiastically dilating on the latter, as a man known to him
one who had drawn down upon
only by his zeal for piety and truth
himself the persecutions of a worldly-minded clergy only by the faithHe ended by declarfulness with which he rebuked their corrui>tion.
ing that there was no one of his sins he more painfully rued, than that
of having suffered himself to be moved by the fear of death to acquiHe
esce in the condemnation of that saintly confessor of the truth.
He declared
took back all he had said concerning Wicklif and Huss.
that he assuredly should not be the last of those who would fall victims
and turning round to his
to the cunning malignity of bad priests
" I trust in God, my Creator, that one day,
judges he exclaimed
after this life, you shall see Jerome preceding you and summoning you
all to Judgment, and then you must render your account to God and
This last deto me, if you have proceeded against me wrongfully.
tions,

;

;

;

:

•

V. d. Hardt IV, 757. In the Hist.
Jieronvm. opp. 11, fol. 3.')2, 2, the account (iocs not' seem to be so exact as in
d.
the copy of the acts of the council in V..d.
'

r

.

,

32*

Hardt. In that account the chronological
order of events seeins not to have heen regarded. According to the acts, Jerome
spoke these words at tlie conclusion of hii
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claration of Jerome was his death-warrant.
But partly by his eloquence and presence of mind, contrasted with his emaciated looks, in
which Avere depicted the marks of his long and severe imprisonment,
he had excited so deep a sympathy in many, that they were anxious
to save him
and partly, they were loath to excite to a still higher
degree, by this new martyrdom, the angry feelings of the Bohemians.
respite of forty days was therefore given him for reflection.'
Let
us hear how an eye-witness, a man quite destitute of susceptibility to
religious impressions, one of the restorers of ancient literature, Pog;

A

gio of Florence, the chosen orator of the council of Constance, ex-

when speaking of the impression which this discourse
Jerome could not fail to make on all that heard it. He says, in a
letter to his friend Aretino, or Leonard Bruno of
Arezzo " He had
for three hundred and forty days^ been pining away in a dark tower
full of oflfensive effluvia.
He had himself complained of the harsh
severity of such confinement, saying that he, as became a steadfast
man, did not murmur at being forced to endure such unworthy treatpresses himself
of

:

ment, but that he could not help being astonished at the cruelty of
men towards him. It was a place where he could not even see, much
less read or write.
I pass over the mental anguish which must have
daily tortured him, and which was enough to destroy the power
of memory itself within him.
He cited so many learned and wise

men

as witnesses in behalf of his opinions, so

speech, on the 26th of May, and thus the
beginning and the conclusion of this speech
agree very well together. According to
the report in the Ili.st. Hieronym., Jerome,
on the contrary, did not speak these words
niitil the .30tli of May. after the speech intrudiicinj^- the motion for his trial.
Moreovt'r. the style of language in the acts
wears more the impress of originality.
tind, as in the otlier review of facts in the
Hist. Hier., vague or indefinite statements
exchanged for others more definite. For
example, in the acts, the words run (^uod
%mn vice post hanc vitam haberent videre
Hieronymum eos praecedere et eos omnes
ad judieiiiin vo<'are. In the Hist. Hier., on
th(! other hand, the indefinite expression
una vice is converted into "a hundred years
after this life," for which we can see no
reason whatever, even though we suppose
a reference to the German reformation,
Avliicii, however, would not he suitable in
this connection even if considered as a prophecy. The passage in the Hist. Hier. is
as follows: Cito vos omnes, ut respondicatis mihi coram altissimoet justissimo judice in/.a centum annos.
see how these
words, by graduiil changes, and by being
transferred from Jerome to Huss, gave occasion to that prophecy of Luther which
was ascribed to Huss, and which has been
handed down to posterity by the medals
commemorative of the jubilee of the reformation
Centunr '•evolutis annis deo et

We

:

We

•

many

teachers of the

mihi reddetis rationem, which had some
connection also with the really prophetic
utterances which we meet with in Huss.
But, in Huss, we find a prophetic consciousness, such as is ever wont to be possessed by the witnesses of evangelical
truth in contending against Antichristian
the consciousness that the truth,
errors,
of which they serve as the organs, will not
succumb in the contest, but come forth out
of it triumphant and more resplendent

—

Huss was fully convinced
and assured, as we have seen, that although he himself must perish in this contest, yet still more powerful preachers of
the truth and champions for it than he
was, would be raised up after him by the
But, Huss had no distinct
Spirit of God.
individual, as Luther, before his miiul, and
his thouglits were rather upon Bohemia
than upon Germany. We can only say
What the spirit of prophecy inspired in
the mind of Huss went into fulfilment, but
in a different way from what he supposed.
What began in Bohemia, and perished
after the stormy scenes that followed, was
than before.

:

carried triumphantly through in Germany
by the more mighty reformer.
'
It is singular that Poggio mentions
only a two days' respite.
« [We ought doubtless to read
for CCCXL, though certainly it stands
thus written in V. d. Hardt, III, 69. Ed.l

CCCLX
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church, that they would have sufficed, if he had passed the whole of
this time in all quietness in the stud}' of wisdom.
His voice waa
pleasant, clear, full-sounding, accompanied with a certain dignity
hia
gestures adapted to excite indignation or pity, which, however, he
He stood up fearlessly, unneither asked for, nor sought to obtain.
daunted, not merely contemning death, but even demanding it, so that
one might look upon him as a second Cato.
0, what a man, a man
worthy of everlasting remembrance " ^ Meantime, he was visited in
;

!

his prison

by several of the most considerable men of the

council,

who

hoped that he might be prevailed on to recant. Among these was
But Jerome continued steadfast to the
Cardinal Francis Zabarella.
end.

The thirtieth of j\Tay was now appointed as the day for passing and
After the bishop on whom this
executing the sentence on Jerome.
office was devolved by the council, had made his discourse introducing
the motion to pass sentence on Jerome, the latter began with a loud
voice to address those who were present.
He refuted what the bishop
had said ; protested his innocence complained of the perversion of
his language, and inveighed against the corruption of a clergy abandoned to luxury and self-enjoyment, rioting in pleasures at the expense
of the poor.
The sentence of the council having been pronounced on
him, he was delivered over to the secular arm.
He then commended
himself to God, and singing psalms and hj^mns allowed himself to be
;

On arriving at the spot where Husa
had suffered martyrdom, and where he himself was to follow him, ho
fell on his knees and offered up a long and fervent prayer, so that the
executioner growing impatient, he had to be lifted up from the earth.
Whilst they were fastening him with a chain to the stake, and arrangled to the place of execution.

ing the faggots around him, he sang a spiritual song in praise of the
day that brought him martyrdom. The fire being lighted behind his
back, lest he might see it and be terrified, he called to the executioner
to light

it

before his eyes, "

not have

this fire, I should

—

For
said he
come here "^
!

—

if

had been afraid of

I

And

then addressing the
" My beloved chil

assembled crowd in the German language he said
dren, as I have sung, so and no otherwise do I believe. But the cause
for which I now die is this, that I would not agree with the council in
affirming
that Master Huss was justly condemned by them.
For I
had truly known him, as a genuine preacher of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ."
When the fire was kindled, he repeated in a loud voice,
" Into thy hands,
God, I commit my spirit." And afterwards, when
already suffering the deadly torture of the flames, he said, in the Bohemian language "' Lord God, have pity on me, forgive me my sins,
for thou knowest I have sincerely loved thy truth."
His voice could
no longer be heard, but his lips appeared amidst the flames as if
moving in prayer. The eye-witness, Poggio, then describes the impression which the martyrdom of Jerome made on him, though he
found it impossible to comprehend what gave him the power so to
:

:

»

V.

(1.

Hardt

III, pag. 69.

*

Poggio, in V.

d.

Hardt, III

pajj. 71
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" With clieerful looks he went readily and willingly to his death ;
No stoic ever
he feared neither death, nor the fire and its torture.
Buffered death with so firm a soul, as that with which he seemed to demand it. Jerome endured the torments of the fire with more tranquillity than Socrates displayed in drinking his cup of hemlock." '
die.

III.

While

The Friends of God

the contests

Twenty Second and

in

Germany.

between the popes, since the time of John the

the emperor Louis the Fourth, were important on

account of their influence on the advancement of the church by promoting greater freedom of inquiry into ecclesiastical law and reactions
against the absolute power of the popes, there were, resulting from the
same causes, other important influences also on the movements of the
religious spirit. In particular, there was partly called forth and ])artly

promoted by these contests a religious fermentation among the German
These
people, of which the after consequences lasted for a long time.
influences, however, we must contemplate in their connection with
other disturbances in the world, and other significant appearances.
Great physical and mental suffering grew out of these contests many
minds were profoundly disquieted by the interdict, the suspension of
divine worship, the absence of church blessings, where the need of
them was most deeply felt. Add to this the desolating effects produced by one of those pestilences often witnessed, among the signs of
a time preparing by the dissolution of the old for a new creation, by
virtue of an inscrutable connection between physical and spiritual
between history and nature, under the
development on this earth
guiding hand of that wise providence which makes all power subAnd such pestilences serve the double
servient to one highest end.
purpose of arousing slumbering minds to thought, and of making them
conscious of their true condition. At the time of which we are speaking, aU the causes above mentioned conspired together to bring the
church to a consciousness of her deep corruption, to point her away
from the physical to the spiritual distress, to awaken in her a remembrance of God's judgments, to direct her eye to the hidden future,
leading men, with the Prophets and the Apocalypse for their guides,
;

;

And so in fact it came about
study the signs of the last times.
many thought they saw very near at hand the coming of antichrist and the second advent of Christ, or a new spiritual revelation
of Christ to execute judgment on a corrupt church, and prepare the
way for restoring it to greater glory. Out of all this proceeded,
on the one hand, divers movements of a fanatical spirit, and on the
to

that

•

V

d.

Hardt, III, pag. 70.

We

may

also conipaie here the words w th which
anothi-r man of this period, who likc\\ise
was iiK'a|ial)le of uiiderstaudiiig the >|aiit

which animated
Piccdiiiiiiini,

whci.,

s:

tliese

men, Aeneas ^n^io

expresses nis ailniii;iiii n,
of Huss and Jciu.i c, l.e

L-al^iny

says:

Pertulerunt

ambo

constanti aniino

necem, et quasi ad epuhas invitati ad incendium properaruni, nulhim emittentai
vocem, quae miseri animi facero posset
indicium. Nemo philosophorum tam forti
animo mortem pcrtulisse traditur, qua
Histor. bohemiea, pa^. ^-i
isti incendium.
/
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more sober and profound christian seriousare speaking of movements which continued long to propa-

other, contei,iplation3 of a
ness.

We

gate themselves, reaching into the fifteenth century.
The pro[.)heciea
of a Hildegard
the writings, genuine and spurious, of an abbot Joachim, supplied nutriment to such tendencies.
The physical and
;

of that distressful period awakened a more profound sense of religious need.
In the common church theology such
a need could find no satisfaction
from the common clergy, the individuals in whom this sense of need had been awakened could expect
no assistance.
One peculiar characteristic for which the German race
has ever been distinguished is their profound sense of the religious
element, seated in the inmost depths of the soul
their readiness to be
impelled by the discordant strifes of the external world, and unfruitful
human ordinances, to seek and find God in the deep recesses of their
own hearts, and to experience a hidden life in God springing forth in
opposition to barren conceptions of the abstract intellect that leave the
heart cold and dead, a mechanism that converts religion into a mere
round of outward ceremonies. John Nieder, a dominican of the fifteenth century, relates in a book of his containing many remarkable
passages regarding the internal religious life in this and the next following times,' that in Germany it was a custom with men and women,
not only of the lower orders but in noble families, to set apart one hour
at least of every day to meditation on the benefits they owed to the
sufferings of Christ, that they might be the better prepared for the
spiritual sufferings

;

;

patient endurance of trials and the exercise of all the virtues.2

arose

among clergymen, monks, and laymen,

Thus

of both sexes, the ten-

dency

to a mysticism that gave depth to the religious element.
This
tendency, which at first had developed itself in conflict with the beginnings of the scholastic theology, afterwards fell in with it, and was
now beginning to shape itself in a more independent way and to gain
greater influence, especially upon the popular life, in Germany.
As
early as the close of the thirteenth century, the way for this had already
been prepared ; but by the causes above mentioned it was still further
Thus in the midst of this general distress and these dispromoted.
cords of the times, we see that affiliated societies, growing out of one
spirit, were formed in south and west Germany and spread as far as
the Netherlands, or from the Netherlands back to Germany, having
their principal seats in Strasburg, Basle, Cologne, and Nuremberg,
whose members were called, both by themselves and others, Friends
Not that it was intended thereby to designate an exclusive
of God.
party or sect, but simply to denote a certain stage of spiritual life, llie
stage of disinterested love to God
a love free from all desire of reward as the predominating affection, and opposed to a state of the
affections still under bondage, where the man seeks in God something
;

'

Formicarius ed.

v. d.

Hardt.

Hlerast.

696.

Est consuetudo laudabilis raultorum,
ne (licam plebeorum utriusque sexus in
Aleniannia, vunim etiam magnatum et
'

nobiliuin,

ad

minus semel die

naturali.

hora aliijiii, surnmum liumano generi impensuin henelitium, Cliristi passionem, meditari ac repetere, ut exiiide, dco },M-ati, inala

mundi

t'crant patieutius ct virtutes oj)e-

rentur facilius.

Pag. 133.
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himself.
The scripture which seemed to authorize
and opposition between servants and friends of God,
were our Saviour's words in John 15 15, which are thus explained by
one of these Friends of God, the dominican John Tauler " Therefore
did our Lord say to his disciples, Henceforth I call you not servants,
but friends.' The henceforth' was from the time they forsook all and folThe
lowed him then they were his friends and no longer servants."
same opposition is expressed again by this writer, where he distinguishes
between those that carried within them the false ground, those under
bondage to the world, and the true friends of God, who, without any
Men. were to
separate will of their own, referred all things to God.2
be found among them, who had carefully studied the scholastic theology, who occasionally display a certain refinement and subtlety of
conceptual distinction, and make some use of an exact classification of
Such men were Tauler and Ruysbroch. But
the mental faculties.
the theology growing out of a living intercourse with God, and
Sitill
grounded in the internal experiences of the spiritual life, was opposed
They pointed away
to the former and considered far superior to it.
from the strifes and contests of the scholastic theologians, which served
Thus
to bewilder the mind, to those fountains of knowledge within.
Tauler warns against the propensity to pry into the mystery of trinity,

God

other than

this distinction

:

:

'

'

»

;

holding that such matters should be
universities

;

and even

left

their disputations

the great masters at the
on these subjects he consid-

to

ers simply as make-shifts to dispose of the objections of heretics ; not
as though they could fathom the incomprehensible. " Let the great

Yet in awkwardness
teachers study and dispute upon these matters.
of art they must still (with permission) stammer for the sake of Holy
Church, looking about to see if they can possibly so express themselves as that she may not come into difficulty on account of heresy."^
Tauler inveighs against those, " who spoil that which should be born
by boasting of reason, whether it be doctrine, or truth, or
by pretending that they understand it, and
whatever else it may be,
can talk of it, and so seem to be, and are, somewhat puffed up, though
He says
they bring the matter neither into life nor practice."
" Natural light, compared with the divine light, is less than a Ughted
taper to the noon-day sun." 4 Accordingly, he says of the true inward
man, to which our Saviour's words, ' the kingdom of God is within
you,' appHes, that "here, these friends of God find truly and clearly
the truth, which is unknown to all who do not dwell in this ground,
nor keep themselves free and empty with regard to all creatures.
Wherefore, beloved children, the masters of Paris diligently read the
this is pretty
this is something
books, and turn over the leaves
5
well; but these men read the true living book, where all is life."
in the spirit,

—

:

;

;

See Schmidt, in his work, "Johannes
Tauler von Strasburg," which contains so
many richly instructive remarks, explanatory of the appearances we are considering.
'

Hamburg,

and
^

"

»

1841.

tlie

fol.

year
57 b

Fr. ed. II, p. 167.

P. 165.

See the words in the Basel edition of
his Sermons, of the year 1522, fol. 27 b;
"^

in the Frankfort edition of
Vol. I, p. 263.
Tauler's Sermons, Bas. ed.

1826.

Bas. ed. fol. 42 a; Fr. ed. IT, p. 101.
Bas. ed. fol. 135 a; Fr. ed. Ill, p. 220
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number of these Friends of God came those monks and ecwho took the liveliest interest in the spiritual guidance of
preached in the German language, and labored not merely

educate the laitj to orthodox thinking, to the devotional exercises
of the church, to mortifications, and to various kinds of good works,
but to lead them forward to a deeper experience of Christianity, to a
to

truly divine life according to their own understanding of it.
Great
and striking was the difference between the common preachers who
were eager to display their own acuteness and learning, who amused
the people with tales and legends, warned them only against the
grosser sins, and recommended almsgiving and donations to the
church, and these preachers belonging to the Friends of God, who
entered profoundly into the internal religious life, and sought to trace
Banctification back to a hidden life in God as its inmost ground.
Great and striking the difference between those who had no other
object in view than to work on the imagination by descriptions of hell
'and of purgatory, and thus to frighten men from sin or drive them to
purchase indulgences, and those men wbo pointed beyond fear and the
hope of reward, to the love of God which could desire no higher portion than Himself!
From the number of these Friends of God came
those priests, who, scorning to be troubled by the common scruples
during the time of the papal interdict and amidst the ravages of the
Black Death, bestowed the consolations of religion on the forsaken
people.
They put forth from Strasburg, a letter addressed to the
collective body of the clergy, arguing to show the injustice and wrong
of leaving the poor, ignorant people to die under the ban.J
Thus
Tauler in Strasburg, without fear of the black vomit, which carried

many

off

of the clergy, labored incessantly during the interdict for

These Friends of God could pursue their
because they recognized in all the standing regulations of the church the divine appointment because they
followed the principle of passive obedience, where it did not directly
contradict the demands of their own consciences, and strictly submitted
the welfare of the people.^

work with the

less opposition,

;

to their ecclesiastical superiors.

They recommended

the conscientious

by the church laws, looked upon
every outward exercise of religion prescribed by the church as a preparation for a higher stage of spiritual perfection
and yet they knew
how to warn men at the same time aijainst all externalization of redischarge of

all

duties required

;

'

1

Scliinidt, p. 52.

* So the Dominican, Heinrich von Nordlingcn, expresses his joy over the great
work which the Lord "wrought through
him in the liearts of men in the midst of
wretchedness ;' and he remarks, that he

would prefer to die hy the bhick vomit
rather to do anythingagainst the Lord,

Heumanni opuscula, Norimb. 1747, pag.
393.
This person experienced persecuHe
tion from the power of the emperor.
" I have been before the princes
frrites
of this world, who treat me so, that I no
:

longer have any safe residence in this
Ihid. pag. 381.
Margaretha
country."
Ebnerin, of Altorf, who stood on terms of
intimate connection witii the Friends of
God, obtained the assurance hy a vision,
that she should have enough in the invisible communion with Christ, even wiiiie
the participation of the holy supper was
denied to her through the interdict. It
was said to her: Christ would comfort her
with his words; and with these she should
Ibid, pag
give strength to the people.
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and supposed meritoriousness of good works.
They pointed
from external things to the more hidden depths of the
Thus Tauler, in a sermon where he compares many
religious life.
prelates of his time with blind leaders of the blind, after having spoken
of the several gradations of spiritual superiors, from the pope down" Were they all disposed to treat me ill, to be wolves
wards, remarks
to me, and snap at me, I am still to lay myself in true resignation and
Bubmissiveness humbly at their feet, and to do it without murmur or
gainsaying."!
The same preacher says: " Behold, for this, have all.
works been invented and devised, with good exercises of virtue, such as
prayer, reading, singing, fasting, watching and kneeling, and whatever
other virtuous exercises there may be, that the man may be occupied
therewith and kept away from foreign, unsuitable, ungodly things." 2
Know, that shouklst thou let thyself be stabbed a thousand times a
day, and come to life again
shouldst thou let thyself be strung to a
with all this, thou couldst not overwheel, and eat thorns and stones
come sin of thyself. But sink thyself into the deep, unfathomable*
mercy of God, with a humble, submissive will, under God and all
creatures, and know that then alone Christ would give it thee, out
of his great kindness, and free goodness, and love, and compassion." 3
We may quote the beautiful words where he describes
love as a power mightier than all outward discipline to overcome the
He says " Now mark,
obstinate strivings of sin and sense in man.
all penance-life has been devised for this purpose among other things,
whether it be vigils, fasting, weeping, praying, taking discipline, hairthat body and
shirts, hard beds, and whatever else, it is all for this
ligion

constantly

:

;

;

:

—

they are much too strong for it."
These outward disciplines, therefore, he regards as a means of giving
preponderance to the spirit by weakening the flesh, as he says, " and for
this, that we may come to the help of the spirit in these straits, may
somewhat cripple the flesh in this conflict by putting upon it the

flesh

being at

all

times against the

spirit,

curb of penitence, and so bringing it down that the spirit may have
Then speaking of love, as a much higher
a chance to recover itself."
power to subdue the flesh, he says " Wouldst thou master and break
it in a thousand times better way ? then lay upon it the curb and fetwith that thou wilt overcome it easiest of all, and with
ters of love
He characterizes reliance on
love thou wilt load it heaviest of all." ^
one's own good works as a thing more Jewish than Christian, and says
" This Jewish way many people have
they stand upon their own
ways and works they would verily have these for their foundation ;
and when they have done their work, the whole is lost yet they can
neither beheve God, nor any one else who tells them they are seAnd he
cretly building on their works and upon their own doings."
proceeds to say, " I do not mean that we ought to omit good discipline ;
we should be ever exercising ourselves in it but we should not build
And he spoke against those who were looking
on it, nor rely on it."
:

;

;

;

;

;

'

«

Bas. ed.
Bas. ed.

fol.
fol.

6 b; Fr. ed. I, p. 134.
17 a; Fr. ed. I, p. 127.

'

*

Bas. ed.
Bas. ed.

fol.

fol.

34 a Fr. ed.
14 a Fr. ed.
;

I.

;

I, p.

p.

280
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" thai

as the following,

chc^' ,vore hair-

and hair-neckcloths, that they fasted, and watched, and prayed ;
And, he adds " If
that they had for forty years been poor men."
you have done all the human works that have ever been done, yet of
all this you shall be bare and empty in your ground as those that have
done no good work, small or great, other than grace for grace and
what has come from the great mercy of God, without any reservation
Iluysbroch, speaking of the
of confidence in your own preparation."
" In the showing forth of
outward expression of christian love, says
this love thou wilt observe thy good customs, at the same time also the
rules of thy monastic order, good manners, good works, and all appointed and regular outward discipline, according to the commandments of God and the rules and regulations of Holy Church." '' If
thou rightly understandest the nature of love, thou
says he
Avilt govern thyself, and be able easily to overcome the world, and wilt
daily die to sin, and lead a life of striving after virtue."
Only he requires that the soul should free itself entirely from all outward and
creaturely objects, cling to them in no way ;that it should freely enter
into its own deepest recesses, so as to rise upward from this centre
to God, in a total estrangement of this inmost centre from the world.
From this centre of its being the soul should sink and lose itself in
Strive after this alone, that thou become free from form and
God.
image, become master of thyself; so thou wilt be able as often as thou
choosest to turn thy heart and eye upward, where thy treasure and
and thou wilt preserve one life with Ilim.
thy heart are
Nor wilt
shirts,

:

'

:

—

—

;

thou suffer the grace of God within thee to be idle, but from true love
below, in all forms
wilt exercise thyself heavenward, in praising God
And, in whatever outward acts thou art
of virtue and good actions.
employed, let thy heart be free and disengaged fram all, so that as oft
as thou choosest, thou mayest be able, through all and above all, to
contemplate him whom thou lovest."^ "Obedience
he says
makes
men submissive to the commands, precepts, and will of God subjects
sense and the power of sense to the higher reason, so that the man
It makes him sublives becomingly and in conformity to reason.
missive also to the church, and its sacraments
to its superiors, and
Again, he says
to all the doctrines and rules of the church. "3
" Show thyself wilUng and obedient not only to God, but also to the
prelates in all good rules and exercises, which are commonly observed
and this according to the measure of thy powers
in holy church
and with true sobriety, as well as according to the manners and customs of the men with whom thou livest, and also of the country and
He represents, it is true, the outward
district where thou dwellest."'*
exercises of penance as a subordinate thing, and makes internal penibut yet he holds the former to be good
tence the essential matter
in its proper place, and remarks, " that we mpy find many, who seem
;

—

—

;

;

:

;

;

'
Bas. ed. fol. 33 b Fr. ed. II, pp. 59, 60.
* Rusbroch, speculum aeternae sa utis,
opp. Colon. Agripp. 1692, pag. 11 (ed. aim.
1609, pag. 21).

'

;

VOL. V.

De

i-!iccii)uis

quibusdain virtutibua.

ibid. pag. 170.
*

33

De scptem

amoris gradibus, pag. 2"!
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themselves accomplishing

to

practise

many

much

the

in

way

of penance,

when

tliev

great, severe, and outward forms of disciriline, as for in

stance, fastings, watchings, and other like works of penitence

which,
i
indeed, are without doubt well-pleasing to God, and necessary for him
who does the penance yet, the truest and best penance, and that by
which one gets nearest to God, is to turn, truly and from the heart, to
;

Him, and to every virtue, for God's sake at the same time, turning
entirely away from everything known to be at variance with God, so
;

as to feel a firm assurance in one's self that one cannot be

moved, by

anything that may happen, to do anything of the kind, and then to
have a firm confidence in the goodness of God that He will never
" RaRespecting fasts, he says
cease to supply all needful aid."
tional or spiritual works are to be preferred before barely outward
Yet to the
works, and to be held of more account than the latter.
utmost extent of our capability, love must be maintained by good
Imitate him in this, and fast in a
Christ fasted forty days.
works.
and, also, to the exspiritual manner, keeping thyself from all sin
tent of thy ability, in a bodily manner."
But although these friends of God conscientiously adhered to the
forms of the church, and by their silent, unobtrusive piety, and their
active charity, could hardly fail to secure the confidence and respect
of the people, whose contempt the common ecclesiastics had drawn
dmvn upon themselves, still they had their opponents partly those
who were zealous to maintain the common position of the church, and
whose suspicions were excited by that more liberal spirit of the Friends
of God which shone so conspicuously through their conscientious atpartly the advocates of a secularized Christachment to the church
tianity, who felt themselves annoyed by the more serious christian life
Accordingly they were nick-named after the
of the Friends of God.
common fashion in that age of applying some opprobrious epithet to
those who, for one reason or another, were looked upon as enthusiasts
people who prayed much.
or pietists; as by 'the name Beghards
John Ruysbroch says " Though the servant of the Lord shows himself
faithful in outward exercises and works, yet he has no experience of that
which the secret friends of God feel. And this is the reason why such
inexperienced and outward men find fault with those who apply themThey suppose that such persons are
selves to the internal exercises.
like Martha, who complained to the Lord of her sister,
wholly idle
And Tauler, S[)eaking of those
that she gave her no assistance." 2
'

:

;

;

;

—

:

;

hostile to Christ a? if tliey had hearts of
" Alas
why should it be, that we still find christian men
who, when they see God's friends in good ways, in good works, immediately harbor ill will towards them, become at heart bitterly opposed
to them, count as nothing their works which they do, and their ways
and their life, and invent such glosses about them or against them as
In a noticeable
to prove themselves to be just like those bad Jews." ^

among

'

•

De
De

Jews who were

the

stone, says

:

!

praec. quibusd. virt., pag. 185
calculo, pag. 825.

'

Bas. ed.

fol.

32 b; Fr. ed.

II,

p

57.
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passage Tauler speaks against a ccftain class, whom he thus character" the poor blind people think that the precious sufferings of our
izes
Lord Christ were to pass olf in sport and without fruit. Their reliance
is this, that they stand in fraternity with some spiritual order (the fratres
adscript!), that they pray and read
nay
says he
thou doest all
this without love and without devotion, with a distracted heart, so
blindly and coldly, that it is a wonder to think of it."
lie then says
They confessed in words, but not with a whole will and from the bottom
they received the Lord's body
of the heart
but it was very much as
if one should invite a king into his house and then ])lace him in an unIt were a thousand times bet
clean, offensive stall among the swine.
And if any one took pains to
ter for them, if they never received it.
warn them of the danger of their position, they laughed at him and
" It is all Beghards' talk, or nun's twaddle."
said
These Friend:'
of God exercised a great influence over the laity, not only by their
preaching and attention to common pastoral duties, but it was a part
of the system for those among the laity who longed after that higher
stage of christian life set forth by the Friends of God in their sermons,
to surrender themselves entirely up to some individual as their confessor and guide in the spiritual life, and follow his instructions as if it
were a voice from heaven.
This was simply carrying out the doctrine
of those mystics who taught that it was a duty to follow implicitly the
guidance of those who were recognized as organs of God.
And unquestionably in these times, when the deep-felt and often times wrongly
interpreted sense of religious need, the high state of religious excitement in connection with the low state of christian knowledge, exposed
:

—

;

—

:

:

;

'

:

men

to

dangerous temptations, and the more as their aspirations

rose-

higher ; when, by abandoning themselves to their feelings, they would
be very likely to fall into dangerous extravagances ; earnest, incpiring,
but ignorant minds did greatly need the guidance of some prudent individual, experienced in the trials and conflicts of the spiritual life.
Well then might Tauler, after describing the dangers which beset him
who strove after such an object, add " Therefore the safer course for.
thos« who would fain live for the truth, is to have a friend of God, and
Eighty miles
submit to be guided by him according to God's Spirit.
or more would not be too far to go in search of a friend of God who
knew the right way and could direct them in it." 2 And in another
sermon, where he labors to show how difficult it is to attain true renunciation of one's self and of natural things,and to betake one's self solely
" Therefore entreat
to God in the inmost depths of the spirit, he says
the beloved friends of God that they would assist you in it, and then
give your whole self simply and solely to God, and to the chosen friends
of God, that they may carry you along to God with themselves."
In some such relation to Tauler stood a remarkable man, afterward a
Bealous member of the party of the Friends of God, Rulraann Merswin
:

:

•'

Bas. ed. fol. 77 a; Fr. ed. II, p. 235.
ed. which in general is quite
incorrect in its text, has, instead of Beghardea, " Bejahrte." Ed.]
'

[The Francf.

*
*

Bas. ed.
Bas. ed.

fol.
fol.

146 b; Fr. ed. Ill, p 122
28 b Fr. ed. I, p 265.
;
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This person, who belonged to one of the most respectawas a rich broker and merchant.
In his fortieth year (1347), after losing his first wife, he contracted a second
marriage, and having no issue by either, he with the concurrence of his
second wife resolved to retire wholly from the world.
He applied his
great wealth to no other purpose than that of founding institution? of
christian charity.
He had much to struggle with in endeavoring to
attain to a godly life, being too much governed by his momentary feelings.
The natural and the divine element were strangely mixed up together in his character. He easily brought himself to believe that certain visions, the product of his own highly excited feelings and heated imagination were divine revelations. The excessive mortifications which he
of Strasburg.

ble families of that city,

imposed on himself impaired his health, and the morbid affections which
he thus contracted may perhaps have exerted some disturbing influence
both on his feelings and on his intellect. Tauler, who, as we have seen, disapproved of this mode of crucifying the flesh, being chosen by this man
as his guide, bade him, as a friend of God, to desist from these immoderate self-tortures, and not destroy his health
for he was extremely anxious lest, by the course he was now pursuing he might suddenly become insane.
Merswin, as he informs us himself, thought it
his duty to obey.i
In the year 1353 he composed, in the German
language, a widely circulated eccentric mystical work, under the impulse, as he believed, of a divine call, containing many strange and
fanciful notions mixed up with a good deal that is true.
It was entitled the Book of the Nine Rocks.
This work was included, though not
m its complete form, among the works of Henry Suso, and ascribed to
him as the author.2 With great freedom he here describes the corru])tion of the church through all its orders, from highest to lowest.
He says of the popes " Look around and mark how the popes in these
times live and have lived, whether they have not had more regard for
themselves, more concern to know how they shall maintain their own
state, than how the glory of God may be promoted ?
And look around
and see whether they do not court temporal possessions with a view to
advance the interests of their temporal friends, and help on their promotion to temporal honors." ^ It is deserving of notice that this man
was led, by the more Uberal character of his mysticism, to question in
this book the doctrine that all unbelievers are lost
mantaining that,
among the Jews, Turks, and pagans, were many men of good life,
•who would, before their end, be led by a particular inward revelation
to the knowledge of a Saviour and to faith in him
and that we shall
;

:

;

;

We

*
quote from the above mentioned
excellent work of Prof Schmidt, of Strasburg, to whom we are indebted for an account of this man, eminently characteristic
of the times in which he lived, Merswin's
own words on the subject Und in denselben ziten was bruoder Johans tauweler der
brediger min bichter. Der befant ettewas
:

minre uebungen, wanne er

nam

es

ware

das ich gar krang in der natuoren geriet
werden.
Und er vorhte mins houbetea

unci gebot mir bi gehorsamme das ich
mich in keinre uebungen soltc me ueben,
und mahte mir daran eiu zil, und ich nuisSchmidt, p. 178 note,
te gehorsam sin.
* That the work, however, is not to be

Merswin, has been
proved on documentary evidence by Prof
Schmidt, in his work above cited, p. 180

ascril)ed to him, but to

Compare also Illgen's Zeitschrift far his
1839, Heft. 2, ji 61
torische Theologie.
* Schmidt, p. 216.
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meet many such in the world to come.' "We see by tlie examjile of this
individual, how laymen as well as clergymen might be enrolled among
and in the case of the former, who were not so
the Friends of God
strictly educated in the theology of the schools, we see how it might
Bometimes happen that they would be led, by this freer tendency of the
;

religious spirit, without being conscious of

it

or intending

it,

into

manv

unchurchly convictions, and how this might become a channel through
which the influence of unchurchly tendencies might be introduced
among the Friends of God generally. We cannot be surprized at the
fact, therefore, that among the Friends of God there were many sectional difterences, from a more strict churchly direction to a tendency
bordering on the heretical, or entirely heretical.
The position maintained by those friends of God, whose inward Christianity made them more free from the influence of the hierarchical
characteristically presented before us, when we see a priest
of the Dominican order, and a famous preacher, placing himself in the
relation we have described to a layman who appeared to him more adspirit, is

vanced than himself
the spiritual

in

We

life.

holy living, and making that layman his guide in
meet with an ancient account 2 of a layman

120 miles from the city of Strasburg, who, hy a divine call in
a thrice repeated vision, was conducted, in the year 1340, to Tauler,
then already a preacher of note.
In his first interview he requested
the latter to preach before him a discourse on the way to christian perfection.
The sermon did not produce the eifect which Tauler expected ;
and the stranger afterwards explained to him that he had not come to

living

learn from him

how

to attain to the

tention and hope of doing

most perfect

life,

but with the in-

He then proceeded to
whom Tauler himself had

him some good.

speak of that internal master, respecting
" Know," said he, " ^lat when this same
spoken in his sermon.
master comes to me, he teaches me more in an hour, than you, and all
the teachers who are of time, could teach me if they went on to the
last day."
And he assured Tauler to his great amazement, that he
must consider him a mere man of books and a pharisee. The pious,
gentle preacher did not let himself grow angry at such language from
a layman addressed to a priest and doctor of theology, but instead of
disdainfully turning away from him, calmly listened to all he had
to say.
The layman went on to distinguish two ditferent sorts of pharisees, the malignant and the well intentioned
those whose doctrines
and life, though they were unconscious of it themselves, did not perwhose preaching consisted more of the letter and
fectly harmonize
of rational knowledge, than of the truth contained in the life and internal experience of the heart who, though they knew how to discourse
finely of pure love to God, and of communion with him, were still entangled in creaturely love, without any true experience as yet of vital
communion of the heart with God. Tauler felt himself touched to the
;

;

;

'
The same, p. 219. This portion is not
included in the writings published under
Iho name of Suso.

33*

*

In the Hist. Tauleri

tion, before the

Sermons.

in

the Bas. edi-
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quick hy
friend of
to a

new

many things which the stranger said. Ho
God Avho was to be his guid'^ got him to
;

spiritual

development

but on returning

;

cluise

him

as

prescribe the

tlie

way

retired for a season from his labors

found himself so overcome
and unmanned by his feelings, as to be unable to utter a vAord. The
preacher who was before so famous, was now laughed at.
But afterwards, when he had fully recovered himself, he stood forth with fresh
energy and labored more abundantly than ever.
This story, no better
authenticated, might be, regarded by many as a figment of legendary
tradition, a pure fabrication or an intermixture of poetry and historical
But we have, in this case, at least one example which might
truth. ^
teach a lesson of caution to those who would banish from history everything that looks like poetry, and retain the trivial only as matter of
historical fact.
This story has very recently become established as
And we obtain
matter of history on the ground of authentic record.2
a more familiar acquaintance with the man as an historical personage,
who came, according to the legend, from a town 120 miles from Strasburg.
He was a person of great influence in that period, named Mcholas of Basle.
He then belonged to the Waldensian sect, the members
of which would, for the reasons already hinted at, be very likely to
find in the more liberal christian tendences of the Friends of God scatBut it
tered about in that district, many points of mutual agreement.
may be commonly remarked that when a determinate spiritual tendency
becomes predominant in any period or district, it is wont to impart something of its own peculiar stamp to other spiritual appearances that may
happen to possess anything in common with itself, though the two may
in

the pulpit

;

to his duties

in other respects differ entirely in

character, just as in

the

physical

world a prevailing epidemic will make other forms of disease run into
its own form.
Thus the Waldensians in the district of the Rhine, did
not at that time remain wholly true to their original direction, since
The predominant
this at the outset was a more simply practical one.
and there grew
spirit of mysticism communicated itself also to them
up a section of Waldensian Friends of God, which, paying less homage
than the others did to the church spirit, developed itself with greater
To this
freedom of doctrine in opposition to the dominant church.
party belonged Nicholas, a man who by oral discourses and writings
the Latin and German languages labored to introduce a more experimental Christianity, and exerted a great and widely extended influence
At Basle he had heard much about the piety and influence of Tauler.-^
But from his Waldensian point of view he might probably be led to
conjecture that this famous preacher was after all wanting in true
freedom of christian spirit ; and from what he had heard of his pious,
humble character, he might perhaps hope to succeed in exercising a
;

m

'
This story, as is well known, has been
woi'ked up into a book of great poetic
beauty, by Tieck, in his novel ' der Schutz-

* We see from Schmidt's quotation p.
29 note, that in a Munich manuscript in
the account of Tauler, the words of this

geist.

unknown layman

By
hia

the investigations of Schmidt, in
before cited, p. 25, note 5.

work

are found, which are
wanting in the printed editions " Wan
mir vil von euer ler daheim ist gcsagt."
:
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wholesome influence on the christian knowledge and the christian life
man. It maj well be doubted, indeed, whether Nicholas, who,
with a view to extend the sphere of his usefulness in promoting the
religious life, rarely mentioned his own anti-clmrchly tendencies, would
say anything to Tauler about his connection with the Waldensians
of the

;

still it is

impossible to

know how much

confidential intercommunication

And Tauler as long as
taken place between the two men.
he lived continued to maintain the most intimate and fricndlj' relations
This Nicholas of Basle was, as we have said, exwith this layman.
He laid himself out
tremely cautious in disseminating his principles.
to work on the minds of the people more particularly by writings in the
German language. In a tract composed in the year 1356, he defended
the circulation of German writings among the laity against the doubts
entertained by many of its expediency.
He speaks on this matter also
with great moderation.
He allows that such doubts were, in some
respects, well founded
in respect to writings, namely, Avhich required
many explanations in order to be rightly understood, and which therefore by being misapprehended might easily lead to error.
Such writing belonged exclusively to the priests, and should not be translated
into German.
But the case stood otherwise with simple, practical, and
plainly composed christian writings, suited to the understanding and
wants of the laity.
He says " those book-learned men, who would
keep the laity from reading these, sought their own glory more than
" But," he adds, " where you find teachers, who
the glory of God."
have no eye to themselves, you should gladly hear them for whatever
such teachers counsel, comes from the Holy Spirit."
He says christian order can never be restored, till men follow the counsel which
comes from the Holy Spirit ; and such cannot be at variance with Holy
Scripture, for Holy Scripture and the Holy Spirit are one.
"If, he
adds, " a great lord of this world, or a whole district or city should
ask me how, as things now stand, men may return to God, and find
reconciliation with him, I would advise that they should seek that
counsel which comes from the Holy Spirit, whether such counsel proceed from priest or layman. "
In all this we may easily recognize
the general drift and tendency above described, though there is an attempt to conceal it.
We recognize a man who estimated the inward
voice of the spirit above all outward authority, and who certainly therefore could not be inclined to pay that authority the same submissive
homage with other Friends of God.
The mystical bent may undoubtedly have led many to entertain very free opinions respecting the
apostles, whose characters they would estimate according to their own
peculiar principles of christian perfection.
It would not be strange in
such persons to accuse an apostle Paul of boasting too much of his own
labors. But Nicholas was widely removed from all this. He says of such,
" Mark, my beloved brethren, how some men are scandalized at the
words of holy Paul, who was a bright shining light, a full vessel overAll that he said to his brethren, or
flowing with lovely humility."
may have

•

;

;

'

*

Schmidt,

p. 231.

'
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mv\
wrote to them, was suited to the times when Christianity be^^an
He wrote from divine love, and never had
it too.
in all things he had a single eye to the glory of
God. And I believe if the words addressed to John the Baptist, had
been spoken to the apostle Paul, he would in like manner have answered,
" I am not worthy to unloose his shoe's lachct."
This Nicholas
directly or indirectly exerted a great influence, as a guide and counsellor
in the spiritual life, on many who never had the remotest suspicion of
But he could not always succeed in escaping
his heretical tendencies.
;

there was need of
an eye to himself

;

'

the suspicion of the head of the church ; and from some hints which
he drops we may understand the perilous situation in which these more
He
free-minded Friends of God sometimes found themselves placed.
writes: "Ah, beloved brethren, may God in his infinite goodness, in
this present time of Christianity,

God
God

are in a great strait.

only knows."

2

have

But what

pity.
is to

For know, the Friends of
come of it, they know not,

Having succeeded through

a long

life in

escaping

the snares of the inquisition ,3 he undertook when very old, in company
with two of his disciples, to make a journey to France, where probably

At Vienne,
he was in the habit of going to disseminate his doctrines.
he was arrested by the inquisition, together with his disciples and as
nothing could induce him to consent to a recantation, he was handed
over, as an heretical Beghard, to the civil authorities, and died at tlie
;

stake.
life in souls where impure elements
most dangerous perturbations the deepest truths
of religion, when they are not purely apprehended, may intermingle
It is often
indistinguishably with the most dangerous misconceptions.
Thus
but a very thin and subtle line, which separates truth from error.
the doctrine of these Friends of God respecting man's ability and duty
respecting an inward
to go back to the deepest grounds of his being
concentration of the mind withdrawn from every thing creaturely ;
utter renunciation of self, and absorption in God, was liable to pass

The highest

rule, are

regions of the interior

exposed

to the

;

;

Where the longing for union with God
over into very serious errors.
was not ever accompanied side by side with a consciousness of the selfsubsistence of the creaturely spirit, and the infinite exaltation of God
above the world, with a consciousness of sin standing in contrariety
with the holiness of God, with a humility never forgetting for a moment
the strict line that separates the creature from the Creator, the sobriety
and modesty of true humility where an unbridled imagination, a specu
;

lative spirit ignorant of its proper limits, where the intoxication of a
soul governed entirely by its feelings, intermingled with the natural

and the divine, and took complete possession of the man in a word,
where the mind, instead of holding fast to God revealed in Christ,
would sink itself, without any mediation, in the unfathomable abyss of
;

In a letter to the Strasburg Johanyear 1377, Schmidt, p. 234.
The same, p. 235.
» The Dominican John Nicder, of SuaWa, says of him in his book, already men'

nites, in the

Acutissitioned, romiicaiius, pag. 304
inus cnim erat et verbis cnores coloratissi:

Idcirco etiam nianus
nie vehire noverat.
iiKiuisitorum diu evaserat et muho tern
pore.
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God unrevealed
how to guard

in all these cases aiul the like, they who knew
against such dangers by strict watchfulness over
plunged into the gulf of pantheistic self-deification.
Thus
;

not

themselves

arose that wildly fanatical pantheistic mysticism, which was for getbeyond Christ, beyond all positive revelation, all humanization

ting

of the divine, as we see it exemplified particularly among a portion
of the so-called Beghards, of whom we shall say more hereafter, is
well as among the so-called Brothers and Sisters of the Free Spirit,

—

a community already characterized by their name, the advocates
of that false liberty, grounded in pantheism, which scorned all the set-

landmarks of holy order.
The opposition is strongly marked between the theistic Friends of God of whom we have thus far been speaking, and the pantheistic class.
While in the former we may see foretokens of a direction which led to the Reformation
in the latter we
see, no less clearly, the foretokens of a thoroughly antichristian tendency, hostile to everything supernatural, every intimation of a God
above the world
a tendency which contained, first in the form of mysticism, the germ of absolute Rationalism and the deification of reason,
a tendency which, after many attempts, often repelled and continually renewed, was eventually to appear in a contest for life and death
with Christianity itself. As the theistic element distinguished the first
class of the Friends of God from the second, so was it also a distinguishing mark between the two classes, that by the first it was held
tled

;

;

—

necessary

the contemplative with the practical life, the intuiGod with active love while by the others, on the
contrary, a pantheistic quietism that despised all active labor, was extive

to unite

absorption in

;

A

tolled as the highest perfection.
sharply defined boundary may, hi-,
deed, be observed between these two ground-tendencies, wherever they
are fully and consciously expressed ; but these tendencies did not always so exhibit themselves as to be easily distinguished. Many, by
pushing the above mentioned ground-intuitions and tendencies of the religious life into an extreme; by running into a sort of speculation which
was mixed up with the feelings, and failed of paying due respect to the
proper limits of all speculation by a certain intoxication of self-forgetting love that discarded calm reflection,
were unconsciously betrayed
into effusions and expressions upon which that wild fanatical pantheism
might afterwards seize and fasten itself.
We reckon among such that
Master Eckhart, of the Dominican order, whom Tauler mentions as his
teacher. This person, a Saxon by origin, stood in high estimation with
his order, having been made first provincial of the Dominican order for
Sa.xony, in the year 1304, when it was found expedient, on account of
the extent of territory, to separate this part of the order from that belonging to the rest of Germany and constitute it a province by itself.'
We may mention in particular, for an example, that passage of Eckhart, where he describes God's essence as being the darkness from
which all things sprung, and to which they are to return '• Verily God
himself rests not there where he is the first beginning
he rests there
;

—

:

;

'

Quetif et Echard script, ord. praedic, Paris 1719,

torn.

I, fol.

507, VI.
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Not that this being comes
an end and a rest of all being.
it is there completed in its ultimate end according to its
highest perfection. What is this ultimate end ? It is the hidden darkness of the eternal Godhead, and is unknown, and will never be known.
God there remains unknown to himself and the light of the Eternal Father, this has eternally shone in there, and the darkness comprehendFor another example, take his words on the Loeth not the light."
" That is no longer an essence, then, which gives all things an
gos
essence and life, when the Son is generated from the heart of the Father,
eternally to bring in again all things which in him have gone forth."
He cites, as referring to this, the words of Christ " And I, if I be
lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me," and then adds
" The Holy Spirit proceeds forth as a love to make our spirit one with
Therefore the Son brings in again with him all things which in
him.
him have gone forth. And therefore the Holy Spirit comes in again
Eckhart defines as true
with all that which he has spiritualized."
righteousness those works only which proceed, without reflection, from
the inward constraining influence of the divine life. " The just man
where he

is

to nothing, but

;

'

:

:

:

'2

—

—

For they who seek for
searches not into his own works.
he says
anything in their own works, are all servants and hirelings or they
who work for some wherefore, whether it be blessedness, or eternal life,
or the kingdom of heaven, or whatever else in time or in eternity, all
;

such are not righteous. For righteousness consists in this, that a man
And hence if thou wouldst be
work without respect to a wherefore.
mformed or over-formed in righteousness, think not of thy works, nor
image to thyself any wherefore, either in time or in eternity, either re-

ward or blessedness,

either this thing or that thing.

For

all

the

work*

thou performest from the movement of the imagination, or out of the
Nay, may I say it ? but I
imagination, verily these works are all dead.
that if thou dost image to thyself even God,
will say it, and it is this
whatever thou doest from respect to this, I speak truly, thy works are all
dead ; they are faults, they are nothing, and they are not barely no3
thing, but thou destroyest by them even the works that are good."
We may mention, furthermore, that proposition, so variously abused by
the fanatical pantheism of the IBeghards, that all which God works, man
works with him. Thus he asserts that the good works which a man performs while in mortal sin, are not therefore lost ; evil and good works, in
themselves considered, and the time in which they are done, are all lost;
they have no abiding permanence except on the ground of the spirit
from which they proceed, and from this ground come the good w-orks
also which may be done in mortal sin, and not from the man who is in
There were extracted from Eckhart's writings and
this mortal sin.*
:

'

the

Eckhart's Sermons, in an appendix to
Hamburg edition (1621) of Tauler's

Sermons,
*
'
*

p. 23.

The same, p. 10.
The same, p. 4.
His own words

and time are

place

themselves.

in

If the

man

does

good works, whilst he is in mortal sin, yet he
does not the works of mortal sin if the
works are good, the mortal sins are evil.
He works them out of the ground of his
;

are:

lost together;

So then labor
bad and good

they are all lost at once, if they have no
abidiiig in the spirit, ap'' no being nor

spirit,'

but he

which, in itself,
not in gr.^cc.

in

Mone's

'•

is

naturally gooda Sermon in

" In

Anzcigcr fur Kunde dcr

schen Vorzcit."

Jalirgang

tcut-

1*37, p. 72.

.
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sermons twentj-six propositions connected with a pantheistic mode of
mode of thinking, which found their
common point of union in assertions similar to those above quoted and
these were formally condemned. But as Eckhart gave up to this decision, retracting those propositions in every sense in which thev were
found heretical or scandalous, and in general submitted hiraselif to 1)0
corrected by the pope and the church, no further stops were taknn
against him personally, and he was permitted to end his days in peace.
But when it was found that similar doctrines were widely disseminated
among mystical societies, pope John XXII. put forth, in the year 1329,
a bull, complaining with justice that such doctrines w^ere held forth in
sermons to the simple people.'
Yet in vindication of the memory of
the departed Eckhart, he immediately subjoined what has been stated
We may here quote a few of the most remarkable of these
above.
propositions.
It was asserted that God and the world are correlative
conceptions, and that it may be said God created the world from eternity ;2 that in all works, good as well as evil, in their guilt and their
punishment, God is in like manner manifested and glorified
that he
who prays for this or that particular thing, prays for what is bad in a
bad way, because he prays for a negation of the good and a negation
of God, and prays that God may be denied to him. In those who seek
for nothing, neither honor, nor profit, nor devotion, nor holiness, nor reward, nor kingdom of heaven, but have renounced all, even that which
is their own, in such God is glorified.
We are transformed wholly into
God, and transformed into him in the same way as, in the sacrament,
the bread is transformed into the body of Christ. I become thus trans
formed into him because it is he himself who brings it about that I am
his.
All that the Father gave to his Son when born into human nature,
I except nothing heye, neither unity nor
all this he has given to me
holiness ; but he has given all to me as to himself. All that the holy
Scriptures say of Christ, is true also of every good and godlike man.
Everything that belongs to the divine essence, belongs also to the godly
therefore such a person does all that God does,
and righteous man
and with God created the heavens and the earth, and is a begetter of
the eternal Word, and God can do nothing without such a person.
The good man must make his own will so identical with God's will as
because God, in a certain sense, wills that I
to will all that God wills
should have sinned, I ought not to wish that I had not sinned. God has
not, strictly speaking, laid down rules for outward action.
All creatures are purely nothing ; I say not that they are something, but purely
nothing.
Thei-e is in the soul something uncreated, and exalted above
if the whole soul were this, it would be itself unall that is created
and this is spirit.
created and exalted above all that is created
thinking, or verging upon such a

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'
Quae docuit quam maxime coram
vulgo simplici in suis pracdicationil)U.s.
Comp. Raynaldi Ann. at the year 1329,
no. 70 and 71.
* Interropatus quandoque,
quare deus
mundum non prius produxerit, respondit

tunc, sicut nunc, quod dsus non poiuit
primo pi-oduccre mundiiin, quia res non
potest agere antcquam sit, unde quam cito
deus fuit, tam cito mundum creavit item
;

concedi potest,
Ibid.

mundum

fuisse

ab acterno

.
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God

neither good, nor the best

is

it is

;

just as incorrect to call hrni

him black or white.
"We may now consider how Ruysbroch and Tauler contended against
the pantheistic and quietistic viev/s, the mistaken strivings after freedom,
which appeared in the forms avo have described. The former says *
" We may meet with godless and devilish men, who affirm that they are
God or Christ, and that their hands created heaven and earth, and on
and that they are above all sacratheir hands all these things depend
ments of the church, that they need them not, and wish them not. The.
ordinances of the church and what the holy fathers have recorded on
but their own godless heresy, and a life
parchment, they despise
which is bound by no ordinances or institutions, and the beastly customs invented by themselves, they hold to be very holy and excellent.
And yet they have banished from themselves the love and fear of
God and they disdain the knowledge of good and evil. But they
^

so, as to call

:

;

;

;

have found within themselves something transcendent, above reason
and they have wholly drunk in the opinion, that on the day of final
judgment all rational creatures, evil as well as good, angels and bad
spirits, will pass over into a certain essence, transcending representation, and that this essence is God, in its nature blessed, but without
Since the beginning of time, there has never been
knowledge or will.
And yet
invented a more senseless or perverse opinion than this.
many suifer themselves to be deceived by it, even of such as seem to
be spiritually minded, when in fact they are worse than the demons
themselves.
For what they affirm is contradicted by pagans and by
Jews, by nature, law, reason, all that Scripture teaches concernRuysbroch next proceeds to distinguish
ing good and bad angels."
between the ideal and the real being of rational creatures. " The
life

—

says he

himself,

and

—

that we, in the divine idea, have in God, is one with
own nature a blessed one. But besides this, we

in its

a life created by God from
have another in common with the angels
and such an one cannot be a
nothing
one which will always endure
but it can become a blessed one by
blessed one in its own nature
God's grace, if we attain to grace that is, to faith, hope, knowledge,
and love. If we attain to these, we practise those virtues which are
pleasing to God, and thus rise above ourselves, and become united with
God yet a creature never becomes God." " We may meet with many
;

;

;

;

;

— says he
;

— who

imagine they have experienced
and
above all practice of virtue
that they have combined a created and uncreated life, God and the
with regard to all which we should know that we
creature at once
have a certain eternal lite in the original type of the divine wisdom.
And this life ever abides in the Father, and proceeds forth from Him
with the Son, and flows back into the same essence with the Holy
in another place 3

within themselves a certain true

life,

;

;

'

it

is

This translation does not correspond,
Ac si ego
true to the Latin words

album vocarem nigrum

:

hut I conjecture
from the sense tliat it should properlyread: album vocarem aut nigrum.
;

* Speculum aeternae
97 (ed. 1609, pag. 50).
^ Ibid. pag. 29.

salutis.

0pp. p
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and thus we live in an eternal manner in the original type of
and of the unity of the Father." But from this ho
distinguishes the created life, " which springs from the same wisdom
in which God knows his power, wisdom and goodness
and this is the
image or copy of the former, by which the former lives in us. By
virtue of this image of the former, our life has three properties, whereby we resemble that original type. For our essence ever contemplates
the original of our uncreated essence, lives in it, and feels drawn towards it, where we live from God, live to God, live in God, and God
in us.
This, then, he regards as the hidden, primordial ground of
creaturely spirits, whereby they are united in connection with that
" This
architypal being to God.
he says
is the true ground of
life, and is in us all, as to essence, by virtue of mere nature.
For it
is exalted above hope, faith, grace, and all exercises of virtue, and
therefore its being, life, and action are one.
But this life is hidden in
God and in the essence of our souls. And because this dwells in us
all by nature, so, many may, in a certain way, even without grace or
faith, and without any exercise of virtue whatever, come to some
knowledge of it by natural reason." Accordingly, he now proceeds
Spirit

;

the holy trinity

;

—

—

to trace the misconceptions of those pantheists to their one-sided

mode

apprehending that hidden primordial ground separate from the
" There are
says he
men given to
supernatural light of grace.
idle reverie, with introverted eyes, turned away from sensible images
to their own simple essence ; and when so turned they deem themselves blessed, holy ; some even look upon themselves as very God.
And they care about nothing, be it good or evil, if they can but rid
themselves of forms and images, and find and possess themselves in
the pure repose of their essence."
So after speaking of the above
distinction between the ideal and the real bein^ of the creaturely
for then
spirit, he says i " And yet we are not the wisdom of God
we should have created ourselves, which is impossible and to beFor all that we are and have, we
lieve this, is godless and heretical.
have from God and not from ourselves." Again, he says ^ " In
communion with God we are one spirit and one life with him but still
we continue to be creatures. For though we have been transfigured
by his light, and absorbed by his love, yet we still know and feel that
we are something other than and different from Him. Hence it is
that we feel ourselves constrained ever to look up to him and to strive
towards him
and this act will abide eternally with us. For never
will it be in our power to lose our created essence and so purely to
pass out from it that we shall not still, and through all eternity, conFor though the Son of
tinue to be something different from God.
God partook of our nature, yet he by no means made us God." How
personal consciousness still continues even at the highest point
reached by contemplation, in soaring upward to God, he shows thus :^
of

—

—

:

;

;

:

;

;

''

Though we may rise above reason, still we are not without rcalove and are
hence we feel that we touch and are touched

wn

;

;

'

VOL. V.

^

Ibid. p. 31.

34

Ibid.

*

Ibid.
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we are continually renewed, and return back into oui
we go and return, like lightning. For by love we contend
and brace ourselves, as if stemming a torrent, because we have not
beloved
selves

;

;

power to press through and pass beyond the creaturely essence."
" Although
love absorbs the soul, consays he in another placed
sumes it, and even demands of it -what is impossible, and although the

—

—

soul longs to resolve itself into love as into nothing, yet

perish but will always endure.

I would, however

the reader's recollection that, where

it

—

it

can never

says he-

was asserted by

me

—

that

call to

we

are-

one with God, it is to be understood that we are one with him in love,
not in nature and essence.
For God's essence is uncreated, but ours
is created
which makes an infinite difference.
Hence, we may indeed be united one with the other, but never become one. And if our
own essence were annihilated, we could neither know, nor love, nor be
blessed."
And again, in the remarkable passage ^ where he ascribes
;

the fall of the angels to their falling in love with their own nature, and
thinking they did not need the supernatural gifts of God, he adds
:

" And yet still worse than all evil spirits are those hj'-pocritical men
who despise God, and his gifts, and Holy Church and all her sacraments, and Holy Scripture, and all exercises of virtue, and say they
life exalted above every other kind, something quite transcendand that they have sunk themselves into the same repose as they
had before they were created, and that they have no knowledge, no
love, no will, no craving, no exercises of virtue, but are rid of them
all.
And because they would sin, and commit foul crimes without
compunction of conscience, they say besides, that in the day of judgment good and evil spirits, godless and pious men, will all be transformed together into the simple essence of God and then all would in
this enjoy an essential blessedness, without knowledge or love of God
and then God would neither know nor love himself nor any creature."
Furthermore, we should here give prominent place to that profoundly

lead a
ent,

;

;

thoughtfuV, truthful description of a one-sided intellectualized mysticism,
divorced of all vitality of feeling, where he says :4 " The most dangerous temptation besets those who, without exercise of the virtues, find
within themselves, by imageless, naked intelligence, the essential being
of their souls, and possess the same in a certain naked repose of their
These sink into a certain empty and blind respirit and their nature.
they do not concern themselves in the least
pose of their essence
;

and
about performing good works and exercises, external or internal
all internal acts, as willing, knowing, loving, longing, and all active
tendency to God, they despise and spurn. If these had but striven
for one short hour of their life, with pure love and a holy dispoBition,aftor God, and had a taste of the true virtues, they could never
Assuredly, our
have fallen into this bUndness and into this unbelief.
Lord and Saviour Christ himself, all classes of the blessed spirits, and
;

'

Ibid. pag. 34.

«

Ibid.

» Ibid.

pag. 27.

* De quatuor subtilib. tentationib.. pag
196 (ed. 1609. pag. 360).
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eternity, act, love, long, thank, praise, have
nor can they, without tliese acts, be blessed.
God himself, if he did not act, would not be God, and could not be
Grievously therefore do they err, these poor men, who are
blessed.
to be mourned over with many tears, who slumber and sink down in
this mistaken repose of their souls
Hence comes a perverted
They are simple people, without all practice of the virtues,
freedom.
and who remain at a very far remove from any true mortification of
their nature.
Or if they have sought long and much to exercise
themselves in great penitence, still they have done it without love and
without a pure disposition towards God." Perhaps we may infer from
these last words, that many who had taken great pains in the practice
of self-mortification afterwards fell away into this mystic bent of
" It is the manner of this people
apathy.
says he
to sit quiet
in one spot, with no sort of occupation, retiring into themselves with
an idle sensuousness, stript bare of all images. And because they are
without the practice of the virtues, and without love through union
with God, hence they do not penetrate into themselves, but reposing
in their own essence, convert this into their god or idol.
Meanwhile,
" Thus we are
they fancy themselves one with God."
says he
in another place^
without any mediation, in a way exalted above
all the virtues, united with God, where, in the highest point of our created essence, we bear his image within us ; still, we ever continue to
be like him, and united with him in ourselves, through his grace and
" We may find a certain race of
by our virtuous life." He says^
hypocrites.
They would be regarded as persons standing in a passive
relation to God; they Avould be inactive, and merely certain instru-.
hol\^
will

all

;

—

—

—

—

—

"ments of God.

They

affirm,

therefore, that they stand only in

a

any action of their ow^i and those works
which God produces in them as his blind instruments, are more excellent and possessed of greater merit than the works of other men.
passive relation, without

They

;

affirm that they are incapable of

because God
and nothing
else is done by them.
They imagine that every thing to which they
feel inwardly impelled, whether it be in agreement with virtue or opposed to it, proceeds from the motions of the Holy Spirit."
From
this class Ruysbroch distinguishes another as a still worse one, who
pushed this pantheistic quietism to such an extreme as to believe
themselves not only raised by it above all religious rites, all the ordinances of the church, all obedience to the church, in their own imagined perfection, their denudation from all creaturely properties and
their absorption into God, but also empowered by it to annul all distinctions of right and wrong, and justify every species of irregularity,
provided no disturbance were offered to the repose of the spirit.
We
are reminded by all this of similar phenomena, which have occurred
among many Gnostic sects, and in ancient India. He tells us first in
alone works

'

224.

Lib.

all

committing

things in them, and only what

de septem amoris gradib., pag.

»

De omatu

God

sin,

wills

spirital. nuptiar.,

pag. 275

.
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what respects they agreed with those before mentioned " They sit still
and idle, without any exertion of virtue or good works and this to
nor
such extent as that they will neither praise God, nor thank him
They imknow, will, or love him, nor pray to him or long after him.
agu.e that they already possess everything which they could pray for
:

;

;

and that they are already poor in spirit, as they are without will of
their own, and have renounced everything, and live without any
They imagine they are rid of everychoice or purpose of their own.
They have already attained to all
thing and superior to everything.
for which the vainous institutions and rites of the church have been
founded.
As they themselves pretend, no being, not even God, can
For according to
give anything to them, or take aught from them.
their own judgment they are beyond all exercises, all rites of worship,
and all the virtues, and have attained to a certain pure repose, where
they are free from all the virtues. And they say, that to be thus free in
repose from the virtues requires greater pains and exertions than
For this reason they would enjoy
to attain to the virtues themselves.
And
freedom, obey nobody, neither pope, nor bishops, nor prelates.
though they put on outwardly the mask of a certain obedience, yet
inwardly they are subject to no one, neither in will nor in action. For
from all which Holy Church does and observes, from all this they hold
And this
themselves exempted, and will have nothing to do with it.
so long as a man takes pains to acquire virtues, and
is their opinion
since he is still seekseeks to fulfil the will of God, he is not perfect
ing to acquire virtues, and has learnt nothing as yet of this his
And they consider themselves exalted above all
spiritual poverty.
the orders of the world of spirits and all the hosts of the saints,
and every reward which could possibly be merited and, therefore,
they suppose that they can merit nothing more, they can make no
farther progress in virtue, nor commit any more sins, since they are
without will of their own, and have surrendered their spirits to God in
repose, and hence have so become one with God as to be altogether
Therefore, they affirm, every thing is allowanothing in themselves.
ble to them which their bodies may lust after, since, reduced back to
Therethe state of innocence, they have no law prescribed to them.
fore, when their corporeal nature lusts after anything, whatever it may
be, and they feel that the tranquillity of their spirits is disturbed by
the non-gratification of this desire, they give up to their nature.

—

;

;

Therefore they give themselves no concern about observing fasts or
For in all
festivals, except when, for men's sake, they do otherwise.
things they live without conscience, holding that there is nothing which
that we shall find but
says he
"I hope
is not permitted them."
few of this sort of men but they, whoever they are, that belong to
and seldom, if ever, do they
their number, are the worst of men
come to their senses in the mean time, evil spirits get possession of
He says, that they were hard to be reached by arguments.
them."
And Tauler, after pointing out how the contemplative life should pass
contends against
both being in essence one
over into the active
" There are,
these advocates of a one-sided, contemplative bent.

—

—

;

;

;

—

—
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certain men who set value only on contemplation,
says he
and set no value on reality, and say that they need not exercise, need
And he holds up to
they have passed beyond it."
not virtue
such the words of Christ respecting the seed cast into good ground,
and Matth. 3 10.
which brought forth a hundred fold
Having thus explained this general opposition of the ground-tendencies of the so-called Friends of God, we will proceed to enter more
at large mto the characteristics of the above-mentioned representaThe first to be noticed here
tives of the more pure and sober bent.
is John Ruyshrocli of Brussels, who being, as we have seen from his
writings, a zealous opponent of that fanatical, pantheistic bent, had
already, before retiring from the world, great trials to endure from the
She was
opposition of a wife belonging to the sect of the Free Spirit.

again

'

;

:

;

one of those who labored to disseminate their doctrines by the circulation of mystic writings in the vulgar language,

and had formed around

her a large party, whose hatred Ruysbroch incurred by the zeal with
which he contended against this fanatical bent, so connected with senRu3'sbruch was much sought after by many besual extravagancies.
longing to districts on the Rhine, Strasburg, Basel, and France, and
consulted for spiritual advice.
and the same thing is apparent
The writings of Ruysbroch evince
that his contemplative habits did not
also from the story of his life
hinder him from coming frequently into contact with his contemporaries.
We find, therefore, that he was possessed of a profound
knowledge of the religious condition of his contemporaries he understood the dangers that threatened to come in from this source, and
Though the externalization of the resought to guard against them.

—

—

;

ligious

element and superstition were,

ers of the religious spirit, yet

in this period, the chief disturb-

Ruysbroch knew how

to

detect the

went along with them. This was, indeed, at first,
v»-rapt up and concealed under the extravagances of that mysticism,
that false inwardness and passivity, which Ruysbroch, as we have
but we find hints in his wriseen, so vigorously contended against
tings, that, independent of this, the prevailing worldliness of spirit
that cramped every movement of the higher life, had called forth a
decided infidelity, which may have been but confirmed the more by
We know not but we
the antagonism of the prevailing superstition.
should be thinking of some such root, rather than the aberrations of
mysticism, when Ruysbroch, contending against such as denied every
thing supernatural, says 2 •' They who lie without shame under mortal sins, care neither about God nor his grace, but esteem the virtues
as nothing, spiritual life as hypocrisy or deception, and hsten with disinfidehty, also, that

;

:

convinced that there
gust to all that is said about God or the virtues
no God, and no heaven or hell. Hence it is that they want to know
about nothing but what strikes the senses " and when he speaks of
;

is

:

those bad Christians,^

'

*

Bas. ed.

De

fol.

calculo,

who blaspheme

15 b; Fr. ed.
283.

I, p.

123.

i)!i{r.

84*

Christ,

^

and

set at

naught

Spccul. aetera. salut. pag. 27.

his sa-
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craments.
We meet with expressions in his writings which, rent from
their connection with his general drift and scope, separated from those
passages where, as we have seen, he so emphatically contends against
pantheism, might be misconstrued as an inclination to that error aa
" God dwells after the like true manner, as to his eswhere he says
sence, in the Avicked and the good, for he is the creator and preserver
of all beings, and nearer and more within them than they are to themSo when he describes it
selves
he is the essence of their essence."
" when we
as the highest position to be reached in time or eternity
have the feeling and inward consciousness beyond all knowledge and sci-'
ence, and of a certain infinite, fathomless unknown
when we are dead
to, and rise above all the names which we give to God or to creatures,
or pass beyond them into something eternal, transcendent, which is
hicapable of being designated by any name, and lose ourselves therein ; and when above all the exercises of virtue in us, we perceive and
experience a certain eternal repose, wherein there is no activity ; and
above all blessed spirits, an infinite and immeasurable bhss, in which
we are all one, and this unity itself, so far as it is possible to the creature, is the same that blessedness is in itself; and when, finally, we
see all blessed spirits merged, blended, and lost in that essence which
But what preserved Ruysbroch, who,
is higher than all substance." 2
as we may see from the language above cited, in striving to pass beyond the limits of temporal consciousness and to anticipate the intuitions of the life eternal, might so easily have lost himself in those
abysses, what preserved such a man from the pantheistic error, was
the power of the moral element within him, it was that which Christ
was to him, the connection of his christian consciousness with his consciousness of God, his way of knowing God in Christ, his way of
clinging to God revealed and to his word, and his profound recognition
his way of connecting his faith in a
of the essence of pei-sonaUty
personal supra-mundane God with the consciousness of his own personality.
The characteristic thing in that mystic pantheism is in fact
nothing more nor less than will, exalting itself above Christ, and the
;

:

'

;

;

;

;

want of a strong moral sense. We may notice, therefore, what Ruysbroch says on this point 3 " We cannot redeem ourselves but if with
all the capabilities we have we follow after Christ, then our acts are
Therefore has
united with hk acts, and become enobled by his grace.
Christ redeemed us by his own acts and not by ours, and by his own
:

;

made us free. But if we would possess and feel this
Ireedom, then must Ids spirit kindle our spiiits to love, and plunge us
in the abyss of his love and most free goodness, where our spirits are
baptized and endued with freedom, and united with Ids spirit, and that
which constitutes our will dies to itself, and is absorbed in his will, so
for God's will has bethat we would will nothing but what God wills
Accordingly, he
come our will
which is the root of true love.
Bays * " Christ is our mirror and our rule, the rule for the right dimerits has he

;

—

:

'

*

De
De

praecip. quibusd. virtut., p. 179.
sept, amor grad., pag. 226.

^

Specul. aetern. salut

*

Ibid. pag. 32.

,

pag. 14.
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His humanity is the light of the divine
whole life.
whereby heaven and earth are enlightened, and will be to all
eternity," " Though God
says he
has withdrawn and hidden himself from thy view, yet thou art by no means hidden from him. For he
lives in thee and has left thee his mirror and his image, the Lord Jesus
Christ, his Son, that thou mightest carry him in thy hands, before
The kingdom of heaven is Jesus
thine eyes and in thy heart
Christ himself, who by his grace lives in us
and the kingdom of
heaven suffereth violence, and, by the power of Christ who lives in us
and fights with us, we take it by force." 2 He understands how to
seize the divine nature and the human nature of Christ in their intimate
connection. " Because
says he ^
Christ was in respect of that which
is highest 'm him ever of the same will with the Father; though his
nature was sensible to sorrow and anguish, yet he showed obedience, and
having overcome the will of the sensuous part, he said to the Father,
rcction of our

glory

—

'

—

;

—

—

'

Not my

will,

We

but thine, be done.' "

have already observed how

Ruysbroch contended against that one-sided contemplative bent. And
though he, too, gave great prominence to the contemplative life of the
spirit, yet he ever regarded love as the highest, and in this he finds
" If one
the union of the contemplative and the practical habit.

— should soar

—

height of contemplation equal to any which
Peter or Paul or any other of the apostles ever reached, but should be
informed that some poor man stood in need of a warm broth, or of any
other service, it would be far better that he should for the moment
awake out of the repose of that contemplation and bestow aid on that
poor man in true charity, than that he should surrender himself to the

says

he'*

to a

sweetness of his present contemplation for God's commandments are.
not to be neglected for the sake of any exercise, however great it
says he in another place s— would give himself
may be. Whoever
up solely to contemplation, and neglect his neighbor in distress, has
never attained to true intercourse with himself and the contemplative
And against
life, but is miserably deceived in his whole mode of life.
He affirms
such people it behooves us to be much on our guard."
that, for the sake of christian perfection, one need not retire into solitude or to holy places.
man truly just, will be so in all jj/aces and
with all men
and the same holds true of the unjust. But he is to be
called a just man, who, after a true manner, possesses God, and this
in all places, even in the public ways, and with all mortals,no otherwise
than in the church, or in his chamber, or in whatever other place he
may have shut himself up." And he cites in illustration the words
says
(John 4 21)® "Men
of Christ to the Samaritan woman.
he
ought not to look so much at what they do, as at what they are.
For if they are good at bottom, their deeds will easily be good also.
Many place hohness in action but this is not best since holiness is,
For however holy our
if I may so express it, to be placed in bei)t(j.
;

—

A

;

I

;

'

Ibid. pag. 13.

—

:

—

;

*

*

Ibid. pag. 15.

*

*

Ibid. pag. 14.

•

De

praecip. quihusd. virtut., pag. 181
Specul. aetern. salut., pag. 25 et 26.
praecip. quibusd. viitut. pag 176

De
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works

may

do not, as works, make us holy but so far as we
and our foundation is a holy one, so far we make
and whether it be eating or drinking, sleeping,
holy

be, they

;

are holy ourselves,

;
our works, also,
waking, praying, conversing, or fasting, so far as it is done from
greater love to God and to the endless glory of God, so far is it also
something great. For the greater the love with which a man devotes
Ruysbroch was ophimself to God, the holier is his foundation."
posed also to the externality of the church tendency manifested in
penance and such matters, as a one-sided, subjective bent. He says 2
" Though many frequent the choir, day and night, read a great deal,
sing, multiply words in prayer, and perform the like good works, yet
because, with
these are valueless both to themselves and before God
thoughts dissipated on outward objects, they ' walk after the flesh and
says he ^
separated from
not after the spirit." " Outward poverty
If, on
the internal exercises and virtues, cannot find this way to God.
the other hand, one makes a wise and conscientious use of riches, if
for the glory of God he liberally distributes them to the poor, he may
find this way, which remains an unknown one to hypocrites who are
poor against their will." " We may meet with many who lead a strict and
austere life, and give themselves up to astonishing acts of penance, but
their only end is to gain a great reputation for sanctity and a great
reward. For natural love turns back upon itself, and longs after honor
Again
he says ^
in this Hfe, and a large reward in the next." 4
" he who busies himself more with those exercises which take up
the whole heart and soul, and bestows more attention on the multiplicity of works, than on their essence and end, and clings to his exercises, to sacraments, symbols, and outward usages, more than to the
truth signified by them, he continues to be an outward man, swallowed
up in mere doing but the same man in his good works, if they are
" Every good
united with a simple temper, will obtain eternal life."
however trifling, if done with love and a simple diswork
says he^
position, out of respect to God, obtains likeness to God and eternal
life in him ; for a simple disposition brings the scattered powers of
the soul into unity, and places the spirit itself in union with God."
One thing characterizing the ethical element in Ruysbroch, which secured him against the danger of pantheism, is the prominent place he
gives to the will, which he describes as the main-spring, on which all
development of the higher life depends. " All virtue, and all gooddepend on the will. He, therefore, wants nothing,
ness
says he 7
who truly possesses a right will. If, then, thou longest to have humility, love, or any other of the virtues, thou hast but to will it in all
seriousness and with thy whole soul, and of a certainty thou hast it,
and none can deprive thee of it, be he God or man, if but thy will be
right and godlike." And in another place,8he says what could hardly
be acceptable to the advocates of the common view held by the
J

:

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

*
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'
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" If one should maintain that a perfect will, without works,
church
worth as much as a good will, with works, at the same time, I should
not be disposed strenuously to dispute such an opinion."
good will
is born of the Holy Spirit itself; and, therefore, a good will is the
living and free instrument whereby God accomplishes what he wills. A
good will in man is the love shed abroad in him, through which he
honors God, and cherishes and exercises all the virtues.
Our good
will is God's grace, and our supernatural life wherebv we get the victory over all sins.
good will, united with the divine grace, makes us
free, lifts us above ourselves, and unites us with God in the contemplative life.
A good will, in its internal communion with God, is the
spirit crowned with the eternal life
and when it is directed outwards,
:

is

A

A

;

and the same is accordingly the
kingdom of God, where God reigns by his grace. It includes love,
and, lifted above itself, is blessed, united with God." Much spiritual experience and sober sense are evinced in what Ruysbroch says, in
reproving that tendency to self-reflection and tacit repose in the feelings, whereby many in these times were led astray
a tendency
noticed by chancellor Gerson, who, describing the dangers of the inner
" The excessive hunting after and
life of the soul, in his times, says ^
Now, when, for various
brooding over feelings has deceived many."
reasons, such persons came to find the current of their religious feelings
dried up, and to experience a dearth in their inner life, they were easily
led to think themselves forsaken of God, and fell into despondency. He
is

it

lord of

external actions

all

;

'

—

:

says

many

religious

things on this subject having an important bearing on the

life

He

his contemporaries.

of

many

speaks of people, "

Who

had their particular prayers, and
Hence, they were often
requested this and that thing of God.
deceived.
God permitted the things they desy-ed to be given them
while they, however, ascribed the answer to their
by evil spirits
Nor should we
own holiness, and believed they deserved it all.
wonder at this, since they suffer under the distemper of pride, and
They cling therefore to
are neither touched nor enlightened by God.
themselves
a trifling comfort rejoices them beyond measure, because
they are not aware of their great deficiencies. They are bent on seekstrove after

special favors,

;

;

ing after spiritual enjoyments, which may well be called a spiritual debauchery, because it is an inordinate desii-e of natural love, which always

and seeks its own advantage." ^ " The efseem of great importance, as triumphant joy, devotion, and the like
but these are not always the more desii-able and
better states of feeling, for they may exist without true love.
Nature
is often wont to bestow such sweetness of temper, or by God's permission, even the spirit of all evil may excite such feelings in a man.
Nor is he to be called a more holy man than others, who abounds in
such feelings.
Hence, it is our duty to inquire whether such feelings
have been bestowed by God, and for what purpose. For such feelings,
has prime regard

to itself,

fects of love often

;

'

Specul. aetcrn. salut., pag. 29.

'

Fcfcllit raultos

..onnuisitio.

nimia sensimentorum

'

De

ornatu spiritual, nujitian,

\r.vj;.
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God,

in his love, is often

wont

to bestow, for the

purpose of stimulating

and of keeping it in the right direcBut, as he on whom they are bestowed makes progress in
tion of life.
true love, he gradually withdraws from him such sweetness of the feelWhile he maintains his fidelity, however, in such times of reings.
freshment, the Christian should still be watchful, and consider whether
it flows from true love
and even if it be clear that such is the case,
the soul to aim at something higher,

;

not for this reason the best thing, as will be evident if we reflect that such enjoyments must ever be regarded as of far less value
than any service, bodily or spiritual, which we can bestow on another."
In respect to the consciousness of spiritual dearth, he

yet

it is

1

says 2 "If thou sometimes feelest within thee a certain stubbornness of nature, a troubled heart and an oppressive burden
if thou
feelest thyself deprived of all taste for spiritual things
if thou appearest to thyself deserted of God, poor, and destitute of all comfort
if thou supposest thyself suffering under a disgust of all external and
:

;

;

and feelest thyself depressed by such a load, as if
be not for all this perplexed in thy soul,
thou must sink to the earth
but leave thyself in the hands of the Lord, and let it only be thy
prayer that God's will may be done, and that all should be subservient
Believe me, the dark cloud will soon be dissipated, and
to his glory.

internal exercises,

;

the radiance of the bediming sun of our Lord Jesus Christ will be
poured over thee with a more excellent comfort and a more excellent
grace than thou hast ever felt before and this on account of thy self;

renunciation and thy humble resignation under all the load laid upon
thee."
Accordingly, he looks upon all such sufferings of the soul as

an exercise of self-denial, a training to a total surrendry of the heart
to God, with the renunciation of self and of all creatures
and for
consolation and example he adverts to the state of soul in Christ,
when he uttered those words on the cross, My God, why hast thou
forsaken me,' which such persons doubtless know how to understand
says he^
that we may not only
better than all others. " In order
bear such things with equanimity from men, but also patiently suffer
the rod of our Lord himself, when he withdraws the comfort of his
presence, removing so far from us, that it seems as if a wall separated
between Him and us and if we come in our distress for comfort and
help, placing himself towards us as if he shut his eyes upon us and
would neither see nor hear us, leaving us to struggle alone with our
sufferings and sorrows as he himself, too, was forsaken of his Father
then, in the midst of all this we must fly to his deity as our refuge,
that so, remaining unshaken amid all our depression, we may seek our
consolation in no mortal creature or thing, nor anywhere but in that
Thy will be done,' which words
'word which Christ himself uttered,
are the most agreeable of all to God ; and he who can express this
from the deep meaning of his heart, can never be disturbed or fall into
any great depression ; but he will experience in his very resignation a
;

'

—

—

;

'

'

*

De

praccip. quibusd. virtut. pag. 181.
Specul. aetern. salut., pag. 13.

'
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God is the end of the self-denial." In regard
tempting thoughts, he says ^ "If in thj praying, or thy spiritual
exercises, strange thoughts or images enter thy mind, whatever they
may be, if they be not to the purpose before thee, be not disturbed by
them, but turn away, at once, with the whole bent of thy mind and
For although the hellish foe shows thee thy wares, still
love, to God.
they will not stay by thee if thou art not inclined to them in thy afTherefore, if thou wouldst easily overcome all things, seek
fections.
to keep thy soul ever directed upward and turned inward."
John Tauler was born in Strasburg, in the year 1290 in the year
1308 he Entered the Dominican order. It is worthy of remark that
he expresses himself somewhat doubtful whether it belongs to the true
following after Christ to live by the alms of others instead of laboring
He says in a sermon :^ " Had I known, when I was
for one's self.
peculiar peace, because

10

:

;

.

my

father's son, what I now know, I would have lived upon his labor
and not upon alms." He studied at Paris and so we find him citing
what was taught in the schools. 3 But, as is evident from what has
been earlier said, the theology that is not to be learned from books was
esteemed by him as of much higher value. We have already remarked
how, in the time of the papal interdict, and of the ravages of the black
death, he continued fearlessly to labor in promoting the spiritual good
He preached at Cologne and in the different cities on
of the people.
Tauler, as well as Ruysbroch,
the Rhine, and died in the year 13G1.
contended against the prevailing tendency to the external in religion.
He says < " God gave all things that they might be a way to himDo you dream that it is a jest ?
self, and He only should be the end.
Nay, verily. Your station makes you neither blessed nor holy. Neither
;

:

my

cowl, nor

my

bald head, nor

my

convent, nor

my

holy society, nor

any of these things makes me holy." Accordingly he declaims against
the various self-mortifications and voluntarily imposed exercises of penance, by which men destroyed their minds and bodies instead of makThus he says " Some men
ing any real progress in sanctification.
are not content with the myrrh which God gives them, they would load
their stomachs with still more, and give themselves the head-ache and
sick fancies, and have suffered long and much, and fail to do things
rightly, and httle grace comes to them from it all, when they build on
their own plan, whether in penance or abstinence, or in prayer or devoIn the case of prayer, he makes the inward disposition tho
tion." s
main thing. Praying by memory, he says, is profitable only so far
and then the
as it stirs up the man to this noble (internal) devotion
and when that flows out, let the prayer of
noble incense bursts forth
He says again, that by love, the supreme
the lips boldly proceed." 6
since the fulfilling of all wliich those vows
virtue, all vows are paid
:

;

;

;

Now if a man has made many vows,
proposed Is contained in love.
to pray, to fast, to make pilgrimages and the like, he is exempt and
'

«
'

Specul. aetern. salut.. pag. 12.
Bas. ed. fol. 120 b; Fr. ed. II,
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*
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free from all these,

he

in the order,

is

when he
bound

enters

into

an order ; as soon as he is
and to God. Rightly the re

to all the virtues

man may
fo.-e do I also say here, that to however many things a
have bound himself to God, if he comes into real true love, he is free
Speakmg
from them all, so long as true sincerity of heart is in him."
" They
of those who would be righteous by outward works, he says
abide in this, that they do great works, such as fasting, much watching,
and praying yet do not clearly see their foundation. They find their
interest and themselves in sensual enjoyment, favor and disfavor.
And
hence are engendered unjust and incorrect judgments and then many
failings and imperfections, such as pride, outward or inward, l)itterness
or self-will, quarrelsomeness, and many faults of the like kind." 2
He
•

:

;

;

speaks against those who referred morality to the relations of this world,
excluding the higher aspirations after that which is above the world,
the craving that passes beyond things earthly to lay hold on eternal life.
" These men
stray away into the rational exercise of the
says he 3
virtues, and thus find such pleasure and delight in this, that they are
kept at a distance from the truth which is nearest and highest, stopping short at the present pleasure, instead of seeking after the eternal
God through all pleasure." He reprimands those who placed their dependence on saints or angels, instead of reposing their whole trust in
God. He says < " There are some spiritual men, Avho are not content
For rather than to be simply and truly without
to be without comfort.
comfort, and found empty and naked, they would resort to heavenly
creatures, saints and angels, and entertain these in their minds with a

—

—

:

As, for
and set these before them for a comfort.
example, this saint is loved by me above other saints, or this angel
above other angels. And then if any one objects to this, declaring that
it is an unpermitted thing, that it should not be done, they have small
and this is at once a
pleasure in this, perhaps they are displeased
wrong, and a great hindrance to thee in thy business with God."
We have seen how Tauler regarded the pious observance of all outward rites prescribed by the church as a preparatory school for the
how
highest stage of spirituality, of the contemplative religious life
therefore these Friends of God were opposed to those who outwardly

spiritual pleasure,

;

;

The casting aside of
arbitrarily cast off all external observances.
these ordinances should not be a purposed thing ; it should be a natural faUing off of them ; as if the internal development of the religious
life had progressed to such a point, that the outward rites which were

and

no longer needed as supports, must fall away of themselves. And heie
we may observe the difference between the men of this bent and the
violent reformers, those fanatical Beghards, and the Brethren of the
But we may remark also how easily the transition might
Free Spirit.
We find
be made from these principles to that application of them.
the following passage in Tauler,^ which begins with a beautiful com'
[This sermon apBas. ed. fol. 17 a.
Dears to be wanting in the Fr. edition. Ed.]
« Bas. ed. fol. 19 b; P>. ed. I. p. 192.

*
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" We gladly break off and strip away the leaves, to let the
Bun pour his rajs, without hindrance, upon these young grapes. Sc all
helps that become hindrances fall away from the Christian
imagea
of saints, knowledge, exercises, and prayer, and all means.
The man
should not cast these aside, however, but wait till they fall off themselves,
through divine grace
that is, when the man is trained up to a higher
stage, beyond all his understanding." Tauler, moreover, opposes the onesided contemplative bent, which despised the practical. He requires the
union and mutual interpenetration of the two elements. He understood
the dangers of those who, without matured experience, would betake
themselves to the contemplative life alone.
He looks upon the practical life as a needful probation
and says in this regard of the young
" One should not lie down to repose in the noble country of
people
contemplation.
He may perhaps pass in there for a while, but he
should fly back again, as long as he is not fully mature, and is still
Moreover, he speaks against
young and unpractised and imperfect."
the tendency of wanting to luxuriate continually in sweet feelings, and
says 2 "It is no great distress if a man is not always jubilant and in
sweet enjoyment for all this is but a chance gift of God that is, when the
essential thing of a devout temper abides in the man."
He speaks of
those who, when times of stumbling followed after pleasant enjoyments,
knew not upon what to fix and steady themselves. " Their sweet emotions
says he ^
have turned out a weak foundation on which they have
been trusting, instead of trusting truly in God, solely and alone, in love and
suffering."
This luxuriating in sweet feelings was, according to him,
the evil germ from w^hich the tendency of those enthusiastic Friends of
God, who had sunk down into pantheistic self-deification, had evolved
^ " There are some who so rest in the sweetitself, and he remarks
He defines it
ness of enjoyment as to fall into an improper freedom."
as a sinking back of nature into itself, finds in it therefore an intermixture
It appears to him a self-constituted, artifiof the natural and divine.
cial state of being, which he compares to the employment of a multiplicity of remedies, that hinder nature in her own healthy and spontaneous reactions, and he observes " In these pleasant moods and states
nature bends back upon herself with agility, and quietly awaits the
result of that to which the man is, above all things, inclined, and abandons herself to security and just that happens which I have heard
from physicians, that it is not a good thing for men to use many drugs,^
for, when nature finds herself hel{)ed, she trusts to that and sits down
and rests, and she thinks she has the right help, and works not so diliparison

:

—

;

;

:

'

:

,

;

—

—

:

:

;

But when she is uncertain of all help,
gently as she otherwise does.
she contrives, and works, and helps herself." He warns against turning
the thoughts inward too much on one's self, against despondency under
temptations, which ought to be regarded as a means designed for the
He says ^ " Have good courage, then, and
purification of the soul.
:

'

*
»

a; Fr. ed. I, p. 135.
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he joyful and not sorrowful nor melancholy, though wicked, impure
let them be as
thoughts may sometimes intrude into your minds
For if they come up
wicked as they may, pay no attention to them.
And
contrary to thj thoughts and wishes, so let them fall out again.
should this happen to thee most of all in prayer and in thy approaches
;

God, let them alone in the name of God, and suffer this conflict and
these impure suggestions right cheerfully and humbly and quietly by
So in the times of spiritual dearth, when the sensithe will of God."
ble presence of God is wanting, and the soul feels itself forsaken by
to

Him, he warns men not to despair, but to recognize in this an appointment of Providence designed for the saving good of man, for the promotion of the divine life.

"

We

must

—

says he

i

—

God

intend and seek

by himself. And this foretaste of the great true wedding many people
And if they experiwould fain have, and complain that it cannot be.
ence no wedding on the deep ground of their being, when they pray or
perform other exercises, and find not God's presence, it vexes them
and this they do less, or less willingly, and say they have no experience of
God. Therefore they grow weary of their pains- taking and praying. This
a man should never do. We should never do a duty the less on such acfor God was present there, but we perceived him not. Yet he
count
went secretly to the wedding. Where God is, there in truth is the wedAnd he cannot be away from it where a man simply thinks
ding.
;

;

;

Him and

of

Him

seeks

God must

alone, there

of necessity be, either

manner." He adduces in illustration the case
Tliey must be deprived of visible intercourse with the
of the apostles.
but
meantime they must have believed they were forsaken
Saviour
it was that they might be prepared for the invisible communion with the
" Children
he
Saviour, and for the receiving of the Holy Ghost.
as to this matter, it is seriously to be considered by us, and we
says2
must understand that, to the beloved disciples of God and his beloved
friends, the Holy Ghost could not be given till Jesus Christ had first
gone away from them. Not at all difierent then is coldness, want of
comfort, ineptitude, so that we feel heavy and slow to every good work,
If all men
and cold and dark for thus has Christ departed from us.
Avould see into this, and make it profitable and fruitful to themselves, it
In another place he says,
were a useful, noble, blessed, divine thing."
after citing the words of Christ, John 16: 7, " The holy disciples were
then possessed, within and without, with the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ, and he so filled up every corner of their being, heart, soul,
sense, and powers of body and mind, that the possession must be out, or
must be away. If they were to come to the true, spiritual, inward com
fort, this possession must needs be cut away from them, however sour
they would otherwise have to abide at
Tind bitter it might be to them
Accord'ngly he speaks of the
the lowest stage, and in the senses." 3
sensibly or in a hidden

;

;

—

—

;

;

various leadings of Providence connected with the internal development of the soul, to which men ought simply to resign themselves, in-

•

*
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SUSO.

" God couies with levribie conflicts, and in wonderful events, and singular ways, which none
can understand but he who experiences them. Men therefore have re-

He

own way.

Stead of choosing their

markable, mysterious sufferings

says

:

^

among them, diverse forms of the bitwhich way to turn
but God knows

ter drug, so that they are at a loss

well what he

means by

;

He

gives prominence to trust in Christ
as the means of obtaining victory over all temptations, and says : ^
" When he (the devout man) cannot overcome the dogs he contends
it

all."

with, nor get rid of them, he should run in great haste to the tree of
passion of our dear Lord Jesus Christ ; thei-e

the cross, and of the

he may cleave asunder the heads of the dogs that assault him ;
he there obtains the victory in all his conflicts, and is entirelj^
delivered and rid of them."
The third individual whose character deserves to be portrayed with
some minuteness, was Henry Siiso of Suabia, a Dominican. He was
born in the year 1300 and died in 1365. He was the author of various
writings, composed in the form of dialogues and in other forms, in the
German language, and afterwards translated into Latin, in which writings also we may discern the religious bent of this class of the Friends
of God.
He is no less remarkable than Tauler for giving prominence
to the mediation of Christ as necessary to the attaining to true communion with God, and was thus distinguished from those pantheistic mystics who, without any mediation, were for sinking directly into the
Thus he represents Christ as saying
depths of the divine essence.
" No man may ascend to the divine heights nor have any sweet foretaste of bliss, except he be first drawn by the image of my human lowThe higher a man climbs without passing through,
Uness and sorrow.
my humanity, the lower he falls. My humanity is the way he should
The
take, my suflerings the door through which he should press." ^
practical following after Christ was considered of more value by him
than all transitory excitement of feeling. He makes Christ say : " No
alone

that

is,

:

better shows forth how near my suffering comes to him, than he
who bears it with me in the exhibition of good works. Dearer to me
is an empty heart, regardless of earthly loves, and constantly diligent

man

pursuing the next duty, while working out the example of my sufferme, and honoring my
sorrow with as many tears of grief as ever drops of rain fell from the
skies
for that thou mightest follow me was the end for which I sufthough thy tears also are well-pleasing and
fered the bitter death
Patience in suffering seemed to him of more value than
acceptable."
miracles, as he says 4 " Never was there so much gazing at a knight
who has come off" well at the tournament, as there is gazing of all the
in

ings, than if thou wert continually complaining to

;

:

:

heavenly host at a man who comes off" well in suffering. All the saints
stand sureties for a suffering man ; for they have already experienced
it before, and cry out with common mouth, that it is no poison, but a
fol.

and Writings.

fol.

(2(1 ed.

8 a; Fr. ed. I, p. 141.
28 b; Fr. ed. 1, p. 161.
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wholesome drink.

Patience in suffering is greater than calling the dead
it is the narrow way which opens
miraculous signs
richly onward to the gate of heaven."
Among the religious appearances which grew out of these times of
distress and of excitement in Germany, and extended into the fifteenth
century, belong too the processions of the Scourgers or Flagellants.
[t was first in Italy, in the thirteenth century, that, amid the contests carried on with the wildest extravagance of passion between the
party friendly to the pope, and the party who went with the emperor,
the Guelphs andGhibellines,— strong feelings of remorse followed
•suddenly after the tumult of these passionate contests.
Vast bodies of
•men, girded with ropes, marched in procession, with songs and prayer,
through the cities and from one city to another, calling on the people
to repent.
The momentary impression proAll hostilities ceased.
duced by these singular processions was powerful, though it did not
last long.
Such processions spread from Italy to other countries. In
to life, or other

;

—

Germany

in particular, the impression produced by the desolating ravages of the Black Death contributed to call forth such demonstrations
though even here, a lasting work of repentance by no means followed,
in the case of most
but good men were forced to complain that avarice and every sort of selfish vice afterwards prevailed to a greater
extent than ever.' Large bodies of men marched through Flanders,
France, Germany, singing hj^mns and scourging themselves till the
blood flowed freely.
And as the civil magistrates and ecclesiastical
authorities now found it necessary to interfere on account of the danger to civil and ecclesiastical order, and on account of the violation of
public decency connected with the rapid spread of this fanatical tendency, Pope Clement VI. for example forbidding these processions
on penalty of the ban, it was necessarily driven (since those who were
seized with this fanatical spn-it would not abandon its impulse) into an opposition to the church which did not originally belong to it.
The prevailing dissatisfaction with a corrupt church, and the opposition
to that cb'u-ch which existed already in the age, impressed their own
and in the next following
peculiar stamp on these appearances also
Those who joined
times these processions took an heretical direction.
in them spoke of the corruptions of the church, predicted approaching
judgments, announced that all the sacraments in the church were profaned by her pollutions and had lost their validity, that but one sacra;

;

;

ment

as they supposed remained, which

ner,

the sufferings of Christ.

Many
'

was

to copy, after their

Hence they were

called

crud

man-

fratres.

of them died at the stake.

D'Achery

Spicil. Ill,

110:

Nam

ho-

ipsos

conturbantes

....

Caritas etiam

mines fuerunt postea magis avari et tena- ab illo tempore refrigescere coepit yalde,
ces, cum multo plura bona quam aiitea et iniquitas abundavit cum ignorantiis et
magis etiam cupidi et per peccatis
Ftossiderent
;

ites,

brigas et rixas atque per placita se-
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Hungary, 51, 237, 246.

Hugo

Huss, 48, 118,

of,

363.

146, 174, 178, 183, n.
Life ifnd character, 235-371,
2, 192.
Education, 235. Pbiced as preacher at
Bethlehem chapel, 236. The Wilsnack
miracle, 237-239.
Huss and Wicklif,
240-248, 258.
Discourse before the
1.34,

Diocesan Synod, 248-250
Nicholas of
Welenowitz, 250, 251.
Huss chosen
rector of the university of Prague, 25.?.
Departure of the Gernians from Prasrue,
Huss on the council of Pi-a,
2.53, 254.
255.
In contention with the clergv,

255-259
The bull of Alexander V.
against the doctrines of Wicklif. 2.59262. Appeal >( Huss to Alexander
260.
To John XXIIL, 262. Writings
of Huss. DeTrinitiite, 263. On tithes,
264, 274. n. 1. Defen.sc of some articles
of Wicklif, 264.
On right of property,
268-270. On transubstantiation, 270.
The goose, 271, n 1, 311.314, 333, 336.
Huss cited to appear before the pope,
271. Exeommutiicatcd, 272, iJ73. Confession of faith, 273. Suinmoned b-fore
the le<rate, 276 Against the indulgence
of John XXIIL, 276-285. The martyrs
of Prague, 288-290. The eight doctors,
291-293. Huss placed under the ban
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interdict, 294, 295.

Leaves Prague,

Synod of Prague, 295-297. Coramissioners appointed by the king for tiie
Writrestoration of concord, 297-299.
ings of Huss in exile. De ecclesia, 299Znaim,
Against Stanislaus of
307.
307-310.
Letters of Huss, 310-316,
315, n. 2. Journey to Constance, 316Arrival in Constance, 321. Dis321.
course giving an account of his faith,
Imprisonment, 326. Com323-326.
mittee appointed for preliminary examination of Huss, 330. His sickness

J.

295.

_

Letters, 331-337, 340in prison, 330.
342, 349,358-367. Tracts composed in

Flight of John XXIIL,
prison, 336.
Huss removed to the castle of
339.
Gottleben, 339. New commissioners apHuss removed to the
g)inted, 340.
First audiranciscan convent, 342.
Second
ence before the council, 342.
Third audience,
audience, .343-348.
349-356. His unknown friend, 349,
360-362, 366. Further proceedings of
the council, 356, 357. Last days of
Huss in prison, 357-367. Degradation

and martyrdom, 368-371.

See Jerome

of Prague.
Hussinetz, 235.
Hussites, 121, 122, 128, 129, 130-133, 272,
356, 357.
Hymns, 207, 243, n. 1.

Jacob, dean, 298.
Jacobellus of Mies, 297, 331, 337, 338 and
n. 1, 367.

Janduno, John of, 25, 147.
Janow, Matthias of, 93. Militz, 174, 175178 and notes, 182, notes, 183, notes 1,
Life and character, 192-194.
3, 236.
De regulis V. et N. Testameuti, 194-231
Frequent participation in the Lord's
Supper, 193, 213, 217-231, 233, 335.
Vices of the clergy, 194-199, 202-206,
215, 256. Antichrist, 196-201, 231-234.
Law of
Elias, 201.
Faith, 199, 201.
Christ, 207-210. Christ the head of the
Equality of clergy
church, 210-214.
and laity, 213-217. Consilia and pr»ePersecution of
cepta, 213, 216, 249.
preachers, 258. The schism, 231. The
Synod of Prague; image worship, 233.
AnLetters of fraternities, 250, n. I.
Huss, 235, 238, 239, 240,
gels, 257.
242, 248, 250, 266, 291, 325, 337, 364.
Jerome, 149, .303, 332.
Jerome of Prague, 245, 246, 253, 254, 279,
285 and n. 2, 286 and n. 1, 364. Labors

and martyrdom, 371-380.
Jerusalem, 246.
Jesenic, 252, n. 3, 272
298, 317.
Jews, 44, 233, 308.
Waldhausen, 185.
Jistebnitz,

Sigmund

and

of,

n. 1, 294, 297,

And Conrad

of

250.

Master von, 289.
Joachim, writings of the abbot, 135, 881.
Joan, pope, 285, 307.
Jitzin,

Idolatry, 211.

Image worship,

140, 156, 233, 234, 250.

Impanation, 153.
India, 86, 399.
Indulgences, 3, 30, 41, 47, 74, 113, 122126, 171, 251, 276, 287, 288, 296. Sellers
Huss on, 250, 274 and
of, 51, 52, 183.
n. 3, 277, 279-285, 291, 292, 323.
Infidelity, 68, 401.

Of John XXIIL,

Of Boniface VIIL,

11.

111.

Innocent III., pope, 134, 153, 270.
Innocent VI., 44.
Innocent VIL, 70, 247.

n. 1, 38, 40, 147,

Insurrections in England, 159, 160, 161,
163.
Intention, 350.

.

against Philip

the

Fair, 6. Against Charles VI. of France,
77. Interdict against Louis IV. of Germany, 24, 42, 43, 380, 383, n. 2, 407.
Against Huss, 272, 273, 275, 294-296,
301, 312,313, 322.

Isaiah, 185.
Islep, archbishop of Canterbury, 135,
136.
Italians, 232. At the council of Constance,
Promoted to ofiBces
103, 106, 118, 126.
in the cliurch, 137.
Italy, 44.

380,395.

262, 263, 271273, 276, 277, 287, 293, 302, 303, 321,
328-330, 339, 352, 363, 364.
John Balle. See Balle.

John XXIIL, pope, 90-112,

Inquisition, 392.

Interdict, threatened

Johannitcs, 392, n. 1.
John, bishop of Lubec (Lebus), 330.
John (Sansterre), king of England, 136.
John, martyr in Prague, 288-290.
John, patriarch of Constantinople, 330.
John, the Baptist, 143, 154, 188,200,366,
377, 392.
John, the evangelist, 306, 337.
John XII., pope, 18.
John XXII., pope, 23, 24, 30, 33, 36 and

John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John
John

See Reinstein.
Cardinalis.
See Brogny.
de Brogny.
Huss. See Huss.
See Militz.
Militz.
Nieder, 381, 392, n. 3.
Oertel, senator, 299.
of Antioch, 108.
of Bilombar, 129.
of Falkenberg, 127.

of Janduno.

See Janduno.

See Jesenic.
of Jesenic.
of Kebel, 250.
of Leitomysl (the Iron), 294, 296
297, 326, n. 3, 340, 341.
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John
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Dominican, 13, 15-19, 153,
Ragusio, 129.
Stekna.
See Stekna.
Wallenrod, bishop of Riga, 368.
Winterthur. See Winterthur.
Huysbroch. See Ruysbroch.
Tauler.
See Tauler.
Paris,

Trevisa, 149.

Villani.
See Villani.
Jonah, 332, 358.
Jordan, P., 183, n. 2, 222, n.

Of church and

136.
Lansuage, the Latin, 58. The Bohemian,
Huss, 243, n. 1, 244, 254-256, 320.
Of instruction, 175, 195, 236, 279, 297.
Jerome of Prague, 374, 379. Friends

of God, 383, 388,390,391.
Lateran council, 153.
Latzembock, 328.
Law, canonical. See Ecclesiastical Law.
Civil and ecclesiastical, 49.
Huss on,
325. Of Moses, 38, 39. Of Christ, 206209, 325, 326, 338.

2.

Jovinian, 350.
Jubilee of Boniface VIIL, 3.
Reduction
of the time of the J. to 50 years by
Clement VI., 41.
Reduction to 33
years by Urban VI., 51.
Judas, 221, 350.
Juliano Cesarini, 128-133.
Jurisdiction of the pope, 9, 10, 13-19, 38.
Of the emperor as against the pope, 18,
30.
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Langham, Simon,

Milheim, 235.

state respectively, 24,

25-30, 78. See Bonitace VIII., Gerson.
Jurisprudence, 113.
Justitication, Wicklif's views of, 172.

Huss, 302, 347.
Justinian, 87.

Lazan, Henry of, 316.
Lazan, Left of, 317.
Lazarus, 353, 358.
Learning.
See Culture.
Leipsic, founding of the university of, 254.
Leitomysl, the bishop of, 294. See John
of
Lenfant, 360, n. 2.
Letters of fraternities, 250.
Lewis, history of, Wicklif, 135, n., 141,
n., 144-155, notes, 161, 162, notes, 163,
notes, 164, n. 3, 165, n. 1.
Lewis Clifford, Sir, 148, n. 4.
Liberius, Roman bishop, 85.
Liberty, 5, 38.

Limoisin, 46.
Linus, Roman bishop, 19.
Literary culture, 71, 113.

K.

245 and
Rebel, John of, 250.
Keys, power of the, 146, 291, 296, 357.
Klonkot, Master, 182.

Knighton, 150, 162, n. 3.
Knights, influence of Huss on the, 260, n.

Knights Templar, 171.
Knin, Matthias Pater of, 250.
Knowledge, Christian, sources

In Bohemia,

n. 5, 262.

Lithuania, Lithuanians, 127, 373.
Little Jerusalem, 176.
Liturgy, 205.
Lollards, 14.3-145, 1.50, 160, 163.

Lombardy, 36, n. 1, 100.
London, "bishop of, 146, 147.

Kozi-hradek, 299, 310.

See CourtCouncil at, 162, 163.
Lord's Supper, Wicklif's doctrine of the,
151-157, 161, 162, 163. Janow on the
frequent participation in the, 193, 213,
217-231. Order of distribution, 229.

L.-

Janow's approval of the distribution of
the Lord's Supper under both forms,

264.

Low

ney.

of,

Huss,

state of, 387.

Koran, 299.

Spiritual

Ladislaus of Naples, 73, 75, 90, 100, 276,
281 andn. 1, 283.
Mysticism
Laity in councils, 33, 34.
among the, 42. Reactions among the,
Wicklif on their relation to
129, 131.
On their right to
the clergy, 139, 146.
Balle, 159.
the Scriptures, 149-151.
Piety
205.
clergy,
202,
Laity and

among the laity, 213, 214, 216, 218,
Reform and anti-reform
221, 224, 381.
Image worship, 233, 234.
parties, 232.
Right to preach, 250. Huss and the
laity, 256, 257, 260, n., 306, 307, 321,
Friends of God, 383, 387, 389,
352.
Participation in the Lord's Sup391.
per.
See that article.
Lambeth, 148.
Lancaster, Duke of, 93, 136, 147, 148, 159,
162.
Langenstein, Henry of, from Hessia, 46,
n., 48, n. 1, 49 and n. 2, 50.

participation,

218, 222, 230.

217,231. Doctrine of Huss, 242, 258,
Jacob von
336, 337, 339, 342, 343.
Mies.
Sub utraque, 337, 338, 342. At
Prague, 340, 341. Use of unleavened
bread in the. 92.
Louis IV., emperor (Louis the Bavarian),
24, 25, 30, 35, 36-43, 380.

Louis of Bavaria, pfalsgrave, 112, 342,
351, 370.
Louis of Angers, 73.
Louis the Pious, 304.
Love, doctrine of, Janow, 229. Tauler,
Ruvsbroch, 385,
384, 385, 407, 409.
386, 397, 398, 403, 404, 406.

Lucca,

74, 75, 192.

Lucifer, 225.
Luke, the evangelist, 32.

See Benedict XIII.
Luther, 139, 149, 150, 158, 171, 172, 192,

Luna, Peter of

202, 246, 260, n., 360, 377, n.
Lutterworlli, 142, 163, 165.
Lvoiis, Clement's coronation at, 20.
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M.

Monks. Mysticism among the, 42. At
Rome, 52. At Oxford, 135, 136. At
Avignon, 136. See Mendicant *S'riars,

Maccabees, 361.

Magdalene hospital at Prague,
Magical

176.

arts, 61.

Malatesta, 112.
Manicheisra, 9.

Manna,
Manual

230.
labor, Wicklif on, 141.
Marcellinus, Roman bishop, 85.
Marci, Cardinal St., 104, 340.
Margaret Ebnerin, 222, n. 1, 383, n. 2.
Marriage of priests, 92.
Marseilles, conference at, 72.
Marsilius of Padua, author of the Defensor Pads, 25-35, 38, 93, 147.
Martha, 386.
Martin, disciple of Huss, 320.
Martin, martyr at Prague, 288-290.
Martin V., 126-129.
Martyrdom, Wicklif on, 145. Militz, 180.
Huss, 263, 267, 268 and n. 2, 281, 286,
310-315, 319, 325,358, 362, 365, 366. In
Prague, 289. Of Huss, 368-371. Of
Jerome of Prague, 379. Of Nicholas of
Basle, 392.
Mary, the Virgin, 41, 323.

Mary Magdalene,

141, 143.

Matthias of Janow. See Janow.
Matthias Pater, of Knin, 250.
Mauritius of Prague, 259.
Melancthon, 246.
Mendicant friars, 59. Gerson on the, 86.
In England, 134. Wicklif and the,
136, 138, 140, 141, 149, 157, 161, 162,
171. Militz, 180, 181. Conrad of Wald191.
See Dominicans,

hausen, 186,
Franciscans.

Monasticism.
Morals, Morality, Gerson, 95, 96. Militz,
178.
Janow, 212.
Huss, 350, 351.
Tauler, 408.
Moravia, 102, 316, 371 and n. 2, 376.
Mysticism. See Friends of God.

N.
Nas, Doctor, 272, 288, n. 2.
Navarre, 53.
Nazareth, bishop of, inquisitor, 317.

Nebuchadnezzar, dream of, 35.
Necessity, in God, 168.
Nepotism, 3, 9, 21, 34, 36, n. 1, 40, 77.
Nero, 304.
Netherlands, the, 381.
New Testament, 26, 151, 173, 194, 242.
Nice, 105, 106.
Nice, council of, 85.
Nicholas V., 36, 37Nicholas de Baya, 114.
Nicholas Krebs (of Cusa), 130.
Nicholas of Basle, 390-392.

Nicholas of Clemangis. See Clemangis.
Nicholas of Faulfisch, count, 243, 245, n. 4.
Nicholas of Leitomysl, 246.
Nicholas of Lyra, 149.
Nicholas of Welenowitz, 250.
Nieder, John, 381, 392, n. 3.
Niem, Theodoric of. See Theodoric.

Nogaret William of, 12.
Nominalism, 135, 165, 168, 343, 344. In
Prague, 244, 245. In Paris, 372.
Nordlingen, Henry of, 222, n. 1, 383, n. 2.

Merswin, Rulmann, 387.

Norway,

Messiah, 44.
Michael of Chesena, General of the Fran-

Nuremberg, 129, 222 and

237.
n.

1,

320, 321,

381.

ciscans, 25.

0.

Michael of Deutschbrod, or de Causis, 293,
300, 321, 322, 327, 330, 331, 335, 338, n.
3, 356, 376.
Mikowec, letters of Huss, 315, n. 2, 320,
notes 1, 4, 321, n. 2, 332, notes 4, 5,
358, n. 1, 359, notes, 360, n. 1, 36.3,
n. 5.

Military service of prelates, 86.
Militz, John, life

De Antichristo,

and character, 17.3-183.
178-180, 181, 291. Im-

prisonment at Rome, 180. Release, 181.
Influence in Bohemia, 181, 235, 236,
On the corruption of
242, 249, 275.
the clergy, 178, 258. Death at Avignon, 183. His writings burned, 261.

His followers, 182, 288.
Militzans, 182.
Miracles, Wicklif on, 152, 169. Janow,
Huss, 237-239, 266, 267.
198, 199, 201.
Gerson, 353.
Mladenowic, Peter of, 243, n. 1, 317, n. 4,
326, n. 3, 330, n. 2, 343, 349, n. 2.
Mohammed, 197.
Monasticism, Wicklif on, 142, 143. Conrad on, 186-191. Janow, 210, 213.

Oath, 99, 249, 250, 361, 362.

Of

alle-

giance, 15, 28, 30.

Obedience, 278, 360, 385.
Oblations, 161.
Occam, William, 25, 38-40, 135, 245.
Oertel, John, 299.
Ofen, 373.

Old Testament, 25,
Law, 140, 233.
Opus operatum, 217.

26, 38, 39, 178, 194.

Ordinations, 86, 101.
Origen, 263, 362.
Original state of man, 15.
Orleans, imiversity of, 32.
Otho L, 18.
Oxford, 84, 93, 134-136, 142, 146, 147 and
n. 2,

and

149, 151, n. 2, 157, 163,
1, 246, 248.

240-244

n.

P.

Paganus, Peter, 244, n.
Palacky, 174, n.

1,

1.

183, n. 2, 237, n. 1,
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243, n. 1, 244, n. 3, 245, notes 4, 5, 248,
notes, 252, n. 3, 253, n., 258, n. 4, 271, n.
2, 272, n. I, 286, n. 1, 287, notes, 292,
notes 1, 2, 297, notes, 317, n. 2, 318, ii. 2,
326, n. 3, 330, n. 2, 338, ii. 1, 339, n. 4.
Paletz, Stephen, 118, 244 and n. 2, 245,248,
n. 4, 252, n. 2, 277-279, 283, 286. 291 and
n., 294-299, 303, 306, 310, 318, n. 1, 321,
327-332, 336, 345, 351, 356, 363, 366,
376.
Pantheism, 167. Pantheistic Friends of
God, 393-402, 409, 411.
Papacy, history of the, 1-133. Wicklif
and the, 137, 172, 173. Janow, 204.
Huss, 304-309, 311.
Pappenheim, Von, marshal of the empire,
371.
Parables of Christ, 201.
Paris, 37 and n. 3, 222, 246.
The nniversity, 84, 93, 192, 232, 248, 254, 353, 354,
407.
The university and the popes in
Avignon, 21. And "that of Orleans, 32.
In the Schism, 48-50, 52-56, 62-66, 72,
77.
Council at Pisa, 78-83. After the
council of Pisa, 90-100, 110. See Council.

Parish priests, Janow, 203-205.
Parties in the Schism, 63, 64.
In reference
to reform, 232, 233, 235, 240, 253, 254,

Scripture, 27, 28, 40.
The last times,
42, 178,211. Spiritual liberty, 118,206.
Orders of the clergv, 170. The church,
Grace, 214, n. 3. Nicholas
171, 172.
of Basle, 391, 392.
Pauperes sacerdotes Christi, 248.
Pavia, 128.
Pea-sant war, 158.
Pelagianism, 167, 350.
Pelzel, 236, n. 1, 253, n., 261, n., 262, n. 2,
271, n. 2. 274, n. 4.
Penance, 39, 113, 281, 385, 386, 404.

Money,

300, 319, .337, 389.
Philargi, Cardinal Peter.

81.

Pepin, l'5.
Percy, Henry, 147, 148.
Perfection, 2"l5.
Evangelical, 25, 216.
Periods of transition, 1, 274, 380.

Pernau, 320.
Persecutions, 60, 113, 114, 232, 233, 258,
267, 288, 289, 322, 383, n. 2, 392, 412.

See Huss, Jerome.
Peter, the apostle, 7, 14, 18, 19, 25, 31, 32,
39, 85, 95, 108, 127, 222, 301, 358.
Peter D'Ailly. See D'Ailly.

Peter de Bosco, 7
Peter de Luna, 52, 55, 56. See Benedict
XIII.
Peter de St. Angelo, 293.
Peter Lombard, 30, 336, 362.
Peter of Cor\aro, 36.
Peter of Dresden, 338.
Peter of Znaim, 244.

See Alexander

V.
Philip, the apostle, .306.
Philip the Fair, of France, 5-13,
37, 38.

19-23,

Philosophy, 113, 261, 308, 309, 347, 375,
376.
Piccolomini, Aeneas Svlvio, 380, n.
Pilate, 38, 39, 359.
Pileus, archbishop of

Genoa, 119 and

Pilgrims at Rome,

3.

237, 238, 324.
Pisa, flight of the

cardinals

n. 3.

Pilgrimages, 140,
of Gregory

to, 77.
Appointment of the counat Pisa, 77, 78. Council of Pisa, 8288, 91-97, 99, 112, 123.
Plato, 212.
With Wicklif, 165, n. 2, 166.
Phiul, Master, 83.
Plescow, 373.
Plurality of benefices, 50, 367.
Pneumatomachi, 186.
Poets, study of, 113.

XII.

cil

Poggio, of 'Florence, 378 and n.

and

258.

Paschasius Radbert, 238.
Patience in suffering, Suso, 411, 412.
Paul, the apostle, 141, 207, 209, 212, 220,
And
225, 238, 239 262, 301, 332, 362.
Peter, 18, 32, 95, 127.
Authority of
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Peter Philargi, Archbishop of Milan, 83,
84.
Sec Alexander V,
Petrarch, 44, 67.
Petrus Paganus (Pavne), 244, n. 1.
Pharisees, 59, 113, lU, 171, 189, 206,212,

1,

379

n. 2.

Poland, 51, 182. 237, 247,357,373. Poles,
127.

Polvcarp, 371.
Poor priests, 143-145, 163.
Popes. See Papacy, Abdication. Authority on matters of taith denied, 33, 40,
See Occam. Relation to
92, 96, 127.
councils. See Councils. The Germans
on the, 122. Wicklif, 146, 147. Huss

on

the, 304.

Porto, cardinal-bishop of, 10.
Porto Venere, 75, 76.
Posen, bishop of, 109.
Poverty, evangelical, 7, 14, 16, 33, 132,
268, "269, 404.
Prachatic, 316.
Prachatic, Christann of, 298, 310, 367.
Praesciti, 302, 350, 353.
Prague, 174-176, 181, 183, n. 1, 184.
Synod of Prague (an. 1389), 220, 23.32.35. Convocation of the university (an.
1403), 246, 253, 278; (an. 1408)", 248.
Synod (an. 1406), 247. Diocesan synod
Synod of Prague' (an.
(an. 1408), 252.
"Trial of Huss at
1413), 295-297.
Prague (an. 1414), 243, n. 1, 250, n. 4,
2.54, 256, 258, 288, n. 1, 317 and n. 4.
University of Prague, 175, 238, 241248, 252-255, 261, 263, 271, 274, 279,
291.
See also Conrad of Waldhausen,

Huss, Jerome.
Prague, archbishop of, 182, 183, 191, 223.
Prangcr, 286.
Prato, Cardinal da (du Prat), 20, 22.
Prayer, 143, 163, 175, 224, 405, 407
Seasons of, 207.
Preaching, Preachers, Cleniangis on, 59-
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Gerson on, 81. Wicklif on, 141Travelling preachers,
143, 162, 173.
143.
Militz, 174-177, 180.
Janow on,
Huss, 236, 263,
195, 199, 200, 224.
Persecution
265, 288, n. 1, 313, 316.
of preachers, 258. Preaching in private
chapels forbidden, 259, 260. Friends of
God, 383.
Predestination, Huss on, 266, 302, 303,
Wicklif, 167, 168.
337, 347, 350.
Predicates, transfer of, Wicklif, 153.
Priesthood, Janow, 212-217, 219, 221.
Universal, 194, 217, 2.50.Prignano, archbishop of Bari. See Urban
62.

VI.
Processions, 43, 113, 115, 116, 412.
Property, of the church, 16. Of the pope,
39.
Possession of, 24, 132. Rights of,
Wicklif 's views respecting the, 136, 170.
Views of Huss, 269, 274, 335.
Prophecy, 266, 380, 381.
Prophetic utterances, 60, 121, 171, 178,
194, 207, 314, 332, 333, 364, 377, n.
Protestant spirit, 25, 149, 157, 168, 210.

Pseudo-Isidorean decretals, 78.
Purgatory, 37, 280, 324.

Lincoln, 157. Influence on the reform*
atory movements in England, 134. On
Huss, 240.
Robert Hallam, bishop of Salisbury, 121.
Robert of Cambray (Clement VII.), 47.
Roger, Cardinal (Gregory XI.), 44.

Roger Bacon,

Roman

134.

church, authority of the, 31-33.

The Germans

at

Constance on

the, 122,

123.

Roman

Court, 34, 35, 98, 102, 113, 137,

160, 271.

Rome,

Ghibellincs at, 36. Council at (an.
Absence of the popes from,
1412), 90.

Attempt of Urban V. to re20, 41.
Gregory XI. ; Election of
turn, 44.

Of Gregory XU.,

Urban

VI., 44-46.

70, 71.
180.

Conrad of Waldhausen at R.,

Ladislaus

at,

100.

Janow at R., 192.
184.
in, 222.
Rose, the golden, 106.

Militz at,

Pious

Rudolph of Austria, archduke,

Rulmann Merswin, 387, 388.
Rupert (of Bavaria), emperor,

women

191.
84,

256.

Russian church, 373, 374.
Ruysbroch, 382, 385, 386, 396-407.
Russia, 246.

R.

Rack,

the, 23, 51.

Ratipnalism, 393.
Ratolfszell, 111, 112.

Raynaldus, 41,

n. 3, 130, n. 1, 146, n. 7,
182, n. 3, 259, n. 2, 330, n. 3.

Reactions

of

the

Christian

spirit,

1.

Against the papacy, 21, 47, 48. In
England,. 158, 159. See Reform.
Realism, Wicklif 's, 135, 152, 165 and n. 2,
166-168, 242. In Prague, 241, 242, 244,
245.

At Constance,

343, 344, 375, 376.
393.

Reason, deification of,
Redemption, 172.
Reform, movements towards, 48,

50, 77, 84,

93, 129, 171, 31 6, .360.
See University
of Paris, Gerson, England, Bohemia.
Council of Pisa, 87, 88. At Constance,
112-128. Reform and anti-reform par-

240, 253, 254, 258, 275, 291.
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